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PREFACE
A glossarial guide in English to the literary terminology in Tamil, comprising a
wide-ranging corpus of terms pertaining to both literature and criticism.
This ‘dictionary’ fulfils a long-felt academic need, especially in the areas of
teaching Tamil language and literature to the non-Tamils, as well as in the pursuit of
Tamil studies in foreign universities. It should also prove to be a useful handbook for
purposes of literary translation.
The primary concern here has been to provide brief, working definitions of the
concepts and ideas in Tamil which constitute the building blocks of Tamil literature
through the ages, as also of those that define and inform the varied facets of literary
scholarship. Accordingly, the terms included here embrace both the theory and practice
of literature in Tamil, covering as they do the following areas:
Thematic situations and their sub-situations in AKAM and
PURAM literatures (TINAL and TURAN), of the CANKAM corpus
Criticial modes and techniques, attitudes and styles
ili.

Figures of speech and their sub-classes

iv.

Prosody
Poetics

Vi.

Literary genres and sub-genres

Vii.

Schools and Movements
Motifs

and themes

Literary norms and conventions
Religious and philosophical concepts that inform literary
creativity and interpretation
1
XL

Dimensions of Tamil art and culture that have shaped aspects
of Tamil literature

241.

Ideas, specifically of the Western
psychoanalysis,
postmodernism,
poststructuralism.

origin,

such

feminism

as
and

vili

Besides treatises on poetics and prosody in Tamil, a representative body of
modern critical texts has gone into the compilation of the word-corpus for this dictionary.
References have also been made to the existing collections of terminology found as
parts of critical studies on prosody, literature and grammar. We have also made a
substantial, though critical, use of the Tamil Lexicon of the University of Madras.
The bibliography at the end provides the sources for the compilation of the headwords
as well as for their interpretation.
A marked feature of this dictionary is a comprehensive inclusion of the akAM/
PURAM thematic situations and sub-situations drawn on a wide range of KOVAI, AKAPPORUL
and PURAPPORUL texts available in print. That only a small number of figures of speech
amongst an astonishingly vast body of rhetorical devices have been provided with

illustration is a felt inadequacy in this work imposed on us by the consideration of
space. However, most of the cITTIRAKKAV! types (altar and pattern poetry) have been
provided with illustrative examples and diagrammatic representations where mere
definitions would not do to clarify the complexity of their structure.
The criterion for
of Western origin, has
theory and practice of
concepts they inform

the inclusion of'terms of current scholarship, especially
been consistency as well as the frequency of their use
literature of the present century. These terms, insofar
are of the Western origin, have been provided with

those
in the
as the
brief

descriptive definitions with a view to introducing them to the beginning students of
Tamil literature. We have also made a conscious effort, with respect to certain Western
terms belonging to the history of ideas and criticism, to introduce Tamil words and
phrases that we hope are adequately expressive, and will gain currency in due course.
A considerable number of terms relating to certain literary genres which have
either rare or no literary exemplifications, as also those denoting classical melodytypes and ancient dramatic kinds, have been included keeping in mind their historical]
and cultural significance.
The whole dictionary is cross-referenced so that the users can move easily
from one entry to another. There are, however, certain unavoidable double references

also, necessitated as they are by etymological hierarchical considerations. e.g.
mutalnilaittivakam Vide ATITIPAKAM -> Vide TIVAKAVANI. Besides, with a view to
facilitating a holistic view of the principal concepts in poetics such as UVAMAIYANI,
UTTI, PORULKOL, CEYYULVAKAI, CITTIRAKKAVI, etc., their sub-classes/varieties have

ix

been listed and described under the given concept, and these sub-classes are listed in
the alphabetical order as individual entries with 'vide' references to the principal entries
for meanings. 'Cf. references are intended to hint at the conceptual breadth of the
given terms, while "see" and "see also" references will lead to information that is
either basic to the understanding of the given concept or supplementary in character.
The abbreviations, acc. (according to), dist. (distinct), opp. (opposed), Skt. (Sanskrit),
e.g. (example) and esp. (especially) are too small and too familiar to need a separate
list of abbreviations. For obvious reasons, the index is limited to terms, both Tamil and
their English equivalents, denoting concepts of Western origin.

The entries, in Tamil alphabetical sequence, are all printed in boldface in the
Roman script.

While the terms entered in CAPITAL LETTERS point to the provision of

main articles on them elsewhere in the alphabetical order, those in italic types are
either the titles of texts or the ones indicating their non-English origin. The italicized
boldface types indicate the alternative forms of the headwords, which have not been
accorded the status of main entries.
All said, the apprehension that things remain overlooked remains. For it has not
been easy to decide what a literary term really is.

We have taken it as the one

pertaining to the formal study of works of literature, as well as their structure and
‘materials’. Particular attention has been paid to language-specific and culture-specific
terms such as the melody-types, and dance and drama that have found their way in
ancient works of literature and commentary either as allusions or as building blocks of

their thematic structures. We were really left clueless with regard to certain classical
concepts in rhetoric and poetic:, in which cases mere notes of identification have
been provided. Again, we are painfully aware of the inconsistency that has come in in
compounding, particularly with respect to certain phrases and clauses denoting AKAM/
PURAM thematic situations and sub-situations. We look forward to receiving comments
and suggestions from scholars and discerning readers, which we shall accommodate
in the subsequent editions, and make the entries more precise and self-sustaining.
It is more than a mere ritual that a writer of dictionaries quotes Dr Johnson:

“Every other author may aspire to praise; the lexicographer can only hope to escape
reproach - and even this negative recompense has been yet granted to very few".

akanilaimarutani
akrinai Non-human beings,
inanimate. Cf. UYARTINAI.
akkara

ilakkanam

Vide

and things

ARUPATTUNANKU

KALAIKAL.
akkaraccutakam (Also ELUTTUCCUTAKAM,
ELUTTUCCURUKKAM and ELUTTALIVANS) A
variety of CITTIRAKKAVE Verse composed
with a play on words, a word by gradual
elimination
of letters becoming
different words with different meanings,
as in kunakar1, nakari, kari. Cf. aKKARAVARUT-

4. CIVACANKIRANTAVATA CAIVAM, 5. ICUVARA
AVIKARAVATA CAIVAM and 6. NIMITTAKARANA

PARINAMAVATA CAIVAM OT CIVATTUVITACAIVAM.
akaccanru Internal evidence. A term used in
analytical
and
textual
criticism
(especially in the dating of a literary

work) to refer to features of

style (e.g.

imagery, syntax, idiom, spelling, etc.) or
details of environment, which might
give some indication of when the work
was written.

akaccuvai Emotions caused by the three

TANAM,

akkarapporuttam Vide cevyuTPORUTTAM.
akkaravaruttanam (Also ELUTTUVARUTTANAM) A
variety of CITTIRAKKAVE verse composed
with a play on words, a word by gradual

gunas, V1Z.,
TAMACAM.

CATTUVAM,

RACATAM

and

akattinai Love treated in Axam literature,
being of seven forms, viz., KURINCI, MULLAL,

addition of letters becoming different

PALAI, MARUTAM, NEYTAL, KAIKKILAI and

words with different meanings, as in kam,
nakam, kanakam, kokanakam. Cf. AKKARAC-

PERUNTINAI. See also AKAPPORUL.

A mythic

akattinaippuram (Also AKAPPURATTINAI and
AKAPPURAM) The two forms of love,
KAIKKILAI and PERUNTINAI aS being outside
the sphere of AKANAINTINAL

concept: army consisting of 21870
chariots, 21870 elephants, 65610 horses
and 109350 foot soldiers.

akattulifiai (Also axaTTON VILNTA NOCCI)A subsituation under the pugAm theme ULINAr
the victory of the besiegers over the

CUTAKAM.
akkinittampam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

akkuroni/akkoni/akkokini

aka ayvuneri Intrinsic approach to the study
of literature. It is based on the conviction
that a text is an autonomous reality, with
the
whole
being
a harmonious
involvement of parts. As such, the critic
must analyse the elements which in here
in the text rather than preoccupy himself

‘with causal factors such as history,
biography, sociology and ethics.

besieged.
akattelucci Inspiration.
akatton vilnta nocci Vide AKATTULINAL
akanatakam A kind of dance accompanied
by gestures by which to enact the

manifestations of (AKAM) love.
akanatakavuru Various kinds of musical
composition used in AKANATAKAM.

akakkuttu Externalization of emotions by
dancing and gesture. Cf. puRAKKOTTU.

akanilaiA class of primary melody-type, one
of four CATIPPERUMPAN.

akaccamayam Sects intrinsic to CArvAM, six

akanilaikkoccakam
A variety of KOCCAKAK-

in number, viz., 1. PATANAVATA CAIVAM,
2. PETAVATACAIVAM, 3. CIVACAMAVATA CATVAM,
௮ஆ
a

இஈ௱உஊ௭
a

ஏஐஒஓ௫ஒளஃ

KALI metre.

akanilaimarutam A primary melody-type.

கங் ச்ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந்

ப்ம்ய்

ர் .ல்வ்
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akanilaiyottalicai
akanilaiyottalicaiA variety of KALIPPA metre;
a constituent of KALIPPA verse.
akappa akaval Verse on AKAM theme
composed in AKAVAL metre without mixing
it with VANCIPPA metre.
akappattu (Also axappaTAL) A literary genre:
the idealized love experience between a
man and a woman in their blossoming
years as treated in a corpus of
conventional love poems of the CANKAM
ape.
akappattuvannam One of the specific sound
features in verse (VANNAM) ef fected in such
a way that the verse comes to an end, even
while it sounds incomplete.
akappatturuppu The twelve constituents of
AKAPPATTU, ViZ., TINAI (principal love
situation), KAIKOL (KALAVU and KARPU phases
of love behaviour), KURRU or KILAVI
(speeches assignable to different
characters), KETPOR (auditors), TAM Or KALAN
(scene of action), KALAM (time and season),
PAYAN (result or effect), MUNNAM

(indication of the speaker and the auditor
in a stanza), MEYPPATU (manifestation of
emotions and feelings),-ECcAM (that

which

is left to be understood

or

implied), PORULVAKA! (meaning other than
the typical thematic strands of union,
separation, etc), and rural (thematic subsituation). Cf. CEyYULURUPPU.

akappattellai The inclusive boundary of a
country or linguistic area,

akappatal Vide aKaPPATIU. .
akappurakkaikkilai An aKAm theme: the hero
paying his address to an immature pirl
who shows no sign of love, KAIKKILAI, the
unrequited passion, as outside the sphere

of AKANAINTINAL
அஆ
உ

இரஉண௭
௨

17

து
ஏஐஓஓஓளஃ

uueéaiod

௧கங

akappuraccamayam Peripheral sects of
CAIVAM, Six 11 number, viz., I. PACUPATAM, 2.
MAVIRATAM, 3. KAPALAM, 4. VAMAM, 5.VAIRAVAM
and 6. AIKKIYAVATA CAIVAM.
akappurattalaivan An AKAM concept the hero

in love which

is unreciprocated

or

unequal, as represented in KAIKKII,Al and
PERUNTINAI poems.
akappurattinai Vide AKATTINAIPPURAM.
akappurappattu Poem treating of the love
which is unreciprocated or unequal. akappurapperuntinai Vide PERUNTINAI.
akappuram Vide AKATTINAIPPURAM.
akapporutkovai (Also KILAVIKKOVAI and KOVAI)

A verse genre which treats of love themes
in 400 verses in KATTALAIK-KALITTURAI metre.

akapporutturai A thematic sub-situation in
AKAM poetry. Also see AKAPPATTURUPPU.

akapporutperuntinai Vide PERUNTINAI.
akapporul/akam The idealized love
experience between a man and a woman
in their blossoming years, as treated ina

corpus of love poems of the CANKAM age.
They are classed into AKANAINTINA! (the
central,
five-fold
mutual
lovebehaviour), and those peripheral to it,
V1Z., KAIKKILAI (unreciprocated sexual
passion) and PERUNTINA! (abnormal or
excessive sexual passion). The last two
were
called
AKATTINAIPPURAM
of
AKAPPURATTINAI by later theoreticians.

akamalarcci ani A figure of speech in which
the virtue or failing of a person or thing.
is stated to affect another either directly
or inversely, such as virtue begetting
virtue, vice begetting vice, virtue

begetting vice, and vice begetting virtue.
akarati Lexicon, usually a dictionary for a
classical language; dictionary.
சஞ்ட்ணத்

akkncatn

நப்ம்யர்

லவ்

tnpmyrti!lv

ழளறன்
tdtdrno

akavarrunkal kuralati vancippa
akaratiyiyam Lexicology. The science
dealing with the principles and theories
of dictionary-making.
akaratiyiyal Lexicography. The art or task
of making a dictionary or lexicon.
akala urai (Also AKALANKURAL, AKALAM and

VIRUTTIYURAL) Elaborate commentary.
akalakkavi Vide Kavi.

akalankural / akalam Vide AKALA URAI.
akaval (Also AKAVARPA and AciRIvApPA) One of

the four basic types of verse in Tamil
prosody which employs akavaL metre
Characterized
by akavat rhythm
(AKAVALOCAI), the loud notes of call like
those of a peacock. Any kind of feet can
occur in it. ActrryAvuriccir and other
combinations too can occur. Lines of
five, six or seven feet are alien to it. The

penultimate line is usually of three feet.
The number of lines varies from a
minimum of three to a maximum of 1000
for AKAVAL metre, all equal in length, of
four feet each. It can also have TANICCIR
(detached foot) in any of its lines.
There are four types of AKAVAL verses,
viz., NERICATYACTRIYAPPA (all lines having
four feet each and the penultimate line
three-footed), mnaikURALACIRIvappaA (the first
and the last lines having four feet each,

with the intermediate lines consisting, by
pairs, of two or three feet), NILAIMANTILA-

VACIRIYAPPA (all four-footed lines),
ATIMARIMANTILAVACIRIYAPPA (all lines having
four feet, any of the lines being placed
at any position, without resulting in
change of meaning).
AKAVAL metre has three auxiliary forms,
ViZ.,
AKAVARRALICAI
also
called
ACIRIYATTALICAI (three lines of equal
length), AKAVARRURAI
also called
௮ஆ

இஈஉஊ௭

ஏஐஓஒஓஓளஃக்ங் ச்

ACIRIYATTURAI (four lines with the middle
‘two lines differing in length from the
first or the last line), and AKAVALVIRUTTAM
(four lines of equal length, each not
having fewer than six feet), also known

aS ARACAVIRUTTAM, ACIRIYAVIRUTTAM and
MANNAVIRUTTAM.
akavalvannam One of the specific sound
features of a verse (VANNAM): a Series of
special sound features resembling the
coming of a storm or waves of water.
akavalviruttam Vide AKAVAL.
akavalvenpa
A verse of the INNICAIVENPA metre
marked by akavat rhythm.
akavalan

Vide PANAN.

akavaluriccir (Also AKAVARCIR, ACIRIYACCIR and
ACIRTYAVURICCIR ) Metrical feet of two
syllables each, chiefly found in AKAVAL.
metre,

akavalocai Vide AKAVAL.
akavarcir Vide AKAVALURICCR.
akavarcuritakam (Also ACIRIYACCURITAKAM)
The ending of AkavaL metre marked by
the four-footed

last line, and

the three

(or four)-footed penultimate line. It is
also the last constituent of certain kinds
of KALIPPA, and VANCIPPA Verses.
akavarpa Vide aKavaL.
akavarralicai

(Also AcirrvaTrALical)

Vide

AKAVAL.
akavarrullal A (jumping) rhythm in KALIPPA
metre.

akavarrurai (Also AcirrvaTTuRAl) Vide AKAVAL.

akavarrunkal A (slow-measured, sleeping)
rhythm in vANcirra metre.

akavarrunkal kuralati vaiicippa A kind of
VANCIPPA verse marked by the metrical
conventions of KURALATI VANCIPPA, and the

AKAVARRUNKAL rhythm.
ஞூட்ண்த்

ந்்ப்ம்ய்ர்.ல்வ்

aa@tiuueéaiosaukkachitnatnpmyrilyv
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akavarrankal cintati vaficippa

akavarrinkal cintati vaficippa A
VANCIPPA verse marked by the
conventions of CINTATI VANCIPPA,
AKAVARRUNKAL rhythm.
akavanmakalir Bardic women;
diviners. Cf. MUTUVAYPPENTIR.

kind of
metrical
and the
female

akavunar Dancer; singer.
akanranaivu kiral A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme ORUVALIT TANATTAL: with the
spreading of public gossip around, the
confidante suggesting a temporary
separation of the hero from the heroine.
akanricaippu One of the three defects in
versification (the other two being ARUTTICAIPPU and VERUTTICAIPPU): interspersing prose
1n poetry, the sound flow thereby deviating
from the accepted pattern.
akanrulikkalankal Vide PeRUNTINAI.

akanaintinai (Also ANPINAINTINAI, AINTINAI and
NATUVANAINTINAI) Five-fold aspects of AKAM
love, viz., KURINCI (union), MULLAI
(forbearance), PALAI (separation), MARUTAM
(sulking) and NeYTAL (lamenting the
lover's absence).
akaippuvannam One of the specific sound
features in verse (VANNAM): rhythm
produced by irregular breaks in sound
flow.
ankakkiriyai A dance movement.

ankatacceyyul/ankatam Satirical writing, a
literary genre that uses irony, wit and
sarcasm to expose humanity's vices and
follies, being of two kinds, viz., cEmMPORULANKATAM Or VACAI (open, undisguised
lampoon), and KARANTAVANKATAM OT
PALIKARAPPANKATAM (veiled insinuation). See

also CEVIYURAIYANKATAM.
ankam Act of a play.

௮ஆ
aoa

இஈஉ௭௭எ

ankamalai A verse genre’ describing, the
members of the human body in VENPA or

VELIVIRUTTAM metre.
ankitam The name given in a poem to the
hero.
acca avinayam Dance movement revealing
fear.
accaccuvaiyani Vide IRATAVANI.
accattanmaikku accamurru

NARRAY TALAIMAKAL

irankal (Also

ACCATTANMAIKKU

ACCAMURRU IRANKAL) A sub-situation under

the AKAM theme KARPOTU PUNARNTA KAVVAI
the mother feeling concerned about the
timidity and reserve of manner of her
daughter (the heroine) who has eloped
with the hero through the wilderness.
accattinakaral One of the meyrrATu-s other
than the principal eight avoidance by the
heroine of union with the hero in fear of

exposure.
accam ]. One of the eight principal meyPPpATU-s:
fear. 2. Vide MAKATUUKKUNAM.
acciram (Also MUNPANIKKALAM) Vide MUTAR-

PORUL.
accuvaparitcai Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
acartri (Also AKACAVANI, AKAYACCOL, VANMOLI and
VANOLI) Voice from an incorporeal being
from the sky.
acittam Vide ETUVAPACAM.
acuram (Also ARUMPORUL VINAINILAL and ACURAM)
A form of marriage in which the
bridegroom obtains the bride by acts of
chivairy and valour.
acurar (Also ARAKKAR and AVUNAR) A class of
demons who are at war with the gods.
acuvaparitcai Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

ஏஐஒஓஓஎ
க்ஞ்ட்ண்த்ந்
ஃக்
ப்ம்ய்ர் ல்வ்
ங்
ழ்ள்ற்ன்
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attamacitti

acuvamétam (Also IRACACUYAM and PARIVELVI)

Horse sacrifice practised by ancient
Hindu kings in order to have peace and
happiness, as well as to proclaim their

sovereignty.
;
acaiA ceyYULUgUPPU: Basic metrical unit, and
the fundamental quantitative unit of any
metre in Tamil, of which there are two,
viz., NERACAI atid NIRAIYACAL NERACAI, also

called Tayryacai (a simple unit), comprises |
a single vowel nucleus, with or without
consonants. NIRAIYACAI, also called nvarvAcal
(a compound unit), consists of nuclei of
two vowels, with ot without consonants.

Asyllable in Tamil is thus different from
a syllable in English which has only one
vowel as the nucleus.

acai itaimatakku The repetition of the last
syllable of the second linc of a stanza as
the first syllable of the third line.
acaiccir Foot of one metrical syllable usually
found at the end of a vENPA.
acaiccol / acainilai Expletive particle.
acainilaiyalapetai Lengthening of vowels
and consonants to the requirements of
metrical harmony.
acaimatakku Vide MATAKKANI.
acaiyati (Also AMPOTARANKAM, EN, CORCIRATI, and
PIRINTICAIKKURAL) A constituent of KALIPPA
in which the lines increase and diminish
like the waves of the sea. It is of four
series, viz., PEREN (two lines of four feet
each), cIRREN (one line of four feet), ரகவ
(one line of three feet)'and ALAVEN (one
line of two feet).
acaiyantati Metrical composition in which
the same syllable ends one line and begins
the succeeding line of a stanza.
௮ஆ
aoaii

இஈஉஊ௯௭

acaiviralac centotai A CENTOTAI (a verse
without any kind of agreement of
sounds) sub-class without any kind of
positional agreement of syllables - MGwai
(alliteration) or ETUKAI (agreement of
second letters of initial feet), and without
the characteristic cir patterns of TALAI
acaivu One of the sources of the MEYPPATU
ALUKAI (weeping): loss.
atcayapattiram (Also AMuTACURAP!) Divine
vessel of inexhaustible food.
attakam

A verse genre: poem consisting of

eight stanzas all in the same metre.

attacilam The eight-fold Buddhist ideals of
behaviour comprising avoidance of
killing, lying, stealing, lust, begging,
eating of unhygienic food at night, use
of perfumed articles, and lying on a mat
on the floor.
attanakapantam Vide NAKAPANTAM.
attamankalam A verse genre: benedictory
poem of eight stanzas in ACIRIYAVIRUTTAM
metre.

attamacitti (Also crm) The eight superhuman
powers, viz., ANIMA (contracting to the
minutest. atomic
body),
MAKIMA
(expanding to large forms), LAKIMA
(acquiring power to move fast easily and
staying buoyant on water), KARIMA
(gaining a hard body like a mountain),
PIRATTI (gaining the capacity to visualize
and attain all things desired by the heart),
PIRAKAMIYAM (power to overcome natural
obstacles and go anywhere), ICATTUVAM
(having the power to command celestial
beings), and vACITTUVAM (power of
enchanting, changing the course of
nature, or assuming any form).

ஏ ஐஒஓஓளஃ
கங் சஞ்டண்த ந் ப்ம்ய்
tT ww
ழ்ள்ற்ன்
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attavirattam

attavirattam Eight places celebrated as the
scenes of Civan's exploits, viz., Kantiyur,
Atikai,

Katavur,

Valuvir,

Pariyalur,

Kovaldr, Kurukkay, and Virkuti.

attankayokam Yoga which consists of eight

.

atikkaruttiyal Thematology.
atikkaruttu (Also KARU) Theme.

It is not

simply the subject of a literary work, but
rather a statement that the text seems to
be making about that subject. In other

(abstention from lying, killing, theft, lust

words, it is the central idea defining a
work, which may be stated, directly or

and covetousness), NIYAMAM (observances

indirectly. Cf. AipoRUL and MARI URU.

forms

of

discipline,

like practice

viz.,

of contentment,

1YAMAM

bodily

mortification, investigation of religious
truth and worship of God), ATANAM (yogic
posture), PIRANAYAMaM (control of the vital
forces of the body by regulation of
breath), PRATTIYAKARAM (withdrawal of the
senses from external objects), TARANAI
(concentrated attention), TIYANAM
(uninterrupted contemplation of an
object) and cAMAT! (intense contemplation
of God, identifying oneself with Him).
attavatanam Vide AVATANAKKALAIL
atakkam A MeyprATu other than the principal

eight: self-control

atikkurippu Footnote.
atikkiin A detached line within a verse.

atittoli The chief female attendant.
atiniralnirai Vide NIRALNIRAI.

atippataviruttal A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme ULINAITTINAL one accepting the
sovereignty of the besieging king and
ruling one's state as such.

atimatakku Vide MATAKKANI.
atimayakkuA metric line occurring within a
verse alien to 1t; two or more kinds of
lines occurring within a verse.

atimarimantilavaciriyappa Vide AKAVAL.

atakkiyal (Also CURITAKAM, POKKU, MATAKKIYAL,

VARAM and vaipru) Last part of certain kinds
of KALIPPA, VANCIPPA OF PARIPATAL Which
rounds up the poem.
atankanmurai Téevaram as including all the
hymns of Campantar, Appar and Cuntarar.
ataletuttu uraittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the hero, as he treads
the wilderness along with the heroine in

atimarimantila veliviruttam A sub-class of
VELIVIRUTTAM: an auxiliary metre marked by

occurrence of lines in a stanza which can
be interchanged
meaning.

without

atimari molimarru Vide PORULKOL.
atimutanmatakku Vide MATAKKANI.

elopement, mstilling a sense of courage

atimuran Vide MURANTOTAI.
atimolimarru Vide rorULKOL.

NETILATI or AINCIRATI (of five feet) and
KALINETILATI (of six feet and above).
Cf. KATTALAIYATI
அஆ
aa

இஈஉளண௭

of

atimarimarru Vide poRULKGL..

in her by proclaiming his valour.
ati Metrical line, a ceYyULURUPPU, being of five
kinds, viz., KURALAT! (of two feet), CINTATI
(of three feet), atavaT! (of four feet),

change

atimonai Vide MUTALTOTAI.

atiyantati (Also

ITAIYITTANTATI) Vide

ANTATITTOTAI
atiyalapetai Vide ALAPETAITTOTAI.

atiyiyaipu Vide IvAIPUTTOTAI.

ஏஐஒஓஓளஃக்ங்
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atukkicai olukal melivannam
atiyetukai Vide ETUKAITTOTAI.
atiyotu valininaintu avanulam vatal A subsituation under the AKAM theme UTANPOKKU:

atukkicai akaval valivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall sermed rhythm (like a cart,

the hero being saddened at the thought

moving

of the hard tract to be trodden by the soft

crying, and bells in a chain ringing) with
rippling sound (like the whirl in water and
the whirling of the wind) effected by the
dommance of plosives.

feet of the herome in elopement.
atiyor An AKAM concept: Bonded labour and
servants.

atukkicai akaval itaivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall serried rhythm (like a cart
moving on an uneven road, a heron
crying, and bells in a chain ringing) with
ripplmg sound (like the whirl m water and
the whirling of the wind) effected by the
dominance of medial consonants.

on

an

uneven

road,

a heron

atukkicai olukal itaivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall serried rhythm (like a cart
moving on an uneven road, a heron
crying, and bells in a chain ringing) with
a smooth even flow (like the flowing of
water and the blowing of wind) effected
by the dominance of medial consonants.

atukkicai akaval kurilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse

atukkicai olukal kurilvannam One of -the

(VANNAM): overall serried rhythm (like a cart
moving on an uneven road, a heron
crying, and bells in a chain ringing) with
rippling sound (like the whirl in water and
the whirling of the wind) effected by the
dominance of short vowels.

(VANNAM): Overall serried rhythm (like a cart
moving on an uneven road, a heron

atukkicai akaval netilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall serried rhythm (like a cart
moving on an uneven road, a heron
crying, and bells in a chain ringing) with

of a verse

crying, and bells in a chain ringing) with
a smooth even flow (like the flowing of

water and the blowing of wind) effected
by the dominance of short vowels.

atukkicai olukal netilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall serried rhythm (like a cart
moving on an uneven road, a heron

crying, and bells in a chain ringing) with

rippling sound (like the whirl in water and

a smooth even flow (like the flowing of

the whirling of the wind) effected by the

water and the blowing of wind) effected
by the dominance of long vowels.

dominance of long vowels.
atukkicai akaval melivannam One of the
specific

sound

features

of a verse

(VANNAM): overall serried rhythm (like a cart
moving

on an uneven

road,

a heron

crying, and bells in a chain ringing) with
rippling sound (like the whirl in water and

the whirling of the wind) effected by the
dominance of nasals.
AMBAremargggggri
a

specific sound features

a

sms

atukkicai ‘olukal melivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall serried rhythm (like a cart
moving on an uneven road, a heron

crying, and bells in a chain ringing) with
a smooth even flow (like the flowing of
water and the blowing of wind) effected

by the dominance of nasal sounds.
Grew
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atukkicai olukal valivannam

atukkicai olukal valivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall serried rhythm (like a cart
moving on an uneven road, a heron
crying, and bells in a chain ringing) with
a smooth even flow (lke the flowing of
water and the blowing of wind) effected
by the dominance of plosive consonants.

soft,low sound of a drum, and the walking
on sand) effected by,the dominance of
nasal sounds,

atukkicai mellicai valivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall serried rhythm (like a cart
moving on an uneven road, a heron
crying, and bells in a chain ringing) with
a soft flow (like the gait of a swan, the

atukkicai mellicai itaivannam One of the

specific sound features of a verse
(vANNAM): overall serned rhythm (like a cart
moving on an uneven road, a, heron
crying, and bells in a chain nnging) with
a soft flow (like the gait of a swan, the
soft low sound of a drum, and the walking

on sand) effected by the dominance of

soft low sound of a drum, and the walking
on sand) effected by the dominance of
plosive consonants,
atukkicaivannam One of the specific sound
features in verse (VANNAM): overall serried

rhythm, being of twenty sub-classes. (For

medial consonants.
atukkicai mellicai kurilvannam One of the

specific sound

features of a verse

(VANNAM) overall serried rhythm (like a cart
moving on an uneven road, a heron
crying, and bells in a chain ringing) with
a soft flow (like the gait of a swan, the
softlow sound of a drum, and the walking
on sand) effected by the dominance of
short vowels.

description

specific sound features of a verse

each

sub-class,

see

moving

on an uneven

road,

a heron

crying, and bells in a chain ringing) with
a hard flow (like the twisting of iron wire

or leather into ropes, and a stone rolling
over another stone), effected by the
dominance of medial consonants.

atukkicai mellicai netilvannam One of the
(VANNAM): overall serried rhythm (like a cart
roving on an uneven road, a heron
crying, and bells in a chain ringing) with
a soft flow (like the gait of a swan, the
soft low sound of a drum, and the walking
on sand) effected by the dominance of
long vowels.

of

headwords beginning ATUKKICAI),
atukkicai vallicai itaivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall serried rhythm (like a cart

atukkicai vallicai kurilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): Overall serried rhythm (like a cart
moving

on

an

uneven

road,

a heron

crying, and bells in a chain ringing) with.
a hard flow (like the twisting of iron wire
or leather into ropes, and a stone rolling
over another stone) effected by the

atukkicai mellicai melivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse

atukkicai vallicai netilvannam One of the

(vANNAM): overall serried rhythm (like a cart
moving on an uneven road, a heron
crying, and bells in a chain ringing) with

specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall serried rhythm (like a cart
moving on an uneven road, a heron
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anmainilai
crying, and bells in a chain ringing) with
a hard flow (like the twisting of iron wire
or leather into ropes, and a stone rolling
over another stone) effected by the
dominance of long vowels.

atukkicai vallicai melivannam One of the
specific sound
(VANNAM); overall
moving on an
crying, and bells

features of a verse
serried rhythm (lke a cart
uneven road, a heron
in a chain ringing) with

a hard flow (like the twisting of iron wire
or leather into ropes, and a stone rolling
over another. stone) effected by the

dominance of nasal sounds.

;

atukkicai vallicai valivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall serried rhythm (like a cart
moving on an uneven road, a heron
crying, and bells in a chain ringing) with
a hard flow (like the twisting of iron wire
or leather into ropes, and a stone rolling

over another
dominance of
atukkiyal (Also
VANNAKAM) A
which

stone) effected by the
plosive consonants.
ARAKAM, MUTUKIYAL and
constituent of KALIPPA in

a succession of short letters is

rapidly repeated.
atukkuttotar Repetitive use of words or
phrases.

atukkumatakku Vide MATAKKANI.
atuttuvaraluvamai A fault in rhetoric: a

comparison in which the standard of
comparison (vehicle) is in its turn
compared to another standard. -

atutturntu atta korram A sub-situation under
the pugam theme VANcITTINAL having
accomplished victory by confronting the

enemy soldiers and killing them.
atai (Also ATAINILAIKKILAVI, KUN, TANNILAL, TANICCOL

and vitticai 2) A constituent of KALIPPA: a
அஆ
aa

இ௱ஈ௱உஊ௯௭
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' word in isolation constituting a foot-by

itself, offering a pause in the movement
of the verse, looking before and after,

linking the parts preceding and following
it.
atainilaikkilavi Vide ata:.
atai potuvakki porul vérupata molital Vide

OTTANI.
ataiyatuttavakupeyar A figure of speech: a
metonymical expression invariably
including a qualifying word.
ataiyalappu Flower as a totemic symbol.

ataiyalavunarvu Anagnorisis. A term used
by Aristotle in his Poetics to refer to the

moment in a drama when the protagonist
‘discovers' something that either leads to
or explains a reversal of fortune, that is,
the protagonist gains some crucial
knowledge that he or she did not have.

ataiyum porulum ayarpata molital Vide
OTTANI.
ataiyai viparitap patuttup porul vérupata
molital Vide oTTANI.

ataivani (Also NIRALNIRAIYAN!) A figure of
speech in: which words or phrases are
arranged in different sets so that each

term of one set may qualify or govern
the corresponding term in another set.
atai viravip porul verupata molital Vide
ரகம
antakocam A verse genre: poem inKALIVENPA
metre on the origin and evolution of the
world.
antam Cosmos.

anmainilai (Also avAYNILAI) Immediate
constituent:

syntactical

expectancy

consisting in the need of one word foranother.
,
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anmaivili

anmaivili

A vocative of endearment

addressed to the one close by.

ananku |. One of the sources of the MEyPPATU
ACCAM (fear): (i) A female deity causing

affliction. (ii) A celestial damsel. (iii) A
beautiful woman, as resembling a
_celestial damsel. (iv) A demoness of lust
or harm. (v) Beauty. 2. vegrvAtru (frenzied
_dancing, esp. as under possession by God

Murukan).

anucaivam One of the sixteen CAIVAM sects,
which holds that the initiate should
realize

Civan

as

performing

the

Pafcakiruttiyam in and out of Himself,
and attain absorption of mind.
anaintavali utal (Also PALLIYIRPULAVI) A subsituation under PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the
heroine's sulking once agai, as the hero

embraces her in the bed-chamber.
attiyayam Division of a prose work, chapter.

ani (Also ALANKARAM) Figure of speech. A
hterary device by which to associate or
compare dissimilar things. Figures of
speech are commonly divided into two
general categories: rhetorical figures and
tropes. The former, often called coLLANI,

use words in some special way to create

attira paritcai Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
attuvam Religious path
liberation of the soul.

leading

attuvacaivam One of the sixteen CAIVAM sects

which holds that an initiate should by
introspection perceive the six attuvas and
meditate on Civan who is beyond them.

an
unexpected
effect
without
significantly altering the words’
meanings. Tropes (PORULAND), by contrast,

atyatmayokam The yoga of the spirit.

fundamentally change the meanings of

atyatmavittai

words.

to the

attuvitam Oneness with God.
Learning pertaining to the

spirit.

anintavai tiruttal A MeyepATU pertaining to the
third phase of pre-marital love: (the
heroine) correcting the ornaments.

anintuli naniyatunarntu telivittal A subSituation under the AKAM theme IYARKAIPPUNARCCI: the hero dispelling the

bashfulness of the heroine which she
feels as he asks her to put her dress on
after the union.
anima Vide aTTAMACITTI.

atamakuravar Gurus (preceptors) of lower
status.

ataritaiccélavu A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme KARANTAITTINAL warriors setting

forth for the recovery of cattle seized by
enemies.
atanait tanmelvatttuc carral (Also amMATALERRINAIT TALAIVAN TANMELVAITTUC CARRAL,

the

and TANTUNIPU URAITTAL) A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PANKIVIR- KUTTAM: (the
confidante refusing to help him have
union with the heroine) the hero saying
that he would resort to palmyra horse
riding.

interrelationships among its constituent
_elements (images, sound effects,

atikavani (Also PERUMAIYANI) A figure of
speech in which the contained is

anjyanantam Vide ANANTAKKURRAM.

anukkapparvai Close reading. The thorough
and nuanced analysis of a literary text,

with

particular

allusions, etc.)

AMArtrr.msrg
aoa 1

emphasis.

on

described as greater than the container, or
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the container greater than the contained. ©

Cf. CIRUMAIYANI.
atikaracuttiram A cUTTIRAM defining the
scope of the other CUTTIRAM in a chapter
of a treatise.
7
்
atikatappuranatai General permissive rule at

the end of a'chapter.

,

atikdram Chapter in a poetical composition.

~atikaramurai Vide urn.
aticayavani

(Also

“
UYARVUNAVIRCCIYANI,

PERUKKAN, MIKUTINAVIRCIYANI aid MIKAIMOL))
A figure of speech: exaggeration of the

subject matter evoking a sense of wonder,
but without exceeding the limits of
natural description, comprising six subclasses, viz., PORULATICAYAM (the thing or

event being given hyperbolic treatment),

KUNA-VATICAYAM (the attribute or property
of a thing being exaggerated),
TOLILATICAYAM
(the
deed
being
exaggerated), AIYAVATICAYAM (a doubt or
lack of clarity being exaggerated),
TUNIVATICAYAM (presumption arrived at
through logical thinking on the
exaggeration of the given subject), and
TIRIVATICAYAM (exaggeration of a thing
showing it as something else.
aticayavuvamai (Also mikAryuvAMal) Afigure

of speech: a simile which states that there
is no difference between the standard of
comparison
and the subject of

comparison except in their loci. *
atiricaiyam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

atuketta panki alunkakkantu narray
pulampal (Also TOL] ALUNKAKKANTU TAY
PULAMPAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme KARPOTUPUNARNTA KAVVAI: the
confidante having started crying (with the
mother sobbing her heart out over the
அஆ
aa

இர

உஊ௯௭
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ஒஓஓளஃக்ங்

elopement of her daughter), the mother
feeling saddened about it.
atukétta panki iyarpalittal (Also PANKI
IYARPALITTAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme ARATTOTUNIRRAL: the confidante

belittling or censuring the hero for his
having parted from the heroine.
atukéttu toli mayankalA sub-situation under

the AKAM theme KARPOTUPUNARNTA KAVVAL the
confidante

sorrowing

on hearing

the

mother's lament.
atuninaintirankal A sub-situation under the

- AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the foster-mother
pitying the heroine whose soft feet are to
tread the wilderness in elopement.

antafiakam Vide TIVAKAVANI.

-

antarakanam (Also AKAYAKANAM) A rule of
propriety: foot of nirai-nirai-nér as
KARUVILANKAY, considered inauspicious at
the commencement of a poem, with
punarpucam as its astericism, the effect

being the reduction of life span of the
hero.
‘
்
antaracari Superhuman beings moving in the

sky.

்

antaracaivam A catvaM sect which holds that
Civan should be contemplated as
immanent in the whole universe, one of

sixteen sects of CAIVAM.

‘

antaramakalir Superhuman damsels moving
in the sky.

antarayamin The indwelling Godhead. .
antati 1. Vide anTATITToTAI. 2. A verse genre.
antatittokai A poem of antAvT! metrical
sequence comprising a fixed number of
stanzas.

antatittotai (Also anrAmi 1) Concatenation
(Total) in which the foot, syllable, or letter
ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த்
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antatittotaik kamalapantam palapanki
(or the whole word or the line) at the end
of a line of verse begins the next line, the
kinds of which being:
MANTALAVANTATI (the last letter, syllable
‘or foot of the last line of a stanza is the
same as the first letter, syllable or foot of
its first line of the following stanza; this
process is repeated within every line of
the stanza as well).
CENNATAIYANTATI (the last letter, syllable or
foot of every line occurs at the beginning
of next line, the last letter, syllable or foot
of the last line being dissimilar to the first
letter, syllable or foot of the first line of

the same stanza). ATIYANTATI OF ITAIYITTANTATI
(a line that ends one stanza begins the
following stanza, or a line of a stanza is
‘repeated as the next line of the same
stanza). MAYAKKANTATI (mixing of the above
kinds with regard to their letter, syllable
or foot).
antatittotaik kamalapantam palapanki A
variety of CITTIRAKKAVT: a KALIVIRUTTAM Verse
comprising fifty-six letters represented
ina lotus diagram with the fifty-six letters
being reduced to twenty-five: these
twenty-five letters being brought into
several combinations to form stanzas of
several CITTIRAKKAVI types such as
PIRITUPATUPATTU, MALAIMARRU, BKAPATA
MALAIMARRU, KOMUTTIRI, KATAIKARAPPU, etc.

Illustration:

antatimatakku Vide MATAKKANI.
antatiyuvamai A figure of speech and a subclass of uvAMal in which the last word of a
line 1s repeated at the beginning of the
next line and the repeated word is made

the standard of comparison (vehicle).
antali An ancient secondary melody-type of
the KuURINcI class.
antalipatai An ancient melody type of the
PALA! class.

anti An ancient secondary melody-type of
the PALA! class.

antiyam Vide KULAKAM.
annakai

poratu

avan

pulampal

A sub-

situation under the aKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero becoming distressed as

1

the confidante says in a vein of ridicule
that it would be easy for him to meet the
heroine in her absence.

விதி திருவ வருதிபொ னரவ
வரனது கருவ வருகணை குரவ
வரகுக மருவ வருமறை பரவ ; ,
வரபத மருவ வருமதி விரவ.

anniyOnniyavani (Also ONRARKONRUTAVIYANI and

TATUMARUVUTTIYaN!) A figure of speech in
which two'things

are described as
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amaippiyal tiranayvu

reciprocating the same relationship, as the
moon does not shine without the night,
nor the night without the moon.

ampavatal Ceremonial bathing of virgins in
the month of Tar. Cf. TAINTRATAL.
ampulipparuvam Vide PiLLAIKKAVI.

anakatam Vide ARATARAM.

amp6taranhkam Vide AcAIYATI.

anati The Beginningless One.

ampotarankavotialicai A variety of OTTALICAIK
KALIPPA verse m which the lines diminish
like waves on the shore.

aniyamavuvamai A figure of speech anda
sub-class of uvAMAr saying that othér
things are also comparable to the given
subject (tenor) in addition to the standard
of comparison (vehicle) stated therein.
anekankavuruvakam A figure of speech:
metaphor in which the various limbs of
an object or person are metaphorized.
Cf. EKANKAVURUVAKAM.
apavavetuA figure of speech: non-existence
of a particular quality as reason for the
occurrence of an event, being of five
kinds, viz., ENRUMAPAVAM

(non-existence

for ever), INMAIYATAPAVAM (non-existence of
non-existence),
ONRILONRINMAI
or
ONRINONRRAPAVAM (the inherent non-

existence of a quality in one), ULLATANAPAVAM (a thing existing at a particular time
and place being non-existent at another
place and time) and ALIvupATTAPAVAM (a
thing existing earlier becoming nonexistent now owing to destruction).
apavam Vide PIRAMANAM.
apitékam Holy bathing of an idol.
aputavuvamai (Also iLPORULUVAMa!)
A figure
of speech and a sub-class of uvamar nonexistent things being used as standards
of comparison (vehicle).
apétacaivam One of the sixteen cava sects:
which holds that the initiate should
meditate on Civan as one with himself.

ampal An AKAM concept private gossip of
the neighbourhood about the love
between the heroine and the hero.
ABA
a

a

ampotarankavorupoku

A

variety

of

OTTALICAIKKALIPPA,
ammatalerrinait talaivan tanmél vaittuc
carral Vide AvANAIT VANMEL VAITTUC CARRAL.

ammanai |. Girls’ game of keeping a number
of balls in motion in the air at the same
time by alternately tossmg and catching
them, in the manner of a juggler. 2. Vide
KALAMPAKAM. 3. A verse genre of both folk
and classical literary kinds of narrative
structure.
ammanaipparuvam Vide PILLAIKKAVI.
ammanaippattu / ammanaivari Song sung
while playing the game of balls.
ammai One of the eight aspects of elegance in
poetic composition (vanapru): agreeable
succession of short, soft words

in verse

of not more than five lines, having a
soothing effect, a CEYYULURUPPU.
amanar (Also TIKAMPARAR) Jains (the naked
folks).
amatai Vide OLVALAMALAI.
amirtam /amiltam (Also AamuTAM) Ambrosia.
amutacurapi Vide ATCAYAPATTIRAM.
amutam Vide amMiRTAM.
amutaveluttu Vide cEYYUTPORUTIAM.
amaiccu Office and functions of a minister.
amaippiyal tiranayvu Structuralist criticism,
a type of literary criticism that derives
from

structuralism,
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amaippiyal maruviya kotpatu

PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the herome saddened at
the hero seeking courtesans, and her
sending the confidante in red attire, etc.,
becoming known to the people around.

humankind whose proponents believe

that all elements of human culture,
including literature, may be understood
as parts of a system of signs. Structuralist
critics, using Ferdinand de Saussure's
linguistic theory as a model and
employing the semiotic theory, posit the
a text
analysing
of
possibility
systematically, and revealing the
‘srammar' behind its form and meaning.
They eschew consideration of the author
and other external references.
amaippiyal maruviya kotpatu (Also Mi
AMAIPPIYALVATAM) Poststructuralism. A
reaction against structuralist criticism, it
argues that meaning is indeterminate

since

all systems

of signification

endlessly defer meaning through a chain
of signifiers. Each word, acc. to poststructuralists, evokes a number of
possible significations, which in turn
evoke other significations in an
indeterminable sequence so that no single
can ever be positively
meaning
ascertained to be the correct meaning.

ayalurai uraittu varaivukatatal (Also PIRAR
VARAIVUNARTTAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VARAIVUKATATAL: the confidante
informing the hero of the proposal of
marriage to the heroine by strangers.
ayarkaranavipavanai (Also VERORUKARANA
VIPAVANAI) A figure of speech and a subclass of PIRITARAYCCIYANI 1 which the
effects are represented as taking place
through causes which are alien to it. e.g.,
while things are burnt by means of fire,
the hearts of the separated people are
shown to be burnt by the rainy season.

ayanmanamuraittal An Aka sub-situation: the
theme of the confidante telling the hero
that, if he delays, strangers might desire
to marry the heroine.
ayanmai (Also MURUKIYAL AYANMAI) Aesthetic
distance. Also called psychic distance and
dramatic

work

amaippiyalvatam Structuralism.

amaivani A figure of speech in which
inadequacy is taken for virtue.
ayarvu akarral A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme UTANPOKKU: the hero dispelling the
fatigue of the heroine as they tread the
wilderness in elopement.
ayalmayankicaik koccakam A kind of
KOCCAKAKKALIPPA that has drawn on certain
characteristics of ACIRIVAPPA and VENPA.
ayalarivuraittu aval alukkameytal A subSituation under the AkAm
theme
இ௱உ௭ண௯௭
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refers

to

the

of art that is necessary

for the

work as an aesthetic object rather than as
reality.
In reader-response criticisr
(VACAKAR ATIPPATAIT TIRANAYVU), this term

amaippu muran Vide MURAN 2.

உ

it

audience to recognize and appreciate the

amaippu Structure. See vATIVAM.

அஆ

illusion,

separation between the audience and a

க் ங ச்

refers to the distance between how a work.
was viewed when it was originally
published and how
viewed today.

the same

work

1s

ayanmaiyunarvu Alienation.
ayirtturaittal A sub-situation under the aKkaM

theme PANKIVIRKOTTAM: the confidante's
suspicion on seeing the reddened eyes,
etc., of the heroine.

ayirpentu A masquetade dance.
ஞ்ட்ண்த்
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aripirappu
ayutta étu A figure of speech and a sub-class

of EruvAnt the action not being in harmony
with the cause thereof.
arccavataram
(VAINAVAM).

Idol treated as Godhead

arakkar Vide ACURAR.
arankakkutti Female dancer in a theatre.
arankerram Presentation, for approval in a

learned assembly,of literary compositions,
dance, music, etc.
aracattanam Vide TANAM.

aracamullai A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme vAKaITTINAr extolling a king's power
to destroy his foes and protect his
subjects.
aracarcinnam Insignia of royalty, twenty-one
in number, viz., muti (crown), kutai
(umbrella), kavari (chowrie), toftti
(elephant hook), muracu (drum), yanai
(elephant), matil (rampart), koti (banner),

greatness of the king who protects his
country with due care.

aracanviruttam Verse genre, celebrating the
natural resources, prosperity and prowess

of aruling king, containing ten KALITTURAI
and thirty viruttaM besides thirty
KALTTTALICAI Verses.

araciyal Science of regal administration.
araceluttu Letters prescribed for use in verse
on kings.

aranmanaik kavitai Court poetry.
arattakam (Also ALATTAKAM) Red lac used by
women for dying the feet, and sometimes
the lips.
aratanamalai A figure of speech which.
consists in enumerating certain things in

their regular order.
araputtamil 1. The Quoran written in Tamil
script. 2. Tamil with a large admixture of
Arabic words.

cakkaraim (discus), nirkkufam (water-pot),
pumalai (garland), toranam (festoon),

arampaiyar/aramakalir (Also VANARA-MAKALIR

katal (ocean), canku (conch), makaram
(fish), amai (turtle), cinkam (lion), fipam

aravuccakkaram A variety of CITTIRAKKAVI

(lamp), inaikkayal (twin carp fish), itapam

(bull) and cimmacanam (throne).

and VINCAIYAR MAKALIR) Celestial damsels.
fitted into a fanciful diagram representing
a 'snake-wheel' with its curves and turns,
a variant of the CAKKARAPANTAM type.

aracarpakkam Occupations of a king, five
in number, viz., Otal (learning), véttal

ararru A meypPATU other than the principal-

(sacrifice), ital (liberality), kattal
(protecting the country) and oruttal
(punishing the wrong-doers).

arakam |. Vide atukkrvaL. 2. A melody type of
the PALAI class.

aracavakai A sub-situation under the pugAM
theme vAKaiTTINAr extolling a king's
impartiality and valour.
aracavalttu Panegyric verses on kings.
aracaviruttam Vide AKAVAL.
aracavulinai A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme uLINAITTINAL speaking of the

eight: bewail.

aripirappu

(Also

URPAVAMALAI,

and

TACAPPIRATURPAVAM) A verse genre: (a) A
poem in ten verses of ACIRIYAVRUTTAM metre
which describes the ten incarnations of
Visnu. (b) A poem in ten verses of
ACIRIYAVIRUTTAM metre extolling the ten.

incarnations of Visnu and entreating Him
to protect the hero.
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arimanokku

arimanokku

(Also cINKANOKKU)

Vide

_ CUTTIRANILAI
A sub-situation under the AKAM
ariyalamenal
theme PANKIVIRKUTTAM: theme in which the
confidante informs the héro of her
inability to ascertain the mind of the
heroine.
arivai Vide ELUVAKAIPPARUVAM.
arukiyal A class of primary melody-types,
oné of “the four CATIPPERUMPAN.
arukiyanmarutam
A primary melody-type.
aruficol akarati Glossary. An alphabetical
list of unfamiliar or difficult words and
phrases. Sometimes appended to a
particular text, and sometimes published
as a separate volume.
arutkunam ufsaittal (Also TEYVATTIRAM PECAL)
A sub-situation under the aKAM theme
IYARKAIPPUNARCCI: the hero telling the

heroine of the power of Destiny behind
their union.
Songs and poems produced under

divine inspiration, as the tevaram.
arutpuri A secondary melody-type of the
KURINCI class.

aruttapatti alankaram A figure of speech
based.on ARUTTAPATTI.

aruntati kattutal To pomt out the star aruntati
to the bride as a model worthy of imitation,
a part of the marriage ceremony.
A sub-situation
VAKAITTINAL the
the seemingly
foes.

arumpatavurai A kind of commentary
focusing on the meanings of rare words.

அஆ
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arumakatpécal A sub-situation under the Akam
theme vaRAITAL: the noble men talking to
the kin of the herome
marriage proposal.

on the hero's

arumanaccatankukalukku arratalunkal A subsituation under the AKAM theme ILVALKKAI:
the heroine suffering the rituals of
marriage.
arumarai cevili arintamai kural A subsituation under the AKAM theme VARAITAL

vETKar the confidante telling the heroine
of the latter's secret love-relationship
coming to be known to the foster-mother.
arumai kéttalital A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: as the confidante

tells him of the inestimable worth of the
heroine, the hero going disheartened.
arumaiyarital (Also AYAVELLAM VALIPATAK KANTU
ITU MAYAMO ENRAL) A sub-situation under’

the AKAM theme PIRIVULIKKALANKAL: the hero
being struck by disbelief at the great
hoard of maids and their worshipful

adoration of the heroine.

aruttapatti Vide PIRAMANAM.

arumpakai tankum arral
under the puRAM theme
prowess that stands
invincible might of the

class.
arumporul vinainilai Vide ACURAM.

arumavati A primary melody-type.

arunkavi Vide KavI.

arutpa

arumpalai A primary melody-type of the PALA

arumaiyinakarci (Also PANKI TALAIVI ARUMAL
CARRAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM

theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante of
the heroine telling the hero of the rare
virtues of her lady.
arumatyuraittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme UTANPOKKu: the confidante
suggesting elopement with her lady, the
hero speaking of the hazards therein.
aruvilai uraittal A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme UTANPOKKu: the hero asking of
the bride-price for the heroine's hand, the
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alankaranatai
confidante telling him of the inestimablé:
worth of the heroine.

arul An AKAM concept bliss of passion, love,
affection.
arulmikavutaimai A MEypPATU pertaining to
the undistressed state (leading to marital
love): the heroine having graciousness in
abundance.
arulal A meyerAtu other than the principal
eight: being gracious.
arulalaritena vilakkal (Also PANKI ARULIYAL
KILATTAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PANKrYIRKUTTAM: (the hero telling the
confidante of his resolve to ride the
palmyra horse), the confidante bringing
home to the hero that riding palmyra
horse does not become a person of grace
and kindJiness.
arulicceyal poetical utterances of the ALVAR-S.

arulotuninkal / arulotupunarnta akarciA subsituation

under

the

puRAM

theme

VAKAITTINAL giving up the worldly desires
after the realization of the sufferings of
the world.
araikuraikkavifar Poetaster.
araiyar Priests in Visnu temples whose duty
is to chant the NALAYIRA TIVVIYAP PIRAPANTAM
with dance movements.
araiyarcevai A religious service of chanting
the NALAYIRA TIVVIYAP PIRAPANTAM in Visnu
temples by ARAIYAR.
alkultaivarval First of the four bodily
manifestations of the third phase of premarital love: the heroine avoiding
exposure of her hip while her garments
allakuri An AKAM concept a sign pre-arranged
to be given by the hero, but caused

casually by something else.

a

a

AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante
telling the heroine (to be heard by the
hero standing off at the hedge-side) of
the missed tryst.
allakurippatutal
A phase of the akam thematic

situation IRAVUKKURI ITAIYITU: to be misled
at night by the occurrence
happening casually.

of signs

allippavai Puppets used to exhibit ALLIYAM
dance.
alliyakkattu/alliyam A kUTTu: Krsna's dance
when he broke the tusk of the elephant
that was set on him by Kamcan.

alvalakku paliyarkotpatu Queer theory. An
approach to gay and lesbian criticism
(ORUPALCERKKAIT TIRANAYVU), it covers any
form or manifestation of sexuality other
than heterosexual vaginal sex, such as
bestiality, sadism, and heterosexual anal

sex (that do not serve reproductive
heterosexuality).
Queer theorists
emphasize that sexuality is not restricted
to homo- and heterosexuality, which are
usually seén as mutually exclusive, binary
opposites (See IRATTAI ETIRMAI).
alakitutal Scansion. The analysis, typically
using visual symbols, of poetic metre. It
is done primarily to determine a poem's.
predominant metrical pattern and to
discover deviations from that pattern.

alakuparttal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme KARPOTU PUNARNTA KAVVAL the mother

counting beads with a view to predicting
the future of her daughter.

slip.

௮ஆ

allakuri arivittal A sub-situation under the
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alankarakkurram Vide ANANTAKKURRAM.
alankaranatai
Figurative language, the
language that employs figures of speech.
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alankarapaficakam

alankarapaficakam (Also PANCALANKARAM) A.
composition comprising verses in five
metres (VENPA, KALITTURAI, ACIRIYAPPA,
ACIRIVAVIRUTIAM and VANNAM 2) in which the
last syllable of each verse is the same as
the first syllable of the next.
alankaram Vide ANI.
alattakam Vide ARATTAKAM.
alar (Also KAwvaiand KAUVAl) An AKAM concept
public gossip about the love between the
hero and the heroine. Cf. AMPAL.
alar arivuruttal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VARAIVUKATATAL: the confidante
bringing home to the hero the spreading
of public gossip about their love, urging
thereby immediate marriage.
alarkkuri

An

AKAM

Sub-situation:

theme

describing the disappointed hero leaving
a flower as a sign of his having waited in
vain for the heroine at the place of
rendezvous.
alarpartturra accakkilavi (Also TALAIMAKAL
ALARPARTTURRA ACCAKKILAVI) A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme VARAITALVETKAL the
utterance of the heroine as she fears
public scandal about her love for the hero.
aliyeluttu Vide ceYYUTPORUTTAM.

alai One of the sources of the MEYPPATU VEKULI
(anger): inflicting injury.
alaical A poem lamenting the mutability of
the world.
avvakai vinatal (Also TALAIVAN AVVAKAI VINATAL)
A phase of the sub-situation IRUVARUM

ULVALI AVAN VARAVUNARTAL under the AKAM
theme PANKIMATIYUTANPATU: the hero
approach.ng the heroine and her
confidante when they are together and
inquiring if they saw some game pass that

way.
அஆ
a
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avvitattu ékal (Also TALAIVAN CERAL) A subsituation under the AKAM theme PANKAR-

kita: the hero going to the place of their

‘destined union’ to meet the heroine from
where his confidant has returned after
seeing her.
avviyavuruvakamrA figure of speech and a

sub-class of URUVAKAM: metaphor in which
the standard of the metaphor (vehicle) is
seen to perform a deed contrary to its

nature. e.g. the face metaphorized as
moon, the beneficial one, doing harm to
the world.
avatkontu céral (Also ITATTUYTTAL, KURIYITATTU

IRAIVIYAIK, KONTUCERAL, KURIYITATTUT
TALAIVIYAIK KONTUCERAL, TALAIMAKALAIK.

KURIYITATTUK KONTUCERAL, TUYILETUTTUC CERAL,
PANKI KURIVITATTU IRAIVIYAIK KONTUCERAL, and”
PANKI TALAI-MAKALAIK KURIYITATTUK
KONTUCERAL) A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante
taking the heroine to the place of tryst.
avattai An AKAM concept condition of mind
in love, manifesting in nine. ways, viz.
VETKAI (amorousness), ORUTALAL ULLUTAL
(constant thought of the lover), 4kKAM
CEPPAL (sleeplessness, giving free vent to
one's distresses, etc.), MELITAL (emaciation
of the body), NANUVARATIRATIAL (transgressing the bounds of propriety and modesty),
NOKKUVA ELLAM AVAIYE PORAL (every object

of sight painfully reminding one of the
lovers of the features of the other),
MARATTAL (mutual infatuation), MAYAKKAM
(being fiercely in love), and CAKKATU

(death-like ecstasy in union).
avattaippirayokam Vide ARUPATTUNANKUK

KALAIKAL,
avatarikai Introductory note to a literary
composition.
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avar tutakivantu ataintatu. . .carral

avatanakkalai (Also KAVANAKAM) Art of
simultaneously performing a number of
types of mental acts, which comprise
reciting from memory, composing a
poem, solving a simple arithmatic
problem, answering questions raised in
literature, etc.

Based on the number

of

types employed in this performance, it
gets the names ATTAVATANAM (8 items),
TACAVATANAM (10 items), COTACAVATANAM (16
items) and CATAVATANAM (100 items).
avanampikkai itai niruttam Suspension of
disbelief. A phrase used by S.T. Coleridge,

it points out that readers will, in the
interests of "poetic faith", forego the
temptation to doubt the veracity or
likelihood of what is‘expressed in a
literary work.

" avanutiyani (Also OLIPPANI and VERUPAT-TOLIPPU)
A figure of speech which denies a person
or
a
thing
his/its
excellence
(CIRAPPAVANUTI), material or spiritual
possessions
(PORULAVANUTI)
and
characteristic trait (KUNA AVANUTI), and

ascribes another which is alien to the
given person or thing.
avanutiyuruvakam (Also TATTUVAPANA
URUVAKAM) A figure of speech and a subclass of URUVAKAM: metaphor in which it
is being asserted that the standards of
comparison (vehicle) are the subjects of
comparison (tenor) themselves contrary
to the worldly reality.
avayavavuruvakam (Also URUPPURUVAKAM) A
figure of speech and a sub-class of
URUVAKAM: metaphor in which the
comparison embraces only the limbs, with
the object as a whole remaining
unmetaphorized. Cf. AVAYAVIYURUVAKAM.
அஆ

இ
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avayavam elutal aritena vilakkal (Also PANKI
TALAIMAKAL AVAYAVATTU ARUMAI CARRAL) A
sub-situation under the AKAM theme
PANKIYIRKUTTAM: (the hero saying that he
would resort to palmyra-horse riding) the
confidante telling the hero of the
difficulty of drawing the limbs of the
heroine on the flag (which he would hold
while riding the palmyra-horse).
avayavam kural A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme cETpaTar the hero telling the
confidante of the identity of the woman
he has fallen for (the heroine).
avayavamalai A verse genre: poem in which
each limb of the human body is called
upon to perform a particular deed.
avayavavuvamai A figure of speech and a
sub-class of uvAMAr: simile in Which the
standard of comparison (vehicle) goes
with only the given limb of the person/
object concerned and not to the person/
object as a whole. Cf. AVAYAVIYUVAMAL
avayaviyuruvakam A figure of speech and
a sub-class of URUVAKAM: a metaphor in
which the comparison embraces only the
object as a whole, with the limbs thereof
being left out. Cf. AVAYAVAVURUVAKAM.
avayaviyuvamai A figure of speech and a
sub-class of uvAMar simile in which the

standard of comparison goes with theperson/object as a whole, and not with
the limbs thereof. Cf. AVAYAVAVUVAMAI.
avar titakivantu ataintatu ippolutenat
tunaivi carral A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme VARAIVITAI VAITTUP PORULVAYIR
PIRITAL: the confidante telling the heroine
that the rainy season, if it were to be that,
has come only as the messenger of the

hero.
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avar pulampal térral

avar pulanapal térral (Also 1vAPETUTTU URAITIAL

downfall. While hamartia is any error in

and KALANTUTAN VARUVOR PULAMPAL TERRAL)
A sub-situation under the akAm theme
KARPOTU PUNARNTA KAVVaL the other eloped
men and women, who the foster-mother

judgement, tragic flaw is an inherent
character trait.
aval arruvittakarral (Also PANKI ARRUVIT-

TAKARRAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM

inquires about the eloped heroine,
corhforting the distressed foster-mother

theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: (the hero in distress
as the confidante refuses to accept his

by telling her the harmony of the hero

love-token

and the heroine.
avarvayin vitumpal An AKAM concept mutual.
‘yearning of the hero and the heroine.

for

the

heroine),

the

confidante uttering words of comfort
and sending him off.

aval utanpatuttal (Also PANKI TALAIVANAI
UTANPATUTTAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the confidante

avaravar urupini tamapor certial An AKAM
concept: the lover taking the affliction/

ailment of. others as if his (hers).
avala inpiyal natakam Tragicomedy. A play
that encompasses elements: from both

persuading the hero to agree to her
proposal of elopement with the heroine.
aval kuripparital A sub-situation under the.

tragedy and comedy. The plot typically

AKAM

begins with tragic implications that are
happily avoided at the drama's end.

confidante perceiving the mind of the

theme

KURAIYURA

UNARTAL:

the

heroine as she responds to the acts and

inquiries of the hero.

avalakkavitai Tragic poetry.
avalakkurippu muran Vide muRAN.

ava! kurimaruntamai aval avarku iyampal

(Also TALAIV] KURIMARUNTAMAI

avalaccuvai Pathetic sentiment.

PANKI

TALAIVARKU IYAMPAL) A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme IRAVUKKURI ITAIYITU: the
confidante informing the hero about the

avalaccuvaiyani Vide iRATAVANIL.
avalaccerukku Hubris. Excessive pride or
overweening self-confidence, a form of
hamartia (AVALAPPILAI) which constitutes

heroine having been misled by a sign
casually happening and having returned
home nat meeting him at the trysting
place by night.

the protagonist's tragic flaw,
avalanatakam Tragedy.
avalanekilcci Comic relief. Comic episodes

aval tézral (Also PANKI TALAIVANAIT TERRAL) A

or interludes, usually in tragedy, aitned
to rélieve the tension, and heighten the

sub-situation under the aKam theme
PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante (coming
around to the hero's line) encouraging the

tragic element by contrast.
avalappilai 1: Hamartia, error in judgement

made by a tragic hero, whether resulting

hero with assurance of help to him.
avarkut tannattu aniyiyal panki carral (Also

from a lack of knowledge or a moral flaw,

TANNATTU ANIYIYAL PANKI CARRAL) A subsituation under the AKAM theme IRAVUKKURE

that brings about the suffering, downfall,
and often death of that hero. 2. Tragic

the confidante telling the hero the details:

flaw. A character trait in a tragic hero or

of the ornaments, cloths, etc. peculiar to
their place.

heroine that brings about his or her
AMOAr2mtTg
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aktu ivvitatta ivviyarru enral (Also

TYALITAM KORAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKARKUTTAM: the hero

informing his confidant the place of
residence of the heroine
(distinguishing) features.

and

her

avan avan pulampal A sub-situation under
the akaM theme VARAIVITAI VAITTUP PORUL
“VAYIRPIRITAL: the hero, away from the
heroine for earning wealth for the
marriage, with the mission completed,
grieving over his separation from the
heroine.
avan ifaiviyai tlvayin vituttal (Also IRAIvVIvAI

ILVAYIN VITUTTAL, TALAIMAKAN TALAIMAKALAI
ILVAYIN VITUTTAL, TALAIVIYAI ILVAYIN VITUTTAL
and PALLIYITATTUYTTAL) A sub-situation
under the akam theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the
_ hero taking the heroine to her house after
. union during night tryst.
avan kuripparital A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme KURAIYURA UNARTAL: the°
confidante perceiving the real intention
behind the varied acts and enquiries of

the hero.
avantamar uvattal One of the meypratu other
than the principal eight: rejoicing at the
arrival of the hero's messengers.

avan talaiviyaic curattuyttal (Also
TALAIMAKALAIT TALAIMAKAN CURATTUYTTAL and
MELLAK KONTU &KAL) A sub-situation under

the akaM theme UTANPOKKU: the hero taking
the heroine gently along the wilderness
in elopement.

avan punarvu maruttal One of the MeyPPATUs other than the principal eight: the

heroine’s refusal to have union with the
hero.
avan polilkantu viyattal (Also TALAIMAKAN
POLILKANTU VIYATTAL) A sub-situation under
௮ஆ
a

a

இ௱உ௭ஊ௯௭

ஏஐ

ஒஓஓஒளஃக்ங ச்

aviruttavuruvakam

the AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the hero:
wondering at the sight of a grove on the
way in the course of their elopement
through the wilderness.
avan pokku utanpatutal (Also TALAIVAN POKKU

‘ UTANPATUTAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the hero agreeing
to the confidante's proposal
of
elopement with the heroine.
avan

molik kotumai

cenru aval avatku

iyampal/avan molik kotumai panki
avatku iyampal (Also TOLI TALAIMAKAN
COLLIYA KOTUMA! TALAIVIKKU URAITTAL) A subsituation under the AKAM theme IRAVUKKURI
Irarvitu: the confidante telling the heroine
of the unkind words uttered by the hero
for her having been misled by a sign
casually happening and for not meeting
him at the trysting place by night.
avanvaravunartal An AKAM theme: the
confidante sensing the arrival of the hero.
avan vituttu akaral (Also TALAIMAKAL TANNAIT,
TALAIMAKAN VITUTIAL) A sub-situation under

the akam theme UTANPOKKU ITAIvITU: the hero
leaving off the heroine to her kin.
avaynilai Vide ANMAINILAI.
avavata ilakkanam Characteristics
Televant to an object.
avinayakkuttu
language.

Dancing

using

less

gesture

avippali 1. The sacrificial offering to the
Fire-god. 2. A sub-situation under the

PURAM theme VAKAITTINAL warrior of fering
his own life to fire in fulfilment of a
vow.
aviruttavuruvakam A figure of speech and
a sub-class of URUVAKAM: metaphor in

which the characteristics / qualities of
the standard of comparison are attributed
ஞ்ட்ண்த்
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avirotaccilétat

to the subject of comparison. Cf. vIRUTTA

URUVAKAM.
fos
avirdtaccilétai Vide CLETAIVANI.

siege of the fort by enemy warriors.

alivupattapavam Vide ApAva'ETU. |

avunar Vide ACURAR.
avaiyatakkam / avaiyatakkiyal (Also
VAKKUVANTANAM) Apologetic preface,
expression of modesty by a speaker in a
public assembly, or in the preface of a
work.
avaiyamullai A sub-situation under the PuRAM
theme VAKAITTINAL speaking of the nature
of the wise in the king's court who bring
home to him the sense of impartiality and

justice.

alipataitankal A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme NOCCITTINAE weathering the

alivuyil kuttam An axam theme: avoidance
by the heroine of union with the hero,
out of fear,
alukai One of the eight principal MEYPPATU-S:
weeping.
alunku taykku uraittal A sub-situation under

the AKAM theme DTANPOKKU: the beholders
on the way of elopement by the hero and

the heroine consoling the sorrowing
foster-mother by explaining to her the
way of the world.

.

avaiyalkilavi Language not suited to a
learned assembly; indecent language.

alapetai Vide ALAPETAITTOTAI.

alakiyal (Also MuRUKIvAL) Aesthetics.

alapetai anukarayam (Also ALAPETAIPPOLI) The

alakiyal tiranayvu (Also MURUKIYAL TRANAYVU)
Aesthetic criticism. Aesthetics is the
study of beauty in nature and the arts.
There are two approaches to aesthetics:
(i) the philosophical approach which
treats of the nature or definition of
beauty; and (ii) the psychological
approach
which
examines
the
perceptions, origins and effects of

ALAPETAI letter used to mark the
lengthening of the sound being

calculated as.a long vowel for the purpose
of maintaining

the

balance’of

the

prosodic metre.

alapetai iyaiputtotai Vide ALAPETAITTOTAI.
alapetaittotai Vowel elongation (Uyir ALAPETAI)
or consonant elongation (ORRALAPETAI)
being of eight kinds as used in prosody,

viz.,

beauty. As a branch of literary criticism,
it considers the relationship between

ATIYALAPETAI

(agreement

of

elongation within two lines), INAIvAl.APETAI

It also

(agreement of elongation within the first

involves inquiry into the nature of

two feet of a line), POLIPPALAPETAI
(agreement of elongation in the first and

beauty and other values of life.

artistic creation and reader response.

third feet of a line), oRGU ALAPETAI

alaku One of the eight aspects of elegance

(agreement of elongation in the first and
fourth feet of .a ‘liné), KULATYALAPETAI
(agreement of elongation in the first,

in poetic composition (vANAPPU): choice
of graceful words and proper rhythm, a

CEYYULURUPPU.

second and third feet of a line),

alipatarnilai An aka concept: state of
intense grief of the heroine (due to
separation).

MERKATUVAYALAPETAI (agreement of
elongation iri the first, third- and ‘fourth

feet of a line), KILKKATUVAY ALAPETAI
ஆ
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aliyotu pulampal

“(agreement of elongation in the first,
second and fourth feet of a line), and
MUBBALAPETAI (agreement of elongation in
all the feet of a line). Again, there are
INNICATYALA-PETAI (lengthening for musical
effects), COLLICAIYALAPETAI (lengthening in
nouns and participles to make up for
deficiencies in rhythm arising from their
_ use), and IYARKAIYALAPETAI (lengthening of
sounds occurring in natural speech).
There are also ALAPETAI IYAIPUTTOTAI
(agreement of the final forms with that
of elongated forms) and ALAPETAI
MURANTOTAI (agreement of antithesis with
that of elongations).
alapetaippoli Vide ALAPETAI ANUKARANAM.
alapetai murantotai Vide ALAPETAITTOTAI.
alapetaivannam One of the specific sound
features in verse (vANNAM) effected by the
dominant use of elongation of long

vowels or consonants (ALAPETAI).
alavati (Also ACIRIYAVATI, NARCIRATI and NERATI)
Vide ATI.
alavaliccantappaiyul A variety of AlAVALIC
CANTAM in which the first half of lines
one and two are unequal with fifteen and
seventeen letters, and the second half of

lines three and four are equal with sixteen
letters each. Cf. ALAVALIPPAIYUTCANTAM.
alavaliccantam A stanza of the viRUTTAM type
whose lines are not equally long but no

line of which contains f ewer than four
and more than twenty-six syllables.
Cf. ALAVIYAR CANTAM.

alavalippaiyutcantam A variety. of
ALAVALICCANTAM having unequal feet and
unequal number of letters in them, as
seventeen letters in the first, fifteen in
the second and the fourth lines, and
sixteen in the third line. Cf. ALAVALIC-

CANTAPPAIYUL.
alaviyal Regulation regarding the number
of lines in different kinds of stanzas, a

CEYYULURUPPU.
alaviyalvenpa Verse of vENPA
consisting of four lines.

metre

alaviyarcantam A stanza in which each one
_ of the lines contains the same number of
letters between four and twenty-six.

alaviyarrantakam A stanza in which each one
of the lines contains not fewer than
twenty-seven letters, and all contain the
same number.
alaven A variety of AMPOTARANKAM Consisting
of lines of four feet each.
alavaiyakupeyar A figure of speech:
metonymy in which a word and its
implied meaning relate to measurement,
of which there are four according as the
measure is one of computation or weight
or
capacity
or
extent,
viz.,
ENNALALAVAIYAKUPEYAR (in reference, to
computation), ETUTTALALAVAI- YAKUPEYAR (in
reference to weight in a scale),

MUKATTALALAVATYAKUPEYAR (in reference to
measure
of
capacity)
and
NITTALALAVAIYAKUPEYAR (in reference to
linear measure).
-

aliyotu pulampal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme ORUVALIT TANATTAL the heroine

alavalittantakam
A stanza in which each line

(in intense passion for the hero, with him’

contains not fewer than twenty-seven

delaying his coming even beyond
evening) expressing her distress to the

syllables without the lines agreeing in
quantity with each other.
அஆஇஈஉஊ௭ஏஐ.ஒஓஓளஃ
உ
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alaimaripappupporulkol (Also VITALAI-YAPPU)
Vide PORULKOL.

arputa ani A figure of speech in which is
stated the evocation of a sense of wonder.
arputam Vide IRACAM.

arputavurevakam A figure of speech anda
sub-class of URUVAKAM: metaphor in which
the standards of comparison evoke a
sense of wonder. e.g. Breeze the weapon
of Kaman being metaphorized as a strong
elephant.
arputavuvamai
A figure of speech anda subclass of UvAMAr bringing in standards of

comparison marked by non-existent
qualities invoking thereby a sense of
wonder.
arakkalavali
A purAM sub-situation: theme of
agriculture. Cf. MARAKKALAVALI.
arakkalavélvi Vedic
MARAKKALAVELVI.

sacrifice,

opp.

to

language itself is supposed to cause ruin
:
.
ot death to a person.

araviyal anukumurai Moralistic approach.
A critical method based on the conviction
that the importance of literature lies in
its being a criticism of life. To the critic
of

this

school,

the

study

of' the

techniques of literature is a study of the
means, whereas he is concerned with the

ends of literature as affecting man, with
literature taking its place in the human
forum of ideas and attitudes.
aravilakkiyam

Didactic literature whose

primary aim is to instruct and edify
mankind. It is sometimes called
nittyilakkiyam.

afaviram Ethical heroism.
aranalitturaittal One of the MeYPPATU-s
relating to excessive love: utterance by

the heroine about the offence caused to.

arattotunirral An AKAM theme: A phase in the
love-relationship between the hero and
the heroine: Literally, 'revelation with

righteous conduct.

arifarai vitutal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme vararTaL: the hero sending men

virtue’, it is the revelation of the

of wisdom and nobility with the marriage

clandestine course of their love to the
heroine's kindred by successive steps, so

proposal to the heroine's parents.

as to guard against the violation of her
virtue, as the parents resort to divining,
VERIYATIU and NOTUMALAR VARAIVU.
arattotunirralai

uraittal A sub-situation

under VARAIPORUTPIRITAL: the heroine
affirming her union with the hero to her
confidante.
arappatal Verse containing words or letters

which are believed to bring ruin or-death
to a person.

aram Vide URUTIPPORUL.
AWMAteMmargregeeg
a

Composing verses whose

arampatutal

gga i

hws

arimanam Conscious mind.
arimukam Prologue.

ariyatutanpatal Vide urti.
ariyalporal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme KURAI NAYAPPUKKURAL: apparently

unconcerned about the confidante's
reference to the presence of the hero
around, the heroine diverting her
attention to something else.

'

ariyalponru ninaivu kéttalA sub-situation
under the AKAM theme CETPATAL vide PANKI
ARIYALPONRU VINATAL.
‘
Stars
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arupattunanku kalaikal

arutiyinmai Différence, the term coined by

arivalavaiyiyal Epistemology.
arivantéyam / arivanvakai A sub-situation

under the puRAM theme VAKAITTINAL
speaking of the nature of the person
versed in the three times (past, present

and future) fit for glorifying.
arivinatal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme IRUVARUM ULVALI AVAN VARAVUNARTAL: the
confidante, doubting the real intent of
the hero making varied enquiries,
approaching
them
(queries)
intellectually.
ariviyal naval Science fiction. A modern
fictional form, a type of novel (pUTINAM)

with technological interests as the chief
motif (I1LAIPporuL). It also deals wholly or
in part with exotic, supernatural or
speculative topics.
arivu Vide ATUUKKUNAM.
arivu arivuruttal (Also TALAIMAKAL ARIVU

ARIVURUTTAL,

and TALAIMAKAL ARIVU

TALAIMAKARKU ARIVURUTTAL) A sub-situation

under the AKAM theme VARAIVU KATATAL: the
confidante bringing home to the hero the
virtuous

qualities

of the heroine

in

relation to her love for the hero.
arivutampatuttal An akaM concept the looks
of the hero and the heroine leading to
the falling together of their minds for
union.
arivumutarkolkai (Also PAKUTTARIVUVATAM).

Rationalism.
arucir kalinetilati Six-footed extra long line.
aruciratippa Hexameter.

AKANRICAIPPU and VERUTTICAIPPU): the rhythm
of one metre being mixed with another.

aoa
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double meaning to demonstrate the
impossibility of arriving at a single,
definitive,

and

determinate

interpretation of language, particularly
literary

language.

He

argues

that

meaning is endlessly deferred since each
word has connotations that themselves

have connotations. See also ULLIYAL
ANUKUMURAI.
arupakai (Also uTrAKa!) The six internal foes
(emotions) which corrupt the soul, viz.,
KAMAM (lust), KUROTAM (anger), ULOPAKAM
(avarice), MOKAM (sensuality), MATAM
(pride) and MAccarivaM (envy or malice).
arupattunanku kalaikal (Also KALAINANAM)
The sixty-four traditional arts and
sciences, viz., AKKARA ILAKKANAM (the

science of reading), ILIkiTAM (caligraphy),
KANITAM (the science of numbers), VETAM

(the Hindu scriptures), PURANAM (sacred
books

comprising the whole body

of

Hindu theology), viyAKARANAM or
ILAKKANAM (grammar), NITICATTIRAM
(jurisprudence), COTITA CATTIRAM
(astronomy including astrology), TARUMA
CATTIRAM (moral philosophy), YOKA
CATTIRAM (rules for religious and abstract’
meditations), MANTIRA CATTIRAM (utterances
of prayer, hymns, magic, efc.), CAKUNA
CATTIRAM (the science of prognosticating
by omens and augury), CIRPA CATTIRAM
(architecture and sculpture), vaiTtrya
CATTIRAM (science of healing), பாராத

cATTIRAM (study of human forms and

arutticaippu One of the three defects in
versification (the other two being

௮ஆ

Jacques Derrida, which can mean either
"to differ" or "to defer". He has used this

ஒஓஓளஃக்ங் ச்

features), 1TIKACAM (historical or semihistorical narratives - the ramayana and
the mahabharata), kAviva (epic poetry),
ALANKARAM (rhetoric), MATURA PATANAM
ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந்
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arumpraival ttu

(eloquence), NATAKAM (drama), NIRUTTAM
(dancing), CATTAP PIRAMAM (modulation of
sounds), Vina (knowledge of stringed

instrument), vENU (knowledge of the
flute), MIRUTANKAM (knowledge of
percussion instrument), TALAM (keeping

beats), ATTIRA PARITCAI (archery), KANAKA
PARITCAI (gold assay), IRATA PARITCAI (chariot

(blocking the semen) KANNAT

TAMPAM

(blocking tell-tale clues), KATKAT TAMPAM
(stilling the play of sword), and avaTTAIP
PIRAYOKAM (making someone lose the
ability to use his limbs).
arupattumuvar The sixty-three canonized

Saiva saints whose lives’ are treated in
periyapurdnam. Cf. NAYANMAR.—

A variety of CITTIRAKKAVE
lore), KACA PaRITCAI (elephant lore), ACUVA — arumin pantanam

paritcal (horse lore), IRATTINA PARITCAL
(gemmology), POmt paRiTcat (knowledge
of soils), CANKIRAMA ILAKKANAM (military

verse fitted into a fanciful diagram
representing the bodies of six fish
meeting at a, point as under.

science), MALLAYUTTAM (wrestling),
AKARUTANAM akarsnam (summoning by
enchantment), UCCATANAM (utterance of

spells), virTUVETANAM [excitation of hatred
(by magic)]}, MATANA CATTIRAM (erotics),

MOKANAM (causing libidinous fascinat-

ion),

VACIKARANAM

(seduction

by

mesmerism, etc.) RACAVATAM (alchemy),
KANTARUVA VATAM [knowledge of the music
of the kantaruvas (celestial beings)],

PAIPILAVATAM [hand-speech, (ability to
communicate with hands)], KAUTTUKA

VATAM (enthusing one in sorrow), TATUVATAM
(pulse reading), KARUTAM [invoking
karutan (eagle) (against serpent poison)],
NATTAM [recovering lost ‘things (by

astrological means)], MuTTI (knowledge of
secrets held
PIRAVECAM
KAMANAM
PIRAVECAM

in the palm of a hand), AKAYAP
(entry into air space), AKAYA
(air walking), PARAKAYAP
(entering another body),

சங்கர

தனையா

சாரங்க

ஐங்கரன்

றம்பீ காரணி

மணிமுடி

யவனே

மருகா
புதல்வா

மலரணரி

நவிரா

ATIRICAIYAM (remaining invisible), INTIRA

திணியுறு பகனே சேணவிர்: மார்ப

CALAM

கவினுறு பாதா காத்திடும் பரனே

(jugglery),

MAKENTIRA

CALAM

(jugglery in earth and heaven), AKKINIT

தவித்திடா தாளே சாமீ கோனே

TAMPAM (restraining the action of fire),
CALAT TAMPAM (arresting water), vAYUT

தொழுதிவ னுனையே நானே
பாடினேனே பாப்புனைந் தேனே.

TAMPAM (arresting wind), TITTIT TAMPAM
(fascinating the eye), VAKKUT TAMPAM
(arresting speech), CUKKILAT TAMPAM

arumuraival]ttu Six-fold invocation, viz., to’
sages, brahmins, herds of cows, rain,
crowned kings and great men.

அஆஇ
ஐஒஓஐன்
ஈஉஊ
ஃக்ங் ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த்ந்
௭ஏ
ப்ம்ய்ர்ல்வ் ழ்ள்ற்ன்
aaiitiuvuueéaoGakkachtntnpmyriv
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anu
anpinaintinai Vide AKANAINTINAI.

செந்தமிழின்

anpu A meypratu other than the principal eight:
love.

சந்தநறுஞ் சொற்கவியால்

anputaikkamam An AKAM theme: that which

சித்திர் நூலெனவே

is the subject of any of the AKANAINTINAI

love, that is equal and reciprocal.
anpumika nigral A meypratu pertaining to
undistressed state (leading to marital
love): the herome having all her love
concentrated on the hero.
anmolittokai An elliptical compound which
is used figuratively to signify something
else of which this compound becomes a

descriptive attribute. e.g. porroti (golden
bracelet) which signifies a woman.
anvayittal To construe one word with another

with which it is syntactically connected.
anril A bird of archetypal representation in
ancient Tamil poetry as a standard of
constancy in love.

anna pantam A variety of cITTIRAKKAVE verse
fitted into a fanciful diagram representLael

சீர்மையைச்

சித்திரப் பாக்களைவி

செம்புலவர்

செம்மாந்து

சாற்றியதில் - பந்தமுறு

சித்திரமாய்த் தந்திடுமிச்

செப்பு.
ச்

annamotalital A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme ORUVALITTANATTAL: the heroine's words
of anger at the swan which is in the
joyous union of its mate while she pines
in separation.
annamotaytal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme ORUVALITTANATTAL: the confidante

enquiring the swan with concern about
the hero's return to the heroine.
annavar katal arivittal (Also CeVILINARRAYKKU

IRUVAR KATALAIYUM ARIVITTAL and MARUVUTAL
URAITTAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme ILVALKkar the foster-mother telling
the mother of the conjugal mtimacy and
rapport between the hero and the heroine.
anniyavuvamai Afigure of speech and a subclass of uvamal in which the subject of
comparison (tenor) is seen to be free from
the defects or the inadequacies of the
standard of comparison (vehicle).
anantacatuttayam /anantananmai Gaina) the
four anantas or divine attributes obtaind
by the soul in the final state of liberation,
viz., anantafidnam (limitless knowledge)
anantataricanam (limitless vision),
anantaviriyam (omnipotence) and
anantacukam (limitless bliss).
anaticaivam One of the sixteen CAIVAM sects
which emphasizes the fact that pati, PACU
and PACAM, or God, soul and bond are

eternal.

anu (Also ANUMONAI and VALIMONAI) A kind of

agreement of sound features: Agreement
among
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anukaranam

anekantavati A Jain as one who looks at things
from various points of view.
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the existence of individual souls.

ற்

n

anekécuvaravati One who maintains
existence of many gods, polytheist.

anékanmavatam Doctrine which maintains

ங்
m
anukaranam Vide KURIPPICAI.

the

anaikantikam Vide ETUVAPACAM.

anuttanam Routine religious observances.

anuppiracam (Also VALIYETUKA!) Occurrence of

anaittu dZnmavatam Animism. The doctrine
that natural phenomena and things
animate and inanimate possess an innate
soul. Cf. PORULANMAVATAM.

a sound feature many a time through a

astatikkajam Elephants guarding the eight

anutturutapaficamam An ancient secondary

melody-type of the KURINCI class.

verse.
anupantam (Also pmyyinaireu) Appendix.

anupallavi Second refram in a musical
composition.

points of the compass, viz., East
Airavatam, South-east Puntarikam, South
Vamanam, South-west Kumutam, West
Aricanam, North-west Putpatantam, North

Carvapaumam, North-east Cuppiratikam.

anupavak kotpatu Empiricism.

astatikkuppalakar Regents
of the eight points

anupavavalit tiranayvu Enspirical criticism.
anuputi 1. Spiritual realization of the Supreme
A verse genre on the above theme.
Bliss; 2.
anupokam Spiritual experience.
anumanavuruppu Members of an Indian
syllogism which are five in number, viz.,
UTARANAM (statement of instance) UPANAYAM
(statement bringing the invariably
concomittant middle term into relation
with the minor), NIKAMANAM (conclusion),
PIRATINNAI (major premise) and ETU
(statement of reason).-Cf. PIRAMANA APACAM.

of the compass, as world-protectors, viz.,’
Intiran (East), Akkini (South-east), Yaman

(South), Niruti (South-west), Varunan
(West), Vayu (North-west), Kupéran
(North) and Icanan (North-east).
akkam One of the sources of the MEYPPATU.

MARUTKA! (wonder): change; creativity.
akkam ceppal Vide avaTral.
akkinai Vide ARATARAM.
akamam |. Scriptures. 2. (Also URATYALAVAI)
Vide PIRAMANAM.
akamamalaivu Vide MALAIWU.

atumanam Vide PIRAMANAM.

anuméyam The object of inference.

akamamalaiva amaiti Vide MALAIVU AMAITI.

anumonai Vide ANU.

akamamarkkam Scriptural path to Heavenly
Bliss (CATVAM). .

anurakamalai A verse genre: amatory poem,
describing the hero's erotic feelings in his
dream.

anuvatam

Repetition

argument.

அஆஇ௱உ௭ஊ௯௭
a

a

of a reason

or

akarutanam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
akacamantalam
A mode of dancing.

akacavani Vide acarRi. .
akayakanam Vide ANTARAKANAM.

ஏஐஒஓஓளஃகங்ச்ஞ்டண்த்ந்ப்ம்ய்ர்.ல்வ் ழ்ள்ற்ன்
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aciriyappa

going broken-hearted (at the offence
caused to righteous conduct).

akayakamainnam Vide aARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

akayaeceo! Vide Acarini.
akayappiravécam Vide aRUPATTUNANKU

aciyani (Also VALTTAND A figure of speech’
expressing benediction of the special
benefits desired by the poet for particular
persons.
்

akupeyarA figure of speech: metonyiny, a
name or word, which by long usage ts
secondarily-applied to denote something
connected with the thing originally
denoted by it.’ It has sixteen sub-classes,
Viz. PORULAKUPEYAR, ITAVAKUPEYAR, KALAVAKU-

Acitai néricai venpa (Also ACITAI VENPA) A VENPA
of

lines

in

general,

to

the

-PEYAR, CINAIYAKUPEYAR, KUNAVAKUPEYAR, TOLILAKU-

acitaiyetukai Intervention of y, r, 1 or] between

PEYAR, ENNALALAVAIYAKUPEYAR, ETUTTALALAVAIYAKUPEYAR, MUKATTALALAVAIYAKUPEYAR,
NITTALALAVAIYAKUPEYAR, COLLAKUPEYAR,

the first and the second syllables of the
rhyming foot in one or two lines of a
stanza.

TANTYAKUPEYAR, KARUVIYAKUPEYAR, KARIYA~
VAKUPEYAR, KARUTTAVAKUPEYAR, and UVAMAI-

acitai venpa Vide ACITAI NERICAI VENPA.
aciyam Vide IRACAM.

_ YAKUPEYAR. Besides, there are other subclasses such as IRUMATIYAKUPEYAR, MUMMATIYAKUPEYAR, ATAIYATUTTAVAKUPEYAR, VITTAVAKUPEYAR, VITATAVAKUPEYAR, VITTUMVITATAVAKUPEYAR and IRUPEYAROTTAKUPEYAR.

aciriya inaikkural turai A sub-class of the
auxiliary metre ACIRIYATTURAI marked by
reduction in the number of feet in the
two lines of a stanza.
Aciriyaccir Vide AKAVALURICCRR.

ako! (Also-NIRALKAVARTAL, NIRAI KOLLAL and NiRAI
VETTAL) A PURAM Sub-situation under
VEFCITTINAL seizure with a triumphant
clamour of the enemy's cows along with
their calves.

aciriyacuritakam Vide, AKAVARCURITAKAM.

aciriyattalai Metrical connection between.
two successive feet of two syllables each

in which the last syllable of the first foot

ankavan kaiyurai pukaltal (Also TALAIVAN

-agrees with the first syllable
following foot.

KAIYURAI PUKALTAL) A sub-situation under

the AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero
speaking high of the love-token (a bunch

aciriyatturai Vide AKAVARRURAI.

heroine.

aciriyanilaiviruttam A kind of
VIRUTTAM metre: shuffling of the
lines affecting the meaning. Cf.
MANTILAVIRUTTAM.

avar yaraiyum

ariyénenral

(Also

NINNALATU YARAIYUM ARIYENENRAL) A subsituation
under
the
AkaM
theme

heroine.

stanza.-

anku neficalital A meypratu pertaining to
PERUNTINA! (abnormal love): the heroine

aiid

ufiie

Acirtyametrical
Acirrva'
்

aciriyanértturai A sub-class of the auxiliary
metre ACIRTYATTURAI marked by reduction
in the number of feet in one line of a

PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the hero telling the
heroine that he knows no one but the

AWMOAramarg

of the
்

aciriyattalicai Vide AKAVARRALICAI.

of tender leaves) he has brought for the
anku

a

four

penultimate foot of the second line of
which an Acu is affixed.

acitiyappa Vide AKAVAL.
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aciriyamantilaviruttam

royal bell-and come ‘to the court

adciriyamantilaviruttam A kind of AcirivaVIRUTTAM metre: shuf fling of the metrical
lines not affecting the meaning. Cf.
ACIRIYANILAIVIRUTIAM.

representing an act of royal injustice. :,

atitatryttal A sub-situation under the aKam
theme rvARKAIPPUNARCCE the hero after the
‘destined union’ sending the heroine back
to her place of sport.

aciriyavati Vide ALAvATI.
aciriyaviruttam Vide AKAVAL.

atitampatartal Asub-situation under the AKAM

aciriyavuriccir Vide AKAVARCIR.

theme PAKARKURI: the heroirie along with’

acu |. Metrical syllables affixed to. ihe third
foot of the second line of NERICAIVENPA. 2.
Consonants y, r, 1, ] intervening between
the first and the third syllables of a
rhyming foot in one or two lines of a
stanza.

her companions

atitainpukutal (Also TALAIVIVAIP PANKIR KUTTAL)
A sub-situation under the akam theme
PANKIYIRKUTIAM: the confidante taking the
heroine (after her union with the hero) to
the place where her companions are
assembling for sport.

acu acai A linking syllable in the third foot
of the second line of NERICAIVENPA.

atipparuvam Imaginary order, one of the
three orders of subjectivity, according to

acukavi Vide KAVI.
acuram Vide AcuRAM.

the psychoanalytic theorist Jacques

acetukai Vide ACITAIYETUKAL

Lacan, the other two being the’ Real
(MAYAPPARUVAM) and the Symbolic order

ancikkafici |. A sub-situation under the PuRAM
theme KANcitTINAr the wife, about to enter

(KURIYITTUPPARUVAM). It is the mirror stage

into fire after the death of her husband

‘of human development (between 6 and
18 months) when the child identifies with

in the battlefield, speaking of her, intense
love for him. 2. A sub-situation under the

the image of wholeness. This phase is a

PURAM theme KANcr describing the wife

metaphor for unity, related to’ the visual
order, and is part of the human

killing herself after the death of her
warrior-husband.

subjectivity.
ataukkunam Masculine qualities, which are
four, viz., ARIVU (knowledge), NIRAT
(strength of mind, moral firmness), ORPPU
(investigation, research), and KATAIPPITI
(having in mind what one has learnt with
certainty). Cf. MAKATUUKKUNAM.

attappatal A folk genre: song accompanying
performing arts.
atalvenriA PURAM sub-situation: the theme of
a dancer giving a winning performance
im the king's court.
atarkuttiyar Dancing girls who exhibit the
erotic emotions by means of gestures
while dancing.

atuumunnilaiA song sung with a male as an
addressee. Cf. MAKATOU MUNNILAL

ankutal
A verse genre: the hero in procession

atamaniA verse genre: poem on the theme of
a ruler listening with concern to the
accusation of a woman who has rung the.
அஆஇஈஉ௭௯௭
a

a

reaching the place of

sport.

ஏஜஒஓஓளஃக்ங்

fiudeéaiot

along the streets recognizing his ‘love
among the women in the procession?

taking her off and having union with her.
ச்
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ayilai maintanum. . .etirkotal

aritunilai A verse genre: praying for king's
long life.
1
anpal eluttu Vide CEYYUTPORUTTAM.

anparkilavi A sub-situation under the Akar-

mother praying to the owl for her
daughter's safe return from the desert.
apaca eluttu Scatology. Obscene or bawdy
literature. '

hero's

apacam (Log.) Semblance of reason, a fallacy.

expression of intense love forthe heroine
while in separation.

aycciyar / ayttiyar An AKam concept:
herdswomen, the inhabitants of the MULLAI
region.

PURAM

theme

PERUNTINAI:

the

anparpillaittamil Vide Pr.LAIKKAv.
anavam Vide PACAM.

ayvu (Also ArAyccr 2) Research.

anatikkam: Patriarchal, a term used by
‘feminist critics to refer to the dominance
and promotion of masculine values. See
also PENNIYAM.

ayvetu Dissertation, thesis:

anaikural Vide utti:

«

ataramkaral A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme UTANPOKKu: the hero speaking of the
hazards involved in elopement as the
confidante tells him of the desire of the
¢. heroine.for elopement.
roa
aticaivam One of the sixteen CAIvAM Sects
which gives. prominence to ‘outward

"4

Atifipakam Vide TIvaKavanl.

Atimatakku Vide MATAKKANI.
atiyal The original lute with a hundred strings.
atiyotu itaimatakku Vide MATAKKANI.
atiyotu kataimatakka Vide MATAKKANI.
atoranamaficari A verse genre in vANCIPrA metre

in praise of a warrior who has subdued or
. killed one or more furious elephants of a
sz hostile army.

antaiyaip paraval A sub-situation under the *
AKAM theme KARPOTUPUNARNTA KAVVAL the

அஆ
aa

இஈஉஊ௭

undeér the AKAM themes PANKAR-KUTTAM and
PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero, after the sexual

atticuti A verse genre: pithy, statements of
‘moral: import .composed
in .the
alphabetical order, usually in single lines
of feet not exceeding three.

*; symbols and forms of worship.

ayattuyttal (Also TALAIMAKALAIT TALAIMAKAN
VITUTTAL and PANKIRKUTTIAL) A sub-situation

union, sending off the heroine to join
her companions.
ayappalai One of the four modes
ancient Tamil music.

of the

ayam |. An AKAM concept: a group of the
female attendants of the (aka) heroine.
2. Herd of cows.

ayamum tayamum alunkak kantor katalin.
irankal (Also KANTORIRAKKAM) A subsituation under the AKAM theme KARPOTUPUNARNTA KAVVAI: the neighbourhood
feeling concerned about the grief of the
mother whose daughter (the heroine) has
eloped with the hero.
ayar

An

AKAM

concept:

cowherds,

the

inhabitants of the MULLAI region.
ayavellam valipatakkantu
Vide ARUMAIYARITAL.

itu
i mayamo enral

ayilai maintanum arramaiyum vayilaka
varavu ¢etirkotal(unarttal) A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the

heroine receiving him in love as the hero
comes back (without going to the
prostitutes) with his son who intercepted

ஏஐஓஒஓஓளஃக்ங் ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந் ப்ம்ய்ர் ல்வ்
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him on his way, and with a sense of
helplessness born of his inability to pacify
the sulking heroine.
,
ar AruraM sub-situation: praising atti flower,
the totemic flower of the Cola kings.

narrating the impregnability of the
fortress of the defending warriors.
aropanam/ aropam Erroneous attribution to

an object of a quality that belongs to
another.

alankattanti A masquerade dance

arvamoliyani (Also Maxiccrvanl) A figure of
speech: impassioned language employed
to express one's intense love.

avécacamavatam A CAIVAM sect.

arapati Vide NATAKAVIRUTTI.

alvar The twelve canonized Vaisnava saints,

aramarottal A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme vetcitrnar the chase of the enemies
in battle.
arayccil. A MEYPPATU other than the principal

‘eight examination; investigation.
2. Vide
AYVU.

viz., Poykai Alvar, Pitattu Alvar, Péy Alvar,
Tirumalicai
Alvar,
Nammalvar,
Kulacékara Alvar, Periyalvar, Tontaratippoti Alvar, Tiruppan Alvar, Tirumankai

Alvar, Antal and Maturakavi Alvar.
alamutaittatal Vide NOLALAKU.

aritacceyyul The utterance of the Risis, the
prophetic verses, not being marked by
metrical rules.
aritappoli (Also ARITAVACAKAM) Utterances of
great savants such as Tiruvalluvar whose

verses resemble the prophetic verses of
the Rusis,
aritam 1, Marriage in which the bride and the
bridegroom are placed between a cow and
a bull both well decorated. 2. Marriage in
which the father gives away his daughter

according to the rule, before the sacred
fire, after receiving from the bridegroom
for the fulfilment of the sacred law a cow
and a bull or two pairs as present.
aritavacakam Vide ArITAPPOLI.

ariyakkuttu Dancing with poles on ropes,
acrobatic feats of an aboriginal people

called Ariyans.
arukatam

alécam Vide VAITARUPPANERI.

(Also CAMANAM) Jainism a PURAP

PURAC CAMAYAM,
areyilulifiai A sub-situation under the PURAM

theme uLNarrmnar the invading warriors
அஆஇாஉஊ௯௭ஏஐஒஓஓஎஃக்.ுங்ச்

alitiruttutal/ aliyilaittal (Also KUTALILAITTAL)
A sub-situation under ORUVALITTANATTAL: the

heroine drawing on sand a circle of loop
for divination about the safe return of
the hero.
alvinaivelvi A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme PATANTINAL the domestic duties of

the hero who has returned victoriouslyfrom the war-front.
es
aleri piilai A sub-situation under. the PURAM
theme KARANTAITTINAL a soldier engaging

the enemy soldiers singly in the battle to
recapture the cattle seized by. the enemy _
king.
்
்

arrattanmai arrakkuralA sub-situation under
the AKAM

theme

VARAIVUKATATAL:

the

confidante asking the hero to mitigate
the agony of the heroine.

arraturaittal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero expressing
his sense of distress as the confidante
forbids him to come for night trysts in.
future.
yo
ஞ்ட்ண்த்ந்ப்ம்ய்ர்ல்வ்
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arratu. pulampal A sub-situation under the

‘areriparai
‘comf erting the heroine

during tris

absence. 2. A sub-situation. under the AKAM

AKAM theme PORULVAYIRPIRIVU: the heroine's
utterance of distress, being unable to
‘contain herself as she learns of the
intended. separation of the hero.

theme ORUVALITTANATTAL: the confidante
informing the hero of her haying
comforted the heroine during his

arraneficinotu avan.pulattal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PANKIVIRKUTTAM: the

arruvittirunta arumai paaki kiral Vide.

hero going distressed as the confidante
of the heroine refuses to accept his lovetoken.
arramai kdralA sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PoRULVayiRPiRivu: the confidante

telling the hero of the inability of the
heroine to bear his separation.
arritai mukkolpakavarai vinatal (Also MUKKOL
PAKAVARAI VEINATAL and VETTYARAI VINATAL) A

sub-situation under the AKAM theme
. _KARPOTUPUNARNTA KAVVAE the foster-mother
in search.of the eloped heroine enquiring
of the brahmins whether they had seen
"the hero and the heroine on their way.

arruppatai A verse genre : panegyric,
generally in AKAVAL metre, in which one
who has been rewarded with gifts directs
another to that patron or the institution
from whom / which the latter may also
receive similar reward.

arruvari A musical song on river.
arruvittirunta arumai. koral/carral (Also
ARRUVITTIRUNTA ARUMAI PANKI KURAL,
TALAIMAKALAI ARRUVITTIRUNTA ARUMAI KURAL,
TALAIVIYAI ARBUVITEIRUNTA ARUMAIKURAL, PANKI
ARRUVITTIRUNTA ARUMATTALAI-MAKARKUK KURAL
and PANKI TALAIVIVAI ARRUVITTIRUNTA ARUMAI

KORAL) |. A sub-situation under the AKAM

theme VARAIVITA! VAITTUP PORULVAYIR PIRITAE:
the hero having arrived after earning
wealth for the marriage, the confidante
telling him of the care and concern with
which

she had been

அ௮அஆஇ௱ஈஉஊ௭
aoa

consoling

and

ஏஐஒஓஓளஃக்ங்

absence.
ARRUVITTIRUNTA ARLIMAI CARRAL;

arrolukku Vide cOTMRANILAL
arataram Six dynamic tattvik centres which
ate nerve-plexuses

in the body,

viz.,

MULATARAM (regions between the anus.and
the genitals), cuvATITTANAM (in the genitals
themselves), MANIPPURAKAM (in the naval)
ANAKATAM (in the heart), vicurti (at the root

of the tongue) and Axxinal (on the
forehead).

arayirappati The first commentary on the
tiruvaymoli by Tirukkurukai Piran Pillan
‘containing 6000 kiranthas in the
MANIPPIRAVALAM (a Tamil-Sanskrit hybrid)
style.
“

araraiccakkaram Vide cAKKARAM.
arupartturra accakkilavi (Also TALAIMAKAL
ARUPARTTURRA ACCAKKILAVI)A swb-situation
under the AKAM theme VARAITAL VETKAL the
heroine's utterance as she looks in fear at

the path the hero takes as he comes for
union with her.
்
arupartturra accam. kural A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme VARAIVU KATATAL: the
confidante of the heroine telling the hero
of their apprehension about the dangers

on the way he takes to come for trysts.
areluttu A sacred formula addressed to
Murukan, and consisting of six syllables
na mak ku md ra ya.

areriparai Drum used by decoits in desert
tracts.

ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த்ந் ப்ம்ய்ர்ல்ல்
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anmacutti

anmacutti Souls,realizing Divine Grace.
anmanfanam (Also ANMApOTAM) Selfknowledge, realization of the self.
A class of categories as of the
anmatattuvam

்

soul.
anmataricanam
realization.

்

Vision of the soul, self-

anmap6tam Vide ANMANANAM.
anmarapam Spiritual experience of the soul
realizing its form as intelligence.
anma Soul, self, spirit, as opp. to matter.
anantakkalippu A verse genre: singing of
one's ecstasy of delight in spiritual

experience.

anantam |. A-PURAM sub-situation::the lady
shivering. in fear as she encounters
unfavourable and:inauspicious omens.

2. A PURAM sub-situation: feeling sad for
the warrior having been involved in a
very fierce battle. 3. Supreme bliss. 4. Fault
in poetry.
:

anantavuvamai A fault in poetic embellishment: comparing great things with small
ones, and vice versa.

dnantai A secondary
KURINCI class.

melody-type

of the

anaitti Insatiable elephantine hunger.
anaittolil (Also YANAITTOLIL) A verse genre:

anantakkugram (Also ANIYANANTAM and
ALANKARAKKURRAM) A fault in versifica-

_ -poem on the features and character of the
elephant in vaNcrra metre.

tion, the principal kinds of which are

anaippa A verse genre: poem on the elephant
in VENPA metre. Cf. ANAIVIRUTTAM.

ELUTTANANTAM (use of ALAPETAI in the name
of the hero, believed to portend evil),
COLLANANTAM (inauspicious use of a word
of evil import in conjunction with the
name of the hero), PORULANANTAM

(inauspicious comparison or reference to
the subject matter), YAPPANANTAM (the name
of the hero being clumsily set in the midst
of attributes), TOKKANANTAM (singing with

accompaniment in which the hero's name
is made unintelligible by raising or
lowering the voice, etc.), TOTAIYANANTAM

(use of ALapeta! before or after the name

of the hero), ANIYANANTAM (comparison of
lofty things with lowly ones, and vice
versa), and ICAIYANANTAM (melody
“appropriate to elegy introduced into

eulogistic poem).

anantatantavam Ecstatic dance of Civan as
exhibited in the shrine at Citamparam.
anantappaiyul A ruraAM sub-situation: intense

misery of the wife on the death of her

husband.

ABAremtgRge
a

a

amaivirutiam (Also KARIVIRUTIAM, KALIRRU-VIRUTTAM
and YANAIVIRUTTAM) A verse genre: poem in

ten

stanzas'on

the

elephant

in

ACIRIYAVIRUTTAM metre. Cf. ANAIPPA.
iktu enkaiyar kanin nanranru enralA sub-

situation

under

the

AKAM

theme

PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: as the hero falls at her
feet to contain her anger, the heroine

tellinghim that it will not add to his honour

if it is seen by the (prostitute) women.
ikalcci nigaintu alital A sub-situation under
_ the akam theme PorULVAyiRPIRIVU: the
heroine being disheartened at the thought

of the hero having parted from her.
without telling her.
ikalcciyani A figure of speech in which the
excellence or defect of one thing does
not affect another with which it is
connected e.g. the grandeur of the ocean
does not attach'to a cup of sea-water.

geri swe Glee
HUW
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ikalcciyuvamaiA figure of speech and a subclass of UVAMar simile in which an object
is compared with something, detestable
or unwholesome.
ikalccivilakku
A figure of speech anda subclass of TATAIMOLIYANI in which a pursuit is
sought to be stopped by attributing
lowliness to that pursuit.
ikalntatarku irankal (Also PANKAN IKALNTATARKU

IRANKAL) A sub-situiation under the AKAM
theme PANKARKUTTAM: the confidant of the
hero, having seen the heroine, regretting

his rebuke of the hero for his passion of
love for the heroine.
ika]avikalcci (Also PUKALVATIN IKALTALANI) A
figure of speech in which censure is
conveyed by ironical praise; sarcasm.
%

ikulai Vide TOLL.

ikulai vampenral (Also KALAM MARAITTU
URAITTAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM

' theme VARAIVITAI VAITTUP PORULVAYIR-PIRITAL:

icaippa 1. One of two classes of musical
composition, the other being ICArYALAVUPA.

2. One of the two divisions of NALAYIRA
TIVVIYAP PIRAPANTAM, the other being rvARPA.
icaippanar A division of the ancient PANAR
class, famous for their singing; minstrels.
icaipétam Dissonance.
ல

ட

௫

i

icaimai (Also PUKALMAI) One of the sources
of the MEYPPATU pride: (PERUMITAM) fame.

icaiyalavupa One of the two classes of
musical composition,
being known as ICAIPPA.

the other class

icaiyamaikuri maruttal A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme cETpaTar the confidante
refusing to accept the love-token of the.
hero (a wreath of flowers) saying that the
flowers of the wreath their custom does.
not permit them to wear (they wear the
flowers of the vénkai only).,

(the heroine gtieving at the onset of the

icaiyanantam Vide ANANTAKKURRAM.

rainy season), the confidante telling her

icaiyuvamai (Also INCOLLUVAMa)) A figure of
speech and a sub-class of UVAMAr saying
that on examination the subject of
comparison (tenor) stands superior to the
standard of comparison (vehicle) despite
both being of a lofty nature.

Omission from, a sentence of

words needed to.complete the sense.
icaittamil One of the three-fold classification of Tamil (MuTTAMIL): Tamil poetry

composed to suit the several melody_ types and time- measures- that division
‘of Tamil literature which consists of
” verses set to music, as dist. from poetry or

_ drama.
icainirai Expletive used to fill a gap in the

metre.
a,

.

DRM
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icai viralaccentotai Disagreement in specific
sound features of lines in a verse.

ittalinkam Linkam which a guru hands over
to a duly initiated desciple with instructions regarding the method of ‘personal
worship.
ittuppirivu A phase i in the AKAM ‘pre-marital,
relationship between the hero and the
heroine: parting of the hero from the

heroine to go to a place not far of Fr
ita orumai Unity of ‘place.

எனக் உங்க Gem

ey

bode

ea ழ்ள்ற்

i-utiheéaioéakkncfitntnpmyrily

dj

இ.

felicitous diction.
icaiyeccam

3

out the inner thoughts of his patron. 2.
Poet who expresses his thoughts in a very

om

inkitakavi |. Poem in which the poet brings

m

that it was the unseasonal rain.

a%

icainiraiyalapetai Vide ALAPETAITTOTAL.
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itakkaratakkal

itakurittanmai Arbitrariness.

itakkaratakkal Vide TAKUTIVALAKKU.
itakkarakaveta Vide புகா.

itattuyttakaral (Also irarruyTTU NINKAL,

KURIYUYTIU AKABAL, KURIYUYTTU NINKAL, PANKI

KURIVITATTU UYTTU NINKAL atid PANKI KURIYUYTTU
NINKAL) An AKAM sub-situation under
PANKIYIRKUTTAM: theme which describes the
confidante leaving the heroine alone to
meet the hero, in the appointed place (by
day/night).
itattuyttal Vide AVATKONTUCERAL.

itattuyttu ninkal Vide rrATTUYTTAKARAL.
itantalaippatu An AkaM theme: unien of lovers
a second time at the same place where
they first met.
itanilaippalai A class of ancient melody-

types.
itam Vide AKAPPATTURUPPU.
itamperruttalaal A sub-situation undef the
AKAM

theme

IYARKAIPPUNARCCI:

the hero

-

itutapaindy The disconcerting ailment of
sexual passion. Also sée EMAM.
itaikkatci Interlude. A short entertainment, a
‘little drama, often put on between the acts
of a longet play, or between the courses

of a feast.
itaikkurai Vide CEYYULVIKARAM.

itaiccahkam Vide CANKAM. itaicciyar Vide KALAMPAKAM.

itaiccuram

The patched: waste journeyed

through by the AKaM hero. |

itaiccol Vide coL.

itainilai kunatfivakam Vide TIVAKAVANI.
itainilai catitfivakam Vide TIVAKAVANI.
itainilait fivakam Vide TIVAKAVANI.
itainilait tolilfivakam Vide TIVAKavANL
itainilaippattu (Also TALICAI 2) 1. Tonal or
rhythmic variations of a low ordet, also

and

called TALIcai (the verses often capable of

itamanittukkuri varpuruttal / itamanittenral

an intermediate position (in the KALIPPA
pattern), expanding the topic introduced
(in the TARAVU) with repetitive (and yet
diversified) reinforcement. This has lines

getting close
embracing her.

to

the

heroine

A sub-situation under the AKAM theme
IYARKAIPPUNARCCI: the hero telling the
heroine after union that his town is not
far off from hers.

standing as independent ones) occupying

either equal or lower than those of TARAVU.

itamalaivamaiti Vide MALAIVAMAITI.

itainilaip porulfivakam Vide TIVAKAVANI. —

itamalaivu Vide MALAIvU.

itaippunarmuran The antithetical composi-.

itamuran Vide MURAN 2.
itavakupeyar
A figure of speech: metonymy

, tion of middle feet in a line.
itaimatakku Vide MATAKKANI.

wherein the name of the container is used
for the name of the thing contained.

itaiyar Inhabitants of the sylvan (MULLAI) tract.

itiyitaiyutavi A sub-situation under the AKAM

sub-class of AMPOTARANKA OTTALICAI marked
by the occurrence of five lined Taravu and

theme ILVALKKar the heroine embracing the

hero in trepidation as it thunders.
itukkan A MEeyPPATU other than the principal
eight distress; anguish.

itaiyalavu ampotaranka ottalicaikkalippa A
CURITAKAM, three lined TALICAI, a two lined

ARAKAM, two lined PéRen of six-feet each,

three footed ryaven and eight lined cigReN

ஏ ஐஒஓஓளஃ க்ங் ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந் ப்ம் ய்ர் ல்வ்
இ.ஈ௨ஊ௯௭
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itaiyuru kilattal A sub-situation under the

of one foot and one syllable each, anda
detached foot.

AKAM

itaiyakaciriya viruttam A verse of the
AKAVARPA kind having ITATYAKUKALINETILATI
(composed of nine or ten feet).

itaivannam A variety of melody.
itai vinatal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme MATIYUTAMPATUTTAL: the hero
(presenting a bunch of tender leaves as
love-token

itaiyaku kalinetilati Lines of nine or ten feet
each.

itaiyittantati Vide aNTATITTOTAL.

inaikkural mantila aciriyappa The sub-class
of INAIKKURAL ACIRIYAPPA marked by the
balance of feet in the first and the last
lines.

fame.
of the Tamil

alphabet (y, r, |, v, 1, 1).

ச்

inaikkuralaciriyappa Vide AKAVAL.

commencement of the line comes as MONAI,

‘an auxiliary kind of MONAITTOTAI.

aii

inaittotai Concatenation in which there is
metrical assonance as between the first
two feet of a line of four feet.
imainiralnirai Vide NIRALNIRAL

itaiyinavetukai A variety of initial ETUKArT
where the second letter of each line other
than the first is any medial consonant,
except that which is already the second
letter of the first line, an auxiliary kind
of ETUKAITTOTAI.

a

his intention),

heavy.

itaiyil vanpukal kotai A sub-situation under
the pugaM theme vakarTTinar the nature of
giving liberally which brings ever-lasting

AWMArrmrggneggri

revealing

inai Parallelism. A rhetorical device that helps
accentuate or emphasize ideas or images
by
using
grammatically
similar
constructions. Words,- phrases, clauses,
sentences, paragraphs may be organized
into parallel constructions. Parallelism
is established often through repetition.
It is an important device in oral
compositions.

itaiyittatiyantati Repetition of the same line
in full except the first and the last of a
verse.

itaiyinamonai A variety of consonantal
assonance at the beginning of lines in
which a medial consonant other than the
one which has already appeared at the

and

asking the confidante (and the heroine)
why their breasts and hips have grown so

itaiyaku monai The first letter repeating in
each line of the verse, an auxiliary kind
of the MONAITTOTAI.

consonants

the hero

itaiyOtu kataimatakku Vide MATAKKANI.

itaiyaketukai The second letters repeating in
each line of the verse.

Medial

IYARKAIPPUNARCCK

itaiyen Vide AMPOTARANKAM.

itaiyakinpa Mixture of the feet and footlinkage of one verse kind with those of
other verse kinds.

itaiyinam

theme

reporting
of the difficulties
in
embracing her on account of her modesty.

sme

inaimanimalai A verse genre: poem of 100
stanzas in ANTATI form, consisting of pairs
of stanzas, either VENPA and AKAVAL (VENPA
AKAVAL INAIMANIMALAI) OF VENPA and
KATTALAIKKALITTURAL (VENPA KALITTURAI
INAIMANIMALAI).
Glas

Fodor

aw

Tuteéaio6aukkncAitntnapmyr il

ழ்ள்ற்ன்
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inaimuran
intalam An ancient secondary melody-type
of the MARUTAM class.

inaimuran Vide MURANTOTAL
inaimonai Vide MONAITTOTAI

jntirakanam (Also 1YAMANAKANAM and
CUVARKKAKANAM) A tule of propriety in a

inaiyacai Vide ACAI.
inaiyatikkural A pair of rhymed lines.

composition: foot of three NER as TEMANKAY,

inaiyalapetai Vide ALAPETAITTOTAIL

considered
auspicious
at
the
commencement of a poem, with parani
as its astericism, the effect of which being
‘increase.’

inaiyiyaipu Vide vAPUTTOTAI.
inaiyetukai Vide ETUKAITTOTAI.
inaiyetukai

ani A figure of speech: the

functioning of mnyarvETUKAI (first two feet
of a verse rhyming with each other).
inaivarat Analogy.
inaivilaicci / inaivilaiccu An aKa concept.
sexual union.
itaravitaravuvamai (Also ITARETARAVUVAMAI,

intiracalam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
iyakkaviyal
Dialectics. A mode
of
argumentation that attempts to resolve the
contradictions between opposing ideas.
In literary criticism, dialectic refers to the
oppositional ideas and / or mediatory
reasoning that pervade and unify a given
work or a group of works.

URALNTUYARALUVAMAI, ETIRNILAIYANI,
AIYANILAIYUVAMAI, TATUMARUVAMAI,
‘TALAIPPEYALUVAMAI, TERRUVAMAI, PIRATIPA-VANI,
PUKALPORULUVAMAI, PUKALPORULOP-PANI and.

iyakkaviyal porulmutalvatam Dialectical
materialism. An idealist theory, a

VIPARITAVUVAMAI) A figure of speech and a

(which holds that only matter exists, so

sub-class of UVAMALr a simile in which the
subject of comparison (tenor) and the

that the existence of the mind, social:
institutions, etc., must be explained in
material terms, and that matter interacts
according
‘to dialectical laws) used to
discuss the way in which a revolutionary

standard of comparison

(vehicle) are

compared to each other for greater effect;
reciprocal comparison. e.g. moon-like
face and face-like moon.
itarétaravuvamai Vide rTARAVITARAVUVAMAI,

italakalantati (Also NIROTTAKA YAMAKA ANTATI)
Akind of ANTATI verse without employing
labio-dentals or labials.
italiyal Journalism.
italkuvipa (Also orpyam and Ormyam) A variety
of CITTIRAKKAVI: poem composed with
labial sounds, or other sounds produced

by rounded lips.
itikacam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

aia

g Re gga.

of the Marxist

doctrine

class war might lead to the synthesis of a
new socio-economic order. Cf. VARALARRUP
PORULMUTALVATAM.
iyakkaviyalmuran Vide MURAN 2.

iyankutinait tarkuripperram Vide UxANCITAM.
iyankupataiyaravam A sub-situation under
the PuRAM theme vANcITTINAr clamour of
the marching army.

iyamputalvetkaiyuvamai (Also KARUTTUVAMAD) A
figure of speech and a sub-class of
UVAMAE Stating that one's mind desires to

compare an object with another given
object.

intalankurifici An ancient melody-type.
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iyarkaivatam

iyalmayankicaik koccakam A kind of

tyamapakanam Vide INTIRAKANAM.
iyal 1. Chapter, 2. (Also rvarRAMIL) Literary
Tamil, poetry or prose conforming to the
rules of Tamil grammar; one of MUTTAMLL.

KOCCAKAKKALIPPA, where the six constituents of this verse form are subjected to
increase, reduction, modification, varia-

iyalpiyam

tion, etc.

feminism.

Essentialism.

An

aspect

of

It refers to the view that

women are essentially - that is naturally -

different from men. In other words,
gender - masculinity and femininity - is
innate. In contrast, constructionism
(PANPATTIYAM) holds that most of the
differences between men and women are
characteristics not of the male and female
sex (nature), but, rather, of the masculine
and feminine genders (nurture). It, as
such, views gender as a cultural construct.
tyalpu Vide pIRAMANAM.
iyalputtalaivan Antihero, a protagonist ina
modern work who does not exhibit the
qualitites of the traditional hero.
(talaimaiyil talaivan).
tyalpunarvu nikkam Defamiliarization.

iyalpunayam Vide NAYAM.
iyalpuvalakku Denoting a thing by the word
that usage has sanctioned as its natural
name, being of three kinds, viz.,

ILAKKANAMUTAIYATU (word that is regularly
formed, and is part of the legitimate
vocabulary), ILAKKANAPPOLI (words which,
though not strictly grammatical, have,
nevertheless, by long usage secured
admission into the standard dialect), and

MARUU (word or phrase in a corrupt or
contracted from, sanctioned by usage).
Cf. TAKUTIVALAKKU.
‘lyalpuvipavanai A figure of speech and a

sub-class of prgrrARAYccrvAnt in which the
effects are represented as taking place

with their causes arising naturally.
AWM

iyalacai A class of metrical syllables - NER
and NIRAL

:

iyalati A metrical line of disyllabic feet.
iyalicaiyantati A variety of ANTATITTOTAI in
which the concluding portion of one line
is apparently repeated at the commence-

ment of the next line but is different in
sense though alike in sound. Cf. poRULICAIYANTATL
iyalitam kettal (Also EVVITATTEVVIYARRENRAL) A.

sub-situation under the AKAM theme
PANKARKUTTIAM: the confidant realizing the
inexorable nature of their love, asking

the hero about the place of residence of
the heroine and about her features.

iyalitam kiral Vide avay axTu IvvITATTU
IVVIYARRU ENRAL.
்
iyarkaiyalapetai Vide ALAPETAITIOTAL
iyarkaiyikanta nikalcci Supernatural event.
iyarkaippunarcci (Also TEYVAPPUNARCCI) An
AKAM theme: natural, spontaneous first
union of the hero and the heroine
(brought about by Destiny).
iyarkaivatam Naturalism. A movement which

assumes that humans are a product of
biology and culture, heredity and
environment, with no control over what
happens. Naturalists believe, that

everything that is real is found in nature
and is subject to scientific investigation
and (eventual) verification, and as such
they reject supernatural explanations of
situations and events.

At 2mag ஏஐ ஒஓ ஓள உக்ங்ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந் ப்ம்ய்ர் ல்வ் ழ்ள்ற்ன்
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iyarcikralicaik koccakam

iyarcikralicaik koccakam A sub-class of
KOCCAKAKKALIPPA marked by the occurrence
of fewer number of TALICAI, and without
reduction of the number of feet in the
last line.
iyarcir Disyllabic feet.
iyarcirventalai (Also rvARRALAD) Metrical
succession which should be observed in
VENP* - NIRAI bef ore MACCIR and NER before
VILAM in sequence.
iyarcirvellati Line of odd combination of
FYARCIR or disyllabic NER and niral ending.
iyarcol Vide cot 2.

iyanmoli / iyanmolivalttul.A sub-situation
under the puRAM theme PATANTINAL theme
of requesting one to emulate the noble
example set by the great benefactors of
olden times. 2. A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme PATANTINAr extolling the high
qualities of the king. 3. A verse genre:
general eulogy.
iyaital (Also PUNARCCIYIN MAKILTAL) A subsituation under the AKAM
theme.
PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the hero back from the
prostitutes, the. hero and the heroine
exulting in sexual union.

AKAM theme PARATTAIVIR PIRIVU: the heroine

iyaipilip piraporulvaippu (Also KUTA IVARKAI)
A figure of speech and a sub-class of
PIRAPORULVAIPPANI in which to an object of
a general inherent characteristic, a
particular contrary characteristic is
attributed in tune with a given context.

expatiating the good qualities of the hero
as the confidante and the neighbours
belittle him.
'

iyaipiluruvakam A figure of speech and a
sub-class of URUVAKAM: metaphors in a.
verse whose standards of comparison are

iyarpakralicaik koccakam A kind of
சே.
KOCCAKAKKALIPPA With many TALICAIL
TYARCIKRALICAIKKOCCAKAM.

iyarpatamolital A sub-situation under the

iyarpalittal An akaM concept the qualities of
the hero being belittled by other
characters such as the confidante for
certain lapses on his part with regard to
his love-behaviour.
iyarpa Name of one of the sections of the
NALAYIRA TIVVIYAP PIRAPANTAM, the other being
ICAIPPA.
iyarramil Vide rvAL 2 and MUTTAMIL.

iyarraravinaik koccakam A kind of
KOCCAKAKKALIPPA where there is the
doubling of TarAvu, and the absence of
CURITAKAM.

iyarraravu koccakam A kind of KoccAKAK
KALIPPA where there is a single TARAVU and
where CURITAKAM is absent.

iyarralai Vide rvaRCIRVENTALAL
அஆ
aoa

இ௱உஊ௭

ஏஐஒஓஓளஃ

க்ங க்

not related to one another.
iyaipinmaiyani (Also UYARVUVAMAI, OPPIL UVAMAI

and POTUNINKU UVAMA)) A figure of speech
in which a thing is compared only to itself
as being peerless, as having nothing else
comparable to it.
iyaipu One of the eight aspects of
(VANAPPU) in poetic composition :
poem consisting of verses which
one of the possible consonantal

elegance
narrative
have any
endings,

viz., i, n, n, m, n, y, r, I, v, 1, 1, a
CEYYULURUPPU.
iyaiputtotai Final rhyme of syllables, feet or
whole words, being of eight kinds, viz.,

ATIYIYAIPU (agreement of final forms of
each line), rvaryryarru (agreement of the
last letters or forms of ‘the last two feet of
a line), POLIPrrvaIru (agreement of the last
ஞட்ண்த் ந்

ப்ம்ய்ர்

ல்வ்

ழ்ள்ற்ன்
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iracam

forms in the first and third feet of a line),
ORUUYIYAIPU (agreement
of the last forms
of the first and fourth feet of a line),

irakkamkuri varaivukatatal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the
confidante conveying to the hero the

KULAIYIYAIPU (agreement of the last forms

distress of the heroine for the hardships

in the first, second and third feet of a
line), MERKATUVAYIYAIPU (agreement of the
last forms in the first, third and fourth
feet of a line), KILKKATUVAYIYAIPU
(agreement of the last forms in the first,
second and fourth feet of a line) and
MURRIYAIPU (agreement of the last forms
in all the feet of a line). For the miscellaneous auxiliary kinds of rvauTToTal, vide
the individual entries in their respective
places.

he experiences in coming for trysts, and
urging him to wed her.

iyaipup piraporulvaippu (Also KUTUM IVYARKAI)
A figure of speech and a sub-class of
PIRAPORUL VAIPPANI in which an object of a
general characteristic is correlated with
another which is endowed with a
particular, similar characteristic.

iyaipuruvakam
A figure of speech anda subclass of URUVAKAM: metaphors in a verse
whose standards of comparison (vehicle)
are related to one another.

iyaipuvannam One of the specific sound
features of a verse (VANNAM): rhythm
produced by the frequent use of the
liquids (consonants of the medial class).

iyaipetutturaittal Vide AVAR PULAMPAL TERRAL.
irakkattotu maruttal A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme ceEtratTar the confidante

refusing to accept the love-token of the
hero (a bunch of tender leaves) uttering
words of humour. The hero persisting in

irakkamurru varaivukatatal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PANKIVIRKUTTAM: the
confidante speaking of the need for an
early marriage to be heard-by the hero as
he remains by the hedge-side, worried as
she is that with the millet to be harvested
soon, the opportunities for union would
become scarce.
.
irankal 1. An AKAM theme: the heroine
bemoaning her lover's absence, the
characterstic of the maritime tract
(NEYTAL). 2. A verse genre: poem
commiserating or grieving over a given
situation. 3. Vide KALAMPAKAM.
irankalvilakku
A figure of speech and a subclass of TATAIMOLIYANI in which a pursuit is
sought to be stopped by means of
grieving over the consequences which the

pursuit would entail on the person to be
affected by that pursuit.
irankarpa

(Also

KAITYARUNILAIPPATAL

and

CARAMAKAVI) Elegy. A formal and sustained
poem of lament for the death of a
particular person, marked by a reflective

tone. Cf. PULAMPAL.
iracam (Also NAVARACAM) The nine sentiments
or emotions prevailing in a literary work,
viz., CINKARAM (love, sexual love), ACITYAM

(laughter, mirth), KARUNAI (compassion,

positive sign, the confidante feeling sad
about the plight of the hero and still

pity) IRAUTTIRAM (wrath, rage), VIRAM
(courage, valour), pAYAM (fear, terror),
KURCAI (loathing, disgusting) ARPUTAM
(wonder), and CANTAM (tranqui-llity,

refusing his offer of the love-token.

equanimity).

his offer as he takes her humour to be a

அஆஇஈஉண௭ஏஐஒஓஓளஃக்ங்
ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந் ப்ம்ய்ர் ல்வ் ழ்ள்ற்ன்
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iracavatam

irantati molimarru Vide roRULKOL. ,

jracavatam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
jracokunam Vide MUKKUNAM.
iratturamolital |. Vide uTtt. 2. (Also CILETAI 2)

pun.

A kind of AciRIvA NILAI
irattai aciriyaviruttam
VIRUTTAM marked by fourteen feet ina line.
irattai etirmai Binary opposition. Aconcept
suggesting thoughts in terms of contrary
pairs, such as something is white but not
black, masculine and therefore not
feminine, etc. These dichotomies are seen

irantati monai Agreement of the initial letters
within two lines only, a miscellaneous
auxiliary kind of MONAITTOTAI.
irantatiyetukai Agreement of the second
letters in two lines only, a miscellaneous

auxiliary kind-of ETUKAITTOTAI.
iranattotai Vide MURANTOTAI.

irattinaparitcai Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.iratapantam (Also TERKKAV!) A variety of
CNTIRAKKAVI which is fitted into a fanciful
diagram representing a temple chariot as

not simply as oppositions but also
valuative hierarchies containing one term
that is viewed as positive or superior and

in the figure under:

another considered negative or inferior.
Traditionally, criticism has involved
choosing

between

opposed

and

contradictory meanings and arguing that
literary works support one meaning rather
than the other. Poststructuralist theorist
Jacques Derrida and other deconstructors
argue that texts contain opposed strands

of discourse providing no basis for
choosing one reader over the other.
irattaikkilavi Double imitative word.
irattaiccol yamakamalai
A verse genre: poem
in KATTALAIKKALITTURAI metre in which a
word is repeated with different meanings
in every line of a four-line stanza.
irattaittotai The same foot being repeated
throughout a line of verse.

irattainakapantam Vide NAKAPANTAM.
irattaimanimalaiA verse genre in ANTATITIOTAI
consisting of twenty stanzas composed
alternately

in two

types-vENPA

and

KATTALAIKKALITTURAI.
‘jrattaivirutiam A‘verse-of more than eleven

ஆதி பதிபாக மாமாது பாலாவா
சேதிகாப் பாயீனத் தீயகுல - ஏதியரை

metrical feet to a line.

முந்தவே வென்று முனிதவரை ஏந்து

irantati (irati) matakku Vide MATAKKANI.
௮ஆ

aa
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கந்தவே லப்பா கதி.
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iravuttalaiceral

irataparitcaj Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
iratavani (Also cuvatyanl) A figure of speech
which consists in describing the eight

iravin nittam A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme ARATTOTUNIRRAL: the heroine's feeling
for the prolongation of the night.

expression of the emotions (MEYPPATU),

iravu utanpattarponru pakalvaravu vilakkal
(Also PAKALVARAL VILAKKI VARAIVUKATATAL and

being of eight sub-categories, viz.,

PAKAL VARUVANAI IRAVU VARUKENRAL) A sub-

VIRACCUVAIYANI (describing the emotion of

situation under
the AKAM
theme
VARAIVUKATATAL (MUTUKKAM): the confidante
asking the hero to come for tryst by night

classes

of

the

manifest

physical

valour), ACCACCUVAIYANI (describing the
emotion of fear) ILIPPUCCUVAIYANI
(describing the emotion of disgust),
VIYAPPUCCUVAIYANI (describing the emotion
of wonder), KAMACCUVATYANI (describing the
emotion of sexual ecstasy), AVALACCUVAI YANI
(describing the emotion of sorrow),
URUTTIRACCUVAIYAN! (describing the
emotion of anger), NAKAICCUVAIYANI

instead of by day, implying thereby that
he should go in for marriage.
iravukkuri An AKAM concept trysting spot
fixed for secret meeting of the hero and

the heroine by night, during the premarital phase (kALAVU). Cf. PAKARKURI.
iravukkurinértal A sub-situation under the

(describing the emotion of laughter), and

AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante

also CANTACCUVAIYAN! (describing the
emotion of tranquillity).

agreeing to arrange tryst by night.

irantu kuraiperatu varuntiya kilavon matale
porulena matittal (Also TALAIVAN MATALE
PORULENA MATITTAL and MATAL TIRAM) A sub-

situation

under

the

akAmM

theme

PANKIYIRKUTTAM: (the confidante refusing
to help him have union with the heroine),

the hero thinking of palmyra-horse riding
as the only course open to him.
irantu pinnilainirral A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme IvYARKAIPPUNARCCE the hero

entreating the heroine so as to make her
consent to the union.

facilitating union with the heroine.
irantu pinnirrarku ennal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme IYARKAIPPUNARCCE the
hero intent on entreating the heroine so
as to make her consent to union.

௨௩

இர௱உஊ௯௭
1

ஏஐ

hinderance to nocturnal tryst.
iravukkuriyitaiyitu An AKAM thematic
situation of the pre-marital phase
(KALAVU): the meeting of the hero and the
heroine by night running into obstacles.
iravukkuriyérpittal (Also RAIVIKKU IRAIYON

KURAI ARIVURUTTAL and PANKI IRAIVIKKU IRAIYON
KURIPPU ARIVURUTTAL) A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme RAVUK-KuRr the confidante
telling the heroine of the intent of the

hero for night trysts.
iravukkurivental (Also RATYONIRUIKURI VENTAL)

irantu pinnirral A sub-situation under
PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero entreating the
confidante of the heroine for favour of

அஆ

iravukkuripilaippu An AKAM sub-situation:

ஒஓஓளஃக்ங்

A sub-situation under the akAm

theme

PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero entreating the
confidante of the heroine to arrange night
trysts.

iravuttalaiceral A sub-situation under the:

AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAE the heroine

going out of her house in the thick of the ©
night, passion for the hero burning in her.
ச் ஞ்ட்ண்தந்
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iravunitu paruvaral

iravunitu paruvaral A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme KAIKKILAE the heroine
observing in distress that the night-time
has put her in great agony.
iravum pakalum varavu vilakkal (Also KURI
PEYARTTITUTAL) A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme VARAIVUKATATAL: the confidante
asking the hero to go in for one other
than trysts by night and by day.
iravu vara uraittal A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante
announcing to the heroine the coming of
the hero for trysts by night.
iravu varuvanaip pakal varukenpral (Also

PAKAL UTAMPATTALPONRU IRAVU VARAVU
VILAKKAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme VARAIVUKATATAL: the confidante
asking the hero to come for tryst by day

instead of by night.
iravuru tuyarattirku iranki uraittal A subtheme
situation under the AKAM
PORULVAYIRPIRIVU: the confidante lamenting
the distress that may befall the heroine
during nights (with the hero having
parted).
iravuru tuyaram katalotu cérttal A subsituation under the AKAM theme PANKIYIR-

KUTTAM: the heroine identifying her
agitated state with that of the sea.

irakkatam A form of marriage in which the
bride is carried away by force without her

consent or the permission of her relatives,
one of the eight kinds of marriage
mentioned in Sanskrit literature.
iracacityam Vide ACUVAMETAM.
iracattanam Vide TANAM.

iracatam Vide MUKKUNAM.

௮அஆஇஈஉ௰எ
aa

iracankamalai A verse genre: poem
celebrating the conquests of the king
composed in KALIVENPA metre.
irukkukkural A kind of short verse.
irukural néricaivenpa A variety of NERICAI
VENPA composed of two KURALVENPA linked

by an isolated foot coming after the first.
irukaiyyum etuttal A MeypPATU pertaining to
the third phase of pre-marital love:
(heroine's) lifting of both the hands in
(spontaneous) acceptance of the union.
irucirati Dimeter.
irunmai Obscurity. A meaning that is difficult
to discern; it may be deliberate or
voluntary.
Marks of obscurity are an
elliptical style, recondite allusion, archaic
or ornamental language, private and
subjective imagery, etc.
iruttal An AKAM theme and an aspect of the

five-fold love behaviour: the heroine's
patient waiting, characteristic of the
forest tract (MULLAI).
iruttaliyal Existentialism. It concerns itself

with humanity's perpetual anguished
struggle to exist. Existentialists reject

predestination, and assert the individual's
choice of his own value systems.

irutinai The two classes of nouns and vérbs
referring to the personal and the
impersonal, viz., UYARTINAI and AKRINAI.

iruntettuvar (Also MAKATAR) Panegyrists who
are seated while praising the king.
irupattinalayirappati A commentary on the
tiruvaymoli, by Periyavaccan Pillai,
aggregating 24,000 granthas (kIRANTAM 1)
1n the MANIPPIRAVALAM Style.

irupayirupaktu/irupayirupatu
A verse genre,
in twenty verses in which veNPA and AKAVAL
alternate in ANTATITOTAI.

ஏஐஒஓஓளஃக்ங் ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த்
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iruvar ninaivum oruvaliyunartal

irupuravacai Censure which, apparently 15
such in form, but is really praise.

(the peasants and the merchants): peasantsfarming, protecting ‘the related ones,

irupuravalttu Praise which is seemingly such
in form, but is really censure.

hospitality, rearing the bull, worship and

irupeyarottakupeyar Two nouns in
apposition, in metonymic relationship.
irupeyarottup panputtokai Two nouns in
apposition standing in adjectival
relationship.
iruporul Two kinds of wealth, as learning
and riches.
iruporul vérrumai wyarcci (Also uvyARCcI
VERRUMAI) A figure of speech and a subclass of VERRUMATYANI in which between

two things of comparable traits, one is
shown to be superior in a particular way.
iruporul vérrumaiccamam
A figure of speech
and a sub-class of VERRUMATYANI in which
the same effect flows from two different
things.
irumatiyakupeyar A figure of speech:
metonymy of double transference; a
variety of metonymy wherein a word used
figuratively in one sense in the first
instance is once again applied to signify
another with which it bears a certain
relation, as when a word like kar meaning
black, which becomes an AKUPEYAR when

first used to signify a cloud, is used again
to connote the rainy season.
irumukavelini A kind of stage curtain drawn

from both the sides.
irumutal niralnirai

Vide NIRALNIRAI.

irumurrirattai Concatenation in which each
of two successive lines of a stanza has all
its feet rhyming.
irumunrumarapin
situation

under

énorpakkam
the

Puram

A subtheme

VAKAITTINAL the six vocations of the others
AMArem@rgpeggri.
aia

Fiuteéatiod
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non-vedic learning, and merchants learning, performing sacrifices, gifting,
farming, trade, and rearing cows.
irumaikkaruttunilai Dualistic idealism.
irumainilai Dualism. A kind of .division or
contradiction between laws or principles,
yet the term also contains the idea that
the contradictions are reconcilable.
irumaiyiyarkai (Also VIRAVIYALPIRAPORUL VAIPPU)
A figure of speech and a sub-class of:
PIRAPORULVAIPPANI in which both the natural
characteristic and the one contrary to the
nature of an object aré correlated with
those of another object in relation to both
these characteristics.
iruvakaippirivu
An AKAM concept two kinds
of separation of the hero, viz., (i) separation from the heroine and (ii) separation
along with the heroine from the kin.
imuvakaivitai A sub-situation under the PURAM
” theme PATANTINAL the recipient of the gifts
either taking leave of the patron or the
patron bidding him off.
iruvayinottal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme IvYARKAIPPUNARCCE the hero's love for

the heroine after union remaining as it
did before the union.
iruvar talaivar taputippakkam (Also
IRUVARUNTAPUNILAT) A sub-situation under
the puraM theme TUMparTTINAr death of both
the besieged and the besieging kings.
iruvar ninaivum

oruvaliyunartal A sub-

situation under the AKAM theme KURAIYURA

UNARTAL: the confidante gaining a firm
understanding of the mutuality of love
between the hero and the heroine.
sé Gtoars
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iruvar marukol orutalait tunivu

ilvayir cerittamai iyampal (ceppal) A sub-.

iravar marukol orutalait tunivu Vide MaTAM 2.
iravaruntapunilai

Vide

TAPUTIPPAKKAM.

situation under the AKAM theme ARATTOTU-

IRUVAR TALAIVAR

NIRBAL: the heroine telling her confidante

‘

iruvarum ulvali avan varavunartal

of her having been restrained within the
house.
ர

A sub-

situation under the. akam theme PANKI
MATIYUTANPATU: the confidante inferring the

ilvaliyuruttal A MeypPATU pertaining

to the

third phase of pre-marital love; (heroine's),

union between the hero and the heroine
when the hero approaches them.

pretence of resisting union.
ilvalakku Vide PIRAMANA ReACAM.

iruvikarpam Two kinds of agreement :
[repetition of one (second) letter in the
first two lines and of another in the last
two lines]. Cf. oRUVIKARPAM.
|
:

ilvalkkai (Also MANANCIRAPPURAITTAL) A subphase of xagpu: the marital life of the hero
and

the

heroine,

and

the

attendant

domestic felicities.

iruvinai Two classes of moral actions, good

ilakkanappoli Vide 1vALPUVALAKKU.

and evil.

ilakkanam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

iruvinaiyoppu State of the soul in which it

takes an attitude of perfect equanimity

ilakkanamutaiyatu Vide 1YALPUVALAKKU.

towards meritorious or sinful deeds.

ilakkanai Secondary significative capacity

irauttiram Vide IRACAM.

of a word, of three kinds, viz., viTta
ILAKKANAI (a word being used in its secondary sense, its. prrmary sense having
been lost), VITATA ILAKKANAI (the primary
sense being retained along with the
secondary sense), and VITTUM VITATA
ILAKKANAI (the primary sense partly
discarded and partly retained).

ilporuluvamai Vide aPUTAVUVAMAI.
illatanapavam Total negation, as in ‘there 1s
no lie in the mouths of great ones’.
illatu kaytal A meypratu pertaining to the

undistressed state (leading to marital
love): the heroine being angry at the fault
not found in the hero.

ilakkiya araycci Literary studies, literary
research.

il]lavai nakutal A sub-situation under the

AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the heroine

ilakkiya iyakkam Literary movement.

provoking the hero to laughter through
words representing unreal things.

Ulakkiya utti Literary technique.
ilakkiyak kolkai Literary theory.

illaravellai A verse genre: poem on the

ilakkiyat tanvaralaru Literary biography.

excellence of domestic life comprising
nine verses of the veNPA metre marked by
verse rhythm (VANNAM).

ilakkiyat tiruttu Plagiarism. The wrongful
appropriation and publication as one's

own. It is the lifting, fliching or pirating

illanmullai A puRAM sub-situation: as the
woman

lives

adoring

her husband,

of other people's works.

the

household being in abiding glory.

ilakkiyat tiranayvu Literary criticism. See

illurai teyvam The deity of the house.
அஆ
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ilaiporul

ilakkiya niti Poetic justice.
ilakkiyappanku Literariness, that which
makes a given work a literary work.
Specifically, it is the foregrounding of
language (MUNNILAPPATUTTAL), the effect of
which is the temporary separation or
"estrangement" of the reader not only

ilécavani (Also VANCA NAVIRCIYAND 1. A figure
of speech in which the natural outward
expression of a certain real emotion in
one's mind is deliberately attributed to
quite a different cause or purpose in order
to conceal the emotion altogether. 2. A

figure of speech in which something is
praised under the veil of censure, and

from the familiar language of everyday

something is deprecated under the veil
of praise.

discourse (KARUTTATAL) but also from the

world as we ordinarily perceive it. .

ivulimaravar Vide ENPERAYAM.

ilakkiyap pirappuravu Literary genetics.

ilavu One of the sources of the MEYPPATU ALUKAI

ilakkiyam Literature.

(weeping): loss of valued things or

ilakkiya matippitu Literary evaluation.
ilakkiya meymai

kinsmen.

Poetic truth.

ilippuccuvaryani Vide IRATAVANI.

ilakkiya varalaru Literary history.

ilivu (Also iLivu) One of the sources of the

ilakari A verse genre: poem on the beauties

MEYPPATU ALUKAI (Weeping): Sense of

of a goddess composed in verses of
choice rhetorical flourishes.

inferiority.
ilivucirappummai The particle um expressing

ilakima Vide aTraMACITTI.

marked inferior‘ty.

ilakuviyakkiyanam (Also ciggurai) Short,
simple commentary.
ilatcumi vilacam A verse genre: poem on the

theme of Lord Tirumal and His consort
Tlatcumi conducting the marriage of a
woman.

ivuyarvup pukalcci uvamai A figure of
speech and a sub-class of UvAMAr simile
in which the subject of comparison is
exalted through a lofty character of a
lowly object. e.g. the lynch pin
supporting a mighty car being compared
to the size (smallness) of people who carry
great worth in themselves.

ilatai Vide KURIPPICAI.

ilampakam Section in an epic.
ilali (lali) A verse genre: song consisting of

eulogies, compliments, congratulations,
etc., sung at weddings, both human and
divine, and other auspicious occasions,

ilaipu One of the eight vanappu (aspects of
elegance in poetic composition): easy
flowing style of writing consisting of
choice diction in which long vowels, soft

consonants and the liquids 1 and I are
prominent, and hard consonants are

every line ending in Jali.
ilavani (Also uLAvant) A folk genre of Maratti
origin: poem of argumentation on stage
on whether Kaman (Indian God of Love)

avoided, a CEYYULURUPPU.

ilaiporul Motif, a unifying element - a type
of incident, device, or formula - which

had been burnt or not.

recurs frequently in literature. It can be a

ilikitam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
AAArr2magmrgeggrs.
aa

;

recurrent image, symbol, theme, character
&mh
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ilaiyar etirkofal A sub-situation under the

type, subject, or narrative detail. Cf. ariKkKARUTTU and MARI URU.
ilaivamaiti Texture, a term referring to the
surface elements of a poem (imagery,

* axaM theme PORULVAYRPIRIVU: the attendants

gathering to welcome the hero who
returns after earning wealth.
irkontu pukutal A pugaM sub-situation: raising

metre, rhyme, etc.) apart from its basic
structure, argument or meaning.

a temple for the memorial stone of a dead
warrior and consecrating it.

ilamai One of the sources of the MEYPPATU NAKAI

irkontékal (Also PANKI TALAIMAKALAI IRKONTU

(laughter): youthfulness.

AKARAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM

ilamaikiri maruttal A sub-situation under the

theme mRAvukkuRgr the confidante taking

AKAM theme cétpaTar The confidante

the heroine home

impressing on the hero that the heroine is

too young for love.
ilamaittanmaikku ulammelintu irankal (Also

ircerippu (Also ceRippu) An AKAM concept: to
restrain the heroine within the parental
house in view of her adolescence, and

PARUVAM NINAINTU KAVARAL) A sub-situation

under

the

aKaM

theme

KARPOTU-

thus indirectly impede her meeting the

PUNARNTAKAVVAI: the mother feeling
concerned about the tender youthfulness
of her daughter (the heroine) who has

eloped

with

the

hero

through

hero.
ircerivarivittu varaivukatatalA sub-situation

under the AKAM theme PANKIVIR-KUTTAM: the
confidante urging the hero for an early

the

wilderness.

marriage telling him of the danger of the
heroine being restrained within the house.

ilamaitirtiram Vide PERUNTINAI.

ilavénilkantu innaleytal A sub-situation

-‘irparattai An AKAM concept mistress.

under the AKAM theme VENTARKURRULIPpiRIVU: the heroine grieving at the advent
of the early hot season.

igantatu kattal Vide ur.

irantatu vilakkal Vide பரா.
irantavinai vilakku A figure of speech in

ilavénirkalam Vide muTaRPORUL.

which a statement is heightened by the

ilavénirparuvankantu varuntiya talaimakalait toliyarruvittal (Also TALAIVIYAIT
TOLI ARRUVITTAL and TOLI ARRUVITTAL) A subsituation under the akAmM theme

suggestion of an apparent contradiction,
as arising in the past. Also see TATAIMOLI-

YANI.
irantupattuvamaiyanantam A fault in
் rhetorical representation: comparing the
hero of a poem with something that is

PORULVAYIRPIRIVU: the confidante comforting
the heroine who is distressed at the hero
not returning during the early hot season

withering, fading, perishing, etc. e.g. the

from his mission of earning-wealth.

complexion (of the hero) resembling the
setting sun.

ili The fifth tone of the gamut, one of ELIcal.
ilivaral One of the eight principal MeyprATu-s:
the emotion of disgust.

irantupaturaittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme UTANPOKKU : as the hero hesitates

to go in for elopement fearing that the

ilivu Vide யாம.
அஆ
a
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(after the heroine's

union with the hero during night tryst).
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iraimakal iraivanaik kurivaral vilakkal

imagery, the imagery of the flora and
fauna characteristic of the given TiyAl. An

wilderness may prove to be too
unbearable for the heroine to tread, the
confidante telling him that his separation
will be much more unbearable, even
death-like.

example:
O my maid!

In the path he traverses
The elephant with a large tronk
Peels in love

irappavilinta Aanantavuvamai One of the
ANANTAVUVMAI (def ects in poetic composi-

tion) comparison wherein a person of

The tentler branches of the yam tree

exalted status is degraded.

To appease the hunger of its mate.

irappavuyarnta 4nantavuvamai One of the

(kuruntokai: 37)

ANANTAVUVMal (defects in poetic composi-

The suggestion is that such spectacles of

tion) comparison wherein a lowly person
is improperly exalted.

love in nature might act as a goad on the
hero, make him ponder the plight of the

irappuppatal (Also opPARI and CAVUPPATAL) A

lone-some heroine and ensure his quick

folk genre: song of lamentation
women on a deceased person.

return.

by

Along with ULLURAI, IRAICCI is a

feet,

a

powerful thematic operator in the AKAM
poetry. The subtle differences between
the two are : (i) The latter draws on the

irutinilaiyorralapetai Agreement

of

while the former extends to all KARUPPORUL

irutinilaiyalapetai Agreement of elongation
of the final letters of
miscellaneous ALAPETAI kind.

imagery of the given Tinar landscape,
except gods; (ii) the meaning of ULLURAI

consonantal elongations of final letters

is intrinsic to the image, and that of maicci

of feet, a miscellaneous ALAPETAI kind.

lies outside, beyond the word, beyond the
setting; (iii) ULLURAI consciously imparts
human significance into the nature
imagery, while marcci evokes human
significance through the imagery.

irutivilakku Vide TVAKAVANI.
irutivilcci Catastrophe, the culmination of
a play's falling action, which in turn

follows the climax or the crisis (UccAM)
of adrama. While dénouement is the term
used for nontragic dramas, catastrophe

iraiccipporul/raiccipporulani Vide maicci 2.

usually goes with tragedies. It often

jrainanam Theosophy.

involves the death of the hero but some
other tragic outcome may also occur

iraimakal atitamnokki alital/iraimakal atitam
nokki alunkal A sub-situation under the

instead.

AKAM theme PAKARKURI ITAIYITU: the heroine

irai One of the sources of themeyprAtu (fear)
AccaM: king, teacher and father.

keeping herself of f from play in anguish.
iraimakal iraivanaik kurivaral vilakkal (Also

iraicci |. Distinctive features of each of the

UTTAMAMAKALIR
IRAIVANAIK KURIVARAL VILAKKAL) A.

AINTINAI relating to the five tracts of land.
2. Suggestive

meaning

conveyed

sub-situation under the akam

by

IRAVUKKURI:

reference to the distinctive features of
the given tract of land. It is the meaning
இஈ௱உஊ௭
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after union

keeping the hero off from night trysts in
future.

drawn, derived, extracted from the nature
அஆ

the heroine
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iraimakal mayuttal
iraivara

iraimakal maruttalA sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VARAIVITAIVAITTUP PORUI,VAYIRPIRITAL: as the confidante asserts that

it is the pseudo-rainy season, the heroine
disagreeing with her.

under

the

iraivaravu uraittal (Also IRAIVIKKU IRAIVAN
VARAVU ARIVURUTTAL and VARAVUNARNTU

iraimakan purattolukku iraimakal unarttal
A sub-situation under the Akam theme
PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the heroine informing
the confidante of the delinquent moral
behaviour of the hero.

URAITTAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante
announcing the hero‘s arrival at the
trysting place to the heroine.
iravan tanakkuk kurainér panki iraivikku
avan kurai unarttal (Also PANK! IRAIVIKKU
AVAN KURAI UNARTTAL and TOLI KILAVON,

irai maruppuk kolkai Atheism.
iraiyani A figure of speech, comprising two
sub-classes, Viz., MARAIPPIRAI (the answer

TUYARNILAI KILATTAL) A sub-situation under

to a question having a single idea implied
in it) and vryappigar.(the answer to a
question being that question itself, and
there being a common answer to several
questions).

the aKam theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the
confidante, as she has come around to

help the hero have union with the heroine,
conveying to the heroine the overtures
of union of the hero.

iraiyOn itattetirppatutal (Also RATYON IRAIVIYAIK
KURIYITATTU ETIRPPATUTAL, IRAIV] IRAIYONITATTU

iraivanmel panki kuri pilaippu érral A sub-

ETIRPPATUTAL, and UVANT-URAITTAL) A subsituation under the AKAM
theme
PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero meeting the

rraryitu: the confidante holding the hero
responsible for the heroine having been

situation under the AKAm theme IRAVUKKURI

misled by a sign casually happening, and

heroine at the place of tryst.

her not meeting the hero at the trysting
place by night.

iraiyon irutkurivéntal Vide mAVUKKURI VENTAL.
iraiyoOn iraivi tanmaiyiyampal A subsituation under the Akam theme PANKIYIR-

iraivanai nakutal
A phase of the sub-situation
TRUVARUM ULVALI AVAN VARA UNARTAL under the

KUTTAM: the hero telling the confidante of
the identity of the woman he has fallen

AKAM theme PANKI MATTYUTANPATU: the hero

for (the Heroine).

leaving them off, the confidante making
fun of the hero to the heroine.

iraiyOn iraiviyaik kuriyitattu etirppatutal

iraivanaip panki kurivaral vilakkal A substtuation under the AKAM theme PAKARKURI
irarvitu: the confidante keeping off the
hero from day-trysts.

‘Vide IRATYON ITATTETIRPPATUTAL.
iraiyon neriyinatu elimai kural (Also TALAIVAN
NERIYINATU ELIMAI KURAL) A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme IRAVUK-kuRr (the
confidante speaking of the hardships of
the tract at night), the hero telling the
confidante that the journey at night
would be easy.
அஆ
a

uraittal A sub-situation

AKAM theme VARAITAL: the kin of the heroine
sending for the hero to get the hand of
the heroine in marriage.

இஈஉ௭௯௭
a

tiude

ஏஜஓஒஓஓ௫ஒளஃக்ங்

igaivi ariyalponru kuriyal kiral A subsituation under the AKAM theme PANKEYIR

KUTTAM: (the confidante having conveyed
to the heroine the overtures of union by
ச்
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: inpakkotpatu

the hero) the heroine pretending as if he
were unknown to her, and talking of
something else as if she were unconcerned about the hero's overtures.
iraivi iraiyOn tannai nontu iyarpata molital
(Also TALAIMAKALIYARPATA MOLITAL and TALAIVI
TALAIVANAI NONTU IYARPATA MOLITAL) A subsituation under the akAM theme VARAITAL
VETKAL (the confidante reproaching the
hero) the heroine though in anguish
expatiating the hero's good qualities,
iraivi iraiyonitattu etirppatutal Vide IRAIYON

TTATTU ETIRPPATUTAL.
iraivikku ikulai iraivara unarttal A subsituation under the AKAM theme IRAVUK-

KURIYITAIYITU: the confidante informing the
heroine of the arrival of the hero.
iraivikku

iraiyonkurai

arivuruttal

Vide

TRAVUKKURI ERPITTAL.
iraivikku iraivan varavu arivuruttal Vide
TRAIVARAVU URAITTAL.
igaivi kaiyurai erramai panki iraivarku
unarttal (Also TALATVIRUPPURATTTAL) A subsituation under the AKAM theme

PANKIYIR

KOTYAM: the confidante informing the hero
of the acceptance of his love-token (a
bunch of leaves) by the heroine.
iraivi talaivan ikantamai iyampal! (Also
TALAIMAKAN IKANTAMAI TYAMPAL) A subsituation under the akAm theme ARATTOTU
NIRRAL: the heroine telling her confidante
of the hero having parted from her.
iraivimel iraivan kuripilaippu érralA subsituation under the AKAM theme IRAVUKKURI
iTarvitu: the hero‘ holding the heroine
responsible for her having been misled
by a sign casually happening and for her

not meeting him at the trysting place by
night.

*

௮ஆஇாஈஉஊ௭
a

a

ஏஜஐஒஓஓள

iraiviyin tanmai

tyampal A sub-situation

under the AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the
confidante enquiring of the hero about
the identity of the woman he loves, the

hero enumerating the features of the
heroine.
ifaiviyai ilvayin vituttal Vide AvAN IRAIVIYAI

ILVAYIN VITUTTAL.
ifaiviyai iraivan vantetirppatutal (Also
TALARVAKANRURAITTAL 2, and VANTURAI TARON
VANTETIRPPATUTAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme IRAVUKKuRI: the hero meeting
the heroine at the place of night tryst.
iraiviyai eytip panki kaiyurai kattal A subsituation under the AKAM theme IRAVUKKURI
the confidante (after the heroine's union
with the hero) returning to the heroine
and showing her the bunch of tender
leaves (which she says she has gone away
for collecting).
iraiviyaik kantal
sub-situation
PANKARKUTTAM:
trysting place
heroine.

(Also KURIVALIK KANTAL) A
under the Akam theme
the confidant going to the
and having a look at the
i
.

iraiviyaik kurivaral vilakkal (AlsoIRAIVIYAR.

PANKI KURIVARAL VILAKKAL) A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PAKARKURIVITAIYITU:

the confidante keeping off the heroine
from day-trysts.

.

igaiviyaip panki kurivaral vilakkal Vide

TRAIVIYAIK KURIVARAL VILAKKAL.
inkalai (Also KAVINKALAI, and NUNKALA) Fine
arts.

inkavi Vide KAVI.
incolluvamai Vide 1cATyUVAMAI.
inpakkotpatu Hedonism. The doctrine that
personal pleasure is the sole or the chief
good.
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inpattai veruttal

inpattai veruttal One of the MEyPPATU-S
pertaining to PERUNTINAI (excessive

love), lying outside
principal MEYPPATU-s.
inpam

|. Vide

the

vArTARUPPANERI.

eight
2. Vide

URUTIPPORULinpamatal (Also MaTAL and VALAMATAL)
A verse

genre; poem exclusively on the theme of
sexual love (the hero riding the palmyra
horse to achieve his love) composed in
KALIVENPA metre without the detached foot,
with the name of the hero formed by the

concatenation in which the second letters
of the lines of the verse agree.

inpavani
A figure of speech which describes

innakaranital A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme VARAITAL: the town being decorated
for the marriage of the hero and the
heroine.
innatallatu ituvena molital Vide ut.
innaleytal A sub-situation under the akam
theme VARAIPORUTPIRITAL: as the Velan is
summoned for exorcising the heroine, the’
latter being afflicted by love-sickness.
innanenru
irankiya mannai
(Also
MANNAIKKANCI) A PURAM sub-situation:
theme describing the excellence of the

the effortless realization of one's wish,

qualities of a deceased person, and

an action yielding more than what is

mourning his loss.

intended, and the fruition of an action

innicaip Vide vAITARUPPANERI.

being realized even at the time of seeking

innicaiyalapetai Vide ALAPETAITTOTAI.

the ways and means of accomplishing it.

Cf. TUNPAVANI
inpavetkaik kotpatu Pleasure principle,
which id (NANAVILI MANAM) the unconscious
part of the psyche is after.

inpiyal icai natakam Musical comedy.
inpiyal natakam Comedy.
inpural A meyrPrATU other than the principal

eight experience of delight.
inmai Absence. The idea (by Jacques Derrida)
that meaning of a work of art arises in the

absence of any authority guaranteeing the
correctness of any one interpretation.
inmai navirciyani (Also vinorTIvaN)
A figure
of speech in which it is stated that the
absence of a thing may result in
excellence or degradation therein.

inmayatapavam Vide apAvA ETu.
inriyamaiyamai kural A sub-situation under

the AKAM theme PANKARKUTTAM: the hero
அஆ
உ

after union speaking of his inability to
hold himself away from the heroine.

இ௱உஊ௯௭
உர்
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innicaic cintiyal venpa A CINTIYAL VENPA Verse
marked by the characteristics of mynicar
venpA, but of three lines.

innicaittokai A verse genre: poem of seventy

or ninety verses in the INNICAI VENPA metre.
innicaip pakrotai venpa PAKROTAI VENPA marked
by the metrical characteristics of
INNICAIVENPA.
innicai muvatimukkal (Also INNICAIVENPA and
INNICAI VELLAI) A kind of venpA of four lines
without the detached foot,. marked by

either oRU VIKARPAM (agreement of second:
letter throughout the verse), or 1RU
VIKARPAM (two kinds of agreement - the

repetition of one letter in the first.two
lines and of another in the last two lines)
OT PALAVIKARPAM (a verse having two or
mote kinds of agreement of second
letters), or With a détached foot in the
second line marked by MOwRU VIKARPAM

ஞ்ட்ண்த்ந்
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itipas vénava
(agreement of two letters only in the first
two lines), or With a detached foot in the
third line marked by iRU VIKARPAM, Or

Marked by orvutT Total (agreement of
sound features within the first and fourth
feet in a line, or
Marked by any deviation from the
structure of NERICAI VENPA.
innicaivenpa / innicaivellai Vide ஙா
MUVATIMUKKAL,
inniyal kuralati vaiicippa / inniyal cintati
vaticippa Vide vaNcippa.
inniyal vaiicippa Vide vaNcippA.

inniyalaciriyam AKAVAL metre not interspersed
with metres of other verse kinds.
innocai Euphony, the opposite of cacophony
(PORUNTAVOCAI).
Meaning pleasing
harmonious sounds, it refers to the
inherent musicality in the sounds of a
- poem by which the poem is invested with
a pleasurable impression.
inakkulu Tribe; clan.
inakkulu ninaivu Racial memory, a part of
the collective unconscious universally
shared by people across cultures. See
YANKIYAT TIRANAYVU.
inakkural venpa A KURALVENPA verse type
where there is a positional agreement of
sound features of ETUKAI, MONAI, MURAN
ALAPETAI atid [YAPU.
imamarapu Ethnography.
imam6nai (Also VARUKKAMONA!) Consonantal
alliteration in which the sounds of a class
or group are repeated instead of the same
sound, being of three kinds, viz.,
VALLINAMONAI (alliteration of hard
consonants), MELLINAMONAI (alliteration of
nasal consonants), and ITAIYINAMONAI
(alliteration of medial consonants), a

miscellaneous
MONAITTOTAI.

auxiliary

of

inavetukai Agreement of the second letters
of the first two feet of a line, being of
three kinds, viz., VALLINAVETUKAI (agreement
of the hard consonants), MELLINAVETUKAI

(agreement of the nasal consonants), and
ITAIYINAVETUKAI (agreement of the medial
consonants), a miscellaneous auxiliary
kind of ETUKAITTOTAI.
inaveluttuppattu (Also ORmaP pATIU) A kind
of CITTIRAKKAVE. verse which exclusively
consists in one of the three classes of
consonants,

viz., hard consonants, nasal

consonants and medial consonants.
inku itu engenap panki vinatal A subsituation under the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: as the heroine languishes alone
with the hero having gone seeking
prostitutes, the confidante enquiring of
her state.
‘icattuvam Vide ATTAMACITTI.
jicuvara avikaravata caivam An intrinsic
CAIVAM Sect which holds that the five sense
organs will not function without the aid
of the soul; but it denies that the soul is
fully dependent upon the Grace of Civan.
itipas veénava Oedipus complex. A
psychoanalytic term used by Sigmund
Freud (drawing on the Greek Oedipus
myth dramatized in Sophocles's play
Oedipus Rex) to describe the sexual desire
that a young boy (typically aged three to
six) feels for his mother, and the rivalry
and hostility the child correspondingly
feels toward his fathér. This sense of.
competition is so intense that the child
may fantasize about ways in which the
father might be removed from the family
so that the child can become the focal
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and

jrorfuvaram
A musical composition sung with
double beat. -'
3
2

Freud viewed the manifestation of

irracai Expletive at the end of a line or

point of his mother's
affection.

attention

this complex as a universal, normal
experience. He argued that all children,
female as well as male, experience sexual
desire for the parent of the opposite sex.
Since Freud, the term Electra Complex
has replaced what Freud referred fo as the

"Female Oedipus Complex", the situation
in which a girl feels desire for her father.
It refers to the Electra myth, the source of

Electra plays by Aeschylus, Euripides and
Sophocles.
,
itu (Also MuppaTTARAYiRnaPPaTl) Name of a
commentary by Nampillai on the
tiruvaymoli, consisting of 36,000
granthas(KIRANTAM 1) in the MANIPPIRAVALAM
style.

irati mukkal (Also cintrvAL venrA) One of the
kinds of vENPA

metre, of three lines,

marked by the other general metrical

memory in which after one has recited a
verse, another must recite a verse
beginning with the last letter-of that very

verse or the letter next to it.
joratkuc canror molitdl (also NARRAYKKU
ANTANAR MOLITAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme UTANPOKKU ITAIYITU: the

brahmins informing the mother of her
daughter (heroine) leaving with the hero
her place of birth.
ukalakam Vide KULAKAM,
uccam Climax, the point of greatest tension
or emotional intensity in the plot of a

narrative. It follows the rising action and
precedes the following action. Cf. cIKKAL

MUTIRVU.

_ characteristics of the venPA metre. It is of

uccatanam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

‘two sub-types, Viz., NERICAIC CINTIYAL VENPA

utkontu vinatal (Also KILAVON AVALNATIU ANIYIYAL

* and INNICAIC CINTIYAL VENPA.
jrati varukkam Name given to a verse of two
lines in which the first and the middle
letters of each are the same.
jrati venpa (Also GRATIMUKKAL, KURATPA and
KURALVENPA) Distich of veNnpA metre, the first
line consisting of four and the second of

three feet.
‘rami! karram erru alar nanal A meyepatu
pertaining to the fourth phase of premarital love: the heroine (after the union)
wearing a sense of shame on hearing the
unkind words of the neighbourhood
about their love and the attendant public

scandal.

ன

ர
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sentence ina verse or at the end of a word.

irreluttukkavi collal Exhibition of one's

a

VINATAL, and TALAIVAN AVALNATIU ANIYIYAL
VINATAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM

theme IRAVUKKURK

the hero (having

understood the intention behind the
confidante's asking about the ways of his
townsfolk) enquiring of the heroine's
confidante the details-of the townsfolk
af the heroine's town.
,

utkola vinatal (Also PANKI AVANNATTU ANIYIYAL
VINATAL) A sub-situation tinder the AKAM
theme rRavukkuRgr the confidante
enquiring the hero of the ways peculiar

to his townsfolk (with a view to getting
him confirm to the ways of the herdine's
townsfolk).

she
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utanurai
utkol I. Implied or suggestive sense. 2.A subsituation under the AKAppuRAM theme
KAIKKILAL the hero reflecting that even
though the woman he loves lives in his

heart, she has not understood him. 3. A
sub-situation under the AKAPPURAM theme

KAIKKILAI the heroine taking to heart her
love of the hero.
utcamayam One of six sub-classes of
religious sects in the Saiva fold, viz.,
VAIRAVAM, VAMAM, KALAMUKAM, MAVIRATAM,

PACUPATAM and CATVAM.
utpakai Vide ARUPAKAI.
utampu nanicurunkal A MeyPPATU pertaining
to PERUNTINAI (abnormal love): the heroine's
body going weak and emaciated.
utampotu punarttal Vide urrt.
utalelutiu (Also opRELUTTU and MEYYELUTTU)
Consonant.
utankalanokku Synchronic study.

utanpattu vilakkal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante

forbidding the hero to ride the palmyra
' horse saying she is inclined to help them
for their union.

utanpatal Vide MaTAM2.
utanpatal vilakku A figure of speech and a

sub-class of TATAIMOLIYANI in which a

pursuit is sought to be stopped as if
consenting to it. e.g. The confidante of
the heroine tells the hero that they agree

to his parting, but she is not sure whether
the heroine would remain alive when he

‘returned. |
utanpatatu vilakkal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante

forbidding the hero to ride the palmyra
horse saying she would itake it to the
௮ஆ
aoa

இஈ௱உஊ௯௭

heroine though she (confidante) is not
inclined to help their union.
utanpunarppu Inseparable concomittance.
utanpokku
An AKAM concept I. A phase in the
KARPU Stage of the love-relationship
between the hero and the heroine:
elopement.of the heroine with the hero.
2. Vide PERUNTINAL
utanpokku

itaiyitu A phase in the love-

relationship between the hero and the
heroine: incensed at the hero intending
to marry the heroine in his town, the
heroine's kin intercept the hero and the
heroine on elopement and take her home.
utanavirciyani (Also UTANIKALCCIYANI,
ORUNKIYALANI and PUNARNILATYAND A figure

of speech connecting different ideas
together, being of two kinds, viz., viNarP
PUNARNILAIYANI (two things taking a
common verb) and PANPUP PUNARNILAI-YANI
(two things taking a common attribute).

utanikalcciyani Vide UTANAVIRCIYANI. '
utanilai A puRAM

sub-situation: singing in

praise of two companions.
utanilaiccilétai Paronomasia as a literary
embellishment in a stanza conveying
both the natural and a hidden meaning.

utanilaiccollani (Also opPpUMAIKKULUVANI and:
OPPUMAIKKUTTAVANI) A figure of speech:
bringing together several objects which
have an attribute in common among them,
being of two kinds, viz., PUKAL OPPUMAIK

KUTTAM (the attribute being a commendable quality), and pALIPPU OPPUMAIKKUTTAM
(the attribute being a condemnable

quality).
utanurai An AKAM literary technique and a

variety of ULLURAI: suggestive (implied)
meaning conveyed indirectly by means

ஏஜஒஓஓளஃக்ங் சகஞ்ட்ண்த் ந் ப்ம்ய்ர் ல்வ்
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utaipeyarttututtal

of a specific reference to a distinctive
feature of a given tract of land. e.g. The
confidante of the heroine suggests to the
hero that he can choose some other spots
for rendezvous with the heroine than the
punnai tree which says is like a sister for

him the real standing of the heroine and

urging him to go in for marriage with her.
unmai ceppal An approach to ARATTOTU NIRRAL:

the confidante of the heroine affirming
that her revelation is the plain truth.

should go in for marriage ending such
.. meetings (narrinai 172).

unmaiyuvamaiA figure of speech anda subclass of uvaMar: simile in which the
standard of comparison is rejected in
favour of the subject itself, e.g. It is not
lotus but face; it is not beetle but black
eyes; it is not creeper but the woman of
my heart.

uiaipeyarttututtalA MevPPATU pertaining to the

unarccicceppam Catharsis, the purgation of

the heroine because it has been nurtured
by her mother.

By this, she implies that

their union would be revealed to the
_ heroines mother; she also implies that he

second phase of pre-marital love: (the
heroine) making changes in dressing.

utaimai A MeyrrAtu other than the principal
eight possession.
untattu A sub-situation under the pugAM theme

veTcitTInar feasting and dancing of
warriors after victory, as of the seizure of
cow, etc.

untikantal A sub-situation under the akam
theme PANKIMATIYUTAMPATU: the confidante

the guilt attached to the hero's tragic act
through the demonstration that the hero
performed this act without knowledge of
its nature. It may also be the sense of

release from
experience.

tension the audience

unarccippilaivatam Affective fallacy, the
error of evaluating a poem by its effect
on the readers.
unarccimunaippu natakam Melodrama.

noticing that the heroine takes a reduced

Originally a musical play, itis now a kind

quantity of food.

of sensational entertainment, marked by

improbable

untipporuttam Vide CEYYUTPORUTTAM.
untiyirkuraital A mMeypPATU pertaining to
PERUNTINAI (abnormal love): the heroine
going in for lesser food.

unturaiyananku Malignant goddess presiding
over springs or streams from which
fountain or ghat people take their
drinking water.

unmaikuri varaivukatatal (Also ULLATUKURI
VARAIVUKATATAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero having

spoken of the higher attainments of the
herome,
௮ஆ
a a

the confidante impressing on

இஈஉஊ௯௭

ஏஜஓஓஜஃ

plot twists, malevolent

intrigue, and stock characters, that
provoke stock responses of anger and

compassion from the audience.
unarccivali araycci Impressionistic criticism.

It attempts to represent in words the felt
qualities of a particular work and to
express the attitudes and feelingful
responses which the work directly evokes
from the critic as an individual. —
unarcci vekam Tempo.
unamtatai unartal Vide PrRAMANA APACAM.
unarntarimoli Emotive language.
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unarvu I. An aKa concept: resolution of the
love-quarrel. 2. Poetic sensibility. See

UNARVUMAIYA ILAKKIYAM.

utti

TOKUTTUKKURAL

OT TOKUTTUCCUTTAL

(summarizing,

abridge-ment),

VAKUTTUKKATTIAL OF VAKUTTU MEYNNIRUTTAL

unarvukkuttu Unification of sensibility. A
thought turned into a poetic experience
modifying the poet's sensibility (TS.

Eliot).
unarvunilaiyorumai Unified sensibility.
unarvuppirinilai Dissociation of sensibility.

(detailed exposition of what has been
briefly stated), MUTITTUK-KATTAL OF MOLINTA
PORULOTU ONRAVAITIAL (conforming to the
conclusions or the norms of the ancient
authorities), MOLTYATATANAI MUTTINRI MUTITTAL

OT URAIYIRKOTAL (an exegesis which permits
of additions being made

to the subject

The poet not ‘feeling’ his thoughts,

matter of a text by the commentator in.

not turning them into poetic emotions

good conduct and rewards for adhering

the course of his exposition), MUTIVITAMKURAL (giving particular reference to the
rule followed in the context) TANETUTTUMOLITAL (citation from ancient authors),
VARATATANAL VANTATU MUTITTAL (exegetic
statement of what has not been expressed

to moral standards.

It exalts emotion

earlier in the general statement), PIRANKOL,

without
establishing
adequate
motivation for it. The sentimental
comedy or novel plays excessively and
unconvincingly on the audience's
emotions of pity and sympathy. —

KURAL (quoting the views of others),
CORPORULVIRITTAL (elaborating the semantic
significance of a word in a treatise),

(T.S. Eliot).
unarvumaiya ilakkiyam Literature of
sensibility (sentimental drama/novel). A

type that emphasizes the importance of

unapporuttam Vide CEYYUTPORUTTAM.
uttama makalir iraivanaik kurivaral vilakkal
Vide IRAIMAKAL IRAIVANAIK KURIVARAL VILAKKAL.
uttaracaivam Caiva Cittantam philosophy
regarded as superior to other tantric
creeds.

uttaramatankal Submarine fire.

TOTARCOL PUNARTTAL (sequencing of
sentences which are releated to each
other), IRATTURAMOLITAL or NAPAKANKUBAL
(making a statement which is capable of
being interpreted in two ways), ETUVIN

MUTITTAL (subsequent logical exposition

of that which had not been made quite
clear earlier), OPPAKKURAL Or OPPINMUTITTAL
(application of a rule appertaining to one

thing to other things also of a similar

Cf. VATAVAMUKAKKINI.

character), MATTERINTOLUKAL (application of

utti (Also TANTIRAVUTTI) Literary devices
(codified in tolkappiyam and nannul)
employed in a standard work in tune with

the principle of one cU1TIRAM to another

the rules of exegesis, which are: NUTALIYATU

formulated in the preceding verses),

ARITAL OF NUTALIPPUKUTAL (stating one's
theme before dealing with it in detail),
ATIKARAMURAI Of OTTUMURAI-VAIPPU (placing

IRANTATUVILAKKAL (rejection of an obsolete

the chapters/divisions of a text in a

and anticipating in the given cUTTRAM the
idea that is to be treated in the following

logical order or in relation to one another),
அஆ
aoa
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when their subjects are similar), RANTATU
KATTAL (presenting now what has not been

expression or usage), ETIRATU PORRAL
(adoption of modern usage acc. to nannil,
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utti

CUTTIRAM acc. to tolkappiyam), MUN
' MOLINTUKOTAL OF MOLIVAM ENRAL (tention at
the commencement of what must needs
to be stated frequently in the course of a
treatise), PRYNATUNIRUTTAL (placing later
what ought to come earlier in a treatise),
URAITTAM ENRAL OF KURIRRENRAL (drawing
attention to a subject that has already
been explained), VIKARPATITNMUTITTAL (the
same conclusion being reached in
manifold ways), MUTINTATUMUTITTAL

(recapitulation, briefly stating the points
already discussed), URAITTUMENRAL (hint
thrown out to suggest that the explanation
of an item may be looked for in a
subsequent place}, ORUTALAITTUNITAL

of some item of the subject miatter of a
treatise in such a way as to bring within

its purview

other items akin to it),

UYTTUNARAVAIPPU (use in exposition of such

expressions as would stimulate thought
or further inquiry), VANTATUKONTU VARATATU
MUTITTAL (complementary to the exegesis

of what has beén presented earlier in a
general statement), MUNTU-MOLINTATAN
TALAITATUMARRU (revetsal ot going
backwards over the sequentially
presented material with a view to
illuminating

the earlier portion

and

realizing the progressive unity-of the
text), ORUTALAIMOLI (a statement of
absolute certainty of an idea which

is

(decision accepting one or the other of
two contrary opinions or views),

marked by plurality of meaning),

ETUTTUKKATIAL (citing examples for rules

perspective or view of the meaning of a
text), UTAMPOTU PUNARTTAL (an author
seeking
skilfully
to suggest
by

laid down

or opinions

expressed),

ETUTTAMOLIYIN EYTAVAITTAL (adducing
examples from the very work under

discussion to illustrate the application of
a tule), INNATALLATITUVENA MOLITAL (making
a definite statement about a thing, where
there is any room for doubt, that is only
this and not the other), ENCIYACOLLIN

TANKOLKURAL (taking one's own position,

implication certain ideas which, being
quite germane to the subject he is dealing
with, would in his opinion, help make his

presentation quite clear to the reader but
which he (author) could not, except as a digressién, proceed to elaborate in the

EYTAKKURAL OF COLLIN ECCAM COLLIYANKU

regular course in his work), ORUTALATYANMAI

UNARTTAL (stating a fact in such a way as to
suggest by inference other things not

MUTINTATUKATTAL

specifically mentioned), prRANUTANPATTATU
TANUTAMPATUTAL Of PIRANUNMUTINTATU
TANUTAMPATUTAL (aequiescence in the
conclusions of a work other than one's

or concept extends to cover others also),
ANAIKURAL (assertion of an idea by personal
authority rather than by any objective

Own), TANKURIVA-LAKKAM MIKAVETUTTURAITTAL

OF TANKURI-YITUTAL (author's constant use of
technical terms and phrases coined by
himself), COLLINMUTIVIN APPORUNMUTITTAL
(closing the topic with the finishing word
or expression of the chapter dealing with

it), ONRINAMUTITTAL TANNINAMUTITTAL (treating
அஆ

aoa
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ஏஜஐஒஓஓளஃக்ங்

(showing

that

a

convention prescribed to a particular idea

illustrations), PALPORUTKERPIN NALLATUKOTAL

(choosing the best among the different
possibilities embodied in the text of a
verse), TOKUTIAMOLIYAN VAKUTTANARKOTAL (yet
another idea or concept emerging in the
process

of concatenation),

MARUTALAT

CITAITTU TANTUNIPU URAITTAL (establishing
one's own views by refuting the opposing
ச்ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந்

ப்ம்ய்ர்ல்வ்
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upayavilakku,
views of others), ARTYATUTANPATAL (one
going with the views of others which one

untiyar A verse genre in KALITTALICAI metre

is ignorant of), PORULITAIYITUTAL (bringing

upacara valakku Figurative application of

in new ideas or concepts to intersperse in
the treatment of a homogeneous idea or

the attribute of one object to another;

concept), ETIRPORULUNARTTAL (evolving
norms and conventions for future), TANTU
PUNARNTU URAITTAL (bringing a term from

the preceding or following. verse to bear
on the middle verse) and uyTTUKKONTU
UNARTAL (examining that meaning of a text
which is more appropriate or more
relevant than the explicitly stated).

uttimarutalai One of the defects
_ versification.

in

uttiyapanam
A verse genre: poem on the hero

arriving at the flower grove, the heroine
standing aside in passion for him, their
coming together, and their joyous union.

utavikku ékal talaivan pankikku unarttal A
sub-situation under the AKAM theme
TUNAIVAYIRPIRIVU: the hero informing the
confidante of his resolve to part from the
heroine for helping the king, his‘ friend,
facing hostilities from the enemy.

utattavani (Also uTARATAIVANI and VIRUKGLANI)
A figure of speech in which either the
abundance of wealth or the greatness of

thought is expressed.
utaranam |. Vide ANUMANAVURUPPU. 2. (Also

ETUTTUKKATTU) IItustration, example.
utaratai Vide VArTARUPPANERI.

utarataiyani Vide UTATTAVANI.
utaram Vide VAITARUPPANERI.

unti / unti parattal A game in which girls lift
their hands, and standing on toes spin

using the convention of the game UNTI.

secondary meaning.
upanayam Vide ANUMANA URUPPU.

upamanam (Aliso UVAMANAM) An object to
which something is compared, standard

of comparison, vehicle.
upaméyam (Also UVAMEYAM)
comparison, tenor.

upayakavi Poet who has attainments
enabling him to compose verses with
equal felicity in two languages, as for
e.g. in Sanskrit and Tamil.
upayacittam (Also ETUPPOLIVAKAI) Fault of
appealing to a middle term that 1s not
accepted by either party to a controversy.
upayavetantam Philosophy of both the Tamil
and the Sanskrit scriptures specially used
in Vaisnavism.
upakkiyanam I. (Also KILAIKKATAI) Episode,
short story introduced into a long one. 2.

A verse genre evolving from the above.
upakamam Secondary AKAMAM.

upayanittai Fixing on an easy method of
attaining spiritual tranquillity.

upayam That by which a person realizes his
aim, means, strategem.

upayavani (Rhetoric) A figure of speech in
which is stated the
realization of an aim.

means

the

and a sub-class of TATAIMOLIYAN! in which a
pursuit is sought to be stopped by asking

round and sing. Two lines are uttered by

for a means

consequences
subject.

by

which

to bear

the

of the action of the

AWMOAteamagggggri
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upayavilakku (Rhetoric) A figure of speech

one girl,and the third is supplied by
another girl.

Subject of
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upalampanam

upalampanam Reproach, reproof.
ummaittokai An elliptical compound in
which the conjunctive morph um is
coverd.
ummajyuvamai (Also CAMUCCAYAVUVAMAD).A

figure of speech and a kind of uvAMar
simile in which the standard of compari-

son bears on the subject of compatison
on more than one basis. e.g. The shoulders
of the Goddess Korravai compared to a
bamboo in terms of its form as well as its
colour.
uyttalilporunmai

(Also

puLay

3) Vide

uyartanip pataippu Canon, works that are
‘privileged’, or given special status by
culture. Italso refers to the body of works
attributed definitively to a particular

author. Works whose authorship is
disputed or uncertain are called
apocryphal (GRPEYART TERIYAP PANUVAI).
uyartinai Superior class of beings, humans
or celestials or the. inhabitants of the
infernal regions. Cf. AKRINAI.

uyarmolikkafici High encomium.
uyarmolikkilavi An AKAM concept: the hero

VATTARUPPANERI.
uyttarimoli Referential language.

uyttukkontu unartal Vide urti.
uyttunar niranirai Vide NIRALNIRAI.

uyttunarmoli A defect in versification.
uyttunarvani (Rhetoric) A figure of speech

in which the result of an action is
predicted through
nature of its process;
it is made out that
of a deed is possible

uyarcci verrumai Vide IRUPORUL VERRUMAI
UYARCCI.
.

reasoning into the
it is the one in which
the accomplishment
only through a given

process.
uyttunaravaippu Vide uTTI.

uyar inpiyal natakam High comedy. A form
of comedy of manners (UYARKUTIPPAKATI)
marked by grace, wit and elegance; an
urbane form whose appeal is primarily to
the intellect.

uyarkutippakati Comedy of manners. A
satiric form of comedy, that usually takes
the artificial and sophisticated habits and
doings of (generally aristocratic or high)
society as its general setting, and love

and the heroine speaking of each other
in lofty terms.

uyarvu ilivup pukalcciyuvamai
A figure of
speech and a sub-class of uvAMAr simile

in which the standard of comparison
constituting a larger dimension being
brought in to describe an object of lesser
dimensions. e.g. The hill like elephant.
uyarvucirappummai The. particle

um

expressing unquestionable superiority.
uyarvunavirciyani Vide ATICAYAVANI
uyarvuvamai Vide rvAPINMAIYANI
uyavarpentir Women who suffer under very
trying
austerities
enjoined
upon

widowhood.
uyirkkurippérram

,
Pathetic fallacy, the

attribution of human characteristics or
feelings to inanimate nature (e.g. cruel
sea). Cf. TARKURIPPERRAVANI.

uyirppu A MeyePATu other than the principal
eight longing, sighing.
uyirmey Consonant-vowel, composed of a

(usually amorous intrigues) as its specific

consonant and a vowel,

subject.

character of which the vowel animates

in the written

AWMAr
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urukkolkai

the consonant sound whose articulation
always precedes in pronunciation.
uyirmonai Agreement of vowels only in the
first positions.

uyirvarukkamalai A verse genre: poem
comprising thirteen stanzas, each stanza
beginning with a vowel each, and k.
uyiralapetai Vide ALAPETAITTOTAI.
uyiriyakkotpatu Organic theory. It is the
concept of a literary work depending
upon, unfolding from and evolving
according to the subject matter of the
work in the manner of a plant growing
from a seed. This is in contrast with the
mechanical form of a work which is
shaped
externally by rules
and
conventions.
uyiriyam Organicism. See vyiRIYAKKOTPATU.
uyiretukai Agreement of the vowels only in
the

second

positions,

but

not

the

consonants or the vowel-consonants, the
miscellaneous auxiliary kind of ETUKAI.
uyirenaviyattal A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme PANKARKUTTAM: the hero meeting
the heroine at the grove, finding the
heroine as if she were his life-giver.
uyutta (yutta) étu A figure of speech and a
sub-class of ETUVANE the action going in
tune with the cause thereof.

urakapantam/urakapantanam

Vide

NAKAPANTAM.
uravon

natum

urum

kulanum

marapum

pukalum vaymaiyum kural / uravon
natum urum mutaliya kiral (Also

TALAIMAKAN NATUMURUM KULAMUM MARAPUM
PUKALUM VAYMAIYUM KURI VARATYENAL) A subsituation under the AKAM
theme
VARAIVUKATATAL: the confidante impressing
on the hero the greatness of his country,
அஆ
aoa
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town, clan, heredity, fame and fortitude
(with a view to exhorting him for an early
matriage).
uriccir Trisyllabic feet as employed in vENPA
and vANciPrA metres.
uriccol Vide coL.
uripporuttalaivan (Also Ki_AVITTALAIVAN) An
AKAM concept the hero relating to the love
behaviour appropriate to the given
URIPPORUL.
uripporul An aKaM concept love behaviour
appropriate to each of the five Tra! (tracts
of land), viz., PUNARTAL (union of the hero
and

the

heroine)

- KURINCI;

pining of the heroine) - NEYTAL.
uriyacai The two types of metrical syllables,
ViZ., NERPU and NIRAIPU.

uriyati A line of trisyllabic feet.
uriyalavati A line of four trisyllabic feet.

urukkatei (Also patiMAM) Image. A visual,
physical representation of something
a mental picture of some visible thing
things. In art, image usually refers to
artistic representation conjured up

or
or
an
by

such a representation. In literature, it most

often denotes descriptive terms Gr
figurative language (ant) used to produce
mental impressions in the mind of the
reader.
்
urukkolkai Imagism. A school of poetry
which believed that poetry should
(1) regularly use everyday speech but
avoid cliches; (2) create new rhythms;
(3) address any subject matter the poet
desired; (4) depict its subject through
precise, clear images. Imagist poems are’

இ௱உஊணஎ௭ஏஐ
ஒஓஓளஃக்ங் ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந் ப்ம்ய்ர் ல்வ்
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(separation) - PALAT; IRUTTAL (the heroine's
endurance in separation) - MULLAI; UTAL
(love-quarrel) - MARUTAM; IRANKAL (the
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முத்திதரு கந்தனின்

typically written in free verse, and are
short and concentrated.

சித்திரசு பந்தனைக்

கத்திமுக முந்தனைத்

uruttu vannam One of the specific sound
features of a verse (VANNAM): rhythm

துத்தியது தந்தனே

effected by the use of short syllables in

urupu Particle such as case-endings, etc.

quick succession as free rolling on.

urupu mayakkam Use of one case marker in
place of another without the original
sense having been lost.

uruttirac cuvaiyani Vide IRATAVANI.
ufuttira paficamam A melody-type.
uruttirakka kantika pantanam A variety of
CITTIRAKKAVE: verse fitted into a fanciful

diagram representing the necklace of
rudraksa beads with each bead containing
a letter, starting at the top right, as under.

uruvakativakam A figure of speech and a

sub-class of TVAKAVANI in which a word in
a verse functions as the standard of
gomparison in the metaphor in relation

to several objects (tenor) in the verse.
uruvakam A figure of speech: the subject of
comparison (tenor) being represented as

identical with the standard of comparison
(vehicle), metaphor. URUVAKAM is different
from uvamMal (simile) in that the latter uses

the sign of comparison while the former
does not.

But like uvAMAI, it is also used

as both a figure of thought or trope

(words used in a way that effects a
decided change or extension in their.
standard meaning) and a rhetorical figure

(where the.departure from the standard
usage is not primarily im the meaning but

in the order and rhetorical effect of the
words). The varieties of URUVAKAM are:
ANEKANKAVURUVAKAM,

AVVIYAVURUVAKAM,

AVANUTIYURUVAKAM, AVAYAVAVURUVAKAM,
AVAYAVIYURUVAKAM, AVIRUTTAVURUVAKAM,
TYAIPILURUVAKAM, IYAIPURUVAKAM, URUVAKAVURUVAKAM, UVAMAIYURUVAKAM, EKANKA~

VURUVAKAM, ETUVURUVAKAM, ORUPORUL-~
URUVAKAM, CAMATANAVURUVAKAM, CILETAI-

YURUVAKAM, CIRAPPURUVAKAM, TOKAIYURUVAKAM, TOKAIVIRIYURUVAKAM, PANPURUVAKAM, PALAPORULURUVAKAM, MURRURUVAKAM, VIYANILAIYURUVAKAM, VIRIYURUVAKAM, VIRUPAKAVURUVAKAM, VILAK~
KURUVAKAM and VERRUMATYURUVAKAM,
௮அஆஇ௱ஈ௱உஊ௭
ஏஜஓஒஓஜஓ
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uruvakavuruvakam A figure of speech and
a sub-class of URUVAKAM: metaphor in

which

the object metaphorized

is

remetaphorized. e.g. kanniyin konkai
malaiyakiya kaliru [the breast ‘hill’ (of the
woman) metaphorized as elephant. The
metaphors in such instances constitute an
unbroken chain].
uruva cattiram Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
uruvamunnokku Prefiguration.

uraiccittiram Aphoristic rule composed by
the commentator in’ the course of his
commentary on a work in order to furnish

additional information.
uraicceyyul A literary genre: sayings, étc. in
a non-metrical, prose-like composition.

uraittamenral Vide urn.
uraittumenral Vide urn.
urainatai (Also VACANAM) Prose.
urainataikkavitai

uruvuvamam
A figure of speech and a subclass of UVAMAI: comparison based on

colour as in ponmeéni (gold-hued body).

(Also

VACANAKAVITAI)

Intentionally non-metrical verse, but
flows like poetry in effect and essence.
uraippattu Rhetorical prose.

uruvu velippattunirral A sub-situation under *
uraiperukatturai Rhetorical prose in an epic
the aKAM theme poruLVAyirPiRivu: the hero ,
poem.
on his way through the wilderness finding
uraiyacai Word which has lost much of its:
things of nature bearing likeness to the
original signification and is almost an
limbs of the heroine.

urai 1. Mode of explanation in commentary,
being of five kinds, viz., AKALA URAI or
VIRUTTIYURAI (elaborate commentary),
KANTIKAI URAI (brief exposition of the

salient points), poLIppuRAI (paraphrase or
summary), ARUMPATAVURAI (glossary),
KARUTTURAI (explanation of the main

sentiment or scope of the text) and
KANNALITTURAI OF PATAVURAI (word by word
interpretation).

2. Prose,

being

of four

kinds, viz., PATTITAIVAITTAKURIPrU (brief
explicatory note interspersed with verse),

PAVINRELUNTA

KILAVI

(non-verse),

PORULMARAPILLAP POYMOLI (myths, fables,

etc.), and PORULOTUPUNARNTANAKAIMOLI (nonfictional writing marked by wit and
uraikéttu nayattal A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the heart of
the heroine growing cheerful as she hears

the words of the hero.

aaiiti

uraiyalavai Vide AKAMAM.
uraiyanumanam Inference by analogy, of
things that are not specifically mentioned
in the sastras, from those that are
mentioned therein. .
‘uraiyacitiyar Commentator of a text.
uraiyatal |. Dialogue, the speech of characters
in any kind of narrative, story or play. 2.

A literary genre in which ‘characters’
discuss a subject at length.
uraiyirkotal Vide urn.
uraivalappatippu Variorum edition.
uraivilakkam Annotation.

humour).

AWM

expletive as anku.
uraiyacaikkilavi Word used in inviting
attention as kel (pay attention to).
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ullékam (Also PALAPATAPPUNAIVANT) A figure of

speech in which an object is described

according to the different impressions."
produced by its appearance.
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ulakkaippattu

ulakkaippattu.(Also vALLAIPPATTU) A literary
genre: husking song in which the poet
feigns a woman.
ulaka ilakkiyam World literature. It
approximates to Goethe's weltliteratur
which means that literature which is of
all nations and peoples, and which, by a
reciprocal exchange of ideas, mediates
between nations and helps enrich the
spirit of man. Cf. OPPIYAL ILAKKIYAM.
ulakandnpikal Householders among Jains or
Buddhists.
ulakappotumai

Universality.

ulakamalaiyamai Vide NULALAKU.
ulakamalaivamaiti Vide MALAIVU AMAITI.
ulakamalaivu Vide MALAIVU.
ulakavalakku navirciyaniA figure of speech
in which the language of popular speech
is used unchanged as the language of
poetry.

ulakiyalpu uraittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the beholders on
the way describing to the foster-mother
the order of life on the earth (justifying
thereby the elopement of the hero and
the heroine).
ulakinmélvaittu

uraittal (Also PANKIKKU

ULAKINMELVAITTU URAITTAL) A sub-situation

under the akam theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the
hero telling the confidante of the heroine
that riding of the palmyra horse (when
one's wish goes thwarted) is the way of
the world.
ulakuraittu

olittal

(Also

PANKI ULAKIYAL

URAITTAL, and VARAINTUKOL ENRAL) A sub-

situation under the AKAM theme PANKIYIR
KUTTAM: the confidante of the heroine
telling the hero of the way of the woridgoing in for marriage and putting an end
to secret pre-marital union.
ula A literary genre in KALIVENPA metre which

describes how women of the seven age

wlakaviruttam Statement that is at variance

groups are love - stricken at the sight of a

with public opinion or accepted notion.

hero in procession.
ulamatal Poem in KALivenra metre in which a
man who has beheld an unknown woman

ulakayatam A school totally outside CarvaM:
materialism.

ulakiyal mémpata viruntu vilakkal (Also

in a dream vows to possess her in reality

or die by riding a palmyra stem.

TANIKANTU URAITTAL and VIRUNTU VILAKKAL) A
sub-situation under the axam theme

ulavani Vide ILAVANI.

PANKIVIRKUTTAM: the confidante forbidding

ul6kayatam Materialism.

the day-trysts by inviting the hero to stay

ulopam Vide ARUPAKAI.

in the place of the heroine and have him

uvakai One of the eight principal mEvpPATU-s:

feast in tune with the custom of hospitality to strangers.
ulakiyal valakku Usage in tune with the realistic
modes of life. Cf. NATAKA VALAKKU and

PULANEBI VALAKKU.
ulakiyar kavitai Poetry of the phenomenon.
Cf. NILAIPERRIYARKAVITAL.
அஆ
உ
௨

rejoicing.
uvakaikkalulcci A, sub-situation under the
PURAM theme TUMPAITTINAL a wife's tears of

joy on seeing her husband wounded in
battle.

uvantu alarcutti ulmakilntu uraittal A subsituation under the AKAM theme UTAN-
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POKKU: reposing in the shades of the grove,
the hero decking the heroine with flowers

arises on the bases of action, result, shape
and colour in order to focus on greatness,

and speaking in exultation.

gracefulness, love and prowess.
Generally, the following four modes

uvanturaittal Vide IRAIYONITATTU ETIRPPATUTAL.
uvamappoli Vide ULLURA!.
uvamam |. An AKAM literary technique and a

form of uELuRA! in which there is a oneto-one correspondence between the
simile and the suggested content, between
the tenor and the vehicle, in each element.

A full parallelism is its distinctive feature.
In the example given below, the conduct

of the akam hero is set on a buffalo
(akananuru 46):
The red-eyed buffalo
Detesting its stay in the muddy place,

e.g. The youthful elephant stands like a
hili, (2) Part for part, e.g. The ruddy feet
are like the red lotus flower, (3) Part for

whole, e.g. The boy under the shade of
an umbrella is just like a lotus flower
concealed beneath the leaves in a tank,
(4) Whole for part, e.g. The tiny eye of
the pig is like the fire. Bharata's
natyasastra has another set of criteria, viz.,
(1) One with one, e.g. Your face is like the
moon, (2) Many with one, e.g. Stars shine
like the moon, (3) One with many, e.g.

The eye is like that of a hawk, a peacock

Removes the sharp thorny fence with horns,

Elephants are like clouds.

Plunges into the watery field, the fish to flee,

Simile
is distinguished
from
metaphor (URUVAKAM) that associates two

Buffalo—hero; breaking the rope—
overcoming shame, destroying prestige;
horn—his messenger; flower—courtesan;
field—her
residence;’ fish—her
attendants; bees—other men already with
the courtesan. The latent meaning goes

in consonance with the intrinsic theme
of the MARUTAM poems.
2. (Also UVAMAI and oprant)
A figure of
speech: simile, used as both a figure of
thought or trope (words used in a way that

effects a decided change or extension in
their standard meaning) and rhetorical
figure (where the departure from the
standard usage is not primarily in the
meaning but in the order and rhetorical
effect of the words); the comparison

அஆஇ
&

govern comparisons: (1) Whole for whole,

During the evening when the village sleeps
Breaks the strong rope

twisting the watet-creepers,
And eats the cool flower thronged by bees.

a

uvamam

and a vulture, (4) Many with many, e.g.

unlike things but without the use of the,
sign of comparison. It comprises several
kinds as under: ATICAYAVUVAMAI,
ANTATIYUVAMAI, ANNIYAVUVAMAI, ANIYAMAVUVAMAI, APUTAVUVAMAI, AVAYAVAVUVAMAI,
AVAYAVI-YUVAMAI, ARPUTAVUVAMAI, IKALCCIYUVAMAI, ITARAVITARAVUVAMAI, [YAMPUTALVETKAIYUVAMAI, ILIVU UYARVUP PUKALCCIYUVAMAI, INCOLLUVAMAI, UNMAIYUVAMAI,
UYARVILIVUP PUKALCCIYUVAMAL, EKAVUVAMAI,

ETUVUVA-MAL, AIYAVUVAMAIL, OPPUMAIKKUTTAVUVAMAI, OPPUMARAIYUVAMAL ORUPORULUVAMAI,
ORUVAYIRPOLIYUVAMAI, ORUVALIYOPPIN ORUPORUL
MOLITALUVAMAI, KURAIVUVAMAI, KUTAVUVAMAL,

CANTANAVUVAMAIL, CAMAVUVAMAL CAMUCCAYAVUVAMAI, CILETAIYUVAMAI, TALAITATUMARRA-

VUVAMAI, TALAIPPEYAL MARAPIN CARNTUVARAL~
UVAMAI, TARKUNAVUVAMAI, TARKURIPPERRA-

உ௭௯௭ஏஜஐஒஓஐஎஃக்ங்ச்
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uvamavalavai

VUVAMAI, TERITARU TERRAVUVAMAI, TOKAIYUVAMAI, TOLILUVAMAL, NINTATYUVAMAL NIYAMA~
VUVAMAIL, NIRALNIRAIYUVAMAI, NIRAIVUVAMAI,
PANPUVAMAI, PAYANUVAMAI, PALAPORULUVAMAI,
PALAVAYIRPOLIYUVAMAI, PUKALUVAMAI,
POTUNINKUVAMAI, PQRULUVAMAI, MARUPORUL~
UVAMAI, MALAIYUVAMAI, MURRUVAMAI,
MOKAVUVAMAI, VAKKIYAPPORULUVAMAIL,
VIKARAVUVAMAI, VIRIYUVAMAL VIROTAVUVAMAL,
and VILAKKUVAMAI,
uvamavalavai
PIRAMANAM.

Analogy,

one

of the six

uvamavayirpatuttal An AKaM concept: the
lovers in their intense passion for each
other taking the comparable objects of
nature to be verily the features of each
other.
uvamavurupu Sign of comparison.

uvamaiviri Elliptical compound in which the
comparison morph (marker) is explicit.
e.g. pal ponra nila - mitk like moon.
uvalampam/uvalampanam Vide uPALAMPANAM.
ulattippattu ‘A verse genre on cultivation.
ulapulavaiici A sub-situation under the puRAM

theme vANcrrtInar describing setting fire
to an enemy's country.
ulavar An AKAM concept the inhabitants of
the agricultural (MARUTAM) tract.

ulavanvenri A puRAM sub-situation: he who
cultivates land and raises cfops as the
benefactor of the world.

uvamana fivakam A figure of speech an@a

sub-class of TIVAKAVANT in which a word in
a verse functions as the standard of

comparison in a simile in relation to
several objects (tenor) in the verse.
uvamanam |. Vide UPAMANAM.
PIRAMANAM.

uvamaiyuruvakam
A figure of speech anda
sub-class of URUVAKAM: metaphor in which
an object already metaphorized is being
subjected to comparison (simile).

2. Vide

ulinaittinai A puRAM thematic situation:

I. laying siege to a fort. 2. Defending a
fort when it is being besieged.

ulifiaimalai
A verse genre: poem on the theme
of storming a fort.
ulifiaiyaravam A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme ULINAITTINAL clamour of the
siege.

uvameyam Vide UPAMEYAM.
uvamai Vide UVAMAM.
uvamaittokai Elliptical compound in which
the sign of comparison is covert. e.g.

palnila - milk (like) moon.

ulutuvittitutal A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme ULINAITTINAL the fortress of
the enemy being ploughed with donkeys,

and horsegram and varaku (a kind of

uvamai porulpinvarunilaiyani A figure of
speech in which there is the repetition of
the standard of comparison’to bear on
different subjects of comparison (tenor).

ulai The fourth note of the gamut, one of
ELICAI

uvamaiyakupeyar A figure of speech in

ulaiyar iyarpalittalA sub-situation under the

which the standard of comparison
(vehicle) stands for the subject of
comparison (tenor).

neighbours belittling the hero as he has

அஆ
a
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millet) sown therein.

AKAM

theme

PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU:

the

gone seeking courtesans.
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ullurai/ulliraiyuvamam
ulaiyor valttuA sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the neighbours
blessing the hero and the heroine.

ullitu/ullaluttam Inscape, instress. The unique.

ulmakilnturaittal |. A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero

inner quality or essence of an object, etc.,
as shown in a work of art.

rejoicing at the happiness of the heroine
as he tells her that the confidante has full

uJlunarvu uruvakam Eidetic imagery. Images
having unusual vividness and detail as if
actually visible.
a

knowledge of their union. 2. A subsituation under the akam
theme

PORULVAYIRPIRIVU: the hero returning from
his pursuit of wealth rejoicing at the

narrative, threads of meaning that cross
and contradict one another (kattavilppu).

ullurai/ulluraiyuvamam (Also UVAMAPPOLI) A
hterary technique in AKAM poetry dealing
with the inner meaning of the expressions
in the utterances of the AKAM characters.
Equated with suggestion, its PURAM
counterpart is KURIPPUPPORUL. It stands

prospect of union with the heroine.

ullakaruttai vallalarita]A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme IvARKAIPPUNARCCE the hero
getting to know the mind of the heroine
through her actions.

comparison with dhvani in Sanskrit, and
‘objective correlative’ in English.

There are two principal classes of
UVAMAM, Viz., ULLURAIYUVAMAM (the implied
simile) and ENATYUVAMAM (the other simile).

ullatakkam The structured idea or subject

matter of a text.
ullatanapavam Vide APAva ETu.

;

The former treats of the subject matter in

ullatuvarttal A MeypeATu pertaining to the

such a way that the implied meaning is
understood only through the parellel

undistresed state (leading to marital life):
the heroine being disgusted with what is

images, and in the latter the meaning is
explicit. ULLURAI OF ULLURATYUVAMAM renders

found in the hero (deliberately keeping
it unrecognized).

the

VARAIVUKATATAL.

ட்

ullaneri Vide rIRAMANAM.
ullappunarcci An AKAM concept union of
Deconstruction. As a

critical approach, it involves the close
reading of texts in order to demonstrate

aesthetically:

Waves dashing against the white-flowered

contradictory meanings rather than being

screw-pine
In the large grove of the lovely shore
Where the fish-eating cranes

a unified, logical whole.

Resemble the herd of white sheep of the

that any given text has irreconcilably

Jacques Derrida,

According to

.

its author, the text has

intertwined yet opposite discourses,
multiple and conflicting strands of
அஆ

&

matter

O the ocean!
What ails you?
Your voice is heard even at midnight

hearts of the hero and the heroine.
ulliyal anukumurai

subject

significant and appealing, and is an
extremely subtle mode of poetic
expression. An example from Kuruntokai
(163):

ullatukuri varaivukatatal Vide UNMaAIKURI

&

:

pultyar!

The nature imagery here serves as a
parallel to the distressed state of the
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ulloanyam
heroine separated from the hero. The
gossip of the
(cranes eating
restless and
midnight like

old women about her love
fish) pains her heart. She is
sleepless even during
the ocean.

generally focuses on the mental processes
of the author, analysing works with an

. Insofar as it is an AKAM technique, it is
subjected to certain restrictions such as

eye to their authors’ personalities, the
psychoanalytic criticism tends to structure
the analysis of literature’ from the
standpoint of its telationship to authors’
orreaders’ minds, within a relatively well-

vehicle; the heroine and her confidante

otiginated from Freud's therapeutic

all of KARUPPORUI, except gods are its

can bring in only the flora and fauna they
know of, while the hero can use landscape

defined

theoretical

framework.

It

method of treating individual neuroses,
and his insights into the nature of the

features cutting across different regions,

unconscious mind.
ulaviyal Psychology.

one parallel between the imagery and the
suggested sense based on five factors of
similitude, viz., vinai (action), payan
(effect) uruppu (form), uru (colour) and

ulaviyal naval Psychological novel. The kind

etc. Again, ULLURAI operates on a one-to-

pirappu (origin).
ULLURAI expands

into five, viz.,

UTANURAI, UVAMAM, CUTTU, NAKAI, and CIRAPPU-

(For descriptions, see individual entries
in their respective places). Cf. IRAICCI.

ullonriyam Mysticism. It is the belief that
some kind of knowledge or special

awareness can be acquired only through
extrasensory, intuitive means. Mysticism

of fiction which is for the most part

concerned with the spiritual, emotional
and mental lives of the characters and

with the analysis of character rather than
with the plot and the action.
urpatticamavatam (A Iso MAVIRATAM) A sect
peripheral to calvaM which, besides
adhering wholly to pACUPATAM, enjoins
upon the initiated rigorous observance of
austerities, which will endow them with
all the qualities Civan has.

has two components, speculative and

urpavamalai Vide ARIPIRAPPU.

pragmatic. The first asserts the existence
of a divine essence or ultimate reality that
The second
lies beyond knowledge.

urratu uraittal (Also TALAIVAN URRATU URAITTAL)
A sub-situation under the AKAM theme

asserts that this essence can and should
be known.

PANKARKUTTAM: the hero explaining the
source of his distress and withering as his
confidant enquires of them.

ulanekilvu Pathos. The quality ina work that

uravumoli Phatic communion, the language

makes the reader experience pity, sorrow
or tenderness.
ulappakuppayviyal Psychoanalysis.
ulappakuppayviyal tiranayvu Psychoanalytic criticism. A type of psychologi-

of socialization among the members of
the community.
uralkalippa A variety of KALIPPA verse in
which statement and response alternate.

cal criticism, but stands in stark contrast
to it. While psychological criticism
அஆ
உ
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uralcciyaniA figure of speech in which two
parallel things or ideas are juxtaposed or
contrasted.
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ttaluvakai

uralntuvaraluvamai Vide rTARAVITARA UVAMAI.
uralumkilavi

An

akam

concept:

the hero

comparing the heroine with others with a
view to finding her superior to them.
urukan6mpal An AKAM concept: the
confidante of the heroine going to relieve

the distress of the lovers.

|

urucuvaiyani A figure of speech in which a
particular object is described as being
superior in sweetness to a series of several
sweet objects.
urutipporul (Also purusARTTAM) Aims of
mankind, objects of human pursuit, four
in

number,

viz.,;

ARAM

(virtuous

or

‘righteous
life),
PoruL
(material
happiness), INPpAM (pleasure commonly
-connubial), and vitu (salvation).
uruppaliceyyul A defective poem, insofar
as it employs the KALI and VANCI metres to
treat themes of PURANILAL VALTTU, VAYURAI
VALTTU, AVAIYATAKKIYAL and CEVIYARIVURUU.
urupparai One of the sources of the MEYPPATU,
VEKULI (anger) - dismembering the limbs.

ukaficitam (Also TARKURIPPERRAVANI and
NOKKANI) A figure of speech: an imaginary
cause’

or

effect,

or

a

thematic

signification being attributed to a natural
happening; the qualities and functions
of an object being ascribed to another
object entirely different in nature, being
of two kinds, viz., IYANKUTINAIT
TARKURIPPERRAM
OF
PEYARPORUI,
TARKURIPPERRAM (relating to animate
things), and NILAITTINAIT TARKURIPPERRAM OF

PEYARATAPORUL TARKURIPPERRAM (relating to
inanimate things).
ucal |. (Also UcARPATTU, PONNUCAL and
MANIYUCAL) Swing song, a poem in praise
of a deity or any great personage
consisting of verses in AKAVALVIRUTTAM or
KALITTALICAI metre purporting to be sung
when moving a swing on which is seated

the idol or the person. 2. Vide KALAMPAKAM.
ucalvari Song to accompany swinging.
ucarparuvam Vide PI,.LAIKKAVL.
uficarpattu Vide UcaL 1.

uruppin akaval An elaborate treatment of a
subject matter.

iitakam Medium.

uruppu uruvakam Vide AvAYAVA URUVAKAM.

Utal tanivittal A sub-situation under the AKAM

utal (Also PULAVI) Vide URIPPORUL.
theme

uruppukkurai vicétam Vide vicETAVANI.

PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU:

the confidante

uruppunalanalital An AKAM concept the loss
of beauty of the limbs of the heroine in
separation.

pacifying the heroine as the hero
Teturning from the prostitutes comes in
_ the company of guests.

urupeyarkettal A MEypPATU pertaining to
PERUNTINAI (abnormal love): the heroine
rejoicing on hearing the glory of the Kero.

Utalnita vatiyuraittal A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the hero's
utterance in sorrow as the love-quarrel of
the heroine remains protracted.

unnanilai A pugaM sub-situation: invoking an
unnam tree for omens before a battle.
ukkavani

(Also

TARPUKALCCIYANI,

TANMEM-

PATTURAIYANI and NETUMOLIYAND A figure of

speech in which a person praises himself.
௮ஆ
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utalmalai A verse genre: poem on the union
between the hero and the heroine.
utaluvakai An AKAM concept: pleasures of
union as the love-quarrel is resolved.
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italul nekiltal A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAI: the herome's

50, 70 or 90: NERICAIVENPA Verseswritten in
eulogy of the town or place of, residence

with the hero.
utiyam etutturaittu utalfirttal A sub-situation
under the aKAM theme PaRATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the
confidante ending the sulking of the
heroine by referring to the universal
benefaction of the hero.

urpeyar teriyap panuval.A- work whose
authorship is disputed or uncertain, an
apocryphal work. Cf. UYARTANIP PATAIPPU.

neart going feeble during her sulkiness

aumaikkuttu / imainatakam

Acting
through

out thoughts
body

Pantomime.

and emotions

movements,

facial

expressions, gestures and posture.
Costumes may also play a role.
umaiyelutty Consonant being mute.

urkkolai A sub-situation under the PuRAM
theme vetciTmnar slaughter of herdsmen

by the enemy before capturing the cows.
urcceru

A sub-situation

under

the PURAM

theme noccrrmnar: the soldiers fighting the

enemy keeping the jungle (as an arm of
defence) and the moat without being
destroyed.
urcceruvilnta pacimaran (Also MARANUTAIPPAC!) A sub-situation under the PURAM

theme uLINairtinac theme describing the
desire of an invading army to‘carry the
battle into the city of the enemy, after
inflicting a crushing defeat on him at the
moat of his fortress.

urttacaivam
A CAIvAM sect which emphasizes
that Civan is above all .tattuvas.
urtuficamai A sub-situation under the AKAM

theme IRAVUKKURI ITAIYITU: the people of the
tewn not having gone to sleep as reason
for the heroine not being able to meet the
hero at the trysting place by night.
urnéricai A verse genre: poem incorporating

the name of the hero's town, containing
அஆஇ௱உஊஎஏஐ.ஒஓஓஎஃக்ங்
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of the hero.
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urvalappattu Processional song,
urviruttam A verse genre: eulogistic poem
describing the town of the hero in ten

VIRUTTAM VETSE€S.

ச

tirvinatal A phase of the sub-situation
KURALYURAVUNARTAL under the AKAM theme

PANKIMATIYUTANPATU: the hero, intending

to

entreat the confidante of the heroine for
meeting the heroine, asking her about the
identity of her town.
urvenpa A verse genre: eulogistic poem
describing the town of the hero in ten

VENPA Verses.
uran (Also MAKILNAN) An AKAM concept achief
of the agricultural (MaRUTAM) tract.'
urinkan tonriya kamappakutiA sub-situation
under the puRAM theme PATANTINAL speaking

of the place of union of loving men and,
women.
Urinnicai A verse genre: evlogistic poem

describing the town of the hero in 50, 70
or 90 INNICAIVENPA Verses.

ureri parai Drum used to be beaten by people
of the desert tract in their plundering
expeditions.
urotu torram A literary genre: f மா.
physical appearance of a town.

of

ul |. That which is pristine 2. KARMA. 3. Fruit
of Karma, fruit of deeds committed in
former birth or births. 4. Established usage. 5. A destined order.

ulmuran Vide MuRAN2.
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enceyyul,
ul vinaivatam Fatalism. A thematic concern
in certain literary works, in which God or

destiny or the universal process is
represented as though deliberately
manipulating events in the life of a
helpless protagonist, who submits to all
- that happens as inevitable.

ulanitaivaral A MeypPATU pertaining to the
second phase of pre-marital love: (the
heroine)-putting the ornaments to order.

dlitfi (Also vATAVAMUKAKKmyr) Submarine fire,
the deluge, mythologically associated

with a mare dwelling in the sea and
breathing fire, by which, at the end of

good manners, truth, purity, impartiality,
not envying and not desiring.

etuttamoliyin eytavaittal Vide utr.
efuttalalavaiyakupeyar Vide ALAVAI-YAKUPEYAR.
etuttalécai (Also TARAM 2) Highest musical

pitch.
etuttukkattal Vide urTi.
etuttukkattu Vide UTARANAM 2.

etuttukkattuvamaiyani (Also TITTANTAVANI) A
figure of speech and a sub-class of
UVAMAI, containing a statement in a
sentence with an illustration forming
another sentence, the two sentences

eccam Vide AKAPPATTURUPPU.

standing contiguously without the sign
of comparison between them. e.g. Alpha
is of all the letters’ first and source of

eccarikkai A verse genre: song sung before
an idol in procession,, or a king on his

birth God primeval is alone the of birth:
source of all this earth (Kura! l). Cf. err-

way to the court heralding his arrival, the

PORULUVAMAIYANI.
etuttukk6lvari Theatrical action of swooning,

every quadruple age, the fire is consumed.

verses ending with the word eccarikkai.

im extreme anguish in ordey to be lifted

eficiyacollin cytakkural Vide urn.

up.

ettaraiccakkaram Vide CAKKARAM.

ettippu Goldein flower given by a king to
the distinguished member of the Vaisiya
- community on whom the title of effi has

been conferred, to be worl as badge of
the title.
ettettantati A verse genre: composition in
which there are sixty-four stanzas in eight
metrical patterns with’eighti in each metre.
ettuttokai The eight anthologies of the
CANKAM period, viz., narrinai, kuguntokai,
ainkurupuru, patirruppattu, paripatal,
kalittokai, akananuru and purananuru.

etutturaimalaivu
A defect in poetry.
en Vide AcalyaTl.
enkurrirukkai A verse genre: verse in the

composition of which the numerals } - 8
occur first in the ascending order and then

in the descending order, a kind of pictorial
verse.
encirkkalinetilati Eight-footed extra long line
peculiar to ACIRIYAVIRUTTAM.
encirati A line of verse consisting of eight
metrical feet.
encirenpatu A verse genre: poem of eighty

ettuvakai nutaliya avaiyakam
A sub-situation
under the pugAM theme VAKAIT-TINAL having

stanzas composed in the eight-f ooted
AKAVALVIRUTTAM metre.

eight Virtues for being a member of the
learned assembly: noble family, learning,

enceyyul A verse genre: composition on the
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person of the hero and his land in a given
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ennamtelital
number of stanzas, the composition being
named after that number.

tharacteristic of the romance. They rely
largely on local colour, attempting to

ennamtelital A phase of the sub-situation

portray faithfully the customs, speech,
dress and living and working conditions

KURATYURAVUNARTAL under the AKAM theme

of their chosen locale of their own time.

PANKIMATIYUTANPATU: the confidante having
understood the real intention of the hero
as he talks to her before entreating her
for help to meet the heroine.

etirko]kuri varaivukatatal (Also vARAIVETIR
UNARTTAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM

ennalankaram Use of terms of numbers in
succession in poetry.

urging the hero for marriage with the
heroine informing him that he would be

ennalalavaiyakupeyar Vide ALAVATYAKUPEYAR.

received by the kin of the heroine if he
came with the marriage proposal.

ennitaiccol Particle which has the force of
addition or of enumeration.
ennuvannam

One of the specific sound

features of a verse (VANNAM): rhythm
effected by additive features.
enneluttumalai A verse genre: composition
in which one stanza has numbers in the
ascending order and then in the
descending order, and the next has letters

in their alphabetical order.
enpérayam The eight groups of attendants
necessary
for a monarch,
viz.,

KARANATTIYALAVAR (account officers),
KARUMAVITIKAL (heads of the various
departments
of
administration),
KANAKACCURRAM

(men in charge of the

treasury), KATAIKKAPPALAR (door-keepers),
NAKARAMANTAR
(chief
citizens),
PATAITTALAIVAR (chiefs of the troops),
YANAIVIRAR (warriors riding elephants) and

IVULIMARAVAR (mounted warriors).
etarttavatam (Also YATARTTAVATAM) Realism. It
emphasizes an objective presentation of

details and events rather than a subjective
concentration on personal feelings,
perceptions and imaginings of various
characters.
Realists also reject the

idealized presentations, imaginative and
exotic settings and improbable plot twists
அஆ
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. theme VARAIVUKATATAL:

the, confidante

etirttiruppam Peripeteia, reversal.
etimniralnirai Vide NIRALNIRAL.
etirnilaittalaivan Antagonist.

etirnilaiyani Vide ITARAVITARAVUVAMAL
etirnul Refutatory work, work containing
fresh material and defending its own
doctrines against those of others, a class
of VALINUL.

etirpputinam Antinovel. A type of contempo- +
rary fiction that attempts to present the
reader with unfiltered experience,
depicting reality without recourse to a
moral frame, and violating established

conventions.

்

etirparppunilai Suspense.
etirpeytuparital A MEyPPATU pertaining to

PERUNTINA! (abnormal love): the heroine
feeling remorseful having the objects
, associated with the hero in imagination.
etirporulunarttal Vide urmi.
etirporuluvamaiyani (Also MARUPORUL-tVAMAI):
A figure of speech and a sub-class of
UVAMAM: the subject of comparison being
followed by the standard of comparison

as two parallel statements, with the sign
of

comparison

linking ‘the

two.

Cf. ETUTTUKKATTUVAMAIYANL
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etirmaraiyani A figure of speech in which
an idea is refuted through reasoning,
another idea is substituted in its place, or
the refutation is brought home through
terms of affirmation. Cf. oLtrant.
etirmarai arral Negative capability. A |
Keatasian term that designates the capacity
to be "in uncertainties, mysteries, doubts,

without any irritable reaching after fact

eyirpaci

KILKKATUVAYETUKAI (asso-nance of the
second letters in the first, second and

fourth feet), MURRETUKA! Or ORUMURRIRATTAL
(assonance of the second letters of all the
feet of a line). For the miscellaneous
auxiliary

individual

kinds

of

ETUKAITTOTAI,

vide

entries in their respective

places.
etukaippoli Eye rhyme.

and reason". This insight later grew into
aesthetic distance (MURUKIYAL AYANMAI),

etukaimuran Antithesis in form or function

etirmolikotuttal A phase of the sub-situation
IRUVARUMULVALI AVANVARA UNARTAL under the
AKAM theme PANKI MATIYUTANPATU: as the hero

letters, a miscellaneous auxiliary kind of
ETUKAITTOTAI.

asks the heroine and her confidante if
they saw some game pass their way, the
former two answering in the negative.

etirvinaivilakku A figure of speech and a
sub-class of TATAIMOLIYAN! in which a
statement is heightened in effect by the
suggestion of an apparent contradiction
as may be happening in future.
etiratuporral Vide uTT.

etukai/etukaittotai A kind of rhyming where
the second letters, vowels or consonants
of the lines of a verse or of some feet of
the same line, agree (assonance), being
of eight kinds, viz., aTTYETUKAI (assonance
of second letters (ELuTTU) of the first foot
of each line in a stanza), INAIYETUKAI
(assonance of the second letters of the
first and the second feet), poLIPPETUKAI

(assonance of the second letters in the
first and the third feet), oRUVETUKAI

(assonance of the second letters in the
first and the fourth feet), KULAIYETUKAI
(assonance of the second letters in the
first,
second
and
third
feet),
MERKATUVAYETUKAI (assonance of the second
letters in the first, third and fourth feet),
அஆ
aoaii

இாரஉஊ௯௭

ஏஜஓஓஓஒளஃ க்ங் ச்

along with the agreement of the second

etukaiyiyaipu Agreement of the second letters
as well as the final forms, a miscellaneous

auxiliary kind of ETUKAITTOTAL
emmeyyayinum oppumaikotal A MEYPPATU
pertaining to PERUNTINAI (abnormal love):
the heroine seeking comparison of any
object with the hero's.

eytaletutturaittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PARATTATYIRPIRIVU: the matrons
extolling the joyous union of the hero
and the heroine after his return from the
courtesans, and after the love-quarrel
between them is resolved.

-- —~

cyilkattalA concept under the pugaM theme
noccritinar defence of a fortress by its
owner.
eyiltanaiyalittal (Also MATINMICAIKKAVARNTA
MELORPAKKAM) A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme noccitTinar: the destruction

of the enemy's fortification,
eyilmurrutalA concept under the puRAM theme

ULINAITTINAL attack of a fortress by the
enemy.
eyirpaci A sub-situation under the pURAM
theme ULINAITTINAr the warriors climbing.

the ladder positioned over the fortress of
ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந்

ப்ம்ய் ர் ல்ல்
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eyirpor

the enemy
resistance.

overcoming

the

eluttuccutakam Vide AKKARACCUTAKAM.

stiff

eluttuccurukkam |. Vide AKKARACCUTAKAM. 2.

Contractior’
of words or phrases by the
use of hyphen or-dots in place of omitted

eyirpor A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme NocciTTINAE speaking of the battle

letters in the middle: e.g. e-ru = enravaru.

of the warriors at the fortification.

eluttupporuttam Vide CEYYUTPORUTTAM.

eyinar An AKAM concept: the inhabitants of

the wasteland (PALAI) tract.

.

eluttumaruniralnirai Vide NIRALNIRAI.

eriparantetuttal A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme VANCITTINAL setting fire to the
enemy's country extensively.

eluttuvaruttanam Vide AKKARAVARUTTANAM.
eluttuvalu Phonological error.
elupayelupatu A verse genre: composition in
which there are seventy stanzas, with ten
stanzas each on the given seven religious

eruttati (Also ERUTTU) Penultimate line of a

verse.
eruttam (Also TaRAvu) Introductory part of a
KALIPPA OF PARIPATAL. Cf. ERUTTATI.

faiths,

composed

in

seven

metrical

patterns with one pattern each on a given

religious order.
eluvakaipparuvam (Also MAKALIRPPARUVAM)

eruttu Vide ERUTTATI.
erumaimaram A sub-situation under the
an unyielding stand like a buffalo against

The seven well-defined stages of a
woman's life, viz., PETA! (5-7 years),

very heavy odds in the battlefield.

peTumpal (8 - Il), MANKAi (12 - 13), MATANTAI

evvitattevviyarrenral Vide !YALITAM KETTAL.

(14 - 19), arrvai (20 - 25), TERIVAI (26 - 31)

PURAM theme TUMPAITTINAL: the hero taking

and PERILAMPEN (32 - 40).

elal 1. Musical notes of the yAL. 2. YAL.
3. Vocal sound.

ellal One of the sources of the MEYPPATU NAKAI
(laughter): ridicule.

elukurrirukkai A verse genre: verse in the
composition of which the numerals | - 7

occur first in the ascending erder and then
in the descending order, a kind of pictorial
verse.

elittal A sub-situation under the Akam theme
ARATTOTUNIRRAL: the confidante of the

-

accessibility of the hero.
elitinmutivani

elucir kalinetilati / elucirati Seven-footed
eluttantati Concatenation in which the letter
next line.

erivalaiverrumaikku etuvinatal (Also ceviti
ERIVALAIVERRUMAIKKU ETUVINATAL and, CEVILI
TALAIMAKAL VERRUMAIKANTU PANKIYAI VINATAL)

eluttanantam Vide ANANTAKKURRAM.
eluttu Vide cEyYULURUPPU.
eluttukkurram Fault in versification due to

A sub-situation under the AKAM theme

the use of inamspicious letters.

ARATTOTUNIRRAL:

ஏஐஒஓஓளஃ

Puueéaiod

and

erpatu Vide MUTARPORUL.

eluttalivani Vide AaKKARACCUTAKAM.

உஊ௯௭

CAMAYITAVANI

by one is stated to be realized through
some other action.

at the end of a line of verse begins the

aoai

(Also

TUNAIPPERANI) A figure of speech in which
the effect of an action initiated earlier

extra long line.

அஆஇ

heroine speaking of the humility and

க்ங்

ச்

ஞட்ண்த் ந்

the

ப் ம்ய்ர்

foster-mother
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~enquiring the confidante about the
changes noticeable in the features of the

heroine, her behaviour, etc.
eruppitaiccantacceyyul / eruppitaicceyyul
Vide ALAVALIPPAYYUTCANTAM,
enpilaippu

anrenru

iraivi

notal

A sub-

situation under the AKAM theme IRAVUKKURI

ékapata nurrantati

ékatécavuruvakam A f igure of speech anda
sub-class of URUVAKAM: metaphor in which
the comparison is partially expressed.
éka nakapantam A variety of CITTIRAKKAVI:
verse fitted into a fanciful diagram
representing a single snake having several
coils,’as under.

பைய
the heroine being pained saying
that it is not her fault to have been misled
by a sign casually happening, and to have
returned home without meeting the hero.
enporulpirivunarttu éntilaikku enral (Also

VARAIPORUL, PIRIVAI URAI ENAKKURAL) A subsituation under the akAm theme VARAIVITAI
VAITTUP PORULVAYIRPIRITAL: the hero
requesting the confidante to inform the
heroine of his departure to earn money

ர்or their wedding.
enrumapavam / enruminmai Negation of an
impossible thing as in 'the hare has no

horns’.
_ ennavakaiyinum

manankélinmai

Vide

NURKURRAM.
emnaimaraittapin elitena nakutal (Also PANKI

ENNAIMARAITTAPIN ELITENA NAKUTAL) A subsituation under the AKAM theme
PANKIYIRKUTTAM: (the hero speaking of

cofmmuni-cating his love to the heroine)
எனராமச்
என்னவே
,பல்லூழி
நல்கல்பூ

the confidante replying in a vein of
ridicule that it would be easy in her

absence.

.

ennaimaraippatu ennenattalal (Also PANKI
ENNAIMARAIPPATU ENNENATTALAL) A subsituation under the AKAM theme PANKIYIR

ekapata nurrantati A verse genre: poem ofa

hundred stanzas, with each stanza of four
lines being apparently alike but'really
made up of different sets of words and

KOTTAM: (the heroine denying that she had
fallen for the hero), the confidante,

conveying

embracing the heroine with a smile,
expressing surprise at her concealing her
love to one of intimacy like: her.
அஆ

இ௱உ௯௭

ஏஐ

ஒஓஓளஃக்ங

சந்திரன் இன்ப மலிசத்தி
தன்பேர் சீர்மன்னவே -வன்புவியிற்
வாழிகவி யேற்றல்மா வாணியவள்
வாகையருள் நன்கு.
‘

different meanings,

the

stanzas being composed in the ANTATI verse
linkage.
aA
ச்
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ékapatam

ékapatamA variety of CITTIRAKKAVI stanza of
four lines apparently alike but really made
up of different sets of words and so
conveying different meanings.

ékapata malaimamuA variety of CITTIRAKKAVE
stanza formed by reading through the last

éninilai A sub-situation under the puraM
theme ULINAITTINAL warriors of great valour
positioning the ladder over the
impregnable fortress of the enemy.
énimayakkam/enimicaimayakkam A subsituation under the puRAM theme ULINAIT-

TinaL: fighting of the opposing parties
climbing ladders placed against the
opposite sides of the wall of a fort.

line of a MALAIMARRU verse four times, each

line of which

is capable

of being

interpreted differently. e.g.

éttal A sub-situation under the AKAM theme
ARATTOTUNIRRAL: the confidante of the

மருவ வரும
மருவ வரும
மருவ

வரும

மருவ

வரும்.

heroine speaking of the wealth, valour
and other noble qualities ofthe hero.

ékavuvamai A figure of speech and a subclass of uvamatr simile in which the subject

€tamkuri

MUTUKKAM: the confidante forbidding the
hero to come for nocturnal trysts by
pointing out the hazards on the way.

of comparison and the standard of
comparison have identical features of
comparability such as animate-inanimate
distinction, gender, action, etc.

ékanka uruvakam A figure of speech:
metaphor in which only one of the limbs
of an object/person is metaphorized.
Cf. ANEKANKA URUVAKAM.
ekatacamalaiA verse genre: poem describing
a person from head to thigh, comprising
eleven stanzas In AKAVAL VIRUTTAM metre.
ékavaliyani (Also ORRAIMANIMALAI) A figure

of speech in which a thing is brought in
as the subject of treatment which is
followed by another thing which
functions as the attribute of the former,

and the subject of yet another thing
which follows it as its attribute.
ékanmavatam A school extrinsic to CAIVAM:

monistic doctrine according to which

étamkuri maruttal A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the heroine
disagreeing for trysts by night pointing
out the perils of the way of the hero.

&tamaytal A MevpraTu pertaining to PERUNTINAI
(abnormal love): the heroiné examining
the obstacles to her union with the hero.
Gtitu talaippatu A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme ARATTOTUNIRRAL' the confidante
of the heroine speaking of the reasons
for the union of the heroine with the hero.
@tu Vide ANUMANAVURUPPU.
étunikalcci The

இ௱உஊ௭

1

étuppolivakai Vide UPAYACITTAM.
étuvani A figure of speech based on cause
and effect, being of two classes, viz.,

KARAKAVETU (assigning extraordinary
causes in accounting for an event) and

NAPAKAVETU (means of knowledge as the

ஏஐஓஒஓஓளஃ க்ங் ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந்

மம் 668306

of events as the

Stuppoli Vide ETuvAPACAM.

there is only one reality, viz., the Soul.

௨௩1

coming

concomitant fruits of previous deeds.

écal A folk verse genre: poem in which each
of the two parties extols himself and
deprecates the other.
‘
அஆ

iravuvaravu vilakkal A sub-

situation under the AKAM theme VARAIVU

கமம்டி6ங் ௦0%
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énticaimellicai kurilvannam

organs of perception). KARAKAVETU arising
on the bases of the doer, the deed,
instrument, time and place, expands into
KARUTTAK KARAKAVETU (the doer contributing
to the extraordinary cause. e.g. The rain
pours to make the world happy), KARUMA

KARAKAVETU (the deed contributing to the
extraordinary cause. e.g. The penance of
the goddess of victory and wealth
resulting in their embracing the king),
KARUVIK KARAKAVETU (the instrument of
action contributing to the extraordinary
cause. e.g. The elephant's tusks existing
to provide light to the world), KALAK
KARAKAVETU (the time contributing to the
extraordinary cause) and ITAK KARAKAVETU
(the place of action contributing to the
extraordinary cause).
etuvapacam

(Also AciTTAM and ETUPPOLI)

Fallacy of reason, being of three kinds,

viz., ACITTAM (fallacy of reason being
unsustainable), ANAIKANTIKAM (fallacy of
reason invariably associated with
probability) and viruTTaM (fallacy of
reason leading to a contrary effect).
€tuvitirékam A figure of speech and a subclass of VERRUMAIYANI, falling into two
kinds, viz., KARAKAVETU VITIREKAM
(differentiating two things in terms of
made-up reasons) and NAPAKAVETU VITIREKAM
(differentiating two things in terms of
natural reasons).
etuvilakku
A figure of speech and a sub-class
of TATAIMOLIYANI in which an action is
sought to be refuted by attributing an
apparent cause. e.g. It cannot be called
liberality on the part of the king. For, he
does not gift things by his hands. The
supplicants are allowed to take. things

themselves.
AM
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me

étuvinmutittal Vide ut.
étuvuruvakam A figure of speech anda subclass of URUVAKAM: metaphorization of an
object stating the basis or source of
comparison thereof. .
étuvuvamai (Also KARANAVUVAMAI) A figure of
speech and a sub-class of uvaMar simile,
comparing an object with another stating
the reason thereof.
éntalvannam One of the specific sound
features of a verse (VANNAM) rhythm
produced by repeating the same word
many times.
énticai Raised rhythm.
énticaicceppal A rhythm generally found in
VENPA verse and produced by NERICAI

following any KAYCCIR.
enticaittullal A rhythm generally found in
KALIPPA verse and produced by NIRAIYACAI

following any KAYCCIR.
énticaittunkal A rhythm found in vaNcl verse
and produced by niraryacal following any
KANICOR.
énticaimellicai itatvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall raised rhythm (like the
gait of the rutting elephant, raising of a
cobra's hood, and the soaring of a bird in
the sky) with a soft flow (like the swan's
gait, the soft low sound of a drum, and
the walking on sand) effected by the

dominance of medial consonants.
énticaimellicai kurilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall raised rhythm (like the
gait of the rutting elephant, raising of a
cobra's hood, and the soaring of a bird in
the sky) with a soft flow (like the gait of
a swan, the soft low sound of a drum, and
GL.GS
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énticaimellicai netilvannam
the walking on sand) effected by the
dominance of short vowels.
énticaimellicai netilvannam One of the

. ‘wind) effected by the dominance
medials.

of

énticaiyakaval kurilvannam One of the

specific sound features of a verse

specific

(VANNAM): overall raised rhythm (like the
cobra's hood, and the soaring of a bird in

(VANNAM): overall raised rhythm (like the
gait of the rutting elephant, the raising
of ‘a cobra's hood, and the soaring of a

the sky) with a soft flow (like the gait of

bird in the sky) with rippling sound (like

gait of the rutting elephant, raising of a

a swan, the soft low sound of a drum, and

the walking on sand) effected by the
dominance of long vowels.

énticaimellicai melivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall raised rhythm (like the

gait of the rutting elephant, raising of a
cobra's hood, and the soaring of a bird in
the sky) with a soft flow (like the gait of
a swan, the soft low sound of a drum, and

the walking on sand) effected by the
dominance of nasal sounds.

énticaimellicai valivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall raised rhythm (like the

gait of the rutting elephant, raising of a
cobra's hood, and the soaring of a bird in
the sky) with a soft flow (like the gait of
a swan, the soft low sound of a drum, and
the walking on sand) effected by the

dominance of plosive consonants.
enticaiyakaval A rhythm formed through the
even combination of disyllabic simple
ending feet.

enticaiyakaval itatvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAW): overall raised rhythm (like the
gait of the rutting elephant, the raising
of a cobra's hood, and the soaring of a
bird in the sky) with rippling sound (like

the whirl in water and the whirling of the
AWM
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sound

features

of a verse

the whirl in water and the whirling of the
wind) effected by the dominance of short
vowels.
enticaiyakaval netilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse:
(VANNAM): overall raised rhythm (like the

gait of the rutting elephant, the raising
of a cobra's hood, and the soaring of a

bird in the sky) with rippling sound (like
the whirl in water and the whirling of the

wind) effected by the dominance of long
vowels.
énticaiyakaval

melivannam

One

of the

specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall raised rhythm (like the
gait of the rutting elephant, the raising
of a cobra's hood, and the soaring of a
bird in the sky) with rippling sound (like

the whirl in water and the whirling of the
wind)

effected by the dominance

of

nasals.
enticaiyakaval valivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall raised rhythm (like the
gait of the rutting elephant, the raising
of a cobra's hood, and the soaring of a

bird in the sky) with rippling sound (like:
the whirl in water and the whirling of the
wind) effected by the dominance of

plosives.
€nticaiyolukal itaivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
ஞ்ட்ண்த்
ந் ப்ம்ய்ர் ல் வ

ழ்ள்ற்ன்
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énticaivallicai melivannam
(VANNAM): overall raised rhythm (like the
gait of the rutting elephant, the raising
of a cobra's hood, and the soaring of a
bird in the sky) with a smooth even flow
(ike the flowmg of water and the blowing
of wind) effected by the dominance of
medial sounds.
énticaiyolukal kurilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall raised rhythm (like the

(like the flowing of water and the blowing
of wind) effected by the dominance of
plosive consonants.
énticaivannam One of the specific sound
features in verse (VANNAM): raised rhythm,
being of twenty sub-classes. (For description of each sub-class, see headwords
beginning énticai)
énticaivallicai itaivannam One of the specific
sound features of a verse (VANNAM): overall

gait of the rutting elephant, the raising

raised rhythm (like the gait of a rutting

of a cobra's hood, and the soaring of a
bird in the sky) with a smooth even flow

elephant, the rafsing of a cobra's hood,
and the soaring of a bird in the sky) with

(like the flowing of water and the blowing

a hard flow (like the twisting of iron wire

of wind) effected by the dominance of
short vowels.

or leather into ropes, and the stone rolling
over another stone) effected by the

énticaiyolukal netilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall raised rhythm (like the

dominance of medial consonants. énticaivallicai kurilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse

gait of the rutting elephant, the raising
of a cobra's hood, and the soaring of a

(VANNAM): overall raised rhythm (like the
gait of the rutting elephant, the raising
of a cobra's hood, and the soaring of a
bird in the sky) with a hard flow (like the

bird in the sky) with a smooth even flow
(like the flowing of water and the blowing
of wind) effected by the dominance of
long vowels.
énticaiyolukal melivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall raised rhythm (like the

and the stone rolling over another stone)

effected by the dominance

of short

vowels.
énticaivallicai netilvannam

One

of the

gait of the rutting elephant, the raising

specific sound features of a verse

of a cobra's hood, and the soaring of a
bird in the sky) with a smooth even flow
(like the flowing of water and the blowing
of wind) effected by the dominance of

(VANNAM): overall raised rhythm (like the
gait of the rutting elephant, the raising

nasal sounds.
énticaiyolukal valivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall raised rhythm (like the
gait of the rutting elephant, the raising
of a cobra's hood, and the soaring of a
bird in the sky) with a smooth even flow
௮ஆ

உ

twisting of iron wire or leather into ropes,

இஈஉஊ௯௭

உ

ஏஐ

ஒஓஓளஃ

க்ங்

of a cobra's hood, and the soaring of a

bird in the sky) with a hard flow (like the
twisting of iron wire or leather into ropes,
and the stone rolling over another stone)
effected by the dominance of long
vowels.

்

énticaivallicai melivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall raised rhythm (like the.
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énticaivallicai valivannam

gait of the rutting elephant, the raising
of a cobra's hood, and the soaring of a
bird in the sky) with a hard flow (like the
twisting of iron wire or leather mto ropes,
and the store rolling over another stone)
effected by the dominance of nasal
sounds.
€nticaivallicai valivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall raised rhythm (like the

gait of the rutting elephant, the raising
of a cobra's hood, and the soaring of a
bird in the sky) with a hard flow (like the

twisting of iron wire or leather into ropes,
and the stone rolling over another stone)
effected by the dominance of plosive

consonants.
émam

The overwhelming passion of sex.

Also see ITUMPAINOY.
€maverumai (Also PATAIYARUTTUP PALIKOLLUM
EMAM) A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme TrumpaITTINAr the accomplishment of
victory in the war as the spear flung

pierces the forehead of the elephant.
érkkalavuruvakam

metaphorizing

A puRAM

sub-situation:

the battlefield as a

threshing floor, describing the warriorking as ploughing the field.

érmankalam Ancient song of benediction
sung at the commencement of ploughing.
érorkalavali A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme VAKAITTINAL the warriors on chariots

having got success on the battlefield,
beside the success of the ploughmen on
the cornfield.

élakanilai |. A purgam sub-situation: praising
the unceasing perseverence of the warrior
even if he rides a goat. 2. A PURAM

sub-

situation: the warrior being in the defence
of the country unconcerned about his

blooming youth.
elicai The seven notes of the diatonic scale,

VIZ., KURAL, TUTTAM, KAIKKILAI, ULAI, ILI, VILARI
and TARAM (the modern day equivalents
of which are collectively known as sapta
svaram).
érpulikkotal A literary device: application of
the rules and definitions to cases where

they might suitably apply, allowing of
exceptions.
érrappattu
A folk verse genre: song sung while
running a well sweep or one set to the
rhythm of a running well sweep.
éranmullai A sub-situation under the PuRAM
theme VAKAITTINAL eulogizing the martial

valour of a warrior-family.
ertyamatarriram Vide PERUNTINAI.
érukotparai Drum used in ERUKOL tournaments
(bull-fight) in forest-pasture (MULLAI)
tracts.

érukol (Also ERUTALUVUTAL and VITATTALUVAL)
An
AKAM concept and a sub-situation of
AKAPPURAPPERUNTINAL the hero taming the

bull to win the hand of the heroine. Also
Se PERUNTINAI
érukolkuri varaivukatatal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the
confidante urging the hero for marriage
with the heroine telling him of the

élappattu (Also OTAPPATTU, KAPPARPATTU and

impending contest (in which a braver man

VANCIPPATTU) Boatman's song in which the

would capture the bull and stake his claim
for the hand of the woman he loves).
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aimpataittali
erukolvenri
A puraM sub-situation: saying that
the wild bull sent by the relatives of the
heroine is tamed by none but the hero.

aificirukappiyam The five minor epics, viz.,

nilakéci, cilamani, utayana kumara
kaviyam,

nakakumarakaviyam

and

yacotara kaviyam.

erutaluvutal Vide ERUKOL.

aincirati Pentameter. Also see ATI.

éruvaravu kantu irankiyuraittal A subsituation under the AKAM theme PoRULVAYIRPIRIVU: the hero being distressed at the
sight of bulls and cows returning 1n the
evening (which remind him of the plight
of the heroine in separation).

aitikam Vide PIRAMANAM.

aitikavalavai / aitikappiramanam Evidence

or authority from tradition. *
aintavattai (Also PANCAVATTAI) The five
conditions or states of the embodied soul,

enati An ancient title conferred by a king on
his minister.

viz., cakkiram (waking state in which the
soul 1s in the forehead with all its faculties
active), coppanam (dream state in which
the soul is in the neck, the mind is
working, and the sense organs are at rest),
culutti (the state of sound sleep in which
the mind and the sense organs are at rest),
TURIYAM (the soul in the navel with the

enaiyuvamam Explicit comparisqn, distinct
from ULLURAIYUVAMAM.

aikkiyavata caivam
A peripheral carvaM sect
which denies ANAvAM to the souls and
declares that the souls attain their original

pure state when they have gone through
the cycle of births and got themselves rid

piranam, and is cognizant of itself alone),

of all karma, one of AKAPPURACAMAYAM (a

and turtyafitam (the transcendant state of

the soul in which it is in the mulataram
and is cognizant of aviccai alone).
aintinai Vide AKANAINTINAL

sect peripheral to CAIVAM).
aiku Haiku, a Japanese verse form consisting

of three unrhymed lines that together
contain a total of seventeen syllables.
The three lines typically consist of five,
seven and five syllables in turn. Haiku
poetry represents the religious and poetic
experience of the Eastern world, as well
as its way of living. It embodies the Zen
point of view, which is the state of mind
in which we are not seperated from other
things, and are indeed identical with them,
and yet retain our own individuality and
personal pecularities. Avoiding lyricism
and mind-colouring, Haiku tends towards

aintinaicceyyul A verse genre: poem treating

of the AINTINAI.
aintilakkanam (Also PANCALATCANAM) The five
sections of Tamil grammar, viz., ELUTTU

(letters or phonemes), co. (words or
morphemes), PoRvL, (subject matter), YAPPU
(prosody) and Ant (rhetoric).
ainteluttu The five-lettered mantra NAMACIVAYA
sacred to Civan.

aintolil Five functions of God, viz., creation,
protection, destruction, concealing and

blessing.

simplicity, non-intellectuality and nonmorality, with humour, pun, brevity and
onomatopoeia as the chief devices.

aimpataittali A gold pendant worn by
children in a necklace, bearing in relief
the five weapons of Tirumal (discus, bow,

ainkuntal (Also aimpAL) Women's hair being

dressed in five modes.
அஆ
aa

இஈஉஊ௭

ஏஐ

sword, conch and club) as an amulet.
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aimpataiviruttam

aimpataiviruttam A verse genre: poem
celebrating the five weapons (of Tirumal)
viz., discus, bow, sword, conch and club,
in AKAVALVIRUTTAM n¢tre.

aimpat Vide AINKUNTAL.
aimpulam The sensations of the five sensory
organs, viz., taste, sight, touch, audibility
and smell.

aimperunkappiyam
viz.,

The five great epics,

cilappatikaram,

civakacintamani,

manimékala1,

valaiyapati

and

kuntalakéci.
aimperunkulu The five chief officers of a
king, viz., amaiccar (minister), purokitar
(priest), cénatipatiyar (chief of the army),

tutar (ambassador) and caranar (spy).
aimpori The five organs of sense, viz., body,
mouth, eye, ear, and nose.
aiyakkilavi An AKAM concept: the hero
doubting whether the heroine is a human
or a celestial being.

aiyankalaiyum karuvi An AKAM concept:
certain things such as the winking of the
eyes, beetle thronging the wreath, etc., by
which the hero comes to realize that the

heroine is not a celestial.
aiyantirakkural A sub-situation under the
AKAM there VARAIPORULPIRITAL: as the heroine

is apprehensive of any blame befalling
the hero on account of her revealing their
love, the confidante dispelling her

doubts and assuring her of resolution.
aiyanilaiyuvamai Vide ARAVITARAVUVAMAL
aiyam |. A sub-situation under the AKAM theme

IYARKAI'PUNARCCE the hero in his first
meeting with the heroine doubting
whethe: she is a celestial or a human
aa

இரஉள௯எ௭

ஏஐ

ஓஓஓளஃக்ங்

ilutdbecéaioo

other than the

principal eight doubt.
aiyamceytal A mMeypPATU pertaining to
PERUNTINAI (abnormal love): the heroine
nursing doubts (as to the abidingness of
the hero's love for her).

aiyamoli A defect m poetry.
aiyavani (Also CANTAYAVANI)
A figure of speech
in which a person or object's identity is
subjected to lack of certainty.
alyavaticayam Vide ATICAYAVANI.
alyavatam Agnosticism.

The belief that

nothing can be known about anything
(including God) except material things.
While Immanuel Kant argues that

essential truth that lies beyond reality

cannot be perceived, Marx asserts that
empirical realism can sée through what is

an appearance.

atyakkatci Vide prRAMANA APACAM.

௮ஆ

being. 2. A MEYPPATU

aiyavilakku A figure of speech and a subclass of TATAIMOLIYANI in which the lack of

certainty of a person or object's identity
is removed through recognition of certain
material objects or causes.

aiyavuvamai A figure of speech and a subclass of UVAMAI in which a close
resemblance between two objects leads

to one of them being spoken of as if it
were mistaken for the other.
aiyurrukkalankal A sub-situation under the

AKAM

theme

VARAIPORULPIRITAL:

the

sorrowing heroine doubting whether the
wedding drum is that of the hero.

aiyuravuvatam Scepticism, questioning or
doubting the truth of a theory, claim, etc.
aiyurutal A sub-situation under the AKAM

theme IRUVARUMULVALI AVANVARAVUNARTAL: the
confidante doubting as to the real intent
ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த்

ந் ப்ம்ய்ர் ல்வ்
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oppumaraiyuvamai
behind the varied enquiries the hero
makes to her (and to the heroine).
aivakaimarapin aracarpakkam A subsituation under the puRAM theme VAKAITTinar the five vocations of the king, viz.,

learning, performing sacrifices, gifting,
maintaining the army and protecting his
subjects.
ottani (Also CURUNKACCOLLAL,

TOKAIMOLI,

NUVALANUVARCI, PIRITUMOLITAL, PUNAIVILIPPUKALCCIYANI and PUNAIVULI VILAIVANI) A
figure of speech in which the idea of the
subject matter is sought to be conveyed
suggestively by the description of that
which resembles it, being of four kinds,
viz., ATATYUM PORULUM AYARPATAMOLITAL (the
subject matter and its attribute being
conveyed suggestively by the description

of that which resembles

it and its

attribute), ATAI POTUVAKKI PORULVERUPATA
MOLITAL (the subject matter being
conveyed suggestively by the description

of that which resembles it with the
attribute being common to both the
subject matter and the standard), ata!
VIRAVIP PORULVERUPATA MOLITAL (the subject
matter being conveyed suggestively by
the description of that which resembles
it with one attribute common to both the
subject and the standard, and another
going with either of சாடு, க காக
VIPARITAPPATUTTUP PORULVERUPATA MOLITAL (the
subject
matter
being
conveyed
suggestively by the description of that
which resembles it, with the attribute
going with the standard applicable to the
subject matter only).
ottryanirottiyam A variety of crTTRAKKAVI:

stanza in which the first half is ortrvAM
and the second half is niROTTIYAM.

ottiyam Vide ITALKUVIPA.
ottuppirimoli A defect in poetry.

ottakamam An AKAM concept normal, mutual.
Tove.
ottalicaikkalippa A kind of KALIPPA verse,
based on a particular flow of sound.
ottunarvu Empathy, identification with the
object to such an extent that we feel what
the object feels, undergoes.
oppakkural Vide uTTI.
oppani Vide UvAMAI.
oppari Vide IRAPPUPPATAL.
oppiluvamai Vide rYAPINMAIYANI.
oppiyal ilakkiyam/oppilakkiyam Comparative literature. The examination and
analysis of the relationships and
similarities of the literatures of different
peoples and nations. See also OPPITTUMURAITTIRANAYVU. Cf. ULAKA ILAKKIYAM,
oppinmutittal Vide ur.
oppittumuraittiranayvu Comparative
criticism. A mode of literary criticism
based on a comparative analysis of two.
or more literary theories, genres, concepts,
themes, stylistic features, etc., that are
informed by certain fundamental
convergences; it is also the one where the
comparison is between literature and
other disciplines such as philosophy,
psychology, theology, etc. In practice,
comparative literary studies transcend the
boundaries of language, region and
culture.

oppumaraiyuvamaiA figure of speech anda
sub-class

of

UvAMAI

AHAAOGtreametg
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in

which
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characteristics of the standard of
comparison are shown to be denied to the
subject of comparison. e.g. The
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oppumaikkuluvani

characteristics of the rain clouds, viz., its
season of formation, movement and
clamour being denied to the subject, viz.,

Tirumal.

ofucar pakarkuri A thematic situation under
the KALAVU (pre-marital love) stage: the
hero, not finding the heroine at the place
of the day-tryst, returning disappointed.

oppumaikkuluvani/oppumaikkuttavani Vide

UTANILAICCOLLANI.
ai of UVAMA]
oppumaikkattavuvam
A sub-class
in which an object, that has to be either
commended for its merit or condemned
for its demerit, is mentioned along with

several other objects having a similar
excellent or base quality as the case may
be,

so

as

to

render

the

compari-son

effective and telling.
oppumaip punaivilip pukalcciyani A kind
of PUNAIVILIPPUKALCCIYANI in which the

subject of comparison 1s inferred through
the standard of comparison.
oppuvaliyuvattal A meyPPATU pertaining to
PERUNTINAI (abnormal love): the heroine
feeling glad at the sight of objects similar
to the hero.
oppuravupporul Objective correlative,
introduced by T.S. Eliot. It is "a set of
objects, a situation; a chain of events
which shall be the formula of that
particular emotion", and which will evoke
the same emotion from the reader.
oyirkummi A folk verse genre: song sung in
oyil (dancing of persons on festival
occasions by moving round and round in
a circle to the accompaniment of a song,
bowing to the ground and waving little
towels or handkerchiefs).
orukural tiranayvu Vidé PALKURAL TIRANAYVU.

omnkiyalani Vide yTANAVIRCCIYANI.
orunkutantorra étu A figure of speech anda
sub-class of Eruvant the cause and effect
occurring simultaneously.
அஆ
a

இரஉ௭௭
a

ஏஐ.ஒஓஓளஃ க்ங் ச்

orucirainilai Style of verse whose composi-

tion follows the sequence of the events
narrated.
otucirati Monoineter.
orutalaikkamam An AKAM theme: one-sided,

unreciprocated love. Cf. KAIKKILAI.
orutalaittunital Vide urn.
orutalaimoli Vide utTTI.

orutalaiyanmai mutintatukattal Vide urmi.

orutalaiyullutal Vide avartal.
orutaninilai

(Also

VARUVICAIPPUNALAIK

KARCIRAIPOLA ORUVAN TANKIYA PERUMAI)A subsituation

under

the

puRAM

theme

VANCITTINAL a soldier blocking a massive
army of the enemy single-handedly.
orutinaimalai A verse genre: composition on
the sub-situation (Tura!) of a particular
thematic situation (TnAl).
oruturaikkovai

A

xKOval

sub-genre:

composition on a given AKAM

sub-

situation (TURAN), in KATTALAIKKALITTURAI
metre.

orunilaimantar Flat character. Types or
caricatures defined by a single idea or
quality, as opp. to round character.
Cf. VALARANILAIMANTAR.
orupatukurrirukkai A verse genre and a
variety of CITTIRAKKAVI: verse in the
composition, of which the numerals | - 10
occur first in the ascending order and then

in the descending order.
orupalcérkkait tiranayvu Gay and Lesbian
criticism, sometimes called sexualities
criticism(paliyal tiranayvu). Forms of
ஞ்ட்ண்த்

ந் ப் மய்ர்

ல்வ்
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oruvaliyoppin oruporulmolitaluvamai

gender criticism (PALVAKAIT TIRANAYVU)
focusing on issues of homo- (and hetero-)
sexuality. It extends the debate between
feminist and gender critics about whether
there is such a thing as "reading like a
woman" (or man) by arguing that they are
gay and lesbian ways of reading, that is,

reading a text from a

distinct gay male

standpoint, and from a distinct lesbian
standpoint. See also PENNIYAM, PANPATTU
URUVAKKAM and IYALPIYAM.
orupavorupaktu A verse genre: poem of ten
stanzas composed in any one of the three
metres - AKAVAL, VENPA OF KALITTURAI.

oruputaiyuvamai A figure of speech and a
sub-class of UVAMATYANT: simile in which
comparison applies only partially and not
fully, distinet from MURRUVAMAL

oruporunmoli A defect in poetry.

orupoku |. A species of OTTALICAIKKALIPPA,
being of two kinds, viz., KOCCAKAKKALAIPPA
and AMPOTARANKAW. 2, A verse genre: poem
praising.God or king in oRUPOKU (1),in the
second or third person narrative. 3. Vide

KALAMPAKAM. +

'

orumukavelini A kind of stage curtain drawn
from one side only.,
a
orumutal niralnirai Vide NiRALNIRAT.
orumurrirattai Vide MURRETUKAI.

orumaivatam Monism. In literary-criticism,

it refers to the emphasis on a particular
critical approach to the study and
explication of a text, as opposed to
pluralism (PANMUKAVATAM) Which admits of
diverse approaches taking the work to be
a muttivalent object.

oruvayirpoliyuvamai A figure of speech and
a sub-class of uvamat in which the sign of

orupotulfivakam A figure of speech and a
sub-class of TIVAKAVANI in which several
terms in a verse come to bear on the
meaning and significance of one idea or
object.

YUVAMAI
oruvarukkappa A verse genre: composition

oruporulpattu A poem on a single thematic
strand.

which comprises stanzas of letters of the
same kind or of the same phonemic group.

oruporulvérrumaiccaman
A figure of speech

oruvaliccéral (Aliso CIRAPPUNILAIPPIRAPORUL
vaippu) A figure of speech and a sub-class
of PIRAPORULVAIPPANI in which a general
notion is made not to embrace all the
phenomena in the world.

and a sub-class of vERRUMAIYANI in which
‘two things of comparable characters are

shown to be distinctive in relation to a
particular trait.

comparison

is used once only but goes

with all the, standards of comparison as
they occur in a verse. Cf. PALVAYIRPOLI-

oruporuluruvakam A figure of speech anda
sub-class of URUVAKAM: a metaphor in
which only one of the things/ideas
comprising a verse is metaphorized.

oruvalittanattal An axam thematic situation:
the hero's temporary absence from
rendezvous with the heroine after his

oruporuluvamai A figure of speech and a

oruvaliyoppin oruporulmolitaluvamai A

sub-class of UVAMAL simile in which a

figure of speech anda

single standard of comparison goes with
several subjects of comparison.

UVAMAL simile in which a particular aspect
of the standard of comparison, governed

அஆ
aoaii
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having consented to marry her.
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oruvikarpam

by restrictions of time and space, bears
on the subject of comparison, ¢.g. Even
though the sun and the moon are used as
standards of comparison,
the handsomeness of the prince is compared to the rising
sun, and his fame to the full moon.
oruvikarpam Only one kind of agreement
of the second letters throughout the verse.
Cf. IRUVIKARPAM.
oruvinaiccilétai Vide CILETAL.

.

orau/oriuttotai Agreement of sound features
within first and fourth feet ina verse line,

the varieties of which are: ORUUVALAPETAI
‘(agreement of the elongation - vowel or
consonant), ORUUVETUKAI (agreementof the
second letters), ORUUVIYAIPU (agreement of

the final forms), oRUUMONAI (agreement of
_

the first letters) and ORUUMURAN
(agreement of the antithesis).

oruuniralnirai Vide NIRALNIRAI.

ordgumuran Vide orUTTOTAI and MURANTOTAI.
oruumonai Vide oRUUTTOTAI.
orduviyaipu Vide vAPUTTOTAI, ORUUTTOTAI and
MONAITTOTAL

oruuvannam

olippatimam Auditory image.
olipeyarppu Trarisliteration, representing or
spelling in the characters, of another
alphabet.
olipeyarppuk kuriyitu Diacritic, the mark
placed over, under, or through a letter to
_denote a sound value different from that
“of the same letter when unmarked.
oliyantati / oliyalantati A verse genre: poem
of thirty stanzas of ANTATI type having
sixteen or eight KALAI to each line.
ovvakkamam An AKAM concept: incompatible love, abnormal love. Cf. PERUNTINAI.

ovvavuvamai Conceit. A fairly elaborate and
often surprising comparison between two
apparently highly dissimilar things. It
incorporates metaphor (URUVAKAM), simile
(uvAMal), hyperbole (UYARVUNAVIRCCI) and
other rhetorical devices, striking the
reader with the underlying | wit and
ingenuity. Conceits often take the form
of extended metaphors.
olittukkattani A figure of
consists in denying the
thing in a particular place
existence elsewhere.

One of the specific sound

features of a verse (VANNAM): rhythm
effécted by composing the verse in the
most straightf: orward order of construc-

speech which
existence of a
by showing its
;

‘tion without any ornamental or artificial

olintatu vinatal A phase of the sub-situation
KURATYURA UNARTAL under the AKAM theme
PANKIMATIYUTANPATU: the hero as he intends

thyme, etc., so that its flow i islike that of

to entreat the herome's confidante, for

a river.
oruuval lapetai Vide ALAPETAITTOTAL
* ORDUTTOTAL.

meeting the heroine, asking her the reason
for her non-response to his queries.

and

sina

orduvetukai Vide ORUUTTOTAL.

ollaritavayin pulliyapanku A sub-situation
under the puRAM theme VAKAL moving ina

oliyacai The last footof averse line‘occurring
'. with one or two syllables fewer than the

friendly way with the enemies..
olikkurippuccol Onomatopoeia.’
அஆஇஈஉண௭
aoai

ஏஐ.ஒஓஓள

Vide AVANUTIYANI.

olipiyal Section on the residuary items in a
composition.
te

usual.
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Otarikkannikku avan celavuraittal
olukkattal aiyam firtal / olukkam A phase
of the sub-situation MUNNURA UNARTAL under
the AKAM theme PANKIMATIYUTAN-PATU: the
confidante's understanding of the union
between the hero and the heroine getting
confirmed through the heroine's acts such
as not praying to the crescent meon (fora

- virtuous husband).

onpatinayirappati.A commentary by Naficiyar
on the tiruvaymoli consisting of :9000
granthas in the MANIPPIRAVALAM Style.
onpatukurrirukkai
A verse
of CITTIRAKKAVI verse
of which the numerals
the ascending order

genre and a variety.
in the composition
| - 9 occur first in
and then ‘in the

descending order.

olukicai (Also CUKUMARATAI) Vide VAITARUP-

PANERT.

onrarkonrutaviyani Vide ANNIYONNIYAVANI.

TALAI comes in along with 1YARCIRVENTALAI.

onratavancittalai Combination of two
metrical feet, the first of which is a
KANICCIR and the next a foot beginning
with NERACAI.

olukicaiyakaval A rhythm noticeablé in AKAVAL

onriyavanicittalai Combination of ‘two

verse
when
it
contains
both
NERONRACIRIYATTALAI and NIRATY ONRACIRIYATTALAI.

metrical feet, the first of which is a
KANICCIR and the next a foot beginning
with NIRATYACAIL

olukicaicceppal A rhythm noticeable in the
species of VENPA verse in which VENCIRVEN-

olukuvannam One of the specific sound
features of a verse (VANNAM): rhythm that
flows evenly in a pleasing manner like a

slow gliding stream.

onrilonrinmai Vide APAvA ETU.
onrinamutittal tanninamutittal Vide urn.
onrinonrapavam Vide oONRILONRINMAI.
okam Vide APAVA ETU.

olvalamalai A sub-situation under the PURAM

theme TumpaiTTINat the sound of the bright
sword being brandished
wearing anklets.

by warriors

ocai Rhythm as defined by the combinations
of metrical feet and linkages permitted
for a specific metre, being of ‘four
‘principal classes, viz., AKAVALOCAI,’

orralapetai Vide ALAPETAITTOTAL

CEPPALOCAI, TULLALOCAT and TUNKALOCAL Each

orruppeyarttal Verse composed in such a way
that (i) the deletion of the consonant in a
euphonic combination of words alters
the meaning (e.g. kankapuram alikai -

thythm has three rhythmic variations, viz.,
ENTICAI, OLUKICAI, TONKICAI for CEPPALOCAI and
AKAVALOCAI; and ENTICAI, AKAVALOCAI, and

kankapura ajikai), and (ii) the words used
in the verse admit of more than one
meaning.
orrumai nayam Vide NAYAM.

orrolippattu Verse, in which the words do not

உ

உ

இ௱உளஎ
ர

|

=

:

TALAIVIKKU AVANCELAVURAITTAL) A subsituation under the’ AKAM
theme

VARAIVITAIVAITTUP PORULVAYIRPIRITAL: the

ஏஐஓஓஓளஃ

juwdeéaoo

Ottiyam Vide ITALKUVIPA.

Starikkannikku avan celavuraittal (Also PANKI

orraimanimalai Vide BKAVALIVANI.

அஆ

ocaiyutaimai Vide NULALAKU.
Otappattu Vide ELAPPATTU.

orreluttu Vide UTALELUTTU.

contain any consonants.

PIRINTICAI for TULLALOCAI and TUNKALOCAI.
0௦81 nayam Cadetice.
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confidante informing, the heroine of the
hero's leaving thenr for earning money
for his wedding with the heroine.

(second refrain) and a: cARANAM
section).
‘

(third.

oratimatakku Vide MATAKKANI.~

Sratimukkal Vide IRATIVENPA.

Otta A large division or chapter of a book.
Ottumuraivaippu Vide UTTI.

Orinappattu Vide INAVELUTTUPPATTU.

Starkuppirivu talaimakan tannal unarnte toli

6reluttantati A verse genre: a composition
comprising stanzas of letters of the same
kind or the same phonemic group

talaimakatka unatttal (also KALVIKKUP PIRIVU
TALAIMAKANAL UNARNTA TOLI TALAIMAKATKU
UNARTTAT , TALAIVIKKU UNARTTAL and PIRIVU
NINALVURAITTAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme OtarRPirivu: the confidante

having

learnt of it from

the hero,

informing the heroine about the hero's
intention to leave her for the pursuit of

learning.

composed with the ANTATI verse linkage.
reluttinam A variety of metrical composition.
oreluttuppattu / oreluttumatakku A figure
of orthography consisting in the
consecutive repetition of the same letter
1m a verse, as in nananatankuticai natuntolilova.

Otarpirivu
(Also
KALvipPiIRIvU
and
KALVIVAYIRPIRIVU) Ain AKAM concept a phase

Grai A women's play, a kind of dance with

in the married life between the hero and

hands joined in a circle, the performers

the heroine: separation of the hero from
the heroine in pursuit of learning.

Oraippavai Doll used by wornen in their play.

Ompatutturaittal (Also PANKIKAIVATAI KOTUTTAL,
PANKI TALAIMAKALAIT TALAIMA~KARKUK KAIYATAI

ororruvaram Musical composition sung to a
single beat.

KOTUTTAL and PANKI TALAI-VARKUK KAIYATAI
KOTUTTAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme uTANPOKkKU: the confidante
entrusting the heroine to the hero as they

set out on elopement.
Ompatai |. A sub-situation under the puRAM
_ theme pATANTINar the wise counselling the
king on matters of virtuous conduct. 2. A

literary genre: on defence, protection.
ompataikkilavi An akAM concept entrustment
of the heroine to the hero by her
confidante for (marital) protection.

Orppu Vide ATOUKKUNAM.
oranka natakam One-act play.
Gracaiccir Monosyllabic feet.
Oratippatany Musical. composition or TARU
consisting of PALLAVI (refrain), ANUPALLAVI

௮ஆ
a

இஈஉஊ௯௭
a

ஏஐஒஓ௫ஒள ஃக்

singing while dancing.

kaca paritcai Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL,
katkattampam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
katkafici A sub-situation under the puraAM
theme KANciTTINAr: the king providing palm
wine to the valorous warriors.
kattamai olukkattuk kannumai
situation under the rurRAM

A subtheme

VAKAITTINAL having good conduct in.an
unassailed manner which comprises
humility, good manners, impartiality,
non-coveteousness, non-slandering,
fearing evil deeds, non-envying,
patience, etc.

kattamaippu Structure. When equated with
form, it refers to the arrangement .of
material in a work, that is, the ordering of .
its component parts.
In a poem, it

ங ச்ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந் ப்ம்ய் ர்ல்வ் ழ்ள்ற்ன்
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katakapantany

encompasses the division of the material
into stanzas, as also the arrangement of
- ideas or images. In a play, it refers to the

division of the material into acts and
scenes as well as to the logical progression
of the action. In novels, structure refers
to plot (the ordering of the events that
make up the story).

kattalaikkali (Also KATTALAIKKALIPPA) A kind
of KALI verse of four lines in which every
line has the same number of cal, opp. to
KALAMPAKAKKALI.
kattalaikkalitturai (Also KaLiTrugar) An
auxiliary

form

of

KALIPPA

metre,

comprising four lines of five feet each.
kattalaikkalippa Vide KATTALAIKKALI.
kattalaiyati Foot whose length is determined
by the number of letters. Cf. ami.

katturaiyinmai A MeyPrATu pertaining to'the
undistressed state (leading to marital
love): the heroine being speechless (as her
love for the hero goes boundless).

kattuvicci / kattuvitti An AKAM’ concept:
female diviner.
kattuvittikiral A sub-situation under the AKAM

theme VARAIPORUTPIRITAL: the divining
woman declaring that the ‘ailment’ of the
heroine is the result of possession by Lord

Murukan.
kattuvaippittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VARAIPORULPIRITAL; the f ostermother resorting to divination to know

about the ‘ailment’ of the heroine.
katakapantam
A variety of CITTIRAKKAVI verse’

fitted into a fanciful
diagram
representing a bracelet as under:

kattalaivafici The vaANcrPPaA verse in which each
line has the same number of syllables.
kattalaivenpa Agreement in the number of
letters among the lines of a stanza, except
in the last line.

kattiyakkaran / kattiyankaran |. Panegyrist,
herald. 2. Buffoon.

kattiyam (Also pARAKKU) A verse genre:
panegyric chanted before or on the arrival
of kings or other great persons.

kattilnittapal A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme VAKAITTINAL
throne.

abdication

of the

kattu An AKAM concept the foster-mother
trying to find out the cause of the change
in the demeanour of the heroine through
the diviner. Cf. KALANKU.
katturai 1. Pithy, sententious expression. |
2. Proverb.

3. Figurative

language,

magnifying or deprecating. 4. Essay.
katturaippoli A kind of prose. Cf. cEYYUTPOLI.

அஆ
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நாகமக ளாகமது

ஞானமன

மோனமொடு
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லேறிவிளை யாடுமுரு காகுகவி வேழைபவ
மாறியிட வேகருணை வை.
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katalitaivaittu tuyararivittal

katalitaivaittu tuyararivittal A sub-situation

katikaivenpa

(Also NALIKAIKKAVI and.

under the AKAM theme PANKIYIBKUTTAM: (with

NALIKAIVENPA)

the hero standing off at the hedge-side
hearing it) the confidante speaking of the
distress of the heroine by addressing the
roaring sea.
:
z

VENPA metre recounting the noble deeds
of kings or of gods as if they were
performed on an hourly basis.

katalotu pulattal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme ORUVALITTANATTAL: the sea being

unresponsive to her enquiry about the
hero's return, the confidante becoming
angry with the sea.
katalotu varavu kéttal A sub-situation under
the aKam theme ORUVALITTANATIAL: unable
to bear the separation of the hero, the
heroine enquiring the sea about the return
of the hero.
katavulmankalam Ceremony of consecration of a new idol in a temple.
katavulmattuk katavutpentir nayanta
pakkam A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme pATANTINAL the state of the celestial
women who fall for gods.
katavulmattu manitappentir nayanta pakkam
A sub-situation under the puRAM theme
PATANTINAL the state of earthly women who
fall for gods.
katavul vanakkam (Also KATAVUL VALTTU)
Invocation to the deity either at the
commencement of a treatise or at the
beginning of each part or section of the
same.
katavul valtta 1. Vide KATAVUL VANAKKAM. 2. A
PURAM sub-situation under PATANTINAI:
speaking of the kings praising one of the
Hindu Trinity (Civan, Tirumal and
Piraman).
.
katanilaiA verse genre: poem on the offering
of he-buffalo to the Goddess Kali.

A verse

genre:

poem

consisting of thirty two stanzas in NERICAI-

katitapputinam Epistolary novel. The kind
of fiction whose plot is entirely
developed through letters, whether
through an exchange of letters between
multiple characters or through the
correspondence of only one character.
katimaram (Also KAVALMARAM) Totemic treetree as a symbol of the king in ancient
times.
katimanai nittapal A sub-situation under the

PURAM theme VAKAITTINAI not coveting
another's wife.
katunkavi Vide PuLAVAR.
kataikkappalar Vide ENPERAYAM.
kataikkappu Last verse of a decad which
speaks of the effects, benefits or results:
of reciting the given text.
kataikkurai Vide CEYYUL VIKARAM.
kataikkittunilai |. A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme PATANTINAL asking for
presents. 2. A literary genre on the above
theme.
kataikkdlaimuran Antithesis either in form
or function among the last three feet of a
line, a miscellaneous auxiliary kind of

MURANTOTAL
kataiccankam Vide CANKAM.
kataitalaipputtu Vide porULKOL.
kataitirappu A constituent of PARANI genre:

exhorting the womenfolk to open the
door so that they may listen to the eulogy
sung about and also join in singing the

௮ஆஇஈஉணஊ௭ஏஐஒஓஓளஃக்ங்
ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த்ந் ப்ம்ய்ர் ல்வ் ழ்ள்ற்ன்
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kantavarmakiltal

praises of a warrior returning home in

kataiyakukalinetilati Lines exceeding ten
feet each.

triumph.
katainilai (Also vAYILNILAD) |. A PURAM subsituation under PATANTINAL the bard
arriving at the mansion of the patron after
a long travel asking the gatekeeper to
announce his arrival to the patron-king.
2. (Also vacaippATTu) A literary genre on
the displeasure of the bard as the king
delays gifts to him.

katainilai kunatfivakam Vide TIVAKAVANI.
katainilaic catitfivakam Vide TIVAKAVANI.

katainilait fivakam Vide TIVAKAVANI.
katainilait tolilfivakam Vide TIVAKAVANI.
katainilaip porultivakam Vide TivaKavanl.
katainilaivilakku Vide iRUTIVILAKKU.
kataippiti Vide ATUUKKUNAM.

kataiyakum6nai Repetition of initial related
letters leading to an assonance.
kataiyaketukai An auxiliary kind of ETUKAI,
agreement of the third letters, agreement
of vowels ‘only in the second positions,
etc., except the agreement of the second
letters (same) and the agreement of the
full forms from the second letters
onwards.
kataiyinaittotai A kind of verse in which the
last two feet of a line have MONA! and other
features.
kataiyinai murantotai The contrast marking
the last two feet of a line, a miscellaneous
auxiliary kind of MURANTOTAI.
kataiyetukai Agreement of the second letters

kataimatakku Vide MATAKKANI
kataimurantotai The contrast marking the

in the final foot of every line of a verse,
a miscellaneous auxiliary kind of BTruKai.

final foot of a line, a miscellaneous

kankutuvari Histnonic gesticulation of the
casual meeting of the hero with the

’ auxiliary kind of MURANTOTAL
kataiyam A xirtu: dance of Intirani the
celestial queen adjacent to the North Gate
of Vanacuran's capital.

kataiyalapetai Agreement of elongation of
the final foot of every line of a verse.
kataiyalavu ampotaranka ottalicaikkalippa

A sub-class of AMPOTARANKA OTTALICAIK’ KALIPPA marked by the occurrence of four
“lined TaRAVU

and CURITAKAM,

three two-

lined TALICAI, a two-lined ARAKAM, two-

heroine for the first time.
kantamaikural

(Also TALAIVAN TANAKKUT

TALAIVINILAI KURAL) A sub-situation under

the AKAM theme PANKARKUTTAM: the
confidant, having found the heroine at
the rendezvous, reporting of it to the hero.
kantavarkiral (Also KATALAN PIRIVULIK
PULAVIKKU ETITAM IVVIRAIVIKKENBAL)
situation under the akamM
PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the hero having

KANTOR
A subtheme
parted

lined pEREN of four feet each, four two-

from the heroine in search of prostitutes,

footed and one-syllabled rrarven, and
eight-lined crgren of one foot and one

the beholders saying that the love-quarrel

syllable and a detached foot.

kantavarmakiltal (Also KANTORAYIRTIAL) A sub-

kataiyakinpa A verse kind marked by the
occurrence of feet and foot-linkage of:

other verse kinds.
௮ஆ
aoaii
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of the heroine is due to. this fact.
situation under the axam theme UTANPOKKU:
the hero and the heroine on elopement,

the passers-by struck by their form and
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kantavaliyuvattal

features wondering whether they are
humans or celestials.
kantavaliyuvattal A MeyPPATU pertaining to the
fifth phase of pre-marital love: the
heroine (after the union) feeling

delighted as she happens to meet the hero.
kantukancivattal A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the heroine
getting angry at the large wreath over the
chest of the hero.

kantukaicortal A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme pErunTINAL the confidante
of the heroine grieving at the intense
love-sickness of her lady.

kantunaramai Vide prRAMANA APACAM.
kant6r An AKAM
lookers.

kantorviruntuvaittal Vide KANTOR KATALIN

VILAKKAL.
kantorayirttal Vide KANTAVARMAKILTAL.
kantor irakkam Vide AYAMUM TAYAMUM ALUNKAK
KANTOR KATALIN IRANKAL.

kannalitturai Vide ural.
kanni |. Each of the several distiches in long
poems as the KALIVenpaA. 2. A literary genre:
stanza of two lines often set to music,
and sung without PALLAvI and ANUPALLAVI.

Vide TALAIMALAI.
kantuyilmaruttal A mEyPPATU pertaining to

PERUNTINA! (abnormal love): the heroine's
eyes refusing to have sleep.
kan nayanturaittal A sub-situation under the

concept passers-by, on-

AKAM theme cérraTar the hero praising the
gracefulness of the heroine's eyes in the

kantor katalin vilakkal (Also KANTORVIRUNTUVAITTIAL anid NERI VILAKKIK KURAL) A
sub-situation under the akam theme

conf idante's presence.

.

kanpatainilai |. A PugAM sub-situation under
VAKAITTINAI and PATANTINAL. court physicians, °

UTANPOKKU: the hero and the heroine on

ministers and other attendants of a king

elopement, the people around urging
them to break their journey and stay with

sitting in audience humbly suggesting to
their majesty that it is time for him to go

them for the night.
ral
ation
kantor tanpati animai car
A sub-situ
under the AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: inviting

the hero and the heroine on elopement
for stay with them for the night, the

passers-by adding that their town is close
to them.

.

kaatormakilcci A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the on-lookers
expressing their joy at seeing the hero and

the heroine journeying

together in

elopement.

kantormakilta]A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme VARAITAL: rejoicing of the-people
who attend the wedding of the hero and
the heroine.

அஆஇ
aa
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to bed. 2. A verse genre: poem containing
the KANPATAINILAI theme.

kanpatai peratu kankul notal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PIRIVULIK-KALANKAL:
the hero being distressed and sleepless

due to the passion of love for the heroine.
kanputaikka varuntal A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme PANKARKUTTAM: the hero

feeling sad as the heroine closes her eyes
with hands and hides herself behind a

creeper in shyness.
kanvituppalital An AKAM concept: wasting of
the heroine's eyes through wistful
longing.
kanakku

Work

comprising

two

kinds:

MELKANAKKU anid KILKANAKKU. MELKANAKKU:

ஃக்ங ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த்ந் ப்ம்ய்ர்ல்வ் ழ்ளற்ன்
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Short or long poems on AKAM or PURAM
composed in one of the metrical types,
viz., ACIRIYAPPA, KALIPPA and PARIPATAL
[ETTUTTOKAI and PATTUPPATTU are the
MELKANAKKU works].

KILKKANAKKU: short poems mostly in
VENPA metre on any one of three themes
ARAM,

PORUL

and

InpAM.

[The Eighteen

Literary Compositions of the post-cANKAM
period are the KILKKANAKKU works].
kanapporuttam Vide CEYYUTPORUTTAM.
kanitam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
kanivanmullai A puraM sub-situation under

VAKAITTINAL praising the fame of the skilled
soothsayer of ancient wisdom.
kattiyam Prose in literary style. Cf. partryAM.
katampanatakam Revue.

kataiyuruvakam

‘ballad has. It is a common property with
its authorship long forgotten. Ballads are
also characterized by abrupt transitions
between stanzas, refrains including nonsense lines, stock descriptive phrases,
incremental repetitions, dialogues that
create character and advance the story
line, and a great deal of emotion.' ”
kataippinnal Plot. The arrangement and
interrelation of events in a narrative work,

chosen and designed to engage the
reader's attention and interest, while also
providing a framework for the exposition
of the theme. Plot is distinguished from
story, which refers to events chronologically ordered. Story is the raw material
from which the plot is constructed using
certain narrative devices like imagery,
syntax, rhythmic patterns, etc.

katalipakam Easy, felicitous style of poetry,
delicious as plantain fruit; sweet style of
poetry, pleasing to the ear, one of the three
kinds of PAKam, the other two being
TIRATCAPAKAM and NARIKELAPAKAM,

kataimolimarru
A verse genre: poem of the
structure of a discourse between a man
and a woman, with one narrating a tale
and the other taking it-on as a response.

katipporuttam Vide cEYYUTPORUTIAM.

kataiyin

katai Tale. A simple narrative, either fictitious

”-TUNAIKKATAIPPINNAL.

or true,

written

or recounted

orally

in

prose or verse. It is different from a short
story (CIRUKATAI) in that it has a loose plot,
and the emphasis is on actions and results

rather than on character which is the chief
focus of the short story.
kataicolli Narrator.
kataittalaivan Protagonist.
kataippatal A folk genre: ballad. A poem that
recounts a story, in simple language
normally sung by common people. Folk

ballads are passed down orally from one
generation to the ‘next, resulting in
ongoing and continuous modifications,
which accounts for the many 'versions' a
௮ஆ
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etirkkaru Counterplot. Also see

kataiyuruvakam Allegory, a narrative in
which the agents and action, and
sometimes the setting as well, are
contrived not only to make sense in.
themselves, but also to signify a second,
correlated order of persons, things,
concepts or events. Allegories fall into
two principal types, viz., (1) political and
historical allegory, and (2) allegory of
abstract themes. In the first type, figures,
settings or actions corresponds to those
of history. In the second characters stand

for abstract qualities. Fables (NITIKKATA)),
beast fables (vILANKUKKATAI) and
exemplums (NITTYURUVAKAM) are special
types of allegory.
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kantaruvamanam

kantaruvamanam (Also KANTARUVAPPUNARCCI
KANTARUVAM and YALORKUTTAM) A form of
marriage which proceeds from mutual
love and which has no ritual whatever, as
common among Gandharvas (KANTARUVAR).

eight division of two petals each with the
pericarp of the lotus at the centre, as in
the figure under.

kantaruvar Celestials versed in music.

kantali I. The Supreme Being. 2. A PURAM subsituation under ULINAITTINAL celebrating

the victory of the king taking him to be
Krsna who destroyed Vanacuran's fortress.
3. A PURAM sub-situation under PATANTINAL

celebrating the destruction of Vanacuran's
fortress by Krsna. 4. A literary genre on
the above themes (2 and 3).

kantanpattuA kind of dance in masquerade.
kantirpavaiA female deity whose figure was
carved in the columns in the ancient cities
of Kavirippumpattinam and Kaficipuram.
kantukavari Song sung by girls while playing
with balls.

மாதேவீ
மாதேவீ
மாதேவீ
மாதேவீ

kapparpattu Vide ELapraTTu.
kapilaikanniya punniyanilai A sub-situation
under the puRAM theme PATANTINAL speaking
of the excellence of the cows to be gifted
to the brahmins versed in the four vedas.

kampankuttu (Also KALAKKUTTU) Pole dancing;

மாதேவீ ்
மாதேவீ
மாதேவீ
மாதேவீ.

karma Actions of the previous birth or births
resulting in the fortunes of the present or

future births.
karakatfam

-

A folk dance, with songs, in

which decorated pots are carried about

acrobatic performance.
kampacuttiram Stanzas composed by
Kampan in his iramayanam in such a way

on the head.
:
karakettiram A kind of dance.

‘

that the real purport thereof is but

karanattiyalavar Vide ExPERAYAM.

suggestive and is not easily apparent on

karanam An AKAM concept rites and rituals
attendant on marriage.

the surface.
kampavicittiram Verse composed by
Kampan, full of suggestive significance.
kamakan Vide PULAVAR.
kamalapantam (Also TAMARAIPPUPANTANAM and
PATUMAPANTAM) A variety of CITTIRAKKAVI
stanza in the form of a lotus flower with

அஆ
a

மாலா
டானா
யாளே
மாலா

இர
a

உளணஎ

ஏஐ

karanta afkatam Vide ANKATACCEYYUL.
karantitattolital A meypPATu pertaining to the
fifth phase of pre-marital love: the
heroine (after the union) keeping herself
off from others with a view to meeting
herlover.
«
Le
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karuttumuran

karantuvaral elini A kind of overhanging
curtain put up on the ancient stage.

karuttakkam Concept.

karanturaicceyyul/karanturaippattu
A variety

karuttatal Discourse. (i) The thoughts,
statements, or dialogue of individuals,

of CITTIRAKKAVI. stanza composed in such
a way that when the alternate letters of
the words in an existing verse, starting
from the end of the verse with the word“initial letter there, are put together, they
form by themselves another verse
altogether.
7
karantaittinai A purAM thematic situation:
recovering the cattle seized by the enemy.

karantaimalai A verse genre: poem on the
theme of recovering the herd of cows

seized by the enemy as a signal of the
declaration of hostilities, composed

in

thirty stanzas'in any of the metrical types.
karantaiyaravam A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme KARANTAITTINA!: the clamour
of the soldiers as they set out for the
recapture of the cattle seized by the

enemy.
karavu velippatuppani A figure of speech
in which one's knowledge of another's
covert action is made known suggestively

karuttak karakavetu Vide ETUVANI.

especially of characters in a literary work;
(ii) the words in, or text of, a narrative as

opposed to its story line; or (iii) a 'strand'
within a given narrative that argues a

certain point or defends a given value
system.

More generally, discourse refers to the

language in which a subject or area of
knowledge is discussed or a certain kind
of business is transacted. Human
knowledge is collected and structured
in discourses.
karuttatal pakuppayvu Discourse analysis.
An approach to literature that examines
how language is used in more-or-less
continuous discourse. Practitioners of
discourse analysis concentrate on the
larger patterns of discourse rather than

on smaller linguistic units. Discourse
analysis has had a particular impact on
dialogic criticism (PALKURAL TIRANAYVU).

karima Vide ATTAMACITTI.

karuttavakupeyar A figure of speech
metonymy, where the doer is put for the
work done.

kariviruttam Vide ANAIVIRUTTAM.

karutturai Vide urRat1.

karu Vide ATKKARUTTU.

karuttutaiyataikoliyani / karuttutaiyatai-

through action by the former.

karunkattu Drama of a very low order.
karunai Vide IRACAM.
karuttalavai (Also KARUTALALAVAI) Inference.
karuttarivittal A sub-situation under the AKAM

theme

MATIYUTAMPATUTTAL:

His varied

enquiries drawing no response, the hero
revealing his love for the heroine giving

‘the confidante (and the heroine) a bunch
of tender leaves as his love-token.

moliyani
A figure of speech in which the
epithets and phrases qualifying a word
or expression have in themselves a
suggestive force.
karuttupporul Subject.
karuttumutalvatam Idealism.
karuttumuran Antithesis. It is a rhetorical
device in which two ideas are directly
opposed. The opposing ideas are usually

அஆஇ
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karuttuvamai

karuvi nattar valakkaru Metafolklore.

presented in a grammatically parallel way,
thus creating a perfect rhetorical balance.

karuvipporul Object.

karuttuvamai Vide IYAMPUTAL VETKAIYUVAMAI.

karuvimoli Metalanguage.

karuttuvilakkakkarpanai

karuviyakupeyar A figure of speech:
metonymy in which cause is put for
effect.

Interpretative

imagination.

karuttottam Perspective.

karuvilankani Formula denoting a foot of
three NIRAI.

karutal 1. A MeyprAtu other than the principal
eight: intention. 2. Vide PIRAMANAM.

karuvilankay Formula denoting a foot of
two nrral followed by a NER.

karutalalavai Vide KARUTTALAVAI.
karutuko! Hypothesis.

karuvilantannilal Formula for the metrical
foot of nirai-nirai-ner-nirai.

karuppam Vide NATAKACCANTI.
karuppup penniyam
Black feminism. A
postmodern (see PINNAVINATTUVAM) feminist
approach (see PENNIYAM) which is an
offshoot of the doctrine that ‘personal is
political’. That1s, individual women have
all along either suppressed or kept to
themselves problems and complexities
relating to sex life, although they have
been common to all women.
This
suppression is specifically pronounced
in the black women who are being
subjected to sexual cruelties and violence
much more than their white counterparts.
In India,

black

feminism

manifests

karuvilantanpu Formula for the metrical foot
of nirai-nirai-nér-ner.
karuvilanarunilal Formula for the metrical
foot of nirai-nirai-nirai-nirai.
karuvilanarumpu Formula for the metrical
foot of nirai-nirai-nirai-nér.
karuvilam Formula for the metrical foot of
mirai-nirai.
kalnatutal 1. A rugAM sub-situation: theme of
setting up a memorial stone for a warrior
who died in battle. 2. A literary genre on
the above theme.
kalnirppatuttal A puRAM sub-situation:
1. Theme of bathing a choice stone for
the memorial stone of a dead warrior.
2. Theme of lofty stones being prepared
for the memorial stones of the dead
warriors. Cf. NIRPPATAI.

in

dalit feminism (TALIT PENNIYAM) which
focuses on issues of social repression as
much as gender discrimination.
karupporul An AkAm concept: distinctive
regional features of the physical world
of each of the aintmna! (five tracts of land),

kalmuraipaliccal

viz., god, hero and heroine, people, birds,

kalvi One of the sources of the MEYPPATU
PERUMITAM (pride): learning.

trees, food, drums, stringed instruments,
melody-types, occupation and pastime.

kalvikkuppirivu talaimakanal unarnta toli
talaimakatku unarttal Vide OTARKUP- PIRIVU
TALAIMAKANTANNAL
UNARNIA TOL TALAIMAKATKU
UNARTTAL,

karuma karakavetu Vide ETUVANI.
karumavitikal Vide ENPERAYAM.
karuvik karakavetu Vide ETUVANI.
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stone of a dead

warrior.

beasts, settlements, water sources, flowers,
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kalampakam

kalvinalamkaral A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme Orarririvu: the hero explaining
the greatness of learning to the
confidante.
kalvippirivu/kalvivayirpirivu
Vide OTaRPIRIVU.
kalakkam A MeyPPATU pertaining to PERUNTINAI
(abnormal love): the heroine being
bewildered not knowing what to do.
kalakkamkanturaittal A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme O1apgpirivu: the confidante's
utterance as she notices the bewilderment
of the heroine on hearing of the parting
of the hero for the sake of learning.
kalakkamurru

kalampakakkali Stanza consisting of lines
of unequal number of letters, opp. to

KATTALAIKKALI
kalampakam A verse genre in ANTATI metrical
linkage, composed of different kinds of
stanzas numbering 100 and comprising
eighteen constituents, viz., ORUPOKU (the
absence of one of the constituents of
VANNAKAVOTTALICAIKKAL), PUYAM (describing
the valorous deeds of the hero), MATANKIYAR
or MATANKU (love of a man towards a
beautiful young actress who plays with
swords in both hands), AMMANAI! (a song in

the debate-form sung by three women the
first two lines by the first woman, the next
two by the second woman, and the last
line by the third woman), KALAM
of
fluctua-tions
the
(describing
happiness and sorrow experien-ced by the

nirral A sub-situation under

the AKAM theme VARAIPORUTPIRITAL: the
confidante standing bewildered as the
foster-mother resorts to divination of the
heroine's 'ailment'’.

kalankimolital A meypPATU pertaining to the

heroine in separation during the different

sixth phase of pre-marital love: the
heroine
making
utterances
in
bewilderment.

seasons), CAMPIRATAM (a magician relating
his wondrous perfor-mances), KAR (the
hero addressing the clouds as he returns
after his quest for wealth), TAvAM
(describing the greatness of the men of
penance), kuRAM (fortune-telling by
KURATTI to the heroine), MARAM (refusal
through the messenger by the maravan to
give a girl of his clan to the king in
marriage), PAN (address by the heroine or
her confidante to the minstrel-messenger
coming from the hero who has gone after
the prostitutes), KALI (the effusions of a
drunkard), crrtu (alche-mists relating their
feats), IRANKAL (the heroine or her
confidante relating the affliction of. the
former in separation), KAIKKILAI (the
utterance of the man suffering from
unreciprocated sexual love), TUTU (the hero
or heroine in separation sending message
through a companion, bird, etc.), VANTU

kalattirpirivu An AKaM concept separation of
the hero from the heroine, going by sea
in pursuit of his chosen objectives.
kalantutanvaruvork kantu kettal (Also ceviti
KALANTUTANVARUVORK KANTU KETTAL and
PUNARNTUTANVARUVORAIP PORUNTI VINATAL) A
sub-situation under the AKAM theme
KARPOTUPUNARNTA KAVVAI. the foster-mother

enquiring of pairs of lovers who have
been returning from their elopement,
about the heroine who has also eloped
with the hero.
kalantutanvaruvor pulampaltérral Vide AvaR
PULAMPALTERRAL.
kalantuli makiltal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: (the heroine)
rejoicing in union as the hero returns from
his mistress.
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kalampakamalai

kalaviyinmakilcci (Also KALAVIYINMAKETAL I) A
sub-situation under the AKAM theme

(describing the excellence of the beetle
and sending it as love-messenger), TALAI

(the confidante offering the green-

PANKARKUTTAM: the hero and the heroine

foliage to the heroine given by the hero
as present to her), UcaL (describing the
woman on swing), KORRIYAR (address by a
lewd person on seeing a Vaisnava female
mendicant), piccryaR (address by a lewd

enjoying sexual union.

person

wooing

a

kalaviyinmakiltal |. Vide KALAvIYny MAKILCCI.
2. (Also PUNARTAL) A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme IRAVUKKuURr: the union of
the hero with the heroine during night

Saiva female

trysts.

mendicant), ITAICCTYAR (address by a lewd
person wooing a herdswoman), and
VALAICCIYAR (address by a lewd person
wooing a fisherwoman).

kalavaiyani Vide CANKIRANAVANI.
kalittalai Metrical connection between two
successive feet in which a KAYCCIR is

followed by a foot beginning in NiRAI.

kalampakamiailai (Also PANMANIMALA)) A verse
genre:
poem
containing
all the
constituents

of

a KALAMPAKAM

kalittalici An auxiliary form of KALIPPA verse,
consisting of lines of equal length, the
last one being longer than the rest, with
any number of stanzas treating of more
than one subject. Cf. KALIYOTTALICAI.

except

ORUPOKU, UCAL and AMMANAI.
kalampakavenpa Lack of agreement in the
number Of letters among the lines of a
stanza.

kalitturai Vide KATTALAIKKALITTURAI.

kalavi (Also kUTTAM and PUNARCCI/PUNARTAL |) An
AKAM theme: union of the hero and the
heroine.

kalitturai inaimanimalai Vide iINAIMANIMALAL.
kalitturaiyantati (Also KALIYANTATI) A verse
genre: poem in thirty stanzas in KATTALAIK+

kalavikarutip pulattal A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the
heroine tending to sulking with a view to
accomplishing more and more of joy in
union.

KALIPPA OF VENKALIPPA metre using the ANTATI
metrical linkage, with each stanza marked
by the occurrence of (i) one of the three
classes of letters, viz., hard, soft and
medial consistently, (ii) short or long
vowels without being mixed with one
another, (iii) four lines each line being
characterized by four features of verse
rhythm (KALAI) and (iv) the same type of

kalaviyitattu utal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the heroine
sulking with the hero in the bed.
kalaviyinpam kiralA sub-situation under the
AKAM theme MANANCIRAPPURAITTAL: the
foster-mother telling the mother about the
joy of union of hero and the heroine.

rhythmic flow in all the four lines.
kalinilaitturai A sub-class of KALITTURAI
marked by the occurrence of lines the

kalaviyuraittal (Also PUNARCCIYIN MAKILTAL}A
sub-situation under the aKAM theme
TYARKAIPPUNARCCE the utterance of the hero

interchange of which will change the
meaning.

revealing his exultation of union with the

kalinilaiviruttamA sub-class of KALI VIRUTTAM

heroine.

marked by four lines of four feet each,
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kalai

be interchanged
meaning.

the interchange of lines of which will
change the meaning.

without

change

of

kalippa One of the four principal classes of
metre in Tamil. It admits veycr (trisyllabic
simple), rvagcir (disyllabic simple) and
Acirrvavuriccir. (disyllabic complex),
except NER-ending feet and combinations
based on these. Lines of letters from
thirteen to twenty can occur in it.
Generally it is of lines of four feet, but
other lines of one to three and five to six
feet may also occur. It ends with an AKAVAL
or VENPA metre. It is of TULLALOCAI (jumping)
rhythm.
KALIPPA is of four kinds according to
tolkappiyam, Viz., OTTALICAIKKLI, KALIVEN-

kalimantilaviruttam A sub-class of KALI
VIRUTTAM marked by four lines of four feet
each and by the occurrence of lines which
can be interchanged without change of
meaning.
.

PATTU, KOCCAKAKKALIPPA and URALKALIPPA; and

kaliyottalicai An auxiliary metre related to
KALIPPA: verse of any number of lines of
equal length except the last line having
extra feet, being the same as that of
KALITTALICAI, but differs from KALITTALICAI
in that it has three successive stanzas ona
given subject.

kaliyati Lines distinctive of KALippA marked
by TULLALOcaI (jumping rhythm).
kaliyantati Vide KALITTURAIYANTATI.
kaliyanacuntaram A verse genre: poem ona
person marrying the daughter of a
maternal uncle or paternal aunt, that is
allowed by convention to be taken in
marriage by him.

of three kinds according to yapparunkalam, viz., OTTALICAL, KALIVENPA OF VENKALIPPA
and KOCCAKAKKALIPPA.

OTTALICAI according to tolkappiyam
splits into VANNAKAM and oRUPOKU, and
according to yapparunkalam, into NERICAI
OTTALICAI KALIPPA, AMPOTARANKAVOTTALICAI and

VANNAKAVOTTALICAIKKALI. According to
tolkappiyam,
ORUPOKU
goes
into
KOCCAKAVORUPOKU and AMPOTARANKAVORUPOKU.
Yapparunkalam divides KOCCAKAKKALIPPA into five kinds, viz., TARAVU,
TARAVINAIKKOCCAKAKKALIPPA, CIKRALICAI,
PAKRALICAI and MAYANKICAIKKOCCAK AK-KALIPPA,
The constituents of KALIPPA are TARAVU,
"TAUCAI, ARAKAM, AMPOTARANKAM, TANICCOL and

kaliviruttam An auxiliary form of KALIPPA
verse having four feet in each of its four
lines.
~kalivenpa 1. (Also KALIVENPATTU and VENKALIPPA}
A kind of KALI verse in which the last line
has three feet similar to a VENPA. 2. A verse
genre: composition in KALIVENPA metre.

CURTTAKAM.
The auxiliary metres
KALIPPA are KALITTALICAL

(PAVINAM)
KALITTURAI

of
and

KALIVIRUTIAM.
kalimantilatturai A sub-class of KALITTURAI
marked by occurrence of lines which can
அஆ
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kalivenpattu Vide KALIvenpA 1.
kalultarkaranamkural (Also TALAIMAKAL
KALULTARKUKKARANAM KURAL) A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme ARATTOTU NIRRAL: the
heroine explaining to her confidante why
she had been grieving.
kalai 1. Art. 2. Part of VaNNAM constituted by 3-

KuLippu (a harmonic rhythm in verse) lines,
and one distinct ‘jumping’ rhythm.
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kalaikkalaficiyam
kalaikkalaficiyam Encyclopaedia. A book of
‘circular’ or general information,
comprising three basic kinds, viz.,

(i) those which are encyclopaedic in
intent but not universally comprehensive,

(ii) comprehensive encyclopaedias, and
(iii) special encyclopaedias.

kalaikalaikkakak kotpatu Art for art's sake.
A standpoint of the philosophy of
aesthetics that values art for its inherent
aesthetic quality rather than for any
practical or moral considerations.
kalaimalaivu Vide MALAIWv.

heroine,

asking

the

confidante (as a false pretext) if she has
encountered there a stag.

kalaiyotumalaivu A defect in poetry.
kavwvai Vide ALAR.
kavacam A minor literary genre on mantras

used as a means of protection.
kavanakam Vide AVATANAKKALAI
kavarpatuporuamoli A defect in composition: ambiguous language. It is the result
of something being stated in such a way
that its meaning cannot be definitely
determined. Some of the principal causes
of ambiguity are connotations, unusual

syntax and inordinate brevity.
kavarpatuporunmoli amaitiA poetic license
which allows KAVARPATUPORUNMOLI in
contexts where only the intended
meaning is possible.
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situation under UTANPOKKu: the foster-

mother regretting that she did not read
into the mind of the heroine as regards
her intention of elopement.
kavi Vide PULAVAR.
kavikarron Panegyrist, encomiast.

mouth of a character.

kalaiman vinatal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme MATIYUTAMPATUTTAL: the hero,
with a view to suggestively revealing his

the

ing his anguish over it. 2. (Also CEVILITAN
ARIVINMAITANNAI NONTURAITTAL) A sub-

distinguished from that put into the

kalaimalaivu amaiti Vide MALAIVAMAITI.

for

under the

|. A sub-situation

AKAM theme PANKARKUTTAM: the confidant,
concerned about the state of the hero after
his having fallen for the heroine, express-

kavikusruA statement in a work purporting
to be the author's own observation as

kalaifianam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

love

kavanruraittal

ஏஜஐஓஒஓஓளஃக்ங்

kaviccakkaravartti Emperor among poets, a
distinctive title of eminent Tamil poets.
kavinan Poet.
kavitai Poetry.
kavitaikkalai
theory or
poetry or
principles

/ kavitaiyiyal Poetics. The
principles of the ndture of
its composition, the aesthetic
of a literary genre.

kavimalai (Also PAMALAD A garland of verses.
kaviyarankam Poets' meet open to all.
kaviyarankérutal |. Obtaining recognition as
a poet at the hands of the members of an
academy. 2. Being accepted as a work of
merit by the members of an academy.
kaviyurimai

Poetic license.

The linguistic

as well as non-linguistic liberty taken by
poets in composing verse. Poets may use

unusual syntax, archaic words (VALAKKILAPPU) and neologisms (PUTUCCORPORUL),
eye-rhymes or half-rhymes, etc., as well
as anachronism (KALAVALU) which are

admissible so long as they maintain: or
heighten the impact of the work.
ச்ஞ்ட்ண்தந் ப்ம்ய்ர் ல்வ்
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separation from the hero with the
maritime tract as the background. 2. (Also
CAMUTTIRAVILACAM) A poem on the
soliloquy of the heroine on the sea-shore
lamenting her separation from the hero,

kavirattinam Jewel arnong poets, an eminent
poet,

kaviracan / kavirayan King among poets, a
great poet.

kavivanar Those who live, move and have
their being in poetry; learned poets.

kalintér olintorkkuk kattiya mutumai (Also
MUTUKANC!) A PURAM sub-situation under

kavinkalai Vide nKALAI.

KANcITTINAL theme of admonition and
instruction by men of ripe wisdom to
inexperienced youth

kavinalipuraittal |. Asub-situation under the

AKAM theme VARAITALVETKAL the heroine
telling her confidante about the withering
of her beauty. 2, A sub-situation under
VARAIVU KATATAL: the confidante of the
heroine telling the hero of the withering
of the beauty of the heroine.
kavuttukavatam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

kalinetil A verse genre: composition marked.
by extra-long lines of six feet and above
(KALINETILATI), Comprising two subcategories NETUNKALINETIL (fourteen feet),
and KURUNKALINETIL (seven feet).

kalankatal Girls' game with molucca beans.

kalinetilati Vide an.

kalanku An AkaM concept: the foster-mother
trying to find out the cause of change in
the demeanour of the heroine through

kaliyaytal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante
telling the heroine of the distress of the
hero in love and his remaining fixed at
one place.

divination with the help of molucca
beans. Cf. KATTU.
kalankupparuvam Vide Pi,AlkKAV1.

kalaikkuttu Vide KAMPANKUTTU.

kalalnilai A pugAM sub-situation: warriors
decorating a youthful victor with anklets
and singing his praises to the accompani-

kalaiyotu pulampal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme KARPOTUPUNARNTA KAVvar the
foster-mother crying to the bamboo trees
on the way while in search of the heroine
who has eloped with the hero.

ment of a dance.
kalarretir maruttal/kalarretir marai (Also
KILAVON

KALARRETIRMARUTTAL)

A

sub-

kalvar One of the sources of the MEYPPATU
ACCAM (fear): thieves.

situation under the AKAM theme PANKARKOTTAM: the hero rejecting the dissuasions

kallakkavi (Also CORAKAVI and TIRUTTUKKAVI)
l. Aplagiarist - poet. 2. One who transfers
a poem composed in honour of one toanother.

of his confidant.

kalariyuraittal (Also KARRARIPANKAN KALARAL)
A sub-situation under the akam theme

PANKARKUTTAM: the learned confidant
rebuking the hero for his passion of love
for the heroine, and dissuading him from
his intention.

kallappunarcci (Also KALAVIRKUTTAM and
MAYAPPUNARCCI)
An AKAM Concept secret premarital union between lovers.

kalikkaraippulampal |. An aKa sub-situation:

kalappattu Song or ballad of the threshing

floor.

utterance of the heroine lamenting her
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kalamcuttukilavi

kalamcuttukilavi An AKam concept: the
utterance of the heroine indicating the
place of meeting between her and the
hero after the first ‘natural union’.
kalavali / kalavalivalttu

1. A sub-situation

under the pugAM theme PATANTINAL a bard
praising the spoils of a victorious king in
war. 2.A literary genre on the above theme.
kalavirkuttam Vide KALLAPPUNARCCI.
kalavu/kalavolukkam An AKaM concept one
of the two principal phases m the loverelationship between the hero and the
heroine: pre-marital, clandestine love.

kalirruviruttam Vide ANAIVIRUTIAM.
kalirutarupunarcci An AKAM concept union
of a young man with a maiden on his
having rescued her from an elephant.
kalirutarupunarcciyal arattotu nirral (Also
TOLIKALIRUTARU PUNARCCIYAL ARATTOTU NIBRAL)
A sub-situation under the AKAM theme
ARATTOTUNIRRAL: the confidante revealing
the love of the hero and the heroine as
happening on his having rescued her
from an elephant.
kaliruvinatal A phase of the sub-situation
KURATYURAVUNARTAL under the AKAM theme

PANKIMATIYUTANPATU: the hero mtending to
entreat the confidante of the heroine for
meeting with her lady, asking her (as a
false pretext) if they have encountered
there an elephant.

Cf. KARPU.

kalavukanni A verse genre: poem ona hero
in intense passion seeking the union of
the heroine and going to her at midnight,
an evolution of the kuriNci poems of
AKATTINAI.
kalavélvi

(Also MARAKKALAVELV!) A sub-

situation under the puRAM

theme VAKAIT-

TINAL eulogizing a warrior on his
destroying his enemies and offering their
bodies as sacrifice to the demonesses.

kalirerintetirntorpatu Vide KALIRRUTANILAL
karkantal A puRAM sub-situation: theme of
selecting a stone to cut the image and
mscribe the memoirs of a fallen hero.

<alan Vide AKAPPATTURUPPU.

karkonilai A puRAM sub-situation: theme of
removing the selected block of stone for
@ NATUKAL.”

kali Vide KALAMPAKAM.

karparivittal (Also MANAMANAICCENRUVANTA

CEVILIPORROT KARPIYAL NARRAYKKU UNARTIAL)
A sub-situation under the akam theme

kaliyarvannam A kind of vANNAM verse
extolling the pleasures of high living,
dainty food, and vinous hquors.

ILVALKKAL the foster-mother, who had been
to the house of the heroine, informing
the mother about the conjugal life of the
heroine.

kaliyattappattu (Also VERIYATTAPPATTU)
Dithyramb. A literary expression
characterized by wild, passionate,
excited, mpetuous language.

karpanavatam

Utopianism,

a vision of an

kalirrutanilai (Also KALIRERINTETIRNTORPATU)A
sub-situation under the puRAM theme

ideal place, lost or unknown to the contemporary society. Cf. KURIKKOL ULAKU.

TumpairTinar: the warrior being killed by

karpanai Imagination. Bemg associated with
aesthetic creativity, it is seen as the
opposite of reason. It also refers to the

the elephant that he has pierced through
with his javelin.
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kannattampam

mind's power to call up images. Romantic
theorists privilege it above fancy (VERRUK
KARPANAI), and see it as the creative and
unifying faculty of the mind.
karpanaikkatai Romance. Today, it refers to

a fictional account of passionate love
prevailing against social, economic, or
psychological odds, but any plot that
revolves around love can now be
characterized as romance. Love stories

whose characters, situations, or events are
given a historical setting are often
referred to as historical romances.
karpanaittétal Quest motif.
karpanaivilacam A verse genre: poem of
engaging imaginative interest describing
the limbs of the heroine from head to toe,
taking her to be the fruit of the great
sacrificial offerings of the sages.
karpita natappiyal Magic realism. Mixture
of realistic and fantastic elements, with
realistic details and esoteric knowledge
being intertwined with dreamlike
sequences, abrupt chronological shifts,
and complex, tangled plots. It also
frequently incorporates fairy tales and
myths.

hero.

karpup payappuraittal A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme MANANCIRAPPURAITTAL. the
foster-mother telling mother of the fruit
of the marned life of the heroine.
karpumullai A puRAM sub-situation: |. Theme
of wife extolling the virtues of her
husband. 2. Theme of extolling a woman
maintaining equanimity during the
separation of her husband. 3. Theme of a
wife praying for the continuance of the
pleasure of welcoming guests with the
loving co-operation of her husband.

karpumeémpatu panki kalaral/karpu mempatu
punmulaippanki pukaral) A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: (the
heroine feeling concerned about the loss
of feminine
modesty
which the
elopement may entail), the confidante
impressing on her that chastity is a
superior virtue.

one of the two principal phases in the

karpotupunarmtakawvai An AKAM concept a
phase in the love relation between the
hero and the heroine: the people around
in the town of the heroine coming to
know of the heroine having been united
to the hero by eloping with him.

love-relationship between the hero and

karpolukkam Vide kagru.

karpu (Also KARPOLUKKAM) I. An AKAM concept

the heroine: wedded love. Cf. KALAvu.
2. Chastity, a feminine virtue.
karpunalanuraittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM

theme

UTANPOKKU:

the confidante

telling the hero of the overriding
importance of chastity to the heroine
implying that they should go in for
elopement.

karpunilaikkirankal A sub-situation under
the AKAM
அஆ
உ

mother's utterance of concern about the
abiding umon of the heroine with the

இர
&
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theme
உஊ௭

UTANPOKKu:

the foster-

ஏஜஒஓஓளஃ

karraripankan kalaral Vide KALARIYURAITTAL.
karruccolli / karruccollon Junior poet who
always accompanies his teacher and
speaks out for him.
karror navirciyani A figure of speech in
which enhancement of merit is attributed
to a seeming cause.
kanmam Vide PACAM.

kannattampam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
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kannalporuttam

kannalporuttam Finding harmony between
the letters in the name of the hero and
certain numerological factors arrived at
on the basis of the time of composition
of the work on the hero and the five short
vowels attributed to the gods of the five
directions (East - Sun; South - Yama, WestWarunan; North - Moon; Middle - Piraman).
kannimayzkkam A verse genre’ poem on @
man of great handsomeness charming a

woman into his own.
kanakaccurram Vide ENPERAYAM.
kanakaparitcai Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
kanakapitékam A verse genre: poem on the
hero presenting the heroine's confidante
with a bag of gold as a mark of his love
for the heroine.
kanamappalakai (Also CANKAPPALAKAI)
Miraculous seat capable of accommodating only deserving scholars, believed
to have been granted by Civan at Maturai

to the CANKAM poets.

kanavukkatci Dream vision or dream
allegory. It is a type of narrative in which
the narrator falls asleep, dreams, and
relates the contents of the dream. The

narrator meeting in dream figures bearing
names like Hope, etc., invests this mode

with an allegorical aspect.
kanavunalipuraittal |. (Also TALAIMAKAL KANAVU
NALIPURAITTAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VARAITALVETKAL the heroine
telling her confidante about the
affliction caused by the hero by his union
with her in dream and disappearance while
coming awake. 2. A sub-situation under
the akam theme VARAIVUKATATAL: the
confidante telling the hero about the
affliction the heroine is subjected to as
he appears in her dreams.
kanavunilaikkarpanai

Visionary

imagina-

tion.
kanavunilaiyuraittal An Akam

speaking

heroine
dreams.

concept: the

of her nocturnal

AKAM theme PARATTATYIRPIRIVU: the heroine
telling her confidante about her loss of

kanavotumayankal A MeyerATu pertaining to
PERUNTINAI: the heroine's delusion in
dreams.

kanavilantu uraittal A sub-situation under the

union with the hero in dream, taking the

kanamayakkam Hallucination.

dream to be real and feigning anger with
him.

kani/kaniccir Trisyllabic feet of nrrat ending.

kanavinararral |. A sub-situation under the

second ending in u, occurring in the last

AKAPPURAM

theme

KAIKKILAL the heroine

sobbing her heart out as the hero who
appears in dream disappears. 2. A subsituation under the AKAPPURAM theme
KAIKKILAL the heroine saying that only the
advent of night (when she may see the
hero in dream) can keep her alive.
kanavu A meyppaTu other than the principal
eight dreaming.
அஆ

இ௱உஊ௯௭
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kacu A formula of a foot of two NERACAI, the
foot of a VENPA. Cf. PIRAPPU.
kafici |. (Also KANcrTTINAI) A PURAM theme:

inculcating belief in the instability of
earthly things as a necessary preliminary

to attain liberation. 2. (Also KANCITTINA)) A
PURAM

theme

describing

a warrior

defending his position wearing a garland
of kafici flowers. 3. A PURAM sub-situation:
describing the defence of the fortress on
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the approach of an enemy by a king
decked with karici fiowers appropriate to
the occasion. Its AKAM (AKAPPURAM) parallel
is PERUNTINAI 4. An ancient secondary
melody type of the cevvaLi class.
kaficittinai Vide KANci] and 2.
kancimalai A verse genre: poem on the firm
stand of warriors wearing the kafici
garland ready to face the invading enemy.
kaficiyetirvu
A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme KANCITTINAL a warrior successfully
defending himself against the onslaught
of his enemies.
katci I. A sub-situation under the aKa theme
TYARKAIPPUNARCCI: the first sight of the
heroine by the hero. 2. A sub-situation
under

the purAM

theme

KARANTAITTINAL

choice of hero-stone. 3. Scene. 4. (Also
KANTAL 1) Vide PIRAMANAM.
katcippatimam Visual image.
katciyani (Also cuTTANI and NITARICANAVANI) A
figure of speech in which the quality or
action of an object is described as
affecting another, either for good or evil.
katcivari Dance
distress.

exhibiting

sorrow

and

katakaccakkaram A kind of crrmrakKavi
(metrical compositon fitted into fanciful
figures).

katalan mulaivilai .. . uraittal

kantalvalital A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme KAIKKILAE the state of the
heroine, emaciated, desiring to see the
hero again.

kantikai urai Vide ural.
kanvari Dances performed at frequent
intervals by expert dancers on the stage.
kanaruttapatti Implication froma sight seen,
as distinct from KELVIYARUTTAPATTI.

kanaviruppam
A sub-situation under the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the hero, having
parted from the heroine in search of the
prostitutes, desiring to go back to the
heroine.
katal 1. A verse genre: amorous poem dealing
with aspects of love and sex interspersed
with lavish praise of patrons. 2.Love.
3.
Sexual love.
katalkatturaittal A sub-situation
MANANCIRAPPURAITTAL:

under

the foster-mother

telling mother of the great love of the
hero for the heroine.
katalkaimikal A MEYPPATU pertaining to the
undistressed state (leading to marital
love): the heroine's love for the hero going
boundless.
katalan talaivi matarivutaimai molital A sub-

praising the burning ghat as perpetually
impressing upon the minds of people the
transitoriness of earthly things.

situation under the axam
theme
PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante speaking
of the immaturity of the heroine, the hero
replying that she is mature enough to feel
and respond to the passion of love.

kantam (Also paruvam) Canto of a literary
work.

katalan pirivulik kantér pulavikku étitam
ivviraivikkenral Vide KANTAVAR KURAL.

kantal |. Vide KATCI 4. 2. Asub-situation under

katalan

katuvalttu A puRAM

the

AKAPPURAM

sub-situation: theme of

theme

KAIKKILAI:

the

emaciation of the heroine on her sight of
the hero,
AMA@rt
a

a

mulaivilai

vituttamai

panki,

katalikku uraittal A sub-situation under

the AKAM theme VARAIVUMALIVU: the
confidante informing the heroine about
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sending

bride-price

to her

kantaruvappunarcci

parents.

katalilkalittal A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the heroine
in the unrelaxing

embrace

of the hero,

being in overflowing joy at the intensity
of love.
katali narray ulla makileciyu}lal (Also
NABRAY ULLA MAKILCC! ULLAL) A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme VARAIVU MALIVU the
heroine feeling that her mother would
delight in the bride-price sent by the hero.
katalinvilakkal

A sub-situation

under the

AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the hero and the

heroine on elopement through the ard
tract, the spectators on the way asking
them to break their journey and stay with
them for a while.
;
katarkamam Bodily union based on mutual
love.
katarcirappuraittal An AKAM concept:
declaration of love's unique excellence.

katarparattai An AKAM concept woman of the
courtezan class warmly attached to the
hero and not residing in his quarters,
distinct from IRPARATTAL
katarpatal Madrigal.
katai Division (usually called canto) of an
epic/narrative poem. Cf. KANTAM and

CARUKKAM.

katonrukalaital A meyppaTu pertaining to the
second phase of pre-marital love: (the
heroine's) ear-ornament falling down.

aa

இரா

/ kantaruvam

KANTARUVAMANAM.

Vide

‘

kantaruva vatam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

kantal 1. A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme uLiNaittinar describing a dance of
one possessed by the spirit of God
Murukan and wearing the kantal flower.
2. A sub-situation under the puRAM theme
ULINAITTINar singing the praises of kantaj,
the flower sacred to God Murukan.

kantarapaficamam / kantaram An ancient
secondary melody-type of the PALA! class.
kanti Vide varTARUPPANERI.
kappiyakkattumanam Architectonics.
kappiyakkalitturai A species of KALITTURAI

verse.
kappiyam (Also KAVIYAM) A narrative poem,
an epic which deals with fewer among
the four principal objects of human
pursuit (URUTIPPORUL), VIZ., ARAM, PORUL,

TNPAM and viru. Cf. PERUNKAPPIYAM. |
kappu/kappucceyyul Invocatory verse in a
literary composition.
kappuciraimikka

kaiyarukilavi

A

sub-

situation under the AKAM theme PANKIVIRKUTTAM: the distressed utterance of the
heroine at the severity of watch by the
kin.

kapputaittenru maruttalA sub-situation under

kataikarappu A variety of CrrriRAKKAVE stanza
so composed that the letters in it will
constitute another, already existing verse
when they are put in a correct sequence,
the latter being concealed in the newly
composed verse.

௮ஆ

kantam Vide VAITARUPPANERI.

௨௭௯௭

ஏஐஒஓஓளஃக்ங்

the AKAM theme cETPATAL the confidante
refusing to accept the love token (a bunch
of tender leaves) of the hero saying that
their place 1s secured against approach
by outsiders.
kappupparvuam Vide PLLAIKKAVI.

kappumalaiA verse genre: poem of three, five
or seven verses in which the protection
of deities is implored.
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kappurai Apology.

karanam vilakkik kariyam pulappatuttal

kapalam (Also KAPALIKAM) A sect peripheral to

inanimate things and imagining to have
seen what she did not.

CAIVAM which holds that souls are eternal,

kamam mika uraittal A sub-situation under

plural and omnipresent, enjoins taking
alms in human skull with green flags in
hand, as the necessary stage for becoming
the perfected soul (mukta), and promises

the AKAM theme VARAIVUKATATAL: the

the latter Civan-like bliss.

kapalikam |. Vide KAPALAM. 2. Vide KULAKAM.
kamakkatappu Inordinate passion, unconrollable lust.
kamakkatavul (Also KAMANand MANMATAN) The

God of love, the Indian Cupid.
kamakkilatti An akam concept: faithful
concubine or mistress.
kamakkilattiyaik kantamai pakartal (Also
PARATTAIYAIK KANTAMAI KURIP PULATTAL)A subsituation under the akam
theme
PARATTIYIRPIRIVU: (the hero telling the
heroine that he knows no one except her)
the heroine, sulking, saying that she has
seen his concubine.
kamakkuttam An axaM concept clandestine
intercourse between the hero and the
heroine before marriage. Cf. KAMAPPUNARCCI.

confidante telling the hero of the intense
passion of love the heroine is in.
kamaracamalai (Also vACCIRANKI) A verse
genre: poem on eroticism.
kamavinnicaiA kind of cenrural verse.
kaman Vide KAMAKKATAVUL.

kayccir Metrical foot of three Acai ending in

NER.
kayacitti Power of securing the body by
magical medicaments against age and its
effects, as loss of teeth, grey hair, decay
of mental or physical powers.
kar Vide KALAMPAKAM.
karkalam Vide MUTARPORUL.
karmullai

A purAm

describing the
reminding the
time has come
home from his

sub-situation:

theme:

approach of a dark cloud,
expectant wife that the
for her husband to return
pursuit.

karakavétu Vide ETUVANI.

kamaccuvaiyani Vide iRATAVANI.

karakavetuvitirékam Vide EruvITREKAM.

kamappunarcci Vide 1vARKAIPPUNARCCI.

karanakariya
method.

kamam 1. An aka theme: the fulness of love.
2. Vide ARUPAKAI.
kamamnittapal A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme VAKAITTINAL being freed of
desires.
kamammikka kalipatarkilavi (Also CENRON

NITALIR KAMAMMIKKA KALIPATARKILAVI) A subsituation under the akam
theme
PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the utterance of the
heroine born of exceeding passion of
love for the hero, addressing the
ADBPDte.mw@tgggggrismsr
aia

vilakkamurai

Discursive

karanappunaivilippukalcci A kind of
PUNAIVILIPPUKALCCIYANI in which the deed
(the subject of comparison) is inferred
through the statement of the cause of the
deed (the standard of comparison).
karanam munturdum kariyanilaiyétu A.
figure of speech and a sub-class of
ETUVANI: the cause preceding the effect.
karanam vilakkik kariyam pulappatuttal A
figure of speech and a sub-class of PIRITU
Glas
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karanamalaiyani

KrAYCCIYAN!

in

effects

which

are

represented as taking ptace without any
apparent reason.

karanamalaiyani A figure of speech in which
a chain of causes followed by their
corresponding ef fects occurs. Cf. KARIYAMALAIYANI.

karanavakupeyar A figure of speech: noun,
literally

signifying

cause,

used

figuratively to denote the effect, as
tiruvacakam, distinct from
VAKUPEYAR.

KARIYA-

karanavaraycci A figure of speech in which
an antecedent cause is represented as not

producing the effect.
karanavilakkuA figure of speech in which a
statement is heightened in effect by the
suggestion of an apparent contradiction
in relation to the cause of an action.

karanavuvamai Vide ETUVUVAMAI.
karananumanam Inference based on the
cause of an action.

A figure of speech and a subkariyavilakku
class of TATAIMOLTYANI in which a statement

is heightened in effect by the suggestion
of an apparent contradiction in relation
to the effect of an action.
kariyanumanam Inference based on result.
karutam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

kalk61 A sub-situation under the PURAM theme
KARANTAITTINAL commencing the sculpture
of the figure of a warrior, who died in

battle, ‘on a memorial stone.
kala unarvu Zeitgeist. ‘Sprit of the times’. The
trend, fashion, or taste of a particular
period.
kala orumai Unity of time.

kalakkarakaveétu Vide ETUVANI.
kala nikal vuraittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the matrons.

urging the heroine to end her love-quarrel
with the hero who has since returned from
the courtesans, telling her of the evening
they are in, the time apt for love-union.

karikai Verse in KALITTURAI metre.

kalappakuppu Periodicity. The idea that there

kariyappunaivilippukalcci A kind of

are distinct periods or ages within the
literature of a nation or culture.
kalappan Mode in music appropriate to a

PUNAIVILIPPUKALCCIYANI in which the cause

of a deed (subject of comparison) is
inferred through the statement of the deed
(the standard of comparison).

kariyammunturuum karananilaiyetuA figure
of speech and a sub-class of ETUVANr an

action preceding its cause.

kariyamalaiyani
A figure of speech in which
a chain of deeds followed by theircorresponding causes occurs. Cf. KARANAMALAIYANI.

particular time.

kalam |. Vide aAKAPPATTURUPPU. 2. Vide
KALAMPAKAM.
kaélamkuri varaivukatatal (Also VARAIYUMNAL
UNARTIAL) A sub-situation of the phase
VARAIVUKATATAL under the AKAM theme
PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante urging the
hero to wed the heroine affirming that
the time is opportune,

kariyavakupeyar A figure of speech: noun,
literally signifying effect, used

kalam mayaitturaittal Vide KULATVAMPU ENRAL,

figuratively to denote the cause, distinct

kalamayakky A sub-situation under the AKAM

from KARANAVAKUPEYAR.
௮அஆஇஈ௱ஈஉஊஎ௪

ஏற

theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: theme of the
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kanavettam

confidante convincing the heroine that
the winter season when her lord should
return has not arrived, though it is actually
otherwise.

TOL] TALAIVAN KAVAR PIRIVUNARTTAL and PIRIVU
ARIVITTAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme KAVAR- pirivu: the confidante, having

been informed of it by the hero, telling
the heroine of the hero's parting from her
for defending the country.

kalamalaivamaiti Vide MALAIVAMAITI. ,
kalamalaivu Vide MALaivu.
kalavalu Anachronism, something that is not

placed in its proper historical time period.
kalavakupeyar A figure of speech: noun,
literally signifying time or season, used
figuratively
to denote
anything
connected

therewith,

as

the

kavarpirivu An AkaM concept: a phase in the
marital career of love between the hero
and the heroine: the hero's parting from
the heroine to defend his country.
kavanmullai A sub-situation under the PURAM

theme vAKaiTTINAr extolling the king's rule
which provides shelter and security.

month

karttikai for a plant which blossoms in
that month.
kalirpirivu An AKAM concept: separation of
the hero from the heroine, going on land
in pursuit of his chosen objectives.
kavaticcintu Vide cintu.
kavalmaram Vide KATIMARAM.

kavalmikavuraittal A sub-situation of the
phase VARAIVUKATATAL under the akaM theme
PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante telling the
hero of the intensification of the watch
they have been subjected to.
kavalmelvaittuk kan tuyilamaikural
A subsituation under the AKAM theme VARAIVUMUTUKKAM: (the hero by the hedge-side),
the people around wondering at the
sleeplessness of the heroine as there is a
severe surveillance around.

kaviti Ancient title conferred on Velalas and
Vaisya ladies.
kavitippu Gold flowers, the badge of the title
KAVITI.
kaviyam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL and
KAPPIYAM.
kaviyalinkavani (Also TOTARNILAI CEYYUTKURIPPANI) A figure of speech in which the
deeds are stated explicitly while their
effects are suggested implicitly.
kalamukam One of the minor systems within
the periphery of carvan, closely allied to
MAVIRATAM.
karrukanam

considered
inauspicious
at
the
commence-ment of a poem, with cuvati
as its asteri-cism, the effect being
undoing of prospe-rity.

AKAM theme IRAVUKKURIYITAIYITU: the

kavarkuppirivu talaimakantannal unarnta
tolitalaimakatkunarttal(Also TALAIMAKAN
PANKIKKUNARTTAL,TOLI TALAIMAKATKUNARTTAL,
அஆஇ
உ

16

௨

kanakakkuttu A kind of dancing.
kanalvari Musical love-songs sung in coastal
regions.
kanavettam A verse genre: poem on the hero
enjoying union with a woman as he is on
hunting expedition with his army.

உஊ௭௪ ஏஐஒஓஓளஃக்ங்
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kavalarkatukutal A sub-situation under the
patrolling of the night-guards as reason
for the heroine not meeting the hero at
the trysting place by night.

(Also MARUTAKANAM

KANAM) Rule of propriety in a composi-
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kintal ilakkiyam

kilavi (Also TALAIMAKAL and TALAIVI) The AKAM
é
heroine.

kintal ilakkiyam Burlesque, one that imitates
the matter or manner of a serious literary
work, or literary genre, making the
imitation amusing by a ridiculous

kilavorpalittal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PANKARKUTTAM: the confidant
censuring or railing at the hero as the

disparity between its form and style and

latter refutes the word of remonstration

its subject matter.

Vélala chief to the accompaniment of a

of the former for his passion of love for
the heroine.
kilavon avalnattaniyiyal vinatal Vide

kinai drum. 2. A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme PATANTINAL speaking of the

kilav6n kalarretir maruttal Vide KALARRETIR

kinainilai |. A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme VAKAITTINAL singing the praises of a

UTKONTUVINATAL.
MARUTTAL.

prosperity attained by the beater of the
kinai drum in the royal palace.

kinaimakan / kinaiyan / kinaivan A kinai
drummer of ancient times.
kirantam 1]. A unit in prose compmising 32
(barring the consonants) letters in the
MANIPPIRAVALAM Style. 2. A script employed
by the Tamils to record Sanskrit writings.

of the sixteen CAIVAM.
kiriyai Second of the four-fold means of
attaining salvation which consists in
worshipping Civan with rites and
ceremonies prescribed in agamas.
kilatti malaiyampolutukantu irankal (Also
KILAVONPIRINTULIK KILATTI MALAIYAM POLUTU
KANTU IRANKAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme ORUCARPAKARKURE: the union of
the day-tryst not happening, the heroine

being distressed at the advent of the
evening.
kilavan (Also TALAIMAKAN and TALAIVAN) The
AKAM hero.
௮ஆ
a

a
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kilavon taficamperatu neficotukilattal (Also
‘TALATVAN TANCAMPERATU NENCOTU KILATTAL and
MEMPATUKILAVAN TANCAMPERATU NENCOTU
KILATTAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme ORUCARPAKARKURE the hero, with the
heroine restrained at home, telling his
heart of the helplessness he is in.

kinaipporunar Dancing minstrels who sing
the praises of Velalas, to the accompaniment of a kinai drum.

kiriyacaivam A caIvaMm sect which gives
prominence to rites and ceremonies, one

.

kilavon pirintulik kilatti malaiyampolutu
kantirankal. Vide KILATTI MALAIYAM POLUTU
kilavon vétkai tankarkarumai carral (also
°

VALIYALIVURAITTAL) A sub-situation under

the AKAM themé PANKARKUTTAM: the hero
convincing his confidant of the unbearable nature of his love-passion for the
heroine.
kilavonarral A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero ina state

of having been relieved (with assurance

of help from the confidante).
kilakkunar Addresser.
kilattal natai Narrative style.
kilattaliyal Narratology. The analysis of the
way in which the structural components
of a narrative interrelate, and the

relationship between this complex of
elements and the narrative'’s basic story
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line. Narratologists seek to explain how
an author transforms a story line into a
literary plot (KATAIPPINNAL) by analysing the
"rules" that generate plot from story. In
this process, they pay particular attention
to such elements as point of view
(NOKKUNILAD, the relations amohg story,
teller and audience; and the levels and
types of discourse (KARUTTATAL) used in
narratives.

kilkkatuvay A kind of total, the positional
agreement of sound features in
versification which requires MONAI, etc.,”
to occur in every foot of a line except the
penultimate.
Kilkkatuvay alapetai Vide ALAPETAITTOTAL.
kilkkatuvay iyaipu Vide rvAIPUTTOTAI.
kKilkkatuvay etukai Vide ETUKAI.
kilkkatuvay niralnirai Vide NIRALNIRAI.

kilavi Vide AKAPPATTURUPPU.

kilkkatuvay muran Vide MURANTOTAI.

kilavikkottu Division of an AKAPPORUTKOVAI
composition, comprising the thematic
situations / phases in it.

kilkkatuvay monai Vide MONAITTOTAL

kilavikkovai Vide AxAPPORUTKOVAI.

kilttarakkavitai Doggerel. A poorly written
verse marked by rough irregular style, and
the choice of a sickeningly sentimental
or trite subject, either intentional (for
comic ef fect) or unintentional (due to the
poet's ineptitude).

kilavittalaivan Vide URIPPORUTTALAIVAN.

kilavivettal A sub-situatron under the AKAM
theme IvARKAIPPUNARCCI: the hero longing
for words from the heroine after his
union with her.

kilikkanni A verse genre: poem in couplets
in the form of address to a parrot.
kilimolikkirankal A sub-situation under the
Akam theme UTANPOKKU: the mother’s distress
at the sorrowing of the parakeet over the
elopement of the heroine.
kilivenri A pugaM sub-situation: describing
the victory of a parrot in a parrot-fight.
kilaikkatai Vide UPAKKIVANAM 1.
kilainarampu Collective name for the first,
second, third, fifth and sixth notes of the
gamut.

kinnarakam A primary melody-type
kissa An Islamic Tamil literary genre:
exposition of the Islamic religious tenets
through fictional narratives, in verse,
prose, or a mixed form of both.
kirttanam / kirttanai A verse genre: a musical
composition.
அஆ
a

இஈஉளண௭
a

kilkkanakku Vide KANAKKU.

kiltticaiyiyam Orientalism. It refers to the
historical and ideological processes
whereby false images of and myths about
the Eastern or the "oriental" world have

been constructed in various Western
discourses, including that of imaginative
literature.
kuttam 1. Verse line with fewer than the

_ required number of cir. Cf. MUTTATI.2.A
constituent of the KALIPPA verse. Cf. TARAVU.

kutakkuttu/kutam
A variety of kUrTU:a dance
with pots performed by God Krsna when
‘Vanan imprisoned his grandson Aniruttan.
kutikol One of the sources of the MEYPPATU,

VEKULI (anger): ruining a family by deeplaid schemes.
kutinilai A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme KARANTAITTINAL theme of extolling
the greatness of a warrior's family.

ஏஐஒஓஓளஃக்ங்
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kutumikalainta pukalcarrunilai

kutumikalainta

pukalcarrunilai

A’ sub-

situation under the puRAM theme PATANvinat the king, having destroyed the
enemy's fortification, tonsuring his head.
kutai Vide ARACARCINNAM.
when

the Asuras,

unable

to

withstand His furious onslaught, threw
down

their weapons

and beat a

retreat,

one of the KUTTU-S.
kutaiccelavu A sub-situation under the pugAM
theme xANcrrrmar theme of a king sending
the royal umbrella in advance in an
auspicious hour, before he actually sets
out to defend his territory from an
advancing enemy.
kutainatkol |. Asub-situation under the PURAM
theme uLINarTTnar theme of a king sending
the royal umbrella in advance in an
auspicious hour, before he actually sets
out to capture his enemy's fortress. 2. A
literary genre on the above theme.
kutainilai A sub-situation

under the puRAM

theme vaNciTTinar: theme of a king sending
the royal umbrella in advance in an
auspicious hour, before he actually sets
out on an expedition.

kutainilaimarapu / kutaimankalam 1. A subsituation under the purRAM theme PATANTINAL eulogizing the umbrella of a king.
2.A literary genre on the praise of parasol.

kutaimullai A sub-situation under the puRaM
theme vaAKarTTINAL theme of eulogizing the
state umbrella of a king who returned from
battle laden with victory.
kutaiviruttam A verse genre: poem in ten
stanzas on the royal umbrella composed
iN ACIRIYAVIRUTTAM metre.
அஆ
a

இ
a

உஊளஎ

kuna avanuti Vide AVANUTIYANI.
kunakkuraivicétam Vide vICETAVANI.
kuna

kutaikkittu God Murukan's dance with an
umbrella

kutaivenpa A verse genre: poem on the royal
umbrella composed in VENPA metre.

ஏஜஓஓஓளஃ

க்ங்்

katainilait fivakam Vide KATAINILAI

KUNATTIVAKAM.
kunacaivam A carvam sect which holds that
salvation is for those who contemplate
Civan as having eight attributes and
worship Him as His devoted slaves.
kunam I. (Also NER!) Inherent excellence of
style in a poetic composition, comprising
three kinds, viz., VAITTARUPPANERI, KAUTA-NERI
and PANCALANERL 2. Vide KUNAVILAKKU.
kunamutalinaitfivakam Vide TIVAKAVANI.
kunavaticayam Vide ATICAYAVANI.
kunayitainilaitfivakam Vide ITAINILAI KUNAT

TIVAKAM.
kunavakupeyar (Also PANPAKUPEYAR) A figure
of speech: noun, literally signifying an
abstract quality used figuratively to
denote the concrete object having that
quality.
kunavilakku (Also PANPUTTATAIMOLI) A figure
of speech and a sub-class of TATAIMOLIYANI
in which a statement is heightened in
effect by an apparent contradiction in
relation to the nature of the subject.
kunaverrumaiA figure of speech anda subclass of VERRUMAIYANI in which two

comparable

things are shown

to be

distinctive in relation to a given attribute.
kuttuvilakkuppantam
A variety of
CITTIRAKKAVI: Verse fitted into a fanciful
diagram representing an oil-lamp with a
pedestal (ritually lit in homes and
temples) as under:
ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த்
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kurukotu pulampal
the pugam theme TuMPAITTINAL the prowess

of the horse in the war against the enemy.
kutiraiviruttam A verse genre: poem in ten
stanzas on horse in ACIRTYAVIRUTTAM metre.
kutiraivenri A puRAM-sub-situation:

theme

describing the victory of a warrior over a
wild horse.

kummi (Also komm?) |. A circular folk dance
by women with clapping of hands,
singing to tunes. 2. A verse genre adapted
to KuUMMI dance.
kumarattanam Vide TANAM.

kural First note of the Tamik gamut, one of
the ELICAI.

kuravarai varaivetirkolluvittal A subsituation under the AKAM theme VARAITAL
VETKAL the heroine telling her confidante
to get her (heroine's) kin receive the elders
from the family of the hero coming with
proposal of marriage to her.
kuravai/kuravaikkuttu I. Dance in a circle
prevalent among the women of the sylvan
or hilly tracts. 2. Chorus (group singing
and dancing commenting on the action
of the play).
சித்திர வேலைகள் செய்துயர் தமிழில்
அழிவிலாக் கவியின் அழகு துவள
நந்தமிழ் மாமுகில் நாமகள் நீவ
வெல்லத் தேன்மழை வீழ்ந்து தீம்புனல் :
பாயச் செய்த பாசச் செல்வன்
மாதவச் செம்மல்நீ மகிழ்ந்து வாழியவே.
kutirainilai Vide KUTIRAIMARAM.
kutiraippa A verse genre: poem on horse in
VENPA metre.
kutiraimaram |. A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme NoccITTINAr praising the
prowess of a war-horse galloping about
the fortification. 2. A sub-situation under
௮ஆஇாஉ௭ஊ௯௭
a

ail

ர

மம௦

kuravaippattu A literary genre: the dancesong of the women of sylvan/hilly tract.
kuravotupulampal (varuntal) (Also cEVILI
KURAVOTUPULAMPAL) A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme KARPOTUPUNARNTAKAVVAL the
foster-mother crying to the kura shrub on
the way while in search of the heroine.
who has eloped with the hero.

kuru A long letter with or without an attached
consonant, and a short letter with an
attached consonant, adopted from
Sanskrit, a syllabic form. Cf. Laku.
kurukotu pulampal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme ORUVALITTANATTAL: the heroine:

ஏஐஒஓஓஒளஃக்ங்
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kuruparamparai

(in intense passion for the hero, with him
delaying his coming even beyond
evening) expressing her distress to the
stork.
kuruparamparai A_hagiology of the
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kulaimaikkalai Plastic art.

kulakkuri Totem.

kulakam Combination of several stanzas
having a single finite verb (distinct from
MUTTAKAM), comprising four kinds, viz.,
UKALAKAM (combination of two stanzas),
CANTANIKAM (combination of three
stanzas), KAPALIKAM (combination of four
stanzas), and ANTIYAM (combination of
five or more stanzas).

kulapparattai An AKAM concept woman of the

kulapakam Sugar-like, easy-flowing style of

Vaisnavite saints - Alvars and Acaryas.
,
kurotam Vide ARUPAKAI.

courtesan class, who remains faithful to

a single person.
kulam |. Lineage..2. Community, social class.
kulamutarpalai A musical mode,
kulamuraikurimaruttal A sub-situation under
the akam theme cétratar as the hero reveals
his love for the heroine to the confidante,
of the
speaking
the confidante
incompatibility of their respective clans.
kulavaippatal Chorus in folk songs, of shrill
sounds by women uttered on festive
occasions.
kul6tayamalai A verse genre: poem extolling
the lineage of the hero.
kuvipa orupatu A verse genre: poem of ten
stanzas composed with labial and labiodental sounds. Cf. rrALKUVIPA.
kulamakan A verse genre: poetic composition in which women extol the worth of a
child.
kulal Flute, pipe.
kulavikkantonriya kamappakuti A subsituation under the purAM theme PATANTINAI: women desiring the well-being of
their loving sons.
kulippu (Also kuniPru 2)A peculiar, harmonic
rhythm in verse.
kuluppatal Choral lyric.
kuliukkuri Vide TAKUTIVALAKKU.

a composition.
kurcai Vide RAcAM.

kurricai |. Short metre in viRUTTAM, opp. to
NETTICAI. 2. Vide PERUNTINAL
kurriyalikaram Shortened

[i] having only

half a MATTIRAI. Cf. MURRTYALIKARAM.

kurriyalukaram Shortened [u] having only
half a MATTIRAI. Cf. MURRIYALUKARAM.
kurrulinai |. A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme uLNarrTinar destroying the enemy
single-handedly, standing on the fortress
of the enemy. 2. A sub-situation under
the PURAM theme ULINAITTINAL penetrating

the forest serving as a form of defence
of the enemy as the conch and the horn
blow. 3. A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme uLINarTTINAL the warriors of great
note approaching the fortress of the
enemy with the dance of triumphant joy.
kurakkittu Dance of KURAVAR.

kurattalicai (Also TALICAIKKURAL) Verse of two
unequal lines of five or more feet, the
second line being always shorter than the
first.

kuratpa Vide IRATIVENPA.
kuratti Woman of the kugavar clan taking to

soothsaying.
kuratti kurikiriyamai carralA sub-situation
under the AKAM theme UTANPOKKu: (the
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mother blaming it on the destiny for the
elopement of her daughter with the hero)

degenerate, or oppressive
Cf. KARPANAVATAM.

the confidante of the heroine reminding

effect (the heroine getting husband

region being one of the five-fold land-

soon).

scape (AINTINAI). Its PURAM parallel is vETCI.

kurattippattu (Also kURAM 2 and KURAVANCI) A
verse genre: poem in which a woman of
the KURAVAR clan is represented as
describing to a maiden the future course

kurificippan/kurificiyal A primary melody
type.

kurificiyalttiram Secondary melody type of
the KURINCIPPAN Class played on a reduced
scale, of which there are eight, viz.,
kaivalam, kantaram, patumalai, paficuram,

of her love-career.
kuram |. Vide KALAMPAKAM. 2. Vide KURATTIP

காப.

marul, ayirppu, ararru and centiram.

kuravajici Vide KURATTIPPATTU.

kurittal

kuravar
A social class, the inhabitants of the
hilly tract.
kuralvencenturai

general cultural mores.

Auxiliary metre of KURALVENPA, marked by
equal number of feet in both the lines.

kuri nayattal An AKAM concept The hero
pleading with the confidante of the

kuralvenpa Vide IRATIVENPA.

heroine

kuralati Vide ati.
kuralati vaficippa Vide vaNcippa.

to help rendezvous

with the

heroine.
kurinilaiyani A figure of speech in which
something else worth-knowing is

kuri (Also kurtyirAm) An AKAM concept I. The

tryst spot; meeting of the hero and the

construed through the structure and
. diction of a verse that extols a particular
object or person.

heroine in the tryst spot by day (PAKARKURY)
and by night (IRAVUKKURI). 2. Soothsaying.

3. Sign.

kuripparital |. A phase of the sub-situation

kurikkol ilakkiyam Idealistic literature.

KURAI NAYAPPUKKURAL under the AKAM theme
PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante trying to

kurikkol ulaku Utopia. It signifies the class
of fiction which represents an ideal

read into the mind of the heroine giving
her a generalized picture of the hero. 2.A
sub-situation under the akam theme
PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante, having

political state and way of life. Utopias
are frequently depicted as places that
have been lost, forgotten, or unknown.

They are generally "rediscovered" by

accepted the love-token (a bunch of
terider leaves) from the hero, trying to
read into the mind-of the heroine as to

traveller.

Their opposite, dystopias (NARAKULAKU) are
horrific places, usually characterized by
இ௱ஈஉஊ௭

a term used in

personal experiences, values, beliefs and

(Also CENTURAIVELLAI)

some fictitious, adventurous

Significance,

hermeneutics to designate how readers
relate the verbal meaning of a work to
other elements in their lives, such as

kural Vide iRATIVENPA.

aoa

societies.

kurifici An Akam theme: 1. the pre-marital,
clandestine union of the hero and the
heroine in the hilly region (KUTAL). 2. Hilly

the mother that the soothsaying woman
of the hilly tract has also predicted to that

௮ஆ

kuripparital

ஏஜஒஓஓளஃக்ங்
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kuripparintukural

of the
3. An AKAM concept: recognition
signs of mutual love between the hero
and the heroine.
kuripparintukural A phase of the subsituation CETPATAI under the AKAM theme

PANKIVIRKUTTAM: the confidante having

understood the implicit consent of the
heroine, telling her of the need to accept
the love-token (a bunch of tender leaves)

of the hero.
kuripparintupulantamaikural A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIR-PIRIVU: the
matrons wondering at the ground for the
heroine resorting to sulking once again.
kuripparivuruttal

An

AKAM

concept:

intimations of inward feelings.

religion, or to another literary work with
a view to enriching the given work by
association or to enlarging upon the given

subject.
kuripputtotai Agreement found in forms of
sound.
்
kurippunavirciyani A figure of speech in

which reference to one thing is implied
through reference to another.
kurippupporul |. Vide uLLuRAl. 2. (Also
POTIPORUL) Implied meaning. 3. Connotation, the association(s) evoked by a word

beyond its denotation or literal meaning
(NERPORUL), - including the senses listed

under | and 2.
kurippumoli Vide kurirpu 1.
kurippuruvakam Implied metaphor.

kurippan Signifier, the sound-image pointing
to a some more abstract concept.

kurippurai Brief commentatory note.

kurippicai Kinds of’ sound forms [MugKu

kurippuraittal A sub-situation under the AKAM

(meaningless sound forms like clicks,
etc.), ILATAI (a:'sound like weeping), VILAI
(whistling sound). and aANUKARANAM

theme UTANPOKKU: the confidante telling

(imitative sound)] used in verses with
certain implications of meaning.

kurippitu The signified, the comparatively
abstract idea being represented by the
signifier (sound-image).
kurippu 1. (Also KURIPPUMOLI and KURRITAI.VAITTAKURIPPU) Meaning by implication at
the level of content or subject matter,
‘suggestive meaning. 2. Mental response
to the nine sentiments. 3. Reference; note.

kurippu ellal Sarcasm. Intentional derision,
a kind of verbal irony (MOLIMURAN’),
directed at another person and intended

to hurt.
kurippuccuttu Allusion. A brief, often
implicit, reference to a person, event,
place, other arts, history, mythology,
அஆ

இ௱உஊ௯௭

the hero of the implicit willingness of
the heroine for elopement.
kurippuvamai Implied simile.
kurippuvipavanai (Also viyAIvETIR MARUTTUP

PORUL, PULAPPATUTTAL) A figure of speech and
a sub-class of pigITARAYCCTyANI in which the

denial of action to
the word denoting
while payata vénkai
payum vénkai is the

an object results in
another object. e.g.
is the venkai flower,
tiger.

kurippuverrumai Vide VERRUMAIYANI.
kurippuveraka

nerippurakkurutal (Also

TALAIVAN KURIPPUVERAKA NERIPPATAKKURAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
’ theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante
telling the Heroine in clear terms of the
other intentions (such as palmyra horse
riding) of the hero, in case his desité for
union with the heroine goes uftealized.

ஏஜஐஒஓஓளஃக்ங்
ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந் ப்ம்ய்ர் ல்வ் ழ்ள்ற்ன்
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kuripporuliyal Semiotics, the study of signs,
sign systems and the way, meaning is
derived from them.

For the semioticians,

a linguistic sign contains a signifier (a
sound-image) and a signified (the
abstract concept represented by the
sound-image), the relationship between
them being arbitrary. A principal tenet of
semiotics is that signs, like words, are not
significant in themselves, but instead
have meaning only in relation to other
signs and the entire system of signs. And
meaning is not inherent in the signs
themselves,

but

is derived

from

the

differences among signs. As such, the
sign systems must be understood in terms
‘of binary oppositions (IRATTAI ETIRMA)),
where opposite terms modulate until they
are finally reconciled by a third term [the
conflict between clandestine (KALAvU) and
wedded (kKaRPU) courses being resolved
through elopement (UTANPOKKU) or parental
consent to marriage (VARAIVUTANPATUTAL)]
The semiotic theory underlies the basic
tenets
of
structuralist
criticism
(AMAIPPIYIYAL TIRANAYVU).
kuripeyarttitutal Vide rRAVUM PAKALUM VARAVU

VILAKKAL.
kuriyaricintu A verse genre: poem in ciNTU
metre on the heroine's fascination with
the hero who comes in procession and her
seeking divination as to the materializing
of her love for the hero.
kuriyitattu iraiviyaikkontu céral /
kuriyitattukkontu céral / kuriyitattut
talaiviyaikkontu ceral Vide avaTKoNtTUCERAL.
,
kuriyitattu vaittu ninkal (Also TaLarvryak

KURIYITATTUYTTU NINKAL, PANKI TALAI-MAKALAIK
KURIYITATTUYTTU NINKAL) A sub-situation
௮ஆ
a

17

kuriyittup paruvam
under the AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the
-confidante leaving the heroine at the
place of tryst and getting back.
kuriyitam Vide kuri.

kuriyitam kuiral (Also PANKI TALAIMAKARKUK-

KURIVITAM KURAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante
describing the place which the hero and
the heroine frequent, implying that it
would be the trysting place for them or
the place where the hero can meet the
heroine for elopement.
kuriyitainiriit tay tuyilarital (Also TAy
TUYILARITAL) A phase of iRAVUKKURI under
the AKAM theme PANKIVYIRKUTTAM: the
confidante having left the hero at the
place of night trysts, seeing if the mother
is asleep so that the heroine can go there.
kuriyitaiyitu 1. An AKAM concept obstruction
to tryst by the hero and the heroine.
2. Vide PERUNTINAI.
kuriyittiyal Symbolism. The movement
. which exploits symbols in a poetry of rich
suggestiveness rather than explicit
statements. These symbols are in part
drawn from religious and esoteric
traditions, and in part developed by the’
poets themselves, the latter being known
as private symbols that convey very
personal
and
intense
emotional
experiences and reactions of the poet.
Also see KURIYITUkuriyittup paruvam Symbolic order, one of
the three orders of subjectivity,
according to the psychoanalytic theorist
Jacques Lacan, the other two being
Imaginary order (ATIP PARUVAM) and the
Real (MAYAP PARUVAM). It is the realm of
Jaw, language and society; it is the
repository of generally held cultural

இர்
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kuriyitu
beliefs. Its symbolic system is language,
whose agent is the father or lawgiver, the
one who has the power of naming. The

human subject is forced into this order

kuruficirvannam One of the specifié sound
features of a verse (VANNAM): rhythm

effected by the dominant use of short
vowels.

and ‘must submit to it. The male sign
(phallus) is its ordering principle and both
sexes submit to the law of the phallus.

kuruntotivalum amdkki matimayadkal (Also

kuriyitu Symbol, something that stands for
and suggests something else, larger and
more complex - an idea, a range of
interrelated ideas, attitudes, and practices.

AKAM theme PAKARKURIVITATYTIU: the hero (not

A symbol may be defined as a
metaphor in which the vehicle - the image,
activity, or concept used to represent
something else - represents many related
things (tenors) or is broadly suggestive.
The anri! bird in classical Tamil poetry
suggests unswerving constancy in love.
kuriyuyttakaral Vide 1TATTUYTTAKARAL.

kuriyuyttu ninkal Vide rrarTuyTTAKARAL.
kurilinai Pair of short consonants.
kurivayircéral (Also PANKAN KURIVALIC CERAL)

finding the heroine at the place of the

day-tryst), looking in the direction of the’
town of the heroine
perplexed.
kurunaval

and

becoming

Noveila or novelette. A fictional

prose narrative longer than a short story

but shorter than a novel. Within a shrunk
canvas of plot, it focuses on some
narrowly circumscribed occurrence,
situation or conflict.
kuruvafici |. A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme vaANciTTINAr avoidance of war and
protection of subjects by paying tribute

to the invading enemy king. 2. A sub-

A sub-situation under the AKAM theme

situation under the puRAM

PANKARKUTTAM: the confidant of the hero

Tinar: describing the excellent atmosphere

going to the place of tryst to see the

heroine.
kurivilakkuvittal (Also TALAIMAKAL KURI
VILAKKUVITTAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VARAITALVETKAr the heroine

asking her confidante to dissuade the hero
from meeting her m trysts by night.
kurukkal Vide cEYYULVIKARAM.
kurunkali |. Vide peErunTiyal. 2. Amelody type
of the pALAI class.

kurunkalinetil Vide KALINETI..

AMAtemat

subject

ggg

of the war-camp.

°

kuraicikralicaikkoccakam

A sub-class

of

KOCCAKAKKALIPPA verse marked by the
reduction of feet in the last line and by
the occurrence of fewer TALICAI.
kurainayappittal (Also KURAINAYAPPUK KURAL)

A phase under the akam thematic situation
PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante taking the
hero's request to the heroine.
kuraina yappukkural Vide KURAINAYAPPITTAL.

kurunkaviyam An epic of lesser dimensions
of characterization,
imagery and style.

theme vaNcrT-

kuruvenpattu Stanza in VENPA metre consisting
of two to three lines.

kurivalikkantal Vide IRAIVIVAIKKANTAL.

aa

TALAIMAKAN TALAIMAKALVALUM UR NOKKI
MATIMAYANKAL) A sub-situation under the

matter,

kuraineértal (Also NERILAI PANKIYOTU NERNTU
URAITIAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PANKryigxOrram: the heroine, having
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agreed to night trysts, telling the confidante about it.
kurainérntamaikiral (Also NERNTAMA! PANKI
- NETUNTAKAIKKURAITTAL)'A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme iRavuKkuRI: the

confidante informing the hero about the
heroine's having agreed to night trysts.
kuraipakralicaikkoccakam A sub-class of
KOCCAKAKKALIPPA verse marked by a

reduction of feet in the last line and by
the occurrence of several TALICAI.
-kuraimarutta pankikkut talaimakal collal A
sub-situation under the akam theme
VARAITALVETKAL the heroine's utterance to

the confidante as the latter tells the former

heroine with the hero, as the hero comes
to her entreatingly with a garland and a’
foliage dress.
kuraiyen niralnirai Vide NIRALNIRAI.
kuraivuvamaiA f, igure of speech and a subclass of uvAMar simile in which the

standard of comparison does not bear on
the subject of comparison in all respects,
viz., action, colour,

form

and utility.

Cf. NIRAIYUVAMAE

kunrakkural Vide NURKURRAM.
kunippu I. A kind of dance. 2. Vide KULIPPU.
kikaikularutal A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme IRAVUKKURIVITANYTTU: the crying

to urge the hero herself to marry her
(heroine).

of the owl as reason for the heroine not
meeting the hero at the trysting place by
night.

kuraiyirru oruporulirattai Repetition of the

kuttattukkulaital A sub-situation under the

same form of the foot throughout the line

AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the heroine
overwhelmed by her union with the here.

with the same meaning, except the last
letter of the last foot.

kittam Vide KALAVvI.

kuraiyirru palaporulirattai Repetition of the
same form of the foot throughout the line

with different meanings, except the last
letter of the last foot.
kuraiyurrunirral A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme KURAIYURA UNARTAL: the hero

offering through the confidante his
services

to the

heroine

in extreme

humility.

kittavani (Also cAMuUCCAYAVANI) A figure of
speech which consists in enumerating
together various actions or causes
associated with some common object or
Tesult.
kuttunanavili Collective unconscious. A
repository of unconscious memories

dating back to the origins of human

AKAM theme MATIYUTAMPATUTTAL: the hero, as
he resolves to speak about his love for

experience which, C.G. Jung believed, are
shared by all members of the human race
and which are manifested in dreams,
myths and literature. Some critics call it

the heroine to the confidante, having
come to see that she is the principal
companion to the heroine.

kutacatukkam / kitacaturttam A variety of
CITTIRAKKAVI stanza of four lines in which

kuraiyuravunartal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIMATIYUTANPATU: the
confidante inferring the union of the

the letters constituting the last line are all
found among those of the first three lines
as in the figure under.

kuraiyurattunital A sub-situation under the

inananavili.

அஆ இஈஉஊ௭ஏஜஒஓஓளஃக்ங்
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kitappattu

kitavuvamai (Also MARUTKAIYUVAMAY) Afigure
of speech and a sub-class of uvaMar simile
in which a thing is taken for comparison
on the basis of a non-existent quality.
katumiyarkai Vide TvAIPUPPIRAPORULVAIPPU.

kitaippatal A song which combines wealth,
of words with richness of melody.
kuttar Type of minstrel who danced as well
as sang.
kittararruppatai 1. A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme PATANTINAL theme of a dancer,
himself a recipient of unstinted favours
at the hands of a king. or chieftain,

directing and exhorting his fellow
dancers to avail themselves of the royal
bounty. 2. A kind of ARRUPPATAI poem:

theme of a dancer directing his fellow
dancers to a munificent patron.
kittu 1. Dance. 2. Dramatic performance. 3.
Divine

dances,

eleven

in number,

viz.,

ALLIYAM, KOTTI, KUTAIKKUTTU, KUTAKKUTTU,

PANTARANKAM, MAL, TUTIKKUTTU, KATAIYAM,
PETU, MARAKKAL and PAVAIKKUTTU.
போதாவே மாதாகா லாமாயூ ராநேசா
யோதாதி யேவாவே கோவேபூ பாலாவா
நாதாவே சூதேதே காவாயே தேவாவா
தாதாமா நேதாவா வேலாதா தேவாவா.
kutappattu
A verse deficient in tone: dullness
of tone in lute-strings.
kutal Vide kuriNcI.
kutalmalai
A verse genre: poem on the heroine
realizing union with the hero through her
own efforts.

kutalilaittal Vide ALTYILAITTAL.

ency, etc.

kutayiyarkai Vide rvAPILIPPIRAPORULVAPPPU.

இஈஉ௭௯௭
ஏஐ ஒஓ.ஒள

aaii

or drama.
kutirkkalam Vide MUTARPORUL.

kitirkantukavaral A sub-situation under the
AKAM

theme

VENTARKURRULIPPIRIVU:

the

heroine in separation grieving at the
advent of the winter season.

katirppacarai A sub-situation under the pugAM
theme VAKAITTINAL even as the cold season
approaches, the hero remaining in his war
camp unconcerned about the pangs of
separation of the heroine at home.

kutamaiyani A figure of speech pointing to
impossibility, improbability, inconsist-

௮ஆ

kiittuppattu Song accompanying folk dance

kurtalarakkotpatu (Also PARINAMAKKOTPATU)
Evolutionary theory.
kurntapaficamam An ancient secondary
melody-type of the MARUTAM class.

ஃக்ங் சஞ்ட்ண்த்
ந் ப்ம்யர் ல்வ் ழ்ள்ற்ன்
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kelviyaruttapatti

kurmaccakkaram A kind of cITTIRAKKAVI.

kuvilankani Formula for the metrical foot
of nér-nirai-nirat.

kuruvikkurral A sub-situation under the AKAM

kuvilankay Formula for the metrical foot of
ner-nirai-nér.
kuvilantannilal Formula for the metrical foot
kuvilantanpu Formula for the metrical foot
of nér-nirai-nér-neér.
kuvilanarunilal Formula for the metrical foot
of nér-nirai-nirai-nirai.
kuvilanarumpu Formula for the metrical foot
of nér-nirai-nirai-nér.

kuvilam Formula for the metrical foot of nérnirai.
kulaittotai Vide TOTAL
kulaitankiyayerumai Vide ERUMAIMARAM.
kujainiralnirai Vide niRALNIRAI.
kulaimuran Vide MURANTOTAI.
kulaimonai Vide MGyarToTAl.
kulatyalapetai Vide ALAPETAITTOTAL
kulaiyiyaipu Vide rvarruTrotal.

kulaiyetukai Vide ETUKAITTOTAIL.
kulaivirittal A meyrpaTu pertaining to the
second phase of pre-marital love: (the
heroine) spreading out the hair loosely.
The God of death.

kurritaivaittakurippu Vide xupiPPu.
kurru |. Vide akAPPATTURUPPU. 2. Vide COLLATAL
KOTPATU.
kurruvérrumai Vide VERRUMAIVANT.
kurirrenral Vide utt1.
kuriyatukiral Vide NORKURRAM.
kurutalucatal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme ARATTOTUNIRRAL: one of the several

ways of the confidante. revealing the
அஆ
aia

இ௱உஊண௭

ஏஐ

theme VARAIVUMUTUKKAM: the confidante
urging the heroine to inform the hero
herself about her plight.

kun Vide atat. |

of nér-nirai-nér-nirai.

kurram

premarital love - through soothsaying and
possessed dancing.

ஒஓஓளஃக்ங்

ketutivinatal A phase of the sub-situation
KURATYURAVUNARTAL under the AKAM theme
PANKIMATIYUTANPATU: the hero intending to’

entreat the confidante of the heroine for
meeting with the heroine, asking her (as a

false pretext) if they have encountered
there animals harmful or dangerous.

kécatipatam
A verse genre: describing a person
from head to foot. Cf. PATATIKECAM.
ketkunar Addressee.

keétpor Vide AKAPPATTURUPPU.

kétporkku inna yappirratal Vide NORKURRAM.
ketali
A melody-type of the kuRiNcr class.
kelikkappiyam Mock epic. A lengthy poem

written in the lofty and exalted style of
the epic, but that deals with an utterly
trivial subject.

kelikkuttu Farce. A type of low comedy that
employs improbable or otherwise
ridiculous situations and mix-ups,
slapstick and horseplay and cruel and

even bawdy dialogue.
keliccittirippu Caricature, a portrait which,
ridicules a person by exaggerating and
distorting his most prominent features
and characteristics. Quite often, it evokes
genial rather than derisive laughter.
kévalam (Philosophy) Supreme.
kelviyarutta patti Implication from a
statement heard, distinct from KAN
ARUTIAPATHL.
ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த்
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kaikkilai 1. An axam theme: unreciprocated
sexual love (Later schools of thought

heroine beyond being consoled, the
helpless confidante wiping her tears.

Its PURAM

kaiyarunilai. Asub-situation under the PURAM

parallel is pATAN. 2. A verse genre: poem in
VENPA or VIRUTTAM metre treating of
unreciprocated love. 3. The third note of

theme KARANTAITTINAL the utter helplessness
of the bards at the death of the patronwarrior. 2. A PURAM sub-situation: praising
the greatness of the dead warrior and
expressing helplessness at his death. 3. A
literary genre: elegy.

place

it under

the gamut,

one

AKAPPURAM).

of the Exical. 4. A sub-

situation under the pURAM theme PATANTINAL

a woman

falling for a hero. 5. Vide

KALAMPAKAM.

kaiyarunilaippatal Vide 1RANKARPA.

kaikkilaimarutpa A kind of MARUTPA verse on
the theme of unrequited or one-sided
love (KAIKKILA}).
kaikkilaimalai A verse genre: poem on
unrequited passion composed in VeENPA,
VIRUTTAM, MARUTPA OF KALIPPA metre.

kaiko] Vide aKAPPATTURUPPU.
kaicikivirutti Vide NATAKAVIRUTTI.
kaimikal One of the MeyppaTu other than the
principal eight excessiveness.
kaiyataikotuttal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VARAITAL: entrusting the
heroine to the hero.
kaiyaram A literary genre: lament in a state
of helplessness.
kaiyaralvilakku
A rhetorical device, a figure

of speech anda sub-class of TATAIMOLIYANI
in which a pursuit is sought to be stopped
by stating one's helplessness to stand by
that pursuit.
kaiyaravuraittal A MeyPPaATu pertaining to the
sixth phase of pre-marital love: the
heroine making utterances in a state of
helplessness.
kaiyarukilavi A sub-situation under the aKaM
theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: describing the
obstacles to the hero visiting the heroine.

kaiyarutoli kannirtutaittal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme ARATTOTUNIRRAL: the

kaiyaru A MevppATU other than the principal
eight: beng inactive.
kaiyurai An AKAM concept: customary lovetoken consisting of a bunch of tender.
leaves.
kaiyuraikotuttal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAm: the confidante
handing the love-token (KArvuRA]) of the
hero to the heroine.
katyuraiyéntivarutal

(Also

situation IRUVARUM ULVALI AVAN VARA UNARTAL
under PANKIMATIYUTANPATU: the hero
approaching the heroine and her

confidante (when they are together) with
a iove-token consisting of a bunch
tender leaves.

Tuueé@atoo

of

kaiyuraiyérral (Also PANKI KAIYURATYERRAL)A
sub-situation under the Aakam theme
PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante accepting

the love-token, consisting of a bunch of
tender leaves, from the hero.

koccakakkalippa
comprising

KOCCAKAM,

A species of KALI verse,

five

varieties, viz., TARAVUK

TARAVIN AIKKOCCAKAM,

CIKRALICAIKKOCCAKAM, PAKRALICAIKKOCCAKAM

and MAYANKICAIKKOCCAKAM.
koccakam 1. Vide KOCCAKAKKALIPPA. 2. One of
the elements of AMPOTARANKAM. 3. One of
the elements of PARIPATAL.

ADMGAtremrgmgeggri
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KATYURATYENTIVARUTAL) A phase of the sub-
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koccaimoli Slang. Literally an offensive
language, it is the lingo of the gutter, the
street, the market place, the saloon, the
stable, the workshop, the theatre and the
barrack room. It 1s the language where
men work and play, of intimacy, everyday
conversation, and much of it is ephemeral.

Sex, money, food and drink
potential sources of slangs.

are the

dance on the destruction of Tiripuram, a
variety of KUTTU.
(Also NimiTTAMpORRAL

kotupporettik kotaarppalittal A puraM subsituation: praising ‘those who are
munificient, and denouncing those who
are not.

kotai 1. A sub-situation under the puRAM theme
VETeITTINAL a king distributing
the enemy's
cattle captured by him liberally to the
poor. 2. One of the sources of the MEyPPATU,

PERUMITAM (pride): munificence. 3. The gift

kotti/kotticcétam (Also KoTUKOTT!) Civan's

kotikkuriparttal

kompilla venpavantati

and

NIMITTAM PORRALIR KURUKAIP PARAVUTAL)
A subsituation under the AKAM theme UTANPOKKU:
the mother's appeal to the crow to caw

and augur the return of the eloped hero
and heroine.

koticci Women of the hilly (kuRINcI) tract.
kotinilai |. A sub-situation under the pugAM
theme PATANTINAL eulogizing the king's

flag as resembling that of Piraman, Visnu
or Civan. 2. A literary genre on the above
theme. .
kotippalai (Also KOTIPPALAI) An ancient
secondary melody-type of the pALar class.

kotukotti Vide kort.
kotuttaleytiyakotaimai (Also KoTAIVANCI) A
sub-situation under the puRAM theme
VANCITTINAL the victorious king liberally
rewarding his panegyrists with the spoils

of war.
kotuntamil Non-standard Tamil. Cf. cENTAMIL.

kotunakai Black humour. A dark, disturbing,
morbid, grotesque mode of comedy.
kotuppavaikotal A MEYPPATU pertaining to the

from the patron.

kotaimatam Unrestricted munificence to the
bards to the extent of being irrational,
kotaivatici Vide KOTUTTALEYTIYAKOTAMAI.
konkan (Also cErpPay and TURAIVAN) An AKAM
concept chief of the maritime tract.

kontakam pukutal A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the heroine
in the intensity of love-passion, tying the

hero with a wreath of flowers and taking
him into the house.
kontukuttupporulkol Vide porULKOL.
kontucenruyttal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the confidante
taking the heroie to the trysting place

for eloping with the hero.

்

kontutalaikkalital A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the elopement of
the hero with the heroine.
kontunilai An AKAM concept: KuRAVvAI song

praying for the hero's union in wedlock
* with the heroine.

kontunilaikkurru/kontunilaikiral (Also pANKI
KONTUNILAIKURAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: words of
encouragement by the heroine's confidante dissuading the hero from desperate

fourth phase of pre-marital love: the

action (of riding the palmyra horse).

heroine (after the union) accepting the
things given by the hero.

kompilla venpavantati A verse genre: poem
composed in VENPA metre with letters

௮ஆ இஈஉஊ௯௭ஏஐஒஓச்
ஓளஃக்
ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந் ப்ம்ய்ர்
ங்
ல்வ் ழ்ள்ற்ன்
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komm1

without the symbols
ANTATI verse linkage.

¢ and @ using the

kommi Vide KUMMI.
koytamaikari varaivukatatal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PANKIYIR- KUTTAM: the
confidante urging the hero to go in for
marriage informing him that the millet
has been harvested (leaving them with

fewer opportunities to meet).

An

ancient

secondary

kollippavai (Also TEYVAPPAVAI) Woman-shaped
statue in the Kolli hills believed to have
been carved by the celestials and have

the power of charming all those who look
at it.

kolai One of the sources of the MEYPPATU, VEKULI
(anger): killing.
kolaiccintu Vide ctu.
kolu |. A definition of a thematic situation.
2. Colophon. A brief statement that
follows the end of the text, and that gives
facts about the thematic context of the
poem, the motif, the addresser and the
addressee, and sometimes, extra-textual
information like the conditioning
circumstances/causal factors of the poem.
3. A condensed exposition of a text in

4.’A component of the

musical exposition
cilappatikaram).

KURAVAI

(as

in

korravanici A sub-situation under the puRAM

theme vANciTTINAL extolling a king who
destroyed his foes with his sword.
அஆ
aoa

இ௱உ௭ஊ௯௭

PURAM theme vetcitTinar: the blessing of
the Goddess Kali for the exploits of the
soldiers. 2. A sub-situation under the

PURAM theme vaNcrTTinal of fering sacrifice

kollittiram An ancient secondary melodytype.

cUTTIRAM form.

korravallai 1. A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme vaNcrrtinar speaking of the martial
prowess of the king, destructive of the
enemy's country. 2. A literary genre on
the above theme.
korravulinai A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme uLiNarrinar describing the march
of a king with his army to capture the
enemy's town.

korravainilai 1. A sub-situation under the

kolli An ancient secondary melody-type of
the MARUTAM class.
kollikkavvanam
melody-type.

-

ஏஐஒஓ

ஒள ஃ க்ங் ச்

to Goddess

Kah

for the victory of the

king. 3. A sub-situation under the puRAM

theme vANciTTINAL speaking of the prowess
of the warriors. korriyar Vide KALAMPAKAM.

kotpatu Theory. A set of principles and
assumptions by which to explain or make
predictions about a particular phenomenon. In literary criticism, theory refers
to a set of genera! principles that can be
used to classify or otherwise analyse
literary works, as also to interpret or even
evaluate them.

kétanki

1. A masquerade

dance. 2. A

soothsayer who makes predictions by
using the small drum (utukkai).
kotankippattu A song by the soothsayer to
the accompaniment of ufukkai drum.
kotippalai Vide KoTIPPALAI.

konanki Clown or fool ina play.
konankikkuttu Dancing of a clown.
kottumpi |. A play by young girls in which
they use the refrain kottumpias they sing
and dance. 2. Section iri Hruvacakam with

the refrain kottumpi at the end of each
verse.
ஞ்ட்ண்த்

ந் ப்ம்ய்ர்
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képappiracatam

A verse

genre:

poem

describing the two alternating godly traits
of love and anger.
kémittiriA variety of crrmmakxkave verse of
two lines composed in such a way that
the first of the first, the second of the
second, the third of the first, the fourth
of the second, etc., when read together
form the first line, and the first of the
second, the second of the first, the third
of the second, the fourth of the first, etc.,
form the second line as in the diagram
under, looking like the impression on the
ground as the cow urinates while walking:

kautaneri

விண்மணி நாட்க
ஒண்முக் மேதான்
வண்பணி தேடக
சண்முகத் தாதா

வித்தகனே
தண்மணியே
விரதமனே
தருமணியே

kolviruttam (Also CENKOLVIRUTTAM) A verse
genre: poem on the royal sceptre in ten
stanzas of ACIRIYAVIRUTTAM metre.
kOvai Vide AKAPPORUTKOVAI.
kovaiccatakam A verse genre: poem on a
given subject matter in KATTALAIKKALITTURAI
metre comprising 100 stanzas using the
ANTATI verse linkage.
kOvaiyuvamai (Also PALVAYIRPOLIYUVAMAL) A
figure of speech and a sub-class of
uvamat the sign of comparison used with
each of the several standards of
comparison as they go with the
corresponding subjects of comparison in
a verse. Cf. ORUVAYIRPOLIYUVAMAI.

koli kuraltkattutal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme IRAVUKKURIYITAIYITU: the

crowing of the cock as reason for the
heroine not meeting the hero at the
trysting place by night.
kolivenri

A

puRAM

sub-situation:

theme

describing the victory of a cock in cockfight.
ko] (Also MATTU) Mode of construing a verse.
taking together words connected in sense,
irrespective of the positioning of the
words in the verse. Also see CEYYUL-URUPPU

and PORULKOLkorkuttu A kind of masquerade dance.
kautaneri/kautam One of the intrinsic aspects
of excellence of poetic style marked by
verbosity and complexity of expression,
as
being
opposed
to
the
ten
characteristrics of VAITARUPPANERL
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kaumaram

hold

Kantan

Supreme

(God

Being

Murukan)

to be the

(A wheel of six spokes)’

and are exclusively

.

devoted to His worship.

kauvai Vide ALAR.
.

is
.

cakkaram A variety of cITTIRAKKAV« lines of a
stanza in which some of the letters are
arranged in“ such a way that each of them

2

3

(four, six or eight) of a running wheel as
.
in the diagrams under:
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NALARAICCAKKARAM / NANKARAICCAKKARAM

.

ARARAICCAKKARAM

kaumaram The religion of the Kaumaras who
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"மலர்மவி சோலை அுகலைங் கதிர்க்க
மடமயி லியற்றக மாதிரம் புதைத்து
வளைந்துபுகன் மேக் வல்லிருண் மூழ்க
வரியளி துதைந்த கதுப்பினி தடைச்சி

மன்னுமா மடமொழி வடிவாள் 'வளவன்
கன்னித். துறைவன் கனகச் சிலிம்பே.
cakattiranki A verse genre: composition of

1000 verses

with each verse being

catakkarapantanam

வேதற்குத் துன்பத்தைத் தீர்த்தசத்தி வேலவன்மி
தேவைத்த பக்தி திகழ்ந்தோங்கப் - பாவொத்த
வித்தாரன் கல்யாண சுந்தரனா மேலோன்செய்
சித்திரப்பா மெத்ததிறத் தே.

cankam (Also MuccaNKAM) Learned
assemblies.or academies of Tamil poets
of ancient times patronised by Pantiya
kings, which tradition holds are three, viz.,

different from the other.

MUTARCANKAM (the first academy held in
Tenmaturai), ITAICCANKAM (the middle
academy held in Kapatapuram) and
KATAICCANKAM (the third academy in the
present-day Maturai).

cakamarkkam One of the four ways in CAIVAM
of attaining Heavenly bliss: treating God

as one's companion.
cakalavuruvakam (Also CIRAPPURUVAKAM) A

figure of speech and a sub-class of
URUVAKAM: metaphor in which the
attributes, all well chosen, of the subject
of comparison are metaphorized besides
metaphorizing the subject.
cakunacattiram Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

cankappalakai Vide KANAMAPPALAKAI
cankapantanam
A variety of cITTIRAKKAVE verse

fitted ‘into

a

fanciful

cankirama ilakkanam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU
KALAIKAL.
cankiruti Metrical line of twenty-four letters,
exclusive of consonants, adopted from
Sanskrit.
cankiranavani (Also VIRAVIYALANI and VIRAVANI)

A figure of speech in which different
figures of speech occur together, being

‘diagram

' representing a conch, starting at the central

‘cavity, moving in the circle up, down and

of two kinds, viz., KALAVAI-YANI (figures of
speech
indistinguishably
blended
together) and cERvATYANI (combi-nation of
several distinct figures of speech).

up and ending in the same cavity as under.

catkam A verse genre: poem comprising six
stanzas in the same metre.
catankuppatal A folk genre: ritual song.
catakkarapantanam
A variety of cITTIRAKKAVI:
verse fitted into a fanciful diagram
representing the mantra of six letters 2
sacred to God Murukan, as under.
பூசமுர மேவகுண

தீபநவ பூர்வமொழி

நேசவள்ளிக் காப்புனத்தில் நின்றகுகா-பாசமொடு

காலதண்ட காலனொண்ட ஆலமுண்ட
பாலதண்ட பாணியென்னைப் பார்.
அஆஇ
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catatari

caturanka acuvakati (turakakati) pantam/
caturankapantam
A variety of CITTIRAKKAVE
verse whose letters are arranged in the

diagrammatic form of a chess board.

B | Gut| aus
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காமா காரி.

o | ol | Sr]

gi

ar!

@

ள்ர்ணுதுங்)ல் ம் (தி) ஜூ*

catatari A masquerade dance.
catananam
A verse genre: composition of six
verses comprising one each in vENPA,
KALITTURAI, AKAVAL, VIRUTTAM, KALIPPA and

நாரொடும் வியன்றமி ணயந்து தாவிய
காரெனும் பரிதிமால் கணங்கொள் பூவரா
ரீரடி யேழைசூட் டியையப் போற்றுவாம்.
caturaccakkaram A variety of CITTIRAKKAVI:
(metrical composition fitted into
fanciful figures).

caturanakapantam
A variety of CITTIRAKKAVE
verse fitted into a fanciful diagram
representing the coiling
of four snakes,

TALICAL
cantatantavam Dance of Civan with Kali.

சய

cattakam A verse genre: poem comprising
seven stanzas of the same metre.

ல்

ட

cattapanki Vide pana.

மம

cattappiramam Vide ARUPATTUNANCUKALAIKAL
cattuvam Vide MUKKUNAM.

ள்

catakam
A verse genre: poem of 100 stanzas
of didactic and devotional content.
catavatanam. Vide AVATANAKKALAI.
catukkapputar Demons having their abode
at the junction of four roads.
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catakappatikam (Also paTiKACCATAKAM)
A verse
genre: poem of 1000 stanzas comprising °
ten sections of 100 stanzas each.
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and the standard of comparison are

caturappalai One of the four modes of the
melody-type of the pALAI class.

identical.
canti |; Euphonic combination of the final

cantakkaliviruttam
A kind of KALIVIRUTTAM.

letter of a word, root or base with the
initial letter of the succeeding word or

cantakkavi (Also CANTAPPA and CANTAPPATIU)
Stanza of four lines with four to twentysix syllables to a line.

suffix. 2. A primary melody-type. 3. A
masquerade dance.

cantappa/cantappattu (Also CANTAM 2) Vide

cantiyicai A defect in versification.

CANTAKKAVI.
cantam. Rhythmic movement of verse.
Vide CANTAPPATTU.

camakala ilakkiyam

2.

cantirakanam A rule of propriety: foot of
nirai-nér-nér aS PULIMANKAY: considered

auspicious at the commencement of a
poem, with mirukaciritam as its asterism,

cantayavani Vide AIVAVANI.
cantavati Vide TANTAKACCANTAM 2.

the effect being extension of life span.

cantaviruttam VIRUTTAM stanzas with uniform

cantiropalampanam Reproach of the moon
by the heroine suffering the pangs
of

rhythmic movements.
cantali kurattalicai A sub-class of the
auxiliary verse kind KURATTALICAI, marked
by four-feet line, alien foot-linkage and
absence of declarative rhythm.

love, a feature of the verse genre like ULA.

cantivalu A defect in composition: deviation
from the conventions regarding the
coalescence of letters or words in CANTI.

cantanattalai takatenru maruttal,A sub-

situation under the AKAM theme CETPATAr
the confidante refusing to accept the
bunch of tender sandal leaves as love
token from the hero.

cantanakuravar The four carvam Acaryas who

cantivaluvamaiti A poetic license which
allows CANTIVALU in the case of the
coalescence in the accusative case.
cantuceytal

A purAm

concept:

bringing

reconciliation between the warring
monarchs.

promulgated the cAIVA CITTANTAM
philosophy, viz., Meykantatevar, Arunanti

captapanki The seven-fold formula of the

Civacariyar, Maraifana Campantar and
Umapati Civacariyar, as tracing their

‘perhaps it is’, ‘perhaps it is not’, ‘perhaps

succession from Nanti, the first disciple
of Civan.
cantanaparamparai The line of succession
of catvaM Acaryas who promulgated the

CAIVA CITTANTAM philosophy, Meykanta-

doctrine of qualified predication, viz.,
it is and is not', perhaps it is
‘predictable’, ‘perhaps it is and yet
predictable’ ‘perhaps it is not and
predictable, 'perhaps it is and it is

and not predictable’.

not
not’
not
not,

“

cappanipparuvam Vide PILLAIKKAVI.

tévar being regarded as the first among

them.
cantanavuvamai A figure of speech and a

campiratam Vide KALAMPAKAM.

sub-class of UvAMAr simile in which the

campuA literary composition in mixed verse
and prose.

attributes of the subject of comparison

camakala ilakkiyam Contemporary literature.
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camacankiramam

camatanavuruvakam
(Also NATPURUVAKAM)A
figure of speech and a sub-class of

camacankiramam A verse genre: composition
juxtaposing the
the anguish of
with the hero's
an evolution of

heroine's struggle against
separation from the hero
battle against the enemy,
the MuLLAI poems of the

URUVAKAM: metaphor in which-one
metaphorizes an object, then takes the
vehicle harmful to one, and then gets a
comforting thought that there is some
other source of this harm. .

AKATTINAL
camacantattantakam A variety of verse in

camati |. Intense contemplation of God,
identifying oneself with Him. 2. Vide
VAITARUPPANERL

which CANTAM lines and TANTAKAM lines are
balanced.
camacai Word, phrase or idea proposed by
one person to be incorporated in a stanza

camayitavani Vide ELITINMUTIVANI.
camanacceyyul A stanza in which there occur
either KURU or LAKU exclusively.

by another as in a trial of poetic skill.
camanam Vide ARUKATAM.

camikiiai Semiotic code.

camiatai Vide VAITARUPPANERI.

camuccayavani Vide KUTTAVANI.

camanataivenpa Agreement in the number of

camuccayavuvamai Vide UMMAIYUVAMAI.

letters among the lines of a stanza.

camutti Vide PULAVAR.

camanilai Vide vAITARUPPANERI.

camuttiravilacam Vide KAUKKARAIPPULAMPAL,

camanilai marutpa A variety of MARUTPA in

camutaya inatvu Conformism.

which the lines in venrA and ACIRIYAM
metres are balanced. Cf. vivANILAI MARUTPA.

camutaya etarttavatam Socialist realism. A

term used to describe works that place a

camanilai vaiicippa (Also NERNILAI VANCIPPA)

Marxist emphasis on class struggle as the
catalyst for historical change and. that

Vide VANCIPPA.
camanilai venpa (Also CAVALAI VENPA) VENPA
composed of two KURALVENPA without an

employ the techniques of nineteenthcentury realism.

extra detached foot in the middle.

camutaya etirppu Confrontism.

camapata viruttam A musical composition.

camurkam Stanza in which two or more lines

camayacariyar Great men who established a

correspond in sound but differ in sense.
camuka ulaviyal Social psychology.

religion, especially the four CAIvAM saints,
viz., Appar, Campantar, Cuntarar and

camuka naval Sociological novel. Also called

Manikkavacakar.

thesis novel, problem novel or social
novel, it emphasizes the influence of

camavuvamai A rhetorical device, a figure

of speech and a sub-class of uvamar simile
in which both the subject of comparison
and the standard of comparison are of
equal dimensions. e.g. The father-like
son.

social and economic conditions on
characters and events; often it also

embodies an implicit or explicit thesis
recommending social reform. °
camukaviyal anukumurai Sociological
approach. A critical method, it starts with

caman Vide VArTARUPPANERI.
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the conviction that art's relations to
society are vitally. important, and that an
examination of these relations may
organize and deepen one's aesthetic
response to a work of art. The sociological
critic is concerned with understanding the
social milieu of a work of art and the
extent to which and the manner in which
the author responds to it. Marxist
criticism, a branch of sociological
criticism, tries to investigate art using the

touchstone of dialectic materialism.
caranam Third section ina musical composition.
caranakati Complete
(Vaisnavism).

surrender to God

caramakavi/caramaculokam Vide IRANKARPA
carittiram / caritam History; biography.
cariyai Observances after initiation (TIKKAI)
by the guru.
‘
carivu Bathos. itis the descent into mundane
or sentimental language by a writer who
is striving for the noble and elevated.
Bathos is a stylistic anticlimax, the

unintended result of an unsuccessful
attempt to achieve pathos (ULANEKILVU) or
the sublime (viLUMAM).

carukkam Section in a composition.
caruppatopattiram
A variety of CITTIRAKKAVE
a fancy verse of thirty-two letters which,
when entered twice in a mansion-like
structure of sixty-four compartments,
will read identically from any comer of
that structure:
மாவா நீதா தாநீ வாமா
வாயா வாமே மேவா யாவா
நீவா ராமா மாரா வாநீ
தாமே மாரா ராமா மேதா.
௮ஆ
aa
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calattampam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
calapaccakkaram
A variety of cITTIRAKKAVI (a
metrical composition fitted into a
fanciful figure).

calippu valakku Cliche. An expression used
so often that it has become hackneyed
and has lost its original impact.
cavalai venpa Vide CAMANILAI VENPA.
carputtiramarkkam One of the four ways in
CAIVAM of attaining Heavenly bliss-.
treating God as father.
canmarkkam One of the four ways in CAIVAM
of having Heavenly bliss- treating God
as guru.
:
cannitanam A term of respect used in
addressing or referring to great
personages especially in Caiva mutts.
cannitimurai A verse genre: poem of
supplication in the presence of a deity.
canipurutaccakkaram
A variety of CITTRAKKAVI

(a metrical composition fitted into a
fanciful figpre).
.
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cakkatu
cakkatu Vide AVATTAIL

of the same class are distinguished in

cakkaikkittu Dance performed by
Cakkaiyan (dancer in the temples and
palaces in ancient times).
cakkaratis muran Vide MURAN 2.

terms of their attributes.

cantam Vide IRACAM.
cantaccuvaiyani Vide IRATAVAN,,

cankiyam A school extrinsic to CAIvAM: The

cantanikam Vide KULAKAM.

Sankhya system of philosophy which
holds the undistructibility of matter and
the impossibility of creating matter.
cattiram A doctrinal treatise.
cattukkavi (Also CARRUKKAVI) Laudatory poem
on an author or his work.
cattumurai (Also CARRUPPATTU) recital of some
special stanzas at the close of NALAYIRA
TIVVIYAP PIRAPANTAM recitation in times of

worship at temples, etc.
cattuvati Vide NATAKAVIRUTII.
catakapparavai Mythical bird, believed to
subsist on the purest raindrops before they

touch the earth.
catakam A literary genre: poem which relates
all the particulars, indicated by one's
horoscope as the year, month, date, etc.

catari A secondary melody-type of the CEVVALI
class.
melody-type

of the

give peace of mind to the hero and other
actors.

‘

camparakku
A poem in praise of a deity, each
stanza of which ends with the refrain
camparakku.
camam Persuasion or conciliatory measure,
as one of the four ways of getting things
done, in PILLAITTAMIL (AMPULIPPARUVAM).
camaniyanumanam Inferring by applying the
common factor to the truth.

camipam The second of the four states of
bliss according to catvaM philosophy, the

other three being CALOKAM, CARUPAM and
CAYUCCIYAM - nearness to Civan, proximity
to God. :
cayalvari A masquerade, treating of love.

other three being cALGKAM, CAMIPAM and

catikatainilaittivakam Vide KATAINILAICATIT-

TIVAKAM.
catipperumpan Primary melody-types, four

in number, viz., AKANILAI, PURANILAI,

CARUPAM - the soul becoming absorbed in
Godhead.
carttukkavi One who composes a verse after
a model set by another.
carttuvakai Mode of stating a thing casually

ARUKIYAL, and PERUKIYAL.

or incidentally. Cf. TALAIMAIVAKAI.

catimutalnilaitfivakam Vide TIVAKAVANL.
catiyitainilaitiivakam Vide ITAINILAICATITI
TIVAKAM.
cativerrumai A figure of speech and a subclass of VeRRUMaryani in which two things
இ௱ஈஉணஊஎ௪
ஏற .ஒஓஓளஃ

cayucciyam The fourth of the four states of
bliss according to carvaM philosophy, the

catikkuraivicétam Vide vicETAVANI.

aoa

cantikkiittu A kind of dance calculated to

* eayavélarkolli A primary melody-type.

catali A secondary
MARUTAM Class.

௮ஆ

caturiyavani A figure of speech.

6M

carttuvari A kind of love song having the
name or the place of the hero, as its theme.

carpunilai ilakkiyam Commiitted literature.

carpunil Vide na.
F@Gtearsg
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caratappattu A kind of ode in rhythmical
verses sung to a melodious tune.
carappirapantam A verse genre: poem in
which the poet supplicating in the
presence of a deity has his prayer granted.
caram A verse genre: poem which gives the
condensed version of a subject matter.
cariyai 1. Augment used in combination, as
of nouns and case-ending. 2. A mode of
dancing.
carupam The third of the four states of bliss
according to CAIvAM philosophy, the other

three being CALGKAM,
CAYUCCIYAM
Godhead.

CAMIPAM and

- similarity in form with

calpumullai A sub-situation under the PURAM

theme VAKAITTINAL describing the serenity
of noble-minded persons.
calini Woman employed in pronouncing
oracles under the influence of a spirit.
calokam The first of the four states of bliss
according to carva philosophy, the other
three being CAMIPAM, CARUPAM and
CAYUCCIYAM - dwelling in God's world.
cavakakkurifici A secondary melody-type
of the kuRINcI class.
cavakanonpi / cavakan (Jaina) Householder
who takes to ascetic practice.
cavuppatal Vide IRAPPUPPATAL.
calal A verse genre: poem in KOCCAKAK KALIPPA
whose stanzas are each in the form of a
and

answer

with

the refrain

calalo at the end. 2. Masquerade dance.
3. An ancient game played by girls
(accompanied by singing that has the
refrain cajal6o).
carrukkavi Vide CATTUKKAVI.
அஆ
உ

19

இஈஉஊ௭௭
&

1

carruppattu Vide CATTUMURAL
cauruppotumai (Also viTvaRUMURA!) Inductive
method.
canror

1. The great, the learned, the noble.

2. The bards of the cANKAM age. 3. Warriors.
canror ceyyul A characterization of the
classical poetry, as being lofty and high:
spirited.
canrorpakkam

A sub-situation

under

the

PURAM theme VAKAITTINAI: the role of the
great men who use bulls and cows (the
peasants and the merchants)
canror ceyyul A characterization of the
classical poetry, as being lofty and highspirited.
cikralicaikkoccakam A kind of KocCCAKAKKALIPPA verse marked by fewer number of.
TALICAI (the middle part of KALIPPA),
branching into rYARCIKRALICAIKKOCCAKAM
and KURAICCIKRALICAIKKOCCAKAM.

cikkal Complication, the rising action in the
plot of a narrative.

cikkal avilppu Denouement. The resolution
of a dramatic conflict, and explanation
of the mysteries or misunderstandings in
the plot.
cikkal natakam Problem play. A term
popularized by the Norwegian playwright
Ibsen,

caveluttu Vide cEYYUTPORUTTAM.

question

cikkal natakam

it refers

to the

situation

of the

protagonist which is so rendered as to
indicate that it represents a contemporary
sociological problem. It is suggested that
the prevailing opinion tends to thwart the
author's attempt at finding a solution to
the problem.
(A sub-type of the problem play is the
discussion play (vIVATA NATAKAM) in which
the social issue is not incorporated into-

ஏ ஐஒஓஓளஃக்ங் ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த்ந்ப்ம்ய்ர்ல்வ்
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cikkalmutirvu

the plot, but expounded in the dramatic
give and take of a sustained

debate

among the characters.
cikkalmutirvu Crisis. The moment in the plot
of a narrative, when the conflict (MOTAL)

has intensified to a level at which the
protagonist's lot will change decisively.
Although the crisis and climax (uccaM)
generally occur together, the former

functions purely as a structural element
of the plot, whereas climax also signifies

the height of emotional response evoked
in the audience by the crisis.
cikanti A secondary melody-type of the PALAI
class.
2

cittirakkavi

figures; a poem in which verses or stanzas

aré so arranged that they form’a design

on the page and take the shape of the

subject of the poem (altar poem); a poem
which has its lines arranged to representa
physical object, or to. suggest action/

motion, mood/feeling (pattern poetry).
Also see PULAVAR.

cittirakka/cittirappa A variety of CITTIRAK-KAVI
in which

numerals

or philosophy.
cittanta caivam A philosophical system of
the Saivites which recognizes the three
entities of Civan, Soul and Maya, and
holds that salvation is for those who have

subdued the three-fold MALAM

and

order

of

whose

இருவரமாம்

ஒருவனையே

2

7

6

9

3

1

4

3

8

ஏழுநாள் ஆறமாந்தான்

கோயில்

நாடிய போந்தேம் - ஒருவனும்

எண்கையான் முக்கணான் நான்முகத்தான்
ஒன்பானோ

டையந்தலைய நாகத் தவன்
cittiravannam

One of the specific sound

features of a verse (VANNAM): rhythm
effected by the dominant use of euphonic

alternation of long and short syllables.
cittiravalu Pictorial fallacy.

obtained God's grace.

cittantam |. Well established conclusion,
settled opinion or doctrine, recetved or
admitted truth; ideology. 2. CAIVACITTANTAM.

citti Vide aTTAMACITM.

in a given

in:

cittar Mystics who by austere practices are
supposed to have attained extraordinary

cittantacattiram Treatises ona given doctrine

there is the occurrence

combinations yield ten, fifteen, etc. as

cinkanokku Vide ARIMANOKKU.
cinkaram Vide IRAcAM.
cinki Vide TUNANKAIKKUTTU.

powers.
cittaranil Mystic treatises on medicine, yoka
and astrology composed by ciTTAR.

metrical

A variety of pictorial

composition which is fitted into fanciful

்

cittiravelakolli A secondary melody-typé.
cittul. Vide KALAMPAKAM. 2. Intellect. 3. Super-

natural power. 4. A masquerade dance.
citaral Dissemination. In traditional literary

cittira akaval A sub-class of AKAVAL metre

criticism, it is the way texts (PANUVAL)

marked by AKAVAL rhythm (after the cry of

influence later texts across generations.,

the peacock) in every foot.

In deconstruction (ULLIYAL ANUKUMUBAl)

AWMAAre2maggggggr
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"dissemination refers to the way in which
the meaning of a given word scatters,
spreads, or disperses. It implies that any
word or word-cluster inevitably means

different things to different readers
because of its connotative potential. See

also ARUTIYINMAI.
citaivu pirarkkinmai A MeyrPATu pertaining
to the first phase of pre-marital love: (the
heroine) losing heart, which she keeps of f
from others.

cilétai
cirunkaranilai A sub-situation under the

PURAM theme TUMPAITTINAL a warrior's
devoted wife embracing his corpse on the

battlefield.
cilampan Chief of the hilly (kugiNcr) tract.
cilampukalinonpu An ancient ceremony
preliminary to marriage, probably
consisting in removing the anklets of a
bride which were till then a symbol of

her maidenhood.

‘

cilampetirkival A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero asking

cintati Vide ATI.
\
cintati vaiicippa Vide vaNcrrr.

the mountain about the heroine.

cintiyal -venpa Vide RATMUKKAL.

cilittam Vide varTaRUPPANERI.

cinta 1) A verse genre: a kind of musical
composition containing a detached word
in the first line itself. Both the lines have
either ‘equal number of feet or unequal
number of feet. It also makes frequent
use of final rhyme, besides EruKAI and

cilétacakaram A verse genre: composition in

MONAI. It has ‘sub-types such as
VALINATAICCINTU (sung by travellers as

CORROTARANI) A figure of speech in which
a word or phrase admits of two or more
interpretations, paronomasia, double

distraction from the fatigue of the
journey; NonTIccNTu (statical burlesque
play NONTINATAKAM in cintu verse),
KAVATICCINTu (songs by devotees of Lord
Murukan while.marching to His temples
with kavati on shoulders), KOLAICCINTU

(song

on sensational

murders

and

suicide), VELLACCINTU (song on flood),

VIPATTUCCINTU (song on conspicuous
accidents), VARALARRUCCINTU (song on
myths and legends), etc. 2. A masquerade

_ dance. 3. A musical note.
cintuppilukkai A masquerade dance.
cintumokini A verse genre: composition in
_ VANNAKAVOTTALICAIKKALI etre comparing a
“woman with the ocean.

cirunkarak kavitai Erotic poetry..
அஆஇ
a

a

உளண௭௪

ஏஐ

TALICAI comparing a king with the rains’
and God, and extending the traits of the
ocean and a woman to suit those of the
king..

cilétai/ciletaiyani 1. (Also PALAPORUL

entendre,

which

operates

CILETA! (paronomasia

as CEMMOLIC-

caused without

splitting up words) and PiRIMOLICCILETAI
(paronomasia caused by spliting up
words).
CILETA! is of. seven kinds,
ORUVINAICCILETAI (@ common

viz.,
verb

informing the word or phrase which
functions as paronomasia),

PALAVINAIC-

CILETAI (several verbs carrying through the
paronomasia), MURANVINAICCILETAI (verbs
denoting
opposite
characteristics
“informing the paronomasia), NIYAMAC-

CILETAI (an expression capable of many
applications being restricted to one:
object) NIYAMAVILAKKUCCILETAI (an
expression capable of many applications

ஒஓஓஎளஃக்ங்ச்
ஞ்ட்ண்த்ந் ப்ம்ய்ர் ல்வ் ழ்ள்ற்ன்
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cilétaiyuruvakam

being restricted to only one of them in
the first instance and then extended to
another), viROTACCILETAI (verbal antithesis
following a verbal similitude) and
AVIROTACCILETAL (congruity between the
preceding and the following paronomasia). 2. Vide IRATTURAMOLITAL.

cilétaiyuruvakam A figure of speech and a
sub-class of URUVAKAM: metaphor in which

the process of metaphorization is
subjected to double entendre. e.g. The
lotus and the heroine's face,
blossom, grow lustrous, etc.

both

cilétaiyuvamai
A figure of speech anda sub-

cilainutarpanki talaiviyaippukaltal (Also
PANKI TALAIVIYAIPPUKALTAL and PANKI
MANAIVIYAIPPUKALTAL) A sub-situation under

the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the
confidante (with the heroine's sulking:
gone and her union with the hero

accomplished) praising the heroine.
An intrinsic CArvaM sect
civacankirantavatam
' which holds that the soul when it is freed
from MALAM (impurity) becomes Civan

Himself by the divine grace.
civacamavata caivam An intrinsic CAIvVAM sect

which holds that the soul when it is freed
from MALAM becomes pure Intelligence,
and that in such

a condition

Civan

class of uvamar simile by double entendre
which comprises two categories:

transmutes it into a Being like Himself,
enabling it to perform His five-fold

CEMMOLICCILETAI and PIRIMOLICCILETAL

functions.

cilétaitfivakam A figure of speech anda subclass of TIVAKAVAN! 1n which a word ina
verse illuminating or amplifying the

double entendre runs through the verse.

cilétaiyinmutittal A figure of speech and a
sub-class of PIRAPORULVAIPPANI in which an
object extends into the general and the
particular through the use of the double

entendre.
cilétaivilakku
A figure of speech and a sub-

class of TATAIMOLIYANI in which one of the
two objects where both are marked by

similar

characteristics

is

seen

as

redundant.
cilétaivenpa A verse genre: poem in VENPA
metre marked by double entendre.

cilétaiverrumai A figure of speech anda subclass of VERRUMAIYANI

in which

the

differences as well as the similarities
between two objects or persons are

_ brought out through double entendre.
அஆ
aoaii

இரா

civataricanam Spiritual experience of the soul
in which it understands its own
limitations and perceives the divine
wisdom, which of its own accord, bestows

grace.
civatikkai/civatitcai Initiation of a disciple

into the mysteries of the CAIvAM.
civap6kam Spiritual experience of the soul

in which it merges its individuality m
Civan, the Supreme Being.
civayOkam Spiritual experience of the soul
in which it realises the omnitude of Civan
and sets itself in tune with Him without

losing its individuality.
civarupam Spiritual experience of the soul
in which it clearly understands that Civan

by His five gracious functions cleanses
it of MALAM

(impurity)

and bestows:

salvation.
civalvenri A pugaM sub-situation: theme
describing the victory of a parmdge’ ina
partridge fight.

உஊ௭ ஏஜஒஓஓளஃக்ங
ச் ஞட்ணத்ந் ப்.ம்ய்ர் லவ் ழ்ள்ற்ன்
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civalinkapantam A variety of cIrTTTRAKKAV!:

verse fitted into a fanciful diagram
representing the pedestal and the
cylindrical stone rounded off at the top

(the emblem of Civan) as under.

cirrilakkiyam

period, as distinct from the classical
literary genres. The pATTIVAL tradition tries
to limit these PIRAPANTAM genires to ninetysix, although there is no consistency in’
the number of genres treated in individual

PATTIYAL works. Pirapantat tirattu lists 106
kinds, pirapanta tipam 97, pirapanta
tipikai 96, tonnul
vilakkam
91,
muttuviriyam 90, etc. Today, it is possible

to find more than 200 types.
Many of these genres owe their
evolution to tolkappiyam, the CANKAM and

the post-cANKAM works. The TInaI-s and
TURAI-s of AKAM and PURAM have evolved
into several modes: e.g. VETCIMALAI, KARANTAI
MALAI, ARRUPPATAI, TYANMOLI, KATAINILAL,

KANPATAINILAI, KALAVALI, KAIKKILAL, KATYARU
NILAI, CEVIYARIVUROU, VARALARRU-VANCI, TORANA

MANCARI, MUTUKANCL KUTAIMANKALAM, TUNIVICITTIRAM, TAMARAI NONPU, PIRIVUCURAM, etc.

The variety and complexity of these

காப்பவ ணீயே காமாட்சி தாயே
் அணிபுரி காஞ்சிபி லறம்வளர் தேவி
கச்சை யணிமேனி காசணி வாமி
வெண்மண லிலிங்கம் வேண்டி நிறுவிக்

கோனிறை தழுவத் த்னமது குழைத்த

காமக் கண்ணி

காமேச் வரியே.

civattuvita caivam

(Also NIMITTAKARANA

PARINAMAVATA CAIVAM) An intrinsic CAIVAM
sect doctrine which holds that Civan, the
efficient cause, is also the material cause
of the universe.’
civanupavam The bliss of union with Civan,

experience of Civan.
cirpacattiram Vide ARUPATTUNANKUK KALAIKAL.

literary kinds are rooted in different
structural norms and criteria:
(i) Some are based on the subject
matter, AKAPPORUTKOVAL, ANTUNILAL ARRUPPATAI,
ULA, KATAL, PILLAIKKAVI, MATAL, MARAM, etc.
(ii) Formal aspects: ANTATI, TANTAKAM,
CITTIRAKKAVI, etc.

(ii) Stanzaic pattern: IRATTAIMANI-MALAI,
* MUMMANIMALAI, MUMMANIKKOVAI, NAVAMANIMALAI, etc.

(iv) Number of stanzas: CATAKAM, ORUPA
ORUPATU, IRUPA IRUPATU, ATTAMAN-KALAM, PANCA,

RATTINAM, etc.
(v) Folk forms: UcaL, NONTI, ULATTIPPATIU, etc...

(vi) Letters of the alphabet: vaRUKKAMALAI, VARUKKAKKOVAL etc.

citrilakkiyam (Also PIRAPANTAM) A class of

(vii) The 'MALar' varieties: ANKAMALAI,

literary genres developed in the medieval

ANURAKAMALAL, URPAVAMALAL, KAPPUMALAL etc.

௮அஆஇ௱உஊ௯௭

ஏஐஒஓஓளஃக
ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த்
்ங்
ந்ப்ம்ய்ர்ல்வ
் ்
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cirrililaittalparuvam

(viii) Combination of two or more of

An extended span of nearly ten

the above criteria: TACANKAPPATTU, URVENPA,
KATIKAIVENPA, etc.
(ix) Miscellaneous types: KAPPIYAM,

centuries marks the codification of these

PURANAM, etc.
A single mode is called by different

names in different pAttrvAL works.

The

one that eulogizes the ten incarnations
of Tirumal is called URPAVAMALAI,
ARIPIRAPPU, and TACAPPIRATTURPAVAM.
Similarly, we have KALAMPAKAMALAI and
PANMANIMALAI, NALIKA! VENPA and KATIKAI VENPA,
VALAMATAL and INPAMATAL, etc. Again, one
mode lends itself to varying subject
matter: KATAINILAI is either the reprimand
of the poet who
has not been
appropriately honoured by the patronking, or the request to announce the

arrival of the poet to the patron.
PUBANILAI and PURANILAI VALTTU, MEYKKIRTTI
and MEYKKIRITI MALAI mark slight
differences in thematic perspect-ives.

Thematic similarities but formal
divergences give birth to more than one
genre: The praise of the hero's town is
URVENPA, URNERICAI, ORINNICAI, etc. Similarly,

PATATIKECAM and KECATIPATAM dif fer in the
order of portrayal of the limbs of the hero.
The praise of the hero is NAMAMALAI and
that of the heroine is PUKALCCIMALAI.
Interestingly, the name of a genre ina

PATITYAL treatise takes a variant in creative
literature: TUYILETAINILAI in the former is
PALLIYELUCCI in the latter, and ANTUNILAI
becomes PALLANTU. PILLAIKKAV! and
PILLAPPATTU become PILLAITTAMIL.

Literary exemplifications are not
available to many of these genres.

These kinds representa rich spectrum
of native ingenuity, and assimilation
from the Sanskrit tradition.
அஆ

a

இ௱உஊ௯௭

a

ஏஐஒஓஓளஃக்ங்

types and their imaginative‘ representations.

cirrililaittalparavam Vide PILLAKKAVL.
cirrirparuvam Vide PILLAIKKAV! 1.
cirrurai Vide AKUVIYAKKIYANAM.
cirren (Also cINNAM) A variety of ampGta-.
RANKAM consisting of short lines of two
feet each.
cirrellai Minimum number of lines, as in a
stanza.
‘
cirappani A figure of speech’ in which a
reason is given for differentiating two

- similar objects taken up for comparison.
cirappavanuti Vide AvVANUTIYANI.
cirappinmaikurimaruttal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme CETPATAI: the
confidante slighting the love-token (a

bunch of tender Jeaves) of the hero and
refusing to accept it.
்
cirappu An AkaM literary technique - a variety
of ULLURAL specially given superlative,
magnified, exaggerated expressions
insetting deeper meanings of excellence.
e.g. The infidelity of the unfaithful hero
being suggested through an exaggerated
scene of crabs born on the death of the

mother-crab co-existing with the
crocodiles that, eat their young ones
(ainkurunuru 24).

cirappunilaippiraporulvaippu

Vide

ORUVALICCERAL.

cirappunilaiyani A figure of speech in which
an occurrence is inferred without
premises, a thing is assumed to exist in
several
places,
a major task is
accomplished though starting with one

of smaller dimensions.
ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த்ந்
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cirappuppayiram Introduction in verse to a

book giving particulars of the author, title
of the work, subject matter, etc. Cf. porurPAYIRAM. —

cirappup punaivilipukalceci A kind of
’ PUNATVILIPUKALCCIYAN! in which the general

idea is inferred from a particular idea.

ciraippuram An AKAM concept a hedge-side
near a mansion from which the hero can
listen unseen to what passes between the
heroine and her confidante.
cifaippuramakac ceripparivuruttal (Also TOL!
_ CIRAIPPURAMAKAC CERIPPARIVURUTTAL and
TOLI

TALAIVARKUC

CIR AIPPURAMAKAC

CERIPPARIVURUTTAL) A sub-situation under

cirappup porutkurippu Signification.

cirappuruvakam Vide CAKALAVURUVAKAM.

the akam theme ORUCARPAKARKURI: the
confidante speaking about the heroine

cirukatai Short story. A brief fictional prose

being restrained at home intending to

narrative, requiring anything from half
an hour to one or two hours in its ‘perusal’.
Ithas a definite plot structure, complexity
of characterization, and often a point of
view. It usually has a single focus and
produces a specific dramatic effect.

mform the hero who remains unseen at
the hedge-side near their house.

cirukappiyam
KAPPIYAM.
cirukuti

Vide AINCIRUKAPPIYAM

and

metre marked by a sense of wonder and
rhetorical excellence.

cirucérakkal paruvam Vide PILLAIKKAV! I.

cinaiyakupeyar

A

figure

cirutévapani A kind of song in praise of a

deity, set to music.Cf. PERUNTEVAPANI.
cirupattirikkai Journal, carrying scholarly
and academic features, having a limited
circulation and run without a commercial
motive.
ciruparaikottal paruvam Vide Pu.AikKAvI 1.

ciruparaipparuvam Vide piLAIKKAVvil.
cirupolutu Vide MUTARPORUL,
cirumai One of the sources of the MEYPPATU,
MARUTKaI (wonder): smallness.
cirumaiyani A figure of speech in which the
contained is described as smaller than the
container, or the container than the
contained. Cf. PERUMAIYANI.

speech:

whole.
cittukkavi A verse genre: epistle or letter
written in verse.
cir Metrical foot, a CEYYULURUPPU.

cirmatakku Vide MATAKKANI.
cirantati Repetition of the final foot of a
line as the initial foot of the following
line.
cirakam A primary melody-typecilkkaikkuttu A mode
of
accompanied with whistling.

dancing

ciriya] A small lute.

cukkilattampam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
cukumaratai Vide VAITARUPPANERI.
cuttani Vide KATCIYANI.

Gr2rsw@rgeeggriL._
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of

synecdoche in which part is put for the

cirutérpparuvam Vide pr.LaKKAvI I.

aoa

cinnam I. Vide cirgen. 2. An insignia.
cinnamalai A verse genre: poem in VANCIPPA

Village ina hilly tract.

ciruceyyul Verset.

AW

cinnappi Poem celebrating the TACANKAM (the,
ten constituents) of a king in 100, 90, 70,
50 or 30 NERICAIVENPA verses. Cf. TACANKAPPATTU and TACANKATTAYAL.
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cuttikkura uvamam

cuttikkura

uvamam

Vide ETUTTUKKATTU

UVAMAIYANL
cuttu |. An kam literary technique and a
variety of ULLURAL by pointing to one thing

some other being hinted at. e.g. The
confidante of the heroine, to be overheard

by the hero, asks the thundering cloud if
it will merely rumble or pour rain to
nurture the millet field-the meaning

hinted at being whether the hero will

merely keep on meeting the heroine
secretly, or decide about taking her
hand in marriage (akananguru: 188).
2. Signification.
cuttunarvu Vide PIRAMANA APACAM.

cuttumporu] Referent.
cutarotupulampal A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme ORUVALITIANATTAL: the herome's
distressed words at the setting sun (in the

and PACAM are eternal, practise the yoga
of silence and become absorbed in Civan,
one of sixteen CAIVAM.
cuttaniruttam A kind of dance.
cuttattuvitam Inseparable union of the
obtaining

individual soul with Civan,

:

Supreme Bliss.

cupakkam

One's own standpoint in a

philosophical discussion. Cf. PARAPAKKAM.
cuyacaritai (Also TANVARALARU) Autobiography.

cuyapanpattu vilakkam Appropriation. Atype
of reader-response criticism (VACAKAR
ATIPPATAIT TIRANAY VU) where readers tend to
interpret texts according to their own
cultural presuppositions, regardless of
those of the author - and even if the author

wrote the work from a different cultural
or ideological perspective.

fear of the evening intensifying her lovesickness).

cuyamvaram A verse genre: composition in

cutarotirattal (Also CURAM TANIVITTAL and
NARBRAY CURAM TANIVITTAL) A sub-situation

husband by a princess herself at a public

under the AKAM theme KARPOTUPUNARNTA
xavvar the mother's appeal (to the sun) for
the wilderness (through which the

heroine has eloped with the hero) to
become cool.

cunnam |. (Also CUNNAMOLIMARRU) Vide
PORULKGL. 2. Vide COLVAKAL
cunnamolimarru Vide PoRULKOL.
cunanku (Also pACAPPU and PACALAI) An AKAM

concept: beauty-spots on the skin of a
woman;
sallowness,
paleness
complexion due to love-sickness.

of

cuttakantaram
An ancient secondary melody-

type of the acan class.
cuttacaivam A CAIVAM sect which holds that
the initiate should realize that pati, PAcU
அஆ
aai

இ௱உஊ௯௭

ஏஐ

ஒ.ஓஓளஃக்ங் ச்

Tutieéaot

KALIVENPA metre on the selection of
assembly of suitors.
cuyavaratanai Narcissism. In psychology, it
refers to obsessive and exclusive interest

in one's own self.
cuyavelippattuk kavitai

Confessional

poetry. A contemporary literary mode in
which the writer discusses matters
relating to his private life, and addresses

the reader directly.
curattuyttal A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme vetcirTinar theme of a warrior

leading the captured cattle safe through
a barren tract fraught with dangers.

curanatai Vide PERUNTINAIL.
curam An AkaM concept: wilderness.
curam tanivittal Vide CUTAROTIRATTAL.
ஞ்ட்ண்த்

ந் ப்ம்ய்ர்

ல்வ்
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culikulam

curampokku A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme UTANPOKKU: the elopement of the
heroine with the hero through the
wilderness.

curamakalir Vide ARAMAKALIR.
curattuA feature of ALAVALICCANTAM marked.
by balanced feet, but with two additional
letters.

curitakattaravinaik koccakam A kind of
KOCCAKAKKALIPPA marked by the incidence
of CuRITAKAM and the doubling of Taravu.
curitakattaravuk koccakam A kind of
KOCCAKAKKALPPA marked by the incidence
of CURITAKAM and a single TARAVU.

curitakam 1. Vide ATAKKIYAL. 2. Vide COLVAKAI.
curunkaccollal l. Vide niLALAKw. 2. Vide oTTANIcurutikantaram
A secondary melody-type of
the PALAI class.

cuvatukantirankal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme KARPOTUPUNARNTAKAVVAL the
foster-mother in search of the eloped
heroine being distressed on seeing the
heroine's footprints on the way in the
wilderness.
cuvarkkakanam Vide INTIRAKANAM.
cuvatittanam Vide ARATARAM. ©

cuvai Poetic sentiment.
cuvaiyani Vide IRATAVANI.
cuvaiyirakkam
Anticlimax, a writer's.
intentional drop from the serious and
elevated to the trivial and lowly in order
to achieve a comic or satiric effect.
culikulam
A variety of crrmRAKKavt A stanza
of four lines with eight letters each, so
composed that the letters are arranged in
a series of incurving loops, one within
another, as in the diagram under:

cuvatu Trace. A term by Jacques Derrida, it
refers to the myriad possible meanings

that' differ from the one an utterance is
deemed to-have, that is, the "definitive"

meaning established and constituted by
its very difference from innumerable,
non-present meanings. These non-present
meanings are neither fully present, nor
wholly absent; they are not exactly

present, for they differ from what the
utterance is deemed to signify, yet they
are not entirely absent, for they remind
us of and lend import to the meaning we
assign to the utterance by virtue of their
difference.
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cuvatukantarital A.sub-situation under the
AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the foster-mother
coming to know of the path trodden by
‘the eloped hero and heroine from her
(heroine's) footprints.
௮ஆ

இ

aoaii
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ஏஐஒஓஓளஃக்ங்்
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currivalaittal

கவிமுதி யார்பாவே
விலையரு மாநற்பா .
முயல்வ துறுநர்

திருவழிந்து மாயா.
currivalaittal

Periphrasis.

A manner

of

speaking or writing that is unnecessarily
wordy,
elevated;
or roundabout;
circumlocution.
.

cunainayappuraittal

A phase

of the

MUNNURAVUNARTAL Sub-situation under
AKAM theme PANKIMATIYUTANPATU:
confidante, attributing allegorically
changed features of the heroine (after
union with the hero) to her bathing in
mountain springs.

the
the
the
her
the

cunainalam uraittal Vide CUNAINAYAP PURAITTAL.
cunaiyatalkuri nakaittal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme as NANANATTAM: aS

the heroine returns home saying she had
been to bathing in the mountain spring,
the confidante laughing at her seeing her
paint intact and flowers unfaded.
cunaiyutanaytal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTYAM: the hero asking

the spring about the heroine.
cunaiviyanturaitial A phase of the MUNNURA
UNARTAL Ssub-situation under the AKAM
theme pANKIMATIYUTANPATU: the confidante,
having ascribed the changed features of
the heroine allegorically to her bathing
in the mountain springs, wondering at the
‘power' of the springs.
.

cukkumalankaram A figure of speech in
which an idea is expressed by subtle
hints.

principle of a frog's leap whereby a
cuttiram is so constructed’ as to have

reference to the next but one that follows

it) and PARUNTIN VILVU (the principle of the
kite's swoop whereby a cuttiram occurring
ina treatise is not directly connected with
either its preceding or succeeding

cuttiram but connected with some remote
cuttiram).
cuttirappa (Also CUTmrayAppu)
A kind of aKAVAL
metre, esp. employed in classical

grammars.

்

cuttiram (Also NURPA) A condensed verse

statement of an elaborate proposition.
cuttirayappu Vide cUrTRAPPA. : ்
citar (Also NINRETTUVAR) Panegyrists who
praised things standing in their presence.
cutuvenri A puRAM sub-situation: the theme,
of a woman vanquishing others in
gambling.
curaramakalir Vide ARAMAKAUR,
curiyakanam
A rule of propriety: foot of nérnifai-nér aS KUVILANKAY; considered

inauspicious at the commencement
of a
poem, with pucam as its asterism, the
effect being undoing of the virility. .

culcci |. A MeypPATu other than the principal
eight deliberation. 2. Intrigue. A narrative

device in which a character ‘sets up a

cuttiranilai Position of cOTman ina treatise
as the guiding principle of interpretation,
four in number, viz., ARROLUKKU (the most
natural order of words which clearly
brings out the meaning), ARIMANOKku (a

அஆஇாஉ௭௯௭
aa

grammatical technique in which a line of
a cuttiram is linked with the preceding.
‘and the following cuttirams in the manner
of a lion's look, looking over the shoulders
with neck turned) TAVALAIPPAYTTU (the |

scheme which depends for. its success on.

the ignorance or gullibility of the person
or persons against whom it is directed.
calvaraivuk kolkai Vorticism. A semi-abstract
movement

in art and

literature,

the

ஏஐஒஓஐஎ
ச ஞ்ட்ண்த்
ஃக
ந் ப்மய்ர்
்ங
ல்வ்ழ்ள
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characteristic use of forms arranged in

cemmalaippalai

centiram A secondary melody-type of the:

culal Milieu; atmosphere. Atmosphere (also
called mood or tone or ambience) is the
general feeling created in the reader or
‘audience as to the course of events. It

can be happy, disastrous, etc.

.

KURINCI class.

atcs or whirls round a central point.

Tone

centu A primary melody-type.

centurutti An ancient melody-type.
centuruti A secondary melody-type of the
KURINCI class.

sometimes is distinguished from
atmosphere in that it refers to the attitude
of the author toward reader or audience,
subject matter, or even himself.
Milieu is the conditioning or causal

factor of a literary work - the social
circumstances,
the
intellectual
‘environment, the prevailing climate of
opinion, belief, etc. The milieu could be
either the cause of a literary effect or the
‘effect of a literary cause, that is, the
influence of artand society on each other
could be mutual and reciprocal.
culalamaivuk k6tpatu Contextual theory. A

centurai A kind of composition adapted to
singing, distinct from VENTURAI.
centurai citainta kurattalicai A sub-class of
the auxiliary verse kind KURATTALICAI

marked by the balance of feet in both the
lines and by the absence of smooth flow
and lofty theme.
centuraivenpa Vide KURALVENCENTURAI.

centuraivellai Vide KURALVENCENTURAL
centukku Vide AKAVALOCAI.
centotai A kind of versification in which
MONAI, etc., are neglected.

centotaippa Biank verse.

mode of criticism which emphasizes close

centotaimarul (Also MARULCENTOTAI) A verse

readings of individual texts, and
evaluations of those texts based on their
internal structures and their aesthetic
_ impact.

without any kind of agreement of sound
features either in lines or feet of a line,

ciniyavatam (Also VERUMAIVATAM) Nihilism.

- Total rejection of current political
institutions,

and

religious

and

moral

beliefs.
cenkiraip paruvum Vide Pi, AIKKAVI I.
cenkol Sceptre, as a symbol of sovereignty,
kingly justice and impartial administrat-

ion of justice.
cenkolviruttam Vide KOLVIRUTTAM.

but with iva or any kind of agreement
of one with the other of the group a, a, ai
and au, or i, i, e and or u, u, oand 0, orc
and t or fi and n, or vand m.

cennataiyantati
Vide ANTATITIOTAI.
ceppalocai Rhythmic flow appropriate to
VENPA verse.

cempatippu

Definitive edition. Either an

author's own final text or a work which
may be deemed to be the most authoritative edition.

centamil Standard Tamil. Cf. KOTUNTAMIL.

cempalai A melody-type of the PALA! class.

centamilmalai
A verse genre: composition in
twenty-seven verses in any of the metres

cemporulankatam Vide ANKATACCEYYUL.

on a given subject matter.
௮ஆ
aa
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cemmalaippalai A secondary melody-type of

the PALAI class.
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cemmutupentir Mature divining women.
cemmuran MURAN or the only agreement of

antithesis of lines without any other
occurrence of any kind of agreement in
lines or feet.
cemmoli Classical language.
cemmoliccilétai Vide ciLETA! 1.
cemmonai Mona! or the only agreement of
the iirst letters of lines without any other
kind of agreement in lines or feet.

four, six or eight), TANAPPORUTTAM (use of
such vowels as are not found in
MUPPUTTANAM and MARANATTANAM, the five
. TANAMS, Viz., PALATIANAM, KUMARATTANAM,

IRACATTANAM being determined by
grouping the vowels in the order of a 4, i
ai, uu au, e é, o 6, and taking that group
which contains the first vowel of the hero's
mame aS PALATTANAM and counting

onwards), PARPORUTTAM (while praising a,
man and a woman, the commencing letter

should be respectively masculine

ceykalai Artefact.
ceykaiccuttiram CUTTIRAM containing
directive rules on sandhi, syntax, etc.,
correspond-ing to vidhi sutras in Sanskrit.

feminine,

the

short

vowels

and

being

ceytittokuppinaippu Documentary montage.

considered masculine (ANPALELUTTU) long
vowels feminine (PENNELUTTU) consonants
and aytam being (ALIYELUTTU), UNTIPPORUTTAM Of UNAPPORUTTAM (the initial letter

ceytiram A secondary melody-type of the

being of AMUTAVELUTTU - letters considered

MARUTAM Class.
ceyyamarapil tolirpatuttatakkuta] An AKAM
concept: the lover(s) taking non-human
beings as if capable of being messengers
and conveying messages of love through
them.
ceyyutkanam Vide CEYYUTPORUTTAM.

ceyyutkalampakam/ceyyutkovai

Verse

anthology.
ceyyutporuttam (Also CEYYUL MUTANMOLIP
PORUTTAM and PORUTTAM) The concord
between the first foot of the first stanza

of the work and the name of the hero of
the poem, comprising ten kinds, namely,
MANKALAPPORUTTAM (use of auspicious
words), CORPORUTTAM (use of trisyllabic,
auspicious words that cannot be split in
scanning,
not
being
inelegant,
ambiguous, meaningless or defective in
form), ELUTTUPPORUTTAM Or AKKARAPPORUTIAM
(consisting of three, five, seven or nine
letters including mute consonants and not
அஆ

a

இ௱உஊ௯எ௭

a

ஏஐஓஒஓஓஓளஃ க்ங்

auspicious to begin a literary work with
and not of NACCELUTTU Or CAVELUTTU - letters
considered inauspici-ous to begin a
literary work with), VARUNAPPORUTTAM (the
initial letter pertaining to the caste of the
hero: ka, ha, ca, fia, ta, na - Brahmana; ta,
na, pa, ma, ya, ra- Ksattiriya; Ja, va, ra, naVaisya; Ja, la - Sidra), NATPORUTTAM (the
agreement of the asterism of the initial

letter and that of the initial letter of the
hero's name), KATIPPORUTTAM (the initial
word should contain the letters which
belong to either of the first two of the
four kati), viz., TEYVAKAT!
(4, i, u, e, ka, ca,
na, Ma), VILANKUKATI (0, 0, ya, ra, la, Ja, ra)
and NARAKAKATI (ai, au, va, Ja, na) and

KANAPPORUTTAM (the first word should be

one of NIRKKANAM, TIKKANAN, ANTARAKANAM,
CURIYAKANAM, MARUTA KANAM, MATIKKANAM
and INTIRAKANAM OF NILAKKANAM). Also see

KANNALPORUTTAM,
PEYARPPORUTTAM.
ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த்

PUTPORUTTAM

ந் ப்ம்யர்்
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ceyyutpoli One of the two divisions of
KATTTYAM, distinct from KATTURAIPPOLI.
ceyyul Verse composition.

ceyyul mutanmolipporuttam Vide ceyyuT
PORUTTAM.

ceyyulvalakku (Also NULVALAKKU) Literary

usage.

speaker and the auditor in a stanza), 23.

ceyyulvaluvamaiti A poetic license which
allows CEYYULVALU in the compositions of
great sages, etc.

ceyyulvikaram (Also vikARAM) Changes in
words allowed as poetic license, the kinds
of which are vALITTAL (change of a soft
into

a hard

one),

15. KURRU (speeches assignable to different
characters), 16. KETPOR (auditors), 17. KALAN
(scene of action), 18. KALAM (time and
season), 19. pAYAN (result or effect),
20. meyppATU (manifestation of inner
emotions and feelings), 21. ECcAM (that
which is left to be understood, or

implied), 22. MuNNAM (indication of the

ceyyulvalu Defect in versification.

consonant

ceyalmurait tiranayvu

MELITTAL

(change of a hard consonant into soft
one), NITTAL (lengthening of a sound),
KURUKKAL (shortening of a sound), viRITTAL
(expansion or elaboration of a phrase)
TOKUTTAL (contraction of phrases), MUTAR
KuRAI (shortening of a word by one or more
letters at the beginning), ITAIKKURAI (elision
of the medial sound) and KATAIKKURAI

(eliston of the final sound). .
ceyyuluruppu The elements of a metrical
verse, being thirty-four in number, viz., 1.
MATTIRAI (mora, quantity or duration of
articulation of a phoneme), 2. ELuTTU (letter
or phoneme), 3. Acai (syllable, basic

metrical unit), 4. cir (foot), 5. ati (line),
6. YAPPU (metrical structure of a verse),
7. MARAPU (language sanctioned by tradition), 8. TUKKU (rhythm), 9. TOTAIVAKAI
(thyme and others, or positional repetition
of sound features), 10. NOKku (total effect
of a verse), Il. pA (metre of verse),

PORUL (meaning or content or theme), 24.
TURAI (thematic sub-situation), 25. KOL or
MATTU (syntactical linkage), 26. vANNAM
(specific sound features of a verse), 27.
AMMAI (succession of short, soft words
having a soothing effect), 28. ALAKU’
(choice of plain words and proper
rhythm), 29. Tonmar (antique literary
source), 30. TOL (narrating an ancient story
and inculcating the URUTIPPORUL in
felicitous diction), 31. viRUNTU (verses of
new compositions), 32. rvarru (narrative
poems ending in any one of the eleven
consonants f, n,n, m,n, y,r1v,1,D, 33.
PULAN (verses in the language of common
folk, or colloquial standard) and 34. 1Lareu
(easy flowing style consisting of choice
diction in which long vowels, soft
consonants and the liquids / and ] are
prominent, and hard consonants are
avoided). Cf. AKAPPATTURUPPU.

ceyvinaimaraippu A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIMATIYUTANPATU: the heroine
concealing her acts from the confidante.
ceyalmurait tiranayvu Practical or applied

criticism. A type
emphasizes
and

of criticism that
responds
to the

12. aLaviya (line-limit), 13. TiAl (sphere

characteristics of specific texts. It differs

of human life, both AKAM and PURAM),
14. KAIKOL (KALAVU and KARPU phases),

from

theoretical

criticism,

AyMyArtremarqggggQgrni
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which

emphasizes the formulation of general
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ceyalorumai

principles applicable to all texts rather
than explicating individual works.
Practical critics concentrate on a close
reading of the text underlying their
analysis. Cf. vITIMURAIT TIRANAYVU 2.

ceyalorumai Unity of action.
ceyarkirru Vide COLLATAL KOTPATU.
ceyarkaiyalapetai Long vowel or consonant
lengthened for the sake of metre.
cerukkalavajiciA verse genre: poem in AKAVAL
verse describing the field of battle.
cerukkalavali A verse genre: composition in
NERICAI VENPA, INNICAI VENPA OF PAKROTAI VENPA
on the feats of valour of a king which
earn him an abiding fame.
ceruvitaiviltal A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme NoccITTINAL celebrating the
fallen warriors who heroically defended
the fortifications around a city and the
adjoining forest defence.
celkenavituttal A sub-situation under

the

AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the heroine

letting the hero go after union.
cellumkilatti celavukantu ulattotucollal A
theme

PIRIVULI

MAKILCcr the hero speaking to his heart in
exultation as the heroine departs after
union.
celvam One of the sources of the MEYPPATU,
-UVAKAI (rejoicing): enjoyment of wealth.
celvakku Influence.
celavalunkutal 1. (Also CELAVITAIYALUNKUTAL
and POKKALUNKUTAL) An AKAM theme: the
hero desisting tentatively from parting
from the heroine. 2. Vide PERUNTINAI.
celavalunkuvittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VARAIVITAIVAITTUP PORULVAYIR
AWMAtremwmatrgqregegn
௨௨

1

1

celavitaiyalunkutal Vide CELAVALUNKUTAL.
celavuA sub-situation under the puRAM theme
vercitrinal: the soldiers passing through
difficult forest terrain on their march for
the seizure of the enemy's cows.

ceyalmoli Vide COLLATAL KOTPATU.

division under the AKAM

-PIRITAL: the confidante seeking to dissuade
the hero from undertaking his mission for
wealth for his marriage.

wr. smh

uueéaioo6oaukknic

.celavukantal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PANKIMATIYUTANPATU: the confidante
finding that the heroine is keeping
herself off from her companions.
celavuninainturaittal A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme VARAIVUMUTUKKAM: the
heroine's utterance contemplating a visit
to the hero to tell him herself of her
plight.
cevvani An AKAM concept: red garment and
red flowers worn by the confidante to
indicate to the hero that the heroine is in
her periods.
cevvanikanta vayilavar kural A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the

utterance of the attendant messengers at
the courtesans' houses as they see the
confidante coming in red attire.
cevvaniyanintu

ulaiyarkantu

cétiyaivituppuli

avvani

alunkikkural A sub-

situation under the AKAM
theme
PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the neighbourhood of the
heroine feeling sad, as she sends her
confidante dressed in red garments and
wearing red flowers (indicating to the
hero that the heroine is in her periods) to
the quarters of the prostitutes where the
hero has gone.
cevvanivitukka illorkural A sub-situation
under the AkaAm theme PARATTAIYRPIRIVU: the
matrons
of the heroine's
house
Fe Gtars
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commenting (as unbefitting) on her
sending the confidante in red garment
and red flowers to the quarters of the
prostitutes to indicate that it is the fourth

day after the periods of the heroine.
cevvali A primary melody-type of the MULLAI
class.
.

cevvalippalai A secondary melody-type of
the PALAI class.
‘
cevvalapetai

The

only

agreement

of

elongations (either vowel or consonantal
elongation) of lines in a-verse without
any other kind of agreement either in
lines or feet of a line.
cevviceppal A sub-situation under the AKAM

theme PANKIVIRKUTTAM: the confidante,
having seen the heroine wondering at her

gracefulness to the hero.

cevili eyirriyotu pulampal
ceviyarivuruu A sub-situation under the

PURAM theme PATANTINAL instructing the
king on the path of virtue.
ceviyarivuruumarutpa A verse genre: poem

in MARUTPA metre instructing the king on’
the path of virtue.
ceviyurai / ceviyuraicceyyul / ceviyurai
valttu 1. A verse genre: advice to give up
anger and be humble in the presence of
the great. 2. Vide CEVIYARIVURUU.
ceviyuraiyankatam A verse genre: reproving

a king for his failings with a view to
reclaiming him to a sense of his duty. Also

see ANKATAM.
cevili An AKAM concept foster-mother.
cevili arrat tayait terral (Also NATATTUNITAL) A
sub-situation under the Akam theme
KARPOTUPUNARNTAKAVVAL the foster-mother
consoling the mother grieving over her

cevviyal Classicism. See CEVVILAKKIYAM.

daughter's (the heroine) elopement with

cevviyilalenru maruttal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme céTPaTAr: the
confidante ‘refusing to accept the lovetoken (a bunch of tender leaves) of the

the hero, by telling the mother of her

intention to go in search of the heroine.
cevili inaiyalenporkku

etiralintumolital

(Also CEVILI TERRUVORKKU ETIRALINTU MOLITAL

hero saying that the heroine has not yet

and PANKIYINUNARNTA CEVILI TERRUVORKKU

come of age.

ETIRALINTU KURAL) A sub-situation under the

cevviyaipu The only agreement of the last
letters of lines in a verse without any other
kind of agreement either in lines or feet

of a line.
cevvilakkiyam

AKAM theme KARPOTU PUNARNTAKAVVAL the
confidante having informed thé foster-

mother about the elopement of the
heroine

with

the hero,

she

in turn

responds positively to those seeking to
Classical literature, the

ancient literature characterized by
features such as order, clarity, decorum,
balance, unity and so on.

console her.
cevili eyirriyotu pulampal

(Also véTTA

MATARAIKKETTAL) A sub-situation under.the
AKAM theme KARPOTUPUNARNTAKAVVAL the

cevvetukai The only agreement of the second

foster-mother enquiring in distress to the

letters of lines in a verse without any other
kind of agreement either in lines or feet

women of the wilderness on the way while

of a line.
௮ஆ
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- in search of the heroine who has eloped
with the hero.
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cevili erivalatvérrumaikku étu vinatal

cevili erivalaivérrumaikku étu vinatal Vide
ERIVALAT VERRUMAIKKU ETU VINATAL..
cevilikku ikulai varaintamai unarttal
(ceppal) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme TANMANAIVARAITAL: the confidante

informing the foster-mother that the
marriage of the hero and the heroine has
(already) taken place.
cevilikkut téli arattotunirralA sub-situation
under the AKAM theme VARAIPORUTPIRIVU: (the
of the
demanding
foster-mother
confidante the reason for her preventing
the priest from performing the dance of
possession), the confidante revealing the
love of the heroine to the hero.
cevili kalantutanvaruvorkkantu kettal Vide
KALANTUTANVARUVORKKANTU KETTAL.
cevili kanaiyirul avanvarakkantamai kural
A sub-situation under the AKAM theme
ARATTOTUNIRRAL: the heroine telling her
confidante that the foster-mother has seen

the hero as he was coming for tryst by

cevili terruvorkku etiralintu molital Vide
CEVILUINAIYALENPORKKU ETIRALINTU MOLITAL.
cevili toliyai vinatal (Also VERIVILAKKIYA ATANAL
CEVILIPANKIYAI VINATAL anid VERI VILAKKIYAVALI
CEVILI PANKIYAI VINATAL) A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme ARATTOTUNIRRAL: the

foster-mother

cevili narraykku iruvar katalaiyum arivittal
Vide ANNAVAR KATAL ARIVITTAL.

cevili narra ykku munnilai moliyal arattotu
nirral / cevili narraykku moliyal
arattotunirral (Also NARRAYKKU CEVILI
ARATTOTU NIRRAL) A sub-situation under the

the AKAM theme KARPOTUPUNARNTAKAVVAL the

with the hero).
situation under the AKAM theme UTANPOKKU:
the foster-mother questioning the
confidante about the whereabouts of the
heroine.
அஆ
a
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the foster-

sub-situation under the aKAM theme
KARPOTUPUNARNTAKAVNVAL the foster-mother,
in search of the eloped heroine, feeling
disheartened as she is unable to find her.

cevili teyvam valttal A sub-situation under

cevili tétal (Also CEVILI PANKIYAI VINATAL)A sub-

ARATTOTUNIRBAL:

cevili pankiyai vinatal Vide CEvILI TETAL.
cevili putalviyaikkanatu kavalaikirtal A:

KAVANRURAITTAL.

foster-mother praying to God (for the

theme

mother revealing overtly to the mother
the love between the hero and the
heroine. |

cevili tan arivinmaitannai nonturaittal Vide

happiness of the heroine who has eloped

the

foster-mother revealing to the mother the
truth of the elopement of the heroine with
the hero.

AKAM

VINATAL.

of

the AKAM theme KARPOTUPUNARNTA KAVVAT the

night.
cevili kuravotu pulampal Vide KuRavoTu
PULAMPAL.
cevili talaimakal vérrumaikantu pankiyai
vinatal Vide ERIVALAI VERRUMAIKKU ETU

demanding

confidante the reason for her preventing
the priest from performing his ritual
dance.
cevili narraykku arattotunirral (Also
NARRAYKKU URAITTIAL) A sub-situation under

cerrattataimoli (Also VEKULIVILAKKU) A figure
of speech and a sub-class of TATAIMOLIYANI
in which a pursuit is sought to be stopped
by going in for words of anger.
cerippu Vide iRcERIvu.
cerivu Vide VAITARUPPANERI.

cerivuk kataippinnal Organic plot.
சஞ்ட்ண்த்
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cerivukkurru Aphorism. A concise, pointed,
epigrammatic statement (by a specific
person) that purports to reveal a truth or
principle. Such a statement is called a
proverb (PALAMOLI) when it is so universally
known that its authorship is lost.

‘

cerivuttittu, Purple patch. A passage in a work
that stands out by its ornateness and
abundance of literary devices.

caivakamam
céyon Murukan, the God of the KuRINCI tract.
cérppan Vide KONKAN.

cérvaiyani Vide CANKIRANAVANL
céri Village of the MULLAI tract.
céripparattai An AKAM concept: prostitute,
courtesan, living in the quarters set apart

for her class.
cévai

cenroruraittal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme UTANPOKKU: the hero and the heroine

sending word through the passers-by, the
latter informing the kin of the heroine
about their coming back home after
elopement.

mMintuvantu

pirakacam,

antanaraiyum

makilntukural

TIVVIYAP

/ cenron

mintuvantu varaintulik kantor makiltal

tiruvarutpayan,

Vinavenpa,

porrippakrotai, kotikkavi, neficuvitutttu,
unmainerivilakkam allatu tukalarupotam
and cankarpanirakaranam. There is
another school which replaces unmainerivilakkam by tukalarupotam.

canroéraiyum munnittu varaintu kontulik
kantor

as of NALAYIRA

caiva cittanta cattiram (Also MEYKANTA,
CATTIRAM) Doctrinal texts of the Saiva
Siddhanta philosophy, fourteen in
number, viz., tiruvuntiyar, tirukkalirruppatiyar, civaflanapotam, civanayacittiyar,
irupavirupaktu, unmaivilakkam, civap-

cenron nitalir kamammikka kalipatar kilavi
Vide KAMAMMIKKA KALIPATAR KILAVI.
cenron

Recitation,

PIRAPANTAM.

cenrutéyntirutal Vide NURKURRAM.

A sub-situation under the akAM theme
VARAITAL: the people around (the spectators)
expressing their joyous approval, as the
hero separated from the heroine comes
back and takes the hand of the heroine in
marriage in the presence of the brahmins
and the wise men.
.

caiva cittantam Doctrinal philosophy of
Tamilnatu based on the concept of the
relationship among pati (God), pacu (soul)
and pACAM (bondage).

cétpatai The phase of love between the hero

worship, of sixteen sects, viz., URTIACAIVAM,

and the heroine under the’akam

caivam The religion which regards Crvan as
the Supreme Being and is exclusively
called cGTACACAIVAM devoted to His
ANATICAIVAM,

theme

ATICAIVAM,

MAKACAIVAM,

PETACAIVAM, APETACAIVAM, ANTARACAIVAM,

PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante keeping the
_ hero off, explaining the difficulties in
the way of his clandestine meetings with
the heroine and urging him to expedite
the marriage.

KUNACAIVAM, NIRKKUNACATVAM, ATTUVACAIVAM,

céttirattiruvenpa A verse genre: poem
_celebrating the shrines of God.

caivavati
An expounder of carvaM philosophy.

cétam An element in dancing.

அஆ
a
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YOKACAIVAM,
KIRIYACAIVAM,

NANACAIVAM,

ANUCAIVAM,

NALUPATACAIVAM

and

CUTTACAIVAM.
caivakamam The sacred AGAMAS of the
Saivites, also known as civakamam. ©
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cainakamam

cainakamam The sacred scriptures of' the
Jainas.

cokkattanpantanam
A variety of CITTIRAKKAVE

borrowed in Tamil from the twelve
countries bordering the ancient: Tamil
country) and vATACoL (Sanskrit-words).

diagram

colnataiyani (Also TANMAIVANI afd’ TANMAI

representing the figure on the floor for

NAVIRCCIYANI) A figure of speech which

playing dice, as under.
தாயனைய சேயனே தாகனக

consists in describing an object, a
characteristic, the commonness under>
lying things of a particular class and an

verse fitted into a fanciful

யேகனே

தாயநய ஜேயனே நேயரிய - லாயனே

activity as it is.
colmuran Vide MURANANI.

ஈதாநா தாநீதானே சாலநல சீலனே
காதாதே தாசீதா கா

‘Tae

collataivu Word index.

[ளி

eg | ws சன!

(வக

ஜனா

collani Vide Ani.

ea

collakupeyarA figure of speech: a species
of metonymy in which a term signifying
word is used to denote a composition, oral
or written, ¢.g. ural as in, nulukku urai

an

eeeநு
Bee FPS
(8
*) ae

=

[தே]

| |

ceytan.

collatci Diction. Word choice, divided into

rmBl FrTa
an

a

vocabulary and syntax.

By vocabulary

‘is meant the degree of difficulty,
complexity, abstractness, formality, and

currency of words used, ‘as well as the
origin of words chosen; syntax refers to

‘ol 1. Parts

of speech,

being

four,

viz.,

peyarccol (noun or pronoun), vinaiccol
(verb), ITAICCOL (particle which has no
independent meaning in isolation, but
when occurring in combinations with
nouns and verbs functions as inflectional
or conjugational
suffix, adverb,
preposition, expletive, conjunction,

and placement - of words within a phrase,

clause or sentence. Poetic diction refers
specifically to the choice and phrasing
of words suitable for verse. |
collatal kotpatu Speech act theory. Actitical
theory of language developed by John
L. Austin. He classified locutions (kORRU)

like

into constatives (NILAIMOL!) and performatives (CEYALMOLI), the former being

adjective or adverb). 2. Words in the Tamil

sentences that can be determined to be

language being of four classes, viz.,
IYARCOL (standard words which are in
common use and are understood by all),

something such as plead or question.
John R. Searle distinguishes four types

interjection, etc.,)and uRiccoL (the
indeclinable

which

behaves

TIRICOL (indigenous Tamil words used only
in literary works),
AM

a

the arrangement - the ordering, grouping,

OA

a

TrcAiccot

(words

tema
Tg — QE QE Qo oa

true or false, and the latter those that "do"

of speech acts, viz.,' utterance ‘act
(CORKURRU), propositional act (PORULKURRU),

க்ங்ச்ஞ்ட்ண்தந்ப்ம்ய்ர்ல்வ்
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corpolivukkalai

ijlocutionary.act (CBYARKURRU) and
perlocutionary.act (PATIPPUKKURRU). An

_ thythm) and varrrakam (a kind of song of

utterance act is a locution simply saying
something. A propositional act says
illocutionary act involves uttering a

colvalippatuttal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme TYARKAIPPUNARCCI. the hero
getting the heroine fall in line with what
he says.

statement that performs a particular

colvalu Vide CORKURRAM.

something about something else. An
‘fiinction

Such

as promising

or

threatening. A perlocutionary act is an

ilocutionary
act that affects the state of
mind and/or the actions of the person to
whom it has been directed. Speech act
theory has played a major role in the

development of discourse analysis
(KARUTTATAL PAKUPPAYVU), and has provided
a conceptual model for critics from a
_variety-of approaches for the systematic
analysis of discoutse..

collatékal (Also NITENENRU AVAN NINKAL) A subsituation

under

the

AKAM

theme

VARAIVITAIVAITTUP PORULVAYIRPIRITAL: the hero

assuring the confidante that he would not
prolong his mission for wealth, and his

leaving the heroine on that: mission
without an adieu.
collamarapin avarrotu kefii An-AKAM concept
the lover(s) taking the cries of nonhuman ‘beings as .conveying things of
meaning, and responding to them.

collanantam VideANANTAKKURRAM.
collicaiyalapetai Vide ALAPETAITIOTAI.

thirty-two lines).

colvaluvamaiti A poetic license which allows

COLVALU when it is part of the popular
usage.
colvilakkani A figure of speech and a subclass of TATAIMOLIYANI in which what is
stated explicitly is being denied or
disapproved in a suggestive way.
corkattu

Imitative

sounds

uttered

in

drummings, etc., giving a harmonious
effect to music.
corkurram (Also coLvaLu) Etymological error.
corkuirru Vide COLLATAL KOTPATU.
corcirati Vide ACATYATI.
corpatimam Verbal icon. It is a type of sign
that signifies what it represents by its
inherent similarity to that object, person
or place.
corpayilvatankal
Concordance.
An
alphabetical index of words in a single
text, or in the works of a major,writer. It
shows the number of times a particular

word has been used, and where it may be
found.

collinmutivin apporun mutittal Vide utT!.

corpinvarunilaiyani Vide PINVARUNILAIYANI.

collineccam colliyanku unarttal Vide urti.

corporuttam Vide CEYYUTPORUTIAM.

collérulavar Those who plough with words-

corporul pinvarunilaiyani Vide PINvARUNILAIYANI.

poets.

.

colvakai Song accompanying dance, of four
kinds, viz,, coNNAM (a stanza of four lines
_ setto music),.CURITAKAM (eight-line stanza
in dialogues of a drama), VANNAM (verse
அஆ
aoai

இர

corporulvirittal Vide urn.
cospolivukkalai Oration, oratory, a carefully
crafted oral presentation, usually written
with a large audience in mind and
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corrotamilaicceyyul
designed to emotionaily move and
intellectually persuadé a body of

listeners.
corrotamilaicceyyul Vide TOTARNILAICCEYYUL.
cotacacaivam Vide CAIVAM.
cotacamalaiA verse genre: poem comprising

sixteen stanzas.
cotacavatane .n Vide AVATANAKKALAL

cotitacaitram Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
cotitamkettalA sub-situation under the AKAM
theme UTANPOKKU: the foster-mother having
recourse to astrology to learn of the return
of the eloped hero and heroine. Cf.
NIMITTAMPORRAL.

coOpanappattu (Also MANKALAPPATAL)
Congratulatory
songs,
songs
of
benediction ending with the word
copanam.
corakavi Vide KALLAKKAVI.
napakankural Vide urTi.
fapakacittiram cUTTIRAM employed to bring
a relevant matter to memory.

napakavetu Vide ETUVANT.
hapakavetu vitirekam Vide ErUVITIREKAM.
nanacaivam A CatvaM sect which holds that

deliverance consists in the mseparable
union of the soul with God, attained by
the practice of Samadhi, one of sixteen
Caivam.
nanam |. Spiritual knowledge. 2. A verse genre
of the late medieval age (generally
attributed to cirrar as authors) dealing

either with occult sciences or with
spirituality or with medicine.
nanamarkkam Religious contemplation
through the path of wisdom.
takkarakam An ancient secondary melody-

- type of the PALAr class.
௮ஆஇர£உஊஎ௭

ஏற

takarvensi A PURAM sub-situation:victoty of
a goat in a goat-fight.

takavalali Informant.
takuniccam A masquerade dance.
takutiyani A figure of speech which consists
in expressing the congruity of the.
association of one object with another.

takutiyinmaiyani A figure of speech which
consists in expressing the incongruity of
the association of one object with
another.
takutivalakku The usage of a conventional
substitute for the proper name of an
object or action, being of three kinds, viz.,
ITAKKARATAKKAL (euphemism, use of
indirect or roundabout expression to
avoid indecent language), MANKALAM
(euphemism,
employment
of an
auspicious word to denote an inauspicious thing), and KULUUKKURI (a code word
employed by a group of people among
themselves). Cf. rvALPUVALAKKU.

takaiyanankuruttal

I. A phase

of the

MUNNURAVUNARTAL Sub-situation under the

AKAM theme PANKIMATIYUTANPATU:
the
confidante, having ascribed the changed
features of the heroine allegorically to

her bathing in the mountain springs,
averring that the heroine has taken to the
form of a celestial lass. 2. An AKAM
concept the mental disturbance caused

to the hero by the beauty of the heroine.
tankaccintu A cintu verse kind: poem marked
by the vocative expression tankamé.
tacappiraturpavam Vide ARIPIRAPPU.
tacapanki Vide rank.

tacamanimalai A verse genre: poem of ten
mixed metrical types using the AWTATI verse
linkage.
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tacankattayal A verse gerire: poem in ACIRIYA
VIRUTTAM

metre

celebrating

the ten

constituents of royalty (mountain, river,
agricultural lands, town/village, garland,
horse, elephant, drum, flag and sceptre).
Cf. CINNAPPU.
tacafikappattu
A verse genre: panegyric poem
in NERICAIVENPA celebrating the ten
constituents of royalty (mountain, river,
agricultural lands, town/village, garland,

horse, elephant, drum, flag and sceptre).
Cf. CINNAPPU
tacankam The ten constituents of a kingdom
viz., mountain, river, agricultural lands,
town/village, garland, horse, elephant,

banner, drum and sceptre.
tacankavannippu
A verse genre: composition

‘tattuvapanavuruvakam

(NIKALVINAIVILAKKU) and the future ‘(eT
VINAIVILAKKU).

TATAIMOLIYANI expands iito VANCOLVILAKKU, VALTTUVILAKKU, TALAIMAIVILAKKU,
IKALCCIVILAKKU, TUNAICEYALVILAKKU,
MUYARCIVILAKKU, PARAVACAVILAKKU,
UPA YAVILAKKU, KAIYARALVILAKKU,
UT AN PATALVILAKKU, VEKULIVILAKKU,
IRANKALVILAKKU, AIYAVILAKKU, VERRUP~
PORULVAIPPUVILAKKU, CILETAIVILAKKU and
ETUVILAKKU.
tataimoliyuruvakam (Also VILAKKURUVAKAM)
A figure of speech and a sub-class of
URUVAKAM: metaphor in which certain
distinguishing features of the standard

of comparison are pointed out as absent
in the subject compared.

describing the ten constituents of royalty

tataiyuvamai (Also viLAKKUVAMAD A figure of

comparing their vatied excellences with
those of the hero.

speech and a sub-class of uvAMAt simile
in which, with the aim of praising the
subject
of
comparison,
certain

tattikkavi/tatticcintu A verse genre: poem
recited while offering camphor incense

to an idol.
tatakacinkaram
A verse genre: poem on the
hero going in procession, visiting a flower
grove, meeting a beautiful woman there,
blossoming of love between them, and
their joyous union.
‘
tatumaruttiyani Vide ONRARKONRUTAVIVANI.
tatumaruvamai Vide rraRAVITARAVUVAMAI.

tataimoliyani (Also MUNNAVILAKKANI and
VILAKKANI) A figure of speech in which a
statement is heightened in effect by the
suggestion of an apparent contradiction,
arising on the bases of the statement
representing an object (poru)), its nature

(kunam), cause (kéranam) and effect
(kariyam) and in the three times, viz., the

past (IRANTA VINAIVILAKKU), the present

அஆ

charateristics present in it are poimted out
as being absent
comparison.

in the

standard

of

tantakamalai (Also PUNARCCIMALA)) A verse
genre: poem on the union between the

hero and the heroine, comprising 300
stanzas of VENPA metre.

tanti
A kind of metrical composition in eight
lines, the last containing the burden of

the song. .
tattalapaficamam An ancient melody-type of
the MARUTAM class.
tattuvam |. (Also Meypporuy 1) Philosophy.
2. An element as in 24 tattuvams
(CANKIYAM) and 36 tattuvams (CAIvA
CITTANTAM).
tattuva panavuruvakam
YURUVAKAM.

Vide

AVANUTI-
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tantateyvam tarumenaccéral

(Also
tantateyvam tarumenaccéral
POLILITAICCERAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme ITANTALAIPPATU: the hero seeking
the heroine in the grove where the first
union took place thinking that the destiny

which favoured him then would do so
now also.

tantanattinpattu/tantanappattu A kind of
song generally sung by beggar-boys.
tantiram Treatise, literary, scientific
religious.

or

tantiravutti Vide urn.
tantunirai A sub-situation under the PURAM

theme vetcrttmar theme which describes

the capturing of cows from the enemy's
terntory and securing them within the
confines of one's own country.
tantupunarnturaittal Vide urn.

tamarpin céralait talaivi talaivarku unarttal
(Also NARRAY ARATTOTUNIRBALIN TAMARPIN
CERALAIT TALAIVI KANTU TALAIVARKU URAITTAL)

. A sub-situation under the akam theme

UTANPOKKU ITAIYITU: the mother informing
her kin of the elopement of her daughter;
the heroine tells the hero about the pursuit
of her kin in search of them.

tamarirperutal An AKAM concept marriage of
the hero and the heroine through the

consent of the parents.
tamarutan celpaval avan puranokkik
kavanru ararral (arral) A sub-situation

under the AKAM theme UTANPOKKU ITAIYITU:
being taken home by her kin in the course
of her elopement with the hero, the
heroine turning back towards the hero,

feeling distressed and (sobbing her heart
out), getting herself composed.

tanturai Preface or introduction; if it is a

tamaraitteruttal A sub-situation under the

commentary, it would mention points not

AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: (word having

covered in the body
interpretation).

reached the kin about the coming back
from elopement of the heroine and the
hero), the confidante dispelling the

of the text (an

taputaranilai Vide PERUNTINAI.
tamarkurutal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme UTANPOKKU ITATYITU: the father and
the brothers of the heroine deciding not
to take on the hero.
tamarninaivuraittu varaivukatatal A subsituation under the AKAM theme PANKIYIR-

kuTTAM: the confidante urging the hero for

misgivings of the kin as regards their
acceptance of the lovers.
tamilcori cintamani A verse genre: poem

narrating a story using the anaphoric
metrical linkage.
tamil teciyam Tamil nationalism. A concept

marriage with the heroine telling him
about the menfolk in the heroine's house
turning their attention to matters of
marriage to the heroine.

that finds a clear articulation in the postCANKAM epic cilappatikaram, where it
speaks of a unified socio-political
sensibility of the Tamil people. ‘Down in
the 20th century, there are several poetical

tamarpinceral
A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme UTANPOKKU ITAIYITU: the father and

voices, such as Paratitacan's, wherein are
found the different manifestations of

the brothers of the heroine pursuing the

loyalty and emotional identity ‘with the
Tami] language and the Tamil race.

hero and the heroine on elopement.
அஆஇ
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tamilvelarkolli A secondary melody type of
the MARUTAM class,
tamilakkuttu Tamilian system of dance.
tamiliyalvalakkuA system of love-marriage
set forth in ancient Tamil works.
tamokunam Vide mukkUNAM.

branching into 1YARRARAVINAIKKOCCAKAM
and CURITAKATTARAVINAIKKOCCAKAM.

taravukkoccakam A species of KOCCAKAKKALI
verse having a single TARAVU branching
into IYARRARAVUKKOCCAKAM and CURITAKATTARAVUKKOCCAKAM.
1. Meaningless syllable sung to a tune
as an interlude, formed of the letters t, n,
n combined with a long or short vowel.
2. A stage song in a peculiar metre and
tune.
A verse genre: poem

in

VANCITTALICAI metre on the thirty-two kinds

of virtuous act (ARAM).
talapuranam A verse genre: mythological

history of a sacred shrine in Tamilnatu.
talittiyam Dalitism. A specifically Indian
postmodern (PINNAVINATTUVAM) social and
literary phenomenon, which focuses on
the socio-economic ills that afflict the
Dalits. As a literary expression, it1s either
Dalit voice or the voice of a non-Dalit
who feels like or feels with a Dalit. It1s
also called vilfmpunilai ilakkiyam.

penniyam

postmodernist
movement,

and

Dalit

feminism.

A

(PINNAVINATTUVAM)
a specifically

Indian

manifestation of feminism (PENNIYAM). It
௮ஆ
உ. உ

இர
1

head of a great warrior who destroyed
talaikkurai

A kind

of

change

of

sound

features for metrical purposes: elision of
the initial sound. e.g. famarai > marai.
talaikkol Title given to a dancing girl who
is an adept in her profession.
talaiccankam Vide caNKAM.

talaittorram (Also NUVALULITTORRAM) A subsituation under the PURAM theme VETCITTinaL: theme describing the exultation of

a warrior's kinsmen over his exploits in

tarumacattiram Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL

talit

talaikkafici A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme KANciTrmar theme describing the
his foes but lost his life.

taravu |. Vide ERUTTAM. 2. Data.

tarumavicetam

- focuses on the predicament of Dalit
women who are subjected to sociocultural and economic discrimination on
the one hand, and sexual violence and
cruelty on the other, besides gender and
sex disparity which their non-Dalit and

white counterparts experience.

taravinaikkoccakam
A species
of
KOCCAKAKKALI verse with two TARAVU,

taru

talaippattu

capturing his enemy's cattle.
talaitatumarra uvamai A figure of speech
and a sub-class of UVAMALr simile in which

the conventional (syntactic) order of
occurrence
of
the
standard
of
comparison, the subject of comparison
and the sign of comparison are reversed.
e.g. pavalam polum vay (red coral like
mouth) being reversed to vay pavalam
polum.

talaippanuval Hypertext. It refers to writing
that is nonlinear and nonsequential,

as

against the traditional conception of the
text as a linear concept with a beginning,
middle and end determined by the author.
talaippattu The first song which augurs a

dance recital.

உஊணஊஎ௭ ஏஐஓஓஓளஃக்ங
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talaippatu

messenger
mission.

talaippatu An aKa concept the confidante
stressing the naturalness and spontaneity
of union of the hero and the heroine.

of. the hero,.away.

on his

talaimaka] aruparttursa accakkilavi Vide
ARUPARTTURRA ACCAKKILAVI.

talaippeyalmarapin carntuvaral uvamaiA
figure of speech and a sub-class of
UVAMAE simile in which both the standard
of comparison and the subject of
comparison comprise two things each

IRATYONTANNAI NONTU IYARPATA MOLITAL.
talaimakal irankal (Also TALAIVI IRANKAL,
NENCOTU VARUNTAL and PUNKULAIIRANKAL) A

occurring in oneness of sense. e.g. The

sub-situation under the AKAM theme VARAI-

talaimaka]

iyarpatamo)ital

Vide

1RaAivi

VITAL VAITTUPPORULVAYIR PIRITAL: the hero

buffalo with the pollen dropped off on
it is like the stone on which gold is tested.
talaippeyaluvamai Vide ITARAVITARAVUVAMAI.

having left her for earning money for
their marriage, the heroine grieving over

talaippeyanilai A pugAM sub-situation
describing the death of a mother on
doing her duty of bringing forth a son.

talaimakal inratku unartti vituttal (Also,
TALAIMAKAL TANCELAVU INRATKU UNARTTI

it.

VITUTTAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme UTANPOKKU ITArYITU: the heroine
sending word to mother of her leaving
the hero's town with him.

talaimakal Vide KILAvI.
talaimakal anankaip paranilaikanta
talaimakan makiltal (Also pARANILAI KANTA
TALAIMAKAN MAKILTAL) A sub-situation under
the axam theme VARAIVUMALIVU: the hero
feeling happy at the heroine praying to
God for their happy marriage.
talaimakal alarpartturra accakkilavi Vide
ALARPARTTURRA ACCAKKILAVI.

talaimakal avalam panki tanittal A subsituation under the akam theme IRAVUKKURI

iraryitu: the confidante mitigating the
distress of the heroine (caused by her
having been misied by a sign casually
happening and not meeting the hero at
the trysting place by night).

்

talaimakal uruvu velippatukantu talaivan
collal (Also TALAIMAKAN TALAIMAKALATU
URUVELIPPATUKANTU ULLE VIYATTAL and TALAIVAN
TALAIMAKALATU URUVU VELIPPATU KANTU COLLAL)
An AKAM Sub-situation and a defining
feature of pirivu in general: (the period
of separation extending beyond the time
of the promised return of the hero, or the
hero returning on fhe fulfilment of his
mission), the hero experiencing a vision
of the heroine's image.

talaimakal uvakaiyarratu ulattotukilattal A
sub-situation

under the akam

theme

/ talaimakal

VARAIVUMALIVU: the herome, exulted at the

arivu talaimakarku arivuruttal Vide arivu

hero's kin coming with the proposal of
marriage and their being received by her

talaimakal

arivu

arivuruttal

ARIVURUTTAL.

parents, speaking to her heart.

talaimakal arral A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme VARAIVITAIVAITTUP PORULVAYIR
PIRITAL: the heroine being in a state of
comfort as her companion tells her that
the rainy season has come as the
௮ஆ

இரஉ௭௯௭

aati

uae

ஏஜஓஓஓைஃ

௧ங

talaimaka] kalultar karanam
KALULTAR KARANAM KURAL.

kural Vide

talaimakal kanavu nalipuraittal Vide kanavu

NALIPURAITTAL.
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talaimaka] nerivilakkutal

talaimakal karpparuvamkantu pulampal

talaimakal nerivilakkutal/talaimakal

(Also TALAIVI KARPPARUVAMKANTU VARUNTAL)

nerivilakkuvittal (Also NERTVILAKKUVITTAL)
A sub-situation under the AKAM theme
VARAITALVETKAE the heroine, pointing out
the dangers on the way the hero treads
during night for union with her, asking
her confidante to dissuade the hero from
that course.

_ A sub-situation under the akam
OTARPIRIVU: the hero having left the
on the pursuit of learning, the
being disspirited as the rainy
approaches.

theme
heroine
heroine
season

‘talaimakal kurivilakkuvittal Vide Kuri
VILAKKUVITTAL.

talaimaka] kutirpparuvamkantu varuntalA
sub-situation under the aAkAm’ theme
_ KAVARPIRIVU: the hero having parted from

the heroine for defending the country,
the heroine being distressed at the advent
of the cold season,

talaimakal

talaimakan

‘arumaicarral
_VARUNTOLIRKU

(Also
ARUMAI

situation under the
vitkar the heroine
of the difficulties
hero on his way to

varuntolirku
TALAIMAKAN
CARRAL)

A sub-

AKAM theme VARAITAL
telling her confidante
encountered by the
the trysting place.

talaimakal tancelavu inratku unartti vituttal
Vide TALAIMAKAL INRATKU UNARTTI VITUTTAL.
talaimakal tantuyar talaivarku unarttal
vental (Also TANTUYAR TALAIVARKU UNARTTAL
VENTAL) The heroine requesting her
confidante to make the hero understand
the affliction she is in.

talaimakal tanpul kaiyaru eytitukilavi (Also
TALAIVI TANNUL KAIYARU EYTAL and TANNUL
KATYARU EYTITUKILAVI) A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme VARAITAL VETKar: the

utterance of the heroine, finding the
objects in nature
af f liction.

co-sharers

of her
.

talaimaka] tannait talaimakanvituttal Vide

~ AVAN VITUTIAKARAL,
அஆ
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talaimakal nérntu pankiyotu uraittal Vide
KURAINERTAL.
talaimakal

pankiyoturaittal Vide ரகக

TANTUNAIKKURAITTAL.
talaimakal pinpanip paruvam kantu
pulampal (varuntal) A sub-situation
under tha AKAM theme TUNAIVAYIRPIRIVU: the
hero having left on his mission, the
heroine being distressed at the advent of

the late dewy season.
talaimakal punarntavan céral (Also TRUMAKAL
PUNARNTUAVAN CERAL) A sub-situation under

the AKAM theme :RAvUKKURrI: the hero
returning home after union with the
heroine during night tryst.
talaimaka] pulavi taniyalakat talaivan otal
A sub-situation under the axam theme
PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the hero, with the
heroine persisting in her sulking even
after the confidante's entreaties,
feigning anger with her.
talaimakal manam poruttaka anankaip
paranilai talaivarkup panki kattal (Also
TALAIVI MANAM PORUTTAKA ANANKAIP PARANILAI
KATTAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme VARAIVUMALIVU: the confidante
showing the hero the heroine's prayer to
God for their happy marriage.
talaimaka| varuntatiruntatarkuk karanam
kural (Also PERUMAKAL UNARTTAL and
PERUMAKAL URAITTAL) A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme ILVALKKar. the heroine
ஞ்டண்த்
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verivilakkuvittal

explaming the way she has endured the

sub-situation under the AKAM theme

PORULVAYIRPIRIVU: the hero returning after

hero from rendezvous, telling him that

the fulfilment of his mission at the
advent of the rainy season and his
utterance as he exults in his union with

mother has been going ahead with the
arrangement for the dance of a priest
possessed by God Murukan (vERIYATIU).

the heroine. |

KARPPARUVAMKANTU COLLAL.

ARRUVITTIRUNTA ARUMAI CARRAL.
talaimakalaik kuriyitattukkontuceral Vide
AVATKONIUCERAL.
talaimakalait talaimakan curattuyttal Vide
AVAN TALAIVIYAIC CURATTUYTTAL.

talaimakalait talaimakan

vituttal Vide

AYATTUYTTAL.

talaimakalaip panki arruvittal (Also PANKI
ARRUVITTAL and PANKI VANPURAI) A -subsituation under the AKAM theme OTARPIRIVU:
the confidante soothing the herome who
1s distressed at the advent of the rainy
season with the hero having gone on the

pursuit of Jearnimg.

a

இரா

உஊ௭

talaimakan ikantamai iyampal Vide iratvi

TALAIVAN IKANTAMAI IYAMPAL.
"

utanpokku

TALAIMAKAN

MARUTTAL)

maruttal

(Also

A sub-situation

under the AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the hero
not consenting to the proposal of
elopement by the confidante.

talaimakan irkkuccelavoruppatutal (Also
TALAIVI TALAIMAKAN URKKUCCELAVORUP
PATUTAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM

theme

VARAITALVETKAL

the heroine

venturing journey to the hera's town with

him.
talaimakan kaiyurai pukaltalA sub-situation

under the aKAM theme PANKIVIR KUTTAM: the
hero speaking highly of his love-token
(consisting of a bunch of flowers).

talaimakan talaimakal acaivarintiruttal (Also
TALAIVAN TALAIVI ACAIVARINTIRUTTAL) A sub-

talaimakalaip panki paruvaral vinaval A
sub-situation under the AKAM theme
VARAITALVETKAL the confidante enquiring
the heroine about the distress she is in.
அஆ

talaimakan Vide KILAVAN.

talaimakan

talaimakalai arcevittirunta arumai koral Vide

uo

talaimakalotu kalanturum talaimakan
karpparuvamkantu kalittiyampal Vide
TALAIMAKALOTU IRUNTA TALAIMAKAN

NARRAY CEVILIYAI VINATAL) A sub-situation

behaviour of the heroine.

(Also

TALAIMAKALOTU KALANTURUM TALAIMAKAN
KARPPARUVAMKANTU KALITTIYAMPAL and
TALAIVAN’ MANAIYINKANVANTU TALAIVIYAIP
PUNARNTU KARPPARUVAMKANTU MAKILTAL) A

talaimakal verivilakkuvittal (Also VERI
VILAKKUVITTAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VARAITALVETKar the heroine
asking the confidante to dissuade the

under the AKAM theme ARATTOTUNIRRAL' the
mother asking the foster-mother the
cause of the changes in the features and

collal

kdrpparuvamkantu

(trying) days till her marriage with the
hero materialized.

talaimakal verrumaikantu narray ceviliyat
vinatal (Also MAKAL VERRUMAIKANTU NABRAY
CEVILIYAI VINATAL and MINNITAI VERRUMAIKANTU

talaimakan

irunta

talaimakalotu

ஏஐஒஓஓளஃ

கங்

situation under the AKAM theme UTANPOKKU:

the hero, having realized the difficulty
of the heroine in treading the arid tract
during elopement, takinga ‘rest.
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talaimarayam

talaimakan

talaimakalvalum

urnokki

the hero parting from her in pursuit of
wealth.

matimayankal Vide kKURUNTOT! VALUM UR

NOKKI MATIMAYANKAL.

talaimakan polilkantu viyattal Vide avan

talaimakan talaimakalatu um velippatu
kantu ulle viyattal Vide TALAIMAKAL URUVU
VELIPPATUKANTU TALAIVAN COLLAL,

talaimakan talaimakalai ilvayin vituttal Vide
AVAN JRAIVIYAHILVAYIN VITUTTAL.

POLILKANTU VIYATTAL.
talaimakan maruttal Vide TALAIMAKAN
UTANPOKKU MARUTTAL.
talaimakan varavukantu vayilkal molital
(Also PARATTATYAR ULAKIYALNOKKI VITUTTALIN

talaimakan talaimakalaic curattuyttal Vide

TALAIVAN VARAVUKANTUVANTU VAYILKAL

TALAIMAKALAIT TALAIMAKAN CURATTUYTTAL.

MOLITAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM

talaimakan (talaivan) tanvaittiné pukaltal
theme

theme paRATTAryigPiRIvu:
the hero being sent
back by the prostitutes on the fourth day

PANKIYIRKUTTAM: (the confidante telling the

when the heroine has taken bath after her

hero of the difficulty of drawing the
image of the herome’on the flag), the
hero. replying that he is capable of
drawing her mage.

periods, the companions informing the
confidante about the hero's returning.

A sub-situation under the AKAM

talaimakan natumurum kulamum-marapum
pukalum vaymaiyum kuri varaiyenal
Vide URAVON NATUMURUM KULANUM MARAPUM

PUKALUM VAYMAIYUM KURAL.
talaimakan neriyinatu elimai kural Vide
IRAIYON NERIYINATU ELIMAI KURAL.
talaimakan

pankikku

talaimakan varavu panki talaivikkunarttal
(Also VARAVUNAR PANKI ARIVAIKKU UNARTTAL)
A sub-situation under the akAm theme
PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: as the companions
inform her of the hero's return from the
prostitutes, the confidante taking it to
the heroine.
talaimakan varuntolirku arumai carral Vide

unarttal 1. A sub-

TALAIMAKAL TALAIMAKAN VARUNTOLIRKU

ARUMAI

CARRAL.

situation under the AKAM theme OTARPIRIVU:

the hero informing the confidante of his
intention to leave the heroine for the
pursuit of learning. 2. Vide KAVARKUPPIRIVU
TALAIMAKAN TANNAL UNARNTA TOLI TALAIMAKATKU UNARTTAL.

talaimakanal unarnta toli talaimakatku
unarttal (Also TALAIVAN PANKIKKUNARTTAL,
TUTIRKUPPIRIVU TALAIMAKANTANNAL UNARNTA

talatmakan pirivu toli talaimakatku unarttal
(Also TOL] TALAIMAKATKU UNARTTAL,
PORULVAYIRPIRIVY TALAIMAKAN TANNAL UNARNTA
TOL] TALAIMAKATKU UNARTTAL, PIRIVU NINAIVU
URAITTAL and PORULVAYIRPIRIVU TALAIVAN
PANKIKKU UNARTTAL) A’sub-situation under

sub-situation under the AKAM theme
TUTIRPIRIVU: the hero informing her of it,

the AKAM theme PORULVAYIRPIRIVU: the hero

informing of it to the confidante, the

TOL]

இர

௨௭௯௭

ஏஐஒஓஓள

ஃக்ங்

UNARTTAL,

TOLI

the confidante in turn telling the heroine
about the parting of the hero on a mission
for the king.

talaimatakku Vide MATAKKANI.
talaimarayam A sub-situation under the

PURAM theme KANCITTINAL theme describing the bountiful reward bestowed by a

confidante in turn telling the heroine of
அஆ

TALAIMAKATKU

TALAIMAKATKUNARTIAL and PIRIVUKURAL) A
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talaimalai
king on a warrior who brings in the head
of an enemy.
talaimalai (Also KANN! 3) Garland of flowers

for the head.
talaimaivilakku A figure of speech and a
sub-class of TATAIMOLIYANI in which the

ன

be united to the heroine.

pursuit of an action is sought to be

talaivan utk6l carral A sub-situation under

stopped by someone who assumes authority which does not inhere in him/her.

revealing his love for the heroine to her

talaiyakinpa A verse kind marked by the feet
talaiyaku kalinetilati Lines not exceeding
eight feet each.
talaiyakumonai A miscellaneous auxiliary
kind of MOnAr agreement of the full
forms from the first letter onwards..
talaiyaketukai A miscellaneous auxiliary
kind of ETUKAL agreement of the full
forms from the second letter onwards.
talaiyotumutital A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme KANcrTTINAr the death of the
wife along with the death of her husband
in the battlefield.

talaivarku Ompataicarral
TALAIVARKU

OMPATAICARRAL

(Also PANKI
and PANKI

TALAIVIYAININKIT TALAIVARKU OMPATAI CARRAL)

A sub-situation under the AKAM theme
PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante entrusting
the heroine to the hero for her protection
for life.
talaivan Vide KILAVAN.

talaivan avvakai vinatal Vide AVVAKAI VINATAL.

talaivan avalnattu aniyiyal vinatal Vide

UTKONTU VINATAL.
talaivan iyaital A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero
exulting in his sexual union with the
heroine.
AWBMOAnremaW@er

a

the AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero
confidante.

,

talaivan utanpokku maruttal Vide TALAIMAKAN

and foot-linkage of its own.

a

talaivan intiyamaiyamai iyampal (Also
TALALVI INRIVAMAIYAMAI IYAMPAL) ‘A subsituation under the AKAM theme
PANKIYIRKOTTAM: the hero telling the
confidante of the heroine of his need to’

ஏஐஓஒஓஓளஃ க்ங்

MARUTTAL,
talaivan urraturaittal Vide URRATTURAITTAL.
talaivan kurippu véraka nerippatakkural
Vide KURIPPU VERAKA NERIPPURAKKURUTAL.
talaivan kaiyuraiyenti varutal Vide KAIYURAIYENTI VARUTAL.
talaivan kaiyurai pukaltal Vide ANKAVAN

KAIYURAI PUKALTAL.

ne

talaivan céral Vide AVVITATTEKAL.
talaivan cirélenru aval cirati tolutal (Also
VIRUNTUKANTOLITTA UTAL VELIPPATA NOKKIC

CIRELENRU AVAL CIRATI TOLUTAL) A subSituation under the AKAM : theme
PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: (the heroine's sulking,
kept hidden in mind in the presence of
the guests, coming out into the open),
the hero falling into submission and
requesting her not to get angry.
talaivan cevviyelimai ceppalA sub-situation

(the
under the AKAM theme PANKIVIR-KUTTAM:
confidante speaking of the difficulty of
conveying his love to the heroine), the
hero telling her that the heroine is mature
enough to understand his overtures of
love.

talaivan taficamperatu neficotukilattal Vide
KILAVON TANCAMPERATU NENCOTU KILATTAL.
சஞ்ட்ண்த் ந்
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talaivan tammircarntamai

carral A sub-

situation under the axam theme mitcr:
returning

from

elopement,

the hero

telling the heroine of their approaching
the heroine's town.

talaivan talaimakalatu uruvuvelippatu
kantu collal Vide TaLArMAKAL URUVU
talaivi

acaivarintiruttal

Vide,

TALAIMAKAN TALAIMAKAL ACAIVARINTIRUTIAL.
talaivan talaivi inriyamaiyamai iyampalA
sub-situation under the akam theme
PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero telling the

confidante of the indispensability of the
heroine to him.
talaivan talaivitannai wyarttal (Also TALAIVIYAI
UYARTTAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante
referring to the incompati-bility of the
clans of the hero and the heroine, the hero
speaking about the heroine in lofty
terms.
.
talaivan talaivimun pankiyaip pukaltal A
sub-situation under the AKAM theme
ILVALKKAL the hero praising the confidante.
talaivan talaivi varuttiya vannamuraittal A

sub-situation under the akAmM theme
PANKIYIRKUTTAM: (the confidante speaking
of the extreme youthfulness of the
heroine), the hero telling the confidante

of the pangs of love which the heroine
has inflicted on him.
talaivan tanpati ataintamai carral/talaivan

tanpati afaintamai talaivikkunarttal (Also
NAKAR KATTAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the hero informing

the heroine of their arrival to his town.
talaivan

tanmanattuvakai

situation

௮ஆ
aoa

இர
i

under

the

kural A subaKkAm

PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the hero rejoicing as the
confidante informs him of the heroine
having taken bath after she is delivered
of a son. Cf. TALAIVI NEYYATIYATU IKULAI
CARRAL.

talaivantanakkut talaivinilai kiral Vide
KANTAMAI KURAL.

talaivan teyvamkattit telilippat telintamai

VELIPPATUKANIU TALAIVAN COLLAL.
talaivan

talaivan neriyinatelimai kiza!

theme

eytakkiiral (Also TEYVAMKATTIT TELIPPA
TELINTAMA! EYTAKKURAL) A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme ARATTOTUNIRRAL: the

heroine telling her confidante of her
taking the words of the hero for truth as
he swore with God as his witness.
talaivan térral (Also PURAVALAN TERRAL)
A subsituation under the AKAM theme IRAVUKKURK
the hero comforting the heroine who is
worried about the difficult tract he has
taken.
talaivan ninaittamai ceppal (Also NINAINTAMAI

CEPPAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme VARAIVITAIVAITTUP PORULVAYIBPIRITAL:
the hero, on being enquired by the
confidante whether he remembered the

heroine during his separation for earning
wealth, replying that the heroine is so
ever alive in his heart that there is no
need to remember.

talaivan ninkalvental A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme ORUVALITTANATTIAL: (the
confidante dissuading the hero from
going to his town), the hero requesting.

her to let him leave for his town.
talaivannitat

talaivi

varuntutal A sub-

situation under the AKAM theme ORUCAR
PAKARKURI: the hero's coming for union
with the heroine, delayed for long, the
heroine feeling disconcerted. .
talaivan neriyinatelimai kiral Vide maty6n.;
NERIYINATELIMAI KURAL.

உஊ௯௭ஏஐஒஓஓஒஎஃக்ங
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talaivan pankanaic cartal
talaivan pankanaic cartal
NINAITAL) A sub-situation
theme PANKARKOTTAM: the
help of his confidant as

(Also PANKANAI
under the AKAM
hero seeking the
the only source

talaivan mataléporulena matittal Vide mantu
KURAIPERATU VARUNTIVA KILAVON MATALEPORULENA MATITIAL.
,
talaivan mayankal (Also PERUMAKAN MAYANKAL)
A sub-situation under the Axam

of mitigation of his love passion for the
heroine.
ன க
talaivan

pakanotu

collal (Also

him to keep off from night trysts), the
hero feeling disheartened.

MINTU,

VARUNKALAIP PAKANOTU COLLAL, PAKAN TANNOTU
COLLAL and PAKANOTU COLLAL 2) A subsituation under the akam
theme
VARAIVITAIVAITTUP PORUL VAYIRPIRITAL: the hero
returning from his mission of earning
wealth for the marriage, urging the
charioteer to drive the chariot fast.

talaivan

VARAITAL: the hero asking the confidante
to take the message of his marriage with

the heroine to her kin.
talaivan pankiyotu nontuvinatal A subsituation under the AKAM theme oRUVALIT
TANATTAL: the hero, having arrived at the
place of the heroine after a prolonged
delay, enquirmg of the confidante with
concern about her (herome's) state during
his absence.
talaivan pulantu potal (Also PULANTAVAN POTAL)
A sub-situation under the akam theme
IRAVUKKURI ITAIvITU: (the heroine having
been misled by the occurrence of some

talaivan vantamai unarttal/talaivan vantamai

panki unarttal A sub-situation under the
AKAM

இரஉ௭ஊ௯௭

ii

ORUVALITTANATTAL:

the

talaivan vantulip panki ninaintamai vinaval
A sub-situation under the AKAM theme
VARAIVITAIVAITTUP PORULVAYIR PIRITAL: the
confidante enquiring of the hero on his
arrival from his mission on wealth
whether the heroine came to his mind
during his separation.
talaivan varuntolirkarumai talaivi iyampal
Vide TALAIMAKAN VARUNTOLUIRKARUMAI CARRAL,
talaivan

varunkalan

ati

marukal

(Also

VARUNKALAN ATI MARUKAL) A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PAKARKURI ITAIVITU:
the hero being distressed at not finding
the herome at the place of day-time tryst.

talaivanait talaivi etirkontu panital A subsituation

under

the

aKkam

theme

PARATTALYIRPIRIVU the hero returning from

the prostitutes, the heroine welcoming
him in submission.

talaivanaip panki valttal |. A sub-situation

talaivan pokkutanpatutal Vide avan PokKu
UTANPATUTAL.
‘

aa

theme

confidante informing the herome of the
atrival of the hero.

casual sign and not meeting him at the

அஆ

talaiviyaip

Vide TALAIMAKALOTU IRUNTA TALAIMAKAN
KARPPARUVAMKANTU COLLAL.

trysting place) the sulking hero leaving

off for his town.

manaiyinkanvantu

punarntu karpparuvamkantu makiltal

talaivan pankikkumarttal Vide TALAIMAKANAL
UNARNTA TOLI TALAIMAKATKUNARTTAL.
talaivan pankikku yanvaraintamai
numarkkiyampu cenrenral A subsituation under the AKAM theme TANMANAI

theme

IRAVUKKURE (the confidante having told

ஏஐஓஒஓஓளஃ

uueéaioo

under the aKam theme VARAIVUMALIVU: the

confidante praising the hero as his

கங் ச்ஞ்ட்ணதந்்ப்மய
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parents come with the proposal of
_marriage which sends the heroine to
_ ecstasy. 2. Asub-situation under the AKAM
theme ILVALKKar (as the hero praises the

talaivi ilavénirparuvamkantu pulampal
(varuntal) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PoRULVAYIRPIRIVU: the hero having
parted from her, the heroine being

confidante) the confidante blessing the
hero.

distressed at the advent of the early hot
season.

talaivanaip panki vituttal (Also PANKI VITUTTAL)

talaivi inriyamaiyamai iyampal Vide TALAIVAN

A sub-situation. under the aAkam theme
ORUVALITTANATTAL: (as the hero persists in
his going to his town) the confidante
. letting him go.

talaivi unarotu talaivanotu pulattal
A sub‘situation under the akam theme
PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: being informed of the

talaivanadip

panki

varaiyunalalavum

nilaipera arriya nilaimai vinatal /
talaivanai varaiyum nalalavum nilaipera
arriya nilaimai vinatal A sub-situation

under the. akam ‘theme ILVALKKAL the
confidante enquiring of the hero how he
has endured all through till his marriage
with the heroine.

talaivanai viyattal (viyanturaittal) A subsituation under the AKAM theme PANKIYIR-

KuTraM: the confidant of ‘the hero
wondering at the latter's having been able
to part from the heroine endowed with

such features.

,

talaivi arrinatu arumaininaintu irankal (Also
PERUMAKAL ARRINATU ARUMAI NINAINTU IRANKAL)
- A sub-situation under the AKAM theme
travukkurr the heroine feeling concerned.
: about the hardships of the path the hero
has taken for their rendezvous.

talaivi irankal Vide TALAIMAKAL IRANKAL.
laivi ilamaittanmai panki talaivarku
unarttal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante
impressing on the hero that the heroine
is too young for love.
AH
a

OtrrmMmtg

a
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மு

hero's

return

from

Regge
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SH

the prostitutes,

the

heroine entering into love-quarrel with
him.
' talaivi oruppattelutal A sub-situation under
the akam theme UTANPOKKU: the heroine,

agreeing

to the

assertion

of the

confidante that chastity is Ioftier than
modesty, readying herself for elopement.
talaivikku avancelavunarttal (Also PIRINTAMAI

KURAL 2) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme ORUVALITTANATTAL: the confidante
‘informing the heroine of the hero
leaving for his town.

talaivikku avanvaral panki unarttal (carral)
A sub-situation under the akam theme’
PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU:

talaivi Vide KILATTI.

ta

INRTYAMAIYAMATYTYAMPAL.

the

confidante

informing thé héroine of the return of
the hero from the prostitutes.

talaivikku avanvaral panki cartal A subsituation under the AKAM theme ORUCAR
PAKARKURI: the confidante announcing the

arrival of the hero to the heroine.
talaivikki utanpokku unarttal (Also
TUNINTAMAL KURAL and PANKI TALAIVIKKU

UTANPOKKU UNARTTAL) A sub-situation under
the AKAM therne UTANPOKKu: the confidarite

informing the heroine of the consent/
determination of the hero to her
(confidante's) proposal of elopement.
sé Gta

Fs pubut
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talaivikku unarttal

telaivikku unarttal Vide OTAgKUPPIRIVU
TALAIMAKANTANNAL

UNARNTA

TOL!

TALAIMAKATKURAITTAL.
talaivi karpparuvam kantu varuntal Vide
‘TALAIMAKAL KARPPARUVAMKANTU PULAMPAL.
talaivi kurimaruntamai panki talaivarku
iyampal Vide AVAL, KURIMARUNTAMAI AVAL

AVARKIYAMPAL.

talaivi kaiyuraiyérral A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the heroine
accepting

the love-token

(bunch

of

leaves) sent through the confidante by
the hero.

talaivi kotuficol collal A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme VARAIVITAIVAITTUP
PORULVAYIRPIRITAL: the heroine censuring

her confidante as the latter finds fault
with her on her grieving over the
separation of the hero for eaming money

for their marriage.
talaivi cénakanramai cevili taykkunarttal
A sub-situation under the akam theme

Mitcr: the foster-mother returning home

she returns home without meeting the
hero at the trysting place after having
been misled by a sign casually.
happening) speaking of her distress to
her confidante.
ர
talaivitannul kaiyareytal Vide TALAIMAKAL
TANNUL KAIYAREYTITU KILAVL,

talaivi nanalivirankal (Also NANILANTU
VARUNTAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme utaneoxku: the heroine feeling
concerned about the loss of feminine

modesty which the elopement may entail.
talaivi neficotu kilattal (pulattal) A subsituation under the akam
theme
ORUVALITTANATTAL: (the confidante
informing the héroine of the hero's
leaving for his town) the heroine
speaking to her heart in distress.

talaivi neyyatiyatu ikulai carral A subsituation under the AKAM theme
PARATTALYIRPIRIVU:
the confidante

informing the hero of the heroine having
taken bath after she is delivered of a son.
Cf. TALAIVAN TANMANATTUVAKAI KORAL.

without finding the eloped heroine,
informing the mother that they had gone

talaivi pankitannai munital/talaivi pankiyai

too far for her to meet them.
talgivi talaimakan urkkuc celavoruppatutal

munital (Also PANKIYAI MUNITAL) A subSituation under the aKAm
theme

Vide TALAIMAKAN URKKUC CELAVORUPPATUTAL.

PANKIYIRKUTTAM: (the confidante getting

talaivi talaivanai nontu iyarpata molital

angry with the heroine for not revealing
the truth of her love), the heroine

Vide tRAIVI IRAIYON TANNAI NONTU IYARPATA

responding to her confidante with

MOLITAL.

;

talaivi talaivanaip pukaltalA sub-situation
under the aKaM theme PARATTAIYIRPRIVU: (the
sulking gone and the union accompli-

shed) the heroine praising the hero.
talaivi tantunaikkuraittal (Also TALAIMAKAL
PANKIYOTURAITTAL and TALAIVE PANKIYOTU
URAITTAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme IRAVUKKURIITAIYITU: the heroine (as

௮ஆஇ௱ஈஉள௭
8௨8 1

ஏஐஒஓஓளஎஃக்ங்

Juteétaiodakkac

(feigned) anger (as a prelude to accepting the truth of her love for the hero).

talaivi pankiyotu pakartal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme ORUCARPAKARKURE
(the confidante protesting against the
heroine's exhibition of her distress over

the delay in meeting the hero) the heroine
giving expression to her feelings directly

to the confidante.
ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த்
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talaivi pankiyoturaittal
TANTUNAIKKURAITTAL.

47142 ரணகள

talaivi pananai maruttal (Also pPANANVAYIL
MARUTTAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme

PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU:

the

heroine

refusing to grant interview to the hero's
messenger, a minstrel, and refusing to
accept his mediation.
talaivi pulattal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme OTARPIRIVU: on hearing of the
intention of the hero to leave her for the
pursuit of learning, the heroine’s sulking.
talaivi makilcci A sub-situation
AKAM theme VARAIVITAIVAITTUP
PIRITAL: the heroine's exultation
of the arrival of the hero from
on wealth.

under the
PORULVAYIR
on hearing
his mission

talaivi mapamporuttaka anankaip paranilai
kattal Vide TALAIMAKAL MANAM PORUTTAKA
ANANKAIP PARANILAI TALAI-VARKUP PANKI KATTAL.
talaivi

muncelvortammotu

tanvaral

pankiyarkkunarttivitutal A sub-situation
under the axam theme mitcr returning
from elopement, the heroine informing
her companions of her arrival with the
hero through the fellow travel-lers who
are returning to the town in advance.
talaivi munpanipparuvamkantu varuntal A
sub-situation under the AKAM theme
TUTIRPIRIVU:

as the hero leaves her on a

mission for the king, the heroine being
distressed at the advent of the early dewy
season.
talaivi munnilaippuramoli

molital A sub-

situation under the AKAM theme oRUCAR

PAKARKuRI' (the confidante protesting
against the heroine's exhibition of her
distress), the heroine giving expression
to her feelings thereon aside from the
confidante.
அஆ

இர

a
a-aotiu
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talaiviyaip panki arruvittal
talaiviyai aytal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme MATIYUTANPATU: the confidante,
growing suspicious of the actions and
behaviour of the heroine, asking the
heroine about it.
talaiviyai arruvittirunta arumai kiral Vide
ARRUVITTIRUNTA ARUMAI KURAL.

talaiviyai ilvayin vituttal Vide van IRAIVIVAL

ILVAYIN VITUTTAL.
talaiviyaiyuyarttal Vide TALAIVAN TALAIVI

TANNAIYUYARTIAL.
talaiviyai eytip panki kaiyurai kattal (Also
TOLIVANTU KUTAL and PANKI TALAIVIYAIC CARNTU
KAIYURAI KATTAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante

having left the heroine in the place of
tryst, coming back after the hero has left
the heroine and showing her the bunch
of leaves which she says she has
collected in the interregnum.

talaiviyaik kantal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKARKUTTAM: the hero seeing
the heroine at the rendezvous.
talaiviyaik

kuriyitattuyttu

ninkal

Vide

KURIVITATTU VAITTU NINKAL.
talaiviyait

toli

arruvittal

Vide

avin

PARUVANKANTU VARUNTIYA TALAIMAKALAIT TOLI
ARRUVITTAL.
talaiviyaip panki accuruttal (Also PANKi
ACCURUTTAL) A sub-situation under the.
AKAM theme ORUCARPAKARKURI: the
confidante warning the heroine against
the overexhibition of her grief over the
delay in the coming of the hero for
union,
talaiviyaip panki arruvittal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme ORUVALITTANATTAL: the
confidante comforting the heroine in
distress (with the hero not coming even
beyond the evening).
ச் ஞ்டண்தந்
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talaiviyaip panki kalaral

talaiviyaip panki kalaral (Also PANKIKALARAL)
1. A sub-situation under the AKAM theme
ORUCARPAKARKURE (as the heroine feels
disconcerted at the delay in the coming
of the hero) the confidante rebuking the
heroine (that such exhibition of distress
would lead to public knowledge of her
love union). 2. A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the

tavam Vide KALAMPAKAM.
tavalaippayttu Vide cUTTIRANILAI.
talifici A sub-situation under the puRAM theme
VANCITTINAE theme describing the king

tending and embracing the soldiers
maimed in battle. 2. A sub-situation
under the pugam theme vaNciTTINar the
valour of a warrior who does not pursue
and destroy a routed adversary in full
retreat. 3. A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme KANCITTINAL describing the
guarding of a narrow passage through
which an enemy might enter.

confidante rebuking the heroine for her
complaint of marital infidelity on the
part of the hero.

talaiviyaip panki kotuiicol collal (Also PANKI
KOTUNCOL COLLAL and VALIYOLUKI VARPURUTTAL)

taluval Adaptation. The re-casting of a work
in one medium to fit another, such as the
re-casting of novels and plays as film or
television scripts. In translation, it is the
recreation of the source language text in
the target language in tune with the
socio-cultural and literary conventions

A sub-situation under the akAm theme

VARAIVITAIVAITTUP PORULVAYIR PIRITAL: the
confidante rebuking the heroine on her
grieving over the hero leaving her for
the purpose of earning money for their
matriage.

as well as the linguistic norms of the

talaiviyaip panki tanittal (Also TAMAK
KULALIYAIP PANKI PULAVITANITTAL and TAMAK
KULALIYAIP PANKI TANITTAL) A sub-situation

target language. e.g. kamparamayanam.
taliiu Women's dance with clasped hands.

under the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the

confidante trying to pacify the sulking
heroine.

talai 1. Vide KALAMPAKAM. 2.A bunch of tender
leaves offered by the hero as present to
the heroine.

talaiviyaip pankirkuttal Vide ATTAM PUKUTAL.

talaikontucéral A sub-situation under the

talaiviyai munital (Also TOL [PANKI] TALAIVIYAL
MUNITAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: (the heroine's

AKAM theme ceTpatar the hero handing the
love-token (a bunch of tender leaves) to
the confidante and asking her to help

acceptance of the truth of her love for
the
hero
not
forthcoming)
confidante getting angry with
heroine.

him have meetings with the heroine.

the
the

talaiyetirtal A sub- situation under the AKAM
theme cétpaTar the confidante accepting
the love-token (a bunch of tender leaves)
of the hero.

talaiviyai viyattal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKARKUTTAM: the confidant
of the hero (having seen the heroine)

talaiyerppittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme céETPATAr: the confidante
reasoning with the heroine and making
her accept the love-token (a bunch of

wondering at such of the features of
gracefulness of the heroine as to be the
most fitting ones for the hero to fall in.
அஆ
aa
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tender leaves) of the hero.
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tarcarpinmai

talaiviruppuraittal Vide RAIVI KATYURAI ERRAMAI

lined PEREN of ecight-feet each, a four-

PANKI IRAIVARKKUNARTIAL.
talacinkaram A verse genre: poem describing

lined rrarven of four-feet each and eightlined crrREN of two-feet each and a
detached foot.

the king going on hunting, and his army's
might.
talarvakanruraittal |. A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme PANKARKUTTAM: the hero,
seeing the heorine arrive at the trysting
place, being relieved of his anxiety and
despair. 2. Vide tRarvrval IRAIVAN VANTETIRP-

PATUTAL.
talai Metrical connection of the last syllable
of any foot with the first of the succeeding, being of seven kinds, viz., two

VENTALAI, namely, VENCIRVENTALAI [KAY +NER
(trisyllabic simple ending + simple
syllable or trisyllabic even combination)]

and IYARCIRVENTALAI [MA + viral (disyllabic
simple ending + complex syllable) and
VILAM + NER (disyllabic complex ending+
simple syllable) i-e., disyllabic odd
combination].
Two ACIRIYATTALAL, namely, NERONRACIRIYATTALAI [MA + NER (disyllabic simple

ending

+

simple

syllable)]

tarkunavani (Also PIRITINKUNAM PERALANI) A
figure of speech in which an object is
described as taking over the quality of
another related object. Cf. piRrTINKUNAM
PERAMAIYANI.
tarkunavuvamai A figure of speech and a
sub-class of UvAMAr simile in which the
standard of comparison constituting an
object capable of influencing the related
ones goes to bear on the character of the

subject of comparison. e.g. The other
trees in the sandalwood grove come
fragrant like the unlettered growing wise
in the company of the learned.
tarkuripperram / tarkurippérravani Vide
UKANCITAM.

tarkurippérravuvamai (Also NOKKUVAMAI) A
figure of speech

and a sub-class ‘of

UvaMAr the imaginatively remade natural

and

functions and qualities of an object,

NIRATYONRACIRIYATTALAI [VILAM + NIRAI

being compared to those of another

(disyllabic complex ending + complex
syllable)].
One KALITTALAI [KAY + Nira! (trisyllabic
simple ending + complex syliable).
Two VANCITTALAI, namely, ONRIYAVANCITTALAI [KANI + NIRAI (trisyllabic complex
ending+
complex
syllable)}]
and
ONRATAVANCITTALAI [KANI + NER (trisyllabic
complex ending + simple syllable)].

talai alavu ampotaranka ottalicaik kalippa
A sub-class of AMPOTARANKA OTTALICAIK
KALIPPA marked by the occurrence of six-

object.
tarkuriyitu Private symbol.
tarkurralan Persona. The speaker in any first
person narrative or poem.
tarcamam The class of loan-words

from

Sanskrit occurring in Tamil where the
phonological features are identical in
both the languages. e.g. kamalam (lotus).

Cf. TARPAVAM.
tarcarpinmai

Objectivity.

Presenting

characters and plot in a literary work

lined TARAVU and CURITAKAM, three and four-

without overt comment or judgement by

lined TALICAI, a two-lined ARAKAM, a two-

the author. This is also called puramai.
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tarcarpukkavitai
tarcarpukkavitai Subjective poetry, personal
tarcarput tiranayvu Personal criticism. A
type of feminist criticism (PENNIYAT
TIRANAYVU)

which

urges

women

not to

exclude their personal reactions and even
histories from their readings of literary
texts.

poetry.
tarcirappup payiram Self-introductory verse.
tarpavam |. Loan-words
occuiring
in Tamil

from
with

Sanskrit
altered

phonological features. e.g. pankajam
(Tamil pankayam) meaning lotus.
Cf.TaRcAMAM. 2. A figure of speech in
which an object which has been lost by a
certain cause is described as having been
restored by the same cause.
tarpukalcciyani Vide UKKAVANI.
tarukan One of the sources of the MEYPPATU
PERUMITAM (pride): fearlessness.
taruvayk kuriyitu Contextual symbol.
tankunamikaiyani A figure of speech in
which the quality of an object is said to
be improved by association with another
object.
tankurivalakkamika etutturaittal Vide urm.
tankol kural Vide urn.

CARRAL.

VENTAL.

tanmakal menmaittanmaikkirankal A subPUNARNTAKAVVAL the mother feeling
concerned about the tenderness of her
daughter (the heroine) who has eloped
with the hero through the wilderness.
tanmanai

varaital

A phase

in the

love-

relationship between the hero and the
heroine’ the hero marrying the heroine in
his house after elopement.
tanmanai

valkkaittanmai

uraittal

(Also

NANMANAI VALKKAITTANMAI UNARTTAL and
VALKKAINALAM KURAL)A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme ILVALKKAr the foster-mother
telling the mother about the conjugal
felicities of the hero and the heroine.
tanmempatturaiyani Vide UKKAVANI.
tanmai A meyppATu other than the principal
eight the characteristic trait of a person
of a particular social class.
tanmainavirciyani

/ tanmaiyani

Vide

COLNATAIYANI.
tanvaralaru Vide CUYACARITAL.
unartti vitutal A sub-situation

under the akam theme UTANPOKKU: the hero
the heroine,

returning

home

after

elopement, sending word to the heroine's
kin through the passers-by of their
coming back.

tanpatikkakarci

talaivan

carral

A sub-

situation under the aKAM theme ORUVALIT
TANATTAL: the hero tefling the confidante
of his leaving for his town.
இர

of their elopement, the hero telling the
heroine that his town is close-by.

and

tantuyar talaivarkunarttal vental Vide
TALAIMAKAL TANTUYAR TALAIVARKUNARTTAL

a

the AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: in the course

tanvaravu

tantunipuraittal Vide ATANAIT TANMEL VAITTUC

அஆ

tanpatiyanimai carral A sub-situation under

situation under the AKAM theme KARPOTU

tarcarakkz vitai Objective poetry, impersonal

a

tanpatiyataintamai talaivikkuraittal Vide

TALAIVAN TANPATI ATAINTAMAI CARRAL.

poetry.

௨௭௭

ஏஐஒஓஓஃக்ங

tannattu aniyiyal panki carral Vide avaRKUT

TANNATIU ANIYTYAL PANKI CARRAL.
tannan

oruporul

karutikkural

Vide

NURKURRAM.

சஞ்ட்ண்த்
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tannilai Vide Atal.

tannilai alumai Ego. The third aspect of the

human psyche identified by Freud [the
other two being id (NANAVILIMANAM) and
superego (VINAICEYALMANAM)}]. It is "I",
which is predominantly rational, logical,
orderly and conscious. It constantly
mediates between the competing,

conflicting demands

of the id (the

unconscious part of the psyche) and the
superego (the mternalized norms of the
mores of society).
tannilai talaivan carral A sub-situation under
the AKAM

theme

PANKIYIRKUTTAM:

as the

confidante persists in her unhelpful
attitude, the hero speaking of his
mability to meet the heroine directly
without the confidante helping him.

tanittamil

tannul kaiyaru eytitu kilavi Vide TALAIMAKAL
TANNUL KATYARU EYTITU KILAVI.
tannurutolil A puRAM sub-situation: theme
describing the capture of enemy's cows
by king's soldiers without his express
command, distinct from MANNURUTOLIL.
tannai viyanturaittal A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the
mistress priding herself on keeping her
sway over the hero.
tannaivétial (Also NALLICAINILAI) A PURAM Subsituation: 1. Theme of a warrior slaying
himself on the death of his king. 2.
Theme of a wife searching for the dead
body of her husband in the battlefield.

tannilaiyuraittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme 1YARKAIPPUNARCCI: the hero
expressing his passion for the heroine as
she looks on the hero who is seemingly
distressed at the heroine not wearing a
smile as a mark of inner joy over his praise
of her features.

person.
tannunarvup putinam Metafiction. Novel that
specifically
காம்
self-consciously
examines the nature and status of fiction
itself, and that often contains experiments
to test fiction as a form in one way or
another.
இ

aud

உணள௭ள

ஏஐஓஒஓஓளஃ

VIRUNTU VILAKKAL.
taniccir Detached foot.
taniccol Vide atal.
tanittamil

iyakkam

movement,

The

pioneered

‘Pure
by

Tamil'

Maraimalai

Atikal in the year 1916. The immediate
concems of this movement were to check
and arrest the increasing dominance of
keep the purity and sweetness

tannunarccippattu Lyric. A brief melodic and
imaginative poem (as opposed to a
narrative tale), characterized by the
fervent but structured expression of
private thoughts and emotions by a
single speaker who speaks in the first

a

tanikantu uraittal Vide ULAKIYAL MEMPATA

the Sanskrit language over Tamil and to

tannunarcci natotippatal Lyrical ballad.

௮ஆ

iyakkam

௧கங ச்

native

idiom

‘unravished'.

of the

Maraimalai

Atikal was also concerned that the
indiscriminate

use of Sanskrit in Tamil

discourse posed the danger of native
Tamil words going into disuse. Earlier
such concerns were also seen voiced by
savants like Paritimarkalaifiar, Pampan
Cuvamikal, Cuppiramaniyaciva and
many others.
The belief that the Tamil language is
adequately endowed with the necessary
expressive potential and resourcefulness
to convey emerging thoughts and ideas
ஞ்ட்ண்த்

நப்

மய்ர் ல்வ்
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tanittanmai

and that there is no need to go in fora
mixed idiom underlies this movement.
The practitioners, nevertheless, see the
reality of co-existence and cross-cultural
interaction, and allow the use of foreign
words in the native literary and cultural
discourses where the need is inevitable
and absolute, but after assimilating these
terms in accordance with the norms and
conventions of established Tamil usage
and grammar.
tanittagmai Originality.
tanittuli iraivi tunittalutu irankal A subsituation under the AKAM
theme
PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the hero having gone
seeking prostitutes, the heroine suffering
the loneliness in despondency.
taninapar pakati Comedy of humours. A type
of comedy which presents characters
with personality types by which the
playwright endows himself with satirical]
intent.
taninilaik kuriyitu Local symbol.

tanimaikkirankal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTIAM: the heroine
grieving over separation from the hero.
tanimoli

|. Simple

uncompounded

word

distinct from TOTARMOLI. 2. Soliloquy. The
act of talking to onself.
denotes the convention

In drama,
by which

it
a

character, alone on the stage, utters his

thoughts aloud. Besides being a general
exposition, soliloquy is used as a device
to convey directly to the audience
information about a character's motive,
state of mind, etc. Cf. PATTIRATTANIMOLL.
taniyacai Vide Acal.
taniyan Stray verse in praise of an author or

work in Vaisnava literary tradition.
tanivenpa A verse genre: poem in VENPA metre:
containing
stanzas
thematically
unrelated to one another and not marked
by ANTATI verse linkage.
taanatti tandatu niruppu Vide matam 2.
taavannam (Also TAVUVANNAM) One of the
specific sound features of a verse

taninilaic ceyyul A poem of a single stanza.

(VANNAM):

taninilaiyalapetai Vowel or consonantalvowel elongation of a word of only one
fetter (long [etter).

agreement of the second letters of the

rhythm

effected by the

alternate lines or by making the third or
fourth foot rhyme with the first.
takkananku
An aKaM concept: goddess who
smites men with love.

tanippatarmikuti An axam concept: the
soliloquy of the heroine as she pines
alone.

takkam Impact.

tanippatal (Also viuxavil and vrrurAttv) Stray,

tacamarkkam (Also TATAMARKKAM) One of the

four-fold modes of religious discipline

occasional verse.
tanippatal tirattu Collection of occasional
verses.
tanimanita
idiolect.

ilakkiya

valakku

Literary

tanimanitat tonmam Personal myth.
tanimanitavatam Individualism.

அஆ

aa

இஈஉண௭

ஏஐஒஓஓஎஃக்ங்

(cArvam) - the devotee treating himself as

a slave with God as the Master.
tantakaccantam 1. A stanza in which lines of

TANTAKAM Measure preponderate over lines
of CANTAM measure. 2. A stanza containing

both canravari (a metrical line in which
the letters may range in number from four
சஞ்ட்ண்த்

ந் ப்ம்ய்ர்
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to twenty-six) and TANTAKAVATI (a metrical

line of more than twenty-six letters).
tantakam ].A poem in praise of deities, made
up of quatrains of equal length each line
containing either six or eight feet. 2. A
stanza each line of which consists of
more than twenty-six letters, of two
kinds, namely, ALAVALITTANTAKAM and
ALAVIYARRANTAKAM.
tantakavati Vide TANTAKACCANTAM 2.
tatamarkkam Vide TACAMARKKAM.

tarnilai

hands the freshly blossomed lotus to the
confidante.
tamaraippupantanam Vide KAMALAPANTAM.
tamé eytiya tankarum paiyui |.’A subsituation under the puRAM theme KANCITTInAr the distress of the imprisoned
warriors who had been defeated. 2. Vide
ANANTAPPAIYUL.

tay (Also NARRAY) An AKAM concept the mother
of the heroine.

tatayicam Dadaism. The immediate
forerunner of surrealist movement, it
insisted on absolute artistic freedom,
ignored standard logic and restraint, and
made a point of making shocking
statements and doing outrageous things.

tay accam kuri varaivukatatal A subsituation under the AKAM theme PANKIYIRkrram: the confidante urging the heroto go in for marriage telling him about
the concem of the mother over the bloom
of youthfulness of the heroine in the
marriageable age.

tatuvatam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

tay alarotu pulampal A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the mother

tapatanilai Vide reRUNTINAI.

grieving at the public gossip about the

tapatappakkam/tapatavakaiA sub-situation
under the purAM theme vAKarTTINAx theme
describing the eight occupations of an

ascetic, viz., niratal (bathing), nilakkitaikétal (lying on the bare ground),
t6lututtal (wearing leather covering),
eriyOmpal (consecrated fire worship),

urataiyamai (keeping away from village/
town), cataipunaital (undressed hair),
kattilunavu (eating the forest produce)
and katavufpucai (worshipping god).
tappicaipporulko] Vide roruLKOL.

love between the hero and her daughter
(heroine).
tay arivu unarttal (kural) A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme VARAIVUKATATAL: the
confidante bringing home to the hero
that the mother of the heroine has come
to know of their love.
tay tuficamai A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme IRAVUKKURI ITAIYITU: the mother
remaining wakeful as reason for the,

heroine not meeting the hero at the
trysting place by night.

tappuli An ancient metre. |

tay tuyilarital Vide KURIYITAINIRIIT TAY TUYIL

tamakkulaliyaip panki tanittal/tamakkulaliyaip panki pulavi tanittal Vide
TALAIVIYAIP
PANKI TANITTAL.

taya panuval A literary genre: exquisiteness
of a composition.

tamacam/tamatam Vide MUKKUNAM.

tarnilai A sub-situation under the PpURAM

ARITAL:

in

theme TumpaiTTinar 1. Theme describing

KALIVENPA metre in which the heroine

the attack of captains and commanders

tamarainonpu

௮ஆ

aoai

A verse

genre: poem

இஈஉண௭ஏஜ
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tarakaimalai

in rescuing their king when he is
surrounded by enemies. 2. Theme
describing the boast of a warrior to his
king about his ability to destroy the
enemy's front.
tarakaimalai A verse genre: poem describing
the spotless chastity of a woman who
equals Aruntati in virtue.
taram |. The seventh note of the gamut, one
of ELICAI 2. Vide ETUTTALOCAI.
talapparuvam Vide PIL1AIKKAVI1. .
talattuA folk literary genre: lullaby.
tali A neck ornament solemnly tied by the
bridegroom around the bride's neck as a
marnage-badge.
tavuvannam Vide TAAVANNAM.

tanam Stages counted in CEYYUTPORUTTAM,
numbering five, viz., PALATTANAM
(grouping of vowels in the order of a a, 1
jai, u au, e é, o Oand taking that group
which contains the first vowel of the
hero's name. e.g. If the hero's name begins
with a, then the initial letter of the first
verse should begin with one a 4);
KUMARATTANAM (grouping of vowels in the
order of a a, ii ai, uU au, e é, o Oo, and
taking that group which contains the first
vowel of the hero's name. e.g. If a/a
begins the hero's name, then the initial
letter of the first verse should begin with
one of i 7 ai); ARACATTANAM OF IRACATTANAM
(grouping. .... name. e.g. If a/a begins
the hero's name, then the initial letter of
the first verse should begin with one of
u U au); MUPPUTTANAM

talicai 1. Vide rrammarpattu. 2. One of the
three auxiliary types (the other two being
TURAI and VIRUTTAM) in each of the four

the hero's name, then the initial letter of

the first verse should begin with one of
e é. Versification with this correspondence
and
1s considered inauspicious);
MARANATTANAM (grouping..... name. e.g.
If a /a begins the hero's name, then the
initial letter of the first verse should
begin with one of o 0. Versification with
this correspondence is considered
inauspicious).

principal verse types, viz., AKAVARPA, VENPA,

KALIPPA and VANCIPPA.
talicaikkural] Vide KURATTALICAI.
talicaimalai A verse genre: poem 1n TALICAI
metre.
talam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

tarparuvam Vide TALAPPARUVAM.
tan kurimaruntamai talaivi avatkuraittal/tan
kurimaruntamai talaivi pankik-kunarttal
A sub-situation under the AkAM theme
IRAVUKKURIYITATYITU: the heroine returning
home in the early morning from the
trysting place without meeting the hero
and telling the confidante of her having
been misled by the occurrence of a sign
happening casually.

tanavannam A kind of musical composition.
A figure of speech in which
taniyakupeyar
an object 1s used for the place it occupies,
as kajalnontatu.

tanetuttumolital Vide urn.
tanainilai / tanaimaram I. A sub-situation
under

tanapporuttam Vide cEYYUTPORUTTAM.
இாரஉ௭ண௯௭

aoaisi

ஏஐ

ஒஓஓளஃ க்ங்ச் ஞடண்த

uteéaioo

aukknae

the

pURAM

theme

TUMPAITTINAI:

speaking of the greatness by which the
warring armies are brought to terms and
saved from further destruction.2. A sub-

tankuriyitutal Vide urri.

AYA

OF VIRUTTATANAM

(grouping..... name. e.g. If a/a begins

a
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situation under the pugaM theme TUMPAIT_ TINAL securing the protection of the ruler
from destruction. 3. A sub-situation under
the puRAM theme TUMPAITTINAL having
realized the great prowess’ of the army
though concerned about its destructive

potential towards the enemy.
tanaimalai A verse genre: martial poem
describing the van of an army in’
ACIRIYAPPA,
tikamparar Vide AMANAR.

ticaiccol Vide cox 2.
tittantavani Vide ETUTTUKKATTUVAMAIYANI.
tittittampam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

titpakkurru Epigram. It is either a very short
poem witha brief, pointedly humorous,
quotable ending, or simply a terse, witty

statement in and of itself.
tintimakavi A poet who

contest, beating his drum.

tinainilaippeyar
An AKAM concept the names
of. the inhabitants of the five regions and
their vocation.
tinainilaivari A kind of erotic composition
dealing with the incidents and events
peculiar to AINTINAI.
tinaippattuA poem dealing in general terms

with a particular Tinar.
names of the people
five physiographical
names of the chieftains
lands as well.

tinaipeyartturaittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PORULVAYIRPIRIVU: the heoine's

feigned displeasure with the hero taking
him to be the lord of the agricultural tract
௮ஆ
a

24

இ௱உஊண௭
ail

ஏஐஓஓஓளஃ

instead of pining in separation taking
him to be the one of the wastelands.
tinaimayakkam Harmonious blending of the
landscape features of one TINAI with those
of another.
tinaivalu Incorrect use of a noun in a TINAI
which it does not belong to.
tinaivaluvamaiti TINAIVALU sanctioned by
usage.
tiratcapakam Transparent simplicity of style,
as of a poem whose beauty can be drunk
in as easily as the juice of grapes.
tirikénappalai One of the four modes of the
ancient Tamil music.
tiricol Vide cot 2.

tiripanki A variety of ciTTIRAKKAvr stanza
curiously wrought so that it may be
divided into three

enters on a literary

tinai 1. Vide AKAPPATTURUPPU. 2. PURAM poetic
situation. 3. Landscape.

tinaippeyar The
occupying the
regions and the
of the aforesaid

tiripaki

stanzas,

each with

a

different meaning.
tiripani (Also PARINAMAVANI) A figure of
speech by which the subjects of
comparison are spoken of as if they were
transformed into those to which they are
compared.
tiripaticayam Vide MAYAKKAVANI.
tiripatai A kind of musical composition.

tiripantati A verse genre: poem in which the
First letter of the initial foot of every

line of a stanza differs, with all the
remaining letters of feet of every line
being identical.
tiripaki A variety of cITTIRAKKAVE stanza
having a keyword of three letters, so

formed as to give one meaning when
taken as a whole, another meaning when
the first letter is dropped, and a third
meaning when the medial letter is
dropped,

க் ங சஞ்ட்ண்த்
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tiripalaittiram
tiripalaittiram Melodies of the pALAt class.
tiripitakam The three collections of Buddhist
sacred writings, viz., cutta pitakam,
vinaya pitakam and apifamma pitakam.
tiripu 1. Stanza in which the letters at the
beginning except the first are identical
in each line, opp. te YAMAKAM. 2. Change

of letters in cANTI operation.
tiripu vativam Variation.
tiriyakkotal Vide PIRAMANA APACAM.
tirivaticayam Vide ATICAYAVANI.
tirukkataikkappu Last benedictory stanza in
a PATIKAM of the sacred hymns containing

the name of the auther (CAIVAM).
tirukkaippantam A variety of CITTIRAKKAVI
verse fitted into a fanciful diagram
representing the hand inside a circle, as

under.

me

ல

*

‘

்
a

தி

ot

த

-

ட

ச்

லி

தபரி

pls

DLO

கனி

1வே

en

4
ம்
ர் பே

is

க

ar

ய்

சீ

க

ஆக
னி

ப

வா

உச

ச

ப

டம

tiruttukkavi Vide KALLAKKAVI.
tirunamappattu Last stanza of a poem in
which its author states his own name, and
merit accruing from reciting his poem
(Vaisnavism).

tiruppallantu (Also PALLANTU) A verse genre:
poem of benediction on the longevity
of protagonists like gods, saints, etc.
associated with morning or the dawn) and.
pray to a deity to wake up early in the
morning.
tiruppalliyelucci (Also pALLIYELUCCI) A verse

os

ர

A verse genre: poem praising the
tiruccinnam
constituents of a God's shrine (such as
conch, etc.)

tiruppalliyunarttutal To sing aubade (song
மி]

pr

[]

த்

=

»

[கை

க எ

tirukkévai Row of people chanting the
sacred hymns in the presence of an idol
in the Vaisnava tradition.
tiruccirrampalam 1. An invocatory expression
of Caivaites used when reciting tevaram
hymns or writing letter, document, etc.
2. Citamparam.

tiruppatikam Poem generally containing 10
or ll stanzas in praise of a deity, as in
tevaram.

டி

ot ft of

நாடகச் சரப ரவியவிர் சீர்போர்
பேசு தேசு கவிகள் வள்ள
லுளனிவ ஸிதிமதி மனைசுக
விகமி சைமிசகு வாகவளி வரமே.

ளி

genre: song sung to awaken protagonists

like gods, princes and other great persons
from sleep. Cf. TUYILETAINILAI.

சண்முகம் திருவார் வாருதி மான
ஞாதி ஞான மாரி பாரி
காரி பாரிலே மாகை யீகை
மாலே போல வேதா வேலவா
௮ஆ
aoa

இர

உஊளஎ

tiruppattu Hymns or songs of a saint in praise.
of a deity.
tiruppeyarppori A verse genre: composition

on the victorious king hoisting his flag
and engraving his name.

ஏஜஐஓஓஓஒளஃக்ங
ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந் ப் மய்ர் ல்வ்
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tirumakalpunarntu

avancéral

Vide

TALAIMAKALPUNARNTU AVANCERAL.
tirumafcanakkavi
bathing a deity.

Verse

recited while

tirumanappatal A folk genre: marriage song.
tirumanavalttu An Islamic Tamil verse genre:
poem on the principal character of the
poem as a bridegroom/bride, extolling
his/her virtues.
tirumaram A verse genre: poem in which a
devotee plucks his limbs and offers them
to God.
tirumukkal A verse genre: poem 1n which the
second and the fourth lines have three
feet each.
tirumukappacuram A verse genre: epistle.
tirumurai Saiva canon of texts in Tamil. Also
see PANNIRUTIRUMURAI.
tiruvatip pantam A variety of CITTIRAKKAVE
verse fitted into a fanciful diagram
representing the feet imside a circle, as
under:

tilaippuvinaimaruttal
திருவடிச் சேவை தாபோ தந்தா
வேதாந்த மேதா மேதகுங் கொங்கு
நிலைகலை நிதிமலி மதிதா வழிகிளை
நீள வாருதி நீர்போற் பெருகிட
வேதா சபை சதா முதலித முரைமன
மரைமுக யோக முளவண வளராமச்
சந்திரன் நீதிசீர் சீல முலக
மிகவே நாவே பேசு பேர்தார்
வாகை வாழ வழகா குகாவே
ளேவேலா

மேலா

மார நிலைநிதி

வணிவர

யாதி தாவே.

tiruvayiram A verse genre: poem
stanzas on God.

of 1000

tiruavilaiyatal Sacred sports of Lord Civan.

tiruvilaiyatal natakankal Miracle plays,
dealing with events narrated in texts on
the celestials, with instruction as the
ends.

tiraimaraivu eluttalar Ghost writer. One who
does literary work for someone else who
takes the credit.

tillana 1. A kind of musical composition
ending with the expression tilla or tillana.
2. A component of the paratanattiyam
dance performance.
tilatakkalitturai
A kind of KATTALAIK KALITTURAI

verse.
tivviyakavi A divinely inspired poet.
tivviya tecam Shrine sanctified by the
hymns of ALVAR-s. Cf. PATALPERRATALAM.
tivviyanama

cankirttanam

Praising and

singing a god's name while dancing
around a lamp placed in the midst of a
hall.
tivviyappirapantam The hymns of the ALVARS.
Also see NALAYIRA TIVVIYAP PIRAPANTAM.

tilaippuvinaimaruttal A meypPATU pertaining
to the fifth stage of pre-marital love: the
heroine (after the union), with their loveAD
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tirattiram

relation known to others, abstaining from

sporting and other acts of pleasure.

tirattiram A secondary
quadratonic.

melody-type,

criticism, psychological and psychoanalytic criticism, reader-response criticism,
thetorical criticism, Russian formalism,

sociological criticism, structuralist criticism, textual criticism and theoretical
criticism.

tirappan A secondary melody-type.
titam A secondary melody-type, pentatonic.

tiraikontupeyartal A sub-situation under the

tiranayvu (It is also called vimarcanam).

PURAM theme ULINAITTINAL the besieging

Criticism. This term comes from the

king giving up the siege and returning

Greek kritikes, which refers to the ability

home having received the tribute from

to discern or judge. It is now a scholarly
organization and a structure of
knowledge concerned with defining,
classifying, expoundmg and evaluating
works of literature. Broadly speaking,
there are two approaches to the study of

literature, intrinsic and extrinsic, the
former

with

dealing

the

internal

constituents inherent in the text, and the

latter with the causal,

conditioning

factors of the work in question.
Accordingly, there exist several
schools or types of literary criticism, with
each school or type privileging some

aspect or aspects of the'work over others.
The principal ones are:
Antithetical criticism, applied criticism, archetypal criticism, biographical
criticism, the Chicago school, comparative criticism, contextual criticism, cultural criticism, deconstruction, dialogic
criticism, expressive

criticism, femunist

criticism, formalism, gender criticism, the
Geneva school, historicism, humanistic
criticism, impressionistic criticism, judi-

cial criticism, Jungian criticism, Marxist
criticism, mimetic criticism, mythic criticism, the new criticism, the new historicism, objective criticism, phenomenological criticism, postcolonial criticism,
poststructuralist criticism, pragmatic
அஆ
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the enemy king.
tinakavi |. Poem

in praise of a king at the

beginning and close of his durbar. 2. Poet
who composes TINAKAVI.
tinaimutirvuraittu varaivukatatal A subsituation under the AKAM theme PANKIYIR
KUTTAM: the confidante urging the hero
to go in for marnage telling him of the
millet to be harvested soon and the

consequent denial of opportunity for the
heroine to come to the field.
tinaiyotuveruttu varaivukatatal A subsituation under the AKAM theme PANKIYIR
KUTTAM: the confidante speaking of the
need for an early marriage, to be heard
by the hero as he remains by the hedgeside, finding fault with the millet field
(where the coming together of the hero

and the heroine took place).
tikkanam A rule of propriety: a foot nirai-

nér-nirai aS PULIMANKANI

considered

inauspicious at the commencement of a
poem, with karttikai as its astericism, the

efféct of which being ailment.
tikkai Initiation of a disciple into the
mysteries of the CAIVAM religion.
tirkkatarici Seer; prophet; vatecinator.
tirkkataricana

ilakkiyam

Apocalyptic

literature, that purports to uncover, reveal,
. or prophesy the future.
்
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firppilutal Vide peRUNTINAI.
fivakavani A figure of speech (literally a
lamp in one place illuminating other
places) in which a word is construed with
other words preceding or succeeding, of
three varieties, namely, MUTALNILAI (a word

used at the beginning of a line and carried
to other parts), rrAINILAr (a word used at

the middle of a line) and KATAINILAI also
ANTATIPAKAM (a word used at the end of a
line), each arising on the basis of the
nature (KUNAM), action (TOLIL), class (CAT!)
and material being (Porut), thus giving
rise to 3x4=I2 sub-varieties of TIVAKAVANI,

viz., MUTALNILAIK KUNATTIVAKAM, ITAINILAIK
KUNATTIVAKAM, KATAINILAIK KUNATTIVAKAM,
MUTALNILAIT TOLIL TIVAKAM, ITAINILAIT
TOLILTIVAKAM, KATAINILAIT TOLILTIVAKAM,
MUTALNILAIC CATITTIVAKAM, ITAINILAIC
CATITTIVAKAM, KATAINILAIC CATITTIVAKAM,
MUTALNILAIP PORULTIVAKAM, ITAINILAIP PORUL-

TIVAKAM, and KATAINILAIP PORULTIVAKAM.
fiksinamam

Name given after initiation in

the carvaM religion.

tunivuvamai
the courage of warriors by beating the
TuTl drum. 2. Theme of praising the
faithful services of hereditary drummers.
tutivenri

A puRAM

sub-situation:

theme

describing the success of an ambassador.
tuntu ilakkiyam Broadside, a ballad form
printed on one side of a single sheet
(called a 'broadside') dealing with a
current event or issue, and sung to a wellknown tune.
tuntu veliyitu Pamphlet
tunankaikkuttu (Also civkt) A kind of dance
in which the arms bent at the elbows are
made to strike the sides.
tunintamaikural Vide TALAIVIKKU UTANPOKKU

UNARTTAL.
tunivaticayam Vide ATICAYAVANI.
tunivicittiram

A literary

genre,

with

the

union and separation of lovers as the
subject matter, a development of the aKAM
theme variance appropriate to MARUTAM

landscape.

love), the heroine being given to serene
sleep (the union with the hero having
been recurred).

tunivu |. An AKAM concept: theme in which
the hero who meets the heroine for the
first time in a lonely place and doubts
that she must be a celestial nymph,
resolves his doubts and finally realizes
that she is buta mortal. 2. (Also TERITAL or
TELIvU) A sub-situation under the aKAM
theme IYARKAIPPUNARCCI: the heroine
coming to realize after the first union
the honesty of the hero's words and
actions.

tutikkuttu A dance of victory performed to

tunivuvamai (Also TERRAVUVAMA)) A figure of

tukkarakam An ancient secondary melodytype of the PALar class.
tutical A meyprAtu other than the principal
eight: drowsiness
tuficiccértal A mMEYPPATU pertaining to the

undistressed state (leading to marital

the accompaniment
of drum-beat by God

speech and a sub-class

Murukan and the cattamatar (the seven
divine mothers).

resolution of doubt arising when a close’
resemblance between two objects leads
to one of them being spoken of as if it
were mistaken for the other.
்

tutinilai

A sub-situation

under

the

puRAM

theme vercittmar 1. Theme of arousing
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tunivetutturaittal
tunivetutturaittal A sub- situation under the
AKAM theme UTANPOKKU the confidante
conveying to the hero the determination/
decision of the heroine to join him in
elopement.
tunivotu vinaval A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the heroine
seeking to know from the confidante the
reason for the consent/determination of
the hero to go in for elopement.
tunaikkataip pinnal Subplot. A second story
that 1s complete and interesting in its own
right introduced into the narrative, which
serves to broaden our perspective on the
main plot. It 1s also called utkatai.
tunaiceyalvilakku (Also NATPUTTATAIMOLI) A
figure of speech and a sub-class of
TATAIMOLIYAN! in which a pursuit is sought
to be stopped by apparently standing by
that pursuit.
tunainilaikkarpanai Secondary imagination,
which, according to Coleridge, is the
poetic imagination "an echo of the
primary imagination, (MUTANILAIKKARPANAI), co-existing with the conscious
will, yet still as identical with the prrmary
in the kind of 1ts agency, and differing
only in degree, and in the mode of its
operation. It dissolves, diffuses,
dissipa‘zs, in order to recreate; or where
this process is rendered impossible, yet
still at all events it struggles to idealize
and to unify".
tunainul pa ttiyal Bibliography.
tunaippatti (Also pAKKaPPATTU) Supporting
chorus cr song sung by accompanists.
tunaipperar:

Vide ELITINMUTIVANI.

tunaivanci

A

PURAM

sub-situation:

the

reconciliai.on of a warrior with his enemy
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whom he was determined to conquer or

kill.
tunaivayir pirintamai toli talaimakatku
unarttal (Also TUNAIVAYIR PIRIVU
"TALAIMAKANTANNAL UNARNTA TOL] TALAIMAKATKU

UNARTTAL and PIRINTAMAI KURAL 3.) A subsituation under the AKAM
theme
TUNAIVAYIRPIRIVU: as the hero informs the
confidante of his resolve to leave the
heroine for helping the king facing
hostilities from
the enemy,
the
confidante taking it to the heroine.
tunaivayirpirivu (Also VENTARKU URBULIP PIRIVU
and VENTUVINAIPPIRIVU)
A phase in the loverelationship between the hero and the
heroine: separation of the hero from the
heroine for helping the king, his friend,
facing hostilities from the enemy.
tunaivayirpirivu talaimakantannal unarnta
toli talaimakatkunarttal Vide TUNAIVAYIR

PIRINTAMAI TOL] TALAIMAKATKU UNARTTAL.
tuttam The second note of the gamut, one of
ELICAI.

tutippatal Hymn. A song of praise, usually
written in verse. It may be either religious

or secular.
tuppariyum naval Detective novel.
tumpippattu

Beetle song.

tumpaittinai A PURAM situation: a king or
warrior heroically fighting against his
enemy. Its AKAM parallel is NEYTAL.
tumpaimalai A verse genre: panegyric on a
warrior who has fought valiantly against
his enemy, wearing a tumpai garland.

tumpaiyaravam A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme TUMPAITTINAL a king
distributing honours and rewards to his
troops after a victory.
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tuyttal Vide NATAKACCANTI.

tunpural panki collenac collal (Also pANKI

tuyar avarkkuraittal A sub-situation under
the AKarpuRAM theme PERUNTINAI: the
confidante of the heroine going to the
hero as the messenger of the former and
telling him of her lady's distress.
tuyarappatal Dirge. A poem that expresses
grief on the occasion of death, but
differs from elegy in that it is short, less
formal, and is usually represented as a
_text to be sung.
tuyiletainilai 1. A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme PATANTINAI: theme of
panegyrists waking a king who sleeps in
camp during an expedition. 2. A literary
genre: song sung to wake up a king or
great person from sleep. Cf. PALLIYELUCCI.
tuyilelumankalam Panegyric sung to wake
up a king from sleep.
tullalkavippatal Ode. A long lyric poem,
serious in subject, elevated in style, and
elaborate 1n its stanzaic structure.
tullal6cai Rhythmic cadence peculiar to
KALIPPA verse: jumping rhythm.
turai Vide AKAPPATTURUPPU. 2. PURAM thematic

sub-situation.
illustrating the minor

themes in AKAM and PURAM.
turaivan Vide KONKAN.

tunpattuppulampal A meypraTu pertaining to
PERUNTINAI (abnormal love): the heroine
making lamentations (in separation) in
distress.
tunpavani A figure of speech which
describes an effort yielding a contrary
result. Cf. INPAVANI.
அஆ
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sub-situation under the akam theme
VARAITALVETKAL the confidante replying, as
the heroine requests the former to convey
her affliction to the hero.
tuniyolinturaittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PARATTATYIRPIRIVU: the heroine's

utterance as the protracted sulking ends.
tunivicittiram A verse genre: poem on the
heroine enjoying the union and grieving
at the separation thereon.

tuyiletuttucceral Vide AVATKONTUCERAL.

turaippattu Verse

tunkicai akaval kurilvannam

கஙச்

tukkanantam Vide ANANTAKKURRAM.

tukku Vide cEyYYULURUPPU.
tunkal vannam One of the specific sound
features of a verse (VANNAM): rhythm
effected by the dominant use of vaNcIPPA
verse feet or TUNKALOCAI [sleeping (slow,
measured) rhythm].
tunkalocai Rhythm peculiar fo vANcippA verse:
sleeping (slow-measured) rhythm.
tunkicai Swinging rhythm: sleeping (slow,
measured) rhythm.
tunkicai akaval itaivannam One of the.
specific sound features of a verse
(vaNNAM): overall slow swinging rhythm
(like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,
the chameleon and the heron) with light
uippling sound (like the whirl in water
and the whirling of the wind) effected
by the dominance of medials.
tunkicai akaval kurilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse

(VANNAM): overall slow swinging rhythm
(like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,
the chameleon and the heron) with light
rippling sound (like the whirl in water

and the whirling of the wind) effected
by the dominance of short vowels.
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tinkicai akaval netilvannam

tunkicai akaval netilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse

(VANNAM): overall slow swinging rhythm
(like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,
the chameleon and the heron) with light
rippling sound (like the whirl in water
and the whirling of the wind) effected
by the dominance of long vowels.

tankicai akaval melivannam One of the

tunkicai olukal netilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall slow swinging rhythm
(like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,
the chameleon and the heron) with a

smooth even flow (like the flowing of

water and the blowing of wind) effected
by the dominance of long vowels. _

tunkicai olukal melivannam One of the.

specific sound features of a verse
(vVANNAM): overall slow swinging rhythm
(like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,
the chameleon and the heron) with light
rippling sound (like the whirl in water
and the whirling of the wind) effected
by the dominance of nasals. .

specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall slow swinging rhythm
(like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,
the chameleon and the heron) witha
smooth even flow (like the flowing of
water and the blowing of wind) effected
by the dominance of nasal consonants.

tinkicai akaval valivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall slow swinging rhythm
(like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,
the chameleon and the heron) with light

tunkicai olukal valivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM) overall slow swinging rhythm

rippling sound (like the whirl in water
and the whirling of the wind) effected
by the dominance of plosives.
tunkicai olukal itaivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall slow swinging rhythm
(like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,
the chameleon and the heron) with a
smooth even flow (like the flowing of
water and the blowing of wind) effected
by the dominance of media] consonants.
tankicai olukal

kurilvannam

One of the

specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall slow swinging rhythm
(like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,
the chameleon and the heron) with a

smooth even flow (like the flowing of
water and the blowing of wind) effected
by the dominance of short vowels.
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(like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,
the chameleon and the heron) with a
smooth even flow (like the flowing of
water and the blowing of wind) effected
by the dominance of plosive consonants.

tunkicaicceppal A rhythm of venPA metre
effected when niral follows MA and NER
follows vILAM.
tankicaittullal A rhythm of KALIPPA metre
(slow-measured jumping rhythm).

tunkicai mellicai itaivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(vVANNAM): overall slow swinging rhythm
(like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,
the chameleon and the heron) with a soft
flow (like the gait of a swan, the soft
low sound of a drum and the walking on
sand) effected by the dominance of

medial consonants.
tunkicai mellicai kurilvannam One of the
specific
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» (VANNAM): overall slow swinging rhythm
(like.the paits of the aged cow-elephant,
the chameleon and the heron) with a soft

flow (like the gait of a swan, the soft
low sound of a drum and the walking on
sand) effected by the dominance of short
vowels.

tunkicai mellicai netilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAMY: overall slow swinging thythm
(like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,

the chaineleon and the heron) with a soft
flow (like the gait of a swan, the soft
‘low sound of a drum and the walking on
sand) effected by the dominance of long
vowels.
tankicai melticai melivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall slow swinging rhythm
(like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,
the chameleon and the heron) with a soft
flow (like the gait of a swan, the soft
low sound of a drum and the walking on
sand) effected by the dominance of nasal
sounds.
tunkicai mellicai valivannam One of the
' specific sound features of a verse
(vANNaM): overall slow swinging rhythm
(like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,
the chameleon and the heron) with a soft
flow (like the gait of a swan, the soft
low sound of a drum and the walking on
sand) effected by the dominance of
pldsive consonants.

tankicaiyakaval A rhythm of axavat thetre.
tifkicaivannam A specific sound feature in
a verse (VANNAM): slow rhythm with light
rippling sound, being of twenty subclasses (See individual entries beginning

TONKICAI).
AM
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tunkicai vallicai valivannam

tankicai vallicai itaivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall slow swinging rhythm,
like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,
the chameleon and the heron) with a hard
flow (like the twisting of iron wire or
leather into ropes and stone rolling over
another
stone)
effected
by
the

dominance of medial consonants.
tunkicai vallicai kurilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall slow swinging rhythm,
like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,
the chameleon and the heron) with a hard
flow (like the twisting of iron wire or
leather into ropes and stone rolling over
another
stone)
effected
by
the
dominance of short vowels. |
tinkicai vallicai netilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall slow swinging rhythm,
like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,
the chameleon and the heron) with a hard
flow (like the twisting of iron wire or
leather into ropes and stone rolling over
another
stone)
effected
by
the
dominance of long vowels.

tankicai vallicai melivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall slow swinging rhythm,
like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,
the chameleon and the heron) with a hard
flow (like the twisting of iron wire or
leather into ropes and stone rolling over

another

stone)

effected

by

the,

dominance of nasal sounds.
tankicai vallicai valivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse

(VANNAM): overall slow swinging rhythm,
like the gaits of the aged cow-elephant,
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tucankolal

the chameleon and the heron) with a hard
flow (like the twisting of iron wire or
leather into ropes and stone rolling over

another

stone)

effected

by

the

dominance of plosive consonants.

tiicankolal Composing a veNPA with the same
initial and final letters as those of a stanza
composed by another.
tantupporul Motivation. A device by which

to invest a work with convincingness
and plausibility, it is a mixture of
situation and personality that impels a
character to behave the way he or she
does.
tutitaiyatal A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL with the

heroine suffering from love-sickness, her
confidante's
love.

role as her messenger of

tutirkuppirivu talaimakantannal unamta toh
talaimakatkunarttal Vide TALAIMAKANAL
UNARNTA TOL TALAIMAKATKUNARTTAL.
tutirpirivu (Also TOTUVAYIRPIRIVU and PAKAITANIVINAIPPIRIVU)

A phase

in the love-

relationship between the hero and the
heroine: separation of the hero from the
heroine when he goes on a mission for
his king.
tutu 1. A verse genre in KALIVENPA which
purports to be a message sent through a
companion, a bird, etc., to effect a
reconciliation. 2. Vide KALAMPAKAM.

tutukantu alunkal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VARAIPORUTPIRITAL: the anguish
of the heroine as the messenger is not

from the hero

union): the heroine showing no aversion
to sending messengers to the hero.
tituvayirpirivu Vide TOTIRPIRIVU.’

tatuvaravuraittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VARAIPORUTPIRITAL: the
confidante informing the heroine of the
arrival of the messenger.
tiymaivatam Purism.
tirakariyavetu (Also TOTARPINMATIYANI) A
figure of speech and a sub-class of
ETUVANE

an

apparently

remote

cause

coming to bear on an action elsewhere.
e.g. The hero's love sport with a prostitute
elsewhere causing agony to the heroine.

temmankuA folk genre: a kind of ditty.
teyvakkappu A convention in which gods
are invoked to protect the hero of the

poem.
teyvakkaiyusaiA verse genre: the confidante

praying to God and gifting the heroine
to the hero as the two are set to elope.

teyvakati Vide CEYYUTPORUTIAM.
teyvattirampécal Vide ARUTKUNAMURAITTAL.

teyvattaimakiltal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme IYARKAIPPUNARCCI: the hero
being happy at the Providence blessing
him with the heroine.

teyvappatal.A folk genre: song on a deity.
teyvappavai Vide KOLLIPPAVAI.

teyvappunarcci Vide 1YARKAIPPUNARCCI.
teyvamkattittelippat telintamai eytakkural
Vide TALAIVAN TEYVAMKATTIT
TELINTAMAI EYTAKKURAL.

TELIPPAT

teyvamporaikolac celkuvamenral A sub-

titumunivinmai A MeypPATu pertaining to the

situation under the AKAM theme ARATTOTU
NIRRAL: the heroine telling her confidante

undistressed state (leading to marital

that they could go to God for praying to
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Him to bear with the hero (for he had
sworn in the presence of God that he

térccivart
telivakappatuttal A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme IYARKAIPPUNARCCT: the hero
coming to perceive the consent of the

would not part from her) submitting to
God that the hero has not done any wrong
to her.
teyvam

valttal An AKAM

concept: as the

confidante informs the foster-mother of
the love between the hero and the
heroine, the foster-mother unable to
gather enough courage to convey it to
the parents of the heroine, praying to
God in this regard.
teyvamancal A MeypraATU pertaining to the
undistressed state (leading to marital
love): the heroine fearing God.
teyvamadnam A fotm of marrage in which
the sacrificer gives away his daughter to
-an officiating priest before the

sacrificial fire, as the latter's fee.
teyvika urimaik kotpatu Divine Right theory.
teyvika natakam Mystery play.
teritaru.terravuvamaiA figure of speech and
a sub-class of UVAMAI 1n which a doubt is
cleared by means of a comparison.

heroine to their natural union.

telivitaivilankal Vide pERUNTINAI.
telivu I. Vide TuNTVU. 2. Vide VAITARUPPANERI.
terruruvakam (Also VIRUTTAVURUVAKAM,
VIRUPAKAVURUVAKAM and VIROTAVURUVAKAM)A.
figure of speech and a sub-class of
URUVAKAM: metaphor in which the

qualities/characteristics of the standard
of comparison are absent in the subject
of comparison. Cf. AVIRUTTAVURUVAKAM.
terruvamai Vide ITARAVITARAVUVAMAI.

tenkalai The vamavao sect, opp. to VATAKALAI,
holding prominently NALAYIRA TIVVIYAP

PIRAPANTAM as their scripture.

.

tenmoli Tamil as the speech of the South.
téci A kind of dance and music performed
for the common people, opp. to MARKKAM.

tema A metrical foot of the formula ner ரன்:
témankani A metrical foot of the formula

nér-nér-niral.

terintutampatutal A meypratu pertaining to

temankay
A metrical foot of the formula neér-

the fifth phase of pre-marital love: the

nér - nér.
témantannilal
A metrical foot of the formula.
nér - nér - nér - nirai.

heroine (after the union) having known
.the consequences agreeing to reveal their
union of love.

témantanpu A metrical foot of the formula

nér - nér - nér - nér.

terivil pukalcciyani (Also MARUPATUPUKAL

NILAIYANI) A figure of speech which
consists in formally praising a person or
thing implying thereby desparagement
of another person or thing.

témanarunilal A metrical foot of the formula

ner-nér-nirai - nirai
temanarumpu A metrical foot of the formula
nér-ner-nirai-nér.

terivai Vide ELUVAKAJPPARUVAM.

terkkavi Vide IRATAPANTAM.

tellénam A verse genre: song accompanied

térecivari A dramatic

by a girl's play with clapping of hands.
telital Vide TuNrvu.
அஆ

இா௱உ௭ண௭

உ1 1

ஏஐ

ஒஓஓளஃக்ங் ச்

action in which

person expresses in detail
sufferings to his relatives.
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térmaram
térmaram

A puRAM

sub-situation:

theme

|

eulogizing a king's war-chariot.
térmullai A puRAM sub-situation: theme of the
return of a hero in his chariot after
subduing his enemies, sung in joy by the
> heroine.
térvaravukantu makilntukural A subsituation under the aKam theme PANKIYIR
KOTTA.. the courtesans rejoicing at the
arrival of the hero's chariot as he comes
' about for water sport.

térvaravukiral |. A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VARAIPORUTPIRITAL: the
confidante announcing the arrival of the
hero's chariot to the heroine. 2. A subsituation under the AKAM theme’ VENTARKU
URRULIPPIRIVU: as the heroine persists in her

claim that it is the real rainy season, the
confidante comf orting her that the hero's
chariot will arrive then. 3. A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PORUL VAYIRPIRIVU:
the confidante informing the heroine of
the arrival of the chariot of the hero who

had gone on earning wealth.

returns.

‘térvenri A PURAM sub-situation’ theme
describing the various deeds of a warrior

who rides his chariot and destroys his
enemy's chariots.

tevankavaraiyul A verse genre: poem on
kidnapping a lovely woman
and
marrying her.
tévaram A collection of cAIvAM hymns by
three of the NAYANMAR-S, Viz., Tirufarfa

campantar, Appar and Cuntarar.
térravuvamai Vide TUNTVUVAMAI.
térutalolinta

kamattu

mikutiram

Vide

PERUNTINAL
tainniratal Ceremonial

ablution of young

women in the lunar month of fai.
tokuttamoliyan vakuttanarkotal Vide urn.
tokuttal |. Vide CEYYULVIKARAM. 2. Vide NUL.
tokuttukkural / tokuttuccuttal Vide uTTE *)..
tokainilai ]. A sub-situation under the pURAM

theme ULINAITTINAK theme of a victorious
king bringing his armies together to
honour them. 2. A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme TuMmpaltTTINar: theme of the
contending kings destroying each other
on the battlefield. 3. A sub-situation
under the PURAM theme ULINAITTINAL theme
of the simultaneous surrender.
of hostile

.

verses either by a single poet or by several

poets collected on the basis of subject
matter (AKAM Or PURAM), Situation, season,

being.

action, verse type and the number of
verse lines.

teratutelital Vide PIRAMANA APACAM.
உளண௭

tevatali A primary melody-type.
tévapani Songs in praise of gods.

tokainilaicceyyul Anthology of individual

as to whether she is a divine or a human

இ௱

tevakati Vide CEYYUTPORUTTAM.

kings at the feet of a victorious king.

teral An AKAM sub-situation: the hero getting
confirmed of the earthliness of the
heroine after the initial stages of doubt

aia

unconsolable grief over the separation
of the hero.

tokai Vide ETTUTTOKAI.

térvalinokkik katalotukural A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme ORUVALIT TANATTAL:
the heroine entreating the sea not to erase
the track of the chariot of the hero til! he

௮ஆ

tératupulampal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VARAIPORUTPIRITAL: the heroine's

ஏஐஓஓகளஃக்்
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tokainilaiyuravakam Vide TOKAIYURUVAKAM.

totakkaiici
or foot of the last line of one stanza -in

URUVAKAM: the metaphor ‘in which the
metaphor marker between the subject of
comparison and the standard of

the first line of the succeeding stanza
without sense continuity. e.g. KALAMPAKAM
works) and PORUTIOTARNILAIC CEYYUL OF,
MUTIPORUTIOTARNILAICCEYYUL (verses related
to each other by content. e.g. kamparamayanam).

: comparison is implie+. e.g. mukattamarai
(the face (as) the lotus). Cf. virryURUVAKAM.

totarnilaicceyyul kuriyani A figure of
speech in which the cause that is to be

tokaiyavamam / tokaiyuvamai A figure of
speech ahd a sub-class of UvAMAL simile

inferred is plainly stated in words.
totamilaicceyyul porutperani A figure of

in- which the sign of comparison and the
underlying similarity between the
subject of comparison and the standard
of comparison are understood. Cf. virryu-

speech in which through reference to or

tokaimoli Vide orran..
cokaiyuruvakam (Also TOKAINILAIYURUVAKAM)

A figure of speech and a sub-class of

VAMAM.
tokaiviri Vide NUL.
tokaiviriyuruvakam
A figure of speech and
a sub-class
metaphor
metaphor
together in

of URUVAKAM: metaphors with
markers and those without
markers both occurring
a verse.

tokaivenpa A verse genre: poem on a given

totarpinmaiyani Vide gURAKARIYAVETU.
totarpuyarvunavirci A figure of speech: a
variety of hyperbole in which an

imaginary connection is stated between
objects.

totarmulutuvamaiyani / totarmurruvamaiyani A figure of speech and a sub-class
of UvAMAI in which there are two parallel
constructions stating two phenomena,

subject in veNPA metre in fifty, seventy or

being

ninety verses.

(positioning of two similar phenomena)
and muran (positioning of two dissimilar
mutually opposing phenomena).

tottakanci A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme KANcrrminar the goblin caressing the
wound of a soldier. Cf. TOTAKKANCI.
totar

Syntax. The ordering, grouping and

placement of words within a sentence.
totarkatai Serial (in a periodical).
totarcol punarttal Vide um.

totarmnilaicceyyutkurippani Vide KAvryaLINKAVANI.
totarnilaicceyyul

Verses following in

of

two

kinds,

viz.,

oppu

totarmoli 1. A word of more than two letters.

2. A phrase, clause or sentence made up
of two words.
totarmoliyuvamai (Also VAKKIYAPPORUL UVAMAI)
A figure of speech and a sub-class of
UvaMAL simile in which the subjects of
comparison in a sentence combine to

form the standard of comparison.

‘comprising two kinds, viz., CORROTARNILAIC

totakkanici A sub-situation under the puURAM
theme KANcriTTInal, the goblin moving
away fearing to touch the wound of the

CEYYUL (the repetition of the last syllable

warrior of great prowess. Cf. TOTTAKANCI.

succession

அஆ
உ

description of one phenomenon another
related one is revealed

and

இஈஉண௯௭
௩

1

related

ஏஐ

to each

other,
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:

totai A CEYYULURUPPU: Positional agreement of
sound features, consonance of lines
(rhyme). It is of thirteen types: MONAI,
ETUKAI, MURAN, IYAIPU, ALAPETAI, ATI, INAI,
POLIPPU,

ORUU,

KULAI,

MERKATUVAY,

KILKKATUVAY, and MURRU.
totaikkurram A defect regarding positional
agreement of sound features.
totaimuran Antithesis in the first foot of a
verse.
totaiyanantam Vide ANANTAKKURRAM.

of art embody some basic cultural pattern
of great meaning and appeal to humanity,

a meaning which extends beyond a single.
work to a whole body of books.
tollurupperalaniA figure of speech in which
an object, though possessing tentatively
the attribute of another object, is stated
to attain its native characteristic, or an
object is stated to have its native
characteristic intact in spite of the
changes it is subjected to.

toyyil Figures drawn upon the breasts and
shoulders of women with sandai solution
as an adornment.

tolil aticayam Vide ATICAYAVANI.

tolkatai (Also TONNUL and ToymMam) Myth.

tolil uvamam

tolil itainilaittivakam Vide rramiLatrroLL

TIVAKAM.
/ tolil uvamai A figuré of

speech and a sub-class of uvamar simile

tolpatimam Archetype. Generally, the
original model from which something is

where the base of comparison is action.

developed or made; in literary criticism,

tolil katainilaittivakam Vide KATAINILAIT

those images, figures, character types,
settings and story patterns that are
universally shared by people across
cultures. According to Carl Jung,
archetypes are embedded deep in
humanity's collective unconscious, and
involve racial memories of situations,
events and relations that have been part
of human experience from the beginning.
They
manifest not only in the
subconscious material of dreams but also
in the consciously constructed material
of myths and literature.
tolpatimaviyal tirandyvu Archetypal
criticism, mythic criticism, totemic
criticism. A critical method that looks for
and analyses certain recurrent images,
character types, and story lines under the
assumption that their persistence in
literature indicates their presence in the
memories of the ‘collective unconscious’.
It tries to demonstrate that great works

AMAr
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a
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TOLILTIVAKAM.
tolilkurai vicétam Vide vICETAVANI..

tolil patal A folk genre: labour song.
tolil mutatnilaittivakam Vide TIVAKAVANI.
tolil verrumai

(Also MUYARCI VERRUMA!) A

figure of speech and a sub-class of
VERRUMAIYANI in which differences

manifest

in functional

modes

of

occupation.
tolilakupeyar
A figure of speech: metonymy

in which action is put for the agent.
tolu

An AKAM

concept: arena where the

herdsmen youth subdue and capture the’
bulls.
tolutirantu:kural A sub-situation under the

AKAM

theme VARAIVUMUTUKKAM:

the

confidante beseeching the hero to avoid
trysts by both day and night.
tollayiram A verse genre: poem ‘of 900
stanzas.

GlorS
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torruk kotpatu Infection theory.
toni |. (Skt. Dhvani)

Suggested ‘or implied

meaning. 2.Tone. The attitude of the
author towards the reader or the subject
matter of a literary work. Anauthor's tone
may be serious, playful, mocking, angry,
etc.

tolimaruttal

toli arruvittal 1. Vide 1LAvVENIRPARUVAM KANTU
VARUNTIYA TALAIMAKALAIT TOLI ARRUVITTAL.
2. A sub-situation under the AKAM theme
KAVARPIRIVU:

the confidante

mission of defending the country. 3. A
sub-situation

under

TUNAIVAYIRPIRIVU:

tonmam Vide TOLKATAI.

tonmai One of the eight aspects of elegance
(vANAPPU)in poetic composition: antique
literary source, antiquity, oldness, a
CEYYULURUPPU.

comforting

the heroine as the hero leaves on his
the AKAM
the

theme

confidante

comforting the heroine who is distressed
at the advent of the late dewy season with
the hero having gone on his mission of
helping the king, his friend.

totayam/totaiyam Song at the beginning of
a drama invoking divine help.

toli iyarpalittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the
confidante belittling the hero as he has
gone seeking courtesans.

tonokkam
A verse genre: song sung by girls
.as they play waving their arms. It ends
with the refrain tonokkam atamo.

toli kalirutaru punarcciyal arattotunirral
Vide KALIRUTARU PUNARCCIYAL ARATTOTU
NIRRAL
:

‘tonnul Vide TOLKATAI.

tottirappa / tottirappattu / tottiram A verse
genre: songs of praise; psalms.
torai itaicceyyul (Also YAVATTIMAM) A sub‘class of ALAVALICCANTAM marked by the
balance of feet between the first and the
fourth lines with one letter less, the
second and the third having the balance
of feet but with one letter more.
t61 One of the eight aspects of elegance
(VANAPPU) in literary composition: poem
narrating
an
ancient
story
and
inculcating the URuUTIPPORUL in felicitous

toli (Also ikuLAl and PANK1) An AKAM concept
heroine's confidante.
toli alunkalkantu tay pulampal Vide atu KETTA
’ PANKI ALAUNKAKKANTU NARRAY PULAMPAL.

உ

இரா
உர்

உஊ௭

ஏஜஓஒஓஓளஃ

the AKAM theme VARAITAL: the confidante
making fun of the heroine.
toli talaiviyai munital Vide TALAIVIVA! MUNITAL.
toli puttarupunarcciyal arattotunirral (Also
PUTTARUPUNARCCIYAL ARATTOTU NIRRAL) A subsituation
under the AKAM -theme
ARATTOTUNIRBAL: thé confidante revealing:

to the foster-mother the love of the hero
and

the heroine

as happening

on his

getting flowers for her from a tree out of
her reach.

:

télimaruttal 1. Asub-situation under the AKAM

diction, a CEYYULURUPPU.

tolulinai A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme uLINAITTINAL theme in praise of a
shield.

அஆ

toli talaiviyaip palittalA sub-situation under

கங் ச்

theme Orarpirivu: the confidante rejecting
the proposal of the hero to part from the
heroine for pursuing learning. 2. A subsituation under the axam
theme
KAVARPIRIVU: the confidante refusing to
accept the resolve of the hero to part froma
the heroine for defending the country.

3. A sub-situation under the AKAM theme
ஞட்ண்த் ந்
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toliyirkuttam

to accept the resolve of the hero to leave

nakarviruttam A verse genre: poem:on the
town of the hero in ten stanzas of AcIRIvA-

the heroine for helping the king, his
friend facing hostilities from the enemy.
4. A sub-situation under the AKAM theme
PORULVAYIRPIRIVU: the confidante refusing

nakaraccirappu
A structural constituent of
an epic describing the excellence of the
city.

TUNAIVAYIRPIRIVU: the confidante refusing

VIRUTTAM metre.

to accept the resolve of the hero te part
from the heroine in pursuit of wealth.

toliyirkittam/toliyirpunarvu

informing the hero and the heroine on

(Also

PANKIYIRKUTTAM) AN AKAM concept: a
thematic situation of the pre-marital
(KALAvu) stage: the hero's union with the
heroine brought about through the aid of

the latter's confidante.
KAIYURAI KATTAL
toli vayilvental A sub-situation under the

theme

PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU:

the

confidante entreating the heroine to let
the hero in.

torrakkavi Verse sung announcing the
appearance of a person on the stage.
torrattaru A kind of song sung by an actor
while appearing on the stage.
torrattal araytal/torram (Also PANKI
TYAMURRORTAL) A phase of MUNNURAVUNARTAL sub-situation under PANKIMATIYUTANPATU: the confidante examining the

possible grounds

of change

in the

nakarkattal Vide TALAIVAN TANPATI ATAINTAMAL
CARRAL.
ஏஐஒஓஓள

ஃக்

nakaikantu
the akAm
delighted
thinking
her help.

makiltal A sub-situation under
theme cetpaTar the hero being
as the confidante laughs at his
of meeting the heroine without

nakai naniyuraa annilaiyarital A subsituation under the aKAM
theme
IYARKAIPPUNARCCI: the state of the heroine,

tonral Chief of a jungle tract.

உஊ௭

nakai |. An AKAM literary technique and a
variety of ULLURAL amusingly suggesting
an idea disguising it in wit, humour or
satire. e.g. The hero finds in the smile on
the face of the heroine a subtle
suggestion of her consent (tirukkural
1098). 2. One of the eight principal
MEYPPATU: laughter.

nakaitturaittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the heroine
deriding the concubine who too faces the
danger of the hero being drawn by other
courtesans towards them.

torrér téyvu A sub-sttuation under the puRAM
theme vANciTTNat the humiliation of the
vanquished.

இர

the first phase of pre-marital love: the

nakaiccuvaiyani Vide IRATAVANI.

torravalarccimurai Genetic method.

aoait

nakaramantar Vide ENPERAYAM.
nakunayamuraittal A MEypPATu pertaining to

nakaiccuvai natakam Humour play.

herome'’s person as a means to understanding the truth of the union between
the hero and the heroine.

அஆ

elopement of the nearness of their town.

heroine coyly hiding from her lover the
inward delight she feels at the prospect
of a clandestine union.

tolivantu kiital Vide TALAIVIVAI EYTIP PANKI

AKAM

nakaranimaikural A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme UTANPOKKu: the beholders
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not expressing through a smile on her
face her inner joy.
nakaiyatimaruttal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme CETPATAL the confidante
refusing to accept the love-token of the
hero (a bunch of tender leaves), saying
im a humorous vein that while he comes
about with garland in his hands, the
heroine's kin hold murderous weapons.

naccelutt Vide cryyUTPORUTTAM.
nacivu ilakkiyam Decadent literature. A
preduct of decline of a great literary
period or movement. It is characterized
by polished and ornate style rather than a
lofty, elevated treatment of a great theme.
natcattiramalai A verse genre: poem ‘in
twenty-sevén stanzas one each on the
twenty-seven stars.

natuveluttalankaram
natutal A Puram sub-situation: erecting a
memorial stone for a deceased warrior
inscribing on it his name and heroic
feats.
natuvanaintinai Vide AKANAINTINAL
natuvunilaittinai Vide pALAIT TINAL
natuvunilaimai A MeyveraTu other than the
principal eight: equity.
natuveluttalankaram
A variety of CITTIRAKKAVT.
verse in which the sense of every word
comprises three letters, and the midletters of these sense words themselves
constitute a verse. e.g.
பாலுமை மால்பொறி கீழ்துவர் பார்நிறை பாக்கலையே
காலகா

குடைமணி

வேள்மனையே
சொற்கிளியே

‘nattam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

of the KuRINcI

natpuruvakam Vide CAMATANAVURUVAKAM.
natputtataimoli Vide TUONAICEYALVILAKKU.
natukkam A meyprAtu other than the principal
eight: trembling at the thought of losing
something.
natukal A sub-situation under the PuRAM
theme KARANTAITTINar memorial tablet set
up over the grave of a deceased warrior
and inscribed with his figure and
achievements.

natunkanattam / natunkal A phase of the
MUNNURA UNARTAL sub-situation under the

AKAM theme PANKIMATIYUTANPATU: the maid
narrating a fictitious accident to make
the heroine tremble for her lover's safety,
seeking thereby an open avowal of her
union with the hero.
௮ஆ
a’a

26

இஈஉளஎ௭

ஏஜஓஒஓள

iiwuteéaros

ஃக்ங

aukka

சங்குபூக் கோபம்பாக் காயுடனே

சூலிநட் புத்தார் அரும்பு திவிபொன்னி

nattapatai A melody-type of the KugiNici class.
nattarakam A melody-type
class.

லன்றலை

மேலவர் பெண்ணாீர் அகலங

-

உமை
மால்
பொறி

=
=

கீழ்

>

தாழ்வு

துவர்

=

பாக்கு

பா

=

ச்க்ம

நிறை
ur
குலை
காலகாலன்
தலை

=
~

Seon
சுவிதை
வித்தை
சிவன்
சிரம்

சங்கு

-

நத்து

பூ
கோபம்
பாக்கு
ஆய்
மேலவர் பெண்
நீர்
அகலம்
குடை

ஸ்

மேதினி
சினம்
கமுகு
அன்னை
விபுதி
பயம்
மார்பு
கவிகை

மணி

முத்து

வேள்
மனை
சூலி

மதன்
அகம்
கன்னி

சஞ்டண்த்ந்
cnt

அமுது
சத்தி
புதன்
பூமின்
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natai

etc. There are two types of stylistics: (1)

BLY
தார்

=
-

நேசம்
கண்ணி

அரும்பு

்

பூமூகை

devices he uses to express his thoughts}

திவி
பொன்னி
கிளி

7
=

பகல்
காவேரி
கிள்ளை

as opposed to what the writer writes (the

The verse formed of the mid-letters
of the senses is
முத்தமிழ்க்க லாவித்வ

ரத்தின முன்புயர்

வித்தகன் சண்முக வேள்
natai Style. It is the way in which
work is written - diction, syntax,
rhetorical devices, patterns of
etc. Traditional theories of

a literary
imagery,
rhythm,
rhetoric

divide style into three main categories:
the high (grand), the middle (mean) and
the low (base or plain). Northrop Frye
makes a basic differentiation between
the demotic style (the expressions and
rhythms of ordinary speech) and hieratic
style (formal devices and elaborations of
literary language).
In analysing style, two types of
sentence
structure
are
often
distin guished: periodic (one in which the
completion of the sense remains
suspended until the very end of the
sentence) and loose (having a number of
independent
clauses
joined
by
coordimating conjunctions).

formal stylistics - how a writer writes (the

content); (2) the second type encom-

passes the various ways in which language is used in literature-rhetoric, the
rules that generate the given effect and
significance of language in the text in
question. Also see NATAL
nanpakal Vide MUTARPORUI,.

nativicétam A verse genre: poem in which
the river of the hero's country is spoken

of as one
the place
compared
the waters

of overriding excellence, and
of tryst of the lovers is
to the flower brought down by
of that river.

nayattal A sub-situation under the AKAPPURAM
theme KAIKKILAL the heroine expressing her
love for him as she sees the hero.

nayappu A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme IYARKAIPPUNARCCE the hero, having
become clear in his mind that the heroine
18 a human, inducing himself to fall in
for her.

nayappurriankal A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme KAIKKILAL
praising the rarity of union
heroine.

the hero
with the

Another distinction of style 1s also
made between parataxis (sequences of
sentences put one after another with a
loose logical relation to one another) and
hypotaxis
(sentences
containing
subordinate clauses and phrases).

nayam The four principles of life according

nataiyiyal Stylistics, a critical method that
analyses literary works on the basis of

unable to perceive the link between the
cause and the effect) and tyalpunayam

style which includes diction, syntax, phonology, vocabulary, figurative language,

(the link between the cause and the effect
being perceived easily).

to Buddhism, viz., orrumainayam (the
cause and the effect being considered as
akin to each other), vérrumainayam (the

cause and the effect being taken as
distinct),

purivinmainayam
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navinattuvappanuval
nayanappattu A literary genre: poem in ten

stanzas of ACIRIYAVIRUTTAM Of KALITTURAI
metre in praise of a person's eye.

when the bride and bridegroom smear
each other with sandal paste and play a
rolling ball.

narakakati Vide cEYYUTPORUTTAM.

navakamA verse genre: poem of nine stanzas.

narakulaku Dystopia, the opposite of utopia
(KURIKKOL ULAKU). An unwelcome society

navakarikaimalai A verse genre: poem of
nine stanzas of KATTALAIKKALITTURAI metre.

which the writer sets at a point in future.
Such works generally alert readers to the

potential pitfalls and dangers of society's
present course or of a course
might take one day.

society

nallicainilai Vide TANNAIVETTAL.
nallicaivafici A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme vaNciTrinar I. theme celebrating the
victory of a warrior who has devastated
his enemy's dominions. 2. Theme of
commiseration over the ruin of an
enemy's country.
nalattiranayvu (Also PARATTUMURAIT TIRANAYVU)
Appreciative criticism.
nalamparattal/nalam punainturaittal A subsituation
under the AKAM
theme
IYARKAIPPUNARCCI: the kero praising the
beauty of the herome.
nalital A MeypPATu other than the principal
eight: affliction, distress.
nalinta
uruvakam
Dead
metaphor.
Sometimes called téynta uruvakam, it is a
metaphor that has become so familiar that
it s no longer recognized as a metaphor,
that is, the vehicle of the metaphor 1s no
longer recognized as such and the phrase
is taken in an almost literal sense.

nalipuvannam One of the specific sound
features of a verse (VANNAM) rhythm
effected by the frequent use of AYTAM
(the letter x).

nalunkuppattu A folk literary genre: song
sung during the marriage
AWMAOt2x.mM@t
aia
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ceremonies
gers
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navapanki Vide PANKI.
navamanimalai (Also NAVARATTINAMALAI)A
verse genre: poem of nine verses of
different metres in ANTATI verse linkage.

navaracam |. Vide irRAcAM. 2. A verse genre:
poem of the same metre in nine stanzas
each marked by one of the nine poetic
sentiments.
navaracamanicari A verse genre: poem of
eighty-one stanzas, with one each of the
nine poetic sentiments (NAVARACAM) being

treated in every nine of them.
navarattinamalai Vide NAVAMANIMALAI.
navinrorkkinimai Vide NOLALAKU.
navina iruttaliyal Neo-existentialism.
navina cittirakkotpatu Cubism. A 20th
century
style
in
art
that
uses
predominantly angular shapes and that

stresses abstract form, esp. by displaying
several aspects of the same object
simultaneously.
navinat tiranayvu (Also pUTUTTIRANAYVU) New
criticism. A type of formalist literary

criticism concerning

itself with the

intrinsic structure of the text as being

organically connected with its meaning.
It focuses on repetition of images and
symbols and sound effects and on the
thematic operators like irony, paradox,
ambiguity, etc.
navinattuvappanuval Vide MARAPU NILAIPPANUVAL.
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navinattuvam
navVinattuvam Modernism. A comprehensive

the sorrowing of the mother on learning

term that refers to the breaking away
from established rules, traditions and
conventions, fresh ways of looking at
man's position and function in the
universe, and many experiments in form
and style, some aspects of which are

the elopement of her daughter (heroine).
narray ullamakilcci ullal Vide KATALINABRAY
ULLAMAKILCCI ULLAL,

Dadaism,

Existentialism,

Free

verse,

Expressionism, Imagism, Stream of
Conscionsness, Theatre of the Absurd,

etc. Cf. PINNAVINATTUVAM.
navina varalarriyam The new historicism.
A type of literary criticism that
developed largely in reaction to the textonly approach pursued by the New
Critics. While acknowledging the
importance of the literary text, new
historicists also analyse the text with an
eye to history. They assume that works
of literature both influence and are
influenced by historical reality, and that
literature both refers and is referred to

by things outside itself. New historicism
is informed by poststructuralism (mi
AMAIPPIYALVATAM), reader-response
criticism (VACAKAR ATIPPATAIT TIRANAYVU), aS

well as by the thinking of feminist
(PENNIYAM), cultural and Marxist critics.
Cf. VARALARRIYAM.
narray Vide TAY.
narray ayalartammotu pulampal A subsituation under the AKAM theme KARPOTU

PUNARNTAKAVVAL the mother sobbing her
heart out to the people around over the
elopement of the heroine, her daughter.
narray afattotunirralin

tamarpincéralait

talaivi kantu talaivarkuraittal Vide
‘TAMARPINCERALAIT TALAIVI TALAIVARKURAITTAL.
narray irankal (Also NARRAY VARUNTAL)A subsituation under the AKAM theme UTANPOKKU:
ame

narraykku antanar molital Vide INRATKUC
CANROR MOLITAL.
narraykkuc cevili arattotunirral Vide cevi
NARRAYKKU MUNNILAIMOLIYAL ARATTOTUNIRRAL.
narraykkuraittal

Vide cEVIL! NARRAYKKU

ARATTOTUNIRRAL.
narray kéttu avanulamkola velanai vinatal
(Also NARRAY TALAIMAKAN ULANKOL, VELANAI
VINATAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM

theme mitct the mother on hearing of the
return

of the

eloped

daughter

(the

heroine) with the hero, consulting the
priest who worships Murukan.
narray curamtanivittal Vide CUTAROTU IRATTAL.
narray

tamarukku

arattotunirral A sub-

situation under the AKAM theme ARATTOTU

NIRRAL:

the mother

revealing

to the

members of the family the love between
the hero and the heroine.
narray tamarukku arivittalA sub-situation

under the aKam theme UTANPOKKU ITAIYITU:
the mother forming her husband and
sons of her daughter's (heroine)
elopement with the hero.
narray talaimakal accattanmaikku accamurru
irankal Vide aCCATTANMAIKKU ACCAMUBRU

IRANKAL.
narray talaimakal

payilitamtammotu

pulampal A sub-situation under the AKAM

theme KARPOTUPUNARNTAKAVWVAL the mother
crying over the heroine's elopement with
the hero, recalling the places where the
heroine moved about and played.
narray talaimakalai ninaittup pulampal A
sub-situation under the AKAM theme
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KARPOTUPUNARNTAKAVVAI:

the

nakapantam
nhannayam uraittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme IYARKAIPPUNARCCI: the hero
praising the features of the heroine.

mother

lamenting, reflecting on the hardship the
heroine might experience on the way, and
her absence from home.

nannutal panki ariyalpouru vinatal (Also

PANKI ARIYALPONRU VINATAL) A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PANKIVIR KUTTAM: the

narray talaimakan ulankol vélanai vinatal
Vide NARRAY KETTU AVANULAMKOLA VELANAI

confidante of the heroine asking the hero
of the identity of the woman he loves as
if unaware of it.

VINATAL.

narray tanmakal menmaittanmaikkirankal
A sub-situation under the akam theme
KARPOTUPUNARNTAKAVVAI: the mother
sorrowing over her tender daughter's
suffering in the arid tract.

nanavilinilai

nanavotai Stream of consciousness. A phrase
used to characterize the unbroken flow
of thought and awareness in the waking
mind, it has now been adopted to
describe a narrative method in modern
fiction. It 1s a mode of narration that
undertakes to capture the full spectrum
and flow of a character's mental process,
in which sense perceptions mingle with
conscious and half-conscious thoughts,

NARRAY PULAMPAL) A sub-situation under

the AKAM theme KARPOTUPUNARNTA KAVVAL the
heroine having eloped with the hero, the
mother wailing to the confidante.
narray manamceyvetkaiyil ceviliyaivinatal/narray mananayar vetkaiyil
(Also

PANMOLINARRAY

MANANAYAR VETKAIYIL CEVILIYAI VINATAL)
A subsituation
under the axam
theme
TANMANAIVARAITAL: the mother asking the
foster-mother as regards her (mother's)
desire to get her daughter marned in her
place.

unarttal

இர
8

ட

உஊணஎ

ஏஐ

ஒஓஓை

௧ங

random

வைய முழுதீன்றாள் வைணவிச் செல்வியவள்
துய்யளென் நெஞ்சின் துணை
வண்டார் குழலாள் வையிணவித் தேவியவள்
கொண்டாளென் நெஞ்சிற் குடி

Vide

ஃ

and

intertwiningsnakes(IRATTAI NAKAPANTAM),
as in the figures under.

‘TANMANAI VALKKAITTANMAI URAITTAL.

8

Cf. AAAMANAKKURRU.

to fit in a diagram in the form of two

nanmoli punarttal Vide NULALAKU.
அஆ

feelings,

associations.

nakapantam (Also URAKAPANTAM)
A variety of
CITTIRAKKAV! whose letters can be arranged

narranam A metrical device by which the
first three letters of the name of the hero
of a poem are made its opening letters,
considered auspicious.
valkkaittanmai

memories,

nakatoni A melody-type of the MARUTAM class,.

narray varuntal Vide NARRAY IRANKAL.

nanmanai

NILAI)

nanavunilai Consciousness.

narray pankiyotu pulampal (Also pANKIYoTU

vinatal

NINAIVALI

nanavilimanam Id. One of the three
components of the human psyche,
according to Freud: the passionate,
irrational, unknown and unconscious
part of the psyche. Cf. TANNILAI ALUMAI AND
VINAICEYAL MANAM.

narray pankiyartammotu pulampal A subsituation under the AKAM theme KARPOTU
PUNARNTAKAVVAL the mother crying to the
companions of the heroine over her
elopement.

ceviliyai

(Also

Unconciousness.

சஞ்ட்ணத்
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‘

nakam
A melody-type of the kuRINc! class.
nakarakam A primary melody-type.

|

natkavi Daily salutation to the king by the
court poet, in verse.
natkol Sending the royal equipage forward
on an auspicious day preparatory to a
king's journey.
nattar ilakkiyam Folk literature. It includes
love songs, work songs, religious songs,
drinking songs, women's and children's
game-songs, lullabies, and many other
types, mn addition to the most important
form, the narrative song or the traditional

ballad.

nattar kalai Folk art.
nattar valakkarriyal (Also NATTUPPURAVIYAL)
Folkloristics.
nattar valakkaru (Also NATTUPPURAKKALAI)
Folklore. It is a collective name applied
to traditional verbal materials and social
rituals handed down by word of mouth
rather than in written form. It includes,
among other things, legends, superstitions, songs, tales, proverbs, riddles,
spells, nursery rhymes, pseudo-scientific
lore, customary activities at births,
marriages and deaths, traditional dances

and forms of drama which are performed
at communal gatherings, etc.
nattuccirappu
A structural constituent of an
epic’ describing the excellence of the

country.
nattupurak katai Folk tale. A short narrative
in prose, of unknown authorship, which
has been transmitted orally.
It also
meludes stories of known authorship,
transmitted orally by the people. Myths,

தாதா டி.கே சண்முகம் வாழி
நாவில் வாணிமா நாடக மாவிசை
தரமா வகமேவ வேதயை கேணமை
வண்கவி மேவந் மாண்போ டினிதே.
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like the iramayanam and the makaparatam
proyide
tales.

the thematic sources

nattuppurakkalai

of folk

genre: vagabond song.
nattuppuraviyal Vide NATTAR VALAKKARRIVAL.
nattuviruttam
A verse genre: poem describing
the excellence of a country in ten

ACIRIYAVIRUTTAM Verses.
nattai A specific melody-type,
mode.
natporuttam Vide cEyYUTPORUTTAM.

nataka iyal Dramaturgy.
natakak kavi/natakak kappiyam Dramatic
composition.

needs

to

natakattani moli Dramatic monologue. A
lyric poem having the following

characteristics: (i) a single person, who is
not the poet himself, utters the entire
poem in a specific situation at a critical
moment, (ii) this person addresses and
but we know of the auditors’ presence
and what they say and do only from clues
in the discourse of the single character,
(111) the monologue is so organized that
its focus is on the temperament and
character that the dramatic speaker

unintentionally reveals in the course of
what he says.

natakak kurippumuran Dramatic irony, it

involves a situation in a play or a
narrative in which the audience shares
with the author knowledge of which a
character is ignorant: the character acts
in a way grossly inappropriate to the
actual circumstances, or expects the
opposite of what fate holds in store, or
says something that anticipated the
actual outcome, but not at all in the way

that he means it. See also MURAN.
natakaccanti Juncture or division of a drama,
reckoned to be five in number, viz., MUKAM
(opening of drama), prraTIMUKAM (main
action leading on to the catastrophe,
epitasis), KARUPPAM (that which is
suggestive), vILAlvu (denouement) and

TUYTTAL (satisfactory end of the plot).
natakattamil Vide MUTTAMIL.

natakattan moli Dramatic soliloquy. A

aia

that the audience

know.

interacts with one or more other people;
a musical

nattaikkurifici
A musical mode.

௮ஆ

while alone on stage that reveals inner
thoughts, emotions, or some other
information

Vide NATTAR VALAKKARU.

nattuppurap patal (Also NATOTIPP PATAL)A folk

monologue

natotip patal

delivered by a character

இ௱உஊண௭

ஏஜஐஒஓஓளஃ கங் ச்

natakam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
natakavalakku |. Dramatic usage. 2. Idealistic representation in literature. Cf.uLAKIYAL

VALAKKU and PULANERIVALAKKU.
natakavirutti The style of dramatic art, of
four kinds, viz., cATTUvaT! (having semidivine being as hero and treating of

virtue), ARAPATI (having for its subject
matter the acquisition of wealth, and
centring round the achievements of great
warriors as heroes), KAICAKI (A libertine
being the hero) and parati (dance being

the theme and an actor being the hero).
natattunital Vide cEVILI ARRATTAYAITTERRAL.

natan Chief of the kuRINCI tract.
natuvalttu A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme PATANTINAL praising the wealth and
abundance in the land of the hero.

natotip patal Vide NATTUPPURAP PATAL.
nan/nanam Vide MAKATUUKKUNAM.
ஞ்ட்ண்த்
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nanmullai
nanmullai

A puRAM

sub-situation:

theme

describing how the heroine protected her
honour, living in the very house where
her lord left her for joining a battle.

nanvitavaruntal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKARKUTTAM: the heroine
feeling sad as she is unable to give up
her native modesty.

nananattam A phase in the love-relationship
between the hero and the heroine: the

confidante, makigg indelicate enquiries
and suggestions and seeing the heroine
blush, inferring the truth of her union
with the hero.
nanal A meyppaTu other than the principal
eight: shyness, modesty.
nanik kanputaittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM

theme

PANKARKUTTAM:

the heroine

blushing at the excessive praise of the
hero, closing her eyes with hands and
hiding herself behind a creeper.

nappiralccippatal/nappurattuppatal Tonguetwister.
‘
namakkovai A verse genre: poem in which
the various names of a person or persons,

or a place are celebrated in a given order.
namakirttanam/namacankirttanam Singing
God's names.
namamalai A verse genre: poem celebrating
a deity or hero by recital of his names in
VANCIPPA verse. Cf. PUKALCCIMALAIL.
nama

An

Islamic

Tamil

verse

genre:

hagiography.

்

namavali A verse genre: poem of prayerful
supplication in which the various names
of God dre celebrated.
naytuficamai A ‘sub-situation under the AKAM
theme IRAVUKKURI ITaryiTU: the dogs not
having gone to sleep as reason for the

heroine not meeting the hero at the
trysting place by night.

TALAIVI NANALIVI-

nayakan nayaki pavam Bridal mysticism. A
type of devotion wherein God is

nanutturavuraittal An AKAM concept:
abandonment of reserve by the heroine.

considered the hero and the devotee the

nanilantu

varuntal

Vide

RANKAL.

nanutalkantu mikutturaittalA sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the
confidante praising highly the bashful
reserve of the heroine by which she keeps
off talking about the hero going to
prostitutes.
nanuraittu maruttal A sub-situation under
the aKam theme ceEtpaTar the confidante
refusing to accept the love-token of the
hero (a wreath of flowers) on the ground
that the modesty of the heroine does not
permit her to wear it.
nanuvaraiyirattal Vide AVATTAI.
nanti 1. An invocatory verse as in a drama.
2. Prologue.
௮ஆஇஈ௱உ௭௯௭
aia

ஏஐஒஓஓளஃக்ங

heroine.
nayanmar

Canonized

lives are treated
periyapuranam.

Caiva

saints

whose

imaginatively

in

narikelapakam
A style of poetic composition
in which the beauty of a poem

can be

appreciated only after hard and laborious
study.
nalvakai pauttam The four schools of the
Buddhism that lie totally outside catvaM
(PURAPPURACCAMAYAM). They are |. mattiyamikam
(non-existence of any reality
behind phenomenon), 2. yékacaram
{intelligence or vififiana alone externally
exists), 3. vaipatikam (external reality
being accessible through perception) and
சஞ்ட்ண்த் ந்
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4. cauttirantikam (the Buddhist stitras
being the authority.
Tetrasyilabic foot or feet.

nalayita tivviyap pirapantam A collection
of 4000 vaAmavam hymris by ALVAR-s,
composed in rvaRPA and Icarpa.

nalitaiccakkaramn Vide CAKKARAM.
nalupatacaivam A Caiva doctrine that the
initiate'should pass successively through
carrval (worshipping Civan ina temple),
KIRIYAI (worshipping Civan with rites and
ceremonies prescribed in the AKAMAM),
YOKAM (mental worship of Civan in his

subtler forms) and fAyam (the path of
wisdom) stages and thence obtain
MOKSAM, one of sixteen CAIVAM.

(Also purmyAm) Novel. A tengthy

fictional prose narrative containing a
plot, characters, action and itcident. As

ruler.
nalenni
AKAM
in a
days

varuntal A sub-situation under the
theme PORULVAYIRPIRIVU: the heroine
state of despondency counting the
since the hero parted.

nafkavi Vide puULAVAR.

narcir Vide NALACAICCR.
narcirati Vide ALAVATI.
narpan The four kitids of melody-types in
reference
to the four tracts, viz., KURINCIPPAN,

PALAIPPAN, MARUTAPPAN and CEVVALIPPAN.
narpatu
A verse gerire: poem comprisirig forty
stanzas on a place, season or subject
matter.

narpa mivinamalai A verse genre: poem

categories of novel as historical novel,

narram A sub-situation under the aKAM theme

novel, psychological, proletarian,
regional
novel,
domestic
novel,
picaresque novel, bildungsroman,
sentimental novel and even antinovel.

With the advent of modetnism

and

postmodernism, there is not only an
explosion of novel writing but an
amazing variety of aesthetic devices,

modes and techniques being employed
by the novelists. _
balikaikkahakkan The poet who announces
to the king the time of the day in verse.
nalikaikkavi / walikdivenpa Vide KATKAI
VENPA.
௮ஆ

27

nalmankalam A sub-situation under the
PURAM there PATANTINAL theme celebrating
the birth anniversary of a just and benign

for the subject matter, it is the hold-all
bag of literature. Accordingly, we have
such a wide range of sub-species and
epistolary novel, thesis or sociological

a

nal A formula of the last metrical foot of:
one NERACAI, in VENPA verse. Cf. MALAR.

nalacaiccir (Also NARCIR and PoTuccIR)

naval

nandrpata

PANKIMATIYUTANPATU:

the confidante

becoming aware of the different odour
coming froth the heroine.

nankaraiccakkaram Vide CAKKARAM.
nagmanimialai A verse genre: poem of forty
stanzas in ANTATITTOTAI composed in VENPA,

KALITTURAI, AKAVAL and vIRUTTAM metres
alternately in this order.
nanmarai The four Vedas, viz., rig, yazur,
atarvana and sama.
்

nanarpati A verse genre; poert comprising
forty stanzas, each stanza composed on
the given four thetnes or ideas in the venrA
metre.

இஈ௩உஊ௭
a

composed in the four principal metres
(eA) and their auxiliary (pAvnyam) forms.

iiute
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Manilam

nanilam Earth as consisting of the four kinds
of tracts, viz., KURINCI, MULLAI, NEYTAL and
nanilaic catakam A verse genre: poem in 100
stanzas on the four-fold means (CATANAM)
of attaining salvation, viz., CARIYAI

(worshipping Civan in a temple), KIRIYAI
(worshipping Civan with rites and
ceremonies prescribed in the agamas),
YOKAM (mental worship of Civan in His
subtler forms) and NANAM (the path of
wisdom). Cf. NALUPATACAIVAM.

nikantavatam A philosophical doctrine of
the Jaina sect.

:

nikantu Work in verse comprising a
collection of synonyms and polysemous
words.
nikamanam Vide ANUMANAVURUPPU.
Occasional

verse, verse

written to celebrate or commemorate a
particular occasion or event.
nikalccivatat tattuvam (Also PORULKARANAvIYAL) Phenomenology, a philosophical
school of thought and method of analysis
which holds that objects attain meaning
only as they are perceived in someone's
consciousness. Phenomenologists reject
the notion that objects have inherent
meaning and instead argue that objects
have whatever meaning a given subject

which a past or a future occurrence is
stated to belong to the present.
nicattuA feature of ALAVALICCANTAM, marked
by a balanced occurrence of feet but with

one letter less.
nittai Observance

of religious duties and

vows.
nittiyanu cantanam A Vaisnava text
comprising a collection of poems meant
for daily recital, specifically from
NALAYIRA TIVVIYAP PIRAPANTAM.
nitivaravu kura nigral A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme VARAIPORUTPIRITAL: the
confidante announcing to the heroine the
display of the bride-price by the hero at
the house of the heroine.

nintattutiyani (Also NUVALACCOLLANI, PUKAL
MARRANI, PUKALAPPUKALCCIYANI and
VANCAPPUKALCCIYAN]) A figure of speech
containing praise couched in terms of
apparent censure.

nintaiyuvamai (Also PALIPPUVAMA) A figure
of speech and a sub-class of uvaMar the

perceives in them. They also believe that

standard of comparison being described

all consciousness

as inadequate in relation to the subject

is intentional,

that is

directed towards an object.
nikalntavinai vilakku
A figure of speech and
, agub-class of TATAIMOLIYANI in which an
existent action or the result of an action
is sought to be dismissed by the

௮ஆ

இஈ௱ஈஉண௭
a

ஏஐ

of comparison.
nimittakarana parinamavata caivam Vide

nikaltarpanku Probability.

a

nikalvin navirciyani A figure of speech in

nitaricanavani Vide KATCIYANI.

nikalkalai Performing art.
nikalccippatal

suggestion of its redundancy [e.g. It is
unnecessary that the lady is adorned with
the blue-hued lily while her eyes
extending to her ears are verily like those
flowers].

CIVATTUYVITA CAIVAM.
nimittam An AKAM concept: omen, as of a

lizard chirping, etc., occurring in the
context of the mother expressing

ஓஓஓளஃ க்ங் ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந்

ப்ம்ய்ர் ல்வ்

her
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“nirainirai

concern about her daughter having

which is the reverse of that in which their

eloped with the hero... ,.

respective nominatives stand) and
MAYAKKA NIRALNIRAI (construing meaning
by correlating words arranged in an

nimittamporral/nimittam porralir kurukaip
paravutal Vide KoTIKKURI PARTTAL.

irregular, non-sequential order so as to

niyamaccileétai Vide cILETAIYANI.

get the desired meaning) is another
classification of NIRALNIRAI Again, we
have NIRAIYEN NIRALNIRAI (construing

niyamaccuttiram A COTTAM directing the
application of a particular rule, when
along with others, it is merely optional.

meaning by correlating an equal number

niyamavatat tiranayvu Normative criticism.

of additive forms arranged

niyamavilakkucciletai Vide CILETAIYANI.

more places),

niyamavuvamai A figure of speech and a

(construing meaning

KURAIYEN

in two or

NIRALNIRAI

by correlating a

certain number of additive forms with
fewer forms arranged thereafter) and
MIKAIYEN NIRALNIRAI (construing meaning

sub-class of UVAMAr: an object being
described as the only standard of

comparison to the subject.
niyayamalaivu Vide MALAIVvU.

by correlating a certain number of
additive forms with more of them
arranged thereafter). ORUMUTAL NIRALNIRAI

niyayamalaivu amaiti Vide MALAIVU AMAITI.
nirkkunacaivam A caIvaM sect which holds
that Civan should be contemplated as the

(construing meaning from the initial term

attributeless Being, one of the sixteen
CAIVAM.

term in the other set being left to be

niralnirai One of the modes of construing
verses (PORULKOL). It expands into PEYAR
NIRALNIRAI (nouns being so arranged in

meaning from the first terms of the sets
of additives, the others being left to be
implied) and uyTTUNAR NIRALNIRAI

of a set of additives, the corresponding
implied), IRUMUTAL NIRALNIRAI (construing

(construing meaning by inferring the
correspondences of sets throughout) 1s
yet another classification. NIRALNIRAI also
has nine types of sequential linking of
feet (ToTAI), namely, ATINIRALNIRAI
(correlatioti of initial feet of lines of a
stanza), INAI NIRALNIRAI (correlation of first,
two feet in a line), POLIPPU NIRALNIRAI
(correlation of the first and the third feet
in a line), ORUU NIRALNIRAI (correlation of

groups that each noun of one group is
made to govern or qualify the corres-

ponding noun in another group), and
VINAI NIRALNIRAI (verbs being so arranged

in groups that each verb of one group is
made to govern or qualify the corres-

ponding verb in another group). There is
also ELUTTUMARU NIRALNIRAI (words being

so arranged as to get linked with other
words by positional interchange of
letters in these words; e.g. kama viti-kavi
mati). MURAI NIRALNIRAI (construing

the first and the fourth feet in a line),

meaning by taking the given sequence

KULAI NIRALNIRAI (correlation of feet except
the fourth ina line), MERKATUVAY NIRALNIRAI

of words in the same order) ETIR NIRALNIRAI

(correlation of feet except the second in

(construing meaning by correlating a

a line), KILKKATUVAY NIRALNIRAI (correlation

series of predicatives arranged in an order

of feet except the third in a line), MURRU
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niralniraittotaiyati

NIRALNIRAL (correlation of all feet of a line)
and. MURAN, NIRALNIRAI (correlation of a

.form with its antithesis).

ninuttam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

niruttiyalankaram
(Also PIRINILAI NAVIRCI-YAND)

A. figure. of speech: in, which, a noun is.

niralniraittotaiyati Linking. across lines.

niralniraittotaiyinai Linking two successive
feet.
niralniraittotaiyorau Linking first and
fourth feet.
niralnigaiutotaipolippu Linking first and

third feet.

given, its etymological sense.
nirupatunkarakam,A primary melody-type.
nirai,(Also NIRAIYACAI) Vide ACAI.

niraikavarta)/niraikolJal
Vide AKGL.
niraipacai/niraipu.A Narvacal followed by
u or shortened u.

niralniraiyani Vide ATAIVANI.

niraimittalA sub-situation under the PURAM
theme KARANTAITTINAL recovering the cattle

niralniraiyuvamai A figure of speech anda
sub-class of UVAMAI: simile in which the
standards of. comparison are arranged in

niraiyacai Vide ACAI.

one set to be followed by the subjects of
comparison

in another set, with each

standard
of comparison in the first set
qualifying or governing the corresponding subject of comparison. e.g. koti
kuvalai kottai nucuppu unkan méni. [koti
(creeper) like nucuppu (waist)], etc.

niralniraivalu
A defect in composition (VALU):
in the NIRALNIRAI mode of construing a

verse (words so arranged in groups that
each term of one group governs or
qualifies the corresponding term in
another group), the terms in the second

group not being placed in the order
corresponding those in the first group.
niralniraivalu amaiti
A poetic license which
allows NIRALNIRAIVALU where it is possible
to construe the meaning despite the
absence of the corresponding order.
nirakaranam A literary
refutation.

genre: work

of

of philosophy.

aai

இஈ

உள்ள

niraiyirru oruporul irattai,Repetition of the
same form or foot in full with the same
‘ meaning throughout the line of a verse.
niraiyirrup palaporul irattai Repetition of.
the-same form or foot in full with
different meanings. throughout
of a verse.

the line

niraiyonraciriyattalai Metrical.connection
in AcIRIYAPPA between any two adjoining
cir where the last syllable of the preceding

and the first syllable of the succeeding
CIR are NIRAL Also see TALAL

niraivettal Vide AKOy,.
nirottakam.]: (Also NIROTTAM and NIROTITYAM)
A variety of CITTIRAKKAVE poem. without
labials or labio-dentals. Cf. rrALAKAL ANTATI

and NIROTTAKA YAMAKA ANTATI. 2. A, verse
genre.
nirdttaka yamaka antati A verse genre: poem
marked by the absence of: labials and
labio-dentals, repetition of words with’

niriccuvaracankiyam/niriccuvaravatam
Atheistic school of the cANKIYAM system

௮ஆ

seized by one's enemy.

different meanings and ANTATI verse
linkage. Cf. ITALAKAL ANTATI.
nirottam/nirottiyam Vide NIROTTAKAM,
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nirdttiyavettiyam A stanza in whichthe first
half is NIROTTIYAM and the second half

OTTIYAM.

ninporul pirivurai niyavatku நரக?

nilaipérriyar kavitai Poetry
neumenon. Cf. ULAKIYAR KAVITAI.

of

the

nilaimatakku
A figure of speech.

nilakkanam. (Also. pUKANAM) A rule of

nilaimantilan/ nilaimantilavaciriyappa A

propriety in a composition: foot of nirainirai-nirai as KARUVILANKANI considered

kind of AcirtyaprA in which all the lines
have the same number (4) of feet.

auspicious at the commencement of a
poem, with kéttai as its astericism, the

effect of which being accumulation of
wealth.
nilattinmaikuri, maruttal A sub-situation

under the AKAM theme சரண தா ரம
confidante refusing to accept the bunch

nilaimaininaintu kiral A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme VENTARKU URRULIP PIRIVU: the.
hero's utterance thinking of the heroine
languishing in separation.

nilaimoli Vide COLLATAL KOTPATU.
nilaiveliviruttam
A sub-class of VELIVIRUTTAM
(an auxiliary metre): four lines in most
cases and three lines in a few; with the
same detached foot in every line; unlike
in MANTILAVELIVIRUTTAM the interchange of
lines of a verse here results in change of
meaning.

of tender leaves as love-token saying that
that species of leaves does not grow in
the heroine's land (and will arouse
suspicion in the minds of the parents).

nilam. Source of musical sound, as letters,
syllables and metrical feet.
nilamayakkam Vide TINAIMAYAKKAM.

nilavuvelippata. varuntal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the
confidante speaking of the grief of the

heroine (to be heard by the hero standing

off by the hedge-side) at the rise of the
moon as an obstacle for the heroine to
go to the place of night tryst.
nilavuvelippatutal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the moon
appearing on the sky as reason for the

nilar putinam Roman 4 clef. A novel that
presents real people in the guise of
novelistic characters bearing fictional
names. A satirical vein runs through their
portrayals which become readily
apparent at least to contemporary readers.
nirai Strength of. mind, moral firmness, one
of four ATOUKKUNAM.

at the

niraikataip pinnal Complex plot.
niraiyalital An AKAM concept :(the heroine)
bursting the bounds of modesty.
niraiyuvamai (Also PURANAVUVAMAI and
MURRUVAMAI lL.) A figure of speech and a

nilaikantu uraittalA sub-situation under the

sub-class of uvAMar simile in which
comparison holds good in all respects
viz., action, colour, form and utility. Cf.

heroine not meeting the hero
trysting place by night.

nilaikkurru Vide COLLATAL KOTPATU.

KURATYUVAMAI.

AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante

apprising the hero of the distressed state
of the heroine.
nilaittinait tarkurippérram Vide UKANCITAM.
அஆ
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ninratal
NIYAVATKU ENRAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM
theme
VARAIVITAI
VAITTUP
PORULVAYIRPIRITAL: (the hero requesting the
confidante to infom the heroine of his
separation for wealth for the purpose of
their marriage), the confidante asking
him to convey his separation to the
heroine himself.
ninratal Divine dance in standing posture,
of six kinds, viz., ALLIYAM, KOTTI, KUTAI,

KUTAM, PANTARANKAM and MAL.
ninru neficutaital A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: (the
confidante forbidding the tryst by
pointing out the perils of the path), the
hero goes heart-broken.
ninrupayaninmai Vide NURKURRAM.

ninréttuvar Vide cUrar.
ninnalatu yaraiyum ariyénenral Vide aNKU
AVAR YARAIYUM ARIYENENRAL.

ninaittalA meyppAatu other than the principal
eight: rememberance, recalling.
Vide

TALAIVAN

An

aka

concept:

lamentations over memories of love.
nigaintu viyanturaittalA sub-situation under
the AKAM theme PARATTAIVIRPIRIVU: the hero

praising the heroine reflecting on her
forbearance and modesty.
ninaippani A figure of speech in which
another related object is stated to come
to mind when one sees or comes across a
given object.

aa

இரஉஊ௭

maruttal A sub-situation

under the AKAM theme CETPATAI: the
confidante refusing to accept the lovetoken (a bunch of tender leaves) saying
she will do so after securing the.
acceptance of the heroine.
ninkarkarumiai talaivi ninaintirankalA subsituation under the AKAM theme ORUCAR
PAKARKUBI the heroine subjecting herself
to grief and anguish over the prospect
of the hero parting from her.

ninkumkilatti pankiyarkku unartti vituttal/
ninkumkilatti pankiyartamakku
tancelavu unartti vituttal A sub-situation

the heroine leaving the hero's town with
him, informing of it to her companions
through the passers-by.
nittal Vide CEYYULVIKARAM.

nittalalavaiyakupeyar Vide ALAVAIYAKU-PEYAR.
nituninaintirankal An AKAM sub-situation: the
hero bewailing his long separation from
the heroine.
nitenenru avan ninkal Vide COLLATEKAL.
ninmoliA puRAM sub-situation: the vow taken

by a warrior.

ninaintavarpulampal

அஆ

ninaivalinilai Vide NANAVILINILAL
ninaivarivukuri

under the AKAM theme UTANPOKKU ITAIYITU:

ninruvaruntal
A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero being
distressed after his leaving the heroine
to the company of her companions.

ninaintamaiceppal
NINAITTAMAICEPPAL.

ninaippu Vide prRAMANA APACAM.

ஏஐஒ.ஓஓஃக்ங்

்

nitta kanavang tirtta vélin peyartta manaivi
afici Vide ANCIKKANCI.
nitikkatai Fable. A short fictional tale that
exemplifies a moral thesis or a principle
of human behaviour. Most common is

the beast fable (vi.aNKUKKaTAI), though it
has other connotations like legends and
myths.
nitikkavitai Gnomic verse.
Niticattiram Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL,

ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த்
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nitiyuruvakam Exemplum. A type of
allegory (KATAIYURUVAKAM), a story that is
told to validate a general moral point.

nippilital Sulking without a way of
resolution.

nulalaku

nutalippukutal/nutaliyatarital Vide urm.
nutarporul mayai Vide NOKKAVALU.
nuvalvalittorram A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme VETCITTINAI the appearance

of the army amidst appreciation after the

riyé kurenral Vide NiyPORULPIRIVURAL NIVAVATKU
ENRAL.

nuvalaccollani Vide NINTATTUTIYANI.

niyé kurenru maruttal A sub-situation under

nuvalanuvarci Vide oTTANI

the aKaM.theme cé1paTar the confidante
asking the hero to speak of his love ‘to

the heroine directly.
nitkkanam
A rule of propriety: foot of ner‘nirai-nirai as KUVILANKANI considered
‘auspicious at the commencement of a
‘poem with catayam as its astericism, the

effect of which being prosperity. ".
nircceru vilnta paci Vide pAcINILAL

nirppatai A sub-situation under the purAM
theme KARANTAITTINAL theme of bathing a

NATUKAL before consecration.
niraramakal Water-nymph.

nirdtarparuvam Vide PILLAIKKAVI 1.
ni varaikenral A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante

telling the hero to go in for marriage after
the way of the world.

nukarcciyinmaiyani
A figure of speech: nonexperience of the object.
nutpam Critical commentary.

seizure of the enemy's cattle.

nuvalulittérram Vide TALAITTORRAM.

nulaiyar An AKAM concept the inhabitants
of the sea-shore tract.
nul A literary composition: a treatise, an
expository work, being of three kinds,
vizZ., MUTALNUL Of MUNTUNUL (original or
primary work by men of superior wisdom
or divine inspiration), vALINUL (secondary
work, adaptation, being of four kinds,
Viz., TOKUTTAL - to abridge; viRITTAL - to
elaborate; ToKarviri - both abridging and
elaborating;
and
MOLIPEYARPPU
translation), and CARPUNUL or PUTAINUL
(allied or collateral work which has for
its source MUTALNUL and VALINUL but differs
from them in many particulars). ETIRNUL
(refutatory work) is also considered a
VALINUL.
nulvalakku Vide ceyYULVALAKKU.

nulalaku Beauties or excellences of a
treatise; ten in number, viz., CURUNKAC-

(Also NUNUKKAVANI and PARIKARA

COLLAL (brevity, terseness of expression),
VILANKAVAITTAL (perspicuity, clearness of

vant) A figure of speech in which what
one knows is expressed suggestively

expression), NAVINRORKINIMAI (sweet
diction), NANMOLIPUNARTTAL (use of

either by implication or by an action.

appropriate

nutpavani

nunkalaittiran Technique.

nunporulpatimam Abstract image.
nunukkavani Vide NUTPAVANT.
௮ஆ
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words),

OCAIYUTAIMAI (rhythm), ALAMUTAITTATAL

nunkalai Vide KALA.
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(profundity of thought, terse but
suggestive in meaning), MURAIYIN VAIPPU
‘(logical order in the treatment ‘of a

subject,

systematic
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nuleccam

ULAKAMALAIYAMaI (conformity of one's
opinions with those held by the good and
the great so that there is no variance),
VILUMIYATUPAYATTAL {inculcating noble
thoughts) and viLANKU UTARANATTAKUTAL
(being furnished with appropriate
illustrations).

onal, distorted treatment in a degrading
language).
nurpayan The four general ends or objects
of literature - vide URUTIPPORUL.
nurpa Vide cUTTIRAM.

nuleccam A kind of commentary.

nurrantati A verse genre: poem consisting
of 100 vENPA or KALITTURAI verses in
ANTATITTOTAL

nulil A sub-situation under the puraMm theme

nurrantati kalitturaiA verse genre: poem of

TUMPAITTINAI in which a victorious warrior
dances waving his spear after having
slain his enemies.

100 verses in KALITTURAI metre using the
anaphoric verse linkage, a class of

nulilattu A sub-situation under the PpuRAM
theme TUMPAITTINAL warrior drawing out a
spear thrust into his body and attacking
his enemy with it.
nurkurram Faults or defects in a treatise or
literary composition,
which
are:
KUNRAKKURAL (understatement, meiosis),
KURIYATU KURAL (tautology, repetition),
KETPORKKU INNA YAPPIRRATAL (absence of

verse linkage, a class of NURRANTATI.

nunmukam Preface, introduction to a work.
nunmutipu |. Sections of a treatise, 2. Object
of a treatise, 3. Concluding portion of a

work.
nekilccik kataip pinnal Loose plot.

abhorrent to the ears), ENNAVAKALYINUM
MANANKOLINMAI (incomprehensibility
either in word or sense), MIKAIPATAKKURAL
(overstatement), MARUKOLAKKURAL

nekilccik kilaikkataip pinnal Episodic
structure, the form of a narrative work
containing a series of incidents or
episodes loosely connected by a large
subject matter.

(inconsistency,

neficarivuruu

rhythmic movement,

diction being

contradiction),

vALUuc-

COLPUNARTTAL (use of improper or inappropriate words), MAYANKAKKURAL or
MAYANKAVAITTAL (obscurity), VERRENATTOTUTTAL (prolixity or verbosity), MARRONRUVIRITTAL (digression), CENRUTEYNTIRUTAL
(progressive loss of vigour and tone),
NINRUPAYANINMAI (the state of being
purposeless, as of a word or phrase),
TANNANORUPORUL KARUTIKKURAL (establishment of one's own pet ideas), PpoRULILAKURAL (stating contextually irrelevant,
meaningless things, verbiage) and

PALITTAMOLIYAN ILUKKAKKURAL (unconventiஅஆ
உ

NURRANTATI.

nurrantati venpa
A verse genre: poem of 100
verses in VENPA metre using the anaphoric

இ௱உஊ௭
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A verse

genre: poem

of

instruction, composed as if instructing
one's own heart.
neficuvitututu A sub-species of TOTU verse

genre in which the heart is personified
and sent as a messenger to one's beloved.

neficotu kilattal |. An AKAM concept: the
heroine-in-love pleading with her own
heart. 2. Interior monologue. A mode of
narrative intended to reveal to the reader
the subjective thoughts, emotions, and
fleeting sensations experienced by a
character. It is a type of stream-of-

consciousness (NANAVOTAI), in Which a
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character's mental commentary and
observation are presented usually
through free indirect discourse. Interior
monologue functions much as soliloquy
does in drama.
neficotukural

|. A sub-situation under

the

AKAM theme VARAIPORUTPIRITAL: the heroine
telling her distressed heart to be poised
as the hero departs seeking wealth for
their wedding. 2. A sub-situation under
the PURAM theme KARANTAITTINAE self-praise
or boast of a hero to his king about his
superior martial prowess.
neiicotunotal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PORULVAYIRPIRIVU: the hero grieving
with his heart, caught between the desire
to earn more wealth and the longing to
return home.
neficotupulattal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme poRULVAYIRPIRIVU: the hero
getting cross with his heart for having
parted from the heroine without
informing her.
neficotumaruttal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PORULVAYIRPIRIVU: the hero
refusing to follow his heart in its longing
for wealth.
neficotumelital 1. A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme KAIKKILAr: the heroine
telling her heart of her intention to go to
the hero in the thickness of night. 2. A
sub-situation under the AKAPPURAM theme

KAIKKILAL the heroine telling other women
of her intention to go to the hero.
neficotuvaruntal Vide TALAIVI IRANKAL.
netticai Long metre in VIRUTTAM verses, opp.
netilmonai Agreement of the different long
vowels in the positions of the first letters
of feet or lines.
உக
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netilati Vide am.
netiletukai Agreement of the different long
vowels in the positions of the second
letters of feet or lines.
netunkanakku Alphabet.

netunkalinetil Vide KALINETIL.
netuficirvannam One of the specific sound
features of a verse (VANNAM): rhythm
effected by the dominant use of long
vowels.
netuntukku A measure of time, composed
of seven cir, one of seven TUKKU.

netumpattu Long poem.
netumoli Vow; oath; swearing; boast.
netumoliyani Vide UKKAVANI.

netumoliyalankaram A figure of speech in
which a warrior boasts that he has no
equals in war.
netumolivafici A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme VANCiTTINAr theme of a warrior

approaching his enemy
about his prowess.

and boasting

netuvenpattu Stanza in VeNPA metre consisting
of seven to twelve lines.
neytal 1. An AKAM concept: one of the fivefold landscape portrayal maritime tract.
2. An AKAM theme: the heroine's pining
over the separation of the hero, as
appropriate to the maritime tract. Its puRAM
parallel is TUMPAI.
neytal yal A primary melody-type of the
NEYTAL tract.

neytal yalttiram A secondary melody-type
of the NEYTAL class.
neri Vide KUNAM.

tO KURRICAI.

௮ஆ

nerivilakkal

nerivilakkal An AKAM sub-situation: theme in
which the hero is brought home to the
danger of the way he treads during night
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nesivilakkikkural

to meet the heroine clandestinely and is

dissuaded by the confidante from that
course.
nerivilakkikkaral

Vide

KANTOR

KATALIN

VILAKKAL.
nerivilakkuvittal

Vide

TALAIMAKALNERI

nerivinatal A phase of the sub-situation

KURAIYURAVUNARTAL

under

PANKI

MATIYUTANPATU: the hero (as a pretext to his
entreating the confidante for help to
meet the heroine) asks the confidante
about the way to the hill.
ner (Also NERACAI) Vide ACAI.
nérkkatcivatam Positivism, a philosophical
school that emphasizes description of

through
empirical
Positivists
reject

speculation, especially about matters of

“ultimate concern", arguing that
philosophy and the pursuit of knowledge
ought to be concerned with humanity and
its condition rather than with metaphysical issues.
nértal A sub-situation under the aKam theme

PANKARKUTTAM: the hero's confidant
consenting to help the hero unite with
the heroine.

nérntamai netuntakaikkuraittal/nérntamai
panki netuntakaikkuraittal Vide xurai
NERNTAMAI KURAL.

némilai vaiicippa Vide CAMANILAI VANCIPPA.
nérpporul

Denotation. A word's literal or

primary meaning, independent of any
connotations (KURIPPUPPORUL) - emotional
associations or secondary meanings.
nérpacai/nérpu nERACAI with u or shortened
u added at its end.

அஆ
aia

இ௱உ௰எ

néracai Vide Acal.
nérati Vide ALAVATI.

VILAKKUTAL.

phenomena
investigation.

nérvalam |. A secondary melody-type of the
MULLAI Class. 2. A secondary melody-type
of the PALar class.

neratirku neticotukilattal/neratu iraivi
neficotu kilattalA sub-situation under the
AKAM theme IRAVUKKURE not agreeing to
night trysts, the heroine telling her heart
something.

néricaiccintiyalvenpa A species of CINTIYAL
vENPA with a detached foot at the end of
the second line.

néricaimantilavaciriyappa The sub-class of
NERICATYACIRIYAPPA marked by the balance
of feet in the first and the last lines.
néricaiyaciriyappa A kind of AcreryapPA in
which the penultimate line has three feet.
néricaiyottalicaikkalippa A kind of KALIPPA
having

one

TARAVU,

three

TALICAI,

one

TANICCOL and CURITAKAM.

néricaivenpa A kind of veNnpA having a
detached foot at the end of the second
line.

nerilaipankiyotu nérntu uraittal Vide kuRAI
NERTAL.

nérirru iyarcir MAccir or disyllabic feet of
NER or simple ending.
nérirru uticcir Trisyllabic feet of NER or

simple ending.
nérirru potuccir Tetrasyllabic feet of NER or
simple ending.
neronraciriyattalai Metrical

connection

between any two adjoining cir where the

last syllable of the preceding and the first
syllable of the succeeding cir are NER. Also

S€€ TALAI.
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naiyanti |. A kind of popular song; 2. Parody.
A form of high burlesque that imitates a
specific literary work or the style of an
author for comic effect, usually to
ridicule or criticize that work, author or
style. 3. Burlesque. A type of comedy in
which distortion and exaggeration are

‘ nokkunilai

nokkani Vide UKANCITAM.
nokkam

[ntention. An author's stated or

implicit purpose in writing a work.

The

hermeneutical theorists (PORULKOL MURAI)

interpret this term as they argue that
objects attain meaning only as they are
perceived in someone's consciousness.

employed to evoke ridicule either
through the trivialization of a lofty

nokkalankaram Vide TARKURIPPERRAVANI.

subject or through the glorification of a

nokkavalu Intentional fallacy. A conceptual

standpoint of objective criticism, acc. to

lowly or commonplace one.
naiyanti varunanai Caricature.

which the meaning and value of a work

naivalam |. A secondary melody-type of the
PALAI Class. 2. A secondary melody-type
of the KuRINCcI class.

reference to the intention of the author,
whether stated or implicit, is irrelevant

noccittinai A pugAM

thematic

situation:

defence of fort by warriors wearing nocci
garlands.
noccimalai A verse genre: poem describing

the defence of a fon.
notikkatai Anecdote. A brief account of
some, interesting or entertaining and
often humorous incident. It generally
relates a patticular episode or event that
makes a single point. Anecdotes

frequently relate an incident in a
particular person's life that reveals a
character trait.

in which a thief is represented as having

lost his leg in the act of stealing a horse
amidst an army

and reforming

himself afterwards.
notumalar varaivu (Also PAR VARAIVUNARTIAL)
An

AKAM

in

the

actual

text,

and

any

and misleading. Acc. to Northrop Frye,
‘what does the author say?’ is an
illegitimate question. The legitimate
question is 'what does the text say?’.
nokkul. Mode, style. 2. Akind of dance.
3. Vide CEYYULURUPPU.
nokkunilai Point of view. It is the way a story
gets told - the perspective or perspectives
established by an author through which

the

reader

is

presented

with

the

characters, actions, setting and events
which constitute the narrative in a work

of fiction. Typically, a narrative is told.
from ‘a first-person or third-person point

nonticcintu Vide cintu.
nontinatakam A comic poem in CINTU verse

from

resides

sub-sitiation

: proposal

of

marriage of the heroine to a stranger
reported to the hero by the heroine's

of view.

The second person point of

‘view is extremely rare.
There
sometimes mixed points of view.

are

In a narrative told from the first
person perspective, the author tells the
story through a character who refers to
himself or herself as "I". Such a narrator

is usually a major participant in the action.
Third person narratives come in two
types: omniscient and limited. In the

confidante with a view to expediting

former, the author takes the role of an

their marriage.

all-knowing narrator, moving freely in

அஆ
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nokkuvavellamavaiyéporal

time and space, shifting from character
to character and reporting (or concealing)
what he chooses of their speech and
actions.
An author using the limited point of
view confines himself to what is
experienced, thought or felt by a single
character, or at most by a very limited
number of characters within the story.
In a narrative told from the second,
person point of view, the narrator
addresses a "you".
nokkuvavellamavaiyeporal Vide AvaTTAl.
nokkuvamai Vide TARKURIPPERRAVUVAMAL.
nokketirnokkutal An Aka theme: to gaze into
another's eye, as lovers.
notiramA melody-type of the muLLal and the
PALAI Classes sung in distress.
pakralicaikkoccakam
A _ kind
of
KOCCAKAKKALIPPA
marked
by the
occurrence of several TALICAI (middle part
of
a
KALIPPA),
branching
into
IYARPAKRALICAIKKOCCAKAM

and

KURAIP-

PAKRALICAIKKOCCAKAM.

pakrotai/pakrotaivenpa A stanza in VENPA
metre, of more than four lines.
pakkaccol (Also pakuTIKKiLAVI) Expressions
used euphemistically or sanctioned by
usage.
pakkappattu Vide runarpraTtu.
pakkam |. Treatise.
pakkavattiyam

accompant-

pakkicaittal To sound, break in, as in a

utanpattal

ponru

iravu

varavu

vilakkal Vide 1RAVU VARUVANAIP PAKAL
VARUKENRAL
pakalmunivuraittalA sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme KAIKKILAI the heroine,
languishing in love-sickness, hating the
day time.

pakalvaral

vilakki

varaivu

katdtal/

pakalvaruvanai iravu varukenral Vide
IRAVUTANPATTALPONRU PAKALVARAVU VILAKKAL,
pakalinum iravinum akal ivanenral A subsituation under the AKAM theme vaRAIvU
KATATAL: the confidante asking the hero
to come for tryst neither by day nor by
night.
pakalinum iravinum payinru varukenralA
sub-situation under the AKAM theme
VARAIVUKATATAL: the confidante asking the
hero to come for trysts both by day and
by night.
pakavatvisayam The commentary of
tiruvaymoli as consisting of discourses
relating to the Supreme Being.

pakavatiyal A masquerade dance.

pakarkuri itaiyituA thematic situation under
hero and the heroine

being

put to

obstacles to their day-time trysts.

hiatus.
paktiyOkam Piety or devotion without the
expectation of any reward, as a means of
salvation.

aoa

pakantai A song of ridicule.
pakal

the KALAvu (pre-marital love) course: the

ments, as in a musical concert.

௮அஆஇ௱ஈ௱உண௭

of comparing a householder to a ploughox as bearing heavy burdens and getting
wearied with intense labour.

pakarkuri An akam theme: tryst by day.
Cf. IRAVUKKURI.

2. Theory, opinion

Instrumental

pakattumullaiA pugaM sub-situation: theme

ஏஐஒஓஓளஃ

கங்

pakuttarivuvatam Vide ARIVUMUTARKOLKAI.

pakuti A rhythmic metre of nine letters to a
line.
ச் ஞட்ண்தந்
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pakutikkilavi Vide 2271040001,

pattimanram

being afflicted
complexion.

pakuppayvu Analytical criticism.

pakaittotai Vide MuRANTOTAI.
pakaitanivinaippirivu Vide rommririvu.

pakainarampu The third and the sixth strings

by

sallowness

of

paciyatanirzral A meyppATu pertaining to
PERUNTINAI (abnormal love): the heroine
subjecting herself to going without food.

from the leading string of a lute ina tune,

pacu
A CAIVA CITTANTAM concept the Soul.

as discordant.
love-relationship between the hero and
the heroine: separation of the hero from
the heroine for the purpose of war.

pacufianam |. Knowledge of the real nature
of the soul, dist. from PATINANAM and
PACANANAM. 2. The condition of the soul,
in which its intelligence is obscured by
its connection with the matter.

pankayattotu parivurru uraittal A sub-

paficakam A verse genre: poem of five

pakaivayirpirivu A phase in the married

situation under the akAm theme ORUVALIT
TANATTAL: the heroine (grieving at the
lengthening of the night), feeling

empathy for the lotus that entreats the
sun to rise for it to blossom.
panki A variety of ciTTIRAKKAVE one or more
stanzas being made out of a single stanza

by changing the feet of the latter, being
of six kinds, Viz., PIRITUPATU TUVITAPANKI (a

stanzas.

patficakaviyam Vide aimPpERUNKAPPIYAM.
paficapanki Vide pANKI.
paficamam
A secondary melody-type of the
KURINCI or PALAI class.
paiicarattinak kovai A verse genre: poem on
a given subject matter in fifty stanzas. ;

~paiicalatcanam Vide AINTILAKKANAM.

NERICAIVENPA verse being changed into

paficavimcati yatika catapanki Vide Pank1.

another NERICAIVENPA verse), PANCAPANKI
(five verses made out of one), CATTAPANKI
(seven verses out of one); NAVAPANKI (nine

paiicatcaram The five sacred letters, the five-

verses out of one), TACAPANKI (ten verses
out of one) and PANCAVIMCATI YATIKA-

CATAPANKI (100 verses out of one).
pacappu Vide cUNANKU.
pacappuruparuvaral An AKAM concept:

lettered mantra whose presiding deity is
Civan: na ma ci va ya.

paficalankaram Vide ALANKARAPANCAKAM.
paiicavattai Vide AINTAVATTAL.
paficuram A secondary melody-type of the
KURINCI or PALAI class.

painful reflections of the heroine on her
pallid hue.

pattatai |. The fifth note of the gamut.2. One
of the movements in playing a lute.

pacalai Vide cuNANKu.
pacalaikkirankal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the foster-

pattapicékam/pattapitekam
A verse genre:
poem on the coronation of a king.
pattimantapam 1. Hall for the meeting of

mother expressing concern over the pallor
on the body of the heroine.

pacalaipaytal A meypratu pertaining to
PERUNTINAI (abnormal love): the heroine
A®M
a
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scholars. 2. Hall of royal audience.

pattimanram A formal debate on a given
subject by opposing teams before an
audience.
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patarkkaipparaval

patarkkaipparaval Praise addressed to God
as third person.

patarmelintirankal An axam concept deathlike anguish of the heroine separated
from the hero; bewailing the pangs of
love-sickness.
patalam Section of a literary composition.

patamaivaraital
An AKAM concept the coming
together of the hero and the heroine
during the pre-marital, clandes-tine
stage.

patimam Vide URUKKATCI.

patimaviyal Vide uRUKKATCCIYIYAL.
pativak kavitai Pattern/concrete poetry, such

aS CITTIRAKKAVI.

pataimatam Violation of the laws of war such
as attacking those who flee, slaying the
wounded, etc.
pataiyaruttup
EMAVERUMAI.

palikollum

é€mam

Vide

pataiyiyahkaravam
A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme VETCITTINAI: the clamour of

the army heading for the seizure of
enemy's cattle.
pataivalakku |. A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme KANCITTINAL a king as
presenting weapons to soldiers of equal
rank. 2. A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme KANcrTTInar the soldiers on being
presented weapons by the king, speaking

(highly) of it.
pataivittuppatikam
A verse genre: poem of
ten stanzas each on the shrines of Lord
Murukan.

patuttalocai Grave accent.

patupalli A masquerade dance.
patumalaippalai 1. A secondary melody-type
of the rALal class. 2. A secondary melodytype of the kuRINcK class.

pataittalaivar Vide ENPERAYAM.
pataittumolital To concoct, make false
statement.

pataittu moliyan maruttal A sub-situation
under the akam theme cCETPATAI: the
confidante (pretending to be inclined to

pan Primary melody-type unique to Tamil.
pantitanatai Hieratic, the style of certain
literary works marked by intentional use
of figures of speech, rhetorical devices
and other literary conventions that
elevate language above that of ordinary

speech. Cf. PAMARANATAI
pannattiA kind of rhythmic song, dramatic
composition blending verse with prose,

accept) refusing to accept the love-token

or a composition of non-classical oral

of the hero (a bunch of tender leaves)
with the imagined reason that those
leaves are not native to the heroine's

tradition, similar to Pict..

pannai vicittiram
A verse genre: poem on two
women praising the fertility of the hero's
farm, the rivers, rains, sceptre, paddy,
cattle, barn and the transplanting of the

country.

pataippali Creator; maker.
ல

|

pataippu Creation.

\

pataippuk karpanai Creative imagination.
pataippor
An Islamic Tamil verse genre: war
ballad.
௮ஆ
௩௨
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panniyarriram A secondary melody-type,
hexachord, in ancient Tamil music.

seedlings, and going in for mutual
railings.
panpakupeyar Vide KUNAVAKUPEYAR.
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panpattiyam Vide rvALpryaM.

patifidnam
panpuvamai A figure of speech and a subclass of uvaMar simile in which things
are compared in terms of their related
qualities/properties.

panpattiyal tiranayvu Cultural criticism,
cultural studies. These terms have been
used to.refer to the analysis of literature
(including popular literature) and other
art forms in their social, political and
economic contexts. They also refer to the
much broader interdisciplinary study of
the interrelationships between a variety
of cultural discourses and practices.
Cultural critics examine how literature
emerges from, influences and competes
with other forms of discourse (such as
religion, science, advertising) within a
given culture. They analyse literary
works not as autonomous aesthetic
objects, but as works to be seen in terms
of their relationships to the other sociocultural institutions.

panaimulaippattu (Also pAYOTARAPPATTU and

MULAIPPATTU) a Verse genre: poem in ten
stanzas of ACIRIYAVIRUTTAM Of KALITTURAI
metre on woman's breasts.
pattiyam Poetry. Cf. KATTIYAM.
pattinikkal Memorial

pattu ]. Group of ten stanzas in nalayira
tivviyap pirapantam. 2. A group of ten
stanzas.

pattuppattu
A collection of ten ancient CANKAM
Tamil poems, viz., tirumurukarruppatai,
porunararruppatai, cirupanarruppatai,
perumpanarrupatai, mullaippattu,

maturaikkanci, netunalvatai, kuyificippattu, pattinappalai and malaipatukatam.

panputtataimoli Vide KUNAVILAKKU.
panputtokai An appositional compound
word in which the first member stands in

pataccétam Splitting into component parts.
patam 1. Word. 2. Foot or line of a stanza.
3. Akind of musical composition largely
suited to dance performances.

adjectival relation to the second.
panpunala naval Novel of character in which
the greater weight of interest is on the
motives of the character for what he does,
and on how he as a person will turn out
rather than on what the character will do
next and on how the story will come out
which goes with a novel of incident.

patavurai Vide urail.
pati A CAIvVA CITTANTAM concept: Godhead.
patikaccatakam Vide CATAKAPPATIKAM.

patikappaficakam A verse genre: poem of
fifty stanzas
stanzas each.

panpuppunamilaiyani Vide UTANNAVIRCIYANI.
panpuparattalA sub-sttuation under the AKAM
theme PIRIVULIKKALANKAL: the hero adoring
the features of the heroine after union.

Caiva hymnal poems normally consisting
of ten verses.

patiaanam (cAIVAM) Knowledge of the
Supreme Being distinct from pACUNANAM,
and PACANANAM.

and is metaphorized.
இரா
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of ten

consisting of ten verses. 2. A section of

object 1s brought in with its attributes

aoaiii

in five sections

patikam |. A verse genre : work normally

panpuruvakam A figure of speech anda subclass of URUVAKAM: métaphor in which an

அஆ

stone raised for a

chaste woman.
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patindkki.varuntal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero
finding the heroine being absent at the
millet field, staring in despondency at
the town of the heroine.
patiparicuraittal A sub-situation under the
ing the greatness of his city.
pativiratamullai A pugAM concept: mullai
flower worn by a woman to indicate her
chastity.

praising the parents of the heroine. 2. A
sub-situation under the AKAPPURAM theme.
KAIKKILAL the hero praising the parents of
the heroine.

pati vinatal A sub-situation under the aKam
theme MATIYUTAMPATUTTAL: the hero, with a
view to suggestively revealing his love
for the heroine, asking the confidante
(as a false pretext) of the identity of their
(the confidante and the heroine's) town.

payam Vide irAcaM.
payan Vide AKAPPATIURUPPU.
payan nokkam Intentionality.

patirruppattantatiA verse genre: poem of 100
stanzas using ANTATI verse linkage, with
each ten of the stanzas in one particular
metrical pattern.

payanpattuk kotpatu Functionalism.
payanmutivu (Also pAyANMURRU) Portion of a
stanza taken for the purpose of interpreting with ease.

patinenkiikkanakku The group of eighteen
short classics, mostly in vENPA metre, on
one or more of the themes, ARAM,

which comprise

payanmutarkolkai Pragmatic theory. In
literary theory, itrefers to the effect of a
literary work on its audience - the work
being structured in such a way as to attain
specific effects on and to elicit certain
responses from the reader or audience.

PORUL

tirukkural,

nalatiyar, nanmanikkatikai, inganarpatu,

iniyavainarpatu, karndrpatu, kaJavalinarpatu, aintinaiyaimpatu, aintinaiyelupatu, tinaimojiyaimpatu, tinaimalainurraimpatu, tirikatukam, acarakkévai,
palamoli, cirupattcamulam, mutumolikkafici, élati and kainnilaz.

payanmurait tiranayvu Pragmatic criticism.
It emphasizes the ef fect of a literary work
on its audience. Pragmatic critics, like
thetorical critics (PBCCUKKALAIT TIRANAYVU),

believe that authors structure works

patinenpuranam The eighteen chief purANAM

on and to elicit certain responses from
the reader or audience.

ilinkapuranam, pavitiya-

payanmurru Vide ravaNMUTIVU.

puranam, kantapuranam, markkantéyapuranam, piramantapuranam, visnupuranam, pakavatapuranam, karutaA®Areamerg

8
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payanuvamai A figure of speech anda subclass of uvamal in which the comparison
is based on effect or result.

i. sme

%%

in

such a way as to attain specific effects

in Sanskrit compiled by Vyasa, viz.,
maccapuranam, kurmapuranam, varakapuranam, vamanapuranam, civamaka-

puranam,

patumapantam Vide KAMALAPANTAM.
pantati A verse genre: poem composed to be

sung while playing ball.
payana ilakkiyam Travelogue.
.payantorppaliccal |. A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme PIRIVULIKKALANKAL: the hero

AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the hero describ-

and pam,

puranam, naratiyapuranam, piramapuranam, patumapuranam, akkinéyapuranam and piramavaivarttapuranam.
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payilaranku Workshop. A brief intensive
educational programme for a relatively
small group of people in a given field.
payircikantal
A sub-situation under the AKAM

theme PANKIMATIYUTANPATU: the confidante

' finding that the heroine, away from her
companions, remains still in a particular
place.
payirppu Vide MAKATOUKKUNAM.
payotarappattu Vide panaimMULAr PATTU.

parakayappiravécam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU
KALAIKAL.
parani A literary genre: poem about a hero

who has destroyed 1000 elephants in war.
parattai An AKAM
prostitute class.

concept:

one

of* the

paricilnilai

heroine: separation of the hero from his
wife as he goes in pursuit of prostitutes.
parattaiyai é¢cal A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the heroine,
desiring water sport in the company of
the hero, railing at the prostitute.
parattaiyaik kantamaikarip pulattal Vide
KAMAKKILATTIYAIK KANTAMAI PAKARTAL.

parattaivayil panki kanturaittal A subsituation under the AKAPPURAM

PERUNTINAI: the maid

theme

of the public

prostitute telling the maid of the hero's
mistress that unheeding the entreaties of
the concubine, the hero would visit her
lady's house.
paratavar Inhabitants of the NEYTAL (maritime)

parattaikural A sub-situation under the

AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the prostitute
telling the confidant of the hero that the

hero is easy of access to her.

tract.

parapakkam Doctrines alien to one's own.
Cf. CUPAKKAM.

Pinivu: the prostitutes sending back the
hero to the heroine on the fourth day

paravacavilakku
A rhetorical device; a figure
of speech and a sub-class of TATAIMOLIYANI
in which a pursuit is sought to be stopped
by stating that one is unable to bear the
consequences of the subject's action.

when the heroine has taken bath after her

paravaivalakku Vide ULAKAVALAKKU.

patattaiyar ulakiyalnokki vituttal A subsituation under the aKAM theme PARATTAIYIR-

periods.

parattaiyar ulakiyalnokki vitutialin talaivan
varavukantuvantu vayilkal molital Vide

TALAIMAKAN VARAVUKANTU VAYILKAL MOLITAL,
parattaiyar kantu palittal A sub-situation

under the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: as

parakku Vide KaTTIVAM.
paranilaikanta talaivan makiltal Vide
‘TALAIMAKAL ANANKAIP PARANILAIKANTA
TALAIMAKAN MAKILTAL.
parikaravani Vide NUTPAVANI.

the confidante dressed in red garments
and wearing red flowers (indicating that
the heroine is in her periods) comes to
the place of the prostitutes where the
hero has gone, the prostitutes disparaging
her.

paricankai |. A figure of speech in which
one among many of one's class is chosen
and eulogized. 2. Vide oLrrrant.

parattaiyirpirivu A phase in the loverelationship between the hero and the

theme PATANTINAL a bard informing his

அஆஇ௱உஊ௭
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paricil Gift to minstrels and pocts from royal
patrons.
paricilnilai A sub-situation under the PURAM

patron of his intention to go home, when
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paricilporulanantam

the latter delays giving permission to the
former to leave even after the presents
are awarded.
paricilporulanantam A fauit in rhetorical
representation:
the minstrel-poet
receiving from the patron-king that
which he does not seek to get. e.g. The
vulture seizing the flesh-like red kantal
flower and dropping it off after
recognizing it.

parivunarvu Sympathy.
parivelvi Vide ACUVAMETAM.
paruntinvilkkatu/paruntinvilvu Vide
COTTIRANILAI.
parupporul Contents of a text stated in a
general form.
parupporu] patimam Concrete image.
paruva

ital Periodical. A magazine

or a

journal published at fixed intervals.

paricilvitai A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme PATANTINAL a king's bestowing gifts
upon his panegyrists and extending them
a warm send-off.

paruvam 1. Vide KANTAM. 2. Section as in
PILLAITTAMIL. 3. The seven stages in the life
of the woman. 4. Season and time. Also
See AKAPPATTURUPPU.

paricil katanilai A pugam sub-situation:
soliciting bounty from a patron who
delays his favour.

paruvam

anrenru

kural A sub-situation

under

the akAM

theme

paricilturai A sub-situation under the puRAM

theme PATANTINAL bards representing their
needs to a patron.
parinama ani Vide TiRIPANi.
parinamak kotpatu Vide KURTALARAKKGIFATU.

paripattu/paripatal A musical verse form
with KOCCAKAM, ARAKAM, CURITAKAM and
ERUTTU as constituents and with no
metrical restrictions as in other verse
types.

paripataiccuttiram A kind of c0TTIRAM
dealing with the technicalities of a work.
parimarravani

(Also

PARIVARUTTANAM,

PARIVARUTTANAIYANI, MARRUNILAIYANI

and

MARATTANI) A figure of speech describing
an exchange.
pariyayavani (Also PIRITINNAVIRCIYAN) A figure
of speech in which one's idea is not
conveyed
directly, but is subtly
expressed.
parivaruttanam/parivaruttanaiyani Vide
இ௱உ௭ஊ௯௭

aoaii

heroine that it is not the real] rainy season.
paruvamkantu irankalA sub-situation under
the AKAM theme PORULVAYIRPIRIVU: the hero's
sadness at the advent of the rainy season
which would bring distress to the heroine.
paruvamkantu perumakal pulampalA subsituation under the AKAM theme VARAIVITAI
VAITTUP PORULVAYIRPIRITAL: the advent of the
rainy season leaving the heroine
despondent with the
ட்ப having not
returned yet.
paruvamkatti varpuruttal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme VENTARKURRULIP
pirivu: the confidante telling the heroiné
of the sure return of the hero by pointing
to the advent of the (rainy) season.
paruvamkuralA sub-situation under the AKAM
theme UTANPOKKU: the confidante urging

the hero to come with the proposal of
marriage to the heroine's parents by
telling him of her parents becoming

aware of the nubility of the heroine.

PARIMARRAVANI.

அஆ
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pirivu: the confidante contending with the
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paruvamkuri
situation

varavu vilakkal A subunder

the

akAmM

theme

‘ PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante forbidding

the hero to meet the heroine at the
trysting place and suggesting the need
to take her hand in marriage by pointing

to the blooming youth of the heroine.
paruvam ninaintu kavaral Vide ILAMAIT
TANMAIKKU ULAMMELINTU IRANKAL.
paruvamayankal |. A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAI: the
confidante telling the grieving heroine
that the season of her lover's return has

not come yet. 2.A sub-situation under
the AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the lovesick heroine consoling herself that the
season of her lover's return has not come
yet.

paruvamalaiA verse genre: poem describing

the seven phases in the life of a woman
(PETAI, PETUMPAI, MANKAI, MATANTAI, ARIVAI,
TERIVAI, PERILAMPEN) and the arts and
sciences being learnt by her in the
respective phases.
palkural tiranayvu Dialogic criticism. A
method of literary criticism based on
Mikhail Bakhtin's theories. He speaks
of works as being either comparatively
monologic (ORUKURAL TIRANAYVU) of
dialogic. A monologic work is one that
is clearly dominated by a single
controlling
voice
or
discourse
(KARUTTATAL), even though it may contain
characters representing a multitude of
viewpoints. A dialogic work, by contrast,
1s one that permits numerous voices or
. discourses to emerge and engage in
dialogue with one another. Generally, in

dialogic works, the culture's dominant
ideology may vie with the discourses of
௮ஆ
aa
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palavatimukkal
popular culture. Dialogic critics argue

that

no

work

can

be

completely

monologic, for every work: contains
myriad
voices that contend
for

recognition and disrupt the authorial
voice and the dominant ideology.
patcantamalai A verse genre: poem of ten to
100 stanzas usually in ten kinds of

CANTAM.
palturaiyayvu Multidisciplinary research.
palpeyar A verse genre: poem listing the
various names of a place or a thing.

palporutkérpin nallatukotal Vide utti.
palporul corrotarani Vide CILETAIYANI.
palmulappiratiyiyal Intertextuality. The
condition of interconnectedness among:
texts, or the concept that any text is an
amalgam of others, either because it
exhibits signs of influence or because
its language
inevitably
contains
common points of reference with other
texts, such as allusion, genre, stylistic
features, etc.
pallavi The first refrain
composition.

in a musical

pallantu Vide TiRUPPALLANTU. Cf. ANTUNILAL

palliyam Musical instruments of all kinds.
palvayir poliyuvamai Vide KOVAI UVAMAI.
palapatappunaivani Vide ULLEKAM.
palaporul uruvakam
A figure of speech and
a sub-class of URUVAKAM:

which

metaphor: in

several of the things / ideas

comprising 4 verse are metaphorized.
palaporul uvamai (Also pALAVIYAL UVAMAD):A"

figure of speech and a sub-class. of.
UVAMAE Comparing an object with several
things.

palavatimukkal Vide pakROTAIVENPA,
ஞட்ண்த் ந்
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palavikarpam
palavikarpam A verse having two or more
kinds of agreement of second letters.

paliccinarpanital A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme

palaviyal uvamai Vide PALAPORUL UVAMAI.
pavamattimam A stanza of four lines of

equal cir in which the first and the last
lines have fewer letters than the other two
lines.
pavanikkatal A verse genre: poem in which a

woman, fascinated by the beauty of a hero
riding in procession, is said to reveal her
disconsolate love to her maids. Cf. uLa.

palippu oppumaikkuttam Vide uUTANILAIC-

COLLANI.
palippuvamai Vide NINTAIYUVAMAI.
palivaravu uraittup pakal varavu vilakkal
A sub-situation under the AKAM theme

VARAIVUMUTUKKAM:

of the KURINCI class.

palamarapuk katai Legend. It is a story
dealing with the exploits of a cultural

by day, by pointing out the gossip it
involves.

AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAI: the heroine

fact, and less focused on the supernatural.
Cf. PURANAKKATAI.

nestled up to the hero on the bed during
night.

palamai manappanku Conservatism.
doctrine that
humans, are
have been
Primitivists

typically espouse a certain ‘back to

palamaivatam Orthodoxy.

palikarappankatam Vide KARANTA ANKATAM.
இஈஉ௭ஊ௯௭
ai

Tube
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palliyitattuyttal Vide avaN IRAIVIYAI ILVAYIN

VITUTTAL.
palliyitattutal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the heroine's lovequarrel with the hero in the bed-chamber
as he comes back from courtesans.
palliyirpulavi Vide ANAINTAVALI OTAL.
palliyelucci Vide TrRUPPALLIYELUCCI.
pallu Vide rat 1.

parracu Metrical syllable uniting the first
KURALVENPA Of @ NERICAIVENPA and TANICCIR.

palamoli A folk genre: poem comprising
proverbs and ancient sayings; proverb,
maxim. Cf. MUTUCOL.

a

confidante

pallimicaittotartal A sub-situation under the

hero, likely to be grounded in historical

nature’ philosophy that has led to the
glorification of both the past eras and
the past peoples seen as natural, in
contrast to the largely urban culture that
exists today.

the

forbidding the hero to come for trysts

pal (Also PALtv) I. A verse genre: dealing with
the life of the pallar a social class
_ (mainly engaged m agricultural labour).
2. A tune, used especially when offering
sacrifice to Kal1.

palamputumaivatam Paleo-modernism.

அஆ

and

palittamoliyan ilukkakkural Vide NORKURRAM.

of the

palampaficuram A secondary melody-type

palamaiyiyam Primitivism. A
postulates that although
essentially good, they
corrupted by "civilization".

adoring

goal.

palavinaic ciletai Vide cLETAIYANI.

palantakkarakam A melody-type
ancient times.

PATANTINAL

worshipping God for the attainment of a

ஒஓஓளஃ
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parantalaiccirappuppattu A verse genre:
songs describing the kuraval dance
performed in ecstasy by the goblins and
spirits on the battlefield.
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paravaiyotu varunta] A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme ORUVALITTANATTAL: the
heroine's distressed words to the birds

that go about eating without any concern
for her.
parai |. A percussion instrument: a kind of

drum. 2. A masquerade dance.
paraikutumpu
A masquerade dance.
parainilai A verse genre:
benediction in vANcIPPA metre
God at temple festivals and at
for the prosperity of the
wishing his country and town

poem of
entreating
coronation
king and
well.

paraimai A masquerade dance.
panmanimalai Vide KALAMPAKAMALAIL
panmukavatam

Pluralism.

different critical
ORUMAIVATAM.

Synthesis

approaches.

of

See

panumolinarray mananayar vetkaiyil ceviliyai
vinatal Vide NARRAY MANANAYAR VETKAIYIL
CEVILIYAI VINATAL.

pannirutirumurai The twelve canonical
Saiva texts, viz., the first seven tévaram,
the eighth tiruvacakam and tirukkovatyar,
the ninth tiruvicaippa and trruppallantu,
the tenth

tirumantiram,

the

eleventh

‘ comprising 4] compositions of PIRAPANTAM
genres, and the twelfth periyapuranam.
pannirupamalai A verse genre: poem
comprising twelve stanzas each in a
particular metre.
pannirayirappati A commentary
tiruvaymoli in 12,000 granthas
Alakiyamanavala Ciyar.

on
by
.

panampu/panai Palmyra as totemic flower
of the Cera kings.
paniyetirpparuvam Vide MUTARPORUL.
அஆ
aad
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pakam

panuval Text. Also called pirati. French
structuralist critics argue that literary
compositions are texts rather than works.
Thereby structuralists deny them the
personalized character attributed to
works wrought by a particular, unique
author. They believe not only that a text
is essentially impersonal, the confluence
of certain pre-existing attributes of the
social institution of writing, but that any

interpretation of the text should result
from an impersonal lecture (reading). The
lecture includes reading with an active
awareness of how the linguistic system
functions.
Ronald Barthes distinguishes text
from
work in a different way,
characterizing a text as open and a work
as closed. According to him, works are
bounded
entities,
conventionally
classified in the canon, whereas texts
engage
readers
in
an
ongoing
relationship of interpretation and
reinterpretation. He further divides texts
into two categories : lisible (readerly)
(VACAKAP PANUVAL) and scriptible (writerly)
(Acmeryap PANUVAL), the former depending
more

heavily

on

convention,

and

the

latter generally experimental.
panuvalt valttu
A theme in which an author's
work is eulogized.
panuval venri A theme which focuses on
the superior merits of a treatise over
others.
pa A CEYYULURUPPU, comprising the four
principal kinds of versification, viz.,
VENPA, ACIRTYAPPA, KALIPPA and VANCIPPA.
pakam Style of poetry, three in number, viz.,
KATALIPAKAM, TIRATCAPAKAM and NARIKELA-

PAKAM.
ச ஞட்ண்த்ந் ப்ம்ய்ர்
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pakan
pakan An Akam concept the charioteer of the
hero.

regretting the infatuation of the hero

pakantapnotu collal Vide TALAPVAN PAKANOTU

pankan nontu uraittal Vide PANKAN.
TALAIVANOTALUNKAL and PANKANTAN MANAT-

COLLAL.
pakanotu

collal

Vide TALAIVAN PAKANOTU

COLLAL.
pankarkittam An axkam concept a thematic

situation of the pre-marital (KALAVU) stage:
union of the hero with the heroine
effected through the help of his
confidant.
pankan An aka concept the hero's confidant.

with the heroine.

TALUNKAL.
pankan vinatal Vide PANKANTALAIVANAI URRATU
VINATAL.
pankanai ninaital Vide TALAIVAN PANKANAIC
CARTAL.

panki Vide T6xI.
panki accuruttal Vide TALAIVIYAIP PANKI

ACCURUTTAL,

pankan ikalntatarku irahkal Vide KALNTATARKU IRANKAL.

panki afici accuruttal
A sub-situation under

pankan iraivanait térral (Also VaRPURUTTAL)
A sub-situation under the AKAM theme

confidante (the hero persisting in
intention to have meetings with
heroine) fearing the kin and warning
hero against his attempts at meeting
heroine clandestinely.

PANKARKUTTAM: the union of the hero and
the heroine through the aid of the hero's
confidant: the hero's confidant consoling

the hero, offering to go to the place of
the first meeting and report after seeing
the heroine.
pankan kurivaliccéral Vide kuRIvAYIR CERAL.
pankan talaivanai urratu vinatal (PANKAN
VINATAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM

theme PANKARKUTTAM:

the confidant

the AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the
his
the
the
the

panki aruliyal kilattal Vide aRULAL ARITENA
VILAKKAL.
panki avannattu aniyiyal vinatal Vide UrKOLA
VINATAL.

panki ariyalpouru vinatal Vide NANNUTAL PANKI
ARTYALPONRU VINATAL.

enquiring of the hero the cause of his
distress and the withering of his features.

panki arivuraittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero
informing the timid heroine while in the

pankan talaivanai viyattal A sub-situation

trysting place that the confidante is

under the AKAM theme PANKARKUTTAM: the
confidant praising the hero.

pankan talaivandtalunkal (Also PANKAN NONTU
URAITTAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM

theme PANKARKUTTAM:

the confidant

aware of their love-union.

panki anpilai kotiyaiyenru inarttar
marpanai ikaltal/panki anpilai kotiyaiyenat talaivanai ikaltal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PARATTAIVIRPIRIVU: the

expressing his sense of pity and grief at

hero too turning variant, the confidante

the hero caught in the passion of love.
pankan tanmanattalunkal (Also pANKAN NONTU

disparaging him calling him unkind and
cruel.

URAITTAL) A Sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PANKARKUTTAM: the hero's confidant

panki atitam vituttukkontu akaral A subsituation under the AKAM theme PAKARKURI

அஆ
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ITarvitu: (the heroine keeping herself of f
from play in anguish of love) the
conf idante-taking the heroine home from
the place‘of sport.

uraittal Vide

ENNAI MARAIPPATU ENNENAT TALAL.

panki ennai maraittapin elitena nakutal Vide

ARRUVITTAL.

ENNAI MARAITTAPIN ELITENA NAKUTAL.

panki arruvittakarral Vide ava, ARRuvitTAKARRAL.

panki kalaral Vide TALAIVIVAIP PANKI KALARAL.
panki kulamurai kilattal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM : as
the hero reveals his love for the heroine’
to the confidante, the confidante

panki arruvittirunta arumai talaimakarkuk
karal Vide ARRUVITTIRUNTA ARUMAI KURAL

(CARRAL).
panki tyamugrortal Vide TORRATTALARAYTAL.
panki iyarpalittal Vide ATUKETTA
TYARPALITTAL.

speaking of the incompatibility of their

PANKI

respective clans.

panki kuriyuyttu ninkal Vide rrattuytru
AKARAL.
panki kuriyitattu iraiviyaik kontucérai Vide -

panki ilvalkkai nanrenru cevilikkuraittal
(unarttal) (ALso VALIPATU KURAL and VALKKAI
NANRENRURAITTAL) A sub-situation under

AVATKONTUCERAL.

the AKAM theme ILVALKKALr the confidante
informing the foster-mother about the

panki kuriyitattu uyttu ninkal Vide rrarruytTAKARAL.
panki kaiyatai kotuttal Vide OmpaturtTURAITTAL.
panki kaiyurai pukaltal (Also pANKI

virtuous living of the hero and the
heroine in their marital togetherness.

panki iraiyOr kantamai pakartal A subsituation under the AKAM theme PANKIYIR
KUTTAM: the confidante telling her lady
of her having met the hero.

TALAIVIYAIP PUKALTAL) A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the
confidante as she informs her lady of
the overtures of union by the hero,
praising the love-token (a bunch of

iraivanaip palitturaittal A sub-

situation under the AKAM theme VARAITAL
VETKAr: the confidante reproaching the
hero (in his absence) for leaving the
heroine in distress.
panki

pankikku ulakinmélvaittu
ULAKINMELVAITTU URAITTAL.

panki ennai maraippatu ennenat talal Vide

panki arruvittal Vide TALAIMAKALAIP PANKI

panki

panki kontunilaik kiral

tender leaves) of the hero sent through
her.

panki kaiyurai maruttalA sub-situation

iraivikku avankurai unarttal Vide

IRAIVANTANAKKUK KURAINER PANKI

under the akaM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the

[RAIVIKKU

confidante refusing to accept the hero's

AVANKURAI UNARTTAL.
panki iraivikku iraiyon kurippu-arivuruttal

love-token (a bunch of tender leaves).
panki kaiyuraiyérral Vide KAIYURAIYERRAL.

Vide IRAVUKKURI ERPITTAL.
panki uraittal Vide TUNPURAL PANKI COLLENAC
COLLAL.

panki kotuiicol collal Vide TALAIVIvAr PANKI

panki ulakiyal uraittal Vide ULAKURAITTU

panki kontunilaik kizal Vide konTUNILAIK-

KOTUNCOL COLLAL.

OLITTAL.
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panki cevviyarumai ceppal

panki cevviyarumai ceppal (Also PANKI

panki talaimakarkuk kuriyitam kiral Vide

TALAIMAKAL CEVVIYARUMAI CEPPAL) A subsituation under the AKAM theme PANKIYIR-

KURIYITAM KURAL.
panki talaivarkuk kaiyatai kattal Vide

KUTTAM: the confidante telling the hero

OMPATUTTURAITIAL,

of the difficulty of impressing his love
overtures on the heroine who is not
mature enough to understand them.

panki talaimakan tinketuttiyampal A subsituation under the AkaM theme IRAVUKKURI

panki cevilikku uarttal A sub-situation

without meeting the hero having been
misled by the occurrence of a sign

under the AKAM theme KARPOTUPUNARNTA
Kavvat the confidante informing the

foster-mother of the elopement of the
heroine with the hero.

panki curattiyalpu uraittulit talaimakal
collal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme -uTANPOKKU: the response of the
heroine as the confidante tells her of the

nature of the wilderness (which she has
to take in her elopement).

happening casually) the confidante
telling the heroine of the ill caused by
the casually occurring sign (ALLAKURI).
panki talaimakan munninru ircerippu
arivuruttal (Also PANKI TALAIMAKAN MUNNINRU
UNARTTAL and MUNNINRU UNARTTAL) A subsituation under the AKAM
theme
ORUCARPAKARKURI: the confidante telling

the hero directly of the heroine being

panki tamarvaraivu etimtamai talaivikku
unarttal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme VARAIVUMALIVu: the confidante

informing the heroine of her parents
receiving the kin of the hero coming with
the proposal of marriage.

panki talaimakatkut talaimakan
vunarttal

iTAIvITU: (as the heroine returns home

cela-

Vide OTARIKKANNIKKU

AVAN

CELAVURAITTAL,
panki talaimakal avayavattu arumai carral
Vide AVAYAVAM ELUTAL ARITENA VILAKKAL.
panki talaimakal cevviyarumai ceppal Vide

restrained at home.
panki talaimakan munninru unarttal Vide
PANKI TALAIMAKAN MUNNINRU IRCERIPPU
ARIVURUTTAL.

panki talaimakanaic celavu vilakkal (Also
PANKI VILAKKAL) A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme ORUVALITTANATTAL: (the hero

declaring that he is leaving for his place)

the confidante dissuading him from
going to his town.

panki talaivarku utenpokku unarttutal A
sub-situation

under the AKAM

theme

PANKI CEVVIYARUMAI CEPPAL.
panki talaimakalai irkontu akaral (ékal)
Vide IRKONTU EKAL.

UTANPOKKU: the confidante proposing to
the hero elopement with the heroine.
panki talaivarku 6mpatai carral Vide

panki talaimakalaik kuriyitattvyttu ninkal
Vide KURIVITATTU VAITTU NINKAL.

panki talaivarku kaiyatai kotuttal Vide

panki talaimakalaik kuriyitattukkontu céral
Vide AVATKONTU CERAL.

panki talaimakalait talaimakarkuk kaiyatai
kotuttal Vide OMPATUTTURAITTAL.
AWMAremat
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CARRAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme oruCARPAKARKURE the confidante,

entrusting the protection of the heroine
to the hero after inf orming him of her
being restrained at home.
panki talaivanai utanpatuttal Vide avat

UTANPATUTTAL.

panki talaiviyaip puka]tal Vide pANk KAIVURAI
PUKALTAL.
panki tanatu munné carriyatu uraittalA subsituation under the AKAM theme TANMANAI

VARAITAL: the confidante telling the hero

that she has already informed

panki talaivanotu nontu vinatal (Also PANKI
VANTONTANNOTU NONTU VINATAL and
NONTU

VINATAL) A sub-

situation under the AKAM theme ORUVALIT
TANATTAL: the confidante enquiring, in a
tone of distress, of the hero who has
arrived beyond evening after a prolonged
delay.
panki talaivi arumai cdrral Vide aRUMAIYIN’

AKARCI,
panki talaivikku avancelavunarttal (uraittal)
Vide OTARIKKANNIKKU AVANCELAVURAITTAL,

panki talaivikku utanpokku unarttal Vide
TALAIVIKKU UTANPOKKU UNARTTAL,
panki talaiviyai arruvittiruntamai kural Vide
ARRUVITTIRUNTA ARUMAI CARRAL.
panki talaiviyaiccarntu kaiyurai kattal Vide
TALAIVIYAI EYTIP PANKI KAIYURAI KATIAL.

panki talaiviyai ninkit talaivarku 6mpatai
carral Vide TALAIVARKU OMPATAI CARRAL.

panki talaiviyaip pukaltal Vide cILAINUTAL

panki terralA sub-situation under the AKAM
theme VARAIVITAIVAITTUP PORULVAYIR PIRITAL:
the confidante consoling the distressed
heroine and assuring her of the early
arrival of the hero.
panki ninkurai niyé cenrurai enralA subsituation under the AKAM theme PANKIYIR

KOTTAM: the confidante asking the hero
to speak of his love to the heroine
directly.
panki ninkurai niyé col enal Vide runPURAL
PANKI COLLENAC COLLAL.

panki ninporu! pirivurai niyavatku enral
Vide NINPORUL PIRIVURAINIYAVATKU ENRAL.
panki neriyinatu arumai kiral (Also
VALIYARUMAIKURI MARUTTAL) A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme IRAVUKKURE (the hero
having entreated the confidante for
arranging trysts), the confidante refusing

to arrange night trysts telling him of the
hardships of the tract through which he
comes.

panki talaiviyai varaiyundlalavum varontatiruntamai uraiyay enral (Also vaRaryuNALALAVUM VARUNTATIRUNTAMAI PANKI

panki pétaimai uttal A sub-situation under
the aKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the
confidante speaking of the immaturity
and innocence of the heroine as regards
the hero's passion for her.

TALAIVIYAI VINATAL) A sub-situation under

panki pulampal A sub-situation under the

the AKAM theme ILvVALKKar the confidante
enquiring of the heroine how she has
endured the (trying) days till her union
with the hero in marriage.

AKAM theme ORUCAR PAKARKURI (the heroine

PANKI TALAIVIYAIP PUKALTAL.

being distressed at the advent of the
evening) the confidante lamenting the
plight of the heroine.

AMGA@rremMmrgggegegnr
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panki p6kkutan patuttal
ava,

pankiyar kéttu narraykku uraittal A sub-

panki manamanaic cenra cevilikku iruvar
anpum uraittal (Also MANRAL MANAIVARU

situation under the aAkaM theme mitcr:
informed of the return of the hero and
the heroine from elopement, the

panki pékkutan
UTANPATUTTAL.

patuttal

Vide

CEVILIKKU IKULAI ANPURAVU UNARTTAL)
A subsituation under the AKAM theme ILVALKKAL

the confidante impressing the fostermother, who has visited them, with the

companions of the latter bringing the
news to the mother.

pankiyitaiccéral A sub-situation under the
‘AKAM theme MATIYUTAMPATUTTAL: the hero

warmth of conjugal intimacy between

approaching the confidante with a view

the hero and the heroine

to getting her help to meet the heroine.

panki matiyin avaravar manakkaruttu
unarttal (Also MATIYIN AVARAVAR
MANAKKARUTTU UNARTTAL) A phase of the
sub-situation IRUVARUMULVALI AVANVARAUNARTAL under the AKAM theme PANKI
MATIYUTANPATU: the confidante of the
heroine reading into the minds of the hero
and the heroine.

panki matiyutanpatu An aka

thematic

situation in the KALAVU phase of love: the
confidante's grasp of the love-union
between the hero and the heroine.
panki maruttal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme TUTIRPIRIVU: the confidante
refusing to go with the resolve of the
hero to part from the heroine on a mission
for the king.
panki manaiviyaip pukaltal Vide cILAI NUTAL

PANKI TALAIVIYAIP PUKALTAL.
panki munninru unartti 6mpatai carral Vide
PANKI TALAIVAN MUNNINRU UNARTTI OMPATAI
CARRAL.

panki munnurn punarcci muraiyurak kiral
_ (Also PANKI MUNNURU PUNARCCI MARAIYURAKKORAL) A sub-situafion under the
AKAM theme PANKIVIRKUTTAM: the confidante

pankiyin

unarnta

etiralintumolital

cevili terruvorkku
Vide

cEvILi

INAIYAL

ENPORKKU ETIRALINTUMOLITAL.
pankiyirkuttam Vide TOLTyIRKUTTAM.
pankiyaiyarital (Also
situation under
PIRIVULIKKALANKAL:
of anxiety as he
through whom he
heroine.

VAYILPERRUYTAL) A subthe AKAM
theme
the hero being relieved
spots the confidante
is sure of meeting the

pankiyait talaivan palittal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme
hero condemning the
unhelpful attitude in
between him and the

PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the
confidante for her
arranging meetings
heroine.

pankiyait talaivi maraittal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: (as

the confidante tells the heroine of
having met the hero

her lover),

the

heroine denying that she has fallen for
him.

pankiyai munital Vide TALAIvI PANKITANNAI
MUNITAL.
pankiyotu narray pulampal Vide NarRAy
PANKIYOTU PULAMPAL.
pankiyotu varukenap

pakartal A sub-

telling the hero to have his own ways of

situation under the AKAM theme PANKIYIR-

meeting the heroine as he did earlier
(without her coming into the picture).

come with her confidante in future.
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panki vantontannotu nontu viniatal Vide
PANKI TALAIVANOTU NONTU VINATAL.

pacupatam

pankotu talaal Vide pANKARKOTTAM.

ayivuruttal A sub-situation under the aKaM

pacafianam Knowledge obtained through the
senses and the mind, dist. from pACUNANAM
and PATINANAM.

theme VARAIVITAIVAITTUP PORULVAYIR PIRITAL:

pacamA concept in CAIVACITTANTAM: bond or

panki

valampurikéttu

avanvaravu

the confidante on hearing the sounding

of the valampuri canku (the conch whose
spirals turn to the right) from the chariot
of the hero, inf orming the heroine of his

arrival.
panki varpuruttal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme KAvARpirivu: the confidante

impressing on the heroine the abiding
love of the hero.

the obstructive principle which hinders
the souls from finding release in union
with Civan, comprising three impurities,

(MUMMALAM) Viz., ANAVAM (matter eternally
encasing the soul till its final liberation),
KANMAM (load of results of past actions)
and MAyai (matter of three kinds, viz.,

vintu, mokini and mayéyam).
pacarai Encampment of an invading army;

panki vanpurai I. Vide TALAIMAKALAIP PANKI
ARRUVITTAL. 2. A sub-situation undér the
AKAM theme TGTiRprrivu: the confidante

war-camp.
pacarainilai A sub-situation under the puRAM

theme vANcrTTINArL the king remaining at

impressing the heroine with the sure

the war-camp even as the enemy

kings

return of the hero
mission of embassy.
under the aKAm theme
confidante assuring

turn submissive
hostility.

their

on fulfilling his
3. A sub-situation
PORULVAYIRPIRIVU: the
the heroine of the

return of the hero when his mission for

acquiring wealth is fulfilled.
panki vitutta] Vide TALAIVANAT PANKI VITUTTAL.
panki vilakkal Vide pANKI TALAIMAKANAIC

CELAVU VILAKKAL.
panki verivilakkal (Also veRIvILAKKAL) A subsituation under the AKAM theme
ARATTOTUNIRRAL: the confidante preventing
the dance of possession (by God

Murukan) of the priest from being
performed which was arranged by the
foster-mother.

panki vaikirul vituttalA sub-situation under
the AKAM theme UTANPOKKU:
the confidante
leaving the heroine with the hero for

elopement in the thick of darkness.
pankirkuattal Vide AyarruyTTAL.
௮ஆ
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abandoning

pacaraip pulampal/pacarai

mullai Vide

PERUNTINAL
pacarai murri mintu urvayin vanta talaivan
pakarkuc (parivotu) collal (molital) The
utterance of the hero to his charioteer,
having returned to his town after the end
of the hostilities.
pacinilai (Also nirccegu VILNTA PACI)
situation under the puram
ULINAITTINAL, the crushing defeat
enemy in an action at the moat

A subtheme
of an
of his

fortress inflicted by an invading army.
paciniAkku
mode of construing of a stanza
by which a number of independent
sentences are held together by a central
idea running through the whole.
pacupatam One of the six sects peripheral to
CAIVAM, Which does not recognise the

existence of ANAVAMALAM and holds that
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pacuraii cévittal
Civan entrusts the perfected soul with His

patal 1. Versifying, singing. 2. Song, lyric. 3.
Poem, poetry.

function.

pacuran cévittal To recite sacred poems
(Vaisnavism).
pacuram The hymns of ALvAR-s.
paiicarattiram A school extrinsic to CAIVAM -

patalperratalam Shrine sanctified by the
hymns of NAYANMAR-S. Cf, TIVVIYA TECAM.

patalvenriA puRAM sub-situation: the theme
of a songstress singing surpassingly well.

VAINAVAM, according to which Vacutevan

patarpayan Effect of a song.

is the Supreme Reality.

patantinai A ruRAM situation: praising a hero's
fame, power and munificence. Its AKAM
(AKAPPURAM) parallel is KAIKKILAI.

pancalaneri One of the intrinsic aspects of
excellence of poetic style marked by
characteristics

that

represent

a

compromise between those of VAITARUPPAner and those of KAUTANERI.
pattali ilakkiyam Proletarian literature.
Literary works that deal with working
classes and working-class life, mainly
focusing

on their economic

conditions,

with an underlying propagandist intent.

patanpattu A verse genre: poem praising a
hero's fame, valour, munificence, etc.,
panegyric poem.
patanavatam An intrinsic sect of CAIVAM

according to which the soul has ANAvaMALAM clinging to it even in the final state
and lying in a stone-like condition when
attaining salvation.
/

pattitaivaitta kurippu Vide urai2.

patikkotuttal To compose a poem.

pattiyal Treatise on poetic composition,

patiyakarar Author

dealing with various poetic genres,
mythical orientations to the origin of
letters, propriety in the use of letters,
correlation between prosodic features
and social orthodoxy, letters being
auspicious or inauspicious, etc.
pattutaittalaivan/pattunayakan Hero of a

of an elaborate

commentary.

patiyam An elaborate
CUTTIRAM.

commentary

on a

patini (Also ratuvicct) Songstress of the PANAR

social class.
patuporul Subject matter.
patuvicci Vide pATINI.

poem.
pattumatai
A series of songs sung at intervals
in dances.

pataiA secondary melody-type of the kuRINcI

patakaccirati panintapin irankal A sub-

pataippatal Kinds of poetic pieces used in

situation

under

the ‘AKAPPURAM

theme

PERUNTINAL the heroine's heart melting as
the hero falls at her feet with folded
hands.

class.
AKANATAKAM and PURANATAKAM.

pan |. Vide KALAMPAKAM. 2. A song. 3. Vide
PANAR.

patakamatakku Vide MATAKKANI.

pantarankam Dance as of Civan when he
destroyed the tiripuram, a class of KUTTU.

patapetam Variant reading of a text.

panti A melody-type known as takkéci.
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panpattu A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme TtuMpPaITTINAL bards
singing funeral songs in
warriors that fell fighting
af ter slaying the elephants

skilled at lute
honour of the
in a battlefield
of the enemy.

panmakan Man of the pANar social class.

panvaravuraittal A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM

theme

PERUNTINAI

the

confidante informing the heroine about
the coming of the minstrel-messenger of
the hero.
panar (Also PAN 3) An ancient class of bards

and rninstrels.
panar ilakkiyam

Bardic

literature,

declamatory or proclamatory in form and
content, often honouring or celebrating
a great person, group of people or place.
panan pulanturaittal A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the
minstrel, with the heroine's denial of
ingress to the hero, returnitig in grief.
panan varavuraittal A sub-situation under
the AKAM

theme

PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU:

the

confidante informing the heroine of the
arrival of the minstrel to bestir the hero
from sleep without knowing that the hero
has gone seeking courtesans.
pananvayil pakartal A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the

heroine sulking, the minstrel-singer
approaching her as the messenger of the

hero who has since returned from the
prostitutes.

patatikecam

panarruppatai |. A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme PATANTINAI: a minstrel directing
a fellow minstrel toa munificent patron. 2.
A kind of ARRUPPATAI

poem:

directing a fellow
munificent patron.

a minstrel

minstrel

to

a

paniA secondary melody-type of the MULLAI
class.
pattirat tanimoli Aside. A convention in
drama whereby a character onstage
addresses the audience to reveal some
inner thought or feeling that is presumed
inaudible to the other characters onstage
who might be in earshot.

Cf. TANIMOLI.

pattirappataippu Characterization. It refers:
to the various means by which an author
describes and develops the characters in
a literary work. E.M. Forster makes a
distinction between flat (ORUNILAI MANTAR)
and round (VALARNILAI MANTAR) characters.
Characters may also be divided into static

and dynamic characters. The former do
not change significantly over the course
of a work, while the latter change in
response to circumstance and experience.
pattiram Character.
patam Unit of metrical measure;

line of

stanza.

patamatakku Vide MATAKKANI. *
patamayakku |. Stanza whose lines are
capable of transposition. 2. A kind of
artificial stanza of four lines, the first
three of which are taken from works of
other poets while the last is composed
by the author.

pananvayil maruttal Vide TALAIVI PANANAI
MARUTTAL.
‘pananotu vekulutalA sub-situation under the

patatikécam
A verse genre: a poem describing

AKAM theme PARATTATYIRPIRIVU: the heroine
reprimanding the minstrel as he comes
entreating ingress to the hero.

the beauty of a protagonist in respect of
all the limbs from foot to head.
Cf. KECATIPATAM.
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paticamacceyyul
paticamacceyyul An ALAVALICCANTAM kind
marked by (i) balance of feet in the first
two lines, and the increase of a letter in
the last two lines. or (ii) balance of feet
and the increase of a letter in the first
two lines, and the balance of feet and
the reduction of a letter in the last two

lines, or (iii) balance of feet and the
reduction of a letter in the first two feet,
and the balance of feet and the reduction
of a letter in the last two feet, or (iv)
reduction and increase of letter in the
alternate lines.

paticamaviruttam An ALAVALICCANTAM kind
marked by (i) balance of feet in all the
four lines, and (ii) the reduction of letter
in the first two lines and the increase of
letter in the last two lines.
patippukkurru Vide coLLATAL KOTPATU.

patippumayai Affective fallacy. It is the error
of evaluating a poem by its effects upon
the reader. The affective fallacy has been
contested by reader-response criticism.
See VACAKAR ATIPPATAIT TIRANAYVU.
pafitu A sub-situation under the purAM theme
VETCITTINAL: describing the apportioning
of cows captured from an enemy among
the soldiers as directed by their chief.
panatakam Poetic theatre, poetic drama,
verse drama, dramatic verse, dramatic

payiram A commendatory introduction
in
verse to poetic
compositions.

and

grammatical

parppanappakkam The six-fold occupations
of a brahmin, viz., learning, instruction,

performing sacrifice, making others
perform

sacrifice,

liberality

and

accepting acts of liberality.
parppanamullai A sub-situation under the
PURAM

theme

VAKAITTINAL

a brahmin

bringing home the sense of impartiality
and justice in order to remove the enmity
of the warring kings.
,
parppanavakai A puRAM sub-situation
describing the greatness of a learned
brahmin
attained
through
the
performance of sacrifices.
parakaviyam Great epic.
parati Vide NATAKAVIRUTTI.
parattumuraittiranayvu Vide NALATTIRANAYVU.
parattetuttal A MeyPPATU pertaining to the
fourth phase of pre-marital love: the
heroine's (after the union) ecstactic
recollection and praise of the hero's love
for her and his attendant acts.
parayanam Ceremonial recitation or reading

of sacred books.
pal |. An akam

concept: fate, destiny. 2.

Classification

into

aKATTINAI

and

PURATTINAI. 3. Chapter. 4. Gender.

poetry.

pampatti A kind of (masquerade) dance.

palmullaiA pura sub-situation: theme of a
lover, who has married his lady-love,
praising the destiny that brought them
together.

pamaranatai Demotic, the unpretentious
style of a certain type of literary work,
marked by the associations, diction,
rhythms, and syntax of everyday speech.
Cf. PANTITANATAL

palvaraiteyvam Deity that metes out the
results of good and evil deeds.

pamalai Vide KAvIMALAL

palattanam Vide TANAM.
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palvakait tiranayvu Gender criticism, a type
of literary criticism that focuses on - and
critiques ~ gender as it is commonly
conceived, seeking to expose its
insufficiency as a categorizing device.

Gender critics reject the view that gender
is something natural or innate, arguing
instead that gender is a social construct,
a learned behaviour, a product of culture

and its institutions.
Gender criticism has also been
associated with feminist criticism, in that
gender critics draw heavily on feminist

theory and practice, even as they attack
many feminist concepts and claims such
as equating gender with sex, and gender
difference with sexual difference. See

also PENNIYAM and PENMAIYAT TIRANAYVU.

pavaikkuttu

palainilai A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme KANciTTinar describing the mood of
a widow who, intending to immolate
herself on her husband's funeral pyre,.
rebukes those who try to dissuade her.
palaippan (Also
melody-type.

pALAIYAL2)

A primary

palaiyal |. An indigenous stringed instrument
of the wasteland (PALA!). 2. Vide PALAIPPAN.
palaiyalttiram Vide pALAITTIRAM.
pavannam One of the specific sound features
of a verse (VANNAM): rhythm effected by

the use of a short line of one foot of a
word or a syllable (cogcir) im a
grammatical or prosodical or poetical
treatment.

paliyarpatimam Phallic image. Phallus is a
symbol or representation of the penis,
particularly when used to signify power.

pavikam The basic idea running through an

Freud identified the stage in which
children become interested in their own

of five lines, with the initial words of
the first four lines drawn from other

sexual organs as the phallic stage, a
normal stage in the development not only
of libidinal desire but also of human
subjectivity more generally.
palai 1. An axam concept one of the five-fold

description of landscape: wasteland.
2. An AKAM theme: separation of the hero
from the herome and the attendant
anguish of the latter, as appropriate to

epic or any narrative poem.
pavinpunarppu A kind of artificial stanza

poets.

ட

pavinreluntakilavi Vide urai 2.
pavinam The three auxiliary verse types, viz.,-

TURAI, TALICAI and viRUTTAM of the principal
verse classes AKAVAL, KALIPPA, VANCIPPA and

vena. (For descriptions, see the respective
entries on the principal verse classes)
pavai

(Also

pAvAIPPATTU)

A verse genre

the wasteland region. Its puRAM parallel

composed

is VAKAI. 3. A specific melody-type. 4. A

metre: virgin girls bathing 1n holy waters
(and singing) and praying for good
husbands,
rains
and
prosperity.
Cf. PAVAINONPU.

kind of lute. 5. A group of melodies, of
which there are seven classes, viz.,
CEMPALAI, PATUMALAIPPALAI, CEVVALIPPALAI,
ARUMPALAI, KOTIPPALAI,.MERCEMPALAI, and
VILARIPPALAI.
palaittiram (Also PALAIYALTTIRAM) Group of
secondary melodies of the PALAr class.

in IYARRARAVINAIK

KOCCAKAM

pavaikkuttu Dance as of Lakgsmi when She
assumed the form of KOLLIPPAVAI,
fascinated the acuRAR and made them fall
down insensible, a variety of KUTTU.
ம்
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pavainonpu:

pavaindnpu The observance with fasting and
worship by virgin girls. Cf. PAVAL
pavaippattu Vide ககா.
pavaiyatal |. Play with doll - a folk game. 2.
One
of the sections
in certain
PENPARPILLAITTAMIL works.
parporuttam Vide cEYYUTPORUTTAM.
picciyar Vide KALAMPAKAM.
pici (Also vituKavi 2) A literary type: a kind
of enigma in which an object or an idea
is indicated or evoked by the description
of something resembling it.

pitakam A Buddhist scripture.
pitivenri A PuRAM sub-situation: theme of a
dancer dancing in the manner of a cowelephant.
pintacdttiram cOTmRam mentioning a major
topic in a general way.
pintam A grammatical treatise comprising
cUTTIRAM, chapters and divisions one
within the other.
pini One of the sources of the mMEYPPATU,
ILIVARAL (ridicule): disease.

pintuciyatakam A variety of CITTIRAKKAVE
verse that has its contextual sense and
the metrical pattern intact even as a
consonant is left out in a word.
pintumati A kind of verse in which every
letter is followed by a consonant.
pipilikamattimam A quatrain in which the
lines are all of equal metrical length and
the letters of the first and the fourth lines
exceed those of the intermediate lines.

pirakaranappirakaranam A drama dealing
with ARAM, PORUL and INPAM.

pirakaranam
A drama dealing with araM and
PORUL.
pirakamiyam Vide ATTAMACITTI.
அஆ
a

இ௱உஊஎ௭
a

ஏஐ

ஓஓஓளஃக்ங ச்

piracdpattiyam |. A form of marriage which
consists in the gift of a girl by her father
to the bridegroom without receiving

bride-price from him. 2. A form of
marriage which consists in the gift of a
girl with property or other valuables
worth
double
the
bride-price
received. 3. A form of marriage which
consists in the gift of a girl to a proper

person of her maternal uncle's or paternal
aunt's family when a proposal is made.
piracdram Propaganda.
pirattaram Enumeration of all the possible
combinations of metrical syllables in a
given verse type.

pirattiyanikavani (Also viRALKOLANI) A figure
of speech in which one is described as
trying to injure a person or thing
resembling one's enemy when the enemy
himself cannot be injured.
piratififiai Vide ANUMANA URUPPU.

piratipalippukkolkai Theory of reflection.
piratimalai A stanza which begins with the
last word or syllable of another stanza, a
capping verse.
piratimukam Vide NATAKACCANTI.
piratiyiyal Textuality.
pirafipavani Vide rTARAVITARAVUVAMAI.
pirapaiicamuran Vide mMuRAN 2.
pirapatti The Vaisnava tradition of complete
surrender to God.
pirapantam Vide ciIRRILAKKIYAM.
piramaté yam Lands granted to brahmins free
of assessment.
piramam Marriage consisting in the gift by

a father of his daughter, aged twelve,
before her second menstruation, adored
with jewels, to a bachelor of forty-eight,
ஞ்ட்ண்த்
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learned in the Védas, one of eight kinds

of MANAM.
piramana apacam Fallacy, unsound
reasoning, of which there are eight kinds,
viz., CUTTUNARVU (knowledge of the mere
existence of a thing without knowing its
nature), TIRIYAKKOTAL (mistaking one

object for another), ArvAKKATCI (perception
too dim to decide whether a thing is this

or that), TERATUTELITAL (mistaking one
object for another without investigation)

tind.
pirital An AKAM concept: the motif of
separation appropriate to the PALAI tract.
Cf: Pirrvu.
pirintamaikural 1. A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PORULVAYIRPIRIVU: the
confidante informing the heroine of the
parting of the hero for earning wealth.
2. Vide TALAIVIKKU AVANCELAVUNARTTAL.
3.

(speaking of nofi-existent things),
UNARNTATAIUNARTTAL (réstating an existing

TALAIMAKATKUNARTIAL.

piramanacceyyul A stanza in which there
occur KURU and Laku evenly ina balanced
order.
piramanam (Logic) means of acquiring
certain knowledge, being ten, viz.,
KANTALI or KATCI 4 (perception as a mode
of proof); ANUMANAM or KARUTAL2
(inference), AKAMAM (Scriptures believed
to be revealed by God), UVAMANAM
(analogy), ARUTTAPATTI (assumption of
something to account for another thing
which is otherwise unaccountable) aPAVAM
(non-existence or negation), IYALPU
(understanding from the context), AITIKAM
(tradition coming down in common
speech), mitcr 2 (recovering an aspect not

known from what is stated) and ULLANERI
(knowing of the existence of one thing
from the activity of another).

piratti Vide atTAMACCITTI.
piramanamayamatal Sanskritization.
pirayticam Freudism, the technique of
psychoanalysis, pioneered by Sigmund
௮ஆ

31

Freud that focusses on the study of
literature from the standpoint of its
relationship to its author's or reader's

KANTUNARAMAI (cautious wisdom hot going
with the knowledge of objects), 1LvALAKKU

truth) and nivarppu (fallacious reasoning
based on hearsay).

a

pirinticai akaval netilvannam

இ
5

உஊ௭
1

7]

மம்

Vide

TUNAIVAYIRPIRINTAMAI

pirinticai A rhythm in verse: split units
(divers) rhythm.
pirinticai akaval itaivannam One of the
specific sound features ‘of a verse
(VANNAM): overall split-units rhythm (like
the neighing of a large horse, the crying

of a cow, and the intermittent single and
double beats of a drum) with rippling
sound (like the whirl in water and the
whirling of the wind) effected by the
dominance of medials.
pirinticai akaval kurilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall split-units rhythm (like
the neighing of a large horse, the crying
‘of a cow,.and the intermittent single and
double beats of a drum) with rippling
sound (like the whirl in water and the
whirling of the wind) effected by the
dominance of short vowels.
. pirinticai akaval netilvannam One of the

specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAW): overall
the neighing of a
of a cow, and the
double beats of

split-units rhythm (like.
large horse, the crying
intermittent single and
a drum) with rippling

ஏஐ.ஒஓஓளஃக்ங்
ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந் ப்ம்ய் ர் ல்வ்
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pirinticai akaval melivannam

sound (like the whirl in water and the __ pirinticai olukal netilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
whirling of the wind) effected by the

dominance of long vowels.
pirinticai akaval melivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall split-units rhythm (like
the neighing of a large horse, the crying

of a cow, and the intermittent single and
double beats of a drum) with rippling
sound (like the whirl in water and the
whirling of the wind) effected by the

dominance of nasals.
pirinticai akaval valivannam One of the
specific sound
(vANNAM): overall
the neighing of a
of a cow, and the
double beats of

features of a verse
split-units rhythm (like
large horse, the crying
intermittent single and
a drum) with rippling

sound (like the whirl in water and the
whirling of the wind) effected by the
dominance of plosives.

pirinticai olukal itaivannam One of the
specific

sound

features

of a verse

{VANNAM): overall split-units rhythm (like
the neighing of a large horse, the crying
of a cow, and the intermittent single and

(VANNAM): overall split-units rhythm (like

the neighing of a large horse, the crying

of a cow, and the intermittent single and
double beats of a drum) with a smooth

even flow (like the flowing of water and
the blowing of wind) effected by the
dominance of long vowels.
pirinticai olukal melivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall split-units rhythm {like
the neighing of a large horse, the crying

of a cow, and the intermittent single and
double beats of a drum) with a smooth

even flow (like the flowing of water and
the blowing of wind)
dominance of nasals.

effected by the

pirinticai olukal valivannam One of. the
specific

sound

features

of a verse

(vANNAM): overall split-units rhythm (like
the neighing of ‘a large horse, the crying
of a cow, and the intermittent single and
double beats of a drum) with a smooth

even flow (like the flowing of water and
the blowing of wind) effected by the

double beats of a drum) with a smooth

dominance of plosives.

even flow (like the flowing of water and

pirinticaikkural Vide Acaryati.

the blowing of wind) effected by the

pirinticaittullal A kind of rhythm peculiar

dominance of medials.

to KALI verse: jumping rhythm caused due

pirinticai olukal kurilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse

(VANNAM): overall split-units rhythm (like
the neighing of a large horse, the crying

to the mixture of KALITTALAt and others,
i.e., odd combinations
of simple ending

trisyllabic feet and other combinations.

pirinticaittiinkal A kind of rhythm peculiar

of a cow, and the intermittent single and

to vANCI verse: sleeping rhythm

double beats of a drum) with a smooth

due to the mixture of vaNcrrtaLai and

even flow (like the flowing of water and

others, i.e., even and odd combinations

the blowing of wind) effected by the

of complex ending trisyllabic feet and
other combinations.
se

dominance of short vowels.

அஆ
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pitinticai vallicai netilvannam

pirinticai mellicai itaivannam One of the

pirinticai mellicai valivannam One of the

of’ a‘ verse

specific sound features of a verse
(vANNAM): overall split-units rhythm (like

specific

sound

features

(VANNAM): overall split-units rhythm (like
the neighing of a largé horse, the crying
of a cow, and the intermittent single and

the neighing of a large horse, the crying

double beats of a drum) with a soft flow

double beats of a drum) with a soft flow
(like the gait of a swan, the soft low
sound of a drum and the walking on sand)
effected by the dominance of plosive

of a cow, and the intermittent single and-

(like the gait of a swan, the soft low
sound of a drum and the walking on sand)
effected by the dominance of medial
consonants.

consonants.

pirinticai mellicai kurilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(vanNnam): overall split-units rhythm (like

pirinticaivannam One of the specific sound

features in verse (VANNAM): overall split-

the neighing of a large horse, the crying
of a cow, and the intermittent single and

units rhythm, being of twenty subclasses. (For description of each class,
see headwords beginning PIRINTICAN).

double beats of a drum) with a soft flow
(like the gait of a swan, the soft low

pirinticai vallicai itaivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse

sound of a drum and the walking on sarid)
effected

by the dominance

vowels.

(ANNAM): Overall split-units rhythm (like

of short

the neighing of a large horse, the crying

.

of a cow and the intermittent single and

pirinticai mellicai netilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAN): overall split-units rhythm (like
the neighing of a large horse, the crying
ofa cow, and the intermittent single and

double beats of a drum) witha hard flow
(like the twisting of iron wire or leather
into ropes and the rolling of a stone over
another
stone)
effected
by
the
dominance of medial consonants.

double beats of a drum) with a soft flow

pirinticai vallicai kurilvannam One of the

(like the gait of a swan,

the soft low

specific sound features of a verse
(vANNam): overall split-units rhythm (like

sound of a drum and the walking on sand)
effected
vowels.

by the dominance

of Iong

the neighing of a large horse, the crying
of a cow and the intermittent single and
double beats of a drum) with a hard flow

pirinticai mellicai melivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall split-units rhythm (like
the neighing of a large horse, the crying

(like the twisting of iron wire or leather
into ropes and the rolling of a stone over

another

double beats of a drum) with a soft flow
(like the gait of a swan, the soft low
sound of a drum and the walking on sand)
effected by the dominance of nasal

sounds.
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stone)

effected

by

the

dominance of short sounds.

of a cow, and the intermittent single and

pirinticai vallicai netilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse

(vANNAM): overall split-units rhythm (like
the neighing of a large horse, the crying
of a cow and the intermittent single and
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pirinticai vallicai melivannam

double beats of a drum) with a hard flow
(like the twisting of iron wire or leather
into ropes and the rofling of a stone over
another stone) effected by the
dominance of long sounds,

pirinticai vallicai melivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall split-units rhythm (like

the neighins of a large horse, the crying
of a cow and the intermittent single and

double beats of a drum) witha hard flow
(like the twisting of iron wire or leather
into ropes and the rolling of a stone over
another
stone)
effected
by the
dominance of nasal sounds.

pirinticai vallicai valivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall split-units rhythm (like
the neighing of a large horse, the crying
of a cow and the intermittent single and
double beats of a drum) with a hard flow
(like the twisting of iron wire or leather
into ropes and the rolling of a stone over
another
stone)
effected
by the

_ dominance of plosive consonants.
pirintu varukenralA sub-situation under the
AKAM theme 1vARKArPppuNARCCE the hero
telling the heroine that he would be
returning to her after a brief separation.

pirinilai navirciyani Vide NIRUTTIYA-LANKARAM.

pirimolic cilétai Vide ciLEtar 1.
piriyénenral (Also PIRIVUNARTTAL) A sub-

situation under the AKAM theme IYARKAIPpunarccr as the heroine grieves at the
prospect of the hero leaving her, his
assurance to her that he would not part

from her.
pirivarumaikuri varaivukatatal A subsituation under the AKAM theme PANKIYIR

KUTTAM: the confidante, as she speaks of
the need for marriage, to be heard by the
hero remaining by the hedge-side,

referring to the difficulty of the heroine
to bear separation (with the millet having
been harvested and the meetings having
become scarce).
pirivarramai |. A MeypPATU pertaining to the
undistressed state (leading to marital
love): the heroine's inability to bear the
pain of separation. 2. An AKAM concept.
separation from the hero being unbearable.

pirivarramai karmicaivaittalA sub-situation
under the AKAM theme VENTARKU
URRULIPPIRIVU: the heroine, in separation
from the hero being troubled at the

advent of the rainy season, thinking that
this season would make the hero, now on
his mission, think of her and distract his
attention from his duty.

piriporul corrotarA defect in composition
which consists in each line having an
isolated meaning without a unified
meaning of the stanza.

pirivitaiyarral A sub-situation under the

piriporu] corrotar amaiti A poetic license

pirivu An AKAM concept: separation of the

which allows PrripoRUL CORROTAR in the
appropriate contexts, such as the
utterance of the intoxicated.

hero from the heroine, being of several
kinds, viz., OTARPIRIVU, VENTUVINAIPPIRIVU, or
VENTARKURRULIPPIRIVU, PORULVAYIR-PIRIVU,

Piriporul totarmolikkurram A defect in
versification.
AWMAreweeggeggrir.
a

a

AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the heroine,
with her features of loveliness withering,
enduring the separation of the hero.

PAKAIPPIRIVU, TUTIRPIRIVU and KAVARPIRIVU.

Cf, PIRITAL.
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pirivu arivittal Vide
TALAIMAKANTANNAL
TALAIMAKATKUNARTTAL.

KAVARKUPPIRIVU
UNARNTA
TOLI

pirivukdral Vide TALAIMAKANAL UNARNTA TOLI

TALAIMAKATKU UNARTTAL.
pitivukéttu irankalA sub-situation under the
AKAM theme KAVARPIRIVU: the grieving of
the heroine when informed of the
parting of the hero.
pirivucuram A verse genre: poem ‘on

the

patient waiting of the heroine in
separation from the hero, an evolution
of the MULLAI poems of AKATTINAL

pirivutanpatuttal A sub-situation under

which is taken to be a child, with its ten

stages being celebrated, which falls into
two kinds, viz., ANPAR PILLAITTAMIL (male
child as protagonist) and PENPAR
PILLAITTAMIL (female child as protago-nist).
Among the ten stages, seven are common
for both. They are: KAPPUP-PARUVAM

(invocation of gods to protect the child
in about the second month of its birth),

CENKIRAIPPARUVAM (the child lifting its
head and nodding in about the fifth
month like the motion of the greens in
the breeze), TALAPPARUVAM

(lulling the

child in the cradle with songs), CAPPANIPPARUVAM (the child beginning to clap its

VARAIVITAIVAITTUP PORULVAYIR PIRITAL: the hero
getting the confidante agree to‘his

hands), MUTTAPPARUVAM (the kisses of the:

séparation for earning wealth for

(calling on the child to come in endearing

marriage.
pirivunarttal Vide PrRIvENENRAL.
pirivu ninaivuraittal f. Vide TALAIMAKANPIRIVU
TOLI TALAIMAKATKU UNARTTAL.2. Vide

OTARKUPPIRIVU TALAIMAKAN TANNAL UNARNTA
TOLI TALAIMAKATKU UNARTTAL.

pirivolikkalankal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme IYARKAIPPUNARCCE the hero

being distressed as the heroine departs
after the union.
Ppirivulimakijcci A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme IYARKAIPPUNARCCE the hero

being exulted at the features of the
heroine as she departs after union.
pirélikai A kind. of composition which
comprises riddles.
pilaittor tankum kaval A sub-situation under

the AKAPPURAM theme VAKArTTINAL the rule
of safeguarding the interests of those
who have misbehaved.
pillaikkavi |. (Also PILLAITTaMIL and PILLAIPpATTU) A verse genre, the protagonist of
அஆ

4

pillaikkavi
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child being sought),

VARUKAIPPARUVAM

terms), AMPULIPPARUVAM (the moon being
called on to play with the child). The
remaining three are different for ANPAR
PILLAITTAMIL and PENPAR PILLAITTAMIL. For the

former they are: CIRRILCITAITTALPARUVAM (the
male child being requested not to trample
on the toy houses of sand of the girls in
play), CIRUPARAIKOTTAL PARUVAM (the male

child playing the small drums for
entertainment) and CIRUTERPPARUVAM (the
male child playing the toy chariot). For
PENPAR

PILLAITTAMIL

these

stages

are:

“KALANKUPPARUVAM (the female child
playing the KALANKu ball game),
AMMANAIPPARUVAM (the female child
playing the AMMANAI game), NIRATAR
PARUVAM (bathing as sport in ponds or
rivers) and GCARPARUVAM (the female child

being rocked on a swing); the first two
of these three stages have the alternatives,.
Viz., CIRRIL ILAITTALPARUVAM (the female
child building toy houses of sand) and
CIRUCORU AKKALPARUVAM (the female child
ஞ்ட்ண்த்
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pillaittamil!

cooking toy food of sand). 2. A poet who

contemplation of Heavenly beauty in

composes poems in imitation of the
standard works already existing in
literature.

God.

pillaittamil Vide pu,1,ArkKAvi |.
pillaittelivuA sub-sityation under the puRAM
theme KARANTAITTINAL describing the dance
of a young warrior, exultant at the wounds

he received in battle.

AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: having left the
heroine

at home,

the confidante

going

to the hero and getting to keep him off
from night trysts in future.

pirappu A formula of a foot of NrRArvAcAI

pillainilai A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme KARANTAITTINAL theme describing the
courageous spirit shown by warriors’

followed by NERACAI ending in u,
occurring as the last foot of a vENPA.

Cf. KACU.

children though they have never been to

pirappu mulavalu Genetic fallacy.

battle.

piraporul vaippani (Also VERRUP PORUL-

pillaippattu Vide PrLLaIkKav 1.

vaAIPPANI) A figure of speech in which a

pillaippeyarcci 1. A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme KARANTAITTINAL describing the
march, in spite of evil omens, of a
youthful warrior to battle and the meed
of praise he receives from the king. 2.
(Also PILLAIYATTU) A sub-situation under
the PURAM theme KARANTAITTINAL a
victorious king being bestowed the

kingdom to the accompaniment of drums.
pillaiyattu Vide PiLLalrreyARcci 2.
pillaivalakku A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme VETCITTINAL gifting milch
cows
generously
to
those
that
prognosticate by omens the right time
for the seizure of the enemy's cows.

piléttonik katal Platonic love, a philosophy
of love in which the lover sees the beauty
of the body of his beloved as only the
outer manifestation of a moral and

spiritual beauty of the soul which in turn
is rayed out from the absolute beauty of
the one God himself. The platonic lover
regards the bodily beauty of his love as
the lowest rung on the ladder that leads
“up from sensual desire to the pure
A®WAvreatrgR_zeggr
a

pircenru iraivanai varavuvilakkal (Also
VARAVUVILAKKAL) A sub-situation under the

a

no &mMr

particular notion is substantiated by a
universal axiom.
pitaporulvaipput tataimoli (Also vERRuPPORULVILAKKU) A figure of speech and a
sub-class of TATAIMOLIYANI in which a
particular notion being substantiated by
a general notion is sought to be

repudiated of its particularity through the
same general notion. e.g. There is no state
that does not come under the sovereignty

of king Cayatunkan; there is no object
that does not come within the canvass of
the sky. In this figure of speech, viz.,
VERRUPPORUL VAIPPANI, PIRAPORULVAIPPUTTATAIMOLI Operates as the sovereignty of
the king being seen to be within the
canvass of the sky.
pirartam

matamérkontu

kalaital Vide

MATAM 2.

pirar nurkurram kattal Vide matam 2.

pirar vardivunarttal Vide AYALURAI URAITTU
VARAIVUKATATAL.

pirar varaivu vilakkuvittal/pirar vilakkuvittal/pira vilakkwvittal A sub-situation
Glas
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under the AKAM theme VARAITAL VETKAE the
_heroine telling her confidante to
dissuade the hero from coming for secret
love union, informing him that others are
coming with proposal of marriage to her.

pinnavinattuvam

piritumolital Vide ofTAn.

pifitotupatan tanmatam kolal Vide MaTAM 2.
piraitolukenral A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme NANANATTAM: the confidante’s
understanding of the union between the

piravani A figure of speech in which it is
stated that there are loftier things of
ornamentation
than the material
ornaments.

pirankolkural Vide vir.
pirankolkiri maruttal / pirankol maruttal
A defect in composition: deviation
arising from bringing in the views of

hero and the heroine getting confirmed

through the heroine's acts such as not
praying to the crescent moon (for a
virtuous husband).

pinkalanittuvat tiranayvu Postcolonial
criticism. A type of cultural criticism

others to bear on a literary composition.

(PANPATTIYAL TIRANAYVU) involving the
analysis of literary texts produced in
countries and cultures that have come

piranmanait tuyinramai virali kural A sub-

under the control of European colonial

situation under the AKAPPURAM theme

powers at some point in their history.
More broadly, it refers to the study of
cultural groups, practices and discourses

PERUNTINAL the songstress telling of the
hero visiting other prostitutes also.

piranutanpattatu tanutampatutal Vide urri.
piranunmutintatu tanutanpatutal Vide urrr.
piritaraycciyani (Also vieAvaNarvant) A figure
of speech in which the effects are
represented as taking place, though their
usual causes are absent, the kinds of
which are VERORUKARANA OF AYARKARANA
VIPAVANAI and IYALPU VIPAVANAI.
piritigkunam peralani Vide TaRKUNAVANI.
piritinkunam

peramaiyani A figure of

in the colonized world.
pintérkkuravai A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme TUMPAITTINAL dancing of
minstrel women along with the warriors
behind the chariot of the king. 2. A subSituation under the puRAM theme
VAKAITTINAL dancing of minstrel women
along with the warriors behind the chariot
of the king.
pinnavinattuvam Postmodernism (sometimes

called atinavinattuvam); it refers to certain

speech in which an object 1s described as

radically experimental
works of
literature and art produced after World
War II. It highlights the alienation of
mdividuals and the meaninglessness of

not being coloured, modified or
informed by the character of some other
object though related to it.
piritin navirciyani Vide PARIYAYAVANI.

human existence. Postmodernists attempt

piritupatu tuvitapanki Vide ranxi.
piritupatupattu A variety of CITTIRAKKAVI: a

to break away from

experimentation
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literary

devices, forms and styles, such as
antmovel (ETIRPPUTINAM) and free verse
(PUTUKKAVITAI) forms. They argue that
literary language is its own reality, not a,

verse taking the form of another one by
varying the positional agreement of
sound features (TOTA!) and line, but
retaining the word and the sense.
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pinpanikkalam
means
of
representing
reality.
Postmodernist critical schools include

pinvarunilaiyani/pinvaruvilakkani (Also

deconstruction (ULLIYAL ANUKUMURAD),

the same expression or only the sense
thereof. or both are repeated to heighten

whose
practitioners
explore
the
undecidability of texts, and cultural
criticism (PANPATTIYAL TIRANAYVU), Which
erases the boundary between "high" and
"low" cultures. The foremost theorist of
postmodernism is Fran'Cois Lyotard, best
known for his book The Postmodern

Condition (1979).
Postmodernists,

while

sharing with

their modernist precursors the goal of
breaking away from tradition and
experimenting with new literary forms,
devices, and styles, revolt, against a
certain modernist tendency towards
elitist "high art", and make a concerted
effort to appeal to popular culture. In
India, it has come to define the
expression as well as the socio-cultural

mores and sensibilities of such socially,
economically and politically suppressed
classes as the dalits and the women. See
also PENNIYAM and TALITTTYAM.
pinpanikkalam Vide MUTARPORUL.
pinpani ninaintu irankal A sub-situation
under

the AKAM

theme

VENTARKURRULIP

PiRIvu: the hero, away from the heroine,
grieving at the advent of the season of
late dew.
pinmutukuvenpa
A kind of venpa verse which
has a quick-flowing rhythm in the last
two lines. Cf. MUNMUTUKUVENPA.

pinmurantotai Antithesis marking the second
and the last feet of a line in a verse.
piamonai A kind of MONA! in which the
second foot and the last foot of a line of
verse alliterate.
AWMG@r2zagrg
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Mitciyani) A figure of speech in which
the effect, being of three kinds, viz.,

CORPINVARUNILAIYANI (repetition of the same
word with different meanings),
PORULPINVARUNILAIYANI (repetition of the

same idea in ‘different forms of
expression) and CORPORUL,PINVARUNILAL-YANI
(repetition of a word in several places of
a verse with the same meaning).

pinnani

Setting. The combination of the

place, historical time, and social milieu

that provides the general background for
the plot and characters of a literary work.
Most often, setting plays a crucial role
in determining the atmosphere of a work

(மேய)
pinnatuniruttal Vide utTr.

pinnalapetai Mode of versification in which
the second and the fourth feet of a line
take elongations (ALAPETAI).

pinnal netuntakai kuriyitamvantu nitu
ninaintu irankal / pinnal netuntakai
kurivayin nitucenru irahkal A subsituation under the AKAM theme PAKARKURI
rraryrru: the hero being disspirited, having

waited in vain at the place of day-tryst
for long.
pinninaippu Vide aNUeANTAM.
pinniyaipu
A mode of versification in which
thé second and the fourth feet of a line
have the agreement of the final forms,
beginning from the last (rvaipuTToTal).
pinnilai muyaral A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the heroine
entreating the hero to help her get the

features of her loveliness restored.
Gias
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pingurai Epilogue. The concluding section
of a work, often requesting the
appreciation of the audience and kind
reviews from critics. It is also called
mutippurai. Cf. MUNNURAL,

pintetukai A mode of versification in
which the second and the fourth feet
of a line have second-letter agreement
(ETUKAITTOTAI).
pinnokku utti Flashback. Cf. MuNNOKKU UTTI.
pukal oppumaikkittam
COLLANIL

Vide uTANILAIC

pukalccimalaiA verse genre: panegyric ona
heroine in vANCIPPA verse intermixed with
AKAVAL afid KALIPPA lines. Cf. NAMAMALAI.

pukaltal 1. A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme rvARKAIPPUNARCCE the hero praising
the beauties of the heroine. 2. A sub-

Situation

under

the

AKam

theme

ITANTALAIPPATU: the hero praising the
heroine after the sexual union. 3. A subsituation under the akam theme PANKARKUTTAM: the hero praising the-charms of
the heroine after the sexual union. 4. A
sub-situation under the AkAmM theme
. PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero praising the
heroine after the sexual union. 5. A subsituation under the AKAM theme RAVUKKURI
the hero praising the heroine after the

sexual union during night tryst.
pukaltaluvamai A figure of speech and a
sub-class of UVAMAr simile in which the
UPAMANAM (vehicle) is praised and the
UPAMEYAM (tenor) left bare.

punarccimakiltal

pukalmarrani Vide NINTATTUTIYANL

pukalmai Vide Icamat.
pukalvatin ikaltalani Vide IKALAVIKALCCI.

pukalappukalcciyani Vide ninTATTUTIYANI.
pukaluvamaiA figure of speech and a subclass of UVAMAI:
comparison being

the standard
added epithets

of
of

praise.
pukumukam purital A meypraTu pertaining
to the first phase of pre-marital love:
desire of a maiden that her lover should
return her gaze, when they meet each
other for the first time.

putporuttam A kind of cEyYUTPORUTTAM:
finding harmony between the letters in
the name of the hero, and the five birdsvulture, owl, king-crow, stork and
peacock going with the five short
vowels.
putainul Vide NOL.
punkilitta mutiyum maram
A sub-situation
under the puRAM theme KANciTTINAr the
heroic deed where one kills oneself by
tearing his wound.
punnotu varutal A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme KARANTAITTINAL the soldiers

returning with grievous wounds through
valorous fighting of a great note with
the enemy soldiers who had seized the

cattle.

—

punarcci (Also PUNARTAL) |. Vide KALAVI. 2. Vide

KALAVIYIN MAKILTAL.

pukalntanar paraval A sub-situation under
the puRAM theme PATANTINar falling at the
feet of God with a view to attaining the
given goal.

punarccitunital A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme IvARKAIPPUNARCCE (realizing the
providential nature of the heroine falling
for him) the hero inténding to have union
with the heroine.

pukalporuluvamai/pukalporuloppani Vide
"TTARAVITARAVUVAMAI.

punarccimakiltal
An akam concept the lovers
rejoicing in the embrace.
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punarceimalai
punarccimalai Vide TANTAKAMALAIL

punarcciyuraittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme NANANATTAM: the confidante

telling the heroine about her knowledge

of the union between the hero and the

instead on parallelism, repetition, and the
ordinary cadences and stresses of

everyday discourse.
putuc corporu! Neologism, a new word or

phrase that has beeti coined :to express
economically a, meaning not conveyed

heroine.
punarcciyin makiltal Vide 1varmaL.
punarccivitumpal An akaM concept longing
for loving embrace.
punartal Vide PUNARCCI.

.

punarntutan varuvéraip porunti vinaval
Vide KALANTUTAN VARUVORKKANTU KETTAL.
punarntuliyunmai A MeypPATu pertaining to
the undistressed state (leading to marital
love): the heroine taking the ecstasy of
union undistorted.

by. any single word in the dictionary.
pututtirandyvu Vide NAVINATTIRANAYVU. <
putumanutavatam New humanism. The
twentieth century American movement

that argues for a return to a primarily.
humanistic education, and to a view of.
moral and literary values based Jargely

on classical literature.
putumai One of the sources of the MEYPPATU,
MARUTKAI (wonder): novelty.
putumaiveétkaivatam

Avant- garde,

a

punarmilaiyani Vide UTANNAVIRCIYANL

radically

punarvu One of the sources of the MEYPPATU

movement in art and poetry challenging

experimental

modernist

the ideological assumptions of the post-

rejoicing: sexual union.
punaravirakkam A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme KAIKKILAL lover grieving

at heart on account of his inability to
have union with his beloved.
putalvanmelvaittup pulavitirtal A subsituation under the AKAM
theme
PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the ending of the lovequarrel between the hero and the heroine

through their infant son.
putiya cevviyarkalam Neoclassical period.
putinam Vide NAVAL.

War contemporary society.
putaipanuval Sub-text. Pressure behind
words, the unspoken and the implied in
the text.
putaivativam Langue. Introduced: by
Ferdinand de Saussure, it refers to the

language native people use in their
brains when

thinking and conceptua-

lizing, which he distinguishes from
parole (pEccu) the language people use
when they are actually speaking. -

puyavakuppu/puyam Vide KALAMPAKAM.

putu alai eluttu New wave writing.
putukkavitai Free verse. It comes from the

puratcikkavifian Radical poet.

French vers libre, literally meaning "free
verse". It lacks a regular metre, does not

puravalan (Also VALLAL) Prakeckor
liberal person.

rhyme, and uses irregular (and sometimes

puravalan térral Vide TALAIVAN TERRAL.

very short) line lengths. Writers of free
verse disregard traditional poetic

puranakkatai Mythic tale. A traditional

conventions of rhyme and metre, relying
அஆஇஈஉளணஎ௭ஏஐ.ஒஓ
aa

லள

patron;

anonymous story, originally religious i in
nature, told
by a particular cultural group
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in order to explain a natural or cosmic

phenomenon.

pulampittonral A meyppaTu pertaining to the
sixth phase of pre-marital love: the
heroine wearing a look of distress in
loneliness.

It offers supernatural

explanations for such a phenomenon. It

_ also includes stories chronicling the
- adventures of gods and other super-

pularntapin

natural forces, especially stories about

IRANKAL) A sub-situation under the AKAM

Cf. PALAMARAPUK KATAL

theme IRAVUKKURI ITAIYiTU: the heroine

|. A literary genre: epic like

(misled by the occurrence of a casual sign
and not meeting the hero) returning home

composition of legendary tales. 2: Vide
ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

in the morning and looking distressed at

purikku A feature of ALAVALICCANTAM, marked
by.a balanced occurrence of feet but with
an additional letter.

the trysting spot where the union has not
taken place.

pulavar Learned persons (and compositions)

purivilpukalcciyani A figure of speech:
indirect or veiled eulogy.
purusarttam Vide URUTIPPORUL.

of four classes, viz., 1. KAvI [poet, versifier,
poem, verse, being of four kinds
(NARKAVI), Viz., ACUKAVI also known as

,

KATUNKAVI and CAMUTTI (extempore
composition), CITTIRAKKAVI also known as

puraiyaran telital A meyppAtu pertaining to
1,, the undistressed state (leading to marital
love): the heroine
realizing the
virtuousness of family life as meets her

ARUNKAVI and MIRAIKKAVI (metrical
composition fitted into fanciful figures;

a kind of pattern poetry in which lines,

nature.
pullavalkkai vallanpakkam Vide vALLAN

syllables, or words are arranged to
represent a physical object), MATURAKAVI
also known as INKAVI (sublime ideas
couched in mellifluous language) and
VITTARAKKAVI also known as AKALAKKAVI and

MULLAI.
pulantavanpotal Vide TALAIVAN PULANTU POTAL.
pulantu kiral Asub-situation under the AKAM

‘PERUNKAVI (lengthy composition on a

‘theme KURAINAYAPPUKKURAL: (the heroine's
open acceptance of the truth of her love
.for the hero not forthcoming), the
confidante getting angry with the
heroine.
.

single theme)], 2. KAMAKAN (one who by
his wide studies, literary training and,
keenness of intellect, is able to expound
even such works as he had not read
before, to the satisfaction of learned
scholars), 3. vAtr (scholar who by
'adducing
reasons
and
quoting

pulampal |. A verse genre: poem on the
yearning for something, distress over
unfulfilled desires, grief over a loss, etc.
2. Dirge. A song or poem of grief that

may be sung at a
written

authorities confutes the statements of his
opponent and establishes his own) .and
4. VAKKI (poet skilled at composing poems,

funeral and that is

to commemorate

or lament

on the four PURUSARTTAM).

_ someone's death. It is short, less formal
and is usually represented as a text to be
sung.
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pulavararruppatai |. A sub-situation under
the PURAM theme PATANTINAL theme of a

Cf. KAIYARUNILAI.
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irankal.(Also VARUNKALAM ‘TALAIVIKANTU

their feuds and encounters with mortals.
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pulavararruvalakkam

poet, recipient of the blessings of God/
bounty of a patron, directing the fellow

poets in the direction of the blessings of
Godft that patron. 2. Akind of ARRUPPATAL
(theme of a poet, recipient of the bounty
of a patron directing a fellow poet to that
patron).
pulavararruvalakkam Vide PULANERI VALAKKAM.

pulavaréttum puttélnatu A PuRAM subsituation: the Heaven sought by men who
have conquered their senses.
pulavi An AKAM theme: sulking on flimsy

grounds; feigning reserve.
pulavi porulakattonriya patanpattuA subsituation under the PURAM

theme

PATAN-

TINAL woman, sulking, saying that she will
not embrace the hero.

pulaviyutpulampalA sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the heroine

bewailing an extended sulkiness.
pulan |. One of the sources of the MEYPPATU,

uvakai (happiness): sense-pleasures. 2. An

aspect of elegance in poetry (VANAPPU):
verses in the language of common folk
or colloquial standard, a ceyyuLugupru.

pulan valuvamaiti,
Synaesthesia. A
psychological process whereby one kind
of sensory stimulus evokes the subjective’
experience of another. It refers to the
practice of associating two or more

different senses in the same image (such
as 'red hot coal’ implies both cotour (sight)
and heat (touch).
pulima A formula of metrical foot of the
pattern nirai-ner.
pulimankaniA formula of metrical foot of
the pattern nirai-nér-nirai.

pulimankayA formula of metrical foot 6f
the pattern nirai-nér-nér.
pulimantannilalA formula of metrical foot
of the pattern nirai-nér-nér-nirai.
pulimantanpu A formula of metrical foot
of the pattern nirai-nér-nér-nér.

pulimanarunilalA formula of metrical foot
of the pattern nirai-nér-nirai-nirai.
pulimanarumpu A formula of metrical foot
of the pattern nirai-nér-nirai-nér.
pura ayvuneri Extrinsic approach to the’
study of literature. It emphasizes the

causal methods of literary interpretation.

3. Vide UYTTALIL PORUNMAI. 4. Vide
VATTARUPPANERI.

The advocates of extrinsic criticism
argue that a work of art is the product of
the individual creator, the institutional

pulanaricirappu A sub-situation under the

life of man, the collective expertence of

PURAM theme VETCITTINAL a king specially
rewarding spies on their giving useful
information abeut the enemy's country.

seek to study literature in the light of
social context and its antecedents,

pulanunarvu

Sense,

capacity

for

appreciation.
pulanunarvut tiranayvo Perceptive criticism.
pulanerivalakku Literary usage or convention
representing an imaginative blend of

idealism and worldly realism. Cf. uLAKIvALVALAKKU and NATAKAVALAKKU.
௮ஆ
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human mind and the spirit of time. They

account for it, explain it and reduce it to
its origins.

purakkuttu A dance based on non-inward
elements. Cf. AKAKKUTTU.
puraccamayam Schools extrinsic to CAIvAM,
six

in

number,

viz.,

l. TARUKKAM,

2. MIMAMCAI, 3. EKANMAVATAM, 4. YOKAM,
5. CANKIYAM and 6. PANCARATTIRAM.
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puraccol.(Drama) what is spoken aloud.

puranattucceykai A verse genre: (i) composition on the spies of a king collecting

puraficirai Vide crraipPpuRAM.
puraiiceyac citaital
A MeyPPATU pertaining to
the sixth stage of pre-marital love: the

. information on other kings. (ii) composition on other rulers bringing tributes in
submission to a king.

heroine, being adorned outside, losing
heart (as being unable to meet the hero).

puranatakam.A drama where the prevailing

puraiicol manakkilaviA meypPATu pertaining
‘to the undistressed: state (leading to

puranilai 1. A verse genre: poem invoking

marital love): the heroine's utterance

' the tutelary deity of a chief to shower
prosperity on his family and his

refuting in dversion the words

of

blasphemy against the hero.

purattan A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme ILVALKKAr the hero talking to the
heroine in privacy after wedding.
purattinai (Also pURAPPORUL and PURAM) Theme

describing:
the conduct as regards war,
State affairs, etc., opp. to AKATTINAI, of
seven kinds, viz., VETCI, VANCI, KANCI, ULINAI,
TUMPAI, VAKAI and PATAN, acc. to
tolkappiyam, or of nine kinds adding
KARANTAI

and Noccr to the above, acc. to

pannirupatalam, or of twelve kinds
including in addition poTUVIVAL, KAIKKILAI
and PERUNTINAI, acc. to purapporul venpamalai.
purattigrai A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme vercirTinar the soldiers approaching
the main entrance of the enemy's fortress
‘without being noticed.
purattulifiai A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme ULINAITTINAL reaching the banks of

the moat of the enemy king's fort.
PURATTINAI.
purattonvilnta putumai Vide MuTUVULINAL
puranatai/puranataiccuttiram General
permissive rule, sanctioning grammatical
forms not specifically dealt with.

a’
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descendants. 2. A class of primary
melady-types, one of four CATIPPERUMPAN.
puranilaimarutam
A primary melody-type.
puranilaivalttu 1. A sub-situation under the

PURAM theme PATANTINAL benediction upon
a king in which his tutelary deity is
invoked to bless him and his descendants.
2. A literary genre on the above theme.

puranilaivalttu maratpa A kind of MARUTPA
metre on the theme of benediction upon
a king in which his tutelary deity is

invoked to bless him and his descendants.
purappa akaval AcirivaprPA verse composed
on the PATAN theme.
purappattuvannam One of the specific sound
features of a versé (VANNAM): rhythm
effected in such a way that the verse

remains incomplete though it seems to
be complete.
purappuraccamayam
outside

CAIVAM,

The schools totally
six

in

number,

viz..,.

1. ULAKAYATAM; 2, 3, 4, 5. Nalvakai Pauttam

puratturai Sub-situations grouped under a

௮ஆ

sentiment is one other than love.

க்ங்

(MATTIYAMIKAM, YOKACCARAM, VAIPATIKAM and
CAUTTIRANTIKAM) and 6. ARUKATAM
(CAMANAM).:
purappurattinai PpURATTINAI proper.
purapporul Vide PuRATTINAI.
puram Vide PURATTINAI.
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puravayak kalaikkotpatu

puravayak kalaikkotpatu Objective theory
of art. Theory of literature that views a
work as an autonomous object: Also see

NAVINAT TIRANAYVU.
puravayat tiranayvu Objective criticism, the
type of criticism that views a work of art
as an autonomous whole, independent of
external references to its author,
conditioning
or other
audience,

circumstances. Also see NIVINAT TIRANAYVU.
puravurai A preface which does not pertain

to the main body of the work.

treading the arid tract in the company of
a stranger, the hero).

puravotu pulampalA sub-situation under the
AKAM theme KARPOTUPUNARNTAKAVVAT: the

foster-mother crying to the doves on the
way while in search of the heroine who
has eloped with the hero.
punaltaru punarcci An AKAM concept union
of the hero with the heroine as he rescues
her from being drowned in a flood.
punaltaru punarcciyal arattotunirralA subsituation under the AKAM theme ARATTOTUNIRRAL: the confidante revealing to the
foster-mother the love of the hero and
the heroine as happening on his rescuing

her from being drowned in a flood.
punalvaravuraittal A sub-situation under the

theme

AKAM

the
the

courtesans

while

sporting in water speaking among
themselves as regards keeping the hero

with them from his going back to the

heroine.
கு
punalattuvittamaikirip pulattal A subsituation under the AkaM
theme
PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the heroine sulking,
saying that the hero had water sport in
the company of the concubine. .
punainturai 1. Rhetorical language or poetic
embellishment. 2. Preface, introduction.

punaipeyar Pen-name, pseudonym.
punaivili pukalcciyani Vide oTTANI.
punaivuli vilaivani Vide oTTANI.

pukk6tkaiici/pukkonilai A sub-situation
under the pugam

theme

KANCITTINAL

acceptance of the KANcI wreaths by the
wartriors given by their king as they

accept the challenge of the enemy king
wearing VANci wreaths.
pukanam Vide NILAKKANAM.

punkulai irankel! Vide TALAIMAKAL JRANKAL.
pliccir Tetrasyllabic feet of NER or simple
ending.

pucalmayakku I. A puraM sub-situation: theme
describing the wailing of the kins- folk
on the death of a young warrior. 2. A pURAM
sub-situation: theme describing the

the

pucalmarru
A sub-situation under the PuRAM

of

theme vetciTTinar describing the success
of the invaders seizing the cows and

freshes, and the hero going out for water

defeating the forces that pursue to

sport with the courtesans.

recover them.

townsfolk

அஆ
௨

PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU:

under

PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU:

wailing of the subjects on the death of
their king.
vs

punalyarrupporulko] Vide porvLx6r.
theme

situation

punaikatai Fiction.

puravotu pulattal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the foster-mother
getting angry with the pigeon (for its
failure to dissuade the heroine from

AKAM

punalvilaiyattil tammuluraittal A sub-

speaking of the coming

இ௱உளஎ
&
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puttuvillaniA figure of speech in which the
meaning of a verse is construed by taking

together the first and the last words.
pittuvilporulk6l Vide PORULKOL.
puttarupunarcci An AKAM concept union of
the hero and the heroine as he gets

flowers for her from a tree out of her
reach.

PUTTARUPUNARCCIYAL ARATTOTUNIRRAL,
puppiyal uraittal Vide peRUNTINAI.
plmi paritcai Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
puranavuvamai Vide NIRAIYUVAMAI
puvainilai |. A sub-situation under the puRAM

theme PATANTINAr the bilberry flower being
praised as resembling the colour of Visnu.
2. A literary genre on the above theme.
puvaivenri A PuRAM sub-situation: theme
describing the victory of a maina bird in
a fight among them.
pulvenri A puRAM sub-situation: theme
describing the victory of pul (a bird) ina
fight among them.

pettavayilperru iravu valiyuruttalA phase
of the sub-situation KURAIYURAVUNARTAL

under the AKAM theme PANKI MATIYUTAN- PATU:
the hero, having confirmed the identity
of the confidante of the heroine, ensures
himself that he can take her help for
meeting the herome.
petpu
A sub-situation under the AKAM theme
PANKARKUTTAM: the confidant of the hero
after realizing the inexorable nature of

love between the hero and the heroine
prepares himself to help the hero further
the course of their love.
penkalai Latter half of a vanNaM verse.
இ௱உ௭ஊ௯௭
ute

aoaii

penniyat tiranayvu Feminist criticism, a.
type of literary criticism which became
vogue as feminist theory (see PENNIYAM)
was applied to linguistic and literary
matters. The concerns of feminist critics
are as wide and varied as the language of
literature, representation of women in

literature and other arts, writings by
women,

puttarupunarcciyal arattotunirral Vide TOL

௮ஆ

penmaiyat tiranayvu

lesbianism,

etc.

See

also

PENMAIYAT TIRANAYVU, PALVAKAIT TIRANAYVU,

PALIYAL TIRANAYVU, among others.
penniyam Feminism, the conceptual basis
of feminist literary criticism that focuses
on women and women's issues ona global
perspective. The feminist critical
discourse revolves around a variety of
issues like language as a tool of male.
domination and male point of view, the

second of the terms of binary opposition
in culture (head/heart, active/passive,
reason/emotion, light/dark, etc.) being

aligned with women, the patriarchal
ideology implicit in the classical literary.
canon,

etc.

pennelutta Vide CEYYUTPORUTTAM.
penparkilavi A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the heroine's

expression of intense love for the hero
who has parted from her.
penpar pillaittamil Vide PILLAIKKAVIL.

penmaiyat tiranayvu Gynocriticism, a type
of feminist criticism that focuses on
literary works written by women, rather

than critiquing male-authored works or
studying women as readers who must
resist the predominantly patriarchal
ideology that-traditional texts reinforce.
Believing that a special and explicitly
female tradition exists in literature, a
tradition which has too often been

ஏஐ ஒஓஓளஃக்ங்
ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த ந் ப்ம்ய்ர்
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petumpai

ignored
broaden
literary

or denigrated, gynocritics
the traditionally patriarchal
longto include
canon

overlooked subjects such as domestic

life, intimate experiences, and personal

and family relationships.

Also see

PENNIYAM and PALIYAT TIRANAYVU.

petumpai Vide ELUVAKAIPPARUVAM.
peyturai |. Insertion, interpolation.2. Preface,
introduction.

peyarccittiram cUTTIRAM dealing with
technical terms.
peyarniralnirai Vide NIRALNIRAI.

peyarnéricai A verse genre: poem of fifty,
seventy or ninety stanzas of NERICAIVENPA,
each mentioning the name of a patron or
hero.

peyarporuttaAm kind of cevyvuqPoruTTaM: the
initial foot of a verse being auspicious
and in consonance with the characteristics of a person's name, proper name as
well as his title, in relation to his lineage,

clan and family.
peyarporul tarkurippérram Vide UKANCITAM.
peyar vinatal A phase of the sub-situation
KURAIYURAVUNARTAL under the AKAM theme
MATIYUTANPATU: the hero as he intends to
entreat the confidante of the heroine for

help to meet the heroine, asking her of
their names.
peyara taporul tarkuripperram Vide
UKANCITAM.
peyarinnicai A verse genre: poem of fifty,
seventy or ninety stanzas of INNICAIVENPA

each mentioning the name of a patron or
hero.

perukiyal A-class of primary melody-type,
one of four CATIPPERUMPAN.

perukiyanmarutam
A primary melody-type.
perunkavi Vide Kavi.
perunka ici (Also

MARRARUNKURRAM

CARRTYAPERUMAI) A sub-situation under the
| PURAM theme KANCITTINAr exhibition of
prowess by warriors in battle to their
enemy. 2..A PURAM sub-situation:
describing the teaching of the wise men
about the transitoriness of life.

perunkappiyam A narrative poem, an epic,
of larger dimensions in several divisions
consisting of an exordium, dealing with.
ARAM, PORUL, INPAM and VITU, describing the
exploits of an exceptional hero,
portraying the hero's country, city, hill
and sea, the seasons and the rise of the
sun and the moon, embodying the
wedding of the hero, coronation, his visit
to groves, water sports, begetting
children, conjugal bliss, etc. composed
in a grand epic style. Cf. KAPPIYAM.
peruficorrunilai/peruficorruvanci A subsituation under the pugam theme VANCITTINA the grand feast given by a king to
his warriors on the eve of battle.

peruntinai (Also PORUNTAKKAMAM)I. One of the
seven-fold akam themes: excessive or
abnormal! love. Its puRAM parallel is KANCI.
According to tolkappiyam, PERUNTINAI has
four sub-situations, viz., ERIYAMATARRIRAM
(the hero affirming the riding of the
palmyra horse in frustration of love),
ILAMAITIRTIRAM (love after the lapse of

youth), TERUTALOLINTA KAMATTUMIKUTIRAM,
(excessive passion

that could not be

contained) and MIKKAKAMATTUMITAL
(misbehaviour with excessive passion).
Nampiyakapporul, a later treatise, split

perukkani Vide aricayavaNl.

perukkalankaram Vide aTICAYAVANI.
௮ஆஇஈ௱உ௭௯௭௪
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PERUNTINAI into AKAPPORUTPERUNTINAI and
AKAPPURAPPERUNTINAL AKAPPORUT PERUNTINAI
has fourteen sub-situations, viz.,
AKANRULIKKALANKAL (being agitated at
departure), MATARKURRU (declaration of

palmyra-horse riding), KURIYITALYITU
(obstruction to trysts), TELIVITAIVILANKAL
(disturbance of mind even under
persuasion), VERIYATTU (dance of the
possessed), UTANPOKKU (elopement),
PUPPIYALURAITTAL (informing about thé
menstruation of the heroine), poyccut-

URAITTAL

(false

oath),

TIRPPILUTAL

(unresolved suiking in love), CELAVALUNKUTAL (desisting from the journey),
. PACARAIPPULAMPAL (lament in the battlecamp), VANPURAI ETIRALINTU MOLITAL
(speaking against harsh words) and
VANAMATAINTU NORRAL (going to the forest
and undertaking penance). AKAPPURAPPERUNTINAI has eight sub-situations, viz.,
MATALERUTAL (riding the palmyra-horse in
frustration of love), VITAITALUVAL (taking
on a bull in contest for the love's sake),
KURRICAI (abandonment of the heroine by
the hero), KURUNKALI (the heroine faulting
the hero for abandoning her), CURANATAI
{journey through the wasteland with a
sense of desolation by the hero over the
loss of the heroine), MUTUPALAI (the despair
of the heroine at the loss of the hero in
the wasteland) TAPATANILAI (the heroine's

state of penance widowed by the hero's
death) and TAPUTARANILAI (the hero's state
bereft of the heroine). purapporul
venpamalai, on the other hand, brings the
various sub-situations of PERUNTINAI (aS
also of KAIKKILA!I) under the head
AKAPPURAM (descriptions of which are
, accommodated as individual entries, as
they are too many for a single entry to
hold) 2. A sub-situation under the pugaM
௮ஆ
a

33
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perumakilccimalai

theme PATANTINAI: a woman seeking, in
excessive passion, an unresponding hero.
peruntévapani A verse genre: kind of song
in praise of gods, opp. to CIRUTEVAPANI.
perunatai A mode of dancing.
perunayappuraittal
A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme IYARKAIPPUNARCCE the hero
expressing the great passion of love he
has for the heroine.

perumpakai tankum vél A sub-situation
under the pURAM theme VAKAITTINAIL
praising the spear that stands the might
of the foes.
perumpatai |. A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme KARANTAITTINAI: describing the
exploits of a hero and inscribing them
ona NATUKAL. 2. A sub-situation under the

PURAM theme KARANTAITTINAL describing the
gift of valuable offerings to a NATUKAL.
perampan Group of sixteen main melodytypes viz., PALAIYAL, CENTU, MANTALIYAL,
PAURI, MARUTAYAL, TEVATALI, NIRUPATUNKARAKAM, NAKARAKAM, KURINCIYAL, ACARI,
CAYAVELARKOLLI, KINNARAKAM, CEVVALI,
MAUCALL, CIRAKAM, and CANTI.

perumpanar
A division of PANAR social class.

perumpalai A major melody type: the first
six modes (ca-ri-ka-ma-pa-ta).
perumpanmaikuri maguttal (Also VARAIVUTANPATATU MIKUTTUKKURAL) A sub-situation of
the phase VARAIVUMUTUKKAM under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: As the’
confidante urges the hero to marry the
heroine, the hero refusing to wed her
saying that she is a divine being.
perumpolutu Vide MUTARPORUL.
perumakilccimalai A verse genre: poem on
the gracefulness, traits of character, etc.,

of women.
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perumakalarrinatarumai ninaintu irankal
perumakalarrinatarumai ninaintu irankal
Vide TALAIVI ARRINATARUMAININAINTU IRANKAL.

perumakalunarttal

Vide

TALAIMAKAL

VARUNTATIRUNTATARKUK KARANAMKURAL.
porumaka] uraittal Vide TALAIMAKAL
VARUNTATIRUNTATARKUK KARANAMKURAL.
perumakan mayatikal Vide TALAIVAN MAYANKAL.

perumankalam i, A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme PATANTINAL a king robed in
white on his birth anniversary bestowing
favours on his subjects. 2. A verse genre:
poem describing the celebration of a
king's birth anniversary.
perumitam One of the principal MeyPPATU:
pride.
perumai One of the sources of the MEYPPATU
MARUTKAI (wonder): being greater/larger
than it was before.
perumaiyani Vide aTIKAVANL

theme vaNcrTTInar describing the setting
fire to an enemy's country.
peccu Vide puTAIVATIVAN..

péccukkalait tiranayvu Rhetorical criticism.
A type of criticism that emphasizes
examination of the strategies and
devices authors use to:get readers
interpret their works in certain desired
ways. Rhetorical critics study the devices
of persuasion present in a work in order
to emphasize how (well) a work manages

Today

rhetorical criticism has been resurrected
and revamped in the work of reader response critics (see VACAKAR ATIPPATAIT
TIRANAYVU).

௮ஆ
உ௨

இாஉ௯௭
1

when he released his son Aniruttan from

the prison of Vanan.
்
peta caivam
A carvaM sect which
the path of salvation lies
worship of Sivalinga, guru and
and meditation on Civan in

holds that
through
devotees,
his triple

aspect of form, formlessness and
formless form, one of sixteen CAIVAM.
Cf. APETACAIVAM,

pétavatacaivam An intrinsic sect of CAIVAM
which holds that the soul gets rid of

corruption by the Grace of God, and that
even in the state of emancipation it bears

to God the relation of the beloved to the
lover.
pétai Vide ELUVAKAIPPARUVAM.

pétaimai One of the sources of the MeyppATU
peykkafici A sub-situation under the pURAM
theme KANcrTTINAL demons threatening the
dead warriors in the battlefield. .

péykkuravai A sub-situation under the puRAM

péccukkalai Rhetoric, the art of persuasion
through speaking and writing.

the audience.

peccumuran Vide muRAN 2.
pétiyatal/petuA KUTT: dance by Pirattiyumnan

NAKAI (laughter): foolishness.

peruvafici A sub-situation under the puRAM

to influence
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theme Tumparrtinar the dance of demons
both in front and in rear of a chariot led
by a warrior-king.
péynilai (Also PEYOMPIYAPAKKAM) A subsituation under the puRAM theme KANCITTiNAL describing the demon protecting the
valorous soldier.
.
péyppakkam
A sub-situation under the PugAM

theme xANciTrinar the protection of a
wounded warrior
night.

by demons

during

péyompiyapakkam Vide PEYNILAI.
peranmullai A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme VAKAITTINAL describing a wrathful

ஏஜஐஒஓஓளஃக்ஙச்
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poyparattal

king becoming master of the situation
in a battlefield.

potuppan Musical mode fit to be sung by

péranvaiicil. A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme vANcrTTINar describing gifts made
to soldiers who put the enemy's army to

potuppayiram General preface dealing with
‘the nature of treatises and authors.

rout. 2. A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme VANcITTINAL the return of the king
on expedition appeased by the priceless
tribute of the enemy king.

both day and night.

potuppiraporulvaippu (Also MULUVATUM CERAL)
A figure of speech and a sub-class of
PIRAPORULVAIPPANI in which a general
notion is made to embrace every

phenomenon in the world.

périyar kaficil. A puraM sub-situation: theme
in which a poet describes the nature of
evil. 2. Noble sayings.

potuppunaivilipukalcci A kind of puNAIvILi

périlampen Vide ELUVAKAIPPARUVAM.

potumakalir Women of the prostitute class.

peren Vide acaryaTi.

potumaiyani A figure of speech in which
the shared features between two things
obscure their distinctiveness.

pérellai Maximum limit, as of the number
of lines in a verse, opp. to CIRRELLAI.
pérellaivenpa A vena having eight lines.
paicacam
A form of marriage in which a man
'
embraces a sleeping or intoxicated
“woman or a woman older than himself,
or of 4 lower caste, as prevailmg among
the pisacas (gobling).
paipilavatam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL
poccappuA meyppatu other than the principal
eight: forgetfulness.
potu ilakkiyam General literature.

potuccir Vide NALACAICCIR.
stating a general

generalities of the plight of women left
the hero

seeking

courtesans.
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sub-situation:
்

potuvati A Ime formed of feet, of tetrasyllabic (monosyllabic as well).

potuvalavati A line of four feet, tetrasyllabic
each.
potuviyal |. Section’ dealing with general
principles in works on grammar and
poetics. 2. A dance opp. to VETTIYAL.

poyccul False oath.

poyttarkurippani A figure of speech in

potuppatakkiri vatiyalunkal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PaRATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the
heroine
lamenting,
speaking
in
with

potumolikkdafici A PpuRAM
general counsel.

poycculuraittal Vide PERUNTINAI.

potuninkuvamai Vide IYAIPINMAIYANI.

languishing,

inferred from a general idea.

poykkalcintu A kind of cintu genre: song
accompanying the folk dance by a man
who puts on the contraption of an animal
like horse covering his body.

potiporul Vide kuRiPPuPPORUL.

potuccuttiram Aphorism
rule.

PUKALCCIYANI in which a particular idea is

uueé€aiod

உக்ங்

which the falsity of an idea or
phenomenon is brought home through

associating it with another universally
known untruth.
ன
poyparattal An akan sub-situation: the hero
praising the heroine on some pretence.
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poymmoliyalankdram

A verse genre: poem
poymmoliyalahkaram
on fictional and imaginative events and
characters marked
by rhetorical

flourishes, composed in the KALIVENPA
metre. Cf: MEYMMOLIYALANKARAM.
PERUNTINAI (abnormal love): the heroine

mistaking reality for illusion.
porutkurram (Also PoRULVALU) Impropriety or
blemish in the meaning of a verse.
porutkirru Propositional act. See CEYARKURRU.
porutcirappani A class of figure of speech
relating to sense.
poruttanmai Description of the form of any

person or thing.
poruttotarnilaicceyyul Vide TOTARNILAICCEYYUL.
porunmuran Vide MURAN ANI.
porutpakuppayvu Semantic analysis.

porunmaiyiyal Semantics. A branch of
linguistics, which deals with the
meanings of words, and particularly with
moreover,

meanings.

the study

(INNOcA1).

Harsh,

discordant

sounds, sometimes used deliberately by
writers, to achieve a particular effect.
porunar Those who dance and sing on the
battlefield and on the threshing-floor.

porunarpakkam Vide PORUNAVAKAI.
porunararruppatai |. A sub-situation under
the puRAM theme PATANTINAL a minstrel,

recipient of a patron's bounty, directing
his fellow minstrels to that patron. 2. A
kind of ARRUPPATAI poem: theme of a

minstrel, recipient of a patron's bounty,

poruttelivu Vide VAITARUPPANERI.

in the

poruntakkamam Vide PERUNTINAI.
poruntavocai Cacophony, the opposite of
euphony

poyyakk6étal A meyppaTu pertaining to

changes

confidante telling the heroine about the
hero's need to quest for wealth.

It involves,

of the relationship

directing his fellow minstrels to that
patron.

porunavakai (Also PORUNARPAKKAM)A subsituation under the PURAM theme VAKAITTiyar exhorting one armed with glory and

greatness against despising others.
porunan / poruppan Chief of a hilly tract.
porumukavelini A kind of stage curtain
drawn from above.

between words and things; and between
language, thought and behaviour. That

porul |. Vide uRUTIPPoRUL. 2. VideceyYULURUPPU. 3.

is, how behaviour is influenced by words
uttered by others or to oneself.

porulkatainilaitfivakam Vide kaTAINILAP PORUI,
TIVAKAM.

Statecraft.

porunmolikkafici Lofty principles.

porulkaranaviyal Vide NIKALCCIVATATTAT-TUVAM.

poruttam |. Vide ceyyuTPORUTTAM. 2. Decorum,

porulkurai vicetam Vide vicETAVANI.

the propriety or fittingness with which a

porulkirra Vide coLLATAL KOTPATU.

literary kind, its characters and action,
and the style of its narration and its

porulkol Modes of construing verses,
syntactical linkage in verses, being of
several kinds, viz., NIRALNIRAI (words being
so arranged in groups that each term of

dialogue are matched to each other. It is
also called iyaivu.
poruttamarintu uraittal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PORULVAYIRPIRIVU: the
௮ஆ
aoaii
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CUNNAMOLIMARRU OF CUNNAM (words in a pair

‘of four-footed lines being transposed
from their natural order), ATIMARIMARRU OF
ATIMARIMOLI-MARRU (lines of a stanza being
interchangeable without change of
meaning), ATIMOLIMARRU OF IRANTATIMOLIMARRU (verse of two lines of words,
which are to be correlated and linked with
those within the two lines to arrive at the

intended meaning), POTTUVIL PORULKOL,
VinPUTTS Of KATAITALAIPPUTTU (inverted

construction in which the last word in a
verse is syntactically connected with the
first), PUNALYARRUPPORULKOL, or YARRUNIRP
PORULKOL (words being taken in their order
-without any transposition to yield.the
intended -meaning), ALAIMARIPAPPUP
PORULKOL (the last line or phrase of a verse
being construed with its middle or
beginning to arrive at the intended
meaning), TAPPICAIPPORULKOL (words or

forms being arranged in such a way that

a word or form in the middle is to be
attached to the preceding and succeeding
portions

of a verse to arrive at the

intended meaning) and KoNTUKUTTUPPORULKOL (words in a verse being arranged
in such a way that any form from any
position can be linked and correlated
with another to arrive at the intended
meaning).

porulk6|murai Hermeneutics, the theory of
interpretation. Today it refers to
interpretive methods leading to the
perception, interpretation, and understanding of texts.

structure of the subject matter (PoRUL).

porultelivu Vide varraRUPPANERI.
porulpinvarunilai Vide pryvARUNILAIYANL
porulmayakkam Ambiguity. A special poetic
device: the use of a word or expression
such that two or more distinct references/
diverse kinds of connotation are equally

relevant. The major causes of ambiguity
are words that have multiple meanings,
unusual syntax; inordinate brevity, use

of pronouns without proper referents, etc.
William Empson distinguishes
seven main types of ambiguity, viz., (1) a
detail being effective in several ways
simultaneously, (2) two or more

alternative meanings being resolved into
one, (3) two apparently unconnected
meanings being given simultaneously,

(4) alternative meanings combining to
make clear a complicated state of mind
in the author, (5) an idea striking the
author in the midst

of the creative

process and the resultant confusion,
(6) something appearing to contain a
contradiction, and (7) the author
being found unclear as to what he is

saying.

,

porulmarapillap poymoli Vide ura! 2.
porulmutalnilait fivakam Vide TIVAKAVanl.
porulmutalvatam Materialism.
porulmuran Vide MURANTOTA! and MURANANI.
porulmolikkaficiA puURAM sub-situation: 1.

figure of speech and a sub-class of

Describing the principles of conduct that
ensure happiness in this life and the life
to come. 2. Sages describing the basic

TATAIMOLTYANI in which the statement is

truth of their experience.

porultataimoliyani (Also PoRULVILAKKU) A

AWA
a

heightened by the suggestion of an
apparent contradiction in relation to the

ai
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poru|moliyani

porulmoliyani A figure of speech which
informs of the principal objects of

inseparable, and that matter possesses a

spiritual

component.

Cf.

aNarTTu

ANMAVATAM.

human pursuit.

porulvakai Vide AKAPPATTURUPPU.
porulvanici A verse genre: poem on a given
sub-situation in PURAM.

porujanantam Vide ANANTAKKURRAM.
porulicaiyantati Vide poRULANTATI
porulitainilaittivakam Vide ITAINILAIPPORUL

porulvayirpirivu A phase in the love
relationship between the AKAM hero and
the heroine: separation of the hero from
the heroine in pursuit of wealth. |
porulvayirpirivu talaimakantannal unarnta
toli talaimakatku unarttal Vide
TALAIMAKANPIRIVU TOL! TALAIMAKATRU UNARTTAL.

porulvayirpirivu talaivan pankikku unarttal
Vide TALAIMAKANPIRIVU TOLI TALAIMAKATKU

UNARTTAL.

TIVAKAM.

,

porulitaiyitutal Vide ut.

porulil ceyyul Nonsense verse. A type of
light verse (POLUTUPOKKUK KAVITAI) that

emphasizes rhythmic and sound effects
over meaning. It also frequently makes
use of absurd or unlikely situations or
events.

porulilakkanam Treatise on AKAPPORUL.
porulilakiral Vide NORKURRAM.

porulvalu Vide porUTKURRAM.

porulinruytia peranpakkam
A sub-situation

porulvilakku Vide porULTATAIMOLIYANI.

under the puRAM theme vaANciTTINAr the

porulvérrumai A figure of speech: a subclass of VERRUMAIYANI in which two

different
things
of
characteristics are spoken of.

similar

courage
of deploying
disregarding the enemy.

the

army

poruluvamai A figure of speech and a sub-

class of UVAMAr: simile in which the

porulataivu Subject index.

qualities of two things are compared.

porulani Vide ant.

porulotupukaral A sub-situation under the

porulaticayam Vide ATICAYAVANI.
porulantati (Also PORULICAIYANTATI) A variety
of ANTATITTOTAI in which the repetition of
the ending is confined to mere sense and

has no reference to word or sound.
Cf. IYALICAIYANTATI.

PURAM theme VAKAITTINAL speaking of the
quest for eternal truth abandoning the
worldly desires.

porulotupunarnta nakaimoli Vide urai 2.
porulotupunarntapakkam A sub-situation
under the puRAM theme VAKAITTINAL the way

of getting material wealth.

porulavanuti Vide AVANUTIYANI.

porulakupeyar (Also MUTALAKUPEYaR) A figure
of speech: metonymy, where the whole is
put for its part. Cf. CINAIYAKUPEYAR.

polippattu Song sung by farmers on the
threshing floor in praise of the landlord
at the end of a harvest.

porulanmavat im Hylozoism. The doctrine

polivalivu uraittu varaivukatatal A subsituation under the AKAM theme VARAIVU

that life is 1 property or derivative of
matter,

that

life

உ௨உஊ௯௭

and

matter

ஏஜஐஒஓஓளஃ

are

MUTUKKAM: the confidante urging the hero
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to marry the heroine by pointing out the

withering of the loveliness of the
heroine.

polivumankalam A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme PATANTINAI: celebrating the
occasion of a son being born to the king.
polippalapetai Vide ALAPETAITTOTAL.

polippiyaipu Vide tvarurrotal.
polippu oppumaikkuttam Vide uTANILAIC-

COLLANI.
polipputtirattal To give the substance, as of

a passage.
polipputtotai Versification in which there is
MONAI, etc. in the first and third feet of a
four-foot line.
polippuniralnirai Vide NIRALNIRAI.

polippetukai Vide erukal.
polilkantumakiltalA sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKARKUTTAM: the hero,
having arrived at the grove, rejoicing
over its loveliness as it bears similitude
to the heroine's gracefulness.
polilitaiccéral Vide TANTATEYVAM TARUMENACCERAL.

polutukantirankal |. A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme ORUVALITTANATTAL the pining
of the heroine at eventide for her absent
lover. 2. A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the pining of
the heroine at eventide for her absent
lover.

polutukantumayankal Vide poLuTUKANTIRANKAL.
aoaiil

poraiyuvanturaittal A sub-situation under
the AKAM

ponnani

polippurai Vide urar].

ஏஐஒஓஓளஃ

porinutalviyarttal A meyprATu pertaining to
the first phase of pre-marital love:
(heroine) having beads of sweat on the
forehead.
theme

PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU:

the”

courtesans.

polippumonai Vide monai.

உள௯௭

poramai A MeyppATu other than the principal
eight: jealousy.

confidante praising the forbearance of
the heroine as the hero has gone seeking

polippumuran Vide MURANTOTAI.

இர

polutumaruppatalA meyppATU pertaining to
the undistressed state (leading to marital
love): the heroine having had the joy of
union without being apportioned into

tryst by day and tryst by night.

polippu Vide poLIpPuTTOTAI.

அஆ

polutupokkuk kavitai Light verse. Different
forms of verse (nursery rhymes, parodies,
nonsense verse, etc.) meant to entertain
and lacking serious intent.
.

௧ஙச்

uraittal A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the confidante
telling the hero of the impending.
betrothal of the heroine, implicitly
urging him to act decisively.
ponnical Vide Oca.
ponnucarparuvam Vide UCARPARUVAM.

pokkalunkutal Vide CELAVALUNKUTAL.
pokkarivittal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme UTANPOKkU: as the heroine asks of
the reason for the hero's consent to
elopement, the confidante replying that
with the consent of the parents hardly
likely, elopement was the only means to
their union.

pokkiyal Vide ATAKKIYAL.
pokkiri naval Picaresque novel, a novel that
realistically recounts the adventures of
a carefree but engaging rascal who always
ஞ்டண்த் ந்

ப்ம்ய் ॥ல்வ்
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pakku
manages to escape by the skin of his or
her teeth.

pokku Vide ATAKKIYAL.
pontai A pugAM sub-situation: praising
palmyra flower, the totemic flower of the
Céra kings.

porkkalattolital A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme KARANTAITTINAL describing a
warrior fighting to the last on the battlefield without retreating.

porrippatal 1. (Also vALTTUpPATAL) Song of
benediction. 2. Ode, a long meditative

lyric treating a lofty theme in a lofty
manner.
pGnmaik kalai Mimetic art, that assumes
artworks to be reflections or representat-

ions of life and the world in general.
ponmaikkotpattut tiranayvu Mimetic
criticism. See POLACCEYTAL.

makkatkati Vide ceYYUTPORUTTAM.

©

porkkeluvariciA verse genre: panegyric on

makatpalikal A sub-situation under the PURAM

an army marching to battle, the warriors
being decked with wreaths of vafci
flowers.

theme ULINAITTINAL speaking of the state
of the besieging king having demanded

pormalaitalA sub-situation under the puRAM
theme KARANTAITTINAI: surrounding the
enemy warriors who have seized the

cattle and engaging them in a fierce
battle.
.
polacceytal Imitation (mimesis). In literary
criticism,

imitation has two

distinct

applications, viz., (i) to define the nature
of literature and the other arts, and (ii) to
indicate the relation of one literary work
to another which served as its model. As
regards the first, it is the transference
(representation) of human action
through the vehicle of poetry. In the
second sense, itrefers to the concept that

a poet should "imitate" the established
models, or "classic" works, in that genre.
_A specialized use of the term describes a

literary work which deliberately echoed
an older work but adapted it to subject
matter in the writer's own age.

policcennerip pataippu Pseudo-classical
literature.
polinul Potboiler.
p6limai Fallacy.
௮ஆ

aoai

இ௱

உளஎஏ.ஐ

ஓஒஓஓளஃ

க்ங்ச்

the daughter of the enemy king.
makatparkafici

A sub-situation under the

PURAM theme KANCITTINAL describing the
refusal of a person belonging to an
ancient clan to give his daughter in

marriage to a king who asks for her hand.
makatpéccuraittal A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the confidante
telling the hero of the proposals from
others

of marriage

to the

heroine,

implying thereby that he should either
come with a proposal of marriage
himself or arrange for elopement.

makatiukkunam (Aliso MAKALIR NARKUNAM)
Feminine qualities numbering four, viz.,
NANAM

or NAN (bashfulness, modesty),

MATAM (simplicity, credulity, artlessness),
ACCAM (fear), and payirppu (delicacy).
Cf. ATUUKKUNAM.
makatuumunnilai A poem the structure of
which has a female as an addressee.

Cf. ATOUMUNNILAIL
makavukantu iraiyonmakilcci kurtalA subSituation under the AKAM ‘theme.
PARATTATYIRPIRIVU: the hero being delighted
on seeing his son.
ஞ்டண்த்
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makalmaruttumolital A sub-situation under
the punAM theme noccriTinar describing
the refusal of a chieftain to give his
daughter in marriage to a hostile warrior
when demanded.
makal vérrumaikantu narray ceviliyai
vinatal Vide TALAIMAKAL VERRUMAIKANTU
NARRAY CEVILIYAI VINATAL.

matical] eJuttu
mankalavallai (Also MANKALAVELLAD
A verse
genre: poem on a chaste lady of a noble
birth, in nine mixed stanzas of vENPA and
VAKUPPU metres or one KALIVENPA or nine
stanzas either in VENPA Or VAKUPPU metre.
mankalavalttu Benediction.

mankalavellai Vide MANKALAVALLAL

makalir narkunam Vide MAKATUUKKUNAM.

mankalacaranai (Also vALtTu) Prefatory verse
to a book or poem, of which there are

miakalirpparuvam Vide ELUVAKAIPPARUVAM.

three kinds, viz., vALTTU (invocation

makacaivam
A carvan sect which holds that
the initiate should wear holy ashes,
rudraksa beads and matted hair, and

praise of the deity at the beginning of a
work), VANAKKAM (verses in praise of God,

meditate

on Civan,

in His

conditioned

and unconditioned forms, one of sixteen
CAIVAM.

guru,

etc., at the commencement

or

of a

work) and VATTUNIRTTECAM (indication of
the subject matter of the work).
mankai Vide ELUVAKAIPPARUVAM.

makapatumapantam/makapatumam
A kind
of crrTIRAKKAVI of great complexity.

macala An Islamic Tamil
catechism.

makima Vide ATTAMACITTI.

manicari
A verse genre: (i) poem on the prince:
the hero coming in procession for ten
days, the heroine falling for him, on the
nineth day her venturing into the
courtyard to have a glimpse of him, his
coming on an elephant on the tenth day;

makilcciyani Vide AkvAMOLIYANI.

makilnturaittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme-MANANCIRAPPURAITTAL: the hero's
wedding drum heard, the confidante
speaks in joy at the for- bearance of the

heroine all through the separation.
makilnan Vide Uran.
makentiracalam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
manikalam Vide TAKUTIVALAKKU.

maikalanilai 1. A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme PATANTINAL praising the king
in auspicious terms as he wakes up in the

morning. 2. A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme PATANTINAL saying that the

king is after auspicious things of abiding
nature.
ன
mankalappatal Vide cOpANAPPATTU.
mankalapporuttam Vide cEYYUTPORUTTAM.
௮ஆ

a

34

இஈஉ௭௯௭

ai

ஏஜஐஓ

ஓஓளஃ க்ங் ச்

Verse genre:

the distress of the heroine in separation
thereafter. It does not treat of men of
trading community. (ii) poem on the

prince: the hero falling for a woman as
he goes in procession, his distress at not
getting her hand, marrying her later
through the help of the minister, and their
joyous union.
:
majicarippa A kind of poetic composition.
matical

eluttu Pornography. A work

of

fiction in which there is a considerable
emphasis on sexual activity, and which
is, as a rule, written in such a way as to
arouse sexual excitement.
ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந்
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matakkani

matakkani (Also MATAKKU and YAMAKAM) A
‘sound-based figure of speech (COLLAND):
repetition of a word, syllable (ACAIMATAKKU),
f oot (CIRMATAKKU) oT line (ATIMATAKKU) of
poetry in a stanza, each time in a

different sense, which expands into OraAT!
MATAKKU (repetition of a word or foot in
one line only), IRANTATI MATAKKU
(repetition of a word, foot or line in two
lines), MUNRATI MATAKKU (repetition of a
word, foot or line in three lines) and MuRRU
MATAKKU (repetition of the whole of the
first line as the second, third and fourth
lines). At another level the MaTAKKU forms
are ATI MATAKKU also called ATIMUTANMATAKKU
Or TALAIMATAKKU, (repetition of the first
two feet of a line), ITAIMATAKKU (repetition
of the two middle

feet), KATAIMATAKKU

(repetition of the last two feet), ATIYGTU
ITAIMATAKKU (repetition of the first two

feet and that of the two middle feet of
the same line), ATIyYOTU _KATAIMATAKKU
(repetition of the first two feet and that
of the last two feet of the same line),
ITAIYGTU KATAIMATAKKU (repetition of the

two middle feet and that of the last two

‘ sound change another idea is attributed

to the one denoting a particular idea.
matantapavuraittal A MeyPPATU pertaining to

the fourth phase of pre-marital love: the
heroine's (after the union) utterances
devoid of feigned ignorance.
~
matantai Vide ELUVAKA!PPARUVAM.
matam Vide MAKATUUKKUNAM.

matamai One of the sources of the MeyPPATU
NAKAI (laughter): accepting an idea , etc.,
without discrimination.

matal |. A verse genre dealing with the theme
of MATALERUTAL. 2. Vide INPAMATAL. 3. An
epistle.
mataltiram Vide IRANTU KURAIPERATU VARUNTIYA
KILAVON MATALE PORULENA MATITTAL.

matalirtal/matalerutal A sub-situation under
the AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the hero
riding the palmyra horse in public with a.

view to proclaiming his love for the
heroine.

:

matalérum vakaiyuraittal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the
hero expressing his resolve to ride the

palmyra horse even if it were at the cost
of his honour.

feet) and MULUTUM MATAKKU (repetition of
the first, the middle and the last two feet
of a line). We have also ANTATI MATAKKU
(repetition of the first and the last feet
in every line of a stanza, the whole being
composed on the ANTAT: patten), PATAKA

matarkurru Vide PERUNTINAI.

MATAKKU OF PATA MATAKKU (repetition of the
first and the second lines and again the

matarkural Proclaiming the intention to
mount the MATAL.

repetition of the third and the fourth

matimaiA meyrpATu other than the principal

lines) and ATUKKU MATAKKU (repetition of
letters, words or lines).

eight: laziness, lassitude, indolence.

matakkiyal Vide ATAKKIYAL.

matakku Vide MATAKKANI.
matankutal navirciyani A figure of speech
in which either by double entendre or by

matarkurrolital
Discontinuing
proclamation of MATAL.

the

mantalaccirantati A kind of cmanzATI in
which the last foot of the last line of a
stanza is the same as the first foot of its
first line.

mantalavantati Vide ANTATITTOTAL

அஆஇ
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பப்ப

Literally, to form into a circle, it

matam

confidante (the son had intercepted his

refers to the composition of a poem so

father proceeding to the prostitutes).

that the last letter, syllable or foot of its

manam (Also MANRAL). Marriage of which

last line or stanza is the same as the first

there are eight kinds,

viz., plRAMAM,

letter, syllable or foot of its first line or

TEYVAMANAM, PIRACAPATTIYAM, ARITAM,

stanza.

KANTARUVAM,
PAICACAM.

mantaliyal A primary melody-type.
mantilayappu Verse of four feet to a line.
mantilaveliviruttam A sub-class of vet
VIRUTTAM (an auxiliary metre): four lines
in most cases and three lines
with the same detached foot in
untike in NILAIVELIVIRUTTAM,
change of lines of a verse
change the meaning.

in a few;
every line;
the interdoes not

bowls.

mannumankalam
A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme PATANTINAL |. Describing the

ceremonial bath of a king on the day of
his coronation and on the successive
anniversaries of that day. 2. Describing

the purificatory bath of a victorious king
on the destruction of a hostile fortress.
3. Describing the ceremonial bath of a
conqueror when he assumes the crown,

name and title of his vanquished enemy.
4. A literary genre on the above themes.
manvacanai Local colour. The depiction of
the distinctive features (dialect, dress,

mannerisms, culture, etc.) of a particular

IRAKKATAM

and

manamankalam A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme PATANTINAL: the king of great
prowess having had union with his lady.

manamanaiccenruvanta cevili porroti
karpiyal narraykku unarttal Vide KarPARIVITTAL,
,
manamuracukural A sub-situation under the
AKAM

mantaippanar
A class of pANAR, with begging

ACURAM,

theme MANANCIRAPPURAITTAL:

the

confidante announcing the arrival of the
hero with the wedding drum playing.
Manamuracu kéttu makilnturaittal A subsituation under the Aakam' theme
VARAIPORULPIRITAL: the inmates of the
heroine's household speaking joyously
on hearing the wedding drum of the hero.

manippiravalam A kind of prose style in
which words of Sanskrit and Tamil are
mixed.
maniptrakam Vide ARATARAM.

manimalai A verse genre: poem of twenty
VENPA and forty KALITTURAI.
maniyucal Vide Gcat.
maniyaip pukaltal A sub-situation underthe

region, usually in prose writing.

AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante

manaiicirappuraittal Vide ILVALKKAI.

praising the garland of gems: presented

mMagantavan

poyapinvanta pankiyotu

inankiyamaintanai initirpukaltal A subsituation

under

the’

aAkamM

PARATTATYIRPIRIVU: the heroine,

theme

by the hero.

maattimafipam Vide rramiLarrrivaKAM.
matankiyar/matanku Vide KALAMPAKAM.

with her

matam |. Vide agupakal. 2. Opinion; belief,as

sulking gone and union with the hero
accomplished, praising her son to her

informing the pistemological structure

அஆ
aad

இரஉஊஎ௭

of a treatise, being of seven kinds, viz.,

ஏஐஒஓஓளஃக்ங
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matalaivalttu

‘RUVAR MARUKOL ORUTALAI TUNIVU (taking one

between

two

divergent

opinions),

UTANPATAL (agreeing to the proposition of

others), TANATTIT TANAATU NIRUPPU (laying
down a proposition and establishing it
by evidence), PIRAR TAMMATAMERKONTU

KALAITAL (rejecting a proposition after
weighing

it), PRAR

NURKURRAM

KATTAL

(pointing out the defects in other
treatises), PIRITOTUPATAN TANMATAM KOLAL
(holding one's proposition without
agreeing to that of others), and MARUTTAL
(rejecting the propositions of others).
matalaiva]ttuA puRAM sub-situation: theme

in which the pillar supporting the
audience hall of a hero is extolled.
matanacattiram Vide ARUPATTUNANKU-KALAIKAL.

matanacinkaram
A verse genre: poem on the
erotic theme of the hero's passion for the

heroine, their coming together and the
bliss of their union, composed in
VENKALIPPA metre.
matanavicaiyam A verse genre: poem on the
hero on expedition in search of a woman
of his choice for marriage, and the

women gathering in front of his elephant

matiyin avaravar majakkaruttu unarttal
Vide pPANKI MATIYIN AVARAVAR MANAK-KARUTTU

UNARTTAL.
matiyutampatuttal A phase in the love
relationship between the hero and the
heroine: the hero bringing the confidante
of the heroine round into helping him
meet the heroine, by engaging her into a

suggestive dialogue of his relationship
with the heroine.
matiyutampatutalA sub-situation under the
AKAM theme NANANATTAM: the confidante

becoming fully aware of the urtion
between the hero and the heroine.
matinmicaikkavarnta mélorpakkam Vide
EYILTANAIYALITTAL.
maturakavi Vide KAvI.
maturapatanam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

mantimélvaittu varaivukatatal A subsituation under the AKam theme VARAIVU
MUTUKKAM: the confidante urging the hero
to marry the heroine by pointing to the

conjugal felicity of the monkeys.
mantiracattiram Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

mantiram
A verse genre: formulaic-symbolic
averments of savants and sages.

as he goes in procession.

mayakkati vaficippa Vide vANciPPA.

matikkanam Vide CANTIRAKANAM.

mayakkaniralnirai Vide NIRALNIRAI.

matippittut tiranayvu Judicial criticism. It
attempts not merely to communicate, but

mayakkam Vide avaTral.

to analyse and explain the effects of a
work in terms of its subject, organization,
and techniques, and to base the critic's
individual judgements on general
standards of literary excellence.

matippurai Review. A short discussion,
usually evaluative, of current literature
in a paper, journal or periodical.
௮ஆ
aoai
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mayakkavani (Also TrRpaTicavAM)
A figure of
speech in which one object is mistaken
for another.

mayakkavantati Vide ANTATITTOTAI
mayakkavuvamai

(Also MOKAVUVAMA!) A

figure of speech and a sub-class of
UVAMAE comparing an object of one's
longing

with

another

object

out of

infatuation with the former.
ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந்
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mayankicai ojukal melivannam

mayakkavolippu A figure of speech in

with rippling sound (like the whirl in

which the confusion between two things

water and the whirling of the wind)
effected by the dominance of nasals.

is removed

by

pointing

out

the

difference.

mayankicai akaval valivannam One of the

mayakkiyaipu Agreement of the final forms
of lines or feet along with other kinds of
agreement.

mayankakkural Vide NORKURRAM.
mayankavaittal Vide NORKURRAM.

mayankicai akaval itaivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAW): overall coalescent rhythm (like
the clamour of a town, the sounding of a

trumpet, and the music of the long reed)
with rippling sound (like the whirl in

specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall coalescent rhythm (like
the clamour of a town, the sounding of a
trumpet, and the music of the long reed).
with rippling sound (like the whirl in
water and the whirling of the wind)
effected by the dominance of plosives.

mayankicai olukal itaivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall coalescent rhythm (like
the clamour of a town, the sounding of a

water and the whirling of the wind)

trumpet, and the music of the long reed)

effected by the dominance of medials.

with

mayankicai akaval kurilvannam One of the

‘specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall coalescent rhythm (like.
the clamour of a town, the sounding of a
trumpet, and the music of the long reed)

with rippling sound (like the whirl in
water and the whirling of the wind)
effected by the dominance of short
vowels.

a smooth

even

flow

(like the

flowing of water and the blowing of
wind) effected by the dominance
medials.

of

mayankicai olukal kurilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall coalescent rhythm (like
the clamour of a town, the sounding of a

trumpet and the music of the long reed)
with

a smooth

even

flow

(like the

flowing of water and the blowing of
wind) effected by the dominance of short

mayankicai akaval netilvannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall coalescent rhythm (like
the clamour of a town, the sounding of a
trumpet, and the music of the long reed)
with rippling sound (like the whirl in
water and the whirling of the wind)
effected by the dominance of long
vowels.

mayankicai olukal netilvannam One of the:
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall coalescent rhythm (like
the clamour of a town, the sounding of a
trumpet and the music of the long reed)
with a smooth even flow (like the

mayankicai akaval.melivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse

flowing of water and the blowing of
wind) effected by the dominance.of long

(VANNAM): overall coalescent rhythm (like
the clamour of a town, the sounding of a

mayankicai olukal melivannam One of the

trumpet, and the music of the long reed)

specific sound features of a verse

௮ஆ

இ௱உ௭௯௭

vowels.

‘

vowels.

ஏஐஒஓஓளஃக்ங்
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mayafikicai olukal valivannam
(VANNAM): overall coalescent rhythm (like

mayankicai mellicai netilvannam
One of the

the clamour of a town, the sounding of a

specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM); overall coalescent rhythm (like

trumpet and the music of the long reed)
with a smooth even flow (like the
flowing of water and the blowing of
wind) effected by the dominance of

the clamour of a town, the sounding of a-

trumpet and the music of the long reed)

with a soft flow (like the gait of a swan,
the soft low sound of a drum, and the
walking on sand) effected by the

nasals.
்
mayahkicai olukal valivannam One of the

dominance of long vowels.

specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall coalescent rhythm (like
the clamour of a town, the sounding of a
trumpet and the music of the-long reed)
with a smooth even flow (like the
flowing of water and the blowing of
wind) effected by the dominance of
plosives.

mayankicai mellicai melivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall coalescent rhythm (like
the clamour of a town, the sounding of a
trumpet and the music of the long reed)
with a soft flow (like the gait of a swan,
the soft low sound of a drum, and the
walking on sand) effected by the
dominance of nasal sounds.

mayankicaikkoccakam A species of
KOCCAKAKKALI verse marked by the
elements of KALI occurring in a mixed
order. It branches into AYALMAYANKICAIKKOCCAKAM and IYALMAYANKICAIK-KOCCAKAM.

mayankicai mellicai valivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall coalescent rhythm (like
the clamour of a town, the sounding of a
trumpet and the music of the long reed)
with a soft flow (like the gait of a swan,
the soft low sound of a drum, and the
walking on sand) effected. by the,
dominance of plosives.

mayankicai mellicai itaivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VAL NAM): overall coalescent rhythm (like
the clamour of a town, the sounding of a
trumpet and the music of the long reed)
with a soft flow (like the gait of a swan,
the soft low sound of a drum, and the
walking on sand) effected by the
dominance of medial consonants.

mayankicai.vannam
A specific sound feature
in verse (VANNAM): overall coalescent
thythm, being of twenty sub-classes,
(For description of each sub-class, see
headwords beginning MAYANKICAI).

mayankicai mellicai kurilvannam One of the

mayankicai vallicai itaivannam One of the
specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall coalescent rhythm (like
the clamour of a town, the sounding of a
trumpet and the music of the long reed)
with a hard flow (like the twisting of iron
wire or leather into ropes and a stone
rolling over another stone) effected by

specific sound features of a verse
(VANN 4M): overall coalescent rhythm (like
the clamour of a town, the sounding of a
trumpet and the music of the long reed)
with a soft flow (like the gait of a swan,
the so‘t low sound of a drum, and the
walkiig on sand) effected by the
dominunce of short vowels.
௮ஆஇாஈஉஊ௦எ௭
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the dominance of medial consonants.
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specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): overall coalescent rhythm (like
the clamour of a town, the sounding of a
trumpet and the music of the long reed)
with a hard flow (like the twisting of iron
wire or leather into ropes and the stone
rolling over another stone) effected by
the dominance of long vowels.

2ரு

mayankicai vallicai netilvannam One of the

mayilvakanappantam A variety of
CITTIRAKKAVE Verse fitted into a fanciful
diagram representing the spread feathers
of the peacock, as well as both the
feathers and the body, as under:

>.
rage

specific sound features of a verse
(VANNAM): Overall coalescent rhythm (like
the clamour of a town, the sounding of a
trumpet and the music of the long reed)
with a hard flow (like the twisting of iron
wire or leather into ropes and a stone
rolling over another stone) effected by
the dominance of short vowels. .

fo

mayankicai vallicai kurilvannam One of the

mayilvakanappantam’

mayankicai vatlicai melivannam One of the
specific

sound

features

of a verse

(VANNAM): overall coalescent rhythm (like
the clamour of a town, the sounding of a
trumpet and the music of the long reed)
with a hard flow (like the twisting of iron
wire or leather into ropes and the stone
rolling over another stone) effected by

the dominance of nasal sounds.
mayankicai vallicai valivannam One of the
specific

sound

features

of a verse

(VANNAM): overall coalescent rhythm (like

வேற்கர மகிழ்சிகி மேலாம் வாசவன்

மகளும் நீள்புன வள்ளி யுடனே
பிறங்கும் முருகனருளவும் பிரபலக்
கல்வி செல்வ மதிநலங் கைக் கொடை
சொற்கொடை தூயபே ரவையிலீயும்
புனிதனே இந்திரபோக யோகனே

தாதா தந்ைத தாயைப் பேணியே
சற்சனர் மெச்சிய நாமனே
ராமச்சந்திர நம்பிநீ வாழ்கவே.

the clamour of a town, the sounding of a

trumpet and the music of the long reed)
with a hard flow (like the twisting of iron
wire or leather into ropes and the stone

rolling over another stone) effected by
the dominance of plosives.

அஆ

இ௱உள௭

ஏஐ

ஒஓஓள.க்

தனதன தனதன தனதன தனதன தனதன தனதன
வரதந திபநக ரச்முக வொருகுக வறிதுத புவிரிவிதி
மாகத வரிபர மதுகளி லசலவி

மலமழ

வெனலிரிய

மரபுறு குறுமுனி வருதிம யலசர மதிவிரி விபுதகுரு
சுரபதி நவரச

பாததி நகரம

ங ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந்

துகமழு முனிவருதி.
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assuming the shapes of reptiles, one of.
the varieties of KOTTU.
maranattapam Vide TANAM.

marapu |. Traditional usage or convention.
2. Vide CEYYULURUPPU.
marapukkavitai Traditional poetry.
maraputtotar Idiom.

marapunilaippanuval Lisible (readerly).
Roland Barthes divides texts (PANUVAL)
into two categories: (i) Lisible (readerly)
and scriptible (writerly) (NAVINATTUVAPPANUVAL). The former indicates a certain
dependence on convention, which

facilitates interpretation. The latter
implies a significant degree
of
experimentation, making a text difficult
to interpret.

marunkanaital A sub-situation under the
AKAM themes PANKARKUTTAM and PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hero coming closer to the
heroine and embracing her.
marutkai One of the eight principal MEYPPATU:,
wonder.

mayilotukuri varaivukatatalA sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PANKIVIR KUTTAM: the
confidante speaking to the peacock of
the need for marriage, to be heard by the
hero around, ref erring to the end of their
watch of the millet field which has been
harvested.
mayilotu pukaralA sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the hern
talking to a peacock, as he waits for the
arrival of the heroine.
mayuraviyalvenpa Agreement in the number
of letters among the lines of a stanza,
except the last which has more letters.
marakkal
A dance of Goddess Durga on stilts,
slaying the acuras who attacked Her
அஆஇ
aia

உஊ௭

ஏஐஓஓஓளஃக்ஙச்

marutkai uvamai Vide KUTA UVAMAI.
marutcinilai Hallucination.
marutpa Poem in which venpA and ACIRIVAPPA
metres occur alternately.
marutanilapparai (Also MARUTAPPARA!) Drum

of the agricultural tract.
marutappan A morning melody-type peculiar
to agricultural tract.
marutapparai Vide MARUTANILAPPARAI.
marutam |. An AKAM concept one of the five-

fold classification of ௧10௧௧1 landscape:
agricultural tract. 2. An AKAM theme:
promiscuous conduct by the hero and
sulking by the heroine, as appropriate to
the agricultural tract. Its puRAM parallel is
ULINAL.
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malaippantam

marutayal |. A lute peculiar to agricultural
tract. 2. A primary melody-type.

marutayalttiram Secondary melody-types of
the MaRuTAPPAN, of four kinds, viz., navir,

vatuku, vafici and ceytiram.
maruvutaluraittal Vide ANNAVARKATAL ARIVITTAL.
marul A secondary melody-type of the
KURINCI class, one of eight KuRINCI-

YALTTIRAM,
marulcentotai Vide cENTOTAIMARUL.
maruu Vide IvALPUVALAKKU.

;

mal A dance of God Krsna after wrestling
with and vanquishing Banasura, one of
the varieties of KOTTU.
mallayuttam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
malvenri A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme VAKarTTINAr describing victory ina
wrestling match.
malakari
A melody-type of the KuRINcI class..
malam Vide MUMMALAM.
malayamarutam/malayanilam
A secondary
melody-type.
_
malar
A formula of a metrical foot one NiRAL
occurring as the last foot in the last line
of a venpa. Cf. NAL.
malarcciyani A f: igure of speech in which a
general idea is brought in to establish a
particular idea and again another
particular idea is enlisted to establish the
above general idea.

malital/malivu An AKAM concept: to be elated
during coition.
malainatan (Also verPan) An AKAM concept:
chief of the hilly (kuriNcr) tract.
malaippantam
A variety of cITTIRAKKAVE Verse
fitted
into
a fanciful
diagram
‘representing a hill with its summit as
under.
,
ut
௮ஆ

இ௱உஊ௭
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சீரக மேவிய தென்குமரி யணித்தே
நாஞ்சில் நாட்டினில் வாழ்மாண் நற்குடி
காசினி காக்கும் வேளிர் நந்தமிழ்
மரபின் மணியென்ன வந்தனன் மருமலி
செந்தமிழ் நாடகஞ் சீர்பெற் றோங்கவேள்
பகவதி: யிளவல் பாங்கினில் நடிக்க
மன்னு பேருள வளவன் ராச
ராசன் மலிகவி ஓளவையார் முதலணி
வண்பல கூத்துயர் வாகவே அரசனேர்
நடிக்கமா நிலமே நயம்பெற மாச்சபை
வாழ வானோர் கொடைபொழிந்து முதவி
முருகனை யேத்தியே வாய்மை தனமெனப்
பொன்னா ரகமுங் கனகம் பொலிய
மாரி கவிஞரல் மீள யுத்தி
wens கருணை யோங்க
மங்கள மாக வாழியர் மகிழ்ந்தே.
ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந்'ப்
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malaivamaiti

malaivamaiti A figure of speech: poetic
license, error or impropriety of ideas,

considered proper either contextually or

marretirk6tal A sub-situation under the akam
theme varaiTAL: the hunters receiving the
hero coming to wed the heroine.

aesthetically, being of six kinds, viz.,
ITAMALAIVAMAITI (allowing ITAMALAIVU)
KALAMALAIVAMAITI (allowing KALA-MALAIVU),
KALAIMALAIVAMAITI
(allowing KALAIMALAIVU),
ULAKAMALAIVAMAITI
(allowing

marronruvirittal Vide NURKURRAM.

ULAKAMALAIVU),

KURALATI, CINTATI and ALAVATL.
marakkalavali A sub-situation under the

marakkalavarici |. A verse genre: poem on
war fought by a king, composed in
accordance

VANCIPPA

NIYAYAMALAI-VAMAITI

(allowing
NIYAYAMALAIVU)
and
AK/AMAMALAIVAMAITI (allowing AKAMA-

time

to

another

marakkafavélvi Vide KALAVELVI.

marakkarici |. A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme KANcrtrrar the demonst-ration of
the martial prowess of the king wearing
a foliage wreath. 2. A sub-situation under

time),

the puRAM theme KANCIT-TINAL a Warrior,

who has received a wound in his breast
in battle, tearing open that wound and

dying in utter disdain of life.

universe) and AKAMAMALAIVU (contrary to

marattal Vide AvATTAI.

scriptures). Cf. MALAIVAMAITI.

maram Vide KALAMPAKAM.

PURAM theme VANCcITTINAr describing the

plunder and loot of the enemy's country
to their great suffering.
malalaippatal Nursery rhyme.

maravamaikural A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme VENTARKU URRULIPPIRIVU; the hero
telling the confidante of his not
forgetting the heroine while in his camp.

marratarku akkalani A figure of speech in
which the accepted cause of an action is
brought to bear on another action which
is opposed to the earlier one; a figure in
which the means of a deed 1s sought to
be applied to another deed which 1s
opposed to the earlier one; a figure of

maranutaippaci Vide DrcCERUVILNTA PACIMARAN.

mari uru Leitmotif. An image or phrase that
recurs throughout a work, each time
evoking past associations in such a way
as to serve as a subtly unifying element

speech in which the instrument of an

of the work as a whole. Cf. ANKKARUTTU

action is sought to be applied to another
deed which is opposed to the eartier one.
TH

aoaoidute
ai
eat

gegeerr
௦6

.

maramullai A sub-situation under the puURAM
theme vAKaAITTINAL speaking of the
valorous soldier's proud refusal of the
generous offer of gifts by the king.

malapulavanci A sub-situation under the

TILT

in

Cf. ARAKKALAVALL

KALAIMALAIVU (anything opposed to arts
and sciences), ULAKAMALAIVU (nonconformity with the opinions of the good
and
the
great),
NIYAYAMALAIVU
(contradicting the logical order of the

AMA

conventions

king as ploughing the field of battle.

of six kinds, viz., ITAMALALVU (wrongly
assigning natural products to places
where they are not found), KALAMALAIVU
(wrongly assigning occurrence of a
particular

puRAM

PURAM theme VAKAITTINAI: describing a

MALAIWU).
malaivu Error or impropriety in ideas, being
‘

with

metre but interspersed with

km

and ILAIPORUL.
F
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marinilaip poral Absence of correspondence
in the combinations of letters, words or
lines of a verse. e.g. fimiru - mifiiru. Curai
ala ammi-mitappa-curai mitappa ammi
ala.
ச
maruttal Vide MATAM 2.
maruttarku arumaimattal Vide TOL! TALAIVANAI
MARUTTARKU ARUMAIMATTAL.
maruttukkural

A sub-situation

under

the

AKAM theme VENTARKU URRULIPPIRIVU: the

heroine refuting the contention of the
confidante that it is not the real rainy
season.
maruttumolinilai A figure of speech.
maruttetirkotal An axam sub-situation: the
heroine accepting the hero's request for
union which she spurned earlier.
marutalai Travesty. A type of low burlesque
(NAIYANT!) that treats a dignified subject
in an especially undignified way. It
ridicules a subject, literary convention,
or specific work by employing a grossly
low style.
:

marutalaicitaittu tantunipu uraittal Vide uTTI.
maruparvai Re-vision. A form of feminist
criticism (PENNIYAT TIRANAYVU), it seeks to
_reinterpret literary works of the old with
a view
to identifying
in them

conceptualizations

of woman

as a

creature of domestic fetters, and as a
servile being in the matriarchal order. The

works of this school of critics are a
polemical protest against what they find
a literature of phallocentrism.

manifests in the literature of a given
period.
marumaiyiyal Eschatology. Concern with
what happens after humans die, or after

the end of the world and life as we
know it.
maraimoli A literary genre: concealed, mystic
utterances.

marzaiyani A figure of speech in which the

shared features between two things keep
their differences unperceived. Cf. MARAIYAMATYANI-

maraittamaikiri nakaitturaittal A subsituation under the AKAM theme CETPATAL
the hero tending to look for union with

the heroine outside the sphere of the
confidante's help, the confidante laughs
at him implying the impracticability of

such a possibility.
maraintavaiyuraittal A MeyPPATu pertaining
to the undistressed state (leading to
marital love): the heroine expressing in
the marital stage what went on during the
pre-marital period.

marainilai

acirtyar [Implied author. A

creation of the real author in his work
with a view to representing himself or
herself to the reader. He is the "ideal,

literary, created version" of the real
author. He can also be called aciriyappoli.

marainilai vacakar

(vacakappoli) Implied

reader, the reader intended, even created

maruporuluvamai Vide ETIRPORULUVAMAIYANI.

marumalarcci Renaissance. Originally, a
sustained creative and intellectual
excellence in arts and literature and

science in Europe between 1200 and 1600,
௮ஆ

the term now is extended to suggest a
significant transformation of and shift
in human perspective that specifically

by the text. Wolfgang Iser calls him a
“construct™ of the text who “embodies
all those predispositions necessary for a

literary work to exercise its effect".
Stanley Fish calls him "informed reader"
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maraippirai

subjectively as they appear through the
filter of the writer's moods and personal
perceptions. Also see UNARCCIVALI ARAYCCI

and Gerald Prince refers to him as the
"“narratee".

maraippirai Vide malvANl.
maraiyamaiyaniA figure in which the shared

and NANAVOTAL

features between things are brought to

manamutalvatam Mentalism.

bear on their differences. Cf. MARAIYANI.

manitanéyakkotpatu

reform.
manitamaiyavatam

manmatan Vide KAMAKKATAVUL.

Humanism.

An

anthropocentric movement, it seeks to

manmatopalampanam Reviling of Kaman by

dignify and ennoble man by making him
realize his potential powers and gifts. As
a form of. philosophy, it concentrates on
the perfection of a worldly life, rather

the heroine suffering from pangs of
love, a feature of the verse genres like

ULA.
manral |. Vide MANaM. 2. A melody-type of
the desert (PALAI) tract.
manral manaivaru cevilikku ikulai anpuravu
unarttal Vide PANKI MANAMANAICCENRA

Humanitarianism, a

doctrine, attitude or way of life that seeks
to promote human welfare and social

maraivelippatutal An AKAM concept the secret
(pre-marital) love between the hero and
the heroine being known to others.

than on the preparation for an eternal and
spiritual life.

manaipukalkanta vayilavarkural A subsituation under the AKAM. theme
PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the utterance of the
attendant-messengers as they see the
hero enter his house.

CEVILIKKU IRUVARANPUM URAITTAL.
mannaviruttam Vide ARACAVIRUTTAM.
mannurutolil One of the two classes of the
PURAM theme VETCcITTINAl (the other being
TANNURUTOLIL): describing the capture of
enemies’ cows by a king's soldiers under
his orders. -

manaiyavar makiltal A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the hero
returning from the prostitutes, the

mannaikkafici Vide INNANENRU IRANKIYA MANNAI.

manaiyaram Domesticity. An aspect of the

rejoicing of the inmates of his house.
patriarchal (ANATIKKAM)

manattotuneértal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme KURAINAYAPPUKKURAL: with the

doctrine of

separate spheres, according to which a
woman's place is in the privacy of the
home, whereas a man's place is in the

confidante warning the heroine against
the consequences of her refusal to
openly admit her love for the hero, the
heroine coming around and reflecting on
hero's

wider public world. Domesticity and the
larger doctrine of separate spheres have
been identified by feminist and gender

manappativiyal Impressionism. A technique

critics (See PENNIYAM, PENNIYAT TIRANAYVU
and ORUPALCERKKAIT TIRANAYVU), which

the need
advances.
in writing

to

respond

by

which

to

the

to capture

௮ஆ

have evolved into a whole body of
feminist poetics and feminist ideology.

the

fleeting impressions of characters,
settings
and
events,
depicted

makatar Vide IRUNTETTUVAR.
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maccariyam Vide ARUPAKAI.
maccir (ma) Metrical foot of two acai ending

in NER.
mattu Vide K6L.
matterintolukal Vide urti.

manikkamalai

pantam A variety of

CITTIRAKKAVE verse fitted into a fanciful
diagram representing the garland of
rubies, with each ruby accommodating

one letter, and with fewer letters in the
diagram than in the verse, as under:

mayapparuvam
நீதி யதிபதி தமிழிலே தென்னன்
பொன்மொழி பேசிப் புவிபுனை புகழ்பெறு
மன்பன் இண்னவன் மக்க ளிகசுக
மனைவி துணைவர் வணவள மேவச்
சீர்போர் பார்மிசைச் சேர
வாழி வாழி வாழி மகிழ்ந்தே.
miattirai Vide CEYYULURUPPU.

mattiraiccutakam/mattiraiccurukkam A
rhetorical figure in which a word becomes
a different word by shortening its soundvalue by a MATTIRAI. Cf. MATTIRAIVARUTTANAM.
mattiraivaruttanam A rhetorical figure in
which a word becomes a different word

by lengthening its sound value by a
MATTIRAL Cf. MATTIRAICCUTAKAM.
matirakkattu A verse genre: as the diviner
examines the cause of the heroine's
sickness, the heroine hinting at her love

for the hero to the diviner, her
confinement at home, the hero's coming
to seek her hand in marriage and the

diviner getting rich gifts.
mapatiyam Elaborate commentary.
mayattorram Illusion.

mayapparuvam The Real, one of the three
orders of subjectivity, according to the

psychoanalytic theorist Jacqués Lacan,
the other two being Imaginary

order

(ATIPPARUVAM) and the Symbolic order
(KURIYITTUPPARUVAM). The Real is the
intractable and substantial world that

resists and exceeds interpretation. It
cannot be imagined,

symbolized,

or

known directly. It therefore challenges
சீரார் ராமச் சந்திரன்

கன்னன்

கொடைதரு மாமனரி மன்மத தேகன்
மேதகு தனத ஸிதிம ளான் மதிமலி
மாறையோ ஸனங்கில டறலகில கற்றோன்
அஆ
‘a

இஈஉள௭
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the other two orders. It marks the divide
bettween
the conscious
and
the
un conscious, and is different from what
we: call "reality".
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mayappunatcci

themselves from the domestic ties and
become self-dependent, self-sustaining
individuals.

mayappunarcci Vide KALLAPPUNARCCI.
mayai Vide pAcAM.
mayaiyalittal Demythification.

markciyam Marxism. A school of thought
founded by Karl Marx, it rests on the
belief that historical change is primarily
the result of class struggle. In Marx's:
view, economic factors and class
divisions they reflect and reinforce play
a primary role in determining social

mayon An AKAM concept and one of the
KARUPPORUL: Tirumal the God of the MULLAI
region.
markkam |. Theme of love poetry. 2.
A kind
of dance and music performed for the
aristocracy, opp. to TECI.
markciyat tiranayvu Marxist criticism. A
branch
of sociological
criticism
(CAMUKAVIYAL ANUKUMURAD), it views literary
works as a product of work, intricately
connected with historical processes and
socio-economic realities. It refuses to see
aesthetic matters as being distinct and
independent

Marx

from

and

economics,

Engeis

find

which

as

the

infrastructure of society. As such, central

to Marxist critical movement is:
superstructural elements such as art owe
their

cxistence

to

consciousness,

markciyap penniyat tiranayvu Marxist
feminist criticism. A form of feminist
criticism (PENNIYAT TIRANAYVU), it seeks to

take up the weapon of Marxism to
espouse the cause of women. The
exponents of this school argue that
domesticity (MANAIYARAM) fetters women
and makes them in effect the slaves of
men,
besides
forcing them
into
‘unproductive’ and 'uneconomic' labour.
As such, they exhort women to unfetter

aoaiii

marayam perra
situation
VANCITTINAL
soldiers as
king.

netumoli/marayavaiici
A subunder the pur‘AM theme
eulogy showered on victorious
they are honoured by their

marutakanam Vide KARRUKANAM.

of speech: a word being taken with
several successive sentences and
constructed in the manner of the flowers
in a garland.
malai |. A verse genre. 2. Vide MUTARPORUL.

miailaitfivakam Vide MALATIVAKAM.
malainilai A puRAM sub-situation: theme
describing the condition of a wife
preparing to immolate herself in an
evening, on the funeral pyre of her
deceased ‘husband.
malaippan

Melody-type

suited to the

evening.
malaimarru
A variety of CITTIRAKKAVI: poem
that remains identical when its letters are
read in the reverse direction as in the
diagram under.

ஏஜஓஒஓஓஓளஃ க்ங் ச்
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He and Engels

malafivakam (Also MALAITTIVAKAM) A figure

but

consciousness is the product rather than
the source of social forms and economic
conditions.

௮ஆஇ௱ஈ௱உஊ௭

institutions and actions.

argued that economics provide the base
of society, from which emerges a
superstructure consisting of law, politics,
philosophy, religion and art.
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marupatu pukalnilaiyani

etc. are reversed, or repeated in reverse
order in order to achieve a balancing
effect.
marupatu pukalnilaiyani
PUKALCCTYANI.

Vide TERIVIL

mikutturaittu utalA sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the heroine
sulking with the hero praising him
pejoratively.
mikutinavirciyani Vide ATICAYAVANI.

marupatuporunmoli A defect in composition (vALU) which consists in making
contradictory statements.
marupatuporunmoliyamaitiA poetic license
which allows MARUPATUPORUNMOLI in the
appropriate contexts such as the

utterance of the lustful and the timid.
manatavam A verse genre: a woman falling
for the hero-king, who has been on his
triumphant march through hostile
regions, offering herself to him through
songs of music and religious austerities.
manutaviyal Anthropology.
mask Masque. An elaborate form of
entertainment, combining poetic drama,
music, song, dance, splendid constuming,
and stage spectacle. Having a thin plot,
it deals with mythological and allegorical

figures. The dancers and speaking
characters wear masks. ~
There 1s the antimasque, in which the
characters are grotesque and unruly, the
action ludicrous, and the humour broad.
It is a kind of foil to the elegance, order
and ceremony of the masque proper.

mikai A MeypPATu other than the principal
eight arrogance.
mikaikkarpanai Fantasy.
mikaippunaivu

Baroque.

mikaipatakkural Vide NURKURRAM.
mikaimoli Vide ATICAYAVANI.
mikaiuvamai Vide ATICAYAVUVAMAI.
mikaiyen niralnirai Vide NIRALNIRAI.

mikaiyetarttam

Surrealism. A literary

movement, whose proponents seck to
transcend the reality - the rational modes,
the codes and conventions that govern
our everyday existence - and enter the
realm of the "super-real" which includes
unconscious components.
Surrealists
undertake literary experiments involving
unusual
syntax,
achronological
sequencing,
free
association,
nightmarish
images,
and _ the
juxtaposition of jarringly incongruous
elements.
mirutankam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
miraikkavi Vide PULAVAR.
minnitaimelital A sub-situation under the

mikkakamattumital Vide rERUNTINAI.

AKAM theme PANKARKUTTAM: the concern and

mikkoretukkattal A sub-situation under the

anguish of the heroine about the hero, as
to whether he has gone to the place of
the companions,or whether he has been
eaten away by his passion for her.

AKAM theme KARPOTUPUNARNTAKAVWVAL (the
foster-mother enquiring of the brahmins
about the eloped heroine) the brahmins
providing a statement of reason by which
to show that the elopement is but in tune
with the nature of life.
AMOGAremwmrgrRrgeggrir
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minnitai verrumaikantu narray ceviliyai
vinatal Vide TALAIMAKAL VERRUMAIKANTU
NARRAY CEVILIYAI VINATAL.
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Doi amaippiyalvatam Vide AMAPPIYAL MARUVIYA
KOTPATU. —
mi uyariyam Transcendentalism. Its based
on the conviction that each human being
is innately divine, that God's essence lies
within all individuals.
mitei 1. A phase in the love-relationship
between the AKAM hero and the heroine:
the returning of the eloped hero and the
heroine to the latter's place; the returning
of the foster-mother unable to find the
eloped heroine. 2. Vide PIRAMANAM.

mukti
tmiporunmaikkavitai Metaphysical poetry, a
poetry that deals with philosophical or
spiritual matters, but generally limited
to works written by a specific group of
17th century English poets, marked by
arresting and original images and
conceits, wit, ingenuity, dexterous use of

colloquial speech, complexity of themes,
a liking for paradox and dialectical
argument, caustic humour, elliptical
thought and tersely compact expression.
mi porunmaiyiyal Metaphysics.
mimameai (mimaficai) A sect extrinsic to
CAIVAM, the system of Indian philosophy

mitciyani Vide PINVARUNILAIYANI.
mitturuvakkam Reconstruction.
mintuvarunkalaip pakanotu
TALAIVAN PAKANOTU COLLAL.

investigating and determining the nature

collal .Vide

of dharma or the duties, rites and rituals
enjoined

the Védic

law,

and

also

incidentally enunciating the correct
principles of Vedic exegesis.

neoclassicism, romanticism is associated

milavuraittal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme UTANPOKKU: the beholders on the
way urging the foster-mother who has
come in quest of the eloped heroine to

with subjective experience, innovation,
imagination and the individual. In
addition to believing in the power of
imagination, romantics believed that
humans are essentially good, that is, that
people are good by nature; they also
believed that civilization corrupts this
essential goodness. There is again the
romantic esteem for childhood and the
primitive, the natural states unspoiled by
society's influence.
The conception of civilization as a

return.

mili An AKAM concept chief of the wasteland
- (PALAI).
mukkunam Three fundamental qualities,
viz., CATTUVAM (goodness or Virtues},
RACOKUNAM OTF IRACATAM (the quality of
passion manifested in one's activity, zeal,
courage, pride, etc.,) and TAMOKUNAM or
TAMATAM Of TAMACAM (the subtle quality of
darkness or ignorance manifested in
torpor, sleep, lust, anger, etc.,).

corrupting influence led romantics to
value nature and to give it a prominent
place in their works, seeing it as
antithetical to materialism and artifice,
and even imputing to it a mystical anda
sublime quality.
It is also called virunarcci.

mukkolpakavarai vindtal Vide ArRiTAI
MUKKOLPAKAVARAI VINATAL.
mukti (Also mutt and MOKsAM) The final
release of the soul from the worldly
bonds.

mipunaiviyal muran Vide MuRAN 2.
௮ஆ
aati

36

by

mipunaiviyam Romanticism. Viewed in
opposition to ‘realism, classicism and
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mukattalalavaiyakupeyar

mukattalalavaiyakupeyar Vide ALAvalYAKUPEYAR.
mukanilai A kind of song.
roukappurai Epigraph..A passage printed on
the title page or first page of a literary
work or at the beginning of each section
of such a work. Intended to set the tone
or establish the theme of what follows,

epigraphs are generally taken from
earlier, influential authors.
mukam

|. Vide NATAKACCANTI.
2. Opening

dance before the appearance of the actors
on the stage.
mukamkantumakiltal A sub-situation under

the AKAM theme PANKIYIRKOTTAM: the hero
' rejoicing at the visage of the heroine as
he embraces her.
mukamalarccikiral A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the
utterance of the beholders on the
burgeoning of the visage of the heroine

as the hero returns from courtesans.
mukavaippattu Song sung during the

mutti Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

muttu Aporia. A term frequently used in
deconstruction (ULLIYAL ANUKUMURAI) to
indicaté an interpretative dilemma or

impasse

involving

some

textual

contradiction that renders (or seems to
render) meaning undecidable. Aporia can

also be used to refer to any indecision or
doubt expressed by the speaker of a work,
whether
intent.

actual or voiced with ironic

muttuvayirkalaral A MeyprATu pertaining, to
the undistressed state (leading to marital
love): the heroine making assertions as
there occur obstacles to pre-marital
union.
mutittukkattal Vide utTi.
rautintatumutittal Vide utTI.

mutiporuttotarnilai Vide TOTARNILAICCEYYUL.
mutiyattotar Periodic sentence. See NATAI.
mutivitankural Vide utTi.
mutukiyal Vide aTuKKIVAL.

treading of grain on the threshing floor
by cattle.

mutukiyalvannam (Also MUTUKUVANNAM) One

mukilotukural A sub-situation under the
PORULVAYIRPIRIVU: the hero imploring the

(VANNAM): rhythm effected by the
occurrence of lines exceeding four feet
each, with sequences of two short vowels.

tain clouds not to go ahead of him to the

mutukiyalati Lines of five to seven feet with

AKAM themes VENTARKU URRULIPPIRIVU and

place of the heroine.

of the specific sound features of a verse

a sequence of short vowels.

muccankam Vide cANKAM.

mutukuvannam Vide MUTUKIYALVANNAM.

muccir Three syllabled foot.

mutukuvenpa A species of venpA verse
composed either wholly or partly in

muccollalankaram A figure of speech in
which an expression is capable of three
meanings when divided in three different

ways.
muttati A complete
Cf. KUTTAM.
௮ஆ
a

இஈ௱உஊ௭
a

line with four feet.

quick rhythm.
muttakam |. A stanza which by itself 1s
complete in sense. 2. A kind of literary
composition adapted to singing.
muttapparuvam Vide PILLAIKKAVI.
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muttampukaltal A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme PANK?YIRKUTTAM: the confidante
praising the pearls in the love-token
(JALAN) given by the hero.

ynuttamil Three-fold classification of the
language Tamil, viz., 'vARRAMIL (litera-

ture), CAITTAMIL (music) and NATAKATTAMIL
(drama).
mutti Vide MUKTI.
muttirai Composer's name introduced at the
end of a song or poem, as his mark.

muttiraikkavi (Also MuTTIRAIPPATTU) Last
benedictory stanza in a PATIKAM of the

sacred hymns containing the name of the
author. Cf. TIRUKKATAIKKAPPU
TIRUNAMAPPATTU.

and

muttiraippallavam/muttiraippallavi
A PALLAVI
repeated at the end of each pATAM.
nouttiraippattu Vide MUTTIRAIKKAVI.
mutti The three sacrificial fires, viz., karuka
pattiyam, akavaniyam and tatcinakkini.
noutaltotai Vide MONAITTOTAI.

mutalnilaikunattivakam Vide KUNA MUTALNILAIT TIVAKAM.
mutalnilaicatittivakam Vide cATI MUTALNILAITTIVAKAM.

mutalnilaitfivakam Vide ATriipaKaM.
mutalnilaittoliltivakam Vide ToLIL MUTAL-

NILAITTIVAKAM.
mutalnilaipporulfivakam Vide porUL MUTAL-

NILAITTIVAKAM.
mutalnilaiyalapetai

Agreement

of

elongations in the initial letters.

mutalnul Vide NOL.
mutalakupeyar Vide pORULAKUPEYAR.
mutalayiram The first of the four sections
of nalayira tivviyap pirapantam.
அஆ
a

இ௱உளஎ
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mutanilaik karpanai

mutalalittuvam Capitalism.
mutarkurai Vide CEYYULVIKARAM.

mutarcankam Vide CANKAM.
mutarcir Metrical foot of two syllables.

mutarpa (Also MurpA) Vide vENPA.
mutarporul An AKAM concept: land and
season, land being classified into five,
viz., KURINC! (hilly tract), muLLar (forest

tract), MARUTAM (agricultural tract), NEYTAL
(maritime tract) and pALAI (wasteland), and
season being broadly classified into two,
புந்தி, PERUMPOLUTU and CIRUPOLUTU;
PERUMPOLUTU goes into six, namely kUTIR

(cold - October and November), kAr (rainy
- August and September), MUNPANI
(evening dew - December and January),

PINPANL (morning dew - February and
March), ILAVENIL (milder hot season - April
and May); MuTUVENIL (hot season - June
and July); crgupoLuTu comprises six parts,

vizZ., VAIKARA! (before sunrise), VITIYAL
(after sunrise), NANPAKAL (midday), ERPATU
(before sunset), MALAI (after sunset),YAMAM (midnight).

The appropriate MUTARPORUL (land and
season) for the five classes of TINAI (lovebehaviour) are: union - KURINCI-KUTIRYAMAM; patient endurance - MULLAI-KAR-

MALAI,

sulking

six

NEYTAL-all six PERUMPOLUTU-YERPATU;
separation - PALAI-ILAVENIL and MUTUVENIL-

NANPAKAL.
mutanmarinilai A figure of speech which
consists in applying the part instead of
the whole and vice versa.

-

mutanilaik karpanai Primary imagination

which, according to Coleridge, mediates
between sensation and perception and is

ஒஓஓள ஃக்ங் ச் ஞ்ட்ண்த் ந்
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- MARUTAM-all

PERUMPOLUTU-VAIKARAI, VITIYAL; pining -
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mutanilaivilakku

the living power and 'prime agent of all
human perception’, and this faculty is
common to all percipient human beings.

Cf. TUNAINILAIK KARPANAI.

mutanilaivilakku Vide MUTANILAITTIVAKAM.
mutapinaippu Mnemonic formed of initial
syllables of stanzas of a poem.
mutiyavatparaval A sub-situation under
AKAM theune KARPOTUPUNARNTAKAVVAL
mother praying to a major deity for
safe return of her daughter from
desert.

the
the
the
the

mutirnta kurifci A melody-type.
mutirntavintalam A secondary melody-type
of the KuRINcI class.
mutukdfici |, Vide KALINTOR OLINTORKKUK KATTTYA
MUTUMAI. 2. A verse genre: poem on the
MUTUKANCI theme.
mutucol (Also MuTUMOLI and MOTurRAI) |. A
literary genre: proverb. Cf. PALAMOLI.
2. A sage utterance.
mutupalai Vide PERUNTINAI.
mutumakkaltali A large earthen jar wherein

corpses of warriors were interred in
ancient times.
mutumoli Vide MUTUCOL.
mutumolikkaficiA puRAM sub-situation wise
men giving instruction on ARAM
(righteousness), poruy (affairs of life),
and INPAM (pleasures of life) to the people
at large.
mutumolivanici A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme vANcITTINAr describing the
state of one's ancestor of great martial
prowess and glorious antiquity.
mutuvayppentir Women of ripe utterance.
Cf. AKAVANMAKALIR.

mutuvulifiai (Also PURATTONVILNTA PUTUMAD 1.
A sub-situation under the puRAM theme
ULINAITTINAL the soldiers overcoming
resistance and entering into the jungle
defence of the enemy. 2. A sub-situation
under the puRAM theme ULINAITTINAL
describing the prowess of the warriors on
the fortification and their valorous fight
against the enemy.
mutuvénil Vide MUTARPORUL.

muntunul Vide NUL.
nuntumolintatan talaitatumarru Vide uTTI.

munturakkantal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme ITANTALAIPPATU: the hero seeing
the heroine at the place of their first
meeting.

muppattarayirappati Vide tru.
muppal The three-fold classification of
tirukkural ARAM, PORUL, and KAMAM.
mupporul

A Caiva

concept:

mummatiyakupeyarA figure of speech: a
metonymy of treble transference, as kar
which literally means black, and
figuratively means first the cloud at the
primary level, secondly, rainy season and
thirdly, the crop of the rainy season.
mummantilappa Apparently a single stanza,

but contaming three in three different
metrical patterns.
mummanikkovai A verse genre: poem of
thirty stanzas, in which AKAVAL, VENPA and
KALITTURAI occur Serially one after another
iN ANTATITTOTAL
mummanimalaiA verse genre: poem of thirty
stanzas in which vENPA, KALITTURAI and
AKAVAL occur serially one after another in
ANTATITTOTAL.
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mummalam
the three
KANMAM
it attains

(Also MALAM) A Caiva concept
impurities ofthe soul (ANAvaAM,
and MAyYal) which cling to it until
final liberation. Also see PACAM.

mumminpantanam A variety of crTTIRAK-KAVI:
verse fitted into a fanciful diagram,
_Tepresenting the bodies of three fish
meeting at a point, as under

muracapantam

muracapantam
A variety of crrmRAkKavr fourline verse, with the first two lines in the

KOMUTTIRI pattern and the verse being
structured in such a way that the first
letter of the first line begins the pattern,
goes down through the lines of the stanza,
and goes up and down again in that order,
again the first letter of the last line
begins the pattern, goes up, comes down
and again goes up in the manner of the
leather straps of a drum as in the diagram
under:

வாருலவு மாவேர்சேர் செந்திற்க திர்வேல
வாரணவி
வாதணவா
வாதர

லோதனனே
காவேநீ

வாகிடவே

வாமிமகா

நாடக

- ஏரகா

மாகிவல

வா

muyankal
An aKa concept: sexual congress.
muyankutaluruttal A sub-situation under the
AKAM

theme

IYARKAIPPUNARCCr

the hero

speaking exultantly of the consent of the
heroine to union.
muyarci vilakku A figure of speech and a
sub-class of TATAIMOLIVANI in which a
pursuit 1s sought to be stopped by stating
the futility of one's efforts to stand by
that pursuit.
muyarciverrumai Vide TOLILVERRUMAI.
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muracavakai
பாத தாமரை
பாத தாமரை
பாத தாமரை
பாத தாமரை
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தந்தனை
தந்தனை
தந்தன
தந்தனை

appears to be true and what actually is

யேகுகா
யேகுகா
யேகுகா
யேகுகா

muracavakai A sub-situation under the PURAM

theme vAKarTTINAr theme describing the
ceremony of offering oblations to the

virAMURACU ina king's palace.
muracavulifiai A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme ULINAITTINAL theme describing

the viIRAMURACU being decorated with a
garland of ulifiai flowers made of gold
and being offered goat - sacrifice.
muracu Vide ARACARCINNAM.

muran/murantotai |. (Also IRANATTOTAI and
PAKAITTOTA!) A kind of rhyme marked by
antithesis or contrast in words (MOLIMURAN 1) or in meaning (PORULMURAN),
being of eight kinds, viz., ATIMURAN
(antithesis in the first foot through the
whole stanza), INAIMURAN (antithesis in the
first and second feet of a line),

POLIPPUMURAN (antithesis in the first and
the third feet), oRGUMURAN (antithesis in
the first and fourth feet), KULAIMURAN
(antithesis in the first, second and third
feet), MERKATUVAYMURAN (antithesis in the
first, third and fourth feet), KILKATUVAYMURAN (antithesis in the first, second and
fourth feet), MURRUMURAN (antithesis in

all the feet of a line). (For the miscellaneous auxiliary MURANTOTAI kinds, vide the
individual entries in their respective
places). 2. Irony. A contradiction or
incongruity between appearance and
reality. It manifests in a variety of ways
such as the discrepancy between what
one says and what one means; between
what one expects to happen and what

actually happens;
௮ஆ

இரஉஊஎ௭

or between what

ஏஐ

ஒஓஓளஃ
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true. it is sometimes called etirkkurippu
and etirmarai ilakkanai.
The types of irony may be seen under
three broad headings: verbal irony (MoLI
MURAN?), Situational irony (ITAMURAN) and
structural irony (AMAIPPUMURAN).
Verbal irony, also called rhetorical
irony (PECCUMURAN) is marked by a
discrepancy between what a speaker or
writer says and what he or she believes to
be true. More specifically, one will say

the opposite of what one actually means
im verbal irony.
Situational
irony
involves
a
discrepancy between expectation and
reality. It branches into dramatic irony
(NATAKAK KURIPPUMURAN), tragic irony

(AVALAK KURIPPUMURAN) and Socratic or
dialectical irony (CAKRATIS OF IYAKKAVIYAL
MuURAN). Dramatic irony involves a
situation in a play or anarrative in which

the audience shares with the author
knowledge of which a character is
ignorant: the character acts in a way
grossly inappropriate to the actual
circumstances, or expects the opposite of
what fate holds in store. Tragic irony, a
type of dramatic 1rony involves imperfect.
information whose consequences are
catastrophic, leading to the character's
downfall and death. Socratic irony comes
from Sacrates's habitual practice of
acting ignorant and foolish and asking
seemingly
innocuous
and
naive

questions which gradually undermine his
interlocutor's case and trap him into
seeing the truth.
Structural irony involves an internal
feature in the text that creates or promotes
a discrepancy. It comprises two typesஞடணத்ந்

ப் ம்ய்ர்
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cosmic irony or irony of fate [pIRAPANCA

(GL) MuRAN] and romantic irony (mi
PUNAIVIYALMURAN). The former arises from
the disparity between a character's
Gncorrect) belief in his or her ability to

shape

his

or her

destiny

and

the

audience's recognition that an external

supernatural force has the power to
manipulate
or even control that
character's fate. Romantic
irony
designates a mode of dramatic or
narrative writing in which the author
builds up an artistic illusion, only to
break it down by revealing that he, as
artist, is the arbitrary creator and

manipulator of his characters and their
actions.
murannokku inpam Jouissance. A term used

by Jacques Derrida to refer to the "subtle
and intense pleasure" deconstructors
' experience as the text dismantles itself
due to its ‘opposed strands of meaning
or conflicting discourses’ (see also ULLIYAL
ANUKUMURAI). In feminist criticism
(PENNIYAM) jouissance refers ta sexual as
well as textual pleasure, or, more
precisely, to a feminine, linguistic

jouissance grounded in women's sexual
potential and pleasure, which is "more
diffusive and diverse than men's”.
muranpatumeymai Paradox, a statement that
seems self-contradictory or nonsensical
on the surface but that, upon closer
examination, may be seen to contain an
underlying truth. New critics use this term
to refer to any unexpected deviation

from ordinary discourse. Cleanth Brooks
maintains that poetic language 1s
fundamentally paradoxical. This term 18
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nature is correlated with a particular
object/phenomenon of contradictory
nature.

muranmelvilaivani (Also MURANVILAINTU
ALIVANT)
A figure of speech in which there
is an apparent contradiction.
muranvanci

A verse genre: poem

on the

battlefront and the vanquishing of the
enemy composed in vANCIPPA metre.

muranvilaintu
VILAIVANI.

alivani Vide MURANMEL

muranani (Also virotavani) A figure of speech
in which there is antithesis or opposition,
being of two kinds, viz., COLMURAN
(antithesis in words) and roruLMURAN

(antithesis mn sense).
murani Foil. A character who by his contrast
with the main character, serves to
accentuate that character's distinctive
qualities or characteristics.

muranittonral Vide MURANPIRAPORULVAIPPU.
muraniyaipu Agreement of the final forms
along with antithesis.
rauri }. (Also MuriniLat) the closing section

of a musical

composition.

CURITAKAM at the close
NATAKATTAMIL.

2. The

of a poem

in

muriccarttu A kind of cARTTUVATI.

murinilai Vide muril.
murivari Closing part of a dance-song,
murukan atal God Murukan's dance, of two

kinds, viz., tutiand kuti.

sometimes called muranunmai.
இர

muranpiraporulvaippu (Also MURANIT TONRAL)
A figure of speech and a sub-class of
PIRAPORULVAIPPANI in which a general
object/phenomenon of contradictory

muranvinaiccilétai Vide cILETAIVANI.

muranniralnirai Vide NiRALNIRAI.

அஆ
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murzukiyam
murukiyam Drum used in the worship of
Murukan, in hilly (kuriNc1) tracts.

murrati Vide NARCIRATI.
murralapetai Vide ALAPETAITTOTAL.
murriyamutirvu (Also MURRUMUTIRVU) A sub-

murukiyal Vide ALAKIYAL.

murukiyal ayanmai Vide AYANMAI.
murukiyal tiranayvu
Vide AL AKIVAL TIRANAYVU.
moullai 1. An AKAM Concept pastoral tract as

one of the five-fold AkAMlandscape.

2.

Patient endurance of the heroine during
the period of separation from the hero as
appropriate to the pastoral tract. Its PURAM
parallel is vANcI.

38A PURAM sub-situation:

the state of rejoicing in union of the man
and his love.

mullaippan/mullaiyal A primary melody-type
of the forest tract.
mullaippatal Idyll, a narrative-descriptive
work in verse depicting pastoral scenes
and virtues.
mullaiyalttiramA secondary melody-type of
the cEVVALI class.
mulaippattu Vide PANAIMULAIPPATTU.
mulaipparkali/mulaivilai An aKam concept:
bride-price, money presented by the
bridegroom to the bride's mother as
compensation for having nourished the
heroine during her infancy.
mulaivilaikural A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VARAIPORULPIRITAL’ the
confidante telling the hero of the
priceless worth of the heroine,as he
-enquires about the bride-price.
mulutummatakku Vide MATAKKANI.
muluvatumcéral Vide roTupPrRAPORUL VAIPPU.

mullippu A masquerade dance.
mulaikkottu Singing and dancing by women
around pots of growing sprouts.

அஆஇ

௨௭௭

situation under the purRAM theme
ULINAITTINAL the intense anger of thes
besieging warriors outside as the drums

are heard beating from within the
fortress.
murriyalikaram [i] having one MATTIRAI.
Cf. KURRIVALIKARAM.
murriyalukaram [u] having one MATTIRAI
Cf. KURRIYALUKARAM.

murriyaipu Vide rvAIPuTTOTAI.
murruttotar

Loose sentence. See NATAL.

murruttotai Versification in which MONAI, etc.,
occur in all the feet of an ALAVATI verse.
murruniralnirai Vide NIRALNIRAI.

murrumatakku Vide MATAKKANI.
murrumutukuvenpa A vENPA which has a
quick-flowing rhythm in all the four
lines.
murrumutirvu Vide MURRIYAMUTIRVU.”
murrumuran Vide MURANTOTAI.
murrumonai Vide monai.
murruruvakamA figure of speech anda subclass of URUVAKAM: metaphorization of the
total
meaning
of
the
verse,
metaphorization of both the person/
object in its entirety and the limbs
thereof.
murruvamai |. Vide nigatyuvAMal. 2. A figure
of speech and a sub-class of UvAMAI in
which the standard of comparison goes

with both the person/object in its entirety

murku Vide KuRiPPICAI.

aoaiid

nourkurippu Foreshadowing.
murpa Vide MUTARPA.

and the limbs thereof.
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murrulifiai A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme uLIWartTInar describing the

mungurai

munmutukuverpa A kind of venrA having a
quick-flowing rhythm in the first two
lines. Cf. PINMUTUKUVENPA.

excellence of the ulifiai garland which
Civan wore when he destroyed tiripuram.

munmolintukotal Vide utr.

mutretukai Vide ETUKAI.

munnati pinnati cévittalA short method of
reciting nalayira tivviyap pirapantam, by
which a portion only of each half of a
stanza is recited.

muruvaikurippunartal A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme IYARKAIPPUNARCCL the hero
inferring the consent of the heroine for
union from her smile.

munnam Vide AKAPPATTURUPPU.

murainiralnizat Vide NIRALNIRAL

muonavilakkani Vide TATAIMOLIYANI.

muraiyilpatarcciyaniA figure of speech in
which a thing takes position in different
objects or persons in order or several
things take position in one object or

munnikalvuraitts atalfirttal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the
hero pacifying the sulking heroine by
recalling an earlier event.

person.

munnilaippatuttal
Foregrounding. A
necessary component of literariness
(ILAKKIYAPPANKU) according to Russian
formalists. Itrefers to giving prominence
to something in a literary work that would
not be accentuated in ordinary discourse
(KARUTTATAL).
்

௩

mouraiyinvaippu Vide NOLALAKU.

muncenror

paakiyarkkunarttal A sub-

situation under the akam theme mitcr the
fellow travellers who are returning to the
town
in advance
informing
the

companions of the heroine about the
return of the hero and the heroine from
their elopement.

munnilaipparaval Praise addressed to God

muntérkkuravai |. A sub-situation under the
PupaM theme vAKATFTINAL dancing of a king
on the dais of his chariot, joining hands
with his victorious warriors, in
celebration of his victory; the dancing
of the goblins before the chariot of the
victorious king. 2. A sub-situation under
the puRaM theme TuMparTTINar dancing of
the warriors before the chariot of the
victorious king.

vounnilaippuramoli An AKAM concept speech
intended for one who is present but
spoken as if to a third person.

munpanikkalam (Also PANIVETIRPARUVAM) Vide
MUTARPORUL.

munninrunarttal Vide pANK!I TALAIMAKAN

munpapikku nonturaittal A sub-situation
_ under the AKAM theme VENTARKU URRULIP
pirtvu: the heroine in separation grieving
at the advent of the season of the early dew.

munninrunartti Ompataicarral Vide PANKI
TALAIVAN MUNNINRUNARTTI OMPATAI CARRAL.
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as second person.

mnunnilaippuramolimolinty arivuruttal Vide

TOLI TALAIMAKARKU MUNNILAIP PURAMOLI
MOLINTU ARIVURUTTAL.
munnilaiyakkal A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme rYARKAIPPUNARCCI: the excited
hero, inferring the unrevealed passion of
the heroine, addressing her directly.
MUNNINRU IRCERIPPU ARIVURUTTAL.

mungurai |. Ancient saying. 2. Ancient
history. 3. Preface. Cf. pinnuRAL |
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mugguravunartal
munnuravunartal A sub-situation under

PANKIMATIYUTANPATU: the confidante
inferring the union of the heroine with
the hero as she comes with changes on
her person.

mippu One of the sources of the MEYPPATU:

ILIVARAL (ridicule): old age.
mupputtanam Vide TANAM.

mula ayviyal Ontology, the investigation of
the nature of existence.

naunnurupunarcci Vide 'YARKAIPPUNARCCI.

mulakkaruttuk kotpatu Theory of ideas.

munnurupunarcci

milapporulvatam Logocentrism. 'Revolving
around the word (speech or reason)’ in
the literal sense, it implies a belief in the

murgaiyurakkural Vide

PANK] MUNNURUPUNARCCI MURATYURAK KURAL.

munnokku utti Flashf orward. Cf. pryNoKKU
UTI.
munajattu An Islamic Tamil verse genre:
hymn.

centrality and determinability of ultimate
Truth.

mulapatat tirandyvu

Textual criticism. A

munitalA MeyppATu other than the principal
eight dislike.

form of criticism involving the scholarly
attempt to establish the authoritative
version of a text.

munivu meyniruttal A meyrPATu pertaining
to undistressed state (leading to marital
love): the heroine manifesting her disgust

mulapatam/mulam Text of a work.
mulamoliyiyal Philology. The study of

(at the pre-marital union).
munaikatimunniruppu A sub-situation under
the puRAM theme KANcITTINAL resolving the

linguistics (MoLIy1yAL)

anger of the kings and bringing them

scientific study of language.

away from the field of battle.
nunaivan |. God. 2. Wise man.
4. The Buddha. 5. The Arhat.

denotes the

mulavativam Prototype.
3. Saint.

mautanantam J. A PURAM sub-situation: theme
in which the bystanders describe the

great love of the wife dying immediately
after her husband's death. 2. A PURAM subsituation: the warrior, having been

mulataram Vide ARATARAM.

miuvacaiccir Metrical foot of three syllables.
miuvatimukkalA name [after the number of
lines (3 */,)] for NERICAIVENPA and
INNICAIVENPA.

wounded by the enemy, dying with his

muvar The three Caiva saints, viz., Appar,
Cuntarar, and Campantar, authors of the
tévaram hymns.

task unfulfilled.

muvéntar The three Tamil kings, viz., Ceran,

mutirpentir Women of the warrior class.
mutinmullai A sub-situation under the PURAM

theme vAKAITTRNAL describing the spirit of
valour manifested among the women of
the warrior class.

அஆ

இ௱உஊ௭எ

ஏஐ

Colan and Pantiyan.
munratimatakku Vide MATAKKANL
muopruvikarpam Agreement of two letters
only in the first two lines of a stanza.
meykkirtti A verse genre: detailing

the

- geneology and achievements of a king,

miiturai Vide MUTUCOL.

aoa

language and literature. It also means the
study of the historical and comparative
development of languages, whereas
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with a prayer for his long life and his
queen's, and a mention of his proper
name and regnal year.

menmoli vinatal

effected by the frequent use of the
nasals.
mellinam Nasal consonants (n, fi, n,n, m, 0).

meykkirttimalai A verse genre: panegyric
about the great deeds of a king.

mellinamoénai

meykkuttu Dancing with gesticulation,
being of three kinds, viz., téci, vatuku

mellinavetukai Agreement of second letters

and cinkalam.
Vide

CAIvACITTANTA

meyppatu Vide AKAPPATTURUPPU.
meypporul I. Vide taTtuvAM. 2. God as Reality.

meymmoliyalankaram A verse genre: poem
on natural and non-imaginative events
and characters marked by a realistic
treatment, composed in the KALIVENPA
metre. Cf. poyYMMOLIYALANKARAM.
meyyurai Fatthful commentary.
Comparison based on form

meyyurupunarcci An AKAM concept: sexual
union; embrace.
meyyeluttu Vide UTALELUTTU.
meyyeyenral A meyrraTu pertaining to
PERUNTINA! (abnormal love): the heroine
asserting words of untruth for truth.
holding up a person to

ekal Vide AVAN TALAIVIYAIC

CURATTUYTTAL,
mellicaivannam One of the specific sound
features of a verse (VANNAM):
AWMAtemaeg
உ

உ1 7

ute

of one with any other of the six nasal
melittal Vide CEYYULVIKARAM.

rhythm

Reeggrn

the AKAPPURAM theme KAIKKILAL the heroine

becoming disspirited at the public gossip.
over her love for the hero.
melivukantu cevilikiral A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme VARAIPORUTPIRITAL: the
foster-mother's
utterance
on the
emaciation of the heroine.
melivu vilakkuruttal A sub-situation under

the AKAM theme IYARKAIPPUNARCCI:
suggestive expression of the hero's
seeming anguish (as the heroine does not
wear a smile on her face as a mark of her
inner joy over the hero's praise of her
features).
melivotuvaikal A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme KAIKKILAL describing the
emaciation and withering of the love-sick
heroine.
menpa Vide AcirrvappA.
menmai One of the sources of the MeyPPATU
ILIVARAL (ridicule): poverty.
menmoliyalkiral A sub-situation under the

AKAM

theme

KURAINAYAPPUKKURAL:

the

confidante referring in a distressed tone’

meyvalttu A poem in praise of a person.
mellakkontu

nasal

melital |. Vide avartal. 2. A sub-situation under

meytottuppayiral A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme fYARKAIPPUNARCCI describing
the hero touching the person of the
heroine to ascertain her inclinations.

meyvacai A poem
ridicule.

of

sounds.

meykantacattiram
CATTIRAM,

meyyuvamam
or shape.

Alliteration

consonants.

FM

to the heroine to the persistent presence
of one (the hero) around without

revealing his intention thereof.
menmoli vinatal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIMATIYUTANPATU: the hero
F GUase;
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mékakkurifici

given subject matter is stated to be the

éntreating the confidante to break her

loftiest among the loftiest or the lowest
among the lowest.

silence.

mékakkurifici (Also MEKARANCI) A musical
mode.

ménilaiyakkam Sanskritization. Adapting to
the attitudes customs, conventions and
ways of life of the brahmins in particular,
and people in the upper rungs of the
social ladder in general.

meékattotucollal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VARAIVITAIVAITTUPPORULVAYIR
pIRITAL: the hero's appeal to the clouds on

his return from earning wealth for the
marviage (not to rain in the place of the
heroine so as to keep her ignorant of the
advent of the rainy season).

molintatumolipu A defect in composition:
repetition in which the repeated form has
a different meaning.

molintatumolipu amaiti A poetic license

mékarafici Vide MEKAKKURINCI.

which allows MOLINTATUMOLIPU in
appropriate contexts such as adding to
excellence, etc.

mekarakakkurinci A secondary melody-type
of the xuRINcI class.

mékarakam A secondary melody-type of the
PALAI Class.

mémpatukilavon taficamperatu neficotu
kilattal Vide

KILAVON

molintaporul6tu onravaittal Vide பாரா.
molinataiyelutal aritenavilakkal A subsituation under the AKAM theme PANKIYIR
KUTTAM: (as the hero says that he would
resort to palmyra-horse riding) the

TANCAMPERATU

NENCOTUKILATTAL.
melkanakku Vide KANAKKU.
mélaimayamatal Westernization. Adapting

confidante telling the hero of the
difficulty of bringing in her sweet

to the ways of life and attitudes of the
people of the West.

tongue, gait, etc., even if he succeeds in

mérkatuvay
A kind of Totai, the positional
agreement
of sound features in
versification, which requires MONaj, etc.,
to occur in every foot of a line except
the second.

flag (which he would hold while riding
the palmyra-horse).

mérkatuvay iyaipu Vide ryArrPurrotAl.

mérkatuvay etukai Vide eTuxal.
mérkatuvay niralnirai Vide NiIRALNIRAI.

drawing the image of the heroine on the

molippunarppu

molipeyarppu Translation. Also see NUL.
moliperavaruntal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the heroine's
silence saddening the hero.
moliperatukural A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme MATIYUTANPATUTTAL: the

mérkatuvaymuran Vide muRAN.

hero,with all his enquiries drawing no

mérkatuvaymogai Vide MONal.

response,

merkatuvayalapetai Vide ALAPETAITTOTAI.
mércempalai A secondary melody-type of
the PALai class.

meénméluyarcciyani A figure of speech in
which the quality or characteristic of the
௮ஆ
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enquiring the confidante

of

the reason for their silence.
molimarrupporulkol Vide porULKOL.
mo}imuran!' Vide MURANTOTAI.

molimuran? Vide muran?.
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mohiyakkam Transcreation.

letter of the first foot of the following
line.

mioliyatatanai muttintiniefittal Vide ur.

monatyiyaipul Agreement of the final forms:

moliyiyal Linguistics.
moliyiyal tiranayve Linguistic criticism.

along with that of the first letters.
moksam Vide MUKTI.
maucali A primary melody-type.

snefivamenral Vide urn.
md0kam Vide ARUPAKAI.

yanhkiyat tiianayvu Jungian criticism. A type
of literary criticism based on the theories

moka uvamai Vide MAYAKKAVUVAMAI.

mokariam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

of Carl Jung. It differs markedly from

motal Conflict. A confrontation or struggte
between opposing characters or forces in
the plot of a narrative, from which the
action emanates and around which it
revolves.
monai/monaittotai (Also MUTALTOTAD A kind
of rhyme where initial sounds, vowels or
consonants, agree (alliteration), being of
eight kinds, viz., ATIMONAI (alliteration at

_ the beginning of each line of a stanza),
INAIMONA! (alliteration at the beginning of
the first and second feet of the line),
POLIPPUMONAI (alliteration at the beginning
of the first and third feet), ORUUMONAI
(alliteration at the beginning of the first
and fourth feet), KOLAIMONAI (alliteration
at the beginning of the first, second and
third feet), MERKATUVAYMONAI (alliteration
at the beginning of the first, third and

fourth feet), KILKKATUVAYMONAI (alliteration at the beginning of the first, second

and fourth

feet) and MURRUMONAI

(alliteration at the beginning of each
foot of the line). [For the various
miscellane-ous auxiliary kinds of
MONAITTOTAI, See the individual entries in
their respective places].

monaimuran Agreement of the first letters
in antithesis.
mOnaiyantati Agreement of the last letter of
the last foot of a verse line with the first
அஆ
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Freud's
psychoanalytic
theory
(ULAPPAKUPPAYVIYAL). While Freud focuses
on the individual unconscious and its
manifestations, Jung identifies and
concentrates on a collective unconscious
(INANANAVILI) which, he claims, is
universally shared by people across
. cultures. According to him, this
collective unconscious contains racial
memories and archetypes, primordial
images and patterns, that reflect the
elemental content of human experience

from its earliest beginnings.
yatcaka@nam
A literary genre: dramatic kind
comprising nvusical verses and prose.
yatarttavatam Vide ETARTTAVATAM. ~
yativaluA defect in composition: misplaced
caesura.
yativalu-amaiti
A poetic license which allows

YATIVALU for the sake of vAKaryvuLI (scansion
in disregard of speech rhythm).
yamakantam patutal To compose verses
under stringent conditions, the penalty
for the breach of which is death.
yamakam Vide MATAKKANI.

yamakavantati A kind of ANTATI poem with
YAMAKAM in each verse."
yavamattiyavati A poetical composition
with longer lines in the middle than at
the end.
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yavattimam

yavattimam Vide TORAIYITAICCEYYUL.
yantunilai A verse genre: poem

destroying one's enemy and capturing his

of

benediction wishing the king an abiding

life on the earth.
yappanantam Vide ANANTAKKURRAM.
yappiyal Metrics, the study of the types
and sub-species of metre, metrical units
such as ACAI and cir, verse rhythm along
with its variations, etc.

yappu |. Prosody. 2. Vide ceYYULURUPPU.
3. Graduated serial order of treatises to
be studied, one of the cIRAPPUPPAYIRAM.

yappuvalu A defect in poetic composition.
yamam vide MUTARPORUL.
yamayal Lute played at midnight.
yare ivar manattu ennam yatenat tértal A
phase of the sub-situation KURAIYURA
UNARTAL under the AKAM thematic situation
PANKI MATIYUTANPATU: the heroine's
confidante analysing in herself the
identity of the hero and his intent as he
speaks to her before entreating her for
help to meet the heroine.

elephants and fortress. |
yanaittolil Vide AyAITTOLIL.

yanainilai/yanaimaram A sub-situation
under the PuRAM theme TUMPAITTINAL theme

praising the heroic deeds of the king's
elephant in battle.
yanaiviruttam Vide ANAIVIRUTIAM.
yanaivirar Vide ENPERAYAM.
yanaivenri A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme pERUNTINAL theme describing the
victory of an elephant fighting with

another.
yuttavétu A figure of speech in which an
appropriate reason is suggested.
yuttiyaniA f: igure of speech in which others

are beguiled into ignorance of one's idea
by bringing about a change in the mode
of one's deed which represents that idea.
yokacattiram Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

A Saiva system under which the
yokacaivam

initiate practise ATTANKAYOKAM and obtain
ATTAMACITTI, one of sixteen CAIVAM.

yal |. Stringed musical instrument, of which
there are four kinds, viz., periyal,
cakétayal, makarayal and cenkottiyal.
2. Melody-type.

A school extrinsic to carva: deep and
yokam
abstract meditation; concentration of the
mind in the contemplation of the
Supreme Sprit.

yalttiram A primary melody-type, PAN.

yokavipakam Separation of that which is

-yalmuri A tune sung by Saint Tirunanacampantar, as one which could not be
played on the YAL.

usually combined together, especially
the separation of the words of a cUTTIRAM
splitting one rule into two or more.

yalvenri A rugs sub-situation: theme of a
woman who brings the audience under
the spell of her lute-play.

lakima-Vide ATTAMACITTI.

yalorkittam Vide KANTARUVAMANAM.
yarrunirpporulkol Vide roruLKOL.

vakuttukkattal/vakuttumeynniruttal Vide
பா

yanaikkaikkol A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme ULINAITTINAL theme of

vakutturaittalA sub-situation under the AKAM
theme cETPATAI: as the heroine in her
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laku A short letter, appearing by itself.
Cf. KURU.
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modesty hesitates to accept the lovetoken (a bunch of tender leaves) of the

hero, the confidante reasoning with her

vakaimai

Apart from AKAM and PpuRAM, the two
broad species of classical literature,

tolkappiyam speaks about scores of

with a view to making her accept it.

literary types and modes such as PATTU,

vakuppu
A verse genre: classified composition on a particular thing.

URAL, NUL, VAYMOLI, PIC], ANKATAM, MUTUCOL,

vakaiccuttiram cUrriraM giving detailed
exposition of that which has already been
briefly stated.

vakainilai (Also VAKAIMATIRI) Type.
vakainilaiyiyal Typology.

PANNATTI, AVAIYATAKKIYAL, ARRUPPATAL [YANMOLI

VALTTU, OMPATAI, KANTALL PARIPATAL, MANTIRAM,
VALLI, VERIYATTU, etc. This work also hints
at the generic bases of INPAM, PORUL and
ARAM. Besides, most of the TiNAI-s and
TURAI-S, as well as their structural features

have grown into independent genres (See

vakaippatu Classification.

vakaimatirip pattiram Typical character.

CIRRILAKKIYAM).
The post-tolkappiyam pre-PATTIYAL
works deal with the kinds adapted from.

vakaimarrak kotpatu Mutation theory. .

Sanskrit as well as those of native origin.

vakaimatiri Vide VAKAINILAI.

vakaimutal atukkani A figure of speech
which consists in listing members of a
class without any attributes to them.
vakaimai

Literary genre, the classification

of literary works on the basis of their
setting, subject, time, theme, attitude,
content, structure, origin, history,
purpose, occasion, psychology or
sociology. As such, works have been
grouped and associated according to a
number of classificatory schemes and
distinctions.
The concept of literary genres in
Tamil is quite ancient and forms part of
a rich
critical
tradition.
From

MUTTAKAM, KULAKAM, TOLKAINILAI and
TOTARNILAL. Tivakaram (8th century)
speaks of ACU, MATURAM, CITTIRAM and
VITTARAM as the broad verse species,
besides kAviyAM and PILLAIPPATTU. In the llth
century yapparunkalam treats of a whole

class of literary types such as CAKKARAM,
CULIKULAM, EKAPATAM, KATAIKARAPPU, etc.

Yapparunkala virutti of the same period
lists some more verse types and certain

miscellaneous kinds.
The period of pATr1vaL works provides

extant

an extraordinarily rich spectrum of
generic theories (See CIRRILAKKIYAM).

grammatical treatise, to muttuviriyam of
the 19th century, about 200 genres in
verse are defined and discussed. The

The Western impact and the Islamic
literature have brought about great
changes and diversification in Tamil

available literatures exemplify only half
of them. The contemporary literary
milieu adding genres in prose such as

The fictional writing and several non-

tolkappiyam,

the

earliest

fiction, essay and travelogue, there has

been a continuing trend of evolution and
ramification.
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vakaimait tirandyvu
criticism in Tamil (VAKAIMAIT TIRANAYVU) a
pursuit of serious and comprehensive
academic scholarship.

vakaimait tirandyva Generic criticism, the
approach through study of the ‘kinds’ of
literature. Essentially a ‘poetics’
approach, it is fundamental to literary
criticism. See also VAKAIMAI and

CIRRILAKKIYAM.

vakaiyuli Scansion in disregard of speechrhythm.

vagiciccir (Also VANCIYURICCR) Metrical foot
of three syllables, chiefly found in
vaNcrppa, of four varieties, viz., TEMANKANI,

PULIMANKANI,

KUVILANKANI

and

vaticittalai Combination of vANcIcciR
(trisyllabic feet of complex ending) and
NIRAI OF NER of any kind of foot.
vaiicittalicaiA poem of three stanzas of four
lines each, each line having two metrical

feet and the whole poem dealing with a

vacciranki Vide KAMARACAMALAL
vacantamalai A verse genre: ANTATI verse
describing the South wind.

vacanakavitai Vide URAINATAIKKAVITAL
vacanhacampiratayam
A verse genre: poem in
which all that is being said is said with

single theme.
vaiicittinaiA PpURAM theme: the king crowned
with the vafici wreath setting out for war
against the enemy king in order to capture
his land. Its AKAM parallei is MULLAI.

vaiicitturaittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM

equivocation.
vacanami I. Vide uRAINATAI. 2. Dialogue.

vacittuvam Vide ATTAMACITTI.
vacikaranam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.
vacai Vide CEMPORULANKATAM.

theme

KURAINAYAPPUKKURAL:

the

heroine, with the confidante's reference
to the presence of the hero around,

contrives her response in such a way that
she does not openly admit her love for

the hero.

vacaikkavi Vide ANKATACCEYYUL.
vacaikkuttu A dance caricaturing persons
and holding them up to ridicule.
vacaippattu Vide KATAINILAI 2.

vaticitturai 1. A PURAM sub-situation: the
decision of a king to wear the vafci
flowers and to advance against his

vaficanavirciyani Vide ILECAVANI.
vaiicappalippu
A figure of speech: apparent
censure of an object, artfully suggesting

two metrical feet each dealing with a
single theme.

the censure of another object.

vancappukalcciyani Vide NINTATTUTIYANE
vaficamtir natakam Revenge play.
vaficanaippunarppu A method of composition in which the hard consonants sound
like the soft consonants, the stress not
falling on them.

enemies with a view to atinexing their
territories. 2. A stanza of four lines of

vaficittiikku The lines of vaNci metre, mainly
occurring in PARIPATAL,
vaticinilaittalicai One of the two sub-classes
of VANCITTALICAI, marked by the absence
of கரமாக (interechangeability of lines of
a stanza without change of meaning).

vaficinjlaitturai One of the two sub-classes
of vaNciTruRA! marked by the absence of
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ATIMARI (interchangeability of lines of a
stanza without change of meaning).
vaiicinilaiviruttam One of the two subclasses of vaNcrviRUTTAM marked by the
absence of ATIMARIMARRU (interchangeability of lines of a stanza without
change of meaning).
vaticippa One of the four basic types of
metre employing all the other classes of

feet as well as vaNciccir, and all the othe
types of connection as well as VANCITTALAI.
Ithas vaNcrvari, that 1s, either KURALATI (two
feet) or cintaTi (three feet). It may contain
any number of lines but not fewer than
three.
The vaNcrppa verse should have only
two feet lines, though it may have three
feet lines, and the foot cannot exceed
three syllables. A syllable, however, can
occur

as

a KUN

(a

word

in isolation

constituting a foot by itself offering a
pause in the movement of the verse,
looking before and after, linking the
parts preceding and following it). It is
marked by TUNKALOcaI (sleeping, slowmeasured) rhythm and AKAVAL ending.
vANcipPpA
has
three types
of
classification: 1. iwntvAL VANCIPPA (without
being-interspersed with any other
metrical line) and viRAVIYAL VANCIPPA

(interspersed with alien metrical lines).
INNIYAL VANCIPPA is sub-classified into
INNIYAL KURALAT! VANCIPPA (two-footed lines)
and INNIYAL CINTATI VANCiPPA (three-footed
lines). VIRAVIYAL vANcipPA is sub-classified
info VIRAVIYAL KURALATI VANCIPPA (twofooted lines) and VIRAVIYAL CINTATI VANCIPPA
(three-footed lines). 2. KURALATI VANCIPPA
(two-footed lines) and cinTATI VANCIPPA
(three-f ooted lines). 3. CAMANILAI VANCIPPA
அஆ
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vaiiciyaravam

also called NERNILAI VANCIPPA (two-footed
lines), VIYANILAI VANcIPPA (three-footed
lines) and MAYAKKATI VANCIPPA (mixture of
two or three-footed lines).
The auxiliary kinds of vANcIPPA
(PAVINAM) are VANCITTALICAI (consisting of
three stanzas of four lines each, each line
having two metrical feet and the whole
poem dealing with a single theme),
VANCIVIRUTTAM (stanza of four lines of
three metrical feet each) and vANcITTURAI
(stanza of four lines of two metrical feet
each, dealing with a single theme, having
two sub-classes, viz., VANCINILAITTURAI and
VANCIMANTILATTURAI).

vanicippattu Vide ELAPPATTU.
vaticimantilattalicai One of the two subclasses of the auxiliary metre vANCIT TALICAI
marked by the occurrence of ATIMARIMARRU
(interchangeability of lines of a stanza
without change of meaning).
vaiicimantilatturai One

of the two sub-

classes of the auxiliary metre VANCITTURAI
marked by the occurrence of ATIMARIMARRU

(interchange-ability of lines of a stanza
without change of meaning).
vaficimantilaviruttam One of the two subclasses of VANCIVIRUTTAM marked by the
occurrence of ATIMARIMARRU (interchangeability of lines of a stanza without
change of meaning).
vaiicimalai A verse genre: poem on a given
theme in VANCIPPA metre.
vaficiyati Lines of KURALATI (two-footed) orcintaTI (three-footed) characteristic of
VANCIPPA metre.
valiciyaravam A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme VANCITTINAL theme describing
the furious advance of an army against
சஞ்ட்ண்த்
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vanciyuriccir

the enemy, with drums beating and
elephants roaring.

vaiiciyuriccir Vide vaNciccr.
vaiiciviruttam
A stanza of four lines of three
metrical feet each.
vaticinakkafici A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme KANCITTINAL a king in intense

anger taking an oath that he would act n
a particular way so as to turn his foes
submissive.

vattappalai One of the four bases of the
ancient Tamil music.

vattdra naval Regional novel, which
emphasizes the setting, speech and
customs of a particular locality, not
merely as local colour, but as important

Coleridge speaks of organic form (see
UYIRIYAKKOTPATU) as distinct from
mechanical form. Many new critics

prefer the word structure (amaippu) which
they use interchangeably with form, and
which they regard as primarily an
equilibrium, or an interaction, or an ironic
and paradoxical

tension,

of diverse

words and images in a stable totality of
meanings. R.S. Crane distinguishes
between form and structure, describing

the former as the particular "working" or
"emotional power" that the work is
designed to effect, and that functions as
its "shaping principle", which controls
and synthesizes the "structure" of a workthe order, emphasis, the rendering of all

conditions affecting the temperament of
the characters, their ways of thinking and

its component materials and parts - into

feeling.

determinate kind".

"a beautiful and effective whole of a

vattaravalakku Regional dialect.

vativaviyal Formalism.

vatakkiruttal To sit facing the north, taking
vow of fasting unto death.

vativaviyal

vatakalai The Vaisnava sect, opp. to TENKALAI,
holding preeminently the four Vedas as

to which

approach.

anukumurai

Formalistic

A critical method according

a literary

work

has

an

autonomous existence, needing analysis

their scripture.

of its intrinsic nature, the interplay

vatacol Vide cot.

between and among the text's essential

vataneri Literary conventions or usage in

verbal elements. It shuns
which lies outside the form
The formalist critic (the new
the meaning of a text being

Sanskrit.
vatavamukakkini / vatavaitti See LITT.
vativam Form. It generally refers to a literary
genre or type (VAKAIMAI) or patterns of
metre,

lines

and.

rhymes.

More

all material
of the text.
critic) finds
made up of

matters of form (metre, image, diction,
etc.) and matters of content (tone, theme,

etc.) working all in harmony.

specifically, it is the essential organizing
principle, not simply a container of

vativavuvamam (Also VAtIvuVaAMA)) A figure

"content" of a work. Neoclassic critics

of speech and a sub-class of UVAMAI:

thought of form as a combination of
component parts put together according
to the principle of decorum (PoRUTTAM).

simile in which the comparison is in
respect of shape or form.
Vativuvamai Vide VATIVAVUVAMAM.

ABMAtemaragqgeggr.
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vatuku |. A secondary melody-type of the
MARUTAM Class, one of four MARUTAYALT
TIRAN. 2. A melody-type. 3. A dance.

vantu Vide KALAMPAKAM.
TRAIVAN VANTETIRPPATUTAL.
vannakkalaficiyam Poet, specially skilled at
composing VANNAM Verses.

vannakkulippu/vannakkunippu A set or

vannakam

rhythm

or vANNAM

eulogy.

2. Vide

vannakavottalicaikkali A variety of KALIPPA
verse in which ARAKAM, TALICAI, EN and
VARAM are the main features.

vannakavorupoku A sub-species of KALIPPA
ORUPOKU

constituent

being

informed dominantly by vVANNAKAM
(succession
repeated).

vantipatam Panegyric, as of a bard.
vantontannotu

nontuvinatal Vide

pANKI

vampapparattai
prostitute.

Lustful

mistress

or

vayankaleytiyaperumai A sub-situation
under the pugam theme vaNcrTTinar the
greatness issuing from being known
around.
vayiriyar Professional dancers, actors.

|. Elaborate

ATUKKIYAL.

metre:

vantatukontu varatatumutittal Vide uri.

TALAIVANOTU NONTUVINATAL.

vanturaittaron vantetirppatutal Vide RAIvryal

formal harmonic
compositions.

varalarru naval

of short letters

rapidly

vannam |. Specific sound feature in verse:
verse rhythm. 2. Rhythmic verse with
regular beats. 3. Vide MUTUKIVAL. 4. Melody.
5. COLVAKAI.

vannaviruttam A verse genre: poem in
VIRUTTAPPA metre in which there are sixtyfour KALAI (part of VANNAM with each line
of the stanza containing sixteen KALAI).

vannavuvamam A figure of speech and a
sub-class of uvamar simile in which the
subject of comparison is colour.

varkka ilakkiyam Class literature.
varkkap porattam Class struggle.
varnanai Description; commentary.

varakavi |. Gifted, inspired poet. 2. Poem of.
great merit.

varalarriyam Historicism. A type of literary
criticism that examines literary works
within their diverse and interrelated
historical contexts and considers cultural
and social forces that influenced and are
revealed through the text. Historicists
thus examine not only the influence of.
social,’ cultural
and _ historical
circumstances on the work, but also the
reception and significance of that work
in the past and the present. They stress

that literary works are produced by,
reflect, and in some sense alter the social,
cultural, and historical forces that were
operative during their composition. See

also NAVINA VARALARRIYAM.

vanakkam Vide MANKALACARANAI.

varalarruccintu Vide cintvu.

vattunirttécam Vide MANKALACARANAI.

varalarru natakam

vatana cantirotayam
A verse genre: poem in
KALIVENPA metre in which the messenger-

woman praises the face of the heroine as
surpassing the beauty of the moon.

Chronicle play. It

purports to be based
historical events.

on and recount

varalarru naval Historical novel. It makes
use of historical events, processes, issues
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varalarru nokku

and personages as defining featutes of
the narrative. A novel of this kind is often
a vehicle for the author's insights into
historical figures and their influences,
or into the causes and consequences of

varicantikkuttu A ritualistic folk dance.

historical events, changes, or movements.

varukkakkural A verse genre: poem in the
KURALVENPA metre in which the word-initial
letters occur as the initial letters of the

varalarru nokku Diachronic study.
varalarrup porulmutalvdtam
materialism.

Historical

varalarrumurait tiranayvu Historical
criticism. Vide VARALARRIYAM.

varalarruvanici |. A verse genre: panegyric in
vaANcrpPA on the noble birth, greatness and
fame of a hero. 2. A verse genre: poem
describing the march of an army to the
battlefield.
varavunarnturaittal |. Vide IRAIVIKKU IRAIVAN
VARAVU ARIVURUTTAL. 2. A sub-situation
under the aKAM theme ORUVALITTANATTAL: the
confidante, sensing the arrival of the
hero, asking the moon to convey to him
the grief experienced by the heroine in
his absence.

varavunarpanki

arivaikkunarttal Vide

TALAIMAKANVARAVU PANKI TALAIVIK-KUNARTIAL.
varavuvilakkal Vide PIRCENRU TRAIVANAI VARAVU
VILAKKAL.

varicaimakalirA class of female songsters. :
varitakam Vide COLVAKAI.
varivativam Written form.

stanza.

‘ varukkakkovai A verse genre: poem of
KALITTURAL metre, in which the stanzas
begin with the letters of the alphabet in
regular order.
varukkaccantavenpa
A verse genre: poem in’
cadenced veNpPA metre in which the wordinitial letters occur as the initial letters
of the stanza.

varukkamalaiA verse genre: poem in which
successive lines begin with the letters of
the alphabet in their regular order.
varukkam0Onai Vide INAMONAI.

varukkavetukai EruKArTroTAl in which the
ETUKAI

letters

belong

to

the

same

varukkam (class or group).
varukuvar mintenap panki valittal (Also

varavetirntiruttal A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the heroine
awaiting the return of the hero.

VARUTTAMKANTU URAITTAL) A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme VARAIVITAIVAITTUP
PORULVAYIRPIRITAL: (the heroine grieving
over the separation of the hero having
left her for earning money for their
marriage), the confidante impressing
upon the heroine that the hero is sure to
return (soon) with the proposal of
marriage.

varakimalai A garland of verses on varaki(a

varukaipparuvam (Also VARANAIPPARUVAM)

varavetutturaittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VENTARKU URRULIPPIRIVU: the
confidante announcing the arrival of the
hero to the heroine.

Divine Energy).

Vide PILLAIKKAVI I.

vari Tune, melody.

varunapporuttam Vide CEy YUTPORUTTAM.

varikkuttu A kind of masquerade dance.

varunan The God of the NeYTAL region.
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varaiyundlalavum ... uraiyayenral

varunippu A verse genre: imaginativedescriptive composition.

is anticipated is treated as if it has already

varuttam Suffering, as one of the sources

varuvicaippunalaik karciraipola oruvan
tankiya perumai Vide oRUTANINILAL

of the MEYPPATU, ILIVARAL (ridicule).
" varuttamkantu uraittal Vide vARUKUVAR
MINTENAP PANKI VALITTAL.
varuttamkuri varaivukatatalA sub-situation
under the AKAM theme PANKIYIR KUTTAM: the
confidante urging the hero to go in for
marriage with the heroine bringing to his
mind the distress of the heroine.

varuttamtanittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM

theme

PAKAITANIVINAIPPIRIVU:

the

occurred or is presently occurring.

varai aytal A sub-situation under the AKAM

theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the confidante
examining the reason behind the coming
of the hero to the hill of the heroine.
varaital 1. A meyprATu other than the principal
eight restraint. 2. (Also vARAIVU), AN AKAM
theme: a phase in the love-relationship
between the hero and the heroine: getting
married.

confidante attenuating the grief of the
heroine over the hero's parting from her

varaital vetkai An AKAM concept the desire
of the heroine for marriage with the hero.
varaintamai cevili narraykku unarttal (Also

varuttamikutikural A sub-situation under the’

VAYNTA CEVILI NARRAYKKU URAITTAL) A sub-

to mediate between rival kings.
AKAM

theme ORUVALITTANATTAL:

the

confidante telling the hero about the
great distress the heroine experienced

during his absence.

“

varuttamikutikuri varaivukatatal A sub-

situation

under

TANMANAIVARAITAL:

the

AkAM

the

theme

f oster-mother

informing the mother of the heroine that
the marriage of the hero and the heroine
has (already) taken place.

situation under the AKAM theme VARAIVU

varaintukol enral Vide ULAKURAITTOLITTAL.

MUTUKKAM: the confidante urging the hero

varaiporutpirital (Also VARAIVITAIVAITTUP
PORULVAYIRPIRITAL) A phase in the pre-

to marry the heroine by pointing out the
intense misery the heroine is in.

varuntolirkarumai A phase of the aAkaM
thematic situation IRAVUKKURI ITATYITU:
obstacles to the meeting of the heroine
with the hero at the trysting place by
night.

varumatukuri varaivutampatuttal A, subsituation

under

the

AKAM

marital (kKALAVU) course of love: the
departure ofthe hero to earn money for
his marriage with the heroine, which has
been secured.

varaiporutpirivai uraiyenakkural Vide
BNPORUL PIRIVUNARTTU ENTILAIKKU ENBAL.
varatyaramakalir Mountain nymphs.

theme

varaiyafai (Also VARAIVILAKKANAM) Definition.

VARAIPORULPIRITAL: the confidante getting
the hero to consent to marry the heroine
by pointing to the disaster that may ensue

varaiyunalalavum varuntatiruntamai
uraiyayenral / varaiyunalalavum
varuntatiruntamai panki talaiviyai
vinatal
Vide
PANKI
TALAIVIYAI
VARAIYUNALALAVUM VARUNTATIRUNTAMAL

' from his pre-marital clandestine union.
varumunkurippu Prolepsis. A figure of
speech in which an event or action that
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varaiyumnal unarttal

varaiyumnal unarttal Vide
VARAIVUKATATAL.

KALAMKUBI

vallanmullai (Also PULLAVALKKAI VALLANPAKKAM) A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme VAKAITTINAL appealing to and
exciting the manly virtues of a person
by praising his family, his clan and his
great qualities.

varaiyuruvakkalai Graphic art.
varaiyotu pulampal A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme KARPOTUPUNARNTAKAVVAL the
foster-mother crying to the hill on her

vallicaivannam One of the specific sound

way while in search of the eloped

features of a verse (VANNAM): rhythm
effected by the frequent use of plosives

heroine.

varaivitattu uvattal A sub-situation under the

or hard consonants (VALLINAM).

AKAM theme VARAITAL: rejoicing over the
wedding of the hero and the heroine.
varaivitaivaittup

porulvayir

vallinam The six hard consonants (k, ௦, 4,

t, p, ©).

pirital Vide

vallinamonai

VARAIPORUTPIRITAL.
varaivilakkanam Vide VARAIYARAI.

Alliteration

of

hard

consonants.

concept:

vallinavetukai Rhyme in which the second
letter of each line of a stanza is a hard

varaivukatatal (Also VARAIVUMUTUKKAM) A

vallornavirciyani A figure of speech in
which a word of popular speech

varaivinmakalir
prostitutes.

An

AKAM

consonant.

varaivu Vide vARAITAL 2.
thematic situation under the pre-marital
(KALAVU) stage: the confidante of the
heroine urging the hero to marry her lady.

embodies an mner meaning besides its
direct, explicit meaning.

Vide

valampurikilatti valttal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme VARAIVITAIVAITTUP
PORULVAYIRPIRITAL: The herome praising the

varaivutanpatutal An aKxam sub-situation:

right-turned chank on the hero's chariot

varaivutanpatatu mikuttukkural
PERUMPANMAIKURI MARUTTAL.

theme in which the parents of the heroine

(the sounding
arrival).

give their consent to her marriage with
the hero.

of which

heralds

vali Vide VAITARUPPANERI.

varaivumalivu A phase in the loverelationship between the hero and the

valittal Vide CEYYULVIKARAM. °

heroine: increased efforts toward the hero
and the heroine getting into marital

valiyalivuraittal Vide KILAVON
TANKARKARUMAI CARRAL.

union.

valaicciyar Vide KALAMPAKAM.

of words and expressions that have

heroine's kimsmen refusing the hero's
proposal of marriage.

become obsolete in common speech.
valanilai Grammatical correctness, as of a
word or sentence, dist. from VALUNILAI.

varaivumutukk am Vide VARAIVUKATATAL.
varaivetirunartt1l Vide ETIRKOL KORIVARAIVU
KATATAL.
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valakkilappu Archaism. The use in literature

varaivumaruttal An AKAM sub-situation: the
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valinataiccintu Vide cINTU.
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valinataippatam A verse genre: song of a
traveller, describing the scenery on the

way.
valinul Vide NUL.

valu Deviations from the standard
conventions in versification and
rhetorical features.
valunilai (Also vALUUNILAI) Erroneous use, as

valipatutturaittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the confidante
bidding the hero and the heroine adieu
as they set out on elopement.
valipatukural Vide pANKI ILVALKKAI NANRENRU

CEVILIKKU URAITTAL.

of a word, dist. from VALANILAI.
valuvamaiti Admissible deviations from
standard conventions in versification
and rhetorical features. Cf. VALU.
valuvutaikkamam Vide PERUNTINAI.
valauccorpunarttal Vide NURKURRAM.

valipatumaruttal An aKam sub-situation: the
heroine refusing the entreaties of the
hero for union.
valimuran Frequent occurrence of MURANTOTAI
In a stanza.

valimoli A kind of rhythmic verse.
valimonai Vide anu.
valiyacai I. A single syllable used as a foot
inaline of a verse or one kind of corcirati
used in PARIPATAL. 2. A constitutent of
K ALIPPA verse.

.

valiyarumaikkurimaruttal
NERIYINATU ARUMAI KURAL.

Vide

pANKi

valiyetukai Vide aNuPPIRACAM.

valiyoluki varpuruttal Vide TALAIVIvAIP PANKi
KATUNCOL COLLAL.

valivilaiyatalA sub-situation under the AKAM
theme UTANPOKKU: acts of distraction and

valuunilai Vide vALUNILAL
vallal Vide PURAVALAN.
valli. Figures drawn on the breasts and arms
of young women. 2. A sub-situation
under the puRAM theme PATANTINAr the
VERIYATAL of hilly women possessed by’
God Murukan. 3. A kind of dance by
hilly women possessed by God Murukan.
vallikkuttuA masquerade dance among the
people of the hilly tracts.

vallai / vallaippattu Vide ULAKKAIPPATTU.
valampata uraittal A phase of the subsituation KURAIYURAVUNARTAL under the
AKAM theme PANKIMATIYUTAMPATU: the hero
(as a pretext to his entreating the
confidante for help to meet the heroine)

telling the confidante about the richness
of their features which do not go with
the work assigned to them.

sporting on the way by the hero and the

valamatal Vide myPAMATAL.

heroine as a means to getting relieved of
their fatigue as they tread the wilderness.

valarccipputinam Bildungsroman. A novel

valivinatal A sub-situation under the AKAM

theme MATIYUTANPATUTTAL: the hero, with a
view to suggestively revealing his love
for the heroine, asking the confidante
(as a false pretext) if she could tell him

the way to their place.
அஆ
உ

valarnilaimantar
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the world.
valarnilaimantar Round character. A term
coined by E.M. Forster. It refers to one
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varpuruttal

who is dynamic, complex in temperament

distressed

and motivation as does a person in real
life. Cf. ORUNILAIMANTAR.

the contention of her confidante that it
is the pseudo-rainy season.

in separation,

as she refutes

varpuruttal Vide PANKAR IRAIVANAITTERBAL.

vanpurai etiralintumolital Vide PERUNTINAI.

varitunakaitorral An AKAM sub-situation: the

vanmoliyalkiral A sub-situation under the

appearance of a light bashful smile on

AKAM theme KURAINAYAPPUKKURAL: the
confidante warning the heroine against
the consequences (such as the hero
riding the palmyra horse) of her refusal
to openly accept the truth of her love for
the hero.

the lips of the heroine as she consents to
union with the hero.

varunkalam talaivikantu irankal Vide
PULARNTAPIN VARUNKALAM TALAIVIKANTU
IRANKAL.

varunkalan nati marukal Vide TALAIVAN
VARUNKALAN NATI MARUKAL.

vanappu Elegance of a literary work
resulting from the perfection of its eight

varumpunamkantu varuntal A sub-situation
under the AKAm theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: the

VIRUNTU, IYAIPU, PULAN and ILAIPU. Also see

hero being saddened at finding the millet
field without the heroine at its watch.
varumai One of the sources of the MEYPPATU,

ALUKAI (Weeping): poverty.
vancolvilakku
A figure of speech and a subclass of TATAIMOLIYANI in which the pursuit
of an action is sought to be stopped by
the suggestion of something unpalatable,
made through an unpleasant reference.
vanpurai |. A thematic situation pertaining
to the pre-marital (KALAVU) love: assurance,
comfort, given by the hero, to the herome
who nurses doubts as to their continued
union. 2. A sub-situation under the aKaM

theme VARAIVITAIVAITTUPPORULVAY IRPIR TAL:
the confidante stressing that it is pseudorainy season. 3. A sub-situation under the
AKAM

theme

TUNAIVAYIRPIRIVU:

the

parts, namely, AMMAI, ALAKU, TONMAIL, TOL,
CEYYULURUPPU.
vanappunilaiyani A figure of speech in
which an attribute of the given subject
matter is kept under the veil of another
similar attribute.
vanappuvannam A

variety of melody.

vanamataintunorral Vide PERUNTINAI.
vakki Vide PULAVAR.
vakkiyapporujuvamai Vide TOTARMOLI UVAMAI.
vakkuttampam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL..
vakkuvantanam Vide AVAIYATAKKAM,
vakanakkavi A poem which sings of the
excellence of God, His vehicle and the
gracefulness of His procession.
vakaittinai 1. A puRAm theme: a conqueror
wearing a chaplet of sirissa flowers and
celebrating his victory over royal

confidante assuring the heroine of the
return of the hero when his mission is

enemies. 2. A PURAM theme: the members

fulfilled.

exalting their characteristic attainments.

of four social classes, hermits and others
Its AKAM parallel 1s PALAI

vanpurai etiralintu irankal A sub-situation
under the akam theme VARAIVITAIVAITTUP

vakaimalaiA verse genre: poem in praise of

PORULVAYIRPIRITAL: the heroine being

the victory of a warrior, describing him
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of sirissa

A sub-situation under the

PURAM theme vAkaiTTiNar describing 4
warrior as being decked with a wreath of
white flowérs and wearing'a red girdle
and anklets, in token of victory.

vacakappa Drama. .
vacakar atippatait tranayvu
Reader-oriented
or reader-response criticism, encampassing
various approaches to literature that
explore and seek to explain the diversity
of readers' responses to literary works. It

raises theoretical

questions

about

whether our responses to a work are the
same as its meaning(s), whether a work
can have as many meanings as we have
responsés to-it,

and

whether

some

responses are more valid than others. It
also provides us with models that aid our
understanding of texts and the reading
_ process. See also VITUPATU.

vacakar ulaviyal Audience psychology.
vacakarkuJu

Interpretive communities. A

term used in reader-response criticism
(VACAKAR ATIPATAIT TIRANAYVU), itrefers to
the existence of muttiple and diverse
reading groups. Staniey Fish argues that
the meaning of a given text may differ
significantly from group to group. He
adds
that
different
interpretive

ட

(VACAKAR ATIPPATAIT TIRANAYVU) that
examines the reception of a literary work.

Hans Robert Jauss has used the term

vacakakkétpatu Theory of reading.
vakaiyaravam

vattamvind tal:

aesthetic distance (MURUKIYAL AYANMAI) to
describe the difference between how a
work was viewed when it was originally
published and how that same work is
viewed today. He seeks to explore the
diverse responses of readers over time to
a given literary work. Rejecting the
theory that a single, correct meaning can
be derived from any given text, he notes

that a text lends itself to numerous
rational interpretations depending upon
the expectations of readers over time,
which facilitates the building up of a
critical tradition around a work that gets
enriched and modified with the advent
of new generations of readers.
vacakar vattam Readers' forum.
vacippu araciyal Political readings. A term

used in the new historicism (NAVINA
VARALARRIYAM) to describe how writers may

unconsciously conceal or ignore the
contradictions of their own time and in
their own works.
Political readers
analyse
these
suppressions
and
substitutions in order to discover: the.
' historical and political realities, that the

text elides or covers up.

vatkiittu Sword-dance.
vattamkaral A sub-situation under the AKAM

communities share different reading
goals and strategies, and a given

theme PORULVAYIRPIRIVU: the hero telling the

interpretation depends upon, and
revolves around the shared assumptions,

will be afflicted with if she learns about

motives and methods of the particular

(and asking her to convey his intended
separation to the heroine in an apt way).

‘group.

confidante about the distress the heroine
the hero parting from her to earn wealth

vacakar nukarvukk6tpatu Reception theory.

vattamvinatalA sub-situation under the aKAM

A type of reader-response criticism

theme MUNNURAVUNARTAL: the confidante
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vatatamalai

enquiring of the heroine the reason for
her despondency.
vatatamalai A verse genre: poem in which
the seven divine mothers (cattamatar)
bring her garland from the hero, as the
heroine observes penance to realize her
passion for the hero.

vatavalli A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme KARANTAITTINAL a kind of dance.
vataippacarai (Also veNTARPACARAI) A subsituation under the puRAM theme VAKAITtinal: describing the north wind which
blows in the camp of soldiers and
distresses them by reminding them of
their loved ones.

vanmankalam |. A sub-situation under the
puRAM theme PATANTINAL praising the sword

of the victorious king. 2. A literary genre
on the above theme.
vanatkol A sub-situation under the PURAM
theme ULINAITTINAL theme of a king
sending his sword in advance at an
auspicious moment, while setting out
with the object of capturing the fort of

vatoranamaficari A verse genre: poem: in
VANCIPPA metre celebrating the valour and

prowess of those who subdue an elephant
and tame it by inflicting wounds on it.
vamam A peripheral sect of CAIVAM which

holds that the whole universe is a
manifestation of Cakti, and the
salvation consists in absorption in Her.
vayntacevili

response according to convention rather
than

theme VAKAITTINAL exalting the six kinds
of occupation (study, performing rites,
acquiring wealth, bestowing alms,
keeping cows and cultivation) of
merchants, far removed from the action

of the battlefield.
vanikavenri A sub-situation under the
. AKAPPURAP PERUNTINAL theme describing the

selfless benefactions of a merchant who
has risen to prominence by his success in

business.
vati Vide PULAVAR.

or

appropriate

of character who regularly appears in
certain literary forms, and who are
‘ endowed with certain characteristics
sanctioned by convention and custom.
vaypatu Formulaic structure.

vaymaikiri varuttam tanittal A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme VARAIPORUTPRITAL: the
confidante consoling the grieving,
hero's words that he would return soon

with the proposal of marriage.
vaymoli A literary genre: gnomic poetry; it
may also include MARAIMOLI and MANTIRAM.

vaymoli ilakkiyam Oral literature. Also see
NATTAR VALAKKARU.
“
vaymolik kalai Verbal art. Also see NATTAR
VALAKKARU.

.

vaymolikurit talaimakal varuntal,A sub. Situation under the AKAM theme OTARPIRIVU:

the sorrowing heroine recalling the
promise of the hero made earlier that he,

would not part from her.
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feeling

herome telling her of the honesty of the

vanikavakaiA sub-situation under the PURAM

&

true

judgement.
.
vaypattup pattiram Stock character. A type

vani A kind of dance.

௨

Vide

- uncritical, automatic response to a given
situation from the audience or reader; a

his enemy.

அஆ

narraykku uraittal

VARAINTAMAI CEVILI NARRAYKKU UNARTTAL.
vaypattut tulakkam Stock response. An
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‘vaymolimarapu Oral tradition.

retums from courtesans, after seeing the
confidante dressed in red.

vaymoli vaypattukkstpatu Oral formulaic
theory.

ட்

்

vayirkuttam
A sub-situation under the AKAM

theme PARATTAIVIRPIRIVU: reconciliation of
the hero and the heroine through the help

vayil An AKAM concept one who niediates
between the promiscuous hero and the
sulking heroine.

of the messenger.

vayirkittu A kind of dancing or acting.
vayilnilai Vide KATAINILA! 1.

vayilkanninru tolikku uraittal A subsituation under the aKkam theme

PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the hero speaking to the

vayilnértal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the heroine
granting the request of the messenger to
give audience to the hero.

confidante as he stands at the threshold.
vayilperruytal Vide PANKIYAI ARITAL.
vayilperatu makantiran ninaittal A subsituation under the akam theme
PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the hero, ingress barred,
thinks of his infant-son endearingly.

vayilnérvittal A sub-situation under the AKAM

theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the hero
persuading his messenger to deliver his
love-message to the heroine.

vayilmarukkappatta panan kural A subsituation under the AKAM theme
PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: as the heroine refuses to

accept his mediation, the minstrel-singer

vayukanam Vide KARRUKANAM.
vayuttammppam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

from the hero addressing her.
vayilmaruttal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the refusal of the
heroine to grant interview to the hero's

messengers.
vayilmarutturaittal A sub-situation under the
* akAM'theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the heroine
denying ingress to the hero as the
confidante entreats her to let him in.

vayilvéntat tolikural A sub-situation under
the aKAm theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: as the
hero returning from prostitutes solicits

_centry, the confidante rebuking him.
vayilvéntal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the request of the

messenger

to the heroine

to give

audience to the hero. .

vayilavarvalttal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PARATTAIVIRPIRIVU: praising by
the attendant-messengers as the hero
௮ஆஇ௱உண௭
aoaii
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கஙச்

vayuraiva]itu 1. A: sub-situation under the
puRAM theme PATANTINAE theme of wise men

giving salutary advice to a chief nolens
volens. 2. A verse genre: a variety of
vgs

Ler

y

descriptive poetry on the above theme.

varttikam Supplementary rule added to a
COTTIRAM: critical gloss or annotation.
varam I. Vide aTakkIvAL. 2. Song of an
accompanist sung as a relief to the

chief singer. 3. Song in praise of a deity.
4. Mellifluous song.

varam pakarntu vayilmarutturaittal
A subsituation under the AKAM theme
PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the heroine refusing
admission to the messengers of the hero
saying that she has made a gift of’ the
ownership of the hero.
varatatanal vantatumutittal Vide urn.
varamaikku alital
A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAPPERUNTINAI theme:-the heroine in
ஞ்ட்ண்தந் ப்ம்ய்ர்ல்வ்
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varanaipparuyam
‘a State of distress with the hero not having
returned.

the suggestion of something unpalatable

varanaipparuvam Vide VARUKAIPPARUVAM.
vavanarri
A variety of cITTIRAKKAVE Composing a

valvukkaruttiyal Ideology. A set of beliefs

in it though in words of prgise. —
underlying the customs and conventions

of a social group.

metrical stanza with the last line first,
then the penultimate line, then the second
line and finally the first line, all lines

valittiruandmam A Vaisnava concept: poem
of salutation to the ALVAR-s and: ACARYA-S

beginning with the letters given.

at the end of the text.

valkkainalanikiral Vide TANMANAI VALKKAIT-

valcelavu A sub-situation under the pURAM
theme KANcirTinar theme which describes

TANMAI UNARTTAL.

a king sending his sword in advance
while commencing action against’ an
invading enemy.

valkkainanrenruraittal Vide pANKIILVALKKAI

NANRENRU CEVILIKKURAITTAL,
valkkainanraraital Vide PANKI IL,VALKKAI
NANRENRU CEVILIKKURAITTAL.

valnatkol

A literary genre:

theme

of

auspicious despatch of the royal sword

valkkaivaralarru ilakkiyam Biographical

on the eve of the king's expedition.

literature.

valnilai A sub-situation under the pugAM
theme vaANciTTinAr theme of sending in

valkkaivaralarrut tiranayvu Biographical
criticism. A study of the life of the author

advance at an auspicious moment the
sword of a king who intends military

as a means to understanding his work.

valkkaivaralaru Biography.

expedition against his enemies.

valttani Vide ACIYANI.

valmannunilai A sub-situation under the

valttal 1. A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme KARANTAITTINAL praising the
memorial stone of the dead warrior. 2.A
MEYpPATU Other than the principal eight

PURAM theme ULINAITTINAL theme which

describes the ceremonial bath given to a
king's sword and the heroic achievements
of the king with that sword.

blessing.

valviruttam
A verse genre: poem on sword, a

valttiyal A sub-situation under the puRAM

theme PATANTINAL a bard praising a chief.
_ It ramifies into four verse genres, viz.,

constituent of royalty in ten verses of
ACIRIYAVIRUTTAM metre.

PURANILAI, VAYURAIVALTTU, CEVIYURAI and

vannokki varuntalA sub-situation under the

“AVAIYATAKKIYAL. These four do not take
KALI and VANcI metres.

hero, away on his mission, as he sorrows

AKAM theme VENTARKU URRULIPPIRIVU: the
over separation from the heroine, gazing

valttu Vide MANKALACARANAL

at the sky.

valttuppatal Vide pORRIPPATAL.

vanmoli Vide ACARIRI.

valttuvilakku
A figure of speech and a subclass of TATAIMOLIYANI in which the pursuit
of an action is sought to be stopped by

vanampati Indian skylark.
vanoli Vide ACARIRI.
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vikkiriya uvamai (Also viKARAVUVAMAD A
figure of speech and a sub-class of
UVAMAI:

imaginative

working

on the

standard of comparison without going
in for a direct comparison (e.g. God
Piraman has created this woman through
a mental picture of the lustre of the. cool
moon and the blossoming of the lotus).

vikatakavi 1. Humorous verse. 2. One who
_ writes humorous verse.

vikarpam Permissive option or alternative.

vikaravuvamai Vide VIKKIRIYAVUVAMAL
vicayavittaram A verse genre: poem on the
triumphant march of a king around,

vanquishing even the Guards of the eight
directions.

vicittira akaval A rhetorical mode in which
every letter of a KURALVENPA constitutes

the last letter of each line of ari ACIRIYAPPA.
A curiously

wrought poem.

vicittiravélakkolliA secondary melody-type.
vicutti Vide ARATARAM.
vicétavani A figure of speech in which the
excellence of a thing is emphasized by
describing it as lacking in even the
requisites or necessary attributes, being
of five kinds, viz., KUNAKKURAIVICETAM (as
lacking in an aspect of disposition),

TOLILKURAI VICETAM (as lacking in the deed
’ going with the thing) CATIKKURAIVICETAM
(as lacking in the position associated
with its class), PORULKURAIVICETAM (as
lacking in the largeness of a thing) and
‘ URUPPUKKURAIVICETAM (as. lacking in the

aai

or components

of a

vicétavurai Explanatory note.
viticaiyarmakalir Vide ARAMPAIYAR.
vitifidnavatam Scientism.

vitkampam Interlude between the Acts.
vittati The last line read or recited as the place
from which the reading or the recitation
vittaturai Place where one stopped, as in
singing, reading or explaining a verse.

vittalakkanai/vittavakupeyar/vittavilakkanai Vide LAKKANAL

vikaram Vide CEYYUL VIKARAM.

AYA

requisite limbs
thing).
-

is to continue.

vikarpattin mutittal Vide utT.
vikarpa natai A kind of fancy verse.

vicittirakka/vicittirappa

vituturai

vitticai |. Break occurring after a letter of an
ACAI 2. Vide ATAI.
vitticaimonai Agreement of the duration of

the first letters with a pause following.
vitticai vallorru etukai Agreement of a pause
with a plosive consonant in the second
positions.

vittumvitatavakupeyas/vittumvita tavilakkanai Vide ILAKKANAI
vittocai Pronouncing the letters of a word
with a pause after each.

vitalai 1. Male youth from 16 to 30. 2. Chief
of wasteland tract (PALA!). 3. Chief of
agricultural tract (MARUTAM).

vitatava kupeyar/vitatavilakkanai Vide
ILAKKANAL
,
vitiyal Vide MUTARPORUL.
vitiyarpan Melody to be sung at dawn.
vitukatai A folk genre: riddle; enigma.
vitukavi !. Vide TANIPPATAL. 2. Vide Pict.

vitutal Vide TALAIMAKALAIT TALAIMAKAN VITUTTAL.
vituturai Place for pause in reading, singing,
etc.
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vitanacceyyul (Also viTANaM |) A stanza in

vitupattu Vide TANIPPATAL.
vitupatu Gaps, "blanks" in texts that must be
filled in by readers. A gap may be said to
exist whenever and wherever a reader
perceives something to be missing
between words, sentences, paragraphs,
stanzas or chapters. Readers respond to
gaps actively and creatively, explaining
apparent inconsistencies in point of view
(NOKKUNILAI), accounting for jumps in
chronology, speculatively supplying
information
missing
from
plots
(KATAIPPINNAL) and resolving problems left
ambiguous in the text. The German critic
Wolfgang Iser argues that texts contain

gaps that powerfully affect the reader,
who must explain them, connect what
they separate, and create in his or her mind
aspects of a work that are not in the text
but that the text incites. He adds that
"unwritten aspects” of a story "draw the
reader into the action" and "lead him to
shade in the many outlines suggested by
the given situation". Also see VACAKAR
ATIPPATAIT TIRANAYVU.
vitaitaluval Vide ERUKOL and PERUNTINAI.
Vitaiyilvinavani A figure of speech in which
inanimate things are enquired of without
looking for their responses. Cf. viyAVIL-

VITATYANI.
vinnappam
A verse genre: entreaty to God.
vittarakavi Vide PULAVAR.
vittiyatarar
A class of celestial beings.
vittuvétanam/vittuvesnam Vide ARUPATTU-

NANKU KALAIKAL.
vittaikkavi Poet who composes poems
without

inspiration,

after

learning

prosody.

vitalaiyappu Vide ALAIMARIPAPPUPPORULKOL.
அஆ
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which two KuRU and two
alternatively.

LAKU

occur

vitanam |. Vide vITANACCEYYUL. 2. A melody-

type.
vitiyani
A figure of speech in which a general

rule or custom is being informed by a
particular idea. e.g. The cuckoo
(rule) in the spring season (idea).

sings

viticcittiramA grammatical rule of principle
enunciated for the first time.
vitippirayOkam Application of the principle

of a cUTTIRAM.
vitimurait tiranayvu |. Legislative criticism.
Application of the pre-established norms
and standards to the interpretation and
analysis of a work of art. 2. Theoritical
criticism. A type of criticism that

emphasizes the formulation of general
principles for all texts rather than
explicating individual works as in
applied criticism (CEYALMURAIT TIRANAYVU).
: It postulates a set of aesthetic principles
that can be applied to literary works in
general.
.
Vitiyotuveruttal A sub-situation under the

AKAM theme PANKARKUTTAM: the hero as he
laments the unmitigated sway of his
love-passion to his confidant, saying
even his earlier virtuous deeds lend no

helping hand to him.
vitirékavani (Also VERRUMAIVAN!) A figure of
speech in which the difference between
comparable things is mentioned either
explicitly (kORRUVERRUMA)) or suggestively
(KURIPPUVERRUMAI).
vitirékavuruvakam (Also VERRUMA!YURUVAKAM) A figure of speech and a sub-

class of URUVAKAM: metaphor in which the
ஞ்ட்ண்தந் ப்ம்ய்ர்
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subject of the metaphor is shown to be
distinct in a particular aspect from the
standard of metaphorization.

vitivarumutai Vide cANRUPPOTUMAL
vitivaliccéral A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme UTANPOKKU: the mother blaming it
on destiny for the elopement
daughter with the hero.

of her

vitivilakkamurai Deductive method, where
conclusions are reached by reasoning

from general laws to a particular case.
vitatakakkuttu
A land of burlesque or merry
dance.
:
vitdtakan Buffoon, jester.

viyarttal A MEypPA
Tu other than the principal.
' eight emotional stress born of anger.
viyanilaimarutpa A kind of maruTrA in which

the lines of venrA and AcirrvappA are found
confusedly mixed up. Cf. CAMANILAI
MARUTPA.
viyanilaiyuruvakam
A figure of speech and
a sub-class of URUVAKAM: metaphor in
which some of the limbs of an object/
person are brought into metaphorization
while others are left out, and the object/
person as a whole is then metaphorized.
viyanilaivaiici Vide vaNcippa.

viyakkiyanam Exposition, explanation,
comment, commentary.

vipattuccintu Vide cintu.

viyakaranam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

viparitavuvamai Vide ITARAVITARAVUVAMAL

viyalakkurifici A secondary melody-type of ”

viparitappatutal A figure of speech and a
sub-class of pIRAPORULVAIPPANT in which
there is a reversal of the consequences
of good deeds and evil deeds.

viratiyaraivinaval A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme UTANPOKKU: the foster-mother
enquiring of the holy men whether they

viyaficanam/viyaficanavirutti The power of
a word to suggest or imply from its
position in a sentence, a sense other than
its primary and derivattve senses.

viyanturaittal A sub-situation under the AKAM
UTANPOKKU:

the

foster-mother

speaking in wonder (at the description

of the eloped hero and heroine by a pair
of lovers returning from elopement).
viyappani (Also vivappuvAMal) A figure of
’ speech: describing the efforts taken for

the achievement of an object other than
the one intended.
viyappirai Vide IRATYANI.

&

1 7

gee

themekURAINAYAPPUKKURAL: the confidante,

with

the

heroine's

response

not

forthcoming, making a serious and hardhearted reference to the presence around
of one (the hero) with an unrevealed

intention.”
viraviyal kuralati vaticippa Vide vaNcrppA.
viraviyal cintati vaficippa Vide vANcIPPA.
viraviyalpiraporulvaippu Vide 1RUMAI IYARKAI
viraviyal vaficippa Vide vaNcIPPA.
i,
லப
ய >
viraviyalani Vide CANKIRANAVANL.

virdttu A feature of ALAVALICCANTAM, marked

viravani Vide CANKIRANAVANI.

viyappuvamai Vide vivAPPANl.
AHMAOGtemr

viravikkural A sub-situation under the AKAM

by.a balanced occurrence of feet, but with
two letters fewer.

viyappuccuvaiyani Vide IRATAVANI.

௩௨

the KURINCI class.

have seen the eloped hero and heroine.

vipavanaiyani Vide PiRiTARAYCCIYAM,

theme
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viricciA sub-situation under the purAM theme

திங்கண்முக மானேதே னேமாகச் செங்கமல

VETCITTINAL an auspicious omen being
looked for from an unknown person by
the warriors going for capturing the

மங்கைதிற நின்வாய் மலர்.
viruttakkalitturai A kind of KALITTURAI verse.

enemy's COWS.

|

viruttakanti Prose with rhymes and rhythms

peculiarly appropriate to verse,. poetic
prose.

virittal 1. Vide ceyYYULVIKARAM. 2. Vide NUL.

viritturai Vide AKALAVURAL
virintl Elaborate treatise.

viruttam |. Vide pavnyam. 2. Vide EruvAPACAM.

virimuran A kind of song.

.viruttavakai A composition celebrating the

viruttatt@nam Vide TANAM.

viriyuruvakam
A figure of speech anda subclass of URUVAKAM: metaphor in which
there is the occurrence of the metaphor

marker between
comparison and
comparison.

the subject
the standard

e.g., mukamakiya

of
of

tamarai

(the face as the lotus).

viriyuvamai A figure of speech and a subclass of UVAMAI: simile in which the
subject of comparison, the standard of
comparison the underlying similarity
between the two and
comparison are explicit.

the

sign

of

viruccikapantam A variety of CITTIRAKKAVI:
verse fitted into a fanciful diagram,
representing the body of the scorpion,
asunder.
:
:

constituents of royalty (horse,elephant,
bow, sword, spear, umbrella, sceptre,
country, town, etc.,) each in ten verses of
ACIRIYAVIRUTTAM metre.

viruttavilakkanam A verse genre: poem
dealing with the bow, sword, spear,
sceptre, elephant, horse, country, capital
city and liberality of a king, each being

praised in a decad of stanzas of a
particular rhythm.
viruttavuruvakam Vide TERRURUVAKAM.

viruttativakam
A figure of speech in which
a word occurring in two places ina verse

lends itself to two different meanings.

virutti 1. Vide aKALAvuRAI. 2. Exegesis
(explication), the elucidation of a work
by a close reading (ANUKKaPPARVA)) of the

text. 3. Style of dramatic composition,
of four kinds, viz., CATTUVATI, ARAPATI,
KAICIKI and PARATI.
viruttiyurai Vide AKALA URAI.

viruntu An aspect of elegance in poetic
composition (VANAPPU): poetic composi-:
tion in a new style, a CEYYULURUPPU.

viruntu irai virumpalA sub-situation under
the AKAM theme PANKIYIRKUTTAM: (having

been invited by the confidante) the hero’
desiring to have feast in the home of the
heroine.
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viruntukantolittavital velippatanokkic
cirélenru aval ciratitolutal Vide TaLAIvaN
CIRELENRU AVAL CIRATITOLUTAL.

viruntuvantulip poruttalkantu iraiyon
makiltal A sub-situation-under the AKAM

theme PARATTATYIRPIRIVU: the hero (returning
from prostitutes), as he comes in the
company of guests, being happy with the
heroine bearing with him.
viruntuvilakkal Vide ULAKIYAL MEMPATA VIRUNTU
VILAKKAL,
viruntotucellat tunintamaikiral A subsituation under the akamM theme
PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the inmates of the hquse
speaking of the heroine being appeased
as the hero returning from prostitutes
comes inthe company of ‘guests.

virupakavuruvakam Vide TERRURUVAKAM.
viraivu A MEYPPATU other than the principal
eight sense of urgency.
virotacciletai Vide CILETAIYANI.
virotavani Vide MURANANI.
virdtavuruvakam Vide TERRURUVAKAM.
virdta uvamai
A figure of speech and a sub-

class of uvaMar simile in which the
objects compared with each other are
described
as
having
opposite
characteristics.
villuppattu (Also vigpATTu)A kind of folk
song: narrative poem sung to the
accompaniment of a bow-like musical
instrument.

vilviruttam
A verse genre: poem celebrating
bow, the constituent of royalty in ten

verses of ACIRIYAVIRUTTAM metre.
vilakkani Vide TATAIMOLIYANL
vilakkal A sub-situation under the AKAM
theme

PANKIYIRKUTTAM:

௮ஆஇாரஉ௦௯௭
a

40
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the confidante

ஏஐஒஓஓளஃக்ங்

vilaivotukkam

forbidding the hero to come for night
trysts explaining the dangers involved
in them.
vilakkiyalverrumaiA figure of speech and
a sub-class of VERRUMAIYANI in which the
explicit features of comparison between
two things are sought to be repudiated.
vilakkiyarkuttuA kind of dance.
vilakkiyarciittiram Rule of exception from
the operation of a general rule.
vilakku Taboo.
vilakkuruvakam Vide TATAIMOLIYURUVAKAM.
vilakkuvamai Vide TATAIYUVAMAI.
vilanku One of the sources of the MEYPPATU
ACCAM (fear): beasts.
vilankukkatai Beast fable, a story in which

the principal characters are animals. It is
a type of allegory (KATAI URUVAKAM) in
which animals talk and act like the
human types they represent.

vilankukati Vide cEYYUTPORUTTAM.
vilacam
A verse genre: (1) poem in KALI-NETILATI
ACIRIYAVIRUTTAM metre on the expression
of their love by women for the hero who
comes in procession, their amorous
dreams, etc., (ii) a dramatic composition.
1
vivata natakam Vide cIKKAL NATAKAM.
viluppun Wound of a warrior on his face or
breast received in battle.
vilumam The sublime. That quality in a
literary work that elevates the reader to a
higher plane achieved through great
thoughts,

noble

sentiments,

elevated

figures of speech, lofty diction and
aesthetic arrangements - all brought into
a harmonious whole.
vilumiyatupayattal Vide NULALAKU.
vilaivotukkam Psychic repression.
ச் ஞட்ண்த்ந் ப்ம்ய் ஈல்வ்
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vilakkani

vilakkani Vide TIVAKAVANI.
vilakkitaiyutavi A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme ILVALKKAL union of the hero
and the heroine as the latter feels shy
under the light of the lamp.
vilakkunilai |. A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme PATANTINAr. theme describing
the royal lamp as flourishing inseparably
with the royal sceptre. 2. A sub-situation
under the puRAM theme PATANTINAL theme
describing the movement of a lamp from

left to right, indicating the victory of a
king. 3. A sub-situation under the puRAM
theme PATANTINAL comparing the king with
the sun. 4. A verse genre: poem on the
theme of VILAKKUNILAI in which the royal
sceptre and the royal lamp are described
as flourishing inseparably as the spear
and the spearhead.
vilakkuppantam A variety of CITTIRAKKAVi:
verse fitted into a fanciful diagram
representing a lamp with a pedestal in
the manner of the Civalinkam the emblem
of Civan. Cf. CIVALINKAPANTAM:
தாயின் மணிவிளக் கேந்தித் தருமந்
தழைக்கமனை செழிக்க மாடத் திருத்திநன்
மங்கள மஞ்சட் குங்கும மப்பி
விரைசெறி மாலை வேய்ந்தன் புடனே
மணநிறை மடுவென ஆநெய் யோம்பித்
தாமரை நூற்றிரி யமர்த்தித் தண்ணளி
யாட்சி யாக அருளொளி யேற்றிச்
சிவ சாட்சியே தேவ காட்சியே
மாதாவே தாதாவே காமாதே
காவாயே தாயே நீதா.
நீயே தாயே வாகா தேமா
காவே தாதா வேதா மாயே
எனதின மனமுற அறுநான் மனையின்
தேவிஸ்ரீ காம கோடி நாலெண்
ணறமரு ணன்றென் றன்னை
ஸ்ரீகா மாட்சி யம்மன் விளக்கே.
ஏஜ

ஓஓஓ

ஃக்ங்

vilakkotuveruttal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the heroine
getting cross with the lamp for not
rebuking the hero for his unbecoming
act (of seeking prostitutes).

vilankavaittal Vide NOLALAKU.
vilanku utaranattu akutal Vide NOLALAKU.
vilaccir/vilam Foot of two Acar ending in
NIRAI, either KOVILAM Of KARUVILAM.

vilari 1. The sixth note of the gamut, one of
ELICAL 2. A melody-type of the NEYTAL
class, suited for mourning.

vilarippalaiA melody-type of the PALat class.
vili Apostrophe. A figure of speech in which
the
speaker
directly
and
often
emotionally addresses a person who is
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dead or otherwise not physically present,
an imaginary person or entity, something
inhuman, or a place or concept. The
speaker addresses the object as if it were
present and capable of understanding

and responding.
vilikkuttu Dancing with whistling.
vilaiyattu One of the sources of the MeyPPATU,
UVAKAI (rejoicing): sport.

vilaiyattuppatalA folk genre: play song.
vilaivu Vide NATAKACCANTI.
virpattu Vide viLLupPATTU.
virputtu Vide poRULKOL.

vinaiceyalmanam

woman

approaches

her as the hero's

messenger, who has since returned from

prostitutes.

viralivayil pakartal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the minstrelwoman (viRAL) approaching the heroine
as the hero's messenger who has since
returned from prostitutes.
viralivayil maruttal A sub-situation under
the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the
heroine refusing the mediation of the
minstrel-woman (ViRALI) who has come as
the hero's messenger.
vinayam Vide TEVAPANI.

viral Physical expression of emotion.
viralkolani Vidé prRATTIVANIKAVANI.
virali Female dancer who exhibits the various
emotions and sentiments 1n her dance. A
minstral-woman.
viraliketpa tolikural A sub-situati on under
the AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the
confidante of the heroine telling the
songstress (sarcastically) that the union
of the prostitutes is like elixir to the hero.

virali tolikku vilampal A sub-situation
under the AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL the

songstress telling the confidante of the

hero's concubine that the aged prostitutes
would find the hero's union delightful.
viraliyarruppatai 1. Asub-situation under the
PURAM theme PATANTINAI: a songstress,
recipient of a patron's bounty, directing
fellow songstresses to that patron. 2. An

ARRUPPATAI poem: theme of songstress,

vinaviya cevilikku maraittamai vilampal A
sub-situation under the AKAM theme.
VARAIVUKATATAL: the confidante telling the
hero that she has concealed the union of
the hero and the heroine from the fostermother who had come to know of it and
enquired her about 1t.
vinavitai A verse genre: poem marked by the
question - answer structural pattern.
vinavilvitaiyani A figure of speech in which
what goes on in one's mind is perceived
and responded to without looking for
one's enquiry. Cf. vrTArvILVINAVANI.
vinavuttaram A kind of composition in
which a word having a particular

significance is split into a number of
words, each serving
question set before.

as a reply to a

vinai Vide KARMA.

viralivayilkanta talaivi kuralA sub-situation

vinaiceyalmanam Super ego, the part of the
psyche that has internalized the norms
and mores of the society, and that
reflects the societal beliefs, behaviours

under the AKAM theme PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the

and even pressures. Also see NANAVILI-

heroine's

MANAM and TANNILAI ALUMAI.

recipient of a patron's bounty, directing
fellow songstresses to-that patron.
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vinainiralnirai

vinainiralnirai Vide NIRALNIRAL
vinaipunarnilaiyani Vide UTANNAVIRCIYANI.
vinaimurtrininaital A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VENTARKU URRULIPPIRIVU: with
the

mission

accomplished,

the

hero

thinking of the heroine.

vinaiyuvamam/vinaiyuvamai Comparison
based on the actions periaining to the objects
comm«red,
vinaiyencani A figure of speech in which
the finite verb is omitted.
vinaiyetirmaruttup porul pulappatuttal Vide
KURIPPU VIPAVANAI.
vinaivalar An AKAM concept attendants of
dignitaries.
vinottiyani Vide mnmaINAVIRCIYANI.

hero, who, crowned with a wreath of vetci
flowers, captures his enemy's cattle.

vilai Vide KURIPPICAI.
virrinitirunta perumankalam
A sub-situation
under the puRAM theme PATAN-TINAIL
exalting the victory of the warrior

possessing a death-like lance.
virukolani Vide UTATTAVANI.
‘Virunarccik kavitai An alternate term for
MIPUNAIVIYAL KAVITAI. Romantic poetry. It
represents the writers who value
emotions, express their ideas in everyday
language, and in their own individual
styles rather than in formal imitation of
the ancient writers. They consider preestablished conventions and forms
detrimental to their artistic mission.

vinotakkuttu Dance performed in the
presence of kings in celebration of their
victories.

virunarccikkavitai
movement.

vittarai natakam Closet drama. A drama,
often written in verse, that is meant to be

virunarccik
nation.

read rather than performed, even though

vekuli One of the eight principal meypPAtu:

it includes acts, scenes, dialogue
sometimes even stage directions.

vekulittalaivan Naive hero, a protagonist,

and

iyakkam

karpanai

Romantic

Romantic

imagi-

anger.

vitu Vide URUTIPPORUL.

generally the narrator of a work, who

vinai Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

consistently misinterprets the events or
situations he or she witnesses or
experiences because of some character
trait such as innocence, stupidity, or
insensitivity.

Vitinatakam Street-play.
virakkal Vide NATUKAL.
viraccuvaiyani Vide IRATAVANI.
viracaivam Lingayat sect of CAIVAM.

vekulivilakku Vide CERRATTATAIMOLI.

viram |. A kind of masquerade dance. 2. Vide

vetcikkarantai Vide KARANTAI.

IRACAM.
virayukappatal Heroic poetry.

virayukam Heroic age.
viravetcimalai (Also veTcIMALA!) A verse
genre. poem in praise of TACANKAM of a
அஆ
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vetcittinai A purAm theme describing the
king's army wearing vetci flowers and
capturing the cows of the enemy, as an
act of war. Its AKAM parallel is KURINCI.

vetcimalai Vide viraveTCIMALAl.
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vetciyaravam A sub-situation under the

venpappuli

pPuRAM theme veTciTTiNar theme describing

which the last foot is monosytlabic; it
employs feet of two metrical syllables

the

(IYaRciR) and feet of three metrical

tumult

of

warriors

making

preparations to go forth to capture the
enemy's cows.

syllables ending in NER (VENCIR); it strictly
adheres to the conventions of VENTALAI. It
is of five kinds, viz., KURALVENPA (twolined, the first line containing four feet
and the second three), CINTIYALVENPA With
two sub-types, viz., NERICAICINTIYALVENPA
and INNICAI CINTIVALVENPA (consisting of

vettittokuttal Montage.
venkali/venkalippa A kind of KALIPPA verse
with VENTALAI.
venkavil. Vide vENPA. 2. Verse not pregnant

with ideas.

three lines), NERICAIVENPA (of four lines

vencir (Also VENPAVURICCIR) A metrical foot

with one detached foot (TaniccoL) at the
end of the second line - precisely, it 1s of
two KURALVENPA lines with the detached.

of three acai, chiefly found in venrA, of
four varieties, viz., nér-nér-ner, nirai-nérner, nér-nirai-ner, nirai-nirai-ner.

foot interposed), INNICAIVENPA (Consisting
of four lines without the detached foot,
the last line containing three feet), and
PAKROTAIVENPA (consisting of more than

vencirventalai A kind of TALAl in which aVENPAVURICCIR foot succeeds another foot
beginning with NER.

four lines, each line having four feet and

vencenturai Couplet of Imes of equal feet.
the even combination of trisyllabic or

the last line three feet
veNPA has three auxiliary forms
(PAVINAM), ViZ., VENTALICAI OF VELLOT-TALICAI

trisyllabic NER, or simple ending feet plus

(stanza having two lines of four feet each

NER of any, type of foot, and the odd

and the third line of three feet), VENTURAI
(stanza consisting of three to seven lines

ventalai
A kind of taal peculiar to VENPA verse:

combination of disyllabic NER and NIRAI
ending feet.

of unequal length) and veLivinuTtam
(consisting of three or four lines, each
line ending with the same detached foot).
venpa akaval inaimanimalai Vide tNAIMANI

ventalicai (Also vELLOTTALICAD An auxiliary
metre of VENPA: a kind of stanza which
either consists of a single triplet of which
the first two lines are of four feet each

MALAI.

venpakkalitturai

and the last line is of three feet, or forms
one of a set of three cINTIYALVENPA bearing
on a single theme.

inaimanimalai Vide

INAIMANIMALAI.
venpanurrantati

A verse

genre:

poem

venturai 1. A kind of stanza consisting of

consisting of 100 stanzas in VENPA metre,

three to seven lines of unequal length. 2.
A class of composition adapted to
dancing, dist. from CENTURAI

that uses the ANTATI verse linkage (the last
letter, foot or syllable of the last line of
one stanza being repeated as the first in
the first line of the succeeding stanza).

venpa (Also veL1)One of the four basic kinds
of metre, marked by declarative rhythm

venpappuli Title of poets who are skilled at
composing VENPA verses.

(cEPPALGcal): its last line has three feet of
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venpapatirrantati

venpapatigrantati A verse genre: poem
consisting of ten stanzas in VENPA metre,
that uses the ANTATI verse linkage (the last
letter, foot or syllable of the last line of
one stanza being repeated as the first in
the first line of the succeeding stanza).
venpavantati A verse
metre that uses the
(the last letter, foot
line of one stanza

genre: poem in VENPA
ANTATI verse linkage
or syllable of the last
being repeated as the

first in the first line of the succeeding
stanza).

venpavuriccir Vide veNciR.
venpunarccimalai A poem of 300 stanzas in
VENPA metre.

requesting her to act as his messenger and
soothe the heroine as he comes home.

vellinilai A sub-situation under the PuRAM
theme

PATANTINAL

theme

praising the

planet Sukra (Venus) on its powers to
cause rain and relieve distress.

vellippatal Stanzas interpolated in ancient
poems by a poet called Velli.
vellaikkavi |. Vide venkAvil. 2. Vide VENKAVI 2.
3. One who composes verses in inelegant
language. 4. Eulogist who gets another
to begin his poem. 5. Eulogistic ode

which the author gets another to begin.
vellaiccuritakam The last constituent of

KALIPPA Verse, constructed with VENTALAI.
veruvarunilai A sub-situation under the ©
vellottalicai Vide VENTALICAI.
PURAM theme TUMPAITTINAL speaking of the
vellocai Vide CEPPALOCAI.
great prowess of the warrior in not falling
down even when the arrow pierces open
veli Vide VENPA.
his chest.
velippata irattal A sub-situation under the
veruutal a MeYpPPATU other than the principal
AKAPPURAM theme KAIKKILAL the hero
eight dreading.
expressing his grief openly at his

vellaccintu Vide cinTU.

inability to have union with his love.

vellati Line distinctive of veyra with three-

syllabled feet ending in xAyccir, and
disyllabic feet alternating with NER and

NIRAL
vellani An AKAM sub-situation: white dress
worm by a maid to signify to the hero
that the heroine is delivered of a son.
vellani anintu vituttulit talaimakan vayil

vental/vellani anintu vituttulip
pullanimalai velannal vayilventalA subsituation under the AKAM theme
PARATTAIYIRPIRIVU: the confidante in white
dress (to signify that the heroine has
taken bath after she is delivered of a son)
being sent to the hero (who is with the
prostitutes) to inform him of it, the hero
௮ஆ
aoai
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velippata varaital An axam concept: the
clandestine love between the hero and
the heroine coming into the open, their
going for wedlock.
velippatai A figure of speech in which the
meaning of an ambiguous word is made
clear by the use of a qualifying word, as

payavénkai (non-springing tiger).
velippatainavirciyani
A figure of speech in
which an idea veiled in double entendre
is revealed through its contextualization.
velippataiyuvamam
A figure of speech and
a sub-class of UVAMAL in which the subject
and the standard of comparison, and the
comparison marker are explicitly stated.
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velippattiyal Expressionism. It holds that
objective depictions of circumstances
and thoughts cannot accurately render an
individual's emotional experience of
these things. It thus rejects realism and
shares the impressionist intention to
present a personal vision through art.
The expressionists, therefore, depict their

subjects as they feel or sense or
experience them rather than as those
subjects appear objectively.
veliviruttam A kind of auxiliary metre
belonging to the vENPA class and
consisting of three or four lines, each line
ending with the same TANICCOL (detached
foot). It 1s of two sub-classes, viz.,

MANTILAVELIVIRUTTAM and NILAIVELI VIRUTTAM.
verpan Vide MALAINATAN.

verralankaranatai Euphuism. An artificial

verutticai

to find out the nature of the heroine's
ailment, as she suffers the pangs of love
for the hero, which she keeps off from
her kindred. 2. A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme VETCITTINAL: performing the
VALLIKKUTTU dance by the one possessed
by God Murukan, along with the warriors
decked with ornaments. 3. Vide PERUNTINAI.
verikkittu Vide veri.
verippattu Song sung in VeRIYATTU.
veriyaccuruttal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VARAIVUKATATAL: the confidante
informing the hero with a threatening
posture that the heroine's mother intends
to arrange a dance of a priest possessed
by God Murukan (VERIYATTU).
veriyattappattu Vide KALIYATTAPPATTU.
veriyattu Vide veri. Also see PERUNTINAI.

literary style that makes frequent use of
alliteration, elaborate and extended
figures of speech, rhetorical questions,

verivilakkal Vide PANKI VERIVILAKKAL.

parallelism, etc.

verivilakkiyavali cevili pankiyai vinatal

verralankaram
Bombast. Verbose and
inflated diction that 1s disproportionate
to the matter it expresses.
verrikkarantaimasicari A verse genre: poem
celebrating the recovery of cattle from
the enemies by warriors in pursuit
wearing garlands of karanta: flowers.
verrukkarpanai
Fancy.
Coleridge
distinguishes it from imagination
(KARPANAI) and assigns to it the function

of reordering the sensory images it
receives, denying it any creative
capability.
verrenattotuttal Vide NURKURRAM.
veri (Also VeRIKKOTTU and veRIYATTU) |. An AKAM
concept: dance of possession by the VELAN

verivilakkiya atanal cevili pankiyai vinatal
Vide CEVILI TOLIVAI VINATAL.
Vide TOLIYAI CEVILI VINATAL.
verivilakku An AKAM sub-situation: theme
opposing / averting the vERIYATTU
performed with a view to curing the lovesick heroine under a mistaken impression
that she is ill.
verivilakkuvikka ninaital A sub-situation
under the AKAM theme VARAIPORUTPIRITAL: the

heroine thinking in terms of averting
vELAN's frenzied
confidante.
verivilakkuvittal

dance

Vide

the

TALAIMAKALVERI

VILAKKUVITTAL.
verutticai / verutticaippu One of the defects
in
versification:
unrhythmic
or
unmetrical sound.
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verumaivatam

véttiyal A kind of dance performed in the
presence of a king. Cf. poTUVIYAL.

verumaivatam Vide CUNIYAVATAM.

venravalinman Vide vALMANNUNILAI.
venrikkittu Dance exhibiting the downfall
of the enemy and the triumph of one's
king.
venrérvilakkam

A sub-situation

under the

puraM theme vANCITTINAL the fame of the

conqueror.
vénkaiyotu veruttu varaivukatatal A subsituation under the AKAM theme PANKIYIR
xortam' the confidante, as she speaks of
the need for an early marriage, to be heard
by the hero who remains by the hedge-

side, finding fault with the vénka
flowers
pluck.

which

the hero

helped them

vetkaimunturuttal A sub-situation under the
AKAPPURAM theme PERUNTINAL theme of a
woman giving expression to her love in
the presence of her lover.
vétkaiyuraittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme ARAITFOTUNIRRAL: the confidante
of the heroine telling the foster-mother
of the existence of love between the hero
and the heroine.
véttamataraik kettal Vide CEVILI EYIRRIVOTU

PULAMPAL.
vettuvar An AKAM concept: the inhabitants

of the KURINCI tract: hunters.
vetarvinotam A verse genre: poem on a
person getting a woman, who is not
inclined towards him, by approaching

her in appropriate disguise.
véntalani A figure of speech in which an
undesirable
thing
ultimately
leading
desirable.

1s

counted
as
to something

இ௱உஊ௯௭

vétiyaraivindtal

Vide

ARRITAI

of

MUKKOL

PAKAVARAIVINATAL.
ventarkurrulippirivu Vide TUNAIVAYIR PIRIVU.
véntarpacarai Vide VATAIPPACARAI.
ventan

An

AKAM

concept

and

one

of the

KARUPPORUL;: Intiran, the God of the

ஏஐ

ventan kutaimankalam
A verse genre: poem
in VENPA metre eulogizing the royal
umbrella, with the first two lines

speaking of the royal protection and the
last two lines, beginning with the
detached foot, praising the king's fame.
vempu A PuRAM sub-sitnation: praising the
neem flower, the totemic flower of the
Pantiya kings.
vey A sub-situation under the puram theme
VETCITTINAL the army getting information
from their spies as they move about to
capture the cattle of the enemy.

velviruttam |. A verse genre: poem.
celebrating lance, the constituent of
royalty in ten verses of ACIRTYAVIRUTTAM
metre. 2. A verse genre. Poem praising
the lance of God Murukan.
velan An AKAM concept one who performs

the dance of being possessed by God
Murukan

with a view to finding out the.

nature of the ailment that afflicts the

venu Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

aoai

vetam Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

vétalikar (Also VAITALIKAR) A class
panegyrists attached to kings.

MARUTAM region.

vetkai Vide AvATTAI.

அஆ

véitiyanmalipu A sub-situation under the
puraM theme KARANTAL theme in which
warriors expatiate upon the greatness of
a heroic king.
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for the hero without being known
others.

to

vélanai alaittal A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme VARAIPORUTPIRITAL: the fostermother summoning VELAN to dance and
exorcise the heroine who according to
the divining woman is possessed by Lord
Murukan.

vélayutapantam A variety of CITTIRAKKAVE
verse fitted into a fanciful diagram
representing a spear, as under.

vérrupporulvaippu vilakku
க

.

ர்

வேண கலைவாழ் வேத வாயான்
துணைவேந்து சூழ்மனரி கிருபை மனதொடு
விள்ளொ ணாடக மேவக் கவிமழை
தூவி வாசனை தூரம் மலியவே
நம்பும் புகழே நாமுறை காவண்
சாது ஞானச் சற்குண நீதிக்
கேயரு வேகொண் டிலகு முதாரி
தாதா டிகே சண்முகம்
மனைவி

மக்களொடு

மகிழ்ந்து வாழ்கவே.

vélam vinatal A sub-situation under the axkaM
theme MATIYUTANPATUTTAL: the hero, with a

view to suggestively revealing his love
for the heroine,

asking the

confidante

(as a false pretext) if she has encountered
an elephant there.
velvi Sacrifice, esp. Vedic.
velvinilai 1. A sub-situation under the PURAM

theme pATanrinar describing the greatness
of sacrifices performed by a king. 2. A
sub-situation under the puRAM theme
PATANTINAL describing the benevolence of
a chief in making gifts of red cows, in
the early hours of the day. 3. A literary
genre on the above themes.
vélanvakaiA sub-situation under the PURAM

theme VAKAITTINAL speaking of the peasant
pursuing his vocation in tune with the
wishes of brahmins, kings and merchants.

vélir A class of ancient chiefs in the Tamil
country.
verricaippa A verse in a distinctive metre at
the end of @ CURITAKAM Or ILAMPAKAM.
vérruppataivaravu A sub-situation under the
PURAM theme ULINAITTINAL speaking of the
martial support coming from another
king to drive away the besieging army.
verrupporulvaippani Vide PIRAPORULVAIPPANI.
vérrupporulvaippu vilakku Vide Pirarorui-

VAIPPUT TATAIMOLI.
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verrumaiyani

other than its agent), iwrpAM (sweetness of
diction and subject matter), INNICcAI also
called OLUKICA! or CUKUMARATAI (flowing
rhythm), UTARATAI or UTARAM (indication by
indirect suggestion of the excellence of
a thing), UYTTALILPORUNMAI OF PULAN
(transparency of sense achieved through
a careful choice of unambiguous simple
words), KANTAM or KANT! (gracefulness of

vérrumaiyani Vide viTIREKAVANI.
verrumaiyuruvakam Vide VITREKAVURUVAKAM.
verruvaraivu Vide NOTUMALARVARAIVU.
vésroliventurai A kind of veNTURAI verse in

which the first few lines have one kind
of rhythm and the succeeding lines have
a different kind of rhythm.
véru A word used as a heading in poems, to
indicate a change in metrical rhythm.
vérupatuttukkural A sub-situation under the
AKAM theme NANANATTAM: the confidante
speaking of the heroine as being
different and changed, looking angelic
as she comes af ter being sent for bathing.

diction

and

syntax),

vaLi

also

called’

ALECAM and OKaM (vigour of style,
achieved by introducing compounds in
quick succession). Cf. KAUTANERI.
vaitalikar Vide VETALIKAR.

verupattolippu Vide AVANUTIYANI.

vainilaikkoccakam
A kind of KOCCAKAM verse.

vérorukarana vipavanai Vide AYARKARANA

vaippu Vide ATAKKIYAL,

VIPAVANAI.
venil Vide MUTARPORUL.

venilmalai A verse genre: poem celebrating
the early (ILAVENIL) and the late (MUTUVENIL)
hot seasons.
venirpacarai Vide VATAIPPACARAL

vaiperakkattal A literary device which
consists in a detailed treatment of what
has already been briefly stated.
vaimutalatikkalankaram
A figure of speech
in which a whole stanza consists merely
of the names of several objects strung

together without any adjunct.

vaikarai Vide MUTARPORUL.
vainavam Vaisnavism, the religion which
holds Visnu (Tirumal) to be the Supreme
Being and is exclusively devoted to His
worship.

vairavam A peripheral sect of catva. It is
closely allied to vAMAm, but differs in
religious austerities. For it, salvation lies
in reaching the feet of Vairavan, a
manifestation of Civan.

vaittiyacattiram Vide ARUPATTUNANKU KALAIKAL.

vaitaruppaneriA style of poetry comprising
ten characteristics, viz., CERrvU also called
CILITTAM (terseness), TELIVU OF PORUTTELIVU
(perspicuity), CAMATAI also called
CAMANILAI OF CAMAN (tranquillity), CAMATI
(attribution of a deed to a person or thing

¢$¢¢

jatakakkatai The Jataka stories relating to
the past births of the Buddha.
javali
A musical composition of Urdu origin,
with love and devotion as its subject
matter,
that
accompanies
dance
performances.

¢
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_ AN INDEX or TERMS
DENOTING CONCEPTS OF WESTERN ORIGIN
Tamil
aka ayvuneri

1

akaccanru
akarati

araviyal anukumurai

1

aravilakkiyam

araviram

2

akaratiyiyam

3

akaratiyiyal
atikkaruttryal
atikkarutiu

6

arutiyinmai
10

anaittu anmavatam

235

14

araikuraikkavinar

inai

17

alvalakkupaliyar kotpatu
avala inpiyal natakam

alaakiyal

iyakkaviyal muran

20

iyalpiyam

iyarkaivatam

OAt cma

த்ர்ர

39

iyalputtalaivan

20
22

irankarpa

22
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38

38

iyalpunarvu nikkam

20

alakiyal tranayvu

உ

38

iyakkaviyal porulmutalvatam

20

avalanekilccit

38

iyakkaviyal

19

20

avalakkurippu muran

36

37

italiyal

17

avanampikkai itaimruttam

avalaccerukku

36

itaikkatci

14

_
35

itamuran

14

31

31

itaorumai

274

28

31

apaca eluttu

ayvetu

28

30, 117

anatikkam

14

14

ayanmatyunarvu

ABR

atipparuvam

13, 117

amaippiyal maruviya kotpatu.

amaippu muran

28

anupavavalit tiranayvu

amaippryal tranayvu
amaippiyalvatam

25

25

anupavak kotpatu

9

atinavinattuvam

avalappilai

25

arivumutarkolkai
6

anukkapparvai

ayanmai

25

ariviyal naval

ataiyalavunarvu

amaippu

24

arivalavaiyiyal
6

atikkurippu

24

arimanam

3

24

24

39

39
39

41
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unarcci munaippu natakam

irattai etirmai
irunmai

unarccivali araycci

iruttaliyal

unarcci vékam

irumaik karuttunilai

unamtarimoli

irumainilai

unarvu

tlakkiya araycci

unarvukkuttu

ilakkiya iyakkam

46

56

56
56

57
57

unarvunilaiyorumai
unarvuppirinilai

ilakkiyak Lolkat
ilakkiyat tanvaralaru

ilakkiyat tiruttu

57

uyar inpiyal natakam

46

ilakkiyat tiranayvu

57

unacvumaiya ilakkiyam

46

46

uyarkutip pakati

tlakkiya nit
47

60

47

ilakkiya meymai
ilakkiya varalaru

60

uyiriyak kotpatu

tlakkiyap pirappuravu

uyirilyam

61

urukkatci

61

urukkolkai

47

61

61

ilaiporul

uraiyatal

iJaivamaiti

uraivajap patippu

irutivilcct

ulaka ilakkiyam

64

waimaruppuk kolkai

ulakap potumai

64

inpak kotpatu

63

ulfafuttam

inpavetkaik kotpatu

52

ulfitu

mnocai

67

53

inakkulu ninaivu

53

inananavili
inamarapu

ullonriyam

68

ulanekilvu

68

ulappakuppayviyal
53

ulaviyal

uccam

ulaviyal naval

49, 54

utankalanokku

unarccic ceppam
unarccip pilaivatam

இரஉஊ௯௭
a

67

68

ulappakuppayviyal tiranadyvu

‘itipas venava

௮ஆ

25, 67

67

ullunarvu uruvakam

inakkulu

a

63

ulliyal anukumura:

inmai

57
60

uyartanip pataippu

ilakkiyap panku

56

uravumoli

56

68

68

Uurpeydr teriyap panuval
56

ஏஐ

ulmuran
ஒஓஓஃ
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68

68

60

70
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ulvinaivatam

71

_etarttavatam

karuttatal

72

etirttiruppam

72

karuttupporu]

etirnilaittalaivan
etirpputinam

72

etirparppunilai
aiku

karuttumuran
72

73

82

karuvipporul

oppiyal ilakkiyam
oppilakkiyam

64, 83

oppuravup porul

83

84

orukural tiranayvu

84

84
17, 84

85
86

ovvavuvamai

86

103
103

karpita natappiyal

103

104

kanavunilaik karpanai
katcippatimam
katarpatal

90

93

106

kala unarvu

93

kataippinnal

106

etirkkaru

93

108

100

kintal ilakkiyam

93

kilakkunar

95

இரஉஊ௯௭

kala valu

ஏஐஒஓஓஃ

107

108

kala orumai

93

kataiyuruvakam
karuttakkam

104

105

karanakariya vilakkamurai

93

kataittalaivan

அஆ

102

102

kappiyak kattumanam

kataicolli

kataiyin

100

karpanavatam

kanavukkatci

67

katitapputinam
katai

kaviyurimai

karpanaittetal

86

88

kattavilppu

100

karpanaikkatai

olipeyarppuk kuriyitu

100

100

kavitatyiyal

karpanai

olippatimam - 86

100

kalai kalaikkakak kotpata
kavitaikkalai

orupalcérkkait tiranayvu
orumaivatam

96

kalaikkalaficiyam

oppittumurait tiranayvu

96

96

karuvimoli

83

orunilai mantar

96

karuvi nattar valakkaru

83

kattamaippu

96

karuppup penniyam

alyuravuvatam

06

96

karutuko!]

olipeyarppu

95

karuttottam

82

ottunarvu

95

karuttuvilakkak karpanai

81

aiyavatam

95, 151

95

karuttumutalvatam

72

etirmarai arral

47, 95

karuttatal pakuppayvu
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1

11

110

camutaya inaivu

110

camutaya etarttavatam

kilattalnatai
kilattaliyal

kilttarakkavitai
kiitticiyiyam
kuravai

111
111

114

130
130

kurikko] ulaku

115

cakratis muran
cikkal

115

132

cikkal avilppu

116

cikkal ndtakam

kurippu ellal

133
133

cikkal mutirvu

116

54, 134

kurippuc cuttu

116

citaral

kurippup poru]

116

cirappup porutkurippu

117

cirukatai

kuripporulryal
kuriyittiyal

kuriyittup paruavam
ஸாரா

30, 117

cuyavaratanai

119

kurtalarak kotpatu
kurru

120

kelikkappiyam
keliccittirippu

kaiyarunilaip patal
koccaimoli
kotunakai

141
142

culvaraivuk kolkai

culal

121
123
123

122

culalamaivek kotpatu§
cuniyavatam

143
143

12+:

cempatippu

130

ceytittokuppinaippu

உளஎ௪

143

143

centotaippa

kotpatu

இர

142

143

camikfiai
அஆ

140

141

currivalaittal

121

121

140

140

cuvaiyirakkam

121

kélikkuttu

139
140

cuyavelippattuk kavitai
cuvatu

121, 150

kétkunar

139

cirupattirikkai

cuyapanpattu vilakkam

118

kathinanavili

139

139

cuyacaritai

118

kurunaval

134

ciruceyyul

117

132

133

116

kunippitu

131

carpunilai ilakkiyam

115

130

131

calippuvalakku

114

kurikk6l ilakkiyam

kurippan

camuka ulaviyal

carivu

kulaimaikkalai

kurittal

130

camikaviyal anukumurai

114

kuluppatal

130

camutaya etirppu
camuka naval

113

kulakkuri

130

144
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ceyalmurait tiranayvu

ceyalorumal
ceyalmoli

145

tannunarvup putinam =: 169

146
146,

ஜூவி

tanittanmai
150

170

taninapar pakati

146, 151

170

taninilaik kuriyitu

170

celvakku

146

tanimanita ilakkiya valakku

cevviyal

147

tanimanitat tonmam

cevvilakkiyam

147

tanimanita vatam

cerivuk kataippinnal
cerivuk kurru§

148

tanimoli

149

cerivuttittu
collataivu
collatci

171

titpakkurru = 173

150

tiruvilaiyatal natakankal

collatal kotpatu
corkirru

170

tatayicam

150

170

170

takkam

149

150

tiratmaraivu eluttar

150

tiranayvu

corpatimam

151

46

151

tuntu ilakkiyam

corpolivuk kalai

151

tuntu veliyitu

177

takavalali

152

tunaikataip pinnal

155

tunainilaik karpanai

talit penniyam

96, 155

tunainul pattiyal

talaip panuval

155

tuppariyum naval

talaimaiyil talaivan

tuntupporul

39

167

teyvika natakam

tarkurralan

167

totar

tarcarpuk kavita1
tarcarak kavitai

168
169

tannunarccippattu
௮ஆ
உத

இர
1

tonnul

140, 168

tannilai alumai

உ௭ஊ௯௭
ர

மம்6

186

tolpatimaviyal tiranayvu
tonmam
187

168

taruvayk kuriyitu
tanvaralaru

183

186

tolpatimam

168

178

185

tolkatai

168

178

185

totarkatai

tarcarput tiranayvu

178

182

tarkuriyitu

167

178

182

tuymaivatam

166

176

177

talittiyam

tarcarpinmat

175

175

tirkkataricana ilakkiyam

corpayilvatankal

taluval

170

170

169
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187

tOrravalarccimurai

188

nacivu ilakkiyam

189
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1

186
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natai

nikaltarpanku

190

natatyiyal

niyamavatat tiranayvu

190

narakulaku

nilaikkarru

191

nalattiranayvu

nalinta uruvakam

191

navina iruttaliyal

191

nilaimoli

navinat tiranayvu

191

navinattuvam

192

193
194

194

nattar valakkarriyal

194
194

nattuppurakkatai
nattuppurakkalai

93, 203
203

195

195

natakak kurippumuran

nencotu lalattal

204

netunkanakku
nerkkatcivatam

205
206

195

notikkatai

207

nokkavalu

207

nokkunilai

207

pakuttarivuvatam

195

pakuppayvu

195

patimam

25, 208

209
210

nappiralccippatal

196

pativak kavitai

196

pantitanatai

210

panpattiyam

39, 211

nayakan nayaki pavam
197

nikalkalai
nikaiccippatal

aasriuue

210

panpattiyal tiranayvu
198

panpunala naval
198

nikalccivatat tattuvam
அஆ

196

இரஉஊ௭

ஏஜஓஓஓளஃ

payan nokkam

௧௩

சஞ்ட்ண்த

211

211

payana ilakkiyam
198

204

207

nappurattuppatal
naval

204

207

naiyanti varunanai

195

' natakat tanimoli

nitiyuruvakam

nalyanti

194

natakattanmoli

24

nekilccik kilaikkataippinnal

193, 204

natakaviyal

202

nnyiakkiyam

nekilccik kataippinnal

nattar ilakkiyam

nattuppuraviyal

93, 202

nunporul patimam

52, 169, 193

nattar valakkaru

201

202

nitikkavitai

193

nanavunilai

nattar kalai

‘nitikkatai

191

navina varalarrryam

nanavotai

ninaivalinilai

192

nanavilimanam

201

niraikataip pinnal

191

navinattuvap panuval

201

150, 201

nilarputinam

navina cittirakkotpatu

199°

201

nilaipérriyar kavitai

191

nanavilinilai

198

212
212
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payanpatiuk kotpatey

212

payanmutarkolkai

payanmurait tiranayvu
payilaranku

212

213
214

228

229
234

pirappu milavalu

234

pinkalanittuvat tiranayvu

palkural tiranayvu

95, 215

215

pinnavinattuvam

pinnani

palmulap piratiyiyal

215

palamputumai vatam

216

palamarapuk katai

216

palamai manappahku

237

pinnokku utti

237

putiya cevviyarkalam
216

putinam

putu alai eluttz

palamaivatam

216

putukkavitai

238
238

putuc corporul

85, 217

217

238

putut tiranayvu

pattali ilakkiyam

224

191, 238

putumanutavatam

patapetam

224

putumaivetkaivatam

patuporul

224

putaipanuval

panarilakkiyam

225

pattirat tagymoli
pattirappataippu
pattiram

pulampal

225

238
240

pulanunarvut tiranayvu
151, 226

patippumayai

pulan valuvamaiti

pura ayvuneri

226

240

puravayat tiranayvu

palvakait tiranayvu

punaikatai

paltyal tiranayvu
paliyarpatimam

அஆ

240

240

puravayak kalaikkotpatu

226

parattumurait tiranayvu * 226

piracaram

238

239

pulanunarvu

225

patippukkurru
pamaranatai

238

238

putaivativam

225

238

197, 238

216

panmukavatam

235

155, 235

236

pingurai

palamaiyiyam

panuval

228

228

pilettonik katal
214

214

palturaiayvu

piratiyiyal
pirayticam

214

parupporul patimam
paruva ital

217

pirapaficamuran

parindmak kotpatu
parivunarvu

pirati

piratipalippuk kolkai

212

227

penniyam

227
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31, 96, 155, 243

penmaiyat tiranayvu

228
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242

penniyat tiranayvu

84

242

242
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246

marumalarcci

263

péeccukkalai

marumaiyiyal

263

06000

246

péccukkalait tirandyvu
peccumuran
potu ilakkiyam

porutkurru

248

poruttam

poruntavocai

53, 248

150, 248

porulmayakkam

249

252

252

253

matippittut tiranayvu

a

ர

260

14, 192, 269

269

mitturuvakkam

269

mi punaiviyam

269
269

270

mutalalittuvam
ஏஐஒஓஓஒளஃக்ங்

0௨6806
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269

269

270

mutiyattotar

263

1

miuyariyam

muttu

௮ஆஇாஉஊ௯௭

268

mi porunmaiyiyal
mukappurai
270

263

maruparcai

267

mi porunmaik kavitai

262

marutalai

267

maruko]

mi punaiviyalmuran

260

marapunilaip panuval

a

256

256

maraputtotar
mariuru

252

255

matippurai

marruru

miamaippiyalvatam

ponmaik kotpattut tiranayvu

266

266

mikaiyetarttam

252

mafical eluttz

266

manutaviyal
268
mask 268
mikaikkarpanai
268
mikaippunaivu
268

252

manvacanai

30, 117, 265
266

markciyam

251

policcennerip pataippu

ponmaikkalai

265

markciyat tiranayvu

250

polutupokkuk kavitai
pokkiri naval
251
polacceytal
252

porrippatal

mayattorram

264
264

markciyap pennyat tiranayvu
250

porulil ceyyul

264

mayatyalittal

250

porulanmavatam

manaiyaram
mayapparuvam

249

porulmutalvatam
porulataivu

263

manita maiyavatam

248

248

porulkurru,

263

manitanéyak kotpatu

248

porunmaiyiyal

marainilai aciriyar
marainilai vacakar

manappativiyal
264
manamutalvatam 264

247

porutpakuppayvu

polinul

246

246
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319

mutanilaik karpanai
muran

178, 271

274

vakaippatu

283

vakaimatiri

283

murannokku inpam

275

vakaimatirip pattiram

muranpatu meymai

275

vakaimarrak kotpatu

murani

275

vakaimai

murukiyal

22

283, 286

vakaimait tiranayvu

murukiyal ayanmai

14, 73, 276

murukiyal tiranayvu

mullaipatal

vacanam

22, 276

vaficamtir natakam
vattara naval

murkurippu

276

vattara valakku

murruttotar

276

vativam

munnilaip patuttal
utti

47, 277

mulakkaruttuk kotpatu

278

278

mulapatat tiranayvu
mulapatam
mulam

286

286
286

vativaviyal anukumurai

278

mulapporulvatam

varkka'ilakkiyam

287

varkkap porattam

287

varalarriyam

278

varalarru naval

278

milavativam

288

varalarrup poruimutalvatam

278

meélaimayamatal

278

varumunkurippu

280

varaiyuruvakkalai

280

valakkilappu

280

moltyiyal

281

moliyiyal tiranayvu
motal

291

-vacakak kotpatu§

293

vacakappa

281

vacakar ulaviyal
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Absence

52

Apostrophe

Abstract image
Adaptation
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Applied criticism

166

145, 298

Appreciative criticism

Addressee

121

Appropriation

Addresser

110

Archaism

140

100, 290

Aesthetic criticism

22

Archetypal criticism

Aesthetic distance

14, 73

Archetype

Aesthetics

22

Agnosticism

56, 226

82

Alienation

14

106

Artforart'ssake
Aside

186

186

Architectonics

Affective fallacy

100

225

Atheism

50

Allegory

93

Atmosphere

Allusion

116

Audience psychology

Alphabet

205

Auditory image

143

Altar poem

134

Autobiography

Ambiguity

249

Avant-garde

Anachronism

100

Anagnorisis

Baroque

Analytical criticism

209

Bathos

131

Beast fable

Animism

28

Bibliography

93, 301
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Bildungsroman

72
268

Anticlimax

225

268

207

Anthropology

140
238

Anecdote
Antagonist

291

Binary opposition

141

293

86

Bardic literature

9

191

17, 42, 117

Biographical criticism

296

296

Anti-hero

39

Antinovel

72

Biographical literature
Biography 296

Antithesis

95

Black feminism

Aphorism

149

Black humour

Apocalyptic literature
Apocrypha
Aporia

270

70

176

Blank verse
Bombast

96

123
143

307

Bridal mysticism

196

322
Broadside
Burlesque

177

Conceit

86

110

Concept

95

Cacophony
Canon

Concordance

53, 248

Camouflage

267

60

214

Concrete poetry

210

Confessional poetry

Capitalism

271

Caricature

121, 207

Catastrophe

151

Concrete image

Conflict

281

Conformism

49

130

Catharsis

56

Confrontism

130

Character

225

Connotation

116

Characterization
Chiasmus

Conscious mind

225

Choral lyric
Chorus

Constative

Chronicle play

287

Classical literature
283

Class literature

54

Cosmic irony

287

Class struggle
Climax

Crisis
Criticism
Cubism

10

Closet drama

304

Dadaism
119

280

176
191

Comedy of manners

60-

20
132

Comparative criticism
Comparative literature

191

Decadent literature
Deconstruction
Decorum

Committed literature

96, 155

155

Dead metaphor
170

211

171

Dalit feminism
Dalitism

124

Comedy of humours
Comic relief

93

49, 134

Cultural criticism

Collective unconscious
Colophon

168
143

275

Counterplot

287

Close reading

Collocation

39

Contextual symbol
Contextual theory

Classification

131

216
150

Constructionism
147

147

Cliche

193

Conservatism

114

113

Classicism

24

Consciousness

267

140

189

67

248, 286

Deductive method

299

83

Defamiliarization

39

83

Definitive edition

143

Complex plot

201

Demotic

Complication

133

Demythification

226
266

323
Denouement

133

Elegy

Detective novel

178

Diachronic study
Diacritic

288

Empathy

86

Dialectical materialism
Dialectics 38
Dialogic criticism

274

38

Difference
Dirge

Epigram

173
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Epistemology

47, 95
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Essentialism

39, 44

95

Ethical heroism

Discursive method
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Ethnography

Discussion play

Euphony
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Dissociation of sensibility

Drama
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Dramatic soliloquy

Dream vision
Dualism

195

104

45

191

169

Eidetic imagery

307

67

268

Farce

121
71

Feminism

96, 243
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Flashback

237

Flashforward
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Flat character

84

Foil

240

307

Fantasy

Fiction

Dualistic idealism
Dystopia
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Expressionism
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45
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93, 203
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Fatalism
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Dramatic monologue
Dramaturgy

307
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Documentary montage
Doggerel
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53
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Discourse analysis

Dissertation

204
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Epistolary novel

239

Discourse

100

Epigraph 270
Epilogue
237
Episodic structure
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95, 215
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Didactic literature

Empiricism
Encyclopaedia
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Diction

56

83

Empirical criticism

Dialectical (Socratic) irony

Dialogue
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Emotive language

275

243
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Folk art

“Historical novel
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Folk literature
Folklore
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Hubris
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Footnote

6
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Hypothesis
96
Id 52, 169, 193
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298
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Genetic fallacy
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95

Idealistic literature
115
Ideology
296
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Idyll 276
Ilocutionary act
151
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Functionalism
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Impact

Ghost writer
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Gnomic verse

155
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286

264

250
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Formalistic approach
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Formalism

287
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194

Folktale
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Historicism

30, 117
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61
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170

Impersonal poetry

168

202

Implied auther

Graphic art 290
Gynocriticism
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ImpHed reader

263

Impressionism

264

Haiku

Impressionistic criticism

81

Hamartia

20

Individualism

170

Hedonism

51

Infection theory

Heroic age

304

Influence

Heroic poetry
Hieratic

304

High comedy

60

Historical criticism
Historical materialism

288

187

146

Informant

210

263
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Inscape

67

Instress
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Intentional fallacy
288

Intentionality

212

207

56
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Interior monologue
Interlude

204

Literature of sensibility
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Local colour

Internal evidence

1

Local symbol

Interpretative imagination

96
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293

Intertextuality

215

Irony

1
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275
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204
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Madrigal
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Magic realism
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Loose sentence
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Locution
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57
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256

Marxist feminist criticism

Jungian criticism
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Masque

Langue
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Legend

216
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Legislative criticism
Leitmotif

298
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Lexicon

264

46, 281
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Milieu

96
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252

Mimetic art
46

Miracle plays

Literary criticism | 46

Mock epic

Literary genetics

Modernism

Literary genre
Literary history
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47

47

Monism

283

Literary idiolect

175
192
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Montage

170

Literary movement

46

252

121

Monologic criticism
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269

269

143

Mimesis

Literary biography

84
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Moralistic approach

Literary studies

46

Motif

Literary theory

46

Motivation

43

169

Metaphysics

260

Literariness

Mentalism

Metaphysical poetry
251

Linguistic criticism
Lisible

56
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2

Linguistics

249

Melodrama

Metafolklore

3
3

Light verse

Materialism

Metafiction

262
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268

47
182

24

266
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Multidisciplinary research
Mutation theory
Mystery play
Mysticism
Myth

183
68
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Naive hero

304

Narcissism

140

Narrator

278

Oral literature

294

Oral tradition

295

Oration

151

Oratory

151

Organicism

93
39

61

61

Orientalism

111

Originality

170
216

Negative capability

73

Orthodoxy

Neoclassical period

238

Paleo-modernism

Neo-existentialism

191

Pamphlet

Neologism

238

New criticism
New historicism

Parole

238

Pathos
250

197

68
31

134, 210, 216

Perceptive criticism
211

Novella (novelette)

Performative

96

Periodical

Objective criticism

Objective poetry

84

Objectivity

167

270

72
142

Perlocutionary act

151

167

Personal criticism
198

252

Oedipus complex

214

Periphrasis
242

Persona

44

Occasional verse

Peripeteia

168

Objective theory of art

198

Periodic sentence

242

Personal myth

Perspective

168

‘170

Personal poetry
53

240

150

Performing art

118

Objective correlative

Ode

60

Pattern poetry

199

Novel of character

Obscurity

207

238

Patriarchal

Normative criticism

Object

37

Pathetic fallacy

143

Nonsense verse
Novel

Parody

238

New wave writing
Nihilism

275

Parallelism
192

New humanism

216

177

Paradox
191

295

148

.Organic theory

110
110

Naturalism

Ontology

Organic plot

Narrative style
Narratology

215

Oral formulaic theory

283

96

168

327
Phallic image.

227

Proletarian literature

Phatic communion

68

Phenemenology

Philology

198

Plagiarism

46

Protagonist

Plastic art

114

251

Prototype

278

Psychic repression
234

Psychoanalysis

Pleasure principle

52

301

Psychological novel

Pluralism

85,217

Psychology

Poetaster

17

Purism

Poetic justice.

47

Poetic license

100

100

Poetic sensibility
Poetic truth

57

Point of view

Political readings

Postmodernism
Poststructuralism

103
53
25

Reader-oriented criticism

293

Reader-response criticism

14

293

30, 117, 265
72
293

Reconstruction

269

Regional dialect

14, 192

286

Regional novel

252

Practical (applied) criticism
Pragmatic criticism
Pragmatic theory

145

212
178, 271

167
198

133

286
263

Revenge play
Re-vision
Rhetoric

216

Private symbol

Renaissance
Review

212

Primary imagination

289

Quest motif

Reception theory

235

235

Problem play

17

Realism

Postcolonial criticism

Probability

149

Queer theory

Real, The

206

Primitivism

Purple patch

Readers' forum

293

253

Positivism

Potboiler

201

207, 298

Pomography

68

Rationalism

Poetry of the neumenon

68

68

182

Racial memory

47

252

68

Psychoanalytic criticism

93

Prolepsis

150, 248

93

Pseudo-classical literature

Platonic love

Poetics

224

228

Propositional act

278

Picaresque novel

Plot

Propaganda

284

256
263
246

Rhetorical criticism
Rhetorical irony
Roman dclef
Romance

103

246
274

201

Romantic imagination
Romantic irony

304

275

Romantic movement
Romantic poetry
Romanticism

31

Scepticism

82

Stock response

294

280

Style
25

190
190

Subject

95

Scientism

297

Subject index

250

Scriptible

260

Subject matter

224

Secondary imagination
Semantic analysis
Semantics

248

Semiotic code
Semiotics

130

240

Serial

185

Subjective poetry
Sublime

301

Subplot

178

Sub-text

238

Superego

117

Sense
Setting

178

248

Suspense

Sexualities criticism
Short story
Signification

268
72

Suspension of disbelief
Symbol!
118

84

139

Significance

Symbolic order

115

Symbolism

139

Sympathy

30

117
214

Signified

116

Synaesthesia

Signifter

116

Synchronic study

Situational irony
Slang

274
130

’ Sociological nov]
170

274

130
130

Text

93
56
217, 278

Textual criticism
Textuality
Texture

55

301

Tempo

Sociological approach
Socratic irony

Tale

130

240

185

Taboo

Social psycholozy

Sohloquy

Syntax

123

Socialist realist.

168

169, 303

Surrealism

236

13, 117

14, 88

Stylistics

Sctence fiction

14

Structuralist criticism
Structure

193

274

Structuralism

116

Scatology

294

Structural irony
291

Sanskritization

150

Stock character

Stream of consciousness

269

Round character
Sarcasm

304

304

Speech act theory

228
48

278

19

329
Thematology
Theme

6

Typology

6_

Theoretical criticism

Theory

298

124

Theory of ideas

278

130

Tongue-twister

102
150

Variorum edition

141
274

Tragicomedy

20

Transcreation

Translation

Verbal art

269

139

Visual image

280

Travelogue

151

Visionary imagination

281

Transliteration

Verset

Vorticism

86

105
142

Westernization

212

Word index

263

280
150

53

Workshop

283

World literature

Typical character

63

294

Verbal icon

Transcendentalism

283

Zeitgeist
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¢ 4

44

115

Utterance act

Tragic irony

Type

108
64

Utopianism

114

Travesty

35

Unity of time
Utopia

196

57

57
146

Unity of place
Universality

Thesis novel

Tribe

228

31

Trace

Unification of sensibility
Unity of action

293

Theory of reflection

Totem

193

Unified sensibility

Theory of reading
Thesis

283

Unconsciousness

213
108

64

104
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